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PREFACE

So many people contributed to this report in so many ways that it
is impossible to prepare a proper set of attributions. We would have
to proceed page by page. Administratively, Max Beberman of the
Curriculum Laboratory; Will Shoemaker and Anthony Gregorc, principals
of University High School; Deans David Jackson and Rupert Evans of
the College of Education and Director Branigan of the School of Music
contributed, financially and morally. In the course of five years,
there was naturally a turnover of ste7f members. The following persons
constituted the staff at various times, and they are listed with their
current specialties. Generally speaking, staff members contributed
within their specialties, although this was not always the case.

Barbara Bender, Secretary
David Campbell, Music and Philosophy of Education
Robert Cardinal, Art
Richard Colwell, Music
Arelene Cooper, Art
Douglas DiBianco, Music
Susan Edelheit, Art
Roger Edwards, Music
Mary Fulkerson, Dance
Muriel Hesse, Art
Walker Johnson, Architecture
James Knight, Architecture
Reynold Krueger, Music
VaLera Leemon, Secretary
Ned Levy, English
Rae McDowell, Theater
Elaine Montgomery, At
Fred Moyer, Architecture
Jean Ralley, Genetal Education
Marvinia Randolph, Dance
Shozo Seto, Art aed Dance
Carol Schwartz Schramm, Music
Ralph Smith, Art and Philosophy of Education

The project, then, is primarily the work of a collection of graduate
assistarts and faculty members who contributed papers, aralyses, lessons,
and other material over a period of five years. The faculty steering
committee under the chairmanship of Charles Leonhard of the School of
Music gave support to the project in its initial stages. Members of the
steering committee consisted of departmental representatlies from nearly
every department involved with aesthetic education, landscape architecture,
city planning, home economics, music, art, architecture, dance, literature,
education, theater, and so on. Douglas DiBianco has been with the pro-
ject for three years, has been the bibiography and ethnomusicology
"expert," as well as providing many excellent ideas in his role as
assistant project director and chief editor of all materials. Muriel
Hesse inspired the staff with her diligence in developing and teaching
art materials, and moat of the art sections of this report are due to
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her effort. Carol Schwortz Schramm motivated much of the music work
with her organizational and analytical skills, provided the music lesson
plans in the exemplar approach as well as much of the elements-oriented
material. Professor Shozo Sato contributed the booklet on sumi-e which
was such a success with junior high school students. Professor Smith
developed the rationale for the project found primarily in Chapter 5
and professors Moyer and Knight the architecture material. Professor Levy
has a specialileA background in several arts and served, for some time
as our Renaissance man of wide learning and stimulating insights.

Our secretaries deserve banquets and honors, as they have been
subjected to a continual bombardment of details on this and many other
projects which are undertaken by our office. The secretarial assistance
of Miss Ruth Gorrell and her staff of the College of Education Steno-
graphic Office has been of inestimable help. She has patiently taken
scrambled and incorrect sentences, disorganized and unintelligible
material, and somehov made it come out correctly and on time. The

inconsistencies and less-than-perfect pages in the report are due to
the length of the report which had to be done piecemeal, and not to
Miss Gorrell and her staff.

The project director's wife, Ruth, has not 'Ally assisted in the
editing of the final report, but has had to contribute much more to
family life than her share during the extended period that a project
)f this scale requires.

The director must accept the responsibility for selecting the
materials to be included and for organization of this final report.
The quantity of material generated by such a select group of scholars
has been tremendous, most of it successful. We have occasionally been
forced to reduce some materials in size, but have tried to provide an
honest view of the range of activities and work. If, in rewriting and
editing, meanings have been lost or changed, apologies are in order.
Most of the chapters and appendices represent more than one author's
work, and staff members have not seen their work final form. The

report is, to an extant, a potpourri of ideas about aesthetic education,
and some sections are relatively loose in construction.

Aesthetic education is receiving more attention from educators and
laymen than ever before, and the staff has had a sense cf excitement,
knowing that, at last, our time seems to have come. We hope that anyone
interested in this crucial area of education can find something of value
in this work.

Richard Colwell
September 1170
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CHAPTER I

.
Any project which attempts to develop a curriculum in the combined

arts is faced with not only the problems of the individual arts, and
the diversity of methods to accomplish ne goals of each, but the addi-
tional problems of finding at: elusive thread that links the arts in
some manner. The aesthetic education project was committed to explor-
ing in a small way the use of models or exemplars as advanced by Professor
Harry Broudy of the University of Illinois. Often the restriction to
use exemplars seemed too confining, and project staff members felt
compelled to try alternative methods for accomplishing specific objec-
tives. At other times staff members found it necessary to focus
on basic preliminary concepts rather than project objectives, as stu-
dent experiences and knowledge were more limited than even the more
pessimistic staff members had anticipated.

. The early phases of the project were spent in staff discussions
concerning feasible approaches, selection of materials, development of
a philosophical rationale, and the techtLical aspects of the trial
phases. Rather than begin with a full semester or year of work, small
modules of each art were developes1 in order that teaching techniques
could be refined, strategies for combining the arts developed, and
necessary work completed on velated relearch. The design of the re-
port has been formulated to assist future researchers rather than to
present I fully developed curriculum. The dead ends of this projcc::
are probably as meaningful as the successes. A chronological order is
followed in one section of the report when describing the rationale and
minor projects. In other sections a subject matter approach has been
taken so that related materials can be grouped together.

The project combined the efforts of many people and it is not
always possible to identify the individual deserving of credit for the
various phases. The University of Illinois contributed a substantial
amount in faculty time from many departments. Although beneficial, this
did not always result in greater expediency--landscape architecture.
city planning, architecture, dance, theater, literature, music and
art personnel do not have the same set of objectives for the arts in
tle elementary grades, no a common approach. Through all the frustra-
tions, tie project was stimulating at all limes; certainly lily project
it the'combined arts will require concentrated efforts from a diverse
gi)up of dedicated scholars.

The initial problem was stated as follows:

Education in the arts in American schools is usually divided
according to the disciplines; music, graphic art, screen art, architec-
ture, literature, dance. and philosophy, each as separate from one an-
other as from the sciences. In the elementary schools the division is
often greater. Music is divided into at least three types of activities:
instrumental music, choral music, and classroom music. Art in pra&mati-
cally defined as work with paint and crayola with little or ../o refererce
to sculpture, reliefs, or tapestries. Dance is pact of physical educa-
tion. The screen arts, philosophy, architecture, and the minor arts
fail to be included in the usual public school offering and literature
as a fine art receives only superficial treatment, usually a an
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1-2

elective in the high school. Music and graphic art are the two primary
art forms in the elementary school. Required instruction in these two
forms usually begins in the primary grades and continues through grade
six. The May and October issues of the NEA Research Bulletin, 1963,
reported that ninety-three percent of the elementary schools offer
instruction in music and art.1 In Coe junior and senior high school,
art experiences are usually elective and reach a small percentage of
the student body. Thus the present scaool structure reflects art
experiences for all in the elementary schoo 4, art experiences for the
interested in the junior and senior high.

Training in the arts in tae elementary schools has not been approach-
ed from the standpoint of aesthetic education, nor is aesthetic education,
per se, generally thought to be its responsibility. The reasons for this
are buried in tradition and are today somewhat vague. However, con-
sensus is easily reached in nearly every educated group of adults today
that American publrx school children are receiving neither the amount
nor the quality of training in the arts that is desirable. A problem
exists for the scholar in the humanities; how is he to provide a batter
education in the arts for every school child within the existing frame-
work of the school curriculum or with modifications that can reasonably
be expected?

Music and art educators devote their primary energies ir the Ae-
mentary school to providing opportunities for the student to read
music, to use his voice,and to have experiences with art materials.
Few would deny the necessity of working with a t objects as a requisite
for later aesthetic experiences. Traditionally a minimum of six years
of direct experiences with ert objects has been advocated. These
direct experiences usually do not approach the problems of as...thetic
education, of appreciation, discrimination, 3nd literacy in the body
of knowledge known as the arts. A second deterrent to change is wide-
spread doubt that a child younger than junior high school age can
satisfactorily cope with the concepts of musi.: or art as a phase of
aesthetic education.

Better teaching methods, research in related fields in concept
development, the demand for some form of aesthetic education for all
students, the realization by musicians and artists that the arts in the
public schools should develop aesthetically aware citizens, all combine
to make appropriate serious reconsid.ration of our present programs,
with a view toward the possibility of adopting new approaches.

Development of sensitivity to the art object has long been a stated
objective of programs in the arts and humanities. Presumably, the long
range goal of the skill oriented program in the elementary schools is
the srarA. At least two approaches to the problem of better aesthetic
education are possible: (1) ensure that a program of aesthetic educa-
tion for all students be instituted in the junior and senior high schools
of America, or (2) accomplish the desired objectives within the time
presently available for art, music, literature, dance, etc. Adoption
of the second alternative appears to have possibilities for several
reasons. Amcng these are: improvement does not have to wait upon major
change in the curriculum; a program which has been trice, with either
success or failure, can produce stronger arguments than an untried
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1-3

program: the case for a continuation into the junior and senior high
school program successful at the elementary level is compelling; and
demand will be created by those who have participated in the rewarding
exoeriences of the arts. Obviously for today and some time to come,
the responsibility of aesthetic education for all falls to the ele-
mentary school, to wrestle with As best it can.

The problem becomes, then, what is feasible and possible in the
elementary school? Bruner's contention2 that any subject can he
taught in an intellectually honest manner at any age level suggests
that the aesthetician consider the problems posed for the arts. How-

ever, Bruner Is not the only psychologist writing on this topic.
l'inget would presurlaby argon that a letic education is primarily
conc.n-ned with formal operationni urocodnres, and the child is often
not sufficiently inatve at elPv,m to deal, with nestletic educntion.
Ausnbel would in turn find fnn't with Pinget's argnment. As hot}
men argue from theoretical models, the researcher is left with the
Practical problems of what is feasible. There is increasing concrete
evidence leom other discipl ices t!qlt Bruner m.d Ansobel might he
correct, and that mnterinls could he developed and made available for
the tebching of aesthetic education in the elementary school. Mathe-
matics, formerly reserved for the upper grades, is included in the
elementary school curriculum; solid geometry has been taught to second
grade children; Bereitor is teaching three-year-old children to read:
children in tie primary grades deal successfully wia synta;;;

Gallagher's trojects with the gifted and the school sciento projectr
nil indicate that_ one cannot-, n nriori, abandon U.ea of aesthetic
education in the elementary grades. 3,4,5,6,7,,9 Althou0 wor in
related fields does not prove chat comparable results can be expected
in the arts, it does indicate that a careful investigation is worth-
WM1e.

A second mi.-ion for als investigation at th.2 elementary level ig
that if art is worthwhile, it is difficult to argue that it is worth-
while only for some.

Third, music and art coarse; are not presently structured as
aesthetic education courses in the elementary grades, nor does this
investigation imply that they should be. There is an obvious need to
reta:n much of the present curriculum in order to mate any new approaches
possible and feasible. However, presently students are not taught how
to listen or how to see. Boots abound at the college level for inte-
grated courses in the arts but present-day elementary school texts
provide little assistance for the teacher to broaden his ?resent scope
or adopt a new approach. Thus the elementary school teacher has no
freedom of choice; he is bound by the paucity of materials to continue
following the corientional approach.

The purpose of the ae-;tn'' -,7,,a1'on project was to rethink and
redefine the nature of art ,.r!: offered to tie elementary

school student. This analysis +iu cuscrl on the possibility of toting
students beyond the level of direct expericui-es and offering an inte-
grated, nestheticnlly oriented approach as tle culmination of that

.13



period of education where art experiences are required of r1 stfldeat:I.

Several reasons can be advanced for an integrated course over the art
or music appreciation type of course. First, the possibility exists
that at some point teaching the disciplines of the arts separately may
no longer be fruitful, The assumption that students will mature and
automatically see relationships has been proven unrealistic. To offer
bits of information in different courses taught by different teachers,
and expect, students to relate styles without some help is to expect
the impossible. The arts even more than other disciplines depend Lyon
"wholes." It is doubtful if works of art can be factored out r"ter a
Guilford model, Secondly, individual disciplines within the arts
possess inherent restrictions for work at the elementary level; a
stylistic exemplar in one medium may be obvious, in another too
subtle, for use with elementary pupgs.

Third, although art and music have been the staples and would pre-
sumably continue to be so, landscape architecture, dance, films, ea.d
the minor arts seem to hold promise for an aesthetic education course
in the elementary school.

Fourth, the combining of time presently allotted to the separate
subjects would allow the flexibility and greater length of time necessary
for dealing with art objects. Curriculum specialists are talking of
projects combining the entire offerings of the school. The excellent
rationale that the new math, new social studies, new English, and so on,
must fit together for real benefit to the child is widely accepted. The
arts must be included in any such plans, mus, be ready to participate
when the time comes. However, the arts lack the background in research
that the other disciplines have enjoyed for so many years. Even today,
curriculum research in the arts is comparatively rare.

The present investigator makes the hypothesis that it is possible
to have different levels of aesthetic experiences depending upon the
knowledge and maturity of the individual. This supports the premise
that education in the arts can be cyclical, each time involving deeper
insights. The implication is not that any random ordering of experi-
ences with art objects is satisfactory, but that once a good pedagogical
sequence with logical progression has been established, it may be used
as a pattern for gaining deeper insights and higher orde: aesthetic
experiences throughout one's lifetime.

Fifth, the training of teachers is a problem in all curriculum
proposals, but in this case may not be arty more serious than that pre-
sectly faced under the conventional approach. The academic areas of
music and art continually confront the problem of providing teachers
with sufficient skills to adequately teach children in these areas.
Although one would not expect all teache':s to adopt this proposed
course, the availability of materials for such a course would provide
a.freedom of choice not now possible.

14
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,Zationale

Any effort to define the essence of art is doomed to failure. A
fundamental human demand calls at into being. perhaps not as strong as
the need for shelter mel food, but growing stronger as material needs
are satisfied. The arts thus add a completeness to life, with the
richest satisfaction coming to those to whom the greatest number of
approaches is available. Society, and in turn the schools, has the
responsibility of providing the means by which its citizens may have
the richest, fullest lives.

TL2 cause for aesthetic education has been put forth so cv:vincingly
and so well by others that a case for it need not be argued here. In-

creasing demands for the arts in the schools come from all quarters,
although, admittedly, primarily from the secondary school. Conant
believes that all sttdent3 should be urged to include art and music in
their "elective programs." Ideally all high school students shculd
have experience in art both as consumers and producers. In an inte-
grated arts program, the common aesthetic conaidelations in art, music,
drama, dance.and writing can be explored. To date, comparatively l'ttie
has been done to relate these expressive areas in education. The
satisfactions of many, perhaps of nearly all, people will be enhanced
or diminished by the presence or absence of aesthetic sensitivity to
music, the fine arts, and literature.10

This study made the following assumptions.

1. Some form of aesthetic education course where values ale
discussed, where style, form, principles, and types of art objects are
explored, and in which elementary discriminations are made, is desir-
able for all students.

2. Sufficient evidence exists that an integrated arts course is
feasible at the sixth grade level.

3. Other arts, in addition to music and the graphic arts, can be
included in such a course.

4. Materials and a syllabus con be developed which will allow
curriculum planners a variety of options.

5. An aesthetic education coucle would _or be beyond the capa-
bilities of the classroom teacher.

6. Combining courses with similar basic objectives and similar
principles is feasible and desirable.

Art and music appear to be logical arts to integrate. Scholars
such as Johnson, Foster, Ramsey, Mornland York have recently advocated
this; 11,12,13,14,this;approach. Both music and art are currently in the
school curriculum; no obvious reason exists as to why additional arcs
such as architecture, landscape architecture, film arts, danceoand the
minor arts should not be i.ncluded when appreciation becomes the goal.
These arts havE striking similarities, employ the same principlesland
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have similar objectives. Literature aad philosophy appear sufficiently
different to be omitted from consideration. Style and form are more
subtle and verbal comprehension adds a complicati factor undesirable
at this stage.

"Order is indeed the greatest and most general of esthetic laws':
16

Within the law of order one can find a framework < of principles consist-
ing of tension, relaxation, symmetry, balance, sequence, movement, line,
contrast, design, unity, harmony, composition, form,snd style. When
speaking of these principles, one cannot toll whether the reference is
to art, music, architecture, dance, film,or the minor arts. Ihey are
the principles of aesthetic education, more meaningful to the art object
than the subject of the painting, the materials of the building or the
melody of the symphony. These concepts or principles can be made
obvious if a variety of materials is available. For example, contrast
is perhaps 1;kore obvious in a bridge of Maillart, tension in the dance
of Nureyev, than in the other art forms. The formal qualities of
the classic period are easy to discern in the gardens of Versailles,
Rococo style in architecture, Romanticism in the music of Wagner,
the Baroque in sculpture. Once principles and concepts have been
developed, once the child says, "Oh, 1 see", the road to deeper in-
sights and more subtle meanings becomes easier to travel. The trans-
fer of concepts already understood is a simpler task than the building
of original concepts With art objects, such transfer will complement
and enhance other concepts, as art does not stand alone but stems from
the culture.

The rationale for the projected course is found in Broudy's pro-
posal of aesthetic models,1/ an educational plan focusing upon the
development of (1) skills of artistic perception, (2) skills of
artistic production, and (3) internal models of aesthetic preference.
Skills of artistic perception and the possession of internal models of
aesthetic preference seem to fit together; it is difficult to talk
about clue without the other. According to Broudy, aesthetic models are
produced by developing aesthetic sensitivity, or perception, on the
one hand, and aesthetic judgment on the other.

Aesthetic sensitivity is of three types: to sensory differences
in the work of art, to the formal properties in a work of art, and to
expressiveness in a work of art. The first step on the road to aesthe-
tic education is, therefore, sensitivity to differences in the serukory
manifold exhibited by a work of art. "That we often note sensory
differences only when someone points them out to us indicates that
training in this phase of aesthetic experience is possible and almost
prosaically straightforward."18 By sensitivity to formal properties,
Broody means recognition of design, the patterns of composition, balance,
similarity, etc. Sensitivity to expressiveness indicates th. ability
to perceive something "as" something else. Without this we have
aesthetic literalness which for Broudy is tantamount to aesthetic
illiteracy.

16
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The model for aesthetic :udgment 13 relatively clear. Some

knowledge of art history is virtualiy indispensable, yet ':his must be

interlaced with direct first-hand experience of works of att represents
tive of various periods, styles, and artists. Standards are formed
through experiences with (1) classification and identification of the
art object, (2) interpretation of its meaning, intent, and effi,.ct, and
(3) comparison with some standard or criterion. Knowledge about works
of art is essential, for as Broudy states,.."knowledge about works of art
affects the purely aesthetic response, and it can modify it enough to
change its quality; and the change is not always for the worse."19
Selection of the standards or exemplars for study will follow the classic
principle. This is defined as w^rks of art that experts have consist-
ently judged to have (a) high artistic quality, (b) imoortant influencl
on other works of art, and (c) high extra-aesthetic significance.
Experts are less likely to disagree on matters of technique and the
formal properties of a worl: of art than on its expressiveness or extra-
aesthetic significance, This potential agreement of the connoisseurs
makes it possible to insure that the exemplars chosen for rie carriculum
will, artistically at least, be of the first order. The exemplar will
be transformed to a teaching, model by a logical arrangement centerinp
on the ideas of style, types and form, and based on the aesthetic
principles already outlined.

°UeSt[YP''

the first objective of the protect was to draw up a clear-cut
statement of the primary aims .:or an arts program in aesthetic education
in the public schools. Aims for integrated courses in junior and
senior high school are vague at best and little attention has been paid
to the elementary school. The scope of the material from which the
teaching examples may be selected makes it imperative that organization
be based upon definitive objectives The use of principles is pro-
p5sed, first clearly showing how a principle applies to vaiious art
:orms within a stylistic framework, and then showing how tht principle
has been used in various styles. These principles are not to be
presented as facts to be learned, but rather applied to the exemplar(s)
in question. In this way the expressive qualities of the art objects
can be maintained, and the danger avoided of becoming notoriously
nonaesthetic, as many historically integrated courses tend to be.
Constructive evidence can he shown that all students benefit from work
in aesthetic education and some evidence is presented Es to what levels
of work may rationally be expected.

The next objective was to develop a series of experiences in the
arts maximizing the aesthetic valnes possible with elementary school
children from each of the discipltnes. The exemplars were tentatively
selected. The out!ine of topics initially formulated for the course
was a modification of one suggested by Reimer."

I. What does art do?
What are the expressive qualities of art?
What is the value of art?
What is the role of art?
What is the relation of the artist to the art object?
What is the role of the connoisseur?

1
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II. How does art function?

Movement, tension, balance, unity
Types of art experiences
Styles
Materials

music, graphic art, film, dance, structure, space, time

III. That constitutes art of value?

Form
Composition
Representation
Interpretat:ion

Perr.orr,ance

The relationships of each of the concepts or principles listed
under rationale, such as design, contrast, harmony, etc. were carefully
analyzed aad applied to each exemplar. They were also explored in
preliminary units and participation activities. The objective was not
a lecture course but rather one where students are able to participate
to the fullest extent. Listening, seeing, singing, drawing, dancing
were all used when they contributed to the objective of the lesson.
Students had many opportunity to apply and use the concepts developed,
with art objects. Use of the exemplars was of sufficient depth to
create an understanding of the art object In its cultural and histori-
cal setting, Emphasis was placed upon instruction in the expressive
qualities of the object rather than pure identification, though project
members tended to veer toward technical analysis, and had to be fre-
quently drawn back to the expressive emphasis.
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CHAPTER TWO

Recent'airriculum Developments in American Education

The curriculum development movement can be traced'to immediate pre,
decessors in the late 1950's. Such 'projects as thi? Physical Science
Study Committee (PSSC) at the,MaSsachilsetts Institute of Technology and
the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics (UICSM) were
among the major forces'in this period. At the present time, curriculum
development preSents a brief overview Of.current work in the major
fields. Various publications of the Association for 'Supervision and
Curriculum Development, a branch of the National Education Association,
describe these developments. This chapter continues, unabated and is
affecting every aspect of the school program.

Science

The most important developments have occurred in science and mathe-
matics. Those fields have received the most support from the federal
government, and several major courses of study have been produced. A
masterful overview of'the ferment and change in science curriculum
development is presented in Richard Haney's The Changing Curriculum:
Science.L Since science curriculum develcvers have had to wrestle not
only witL 'their own 'disciplines but also with basic underlying problems
of curriculum developSent itself, some of their results are generalizable
to other subjects in the curriculum. Generally speaking, science curricu-
lum workers have been amazingly successful in their production of
innovative materials, and many problems of sequencing Eave been attacked.
Although "Another decade or more of curriculum experimentation will be
needed to develop a satisfactory K-12 curriculum prototype in scienc,,,
the science curriculum is far ahead of most other areas of curriculum
development.

Several crucial ideas have resulted from science curriculum research.
It seems tLai: learning how a discipline works, e.g., Kw scientists think
and operate, is of paramount significance. Thus we find an emphasis on
science as inquiry and as a recess rather than as , series of topics
to be covered. Hurd and Gallagher discuss this need "to teach science
in the way it is known to scientists."3

An attempt is made to carefully teach broad understandings and key
concepts, such as, "science is tentative and revisionary in nature,"
"replication is a concomitant of scientific investigation," and "matter
exists in the iorm of units which can be classified into hierarchies of

H,c;01'11 levels."

(.1

Anon;- curriculum deVelopment movements, the.vathemotics innovations
are best km,wn to educators as well as to the general public.. Robert B.
Davis presents a critical and comprehensive overview of the various "new
maths" in ThechanaingCurriculumm_MInthematics.4 Among the most exciting
programs are the Nuffield Project in England, the Nova School program in

20
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Florida, and the Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics. The Nuf-

field Project emphasizes the manipulation of physical materials and
avoids the common pitfall of much American thinking which tends to
confuse post facto analyses of children's actions with the physical
interaction between the child and his environment.5 The curriculum at
Nova School, for tor-track students, has literally relegated the tradi-
tional curriculum to a homeworl basis, leaving school time for more
creative, more advanced studies.6 Perhaps the most exciting development
is the incipient effort of the Cambridge Conference on School Mathe-
matics to prepare a K-12 curriculum for the schools of the 1990's.
Their 1963 report, while tentative in nature, spells out goal. for the
entire public school curriculum of the future.?

Yet, according to Davis, "the curriculum has changed less in the
past several decades than it did in, say, the 1920's and 1930's."8
The multitude of "new math" programs has had little effect on actual
school practice. The revolution is yet to come.

One major concomitant of such a revolution will be the increased
use of computers in the instructional process. Experiment., such as
PLATO at the University of Illinois, have shown that the entire mathe-
matics curriculum could be transformed through computer-assisted instruc-
tion. These amazing machines record student responses and can arrange
a course of study specifically for each individual. Since mathematics
as a discipline lends itself to the hierarchical organization of facts,
much of it can be taught in this way. The development of programs will,
to a great extent, replace the writing of textbooks, and, with this,
will come a careful sequencing of subject matter that will do justice
to the elegant intellectual structtre of mathematics.

Social Studies

the emphasis on the "structure of a discipline," which is playing
a leading role in many curriculum projects, is most pronounced in social
stud:les. Speaking of the objectives of current projects, Michaelis
notes that

Tice first and predominant objective is to develop an understanding
of key concepts, generalizations and themes and the ability to use
them as hypotheses to guide study and as centers around which
information can be organized. If unanimity is to be found at all
in current projects, it is in the insistence that structure be
defined to show how ideas are related, how key concepts are used
as tools of inquiry, and how themes or generalizations may be used
to bring concepts together into meaningful relat.onships.

The problem of delineating :Ile structure of a discipline, a major
issue since Bruner's The Process of Education in 1961, is not entirely
clear-cut. Smith and Cox point out that Brunerian structure is bipartite
in reaning. It refers both to "the fundamental principles, concepts,
and generalizations of a discipline" and to "the methods, procedures,
models, etc., utilized by scholars in developing and/or adding to these
funamentals."10

21



Many attempts to implement this call for logical structure have
been made. The experience of the Elkhart Project sugm!sts that a multi-
disciplinary approach to structuring the social studies curriculum is
potentially more fruitful than a single discipline approach. The focal
points of the organization become problem areas or,copics rather than
subjects such as economics, history, or geography." Other studies have
suggested that no two major social science disciplines may be structured
in the same wa7,-,. While it may be possible to speak of "concepts" in
one, others may resist such a dissection and find "genres" or "levels"
to be more respectable organizational categories.12 Indeed, some
theorists question Ihe whole notion of the "structure of a discipline."

A closely related problem is that of determining, broad, long-range
objectives for a K-12 program. While most social studies educators wel-
come the new-found concern with identifying key concepts, they do not
agree upon the broad purpose for teaching these concepts. Some feel
that a knowledge of the.various social science disciplines (economics,
history, geography) is useful in itself and view the coherent organiza-
tion of concepts as a means to achieving intellectual compe'ence. Others
feel that concepts are worthy of inclusion only insofar as they con-
tribute to the development of competent citizenship. Jarolimek sum-
marizes this spectrum of positions on broad objectives.° The emphasis
given to one or other of the polar positions definitely affects the
readiness and delight with which the new-found interest in conceptual
structure is greeted. Although, in practice, curricula based on differ-
ent objectives may have elements in common, it is clear that the basic,
fundamental orientation does have an influence on ccntent selection.

While the controversies over broad objectives and "structure of a
discipline" continue, a great deal of practical wort is in progress.
Smith anc Cox discuss the most important of the n,qc than fifty current
projects.14 The products of the other projects are becoming available
comnercidly, and many materials can be obcained by writing to the pro-
ject directors. Two major attempts to produce an entire K-12 curriculum
are underway. One is under the auspices of the Educctional Research
Council et America, located in Cleveland; the other, locate,' in Newtons,
Massachuletts, is under the aegis of the Education ievelopment Center."

Most of the curriculum activity in English has been on the theore-
tical, resecrch level. Many journal articles and research projects
have bcen produced, but the development of curriculum materials has
proceeded at a slower pace. The nationwide adorticn of science and
mathematics materials does not find its counterpart in English. To be

sure, there are long-range (K-12) as well as short-range curriculum
projects. But they are fewer in number, less adeqtately funded, and
less influential on actual practice. The dreary p:.cture of reading,

grammar, Micbeth, Jnlius Caesar. end Silas Harney remains.

2
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One of the major problems facing curriculum workers in this field
is the task of defining their subject.lf Ooes it include literature?
What about the role of oral language arts, such as speech? Is logic a
necessary component, of the English curriculum? Reading, spelling; hand-
writing, composition, linguistics, semantics, in fact, tie entire range
of communicating in words--all seem to be part of the English teacher's
responsibility.

While research continues in each of the subdivisions (reading readi-
ness studies, composition improvement programs),17 the problems of
balance and integration of subdivisions renain unsolved. It seems, for
example, that extensive oral language experience in the early years pro-
motes success in reading. Thus, "For the poor readers, success may lie
not with intensified remedial work in reading, but with effective oral
language experiences."18

One of the most exciting proposals for bringing order to the English
program is that of Knapton and Evans.19 They suggest that, at the
secondary level, all aspects of the program be subrrdinated to the study
of literature. Compositions analyze the literature under discussion,
vocabulary tests relate to the literature; etc. Whether such a program
can incorporate all the learnings valued by English educators and whether
it can be extended to lower grade levels are points worth considering.
Closely related is the question of whether the study of literature should
remain in the English or language arts curriculum or whether it should
be transferred to an allied arts curriculum.

The major K-12 project seems to be one centered at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison. It is entitled A Sequential English Lcnguage
Arts Curriculum in Linguistics, Logic, Semantics Rhetoric, Composition
and Literary Analysis and Criticism for Grades K-12 and is sponsored by
the USOE.2u The major source for information about recent developments
is the National Council of Teachers of English located at 508 South
Sixth Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820. An extensive number of pamphlets
and journals are available from this organization.

Foreign Languages

Vt,e major characteristic of curriculum development in foreign
languages is the presence of technologies'. equipment, representing a
great advance on the level of method. Programed learning is receiving
widespread attention as would be expected. Some schools are even teach-
ing other subjects (biology, geography) in a foreign language after
considerable mastery has been achieved. A "set of tests on listening
comprehension, speaking, reading) and writing in French, Spanish,
German and Russian, usable from grade 7 through grade 14 . . . has been
prep'red. "21

Major problems of sequencing long-range programs (nine years seems
to be the longest so far) have been attacked. Birkmaier suggests, for
example, that "it is essential that the student hears and speaks that
part of the language he is learning before he reads and writes it."22
However, many decisions concerning the balance among listening, speaking,
reading, and writing are yet to be made. Even the question of where to

23
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1Pi lin!Y'T',e instruction has not: been answered siLis:actorily.
T:e u.ni or fovein lanTine 11.1onl.c1-!; deserves to be con-

rrrc1, and nci-unT overseas e.,t,rieune on .t 11V,,(1-c;,10, in also worthy

o: serious 1IrlIr's oven ele!,entory scbo:,!. sindent could profit:

by a rear mire abroad.

And, as always, even the basic purposes or objectives of foreign
language teaching are source., of disagreement. Are students supposed to
develop the ability to communicate in a foreign language? To read the
language? To communicate with minority 'groups in the area? To under-

stand the culture? To develop linguistic ability which will help with
their English study?23 The answers to these Tiestions will determine
the choice of. content and the entire nature of the foreign language
curriculum.

PlysicalL.Educatjon.

Physical education is generally ,ynonomotts with physical fitness pro-
although many epeits in the Field believe that: more than exercise,

no matter how well planned, should he included in the curriculum. In

addition, health education is a closely related field with which physical
education sperJalists are concerned. In fact, health education has re-
ceived the most attention. The llronfman Foundation ha:,; outlined the

important concepts for E-12 curriculum, and other attempts to concepu-
alize the field are underway.')-4 According 'o Oberteuffer, "There is app
unmistakable trend toward the union of health education and science."2'
Perhaps curriculum development in health will cease to be a separate
discipline.

In the meantime, the development of a physical education curriculum
has suffered from emrhasis on the attainment of motor skill proficiency
to the exclusion of cognitive 1 :nooledge.26 Pechaps some of this hnow-
ledge is presented in the health or bid,ogy sections of the curriculum.
It seems mandatory that physical education rove beyond the sports and
games concept which has dominated it for so long.

The Arts

Curriculum development in the arts has only recent1;, received national
attention. Some theorists feel that a long- range curriculum in separate
arts should he developed; oiler., propose that, for practical scheduling
purposes, combined "allied" arts course: arc ,lore feasible. In

addition, those who advocate the development or "allied arts" courses
feel that the principles common to the arts can serve as unifying features
and provide an intellectual structure to the pro:;ram.

lhe ma.,or aria are usually considered to he :ousic, painting,
sculpture, architecture, dance, film, theater, and literallre. llwater

is sometimes incorporated into literature, and painting-sculpture-
architecture are often treated as a complex. Allied arts advocates arc
not sure wletber literature slonld he included, sirce it in already in
the ool as part of the ElOish !rogram. In addition to this problem
of exclnsion, there is a problem of inclusion. Many curriculum workers
have added history and r hilosophy lo allied arts conplex and Produced
iu:AanUins courses.

2,1
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The major long-range, K-12 projects are under the auspices of the
Educational Research Council of America in Cleveland and the Central
Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory (CEMREL) in St. Ann, Missouri.
The Cleveland project has produced materials for K-3 and has tried out
tentative programs in later grades. CEMREL has produced guidelines
which explain the major purposes of the program and promise learing
packages by 1974.

Meanwhile many school systems produce their own one-semester and
one-year general music, film, allied arts, and humanities courses.

With such a limited amount of time, even the best of these courses
manage only to scratch the surface and to convey only the broadest
cliches concerning styles and periods. Before they know nary paintings,
compositions, and literary works, students are involved in discussions
of such topics as the nature of art or man and society. It is doubtful
whether such procedures go beyond the most naive intellectual steges.
Careful consideration should be given to those who would defer certain
philosophical discussions to the college years. As Jordan remarks:

Taking a page from Whitehead, I suggest that the time of the
public schor,1 is the time for what he called the stages of
romance and precision. After that is the time for generaliza-
tion. Literature and the arts are the disciplines to be empha-

, sized in the, public schools. The stage of romacce is the stage
for gathering experience. No disciplines allow the gathecing of
experience as broadly and efficiently as do literature and the
arts . Let literature and the arts flourish. Philosophy can
wait. It has its place in the curriculum, but its place, in my
opinion, is after the years of the public schoo1.27

Summary

A major revision of the American public school curriculum is on
the horizon. A decade of intense reevaluation of current practice has
produced a number of excellent courses of study for various grade
levels in varicus subjects. Science and mathematics have received tbe
most support, and curriculum developers in these fields have produced
the most substantial work. The arts and humanities, surely as critical
fcr public school students, have been relatively neglected until
recently.

Sumner writing sessions, gathering experts tog the for the purpose

of producing curriculum materials, have proved very fruitful. Groups
and individuals continue to work in curriculum, and ldividual efforts
are sometimes as fruitful as those of large, government-sponsored
groups. However, these large groups are responsible for most of the
best efforts, for they bring together a large portion of the resources
of the given profession.
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CHAPTER III

RELATED LITERATURE

The JDR 3rd nuid

The JDR 3rd Fund is a private, nonprofit corporation establishei
in 1963 by John D. Rockefeller 3rd to support activities important
to human welfare. Its current activities fail into tvo categories:
the Asian Cultural Program and the Arts in Education Program. The

former is concerned with Asian culture and Asian-American cultural
relations. The latter is concerned with the arts as part of general
education in the public schools. Its primary activity is supporting
pilot projects which are intended to serve as models. Various types
of schools (urban, suburban, rural) are potential recipients of sup-
port, especially if they already have outstanding programs in one or
several of the arts and if they are part of networks which allow ease
of dissemination.

The major 'ocus of the Arts in Education Program thus far has
involved the University City, Missouri, school system in a three-year
project whose purpose is the development of instructional packages,
each using several arts and a variety of materials. The intention
is not to develop a separate arts curriculum or amplify the special
art and music courses, The program is directed toward interdisciplin-
ary arrangements, the integration of the arts into the existing cur-
ricular Structure, and towards discovering new ways of developing per-
ception in students. The idea is to move away from separate disci-
plines, to .make the arts and humanities relevant in relating all sub-
ject fields. The approach includes the study of mcn, his ideas, his
'aistory, and the work of his hands, developing in students an under-
standing of how the arts are involved in all of man's life. Some

long-range K-12 thiwang is operative (in theatre), but a prolifera-
tion of activities has been encouraged.

The education goals of the University City program, subject to
revision, were at one time described as follows:

. The student will be able to:
perceive the aesthetic qualities in his environment
through all his senses and be able to express them in
verbal and nonverbal terms;

develop an aesthetic criterion for observation and
discrimination in his environment;

develop perceptual skills and capacities for expressing
them by involvement in the arts experience.

"2 The student will be able to:
identify the components in the art object or event
and explain how each component contributes to the
art fo'rm;
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justify his aesthetic judgments based on a relevant
criteria;

develop a language which has its basis in arts related
terms.

"3. Using the art forms or erents as a basis, the student
will be able to:
identify and describe aspects of a culture and relate
them to himself and his world;

perceive the role of the artist and ar" object within
E society;

examine the past and present developments in the literary,
performing and visual arts;

understand how the arts fnuction to maintain or transform
a culture; and

consider an aesthetic criterion as a part of the decision-
making process."1/

The project has made use of the Woodruff model for developing
instructional packages and is aware of past research, current materials,
the importance of behavioral objectives, and evaluation.

The variety of activities sponsored by the University City Project
are described by Kathryn Bloom as follows:

"Some approaches used are built on experiments already
under way such as the integration of art, music, literature
and history in American studies. Other approaches required
new staff resources; this is typified by the introduction
of creative dramatics as part of the total learning situation
in the grades. Other approaches involve major changes, and
include examples such as these:

...Primary level children produced their own circuses
for an audience of fellow students and parent.,
becoming acquainted with circus music, the way
famous artists have seen this subjecL, making their
own drawings and paintings, and learning many of the
elements of a theatrical performance.

...Sixth grade teachers and students experimented with
a multi-media exploration of the sights and sounds
of nature in an effort to broaden and deepen a
familiar aspect of the science curriculvm: nature

study.

2
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...Drawing upon the collection of the Cit Art Museum
of St. Louis, an intermediate level social studies
unit investigated the political, social, religious
and personal connotations of Afriran art.

...A junior high unit entitled 'lie-Designing the Com-
munity' studied the aesthetic choices, conscious and
unconscious, that had been made by people in creating
this particular suburban environment. Students made
detailed plans for improving it.

...High school students made the artistic and historical
judgments necessary for planning a 'present-day time
capsule'.

...A 'portable sensory environment' was developed to
the model stage and production of a full-scale proto-
type was bagun. It is a teat-like structure under
tension which may be set up in a classroom. Manipu-
lable in three dimensions by children, it will allow
them to learn the fundamentals of shaping an environ-
ment for a specified use. "?1

According to the June 15-September 15, 1969, Quarterly Report, /

additional activities are being undert:0: a, such as studies of the
machine and of folktales at the primer, level; developing aesthetic
criteria, studying industrial design, and communicating mood at the
intermediate and junior high levels; and communicating through adver-
tisements at the senior high level. "A comprehensive theatre arts
curriculum for K-12, including development of creative dramatics and
improvisational movement, is being formulated." Environmental studies,
art appreciation, trips to concerts; and an experimental kiidergarten
emphasizing creativity are also operating.

These activities and their success has been made possible by
training cadres of teachers in the summer months. At the outset of
the program, 24 teachers underwent an extensive four-week training
period in the summer, with 66 additional teachers participating in
a three-day program just prior to the beginning of the school year.

The evaluative aspects of the program are of primarily two types.
First, case study analyses of the children are mode by teachers, the
arts resource team and the director of the program. Other contri-
butions to case study records might include visitor's comments, surveys
of paiticipating and nonparticipating children, attitude and value
scales, and ir.terest inventories. Also coa;Ldered as evaluative aids
are frequency counts of students' visits to concerts and museums,
and questionnaires to obtain a survey of students' voluntary mirsuit
of art interests. Second, pre and psttests were to be given in the
classroom, and standard!zed tests used to determine the effect of
the innovative program upon vatious subject matter areas.
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Hausman notes the .ariety of approaches typical of the entire
JDR 3rd Fund:

"One project his concentrated to a much greater extent upon
the classroom teacher as an agent for affecting change....

Another project is placing greater emphas4, upon developing
instructional packages and curriculum modes....

Still another project is building upon an existing arts
program. Tea-lhers and students 'lave already developed
patterns for utilizing exhibitions, concerts, plays, and
other cultural events as part of the school program...."11/

Nevertheless, the projects have several points in common:

"Each project was built upon a perceived need of the school
for making the arts integral to education. Each situation
is one in which there is community acceptance and a long
term commitment in this direction. Each draws heavily upon
its professional art community--painters, sculptors, musi-
cians, poets, dancers, composers, critics; each elicits and
chanr2ls the talents and interests of laymen in the community
wherever feasible. In addition, each project has a built-in
provision for descripAon, documentation, and evaluation of
its efforts. " -

The importance of the JDR 3rd Fund lies in its willingness to
spollsor a wide variety of approaches to teaching in the arts. Although
the development of carefully sequenced, long-range programs is impor-
tant (the Fund itself sponsors such programs), so also is experimenta-
tion is a multitude of settings. Should long-range curricula emphasize
creativity, listening and analysis, performance, or historical study?
Tue JDR 3rd Fund, by sponsoring projects in all of these areas, will
provide researchers with empirical information regarding advantages,
disadvantages, student capability, and response. Such information
will be invaluable.

For further information and materials, write:

Also:

Kathryn Bloom, Director
Arts in Education Program
The JDR 3rd Fund
50 Rockefcl]er Plaza, Room 1034
New York, New York 10020
Telephone (212) 765-2323

Stanley S. Madeja
Project Director
The Arts in General Education
School District of University City
University City, Missouri 63130
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1. Stanley S. Madeja, Project Director, "The Arts in General Educa-
tion," second draft copy (to be revised), School District: of
University City, Missouri, n.d., mimeo, p.6.

2. Kathryn Bloom, "Informal Notes on the Development of Pilot
Projects," Aew York: The JDR 3rd Fund, mimeo, September 1969, '

pp.4-5.

3. "Review of Summer Workshop," excerpted from Quarterly Report,
June 15-September 15, 1969, L School District of University City,
Missouri: The Arts in General Education Project_7, mimeo, 11
unnumbered pages.

4. Jerome J. Hausman, "Consultant's Handbook," New York: The JDR
3rd Fund, mimeo, September 1969, p.2.

5. Ibid.
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CEMREL

The Central Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc.,
is a private corporation supported in part as a regional educational
laboratory by funds Erom the U.S. Office of Education. The Laboratory
employs experts to write teaching materials in the arts, sponsors
sessions on aesthetics at appropriate professional conventions, pub-
lishes papers from those sessions, and in add4.tion commissions the
writing of papers pertaining to various aspects of aesthetic education.
The major publication of CEMREL to date is a statement of its philosophy
in approaching the arts: Draft of the Aesthetic Education Program,
Basic Program Plans, revised February, 1970. The philosophy is that
the arts are means through which people intentionally give order to
qualities of sense and form, and without this order, aesthetic experi-
ences are impossible. However, the philosophy includes response to
and understanding of those qualities of sense and form in both arts
and nonarts. Therefore, emphasis is to be placed upon recognition
of the aesthetic elements in objects, more than upon producing or
recognizing art objects as such. The first premise is that in an
aesthetic experience, one perceives the integral Interrelationships
between the form and content of the experience, and that it is valued
for itself. The second premise is that the sensitivities and capa-
bilities can, and should be trained in the school.

One of the major documents of the program deals with establishing
a systems approach to developing materials. The evaluation section
of this document is not innovative; it discusses critiquing sessions,
classroom experiments, reviews by the staff associates, pilot testing,
and field testing, but offers nc creative approach to the difficult
problem of evaluation in the area of aesthetic learning. This fact
is mentioned in the light of the generous funds given to evaluation
in CEMREL. The assessment project to develop evaluative schemata in
1968-69 provided the sum of $35,000 from CEMREL, and a second grant
of $35,500 was made to expand and accelerate this work.

The criteria for developing instructional packages include a
substantive base in one or more of till-. arts, plus an attempt to

involve all the arts in the curriculum. Where feasible, the inclu-
sion of more than one subject matter area in the arts curriculum is
felt to he desirable. In examining the materials thus far published
by CEMREL, a strong emphasis on elements can be seen. For example,
one published set of materials is a sixth grade unit on photography:
the studentl, set up the darkroom facilities and learn the p,....ctical
processes of making prints, developing pictures, and so on; minimal
emphasis is given to aesthetic or artistic principles and their general
application. Another example is the Powell Hall Symphony Project
for eighth, tenth, and eleventh grades. The objective was for the
stuient to discern that the sound he hears is produced by many different
instruments, that the instruments can make ogler kinds of sounds, and
that the composer uses these sounds to make rhythms, melodies, and
harmonies, all of which g together to produce the composition the

I.tudent is hearing. Basic questions. which the students were to
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consider in advance, were (1) which instruments should be mentioned
in explaining the development of sound-making devices, and (2) in what
terms and what context should the structure of music be explained.
Using these, the project presented instruments from the beginning of
time, from African Percussion instruments to the roog synthesizer,
Es well as melody, rhythm,and harmony, and styles of music from Gre-
gorian Chant to the Twentieth Century Symphon;. Tne materials demand
specific answers from students, such as quality of voice (harsh or
gentle, singer's intonation, whether the music matches the meaning
of the words, whether the voice and the accompaniment are together.
Similar specific answers are sought in regard to rhythm, melody, and
harmony, whether the discussion concerns contemporary rock music
or music of the 16th Century. The question of how the composer created
the fecling of excitement in the music is on a more complex level,
but even here the answers are expected to be in terms of the rhythms,
accent!,, harmonies, and changes. Follow-up assignments are fairly
tradit*onal; usually the material is integrated with English.

CEMREL materials place noticeable emphasis upon serving the
other inibject matter areas. The sixth grade may be studying Greek
mythology and the hierarchy of the Creek gods, through drama and
athlet_cs and language arts. Amplifying this may be musical compo-
sition; based upon the myths, treatment of a particular mythological
theme .)y painters from various periods, musical scales from the time
of the Greeks, and similar items.

Of the CEMREL publications, some of the more general are listed
'below.

Definiqg_Behavioral Objectives for Aesthetic Education: Issues and

Strategies for their Resolution. David Ecker, Professor of Art Educa-
tion, New York University.

Education and Aesthetic Method, Nathaniel Champlin.

The Year 2000 and Aesthetic Education: Toward a Perspective on Con-
temporary Curriculum Development and Planning, Ralph Smith, Professor
of Aesthetic Education, University of Illinois.

How to Think in Other Categories: the Problem of Alternative Coueep-
tions in Aesthetic Education, David Ecker.

Aesthetic Education in Social Perspective, Francis T. Villemain.

Guidelines, Curriculum Development for Aesthetic Education, Manuel
Barkan, Laura Chapman, Evan Kern.

Write: Dr. Stanley Madeja
Central Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc.
10646 St. Charles Rock Road
St. Ann, Missouri 63074
Telephone (314) 429-3535
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Educational Research Council of America

Humanities-forAll Program

The Educational Research Council of Americo, located in Cleveland,
Ohio, formed in 1959. has as a major goal the development of long-
range curricula in several fields, including; mathematics, social
science, science, reading, and physical education, One of its projects
is the Humanities-for-All Program which is attempting to produce a
K-12 curriculum. Thus far, four volumes have been produced, all
dated 1968. At one time, tentative materials were prepared for
grades 7-12, but these are no longer available.

The K-3 volumes are teachers guides. Learning experiences are
suggested, each with a clearly stated objective, and materials and
resources are listed. Learning experiences are grouped around topics.
For example, "Volume 1 contains some fifty swigested learning experi-
ences, grouped fr) four units focused on Fall, Halloween, Winter,
and Christmas."/

Volume Two has the following objectives, (The child will be led:)

1. To take ileasure in identifying himself or herself with an
animal or performer in a circus.

2 To search for and find the happy and .ad colors in the exem-
plars used in this learning experience, the exemplars being
7wo Clowns by Rouault and The Circas by Seurat.

3 To discover the delight of humor in paintings, music, and
poetry To realize that sometimes music moves in skips and
to find instances of this movement in music exemplars included
in this learning experience. Here the exemplars are "Gigue"
from Suite_No.._3_in D_Maior by Bach, "Trot Pony Trot", and
"Looby Loo".

4. To become aware of the circular mover nt suggested by the
following exemplars; poems "Ring' Around the Rosy", "Merry-
Go-Round", "A Carrousel ", and "Carnival of the Animals, St.

Saons".

5. To develop an elementary understanding of the idea of sequence
events and its importance in stories.

6. To discover that the perception of the size of an object is
dependent upon the size of the object to which it is compared.

7 To associate the idea of the physical growth of seeds in
plants with the :!rowth and devclopment of a musical melody.

8. identify himself or hcrs,If with seine of the characters

in stories and poems
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At least the first five of the above objectives pertain to unit 5,

"The Gaiety of the Circus and the Zoo". Section A (circus) presents
rine learning experiences, each of which is divided into objectives,
materials needed, motivating activity, teaching activities, follow-up,
and enrichment For example, learning experience seven has the fol-
lowil,g objectives. "To develop an elementary understanding of the
idea of sequence of events, and its importance in stories" and "To
relate this elementar; understanding of sequence to a circus perfor-
mance."?/ Materials needed include several stories, poems, songs,
and a painting, plus painting materials, such as paper, crayons,
s issors, and paste. The Motivating Activity is stated: "Ask the

children: Would you brush your teeth before you ate some candy, or
after? Vhy? Tell them that you have some stories, songs and poems
that also fc'low a certain natval order: first things first, second
things after Chat, and so on. "/ Teaching Activities include reading
a story, asking to inculcate the idea of sequence, noting that a
parade is the first event at the circus, and pointing out that music
is always part of the parade. At this point, Picasso's Three Musicians
is displayed, and questions about the instruments and colors are
asked. The students then try their hand at constructing cubist
painting by cutting shapes and pasting.

Several songs are introduced, instruments are identified, high-
low discussed, rhythms clapped, dramatization and movement suggested.
The teacher is encouraged to point nut that each circus act has a be-
ginning, middle, and end. A story is read, and students are asked
to discuss events which might have occurred before the ant. ons in

the story began. The concept of sequence is further reinforced by
having students dance to a song and discuss the sequence of their
dance movements.

Early in Volume Four, although many interesting activities are
suggested, there is a certain disconcerting emphasis on external
values to the exclusion of concepts directly related to artistic
elements and form. The students are not asked to discuss color re-
lationships, scale and proportion, or shapes, and nowhere is the music
used as anything but a background stimulant. [Imagination is stimu-
lated, but there are no skills or concepts for further growth],

It is only fait to point out that some of this is remedied in
subsequent units. For example, in learning experience eight, the
teacher is directed to:

"Show the picture 'I and My Village' by Marc Che',r..11. Talk about

the way the artist has depicted his village. Did he see it tha!:. way?

Talk about dreams and how they are sometimes hazy and unclear. Per-

haps the artist dreamed about his village and this is what he saw.

Discuss some of the things that he remembers about his village- -
the shapes he has used to draw them, the colors, the expressions. Point

out how by arranging blocks of colors, the artist has made a design of
his impressions of the village.
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Suggest,ta the children that thr.,.y make a picture using a similar

technique

And, in learning experience nine:

"Compare the dreamy feeling of the unicorn tapestry with the
fantasy of Chagall's 'I and My Village'. Both paintings give the
impression of weightlessness; the objects seem to float, toys of the
artist's vhimsical imagination. In Chagall's painting, the bright
colors create a fantasy world, the dark background of the unicorn
gives the tapestry the aura of an enchanted forest."V

Objectives for Volume Three are that the child will:
1. Begin to value the love he receives from his family.
2. Explore and take pleasure in the love he can give to his

family.
3. Appreciate the color, shape, texture, feel and fragrance

of gcrds.
4. Appc:r:iate mother's efforts to provide the family meals.

5 Realize more fully that the house and home in which he lives
is the very center of his protection.

6. Discover and enjoy human beauty.
7. Delight in heroes and tall tales.
8. Discover the feeling of nature.
9. Appreciate beauty in nature.
10, Discover the beauty that can be found in the unexpected.

Volume Four lists as its objectives that the child will:
1. Become aware of the fact that every human being has a mind

of his own.
2. Explore the world of tLe imagination, wondering and make-

believe, also fairies and tales of enchantment.
3. Discover the strength in nature and the things around us.
4. Discover the beauty in young and small things.

Volumes Three and Four were desigaed for the seven to nine year
old child. Volume Four appears to be usable for children both below
and above this age span.

The chief criticism to be directed at these materials is their
lack of specific dir'-tions and information for the teacher. It is

admirable that the teacher "cover the entire painting" in terms of
its elements, but no guide or discussion is given as to what those
elements are and how they are used in the painting. There are few

answers to the many "guidance" questions. Very few teachers will have
the ability to point out any but the most obvious concepts about the
painting or the music Most will need help in these crucial areas,

and not Enough is provided. F haustive analysis of works of art would
not be appropriate at these ea,ly grade levels. 11At more could be
done toward focusing upon 0(. intrinsic qualities of the works used

3



Criticism notwithstanding, the Cleveland K-3 curriculum developers
have suggested an enormous amount of interesting ideas and materials.
A real understanding of childr2n makes itself felt throughout the
four volumes. The Cleveland materials have much to offer and should
be in the library of everyone interested in aesthetic education.

Sequential Programs in Art and Humanities Grades 7 through 12

At one time, the Educacional Research Council of America planned
a series of six volumes to serve as an interim program for grades 7-12
while a long-range, cumulative, and sequential K-12 curriculum was
developed. Subtitled "Resource Units for Secondary-School Teachers,"
they were to have been divided into three groups--Prelude to the
Humanities (grades 7 and 8), Interlude in the Humanities (grades 9
and 10), and Postlude to the Humanities (grades 11 and 12). The
Prelude volumes were to emphasize the inductive method, helping
students to generalize from a wide variety of particular works of
art. The Interlude volumes were to emphasize the deductive method,
using generalizations as major premises. Knowledge of the Prelude
materials was nct to be considered as prerequisite to the Interlude
volumes. Finally, the Postlude volumcs were to emphasize chronology,
especially key stylistic points in artistic evolution. Likewise,

they were to be conceived as a separate entity.

The entire sec of six volumes was to be produced between 1966
and 1972. According to the first of the Prelude volumes (red cover
edition), the following were also available: Interlude, Volume 1

(yellow cover edition) and Postlude, Volume 1 (blue cover edition).

The second Prelude volume (orange cover edition) and the second
Postlude volume (white cover edition) were scheduled for the summer
of 1967, and the second Interlude volume (green cover edition) for
the summer of 1969. To this investigator's knowledge, only the red
and yellow cover editions actually appeared. According to correspon-
dence, "they ware printed in limited quantity and distributed on an
experimental basis. " 6' They are lo longer available.

Since the research staff has been deplet,.cl (Mr. Constant is a
staff of one at the present time), chances are slim that the missing
volumes will appear, that the two earliest will be reprinted, and
even that the K-i2 plans will pro:eed as rapidly as would be desirable.

The key features of the interim program were explained in a work
entitled Sequential Programs in Arts and Humanities for a Restructured
Curcioulum/Grades 7 -la. Despite the unavailibility of the materials
themselves, the approach suggested in the above-named publication is
of sufficient merit to justify a laief description here. The final

restructured curriculum would be d:vided into three great disciplines:
math and the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities.
The concerns of the humanities are defined as follows. The major

purpose of a humanities program is the individual's understanding of
himself ,.ad control of hinself. Mal is the measure of things and
events; the humanities will open windows inward towards man's own self.



Representing the best that man has thought, felt, and done, his ,earth

for meaning and purpose, the humanities enable one to (1) build a
set of values and live in accordance with them, (2) know, understand,
judge intelligently, and appreciate his own culture and the contribu-
tion of other paoples to a common cultural heritage! and (3) foster
comprehension and appreciation for human diversity as it is reflected
in the modes of thought, religious beliefs, and artistic expressions
different from one's own.

The Greater Cleveland project used of the philosophy of

Professor Broudy, with a final outcome of enlightened cherishing.
Exemplars are the heart of the learning experience, and most of the

activities center on them. Some of the exemplars are used more than
once, where they are appropriate to more than one area of learning.
Repeated exposure is favored, as it gives pupils opportunity to
discover and explore various facets of the work of art.

The course was described as follows
" A separate tours: in the humanities required each year from

7-12. The course would meet 4.5 periods per week, The approach

would be one of these
a A team of art, music, and literature philosophy teachers

would take a specific group of students and present the

program as the team devises.

b The course 1,ould be taught as specific segmentsart, music,
and literature philosophy - -in a twelve-week block."21

The recommended time is a minimum of two hours per week for grades
7-9 and two and a quarter clock hours per week for grades 10-12.
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Write: Michael Constant, Director
Humanities-for-All Program
Educational Research Council of America
Rockefeller Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

Telephone: (216) 696-8222

Footnotes

1. Educational Research Council of America, "Humanities-for-All
Program: Spring 1968." brochure,

2, Educational Research Council of America, "Greater Cleveland
Humanities-for-All Program: Level One, Stage A, Volume Two,

Teacher's Guide," p. V-40.

3. Ibid.

4. Educational Research Council of America, "Greater Cleveland
Humanities-for-All Program: Teacher's Guide, Volume 4," p. 53.

5. Ibid., ?p. 88-89.

6. Personal correspondance from Michael Constant, Humanities-for-
All Program, January 6, 1969.

7. Educational Research Council of America, Sequential Programs in
Arts and Humanities for a Restructured Curriculum (Grades 7-12),
Cleveland, March 1, 1966, p. 25.
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New York State Department of Education*

The New York State Department of Education does not sponsor experi-
mental projects and so is, in a sense. inappropriately included in this
chapter. However, it has for many years sponsored the publication of
curriculum materials in the arts, its publications in this area exceed
in quantity and variety those of any other state department of education
or any other private source. The majority of its publications in the
arts pertain to a single area-dance literature, art, or whatever.
A list of these may be obtained by writing to the department. There

are in addition a number of vblications which focus upon the humanities
or upon some combination of the arts. These are listed below.

Forum on the Humanities, 1969. A series of nine articles on the
importance of teaching the humanities, the unity of the humanities,
and similar topics. Published as a thoughtpiece for times of pub-
lic unrest; promoting an educational program built around live
issues and problems, offering the opportunity to examine and
select values with which youth can live in our society.

Humanities I, 1968 This publication describes a model humanities
program used in 17 school districts in New York state,

Reencounter with the Performing Arts, reprinted in 1969. A report
on the C2cond Performing Arts Convocation sponsored by the New York
State Education Department in cooperation with the Lincoln Center
for the Performing Arts. held in 1968.

The Visual lmaact of Writing. A demonstration project of the
Division of the Humanities and the Arts at the Peter B. Coeymans
Elementary School o the Central of Ravena New York.

Words, Sounds and Pictures about Music. 1968. A. multimedia re-

source listing for teachers of music in grades 7.12 A prelim-

inary guide for the integration of the performing arts into the
ongoing curriculum in art. English. French, Italian, Latin, music,
social studies, The integration is one of content and language
of opera and theater,

Nonwestern Music and Dance. 1969 A report of a state-wide con-
ference on nonwestern TT,JSiC and dance.

Leon Karel

Professor Karel has been a leading force in the development of

allied arts programs. He has developed a teacher training curriculum
in allied arts at Northeast Missouri State College, and

will soon be serving as the new President of the National Association
for Humanities Education He is rrtmarilv responsible fcr the growth
of allied arts coursespin the Misso,iri p,,blic schools and has advised
other state departments on their arts and humanities curricula. His

4F17/rit7fiiJi;TJn of the Humanities and Arts;Bureau of Secondary Cur-
riculum Development, State Education Department; tlbany, New

York 12224
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numerous articles have not only justified a long-range aesthetic edu-
cation curriculum, but have also offered practical suggestions for
curriculum content.

l'rofessor Karel has been kind enough to provide the Project with
mimeographed copies of much of his work. These are listed at the end of
this section, and are in the following paragraphs referred to by number
in lieu of footnotes.

Among the concomitants of the allied arts curriculum, according to
Dr. Karel, is the study of the "aesthetic methid." This suggests that:

a. The student should learn about his senses....
b. The student should learn about his emotions....
c. The student should learn about creative thinking and be

encouraged to practice it....
d. The student should learn about value-judgment ... (2: 6-8)

Implementation of the allied arts program entails creative work,
performance, and the elemental, historical, and philosophical study
of the arts. (2: 9-15)

Seven ways of presenting the allied arts are distinguished:
(1) By comparing their common principles.
(2) By discovering their differences.
(3) By investigating their elements.
(4) By discussing their organization.
(5) By discussing their media.
(6) By discussing their styles.
(7) By showing the student how creativity operates. (3: 2-5)

These approaches have been encountereJ again and again in the
present Project--crcativity, principles common to the arts, elements,
media-form-content, and style. The only major approach to subject
matter that is misLing from this list is that of performance (re-
creation of the works of others in music, theater, and dance.) On

this matter, Dr. Karel comments elsewhere:
The once laudable aim of understanding-through-performance has
too often been turned into a performance-for-public-entertainment
program.

A return to the original put-pose would have the youngsters play-
ing, singing, acting, or dancing only in order to learn. (2: 12)

That is to say, the acquisition of performance skill has as its
primary goal the understanding of artistic concepts, although skill
development for its own sake is not ruled out entirely.

Within the general music program:

A performance cose...must be incorporated into regularly
scheduled groups Jr classes....Such a course would have as its
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basic purpose the heightened appcLciation and understanding of
music through performance. Emphasis would be placed on provid-
ing the skills necessary for music-making as personal satis-
faction. The ability to read music, and to sing or play one's
own part would be high on the list of desirable outcomes. (2: 12)

Regarding the long-range program, Professor Karel has suggested
the following as a possible schedule:

GRADE
* COURSE PURPOSE

K, 1, and 2 No set course. Broad
and continuous exposure
to the arts in all forms

To provide the back-
ground of experier.ce in

the arts needed by all
children for mental
growth. Future student
development will depend
on this initial phase.

3 and 4 Experiments in the Arts To allow the child to
manipulate the mediums:
get the feel of painting,
dancing, acting, singing,
playing, etc.

5 and 6 Creating in the Arts

7, 8, or 9 Allied Arts (a two-semesle.-
course, offered only once)

To help thl child learn
to think in creative pat-
terns with emphasis on
the arts. Painting, writ-
ing, or COM,OSing may
share with problem solv-
ing as a means of prac-
ticing creativity.

To systematize the basic
principles of the aes-
thetic area, survey 1.-!,e

various art fields, and
incorporate into the stu-
dent's knowledge a study
of sensory and psycholog-
ical factors.

10, 11, or 12 Humanities ( a two-semester To present the arts in

course offered only once) their historical and
philosophical context.

Any of the above grade levels might be moved up or back one

notch, depending on the local situations. (2: 14-15)

do
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The outline demands very little in new curriculum time. A K-6
program is already operative in many schools, and the K-6 activities
recommended here can be encompassed within the present time schedule.
The Allied Arts course can replace the general art and general music
courses at the junior high level. Only the Humanities course (10,
11, or 12) requires new curriculum time, and even here, time has been
allotted in many schools.

Elsewhere, Professor Karel speaks about a K-12 curriculum on four
levels (early grades, middle grades, junior high school grades, and
senior high school grades). (5: 16-20) He does not specifically
rccommend that the one-year junior and senior high school courf.,es
be extended to tlivee years each, but he would probably not opt)ose the
development of such a 7-12 curriculum. Referring to the high school
years, he does, however, suggest that

This fourth level approach will probably be beyond some students,
or lie outside their interests. Thereftre, it should be elective
but given to all who choose to try it. (5: 19)

Not content with philosophizing, Professor Karel has produced
two major pra:tical guides to the allied arts. The curriculum guide
(12) is organized as follows:

/ Basic Questions; Subject; Function
II Medium
III Elements
IV Organization (Form and Genres)
V Creativity; Historical Styles; Judgment

Avenues to the Arts, (13),a student text for a one-year allied
arts course, is structured in the following way;

I Learning About the Arts; Meaning
II Visual Arts--Elements
III Music--Elements
IV Speech and Literature--Elements
V Structure; Meaning
VI Other Arts -- Elements

6,
VII Perception; Creativity; Problem, Solving

4
VIII Judgment

It would be unfair to criticize these two major works without
remembering that neither is intended to serve for a total, long-range
program. Neither presents all of the knowledge and experience that
Professor Karel would consider important for public school students.
The curriculum guide is intended for use in conjunction with other
texts or as a reference, and Avenues to the Arts is intended for only
a one-year course. Within the long-range scheme envisioned by Profes-
sor Karel, both works are most appropriate for the grades 7, 8, or 9
course in Allied Arts. Critics of the works should remember that
this course is preceded by creative activity in the media and followed
by a humanities course.
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Nevertheless, perhaps the major criticism that can be levelled
at both of the above works is that they over-emphasize the study of
elements in the arts. Rarely does the student concentrate on a major
work of art for an extended period of time. Musical excerpts and even
whole movements or pieces are used to illustrate concepts, but the
emphasis is almost always on tie concept rather than on the piece.
The concern with elements also tends, by extension, to become a con-
cern with terminology. For example, the student is confronted in
Avenues to the Arts with such esoterica as phonetic terms (fricatives,
plosives) and definitions of figures of speech (litotes, prosopopoeia,
synecdoche).

This tendency to concentrate on concepts and terms to the exclu-
sion of works is apparent in the film (and television) chapter. No-

where is the student directed to outstanding films, such as The Passion
of Joan of Arc, Potemkin The Red Desert, or Shame. Although the
book clarifies many concepts about film, the student never sees how
this knowledge is used in judging quality. He does Lot develop the
whole range of his critical capacity by focusing on major works, but
rather tends to develop ideas about the arts through isolated intel-
lectual exercises. He might be able to list the various techniques
of cutting, but will he still prefer fifth-rate movies to Ivan the
Terrible? To what extent will he be able to discuss a film in rela-
tion to the history of ideas or as an exploration of universal human
problems? Will he even be able to judge the adequacy if the tech-
niques to the intended expression? Surely, all of this cannot be
delayed to the humanities course which is to follow.

These works, except for the occasional chapters on creativity
and meaning, represent an almost pure example of the elemehts approach,
in this case applied to all of the arts at once. Whc.ever the elements
approach has been encountered, the advantages of categorizing seem
to be accompanied by the disadvantages of ignoring "the work itself".
The elements approach ignores many of the really important matters
in the arts. It requires a culmination which only the study of master-
works seems to provide.

The above criticism notwithstanding, both the philosophical and
practical works of Professor Karel have served to organize the domain
of aesthetic education and to point out key iJeas for content. His

justifications for the study of allied arts are elegant and organized,
and his practical contributions display a breadth of understanding
which encompasses even such neglected areas as domestic architecture,
urban planning, and the film. He has also developed an e4tensive
number of tests and other evaluative devices, an area usually neglected.
Hiq text, curriculum guide, and articles contain a wealth of ideas and

material.

Write: Dr. '.eon Karel

Fine Arts Department
Northeast Missouri State College
Kirksville, Missouri 6Y01
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CHAPTER IV

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF HARRY BROUDY TO AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Harry S. Broudy is a Professor of the History and Philosophy of Edu-
cation at the University of Illinois where he has been teaching since 1957.
In addition to presiding over courses such as the history of educational
thought and social foundations of education, he has, for some time, taught
a course in the foundations of aesthetic education. For many years, he
has been concerned with the absence of a coherent program of aesthetic
education in the public schools, and he has devoted many of his publica-
tions to exploring the foundations of such a curriculum. In addition,
he has served in other capacities, such as consultant to various cur-
riculum development projects. Since Professor Broudy has been such an
important partici7ant in the current concern with aesthetic education as
well as the leading exponent of the exemplar approach, with which this
report deals, this chapter will briefly survey his principal ideas for
teaching the arts.

Professor Broudy has commented, at sometim9 or another, on a wide
variety of major issues in education and has brought to bear on his
commentaries the wisdom of a liberally educated philosopher. He is

somewhat in the tradition of liberal education advocates, such as Adler
and Hutchins, but he is also a professional philosopher of education.
The fundamental philosophical point of view with which he associates
himself is that of realism, the main characteristic of which is "a belief
in some kind of thoroughgoing objective anchorage for the enterprise of
thought, conduct, and education."1 Realists "reject any thoroughgoing
relativism, whether it be cultural, intellectual, esthetic, or moral."2

The major aim of the school, for Professor Broudy, is the promotion
of the good life.3 He is not blind to the fact that most people do not
have time to truly pursue the liberal education which is a prerequisite
for living on a fully human plane, and he speaks eloquently of the problems
involved."' Nevertheless, the promotion of self-cultivation remains the
primary purpose of the school.) The continued reaction to "a variety of
social imperatives"6 will not solve the central problem of self-cultivation.

Realists hold that there is a set of knowledges, key ideas, and
learning arts that everyone should possess. Their major problem iF "to
translate this into a program that does not do violence to individual
differences in abilities and interests."7 In Democracy and Excellence in
American Secondary Education, he and his colleagues propose a curriculum
of general education, devoid of electives, for grades 7-12.8 They outline
the total educational program in the following way:

Symbolics of information: English, foreign language, and mathematics
as skills %nd as sciences.

Basic sciences: general science, biology, physics, and chemistry.

Developmental studies: (I) evolution of the cosmos, (II) evolution
of social institutions, and (III) evolution of man's culture.

4o
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Exemplars: art, music, drama, literature.

Molar problems: typical social problems.9

The study of the arts, in this program, is not relegated to the pelf.-
phery of the curriculum but rather occupies a prominent place. Exempla'
study is the major vehicle for the attainment of objectives in the domain
of value education, for it has transfer potential effecting not only judg-
ment in the arts, but also general ability to discriminate.

The recommendation that art and music be studied via exemplary works
is clearly related to the traditional teaching of literature and represents
"a return to the classical humanistic curriculum."10 The study of stylis-

tic periods, genres, and form, which Professor Broudy speaks about so
frequently, is also common to literary study. Yet, his proposal is
revolutionary to the extent :hat, in music and art, it calls for an in-
tense general program in contrast to the current preoccupation with
specialized performing groups.

Since exemplars are the focal points of the total aesthetic education
curriculum, they carry a great burden and must be chosen carefully for
optimum teaching value. Professor Broudy has often concerned himself with
criteria for their sele ;tion. For example, they must usually be great as
well as good, have "significant iorm, "11 bridge important periods,12 and
display the ethos of an age.13

However, their very virtues, "subtlety, scope, and complexity," make
them unsatisfactory at beginning levels of instruction.14 The school
"cannot expose the immature pupil to anything and everything."15 It is

difficult "to get the young to appreciate works of art that do not
resonate with their life needs" and "to use serious art to age these life
needs by imaginative means," yet such are the eventual tasks of exemplar
study.110

Since exemplar study is an activity for the later years of the public
school and is, in fact, a culmination, Professor Broudy suggests prelim-
inary and complementary activities. Knowledge about exemplars will be
encountered in the "developmental studies" section of the curriculum in
connection with history. For example, the names of noted artistic
personalities and their historical position will pre)ably be achieved
before the study of exemplars takes place.17 Performance activity is not
ruled out but is used as a means toward appreciation, rather than a goal
in itself.18

The justification for many of Professor Broudy's recommendations comes
from his comprehensive knowledge of_aesthetics. Since he feels that many
educational issues can be validated only by pushing them to their philoso-
phical roots, he has extensively explored the philosophy of art. His

careful discussions of aesthetic meaning are cases in point.20

His notion of connoisseurship is also central to his proposals for
aesthetic education. Expert opinion serves as the basis for the choice of
exemplars, and one man's taste is not equal to another's. While everyone
may be entitled to his own opinion about works of art, the judgments of
the least knowledgeable are not thereby of greater value than those of the
specialists. There are objective grounds for preferring one art object to
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another, and men with critical capacity are able tc traverse the ground
with greater ease than the untutored. Indeed, th'e development of critical
capacity in students is the major goal of aesthetic education and of the
exemplar study which is its fundamental focal point.

Professor Broudy's proposals for aesthetic education have yet to be
tried extensively in the public schools. However, the exemplar approach
may well turn out to be the single best solution for the long-range
program now contemplated in many circles. While other approaches may be
occasionally used in supplementary fashion, the focus of masterworks pro-
vides an essential structure, the lack of which has been so long desired
by professional music and art educators. Considering the fact that
Professot Broudy is not himself a professional musician or artist, his
interest and efforts for the arts are unusually systematic and valuable.
Specialists in teaching the arts are in his debt for the direction and
justification that he gives to their efforts.
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1964, pp. 75-106. Reprinted in Ralph A. Smith (editor), Aesthetics
and Criticism in Art Education, Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966,
pp. 23-45.

"Contemporary Art anc Aesthetic Education," The School Review, Volume 72,
Number 3 (Autumn 1964), pp. 394-411,

"Aesthetic Education in the Secondary School," an address delivered to
the third annual conference of the National Council of the Arts in
Education, Oberlin College, September 4, 1964 (22 pages, mimeo-
graphed). This is not the same as the article of the same title
which is listed under 1965.

"The Role of Analysis in Educational Philosophy," Educational Theory,
Volume 14, Number 4 (October 1964), pp. 261-269, 285.

"Teaching as an Art," chapter 6, essay Number R in Henry Ehlers and
Gordon C. Lee (editors), Crucial Issues in L.l.ication, third edition,
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964, pp. 340-343. This

article consists of excerpts from "Mirabile Dictu," chapter 7 in
?aradox and Promise. See 1961. Pages 344-345 include a chart by
John Gauss entitled "Teacher Evalvation," a sample, humorous
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evaluation of Socrates. It is from the Phi Delta Kappan, Volume 43
(January 1962), back outside cover, and is included by the editors
to illustrate the point of Professor Broudy's concluding paragraph.

*"The Uses of Cases and Television in Teaching Social Foundations," in
Changes in Teacher Education, Washington, D.C.: National Education
Association, 1964(?), pp. 341-347.

*"The Nature of Knowledge and the Uses of Schooling, Knowledge and the
Curriculum, The Teacher as the Mediator of Knowledge," proceedings
of a 1964 summer conference at Western Washington State College,
Knowledge and Teacher, Volume 17, Number 3, 1964(?), pp. 49-81.

"Laboratory, Clinical, and Internship Experiences in the Professional
Preparation of Teachers," an address delivered in Chicago on
February 18, 1964, at the meeting of the National Laboratory School
Administrators Association. tublished in Ideas Educational,
Volume 2, Number 2 (Spring 1964), pp. 5-14.

"Conant on the Education of Teachers," Educational Forum, Volume 28,
Number 2 (January 1964), pp. 199-210. Also in The Teachers College
Journal, Volume 35, Number 4 (January 1964), pp. 132-138. (Indiana
State College, Terre Haute.) (The journal is now called Contemporary
Education and the school, Indiana State University.)

"Educational Theory and the Music Curriculum." See 1960.

"The Exemplar Approach." See Democracy and Excellence in American
Secondary Education (1564).

1965

With John R. Palmer, Exemplars of Teaching Method, Chicago: Rand McNally,
1965 (172 pages).

"Aesthetic Education in the Secondary School," Art Education, Volume 18,
Number 6 (June 1965), pp. 24-30. This is not the same as the
mimeographed papr of the same title which is listed under 1964.

"Music, Serious and Otherwise," address delivered at Week-end with
Music, University of Nebraska, February 13, 1965 (11 pages,
mimeographed).

*"Conflicts in Values," chapter 3 in R. E. Ohm and W. C. Monaghan
(editors), Educational Administration-Philosophy in Action,
Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965.

"Criteria for the Professional Preparation of Teachers," The Journal
of Teacher Education, Volume 16, Number 4 (December 1965), pp.
408-415.

"Two Exemplars of Teaching Method," in James B. MacDonald and Robert R.
Leeper (editors), Theories of Instruction, Washington, D.C.:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1965, pp.
8-17 ($2). The volume is devoted to papers presented to the ASCD in
1963-1964, but the article by Professor Broudy appears to be specially
written for the volume. Portions adopted from the book with Palmer
(above) and the chapter in Gage (editor) Handbook for Research in
Teaching. See 1963.

5
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*"Building a Philosophy of Vocational-Technical Education," in H. R. Ziel
(editor), Education and Productive Soc., Toronto: W. J. Gage,
1965(?), pp. 194-206.

*"Do Professors Hate to Teach?" Campus Amer., 1965-1975, Washington, D.C.:
American Coll. Public Relations Association, 1965(?), pp. 12-20.

With B. Othanel Smith and Joe R. Burnett, "Reply to C. Arnold Anderson,"
Studies in Philosophy and Education, Volume 4, Number 1 (Spring 1965),
pp. 12-14. Anderson had reviewed Democracy and Excellence in
American Secondary Education on pp. 6-12 of the issue.

"The Role of the Foundational Studies in the Preparation of Teachers,"
Chapter 1 in Stanley Elam (editor), Improving Teacher Education in
the United States, Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa, 1967,
pp. 1-22. Delivered to a symposium of Phi Delta Kappa, October 22-
23, 1965. A discussion of Professor Broudy's paper appears on pp.
23-33 of the issue. Broudy participates in the discussion.

*"The Developing Role of the Teacher, Pupil, and School," in The Purpose,
the Place and the Nature of Vocational Education, Vancouver:
British Columbia Teacher Federation, 1965(?), pp. 67-76.

*"The Problems of Organizing the Social Studies Curriculum," in The
Purpose, the Place and the Nature of Vocational Education, Vancouver:
British Columbia Teacher Federation, 1965(?), pp. 77-86.

*"Home Economics as General Education," in Contemporary Issues in Home
Economics, Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1965(?),
pp. 21-29.

"Schooling for the Culturlly Deprived," The Teachers College Journal,
Volume 37, Number 1 (October 1965), pp. 4, 14-18 (Indiana State
College, Terre Haute). Prepared for delivery at the Articulation
Conference, Allerton House, University of Illinois, February 21,
1965. (The journal is now called Contemporary Education and the
school, Indiana State University.)

*"The Form of Feeling," 1965-1966 Jennings Scholar Lectures, Cleveland
Educational Research Council of Greater Cleveland (now Educational
Research Council of America), pp. 63-72. Perhaps this entry belongs
under 1966.

1966

"The Role of the Liberal Arts in Professional Study," The Journal of
General Education, Volume 18, Number 1 (April 1966), pp. 50-67.

"The Role of Humanities in the Curriculum," an address to a Conference
for School Administrators conducted by the New York State Department
of Education, delivered in July 1966. Published in The Journal of
Aesthetic Education, Volume 1, Number 2 (Autumn 1966), pp. 17-27.
The word "the" is inserted between "of" and"Humanities" in various
places in the journal, but a mimeographed version omits it.

"Needed: A Unifying Theory of Education," in Robert R. Leeper (editor),
Curriculum Change: Direction and Process, Washington, D.C.: Assoc-
iation for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1966, pp. 15-26.
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"Levels of Conceptualization in the Specifications of Educational Objec-
tives," August 30, 1966 (8 pages, mimeographed).

Discussion: "The Graduate Study of Education," Harvard Educational Review,
Volume 36, Number 2 (Spring 1966), pp. 156-161. Commentary on a
report. The Graduate Study of Education, of a committee of the
Harvard Faculty of Education in 1965. The entire discussion occupies
pp. 155-183.

"What Can the School Say about Human Rights?" Phi Delta Kappan, Volume 47,
Number 9 (May 1966), pp. 467-471.

"Educational Theory and the Music Curriculum." See 1960.

"Aesthetic Education in a Technological Society: The Other Excuses for
Art." See 1962.

"The Structure of Knowledge in the Arts." See 1964.

"The Exemplar Approach." See 1964.

"The Form of Feeling." See 1965.

1967

With Michael J. Parsons, Ivan A. Snook, and Ronald D. Szoke, Philosophy
of Education, Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1967
(287 pages) (a major bibliography). See 1969, Broudy and Christiana
M. Smith for supplement.

"Art and the Educational Process," in Judith Hall (editor), Art: The
Measure of Man (Directions 66/67), /Springfield, Illinois
Art Education Association and Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, 1967, pp. 34-36. Copies might still be available at
office, Consultant in Art Education, 302 State Office Building,
Springfield, Illinois.

"Implications for Education of the Arts in Our Society," paper presented
to Group 48 at the 22nd National Conference on Higher Education,
Sponsored by the Association for Higher Education, in Chicago, on
March 7, 1967 (5 pages, mimeographed). This might be published in
an issue of Aesthetic Theory.

"The Preparation of Teachers for Aesthetic Education," Art Education,
Volume 20, Number 3 (March 1967), pp. 29-32.

"On the Importance of Aesthetic Education," May 9, 1967 (12 pages,
mimecgraphed).

"Art, Science, and New Values," Phi Delta Kappan, Volume 49, Number 3
(November 1967), pp. 115-119. Reprinted as "Art, Science, and the
New Values," Music Educators Journal, Volume 55, Number 6 (February
1969), pp. 83-88, 90, 92, 95.

60
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"QuAlty Js. Pr018ys !::: ZAt: Advanced study in the
mimeograihed). Perh;:ps

this ,-,hculd [966,

*"Aims in Adult
Chicago: CeLt-i::. fct the F.t..ciy of Arts to Eduzation, 1967(?).

4'Ihe Continuing Seerch Cfitrie," in Evaluative CriteriaRefercnce
Wsshington, MC . AA:,2i, 1960(J), pp. 3-12.

'Philosophy 4nd the Currittl," Y"!..tIr.s.:1-112.,..and_Education, Toronto: Ontario

,institute of 1967?, pp. 59-70.

"Eic:!crick Bresd Newjeali6m," The School Revie;,!,
Volume 75, Number 1 .-]pring 1960, pp. 48-66.

Participant in th:., langlewood Symposium, July 23-August 2, 1967. See a
report entitled '.1b4 Symposium; An Introduction," a 32-page, special,
unpaginated insert in M51lC Educators Journal, Volume 54, Numbet 3
(November 1967). A b'i:f s.-)c...s,rpt from a speech by Professor Eroudy

appears on the ninth pLga.

Paradox and Promise. Se:-: 1961.

"The Role of the Pounational Studies in the Preparation of Teachers."
See 1965,

1968

"Scienca, Art, and '11.:aAn eAdress delivered 0' October 4
at the 1968 Niti:.:10 :eashars Association's Northeast Regional
Conference in City. r,bliahed in The Science leacher,
Volume 36, 3 1969). pp. 23-28. The following i.ntry to
An e-.1tlie,r vtrsior. of thii;

I'Scitr : 1J min..zogrAplic,i). An
ti .:11;

*"Soxt-: of --:ohr.Dlogy," in 110

JehsLi Uillization of FeclinolLajn
iducatinn, 19!A-:,!?, po. 92-113.

*"The Role of the St....t;,i in th.. fleraratIon of Elementary
School Icachts,' P19ce4ing!.1.5econdInvitational Conf.arenceon
Elcmeltacy,:sr, Edv..cntor.: Univ:rsity of Alhei -a, pp. 129-139.
ihis is rublishA in ::::7,:)cfEdacs,tional.Ihk. ht, Volume 2
(1968?), pp. 30.1.0.

*"Educatian IL VOLIMC 5 0968?), po. 1-4,
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"Response to the Presidential Address," Educational Theory, Volume 18,
Number 4 (Fall 1963), pp. 312-314.

"Quality Education and Aesthetic Education." See 1967.

1969

"On the Third Domain--The Arts in American Society: Some Implications
for Aesthetic Education," guest editorial in The Journal of
Aesthetic Education, Volume 3, Number 1 (January 1969), pp. 5-10.

"A Philosophy of the Arts in an Emerging Society," an address delivered
to The Eastern Division Convention of the Music Educators National
Conference on February 1, 1969 in Washington, D.C. Published in
Music Educators Journal, Volume 56, Number 1 (September 1969), pp.
43-46, 109, 111-112, 114-115, 117, 119.

With Christiana M. Smith, Philosophy of Education: Supplement 1969,
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1969 (139 pages). Supplement
to Broudy, Parsons, Snook, and Szoke, Philosophy of Education.
See 1967.

"A Philosophy of the Ideal School," in Gloria Kinney (editor), The Ideal
School, Wilmette, Illinois. Kagg Press, 1969, pp. 1-20.

"Art, Science and the New Values." See "Art Science, and New Values,",
1967.

"Science, Art, and Human Values." See 1968.

1970

"The Artist and the Future," The Journal of Aesthetic Education, Vol-
ume 4, Number 1 (January 1970).

Undated

The following undated mimeographed papers are in the possession of the
Project. They might be published, but the compiler has not been
able to determine where,

"The Case for Aesthetic Education" (18 pages). This might have been
delivered at the Tanglewood Synposium.

"The Philosophy of the Arts in an Emerging Society" (16 pages). This
is not the same as "A Philosophy of the Arts in an Emerging Society"
which is listed under 1969.

"What the Humanities Programs in Schools Ought to Be" (17 pages). This

was completed sometime after 1967.

"The Role of the Arts in Education" (5 pages). This is presumably by
Professor Broudy, although his name does not appear in the work.
It appears to have a date of June 31.

"The Case for Art Education" (6 pages). See 1960 and 1961. This is an
exact version of the article.



CHAi Mi.: V

AN E:;EKULAR APPOACH TO 1111CATION

An exennlar anoroach LO ne,;t!.eti.,7 erl'':Ai,),1 derives from nresum.osi-

dons about the role of art and ae:1(.:!etle experience in hrlInn existence
and from ideas about how school ].earnings arc used in a democratic
society under:;oing dramatic chnngen in its social system.

The cultural shocks and dislocations created by new social forms are
documented in scores of studies and need not be described here.1 It is

uf!"icient to note tlat the chan:les accompanying the transition from what
may he ea lied a communal to a modern mass society linVe intensified not
only the nroblems of establishing Personal ideatity but also those of
asserting popular control over the processes of institutional decision-
making. Accordingly, tFe new shapes societal functions are taking de-
mand a re-evaluation of the hinds of hnowlodge ard outloos schoolIng
should attempt to teach and foster, ,,articrAarty with regard to the
effects ideas and attitudes 1.1,:n c,! 1, :Czel!hin and self-
cultivation.

Consider, for example, ile goal melt- cultivation, currently
neglected as an educational ob,;,ecttue in contemporary schooling. Self-
cultivation, it has been laid, requires a variety of stable and defensi-
ble modeLl which both invite emulation and serve as standards against
which behavior can unambiguously he judged. Now an earlier communal
society provided individual,: with :ust such anchor points for comparison
and juogment. Ordered around a set of common and shared traditional be-
liefs and functioning through close-knit groups which relied on pra:tical
intelligence to solve problems, a cormunal society effectively conveyed
to the young the sources and signs of value. The situation today is
dif,Terenr. A modern mass society is characterized by great change and
social mobility, factors which make it less dependent on a body of
shared and cohesive beliefs. Moreover, new giant and impersonal forms
of organization increasingly require highly specialized intelligence
and technology to achieve its ends, thereby transforming older concep-
tions of work and intelligence as well as many other traditional ro'.es.
With the focal points of a society constantly shifting, and with the
prospect that this process will accelerate in the decades ahead, it is
erhaps inevitable that such a society indnees genuine doubts regarding

what is valuable and unique.

Nowhere :s this confusion more evident than in contemporary de-
bates about the nature of aesthetic excellence or artistic merit. One
result of such uncertainty :s that de Astibusnon est disputandem
("there is no disputing tastes") gradually becomes al operative principle
in the lives of more and more individuals, notwithstanding the fact
that tastes can be disputed and good reasons given for judging one taste
superior to another. On the other hand, the de gustibuss stance is not
easily dismissed. Efforts to understand the issues in the antinomy
of taste have engaged the minds of some of our most noted philosophers.
Still, this does not negate the fact that all is not well with the status
of aesthetic values in modern life, and the que3tion is, how are indivi-
duals to decide what is aesthetically valuable? Since aesthetic images
function in a variety of ways in human thought and aspiration, one way
to deal with this problem is to pay greater attention to aesthetic
value education in the schools.
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Aesthetic education, or aesthetic learning, is thus construed as a
special form of value education. What is the distinctive outcome of
such learning? Aesthetic value education has enlightened cherishing in
the aesthetic domain of human experience as its principag aim. Cherish-
ing is enlightened whenever judgments are justified by reasons which
show objects to he worthy of acclaim.

Holding, then, that aesthetic education implies a leorner who goes
beyond sensuous pleasure to express judgments and give reasons for
what he sees, hears, or reads, 1 the next question turns on the dis-
tinctive form and content of enlightened cherishing. Or, in slightly
different terms, granted that the ideal of reflective contemplation in
the aesthetic domain involves something like the building of appraisive
and evaluative maps on which learners can plot their experience of works
of art, in what degree of detail and sophistication should such maps be
constructed? Selecting a destination for aesthetic education, or
identifying its central and proper business, is a necessary precondi-
tion for any intelligible scheme of teaching and learning in the arts.
But maps or enterprises can vary considerably in detail, size, and
serviceability.

There are, for example, the large-scale maps of Life which set
such goals as continuous growth and self-realization, or ever-increasing
sensitivity to aesthetic values. Then there are the more limited maps
of schooling which are only segments of life maps leading over rela-
tively short and well-marked paths, i.e., small-scale :,ourneys comIlared
to the larger ventures of life itself. Ideally, of course, school maps
should feed into life maps. The point to be made, however, is that
irrespective of the way the link between School learnings and their
use in adult life is conceived, the efforts of schooling are more proper-
ly evaluated by how well it achieves its nore limited objectives. Fur-
ter, Learning objectives are likely to be achieved only if one is
relatively clear about the kinds of outcome wanted. It is also plain
that ideas about ways to relate schooling and post-schooling behavior
are influenced by prevailing social conditions and cultural priorities.
The history of this problem cannot he recorded here, although it is
necessary to indicate the position this project takes.

First of all, this project accepts a theory of the curriculum that
is made up of general studies whir:h are common as well. "General"
implies a program of studies designed for the nonspecialist, and
"common" means that the content of schooling--its basic organization of
knowledge and skills--does not significantly vary from learner to
learner, which is not to deny the poAsibility that it may be necessary
to teach content at different levels of complexity to pupils differing
in speed or style of learning. It is believed that a society character-
ized by great variability and fluctuation in its cultural norms, methods
of communication, and physical arrangements requires a common general
education of all its prospective citizens so as to achieve an under-
standing and appreciation of the opportunities, obligations, and costs
of modernity.
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Once again, it is especially important to understand the aesthetic
domain of human endeavor because of the different ways aesthetic images
affect individual and social conduct. For example, if it is true, as
so often asserted, that individuals are more likely to see reality
through the images of art than they are by attending to reality it-
self,-' then ways must be found to understand the proper place of art in
human life. This is so because art is de,:eptively clear and always
less than explicit;4 and a literal untutored mind will fail to under-
stand a mode of awareness that tyiically reveals through devices of
distortion and ambiguity. Furthermore, art is nothing if not per-
suasive, often seducing persons into cherishing and accepting its forms
and actions as models for imitation.5 Accordingly, the function of art
may be either inhibiting or facilitating to human thought and aspira-
tion. The import of a plethora of new media criticism is that the
ideas of human behavior presented in the movies and on television are
gross distortions, usually oversimplifications, of actuality, and thus
nay he injufirius to growth.6 Serious art, on the other hand, is said
to portray things more as they are, or to present convincing possibili.-
ties. Decisions about the function and significance of works of art,
Chin, can have practical consequences:7 and in a democratic society such
consequences are best dealt. with by educating a large proportion of
people to enlightened cherishing in the aesthetic domain.

THE USES OF LEARNING AS A NEY TO GUAR D:ULU:1 PLANNING
IN AESTHETIC EDUCATION*

The conception of common, general education which this project
nceepts asserts that school ?earnings are used in distinctive ways by
the citizens of a mass technological society, a belief that provides a
Ley to the nature of teaching and learning in aesthetic education.

As regards the uses of learning, two major perspectives, or
frames, can be distinEuished: what may be sailed an Interpretive
Perspective and an ApplicativePerspective.`'

*portions of this have been published in "Aesthetics and
Humanities Edo ition," in Teaching theHumanicies, ed. S. Schwartz
(New York: liact.illan Co., 1970), pp. 53-69. ,

GJ

7
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For emphasis, it will he helpful to state once again the general
education goal of an exemplar approach to aesthetic education: An
exeular approaeh_to aesthetic education is 4evotedtotherefinement
of the capacity_forenNhtenedcherishing_in_the domainoffine art.

The general objectives of this project thus become:

1. To provide appropriate educational experiences believed needed
to develop the disposition for enlightened cherishing in the
aesthetic domain.

2. To discover some of the problems of learners trying to
achieve the goal of enlightened cherishing.

Before proceeding to an analysis of the aesthetic value situation
and the way of knowing characteristic of the aesthetic domain, a more
detailed account of the problem of justification for aesthetic studies
will be presented in the next section.

JUSTIFYING AETIIETIC EDUCATION*

The first part of this report presented a general argument in
support of aesthetic exemplar study. Additional analysis is necessary,
however, to make a case for aesthetic education theoretically more ade-
quate. The basic question is why after all should time and effort he
expended in behalf of curriculum revision unless the proi,osed new content
is not merely different from current offerings but also more important
and worthwhile.

A defonsible policy proposal for the inclusion of aesthetic educa-
tion in the curriculum should supily satisfactory answers to two basic
sets of questions: (1) ;That is tho function of aesthetic education in
the life of the individual and society? Is it distinctive and signifi-
cant? And (2) Is it necessary that the content and procedures distinc-
tive of aesthetic education be acquired through formal schooling? Is

it possible in other words to demonstrate or argue that the skills,
concepts, attitudes, and dispositions involved cannot be acquired through
the informal processes of acculturation?

-11*(,. in 1...day 1:ave lit 1 le difficulty

on Ili r!t ro,»c fluia:. to ^lead ncod for
toad,inA 1;ng1i.sh, wathellaticn, and tic rxieocof:. 111c isnuc.n are not.

nearly so simple, however, in the case of aesthetic education which, u;

here characterized, amounts to infitruction in ways of understanding
works of a.t. What do both the individual and society stand to gain?
What is the study of works of art good for? Since schooling is a
practical enterprise dependent on various sources for financial support
to sustain and advance its activities. cuh .questions, however much one
would like to avoid them, cannot be i./rIrperi.

wThe original chapter written for thk report was revised and printed ;Is
"Justifying Aesthetic Cducation," with C. n. Smith an co-auor, in the
Joniail of Aontl.otic fdmalion Vol. 4, No, 2 (April 1970, 37-51.

66
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..r.,%ht.,ati.c. territory of ac!; 1,r, 'tte suss: 1 1,11 !I y de.

fine.; attempts at mapping and precise Ittuley!;tatulio. turIGetician
are prepared Co ray ',hat art is trivial, but precisely wheoin its
importance lies is a mattes.' of c(n)siderahle debate. In view of thin
situation the hest strategy seoms Co be to rube a selection from various
aesthetic theories which appear to he sensible and advantageous from the
point of view of .1nstifying a program of aesthetic education.15

To begin, it is often held that to inquire after art's function is
a futile if not illegitimate pursuit, as it is the glory and singular
distinction of art to have no function at all. Art has intrinsic value,
which implies that beauty needs no excuse for being. Because versions
of this viewpoint are quite common, IL will he instructive to ask in
what sense, if any, art can he said to have intrinsic value, where
"intrinsic" moans the exclusion of fund:1ov, means, or Instrumentality.

An intrinsic good is one Oat is generally wanted For its own sake;
nothing is desired beyond it.lu however, it is doubtful. whether intrinsic
value as the terminal point of desire can belong to physical obiectn
or things. What is desired is not the Wect as such but the pleasure
or satisfaction of possessing, using, or experiencing it. Intrinsic
value is thus confined Lo e:toerieuces or states or tvild ;Ind not to oh-

ects. And worts of art are no exceotion, 11 0,1 :,logo examination wools

of art. are found to he valued or antod extrinsically. 'lint is In SIV,

works of art are instrumental to or a cause of a type of expc:rience
which may he called aesthetic etioyment, pleasure, or some other deno-
tation approximately synonymous. Again, then, it is aesthetic etleilience
which is sought as an end in itself; it is aesthetic experience that has
intrinsic value.

Enna it is nut ton difficult to understand the origin of the notion
that. works of art have no function and are to he enjoyed primarily for
their intrinsic value. They are after all among the most self-sufficient
and valuable objects men know of. That is, works of art are not consumed,
they arc generally not useful in the struggle for survival, and even
their economic value is not commensurate with their worth aua works of
art (rarity, antiquity, and the vagaries of the art market often being
more determinant). Perhaps the reason for ascribing intrinsic value
to the art object lies in lie confusion of i_ntrinni.! with j.nier.eat
value, and IL will he profitable to explore this distinction.

llonroo C. Beardsley ha. pointed nut thal a wort of art hal Jo!lopnt.
value when its potential to lend to a desired experience is correlated,
at least roughly, with its artistic value, such that the more Eight.:
work of art is rated according to strictly aesthetic criteria, the
greater the effect it is capable of producing.17 Inherent value caa be
further differentiated from a wrk's incidental effects which do net
seem to he correlated with artistic merit. (htzak that soothes dis-
contented bureaucrats is an instance.) It is important, then, to keen
in mind this distinction between intrinsic and inherent vslue.

6i
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Yet is a case for aesthetic aducaticn made merely by insisting
that time should be set aside. in the curriculum for instruction and
practice in intrinsically enjoyable aesthetic experience;. to which works
of art are instrumental? Only unabashed hedonists are likely to be
convinced. For to assert that art can be enjoyed intrinsically is not
tantamount to raying that it is valuable in the sense of being worthx
of being enjoyed. People seek enjoyment of many things for their own
sakes. Fut is a thing desirable, meaning justifiably desired, merely
because many persons, even must, report that they like it, that they
find it intrinsically enjoyable? What one wants to know, then, is
whether ,esthetic enjoyment is intrinsically valuable, worthy of being
desired. The question has now shifted from what is art good for to
what is t,esthetic experience good for, apart, that is, from the pleasure
that accrues to the person.

It may ba that no affirmative answer to this question is possible.
"Intrinsx desirability" pulls in two directions: the adjective "in-
trinsic" tells us to pay no attention to anything, but the thing called
desirable, while the noun "desirability" tells us to look farther afield.
For to coll. a thing "desirable" suggests that alternatives have been
consideeod and the desirable thing selected on account of its implica-
tions an consequences.18 If this view is correct, there may be no way
to resolve the dilemma. The difficulty, however, may perhaps be miti-
gated by weakening the conditions that establish either desirability or
intrinsic character.

It night he possible to maintain, for instance, that aesthetic
enjoyment is valuable, worthy of being chosen, but disavow the intrinsic
value of the experience. The state of being pleased by works of art
would then be considered as instrumental to still some further good.
Such arguments are not uncommon. Aesthetic experience, while not always
so called, has been thought desirable because it contributes to personal
integration and maturity; because tt fosters a kind of general creativity
wlAch can be transferred to different sorts of endeavors; because it
shapes the emotions or helps render emotional reactions appropriate Lo
their contexts, etc. Some of these claims, have been closely argued, are
not necessarily unreasonable, and should not be arbitrarily dismissed.
On the other hand there are considerations which caution against their
uncritical acceptance. First, ii: is possible that purported psychologi-
cal adjustments are not correlated with a work's artistic value but arc
among its incidental effects. If so, then is art the most desirable and
effective means of achieving such outcomes? There is little concrete
proof, if any, that aesthetic enjoyment has instrumental value as here
defined. Furthermore there are several commonsense observation.: which
would aprear to refute such contentions. Artists, for instance, are
not necessarily models of well-integrated perscnalities, nor are critics,
even aft(r a lifetime exposure to art's persuasive, emotion-shaping
potentiaJcy. Hence it might be concluded that the above interpretations
of the purported effes::f; of art do not yield at adequate justification
for aestletic experience and aesthetic educaticn.

Buti then, how do we establish that aesthetic experience is intrin-
sically valuable and desirable? Popular acclamation is not to be dis-
counted altogether, for if enough people say scmathtng is worth having
there is prima facie plausibility aat it 13 it fact worth having. Hut
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what counts even more is the testimony of persons with impressive cre-
dentials in the world of art. It is obvioos that sustained interest in
art is one of the permanent characteristics of the human race and that
works of art constitute a priceless heritage of mankind. A common way
to condemn a period is to say it didn't cultivate or achieve excellence
in the arts. The conservators of this heritage, moreover, have been
primarily our critics, historians, and connoisseurs. Whatever the
biases of particular periods or the judgments of designated aesthetic
conservators, they have been and will continue to be a major court of
appeal regarding aesthetic worth. In brief, the case for the intrinsic
desirability of aesthetic experience, as in all other domains, is made
by appealing to the judgments of professionals.

But even if a professional court of appeal is accepted as a way of
deciding what is valuable, has a specific benefit thereby been assigned
to art? Perhaps it is time to rephrase the question from "What is art
good for?" to "What can art do that nothing else can?"

Since the position to be adopted here is that aesthetic enjoyment
can be intelligibly characterized as qualitatively different and dis-
tinct from other types of pleasure, the search for art's unique function
or functions is led back to the art object proper, or, more specifically,
to those of its properies which are rightly characterized as "aesthetic"
because they give rise to aesthetic enjoyment. However, the circularity
of defining aesthetic qualities in terms of aesthetic enjoyment is
immediately evident, and this has been said to be a mark of weaknes.- in
several aesthetic theories. It will suffice here to supply one example
(Beardsley's) of how to avert circular argument.

1. Aesthetic enjoyment is (by definition) the kind of enjoyment we
obtain from the apprehension of a qualitatively diverse segment of the
phenomenal field, in so far as the discrininable parts are unified into
something of a whole that has a character (that is, regional qualities)
of its own.

2, Aestheticyalue is (by definition) the capacity to provide,
under suitable conditions, aesthetic enjoyment.

3. Positive critical criteria are (by definition) properv!es that
are grounds of aesthetic value.

From propositions 2 and 3 it follows that:

4. Positive critical criteria are (analytically) properties that
help or enable an object to provide aesthetic enjoyment.

And from propositions 1 and 4 it follows that those features of an ob-
ject that are mentioned in the very definition of aesthetic enjoyment- -
unity, complexity, and intensity--will necessarily be positive critical
criteria....

There is no circularity, then, in defining aesthetic value in terms
of aesthetic enjoyment, and defining aesthetic enjoyment in terms of
the properties enjoyed.19
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What could rigbtly be claimed For :aesthetic education up to this
uoint may be survarized as follows: Aesthetic education may be legiti-
mately established as a distinct area of instruction because its princi-
)al objects of study, works of art, br!ve the function of affording a
kind of enjoyment which (a) is qualitativzly unicine in the sense that
only works of art, or more precisely those of their inherent properties
designated as aesthetic on the basis of critical criteria, can provide
it in high degrees or magnitudes; (b) in an intrinsic enjoyment which is
actively pursued for its own sate; (c) may well be an intrinsic value,
in the sense of being an experience which is justifiably desired, if
the testimony of connoisseurs and critics is given weight. But it may
still be asked whethev enough has yet been said to satisfy the curricu-
lum designer who is obliged to render a satisfactory explanation for
spending the tapayer's dollars on one type of course rather than on
another. Is aesthetic enjoyment enough? Or arc there reasons other
than the prizings of professionals which can justify art an a valuable
enterprise?

The ratter is perhans best approached by expanding on one peculiarity
of works of art: the self - sufficiency, self-enclonedness, and inherent
nature of their value potentialities and of the experiences in which
they are realized. These characteristics, ariong others, are important
to notions about art frequently grouped under the label of "play"
theories of art.

Because art has no utility in the normal sense, these theories hold
that its creation and contemplotion are the result of an excess of
energy, a form of piay in which man can be completely free and herce
fully human. All other aspects of life suffer from subordination to
two crushing demands. One is the need to appease the appetites and
assure survial in the service of which man's creativeness and energy
arc pitted against a resisting material environment and exhaust them-
selves in the struggle with the physical world. The other set is the
demands issued by moral taws to which action must remain resuonsible.
In the artistic inagination, however, it is said these limiting condi-
tions are suspended. Nan is able to manipulate at will and in a free,
joyous display of energy the most tractable aspects of reality; per-
ceptual appearances, colors, shapes, contours, and sounds things watch
do not del:), him in the ways reealcitrant matter does. And hu is also
outside the jurisdiction of moral imperatives as his work needs to
justify itself only by aesthetic standards and cannot be "right" or
"wrong" ethically. (A judgment that a work is "harnful" does not re-
flect an evaluation of its strictly aesthetic properties.) Briefly,
then, the leading ideas of play theories emphasize tbc moral freedom
of art versus the moral responsibilities of ordinary life, contemplation
verso- .-.;pe;iite, excess energy versus toil and fatigue, and appearances
versus reality.4° Those who subscribe to this kind of thought then go
on to say that art adds a most desirable dimension to human existence:
a realm in which man can function with complete freedom and efficacy.

Such a view of the function of art could serve well for purposes
of education justification except for at least two serious liabilities,
One is the connotations of the term "play." Although "play" is given a
positive association with freedom and self-sufficienc;. the st:gma of
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"mere" play in the sense of trivial activity is difficult to erase.
Secondly, theories of this nature tend to be encumbered with heavy
metaphysical commitments and presuppositions.

Nonetheless, the art-as-play argument yields a notion that can
prove fruitful educationally. lot is the contention that art affords
freedim from everyday concerns (without being mere escape), i.e., that
the making and contemplation of art occur in a different modality of
experience. This argument is grounded in the fact that art is a matter
of perceptual qualities, of sensuous appearances as opposed to sub-
stance (what a thing is made of) and utility (what it is good for).
One would add, "appearance for its own sake," not as a symptom or
portent of something else.

It is in this attention to perceptual qualities that another value
can be realized which is often lost sight of in the onrush of ordinary
experiences: the uniqueness and pecularities of obiects. It has been
asserted that persons cannot find their way in the world if they rely
merely on general ideas and standardized procedures. This may be an
overstatement, for people do in fact get along quite nicely by general-
izing, classifying, perceiving things as instances of classes rather
than as unique entities, etc. But it is only when absorbed in the per-
ceptual presence of a thing, wries Tredell Jenkins, that "we are making
the personal acquaintance of some, feature of the environment that before
was only an entry on, a filing card. In these moments we are brought
back to the concrete body of the world, and our experience of particu-
lar things becomes rich and intensern

Briefly, if it can be judged worthwhile that persons be made
cognizant of the perceptual richness and peculiarities of things, then
yet another function may be posited for the aesthetic: it "reveals"
something, it augments man's consciousness of his world. Something is
exnerienced in the act of aesthetic beholding which is unattainable
through normal goal-directed transactions with the environment.

It shoued be noted that a shift of language has occurred in the
preceding paragraph from "work of art" to "the aesthetic" in a wider
sense. "Aesthetic" here implies a distinctive response or perceptual
focus variously called disinterested contemplation, aesthetic beholding,
or aesthetic experiencing. A case could be made that if the schools
find ways of teaching pupils to regard things aesthetically, i.e., in
their uniqueness and peculiarity, t!e:, would be performing a genuine
service. But where does this leave works of art which, as assumed here-
in, should he the preeminent objects of study in aesthetic education?
this leads to the next c,nsideration.

Works of art may be characterized an perceptual entiti.:s designed
for aesthetic contemplation; in a sense they "demand" to br experienced
aesthetically. 22 As such, then, they may be said to afford enriched or
more intense for of aesthetic experience. But whether works of nrt
can engender in beholders a more generalized predisposition to regard
the world aesthetically is an empirical question. Furthermore, if this
disposition to savor the rnrticularity of things were the prime valve to
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be actualize) through aesthetic educationand one should not retreat
from the claim that it could be at least one of the desirable outcomes- -
then works of art would be only instruments in the fostering of this
disposition.

Educators might feel that this is still too restricted a function
to assign to works of art. The question thus becomes: Is there any-
thing beyond freedom from everyday concerns, beyond the intrinsic enjoy-
ment of individuality and particularity, the sensuous richness, the
unity, diversity, and intensity of perceptual wholes that accrue in
aesthetic experience? Can art enrich awareness in still more funda-
mental ways?

These questions havo vrshed discussion to the point of making
some kind of cognitive or knowledge claim for works of art, and this is
an issue on which philosophers of art are perhaps most sharply divided.
Or reason for this is that the standards for an affirmative answer to
the question of whether an is knowledge, or whether something can be
"known" through art, are today prohibitively high.23 Still, the argu-
ment here is that aesthetic education is most convincingly supported
by the contention that it is one of the functions of art to provide a
kind of insight which is eminently worth having but which cannot be
derived from the study of any other subject.

There has been no dearth of speculation about what can be known
through art: the radiance of divine truth, the Ideal, the Absolute,
archetypal images or racial memories, and the like. Prominent among
theories which hold that something becomes known in aesthetic experi-
ence is that of Susanne Langer. A very abbreviated treatment of some
aspects of Langer's philosophy is attempted here not with a view to
urging its adoption as a definitive statement, but because she presents
a particularly interesting and well-developed theory.

The theory turns on an interpretation of the image-making propen-
sities of the human mind and the vital function of mental images:
...we apprehend everything which comes to us as impact from zhe world

by imposing some image on it that strwes its salient features and
shapes it for recognition and memory.'" Now images are important not
only because they help us order the raw sense data received from the
external world, they also appear to perform a similar office with re-
gard to all passages of sentience. Life processes set up tonsions and
resolutions within the organism, some of which rise to whet Langer
calls the "psychical phase"; they are felt. However, they are not felt
merely in some dim, vague fashion but are, in fact, apprehended. And
to be apprehended, feelings have to be structured for recognition, for
it is the peculiarity of human sensibility to record itself in images
and to do so according to certain principles of representation. One
could say, then, that just as imagination abstracts the semblances of
external objects, so it also imposes form on the felt tensions of the
liie processes.

Imagination presumably operates in all individuals, but it is the
artist who is capable of projecting these images of feeling into visible
or audible form. Consequently,
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The work of art is not a "copy" of a physical object at all, but
the plastic "realization of a mental image. Therefore the laws
of imagination, which describe the forming and elaboration of
imagery, are reflected in the hews of plastic expression whereby
the art symbol takes its perceptible form.25

The work of art, according to Langer, is an objectification of feeling.
She also refers to it as a "symbol," and as such it is capable of
sysbolizing, representing, or "standing for" a particular feeling. Now
the work of art is able to function as a symbol in this sense because
it shares its logical form with the mental image of feeling. And this
morphological identity between the feeling and its artistic representa-
tion, in turn, is possible because the artist, in deploying the percep-
tual materials with Which he works, is constrained to follow the laws
of representation according to which the primitive, 'Oontaneous mental
image had been fashioned. It can thus be said that the work of art
"presents a form which is subtly but entirely congruent with forms of
mentality and vital experience, which we recognize intuitively as
something very much like feeling; and this abstract likeness to feeling
teaches one...what feeling is lac.n26

Two points of Langer's theory arc especially noteworthy. First of
all, the intuitive recognition of feeling in a work of art does not
mean having that feeling. The essence of sadness, for instance, is
apprehended not at times when persons are sad, but when they are pre-
sented with an artistic image of it. Secondly, when Langer calls die
work of art a symbol, she dces not say that art is a symbolic system
similar to discursive language. The structure of discursive language
is a'omistic and elements arc manlpulated in a single projection accord-
ing to the logical rules of grammar. Art, however, does not build up
meanings by accretion; its elements are not interchangeable. 1.ach work,

as she emphasizes repeatedly, is unique, self-sufficient, untranslatable,
and indivisible. The vital emotional experience it symbolizes is of the
kind for which verbal discourse is peculiarly unsuited.27 Art, in other
words, affords nondiscursive knowledge.

Since it is the purpose of the present discussion to discover in
what sense a cognitive claim for art could be made defensible, one right
want to conclude with Langer that 1.t is the function of art to articulate
the individual's own life of feeling for him, to make him conscious of
its elements and its intricate and subtle fabric. The social importance
of art would then rest on its capacity to reveal "the fact that the
basic forms of feeling arc common to most people at least within a
culture, and often far beyond it, since a great many works do seem ex-
pressive and important to almost everyone who judges them by artistic
standards."28

A note of caution rust be entered, however, for the attempt to
base an educationally ur2ful knowledge claim solely upon Langer's
philosophy of art would ignore some of the objections that can he
raised against her aril-oath. As has been indicated, Langer asserts that
art has meaning and that this meaning is a matter of its relation to
feeling, i.e., that one attains to a knowledp2 of feeling because its
form finds an analogue in a work of art. And such knowledge would go

J
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beyond what. one cc.!lool..: "o:'(-)i.;," for Lanye.. !:1.;

enormously extended the Inimyr 10
sentience, even the "r:eeling rationa: cilox..:.t."2') Int .,lc Hs also
made the meaning of art hypothetienl; iL rests, according to John Casey,
on dubious mormhysical grounds. Casey nsls:

vow do we hno.1 what worl.s of art stand in a relation logient
nal,1;;y to form: feeltn0 Plvo %re any vay of bocoving ac

quainted with these "forms" apart: from their artistic (or
rell3iou:: or mythical) expression, so that we can compare them
wit; t;.e worhs in which tlx!v are raid to be instantiated, and
so decide whether they have been .:r.tisfactoril realized?
Clearly we cannot Cf.! esse,ice of these rorms in tat they are
inei'faMe, They cannot be described since Cor anything to he
a description it most hove form in common with wl,at i.t de,;crihes.

To attempt to describe a form would be a category mistdhe.30

Ia otl,or words, Langer hs!. chaired that we hnod something Ciroogh
art, lint nle leas not !atisFactorily ex,*lined how we hnow that we now.
However, even i f 0 e connection betieen the worh of art and the life of

ich -rovidcs l'uo4lodge were as oJose an 1,anger tries to
mcC.o. it, t wIld still ant a logical connection.

diUicultv (1,onrs to be avoided in Vielson Goodman's
attempt to account for the logical connections that can be supposed to
obtain in art,31 and the nestletic educator might yrofi.t from looping
at it as one of the alternatives to Langer. Goodman's major theme is
that aesthetic experience is cognitive experience distinguished by the
dominance of certain symholic characteristics and judged by standards of
cognitive efficacy.32 lte clearly males a cognitive claim for art and.
proceeds to show how cognitive functioning in art is to be explained.
Uri accomplishes this throt%,;h an exn:linnlion of the logical relationships
that prevnit in those modes of symbolization dominant in the arts, and
he concldes that the acstletic is distinguished by the preponderar,ce
of loon "sym,,tol!s": syntactic density, semantic OctIni.ty, repleteness,
and e::emplificationatitv.

P,ot while, according to Good,lan, the aesthetic i.r. oil si,led under- -

o;' is a special case ofsyrbotic ;:unctioning and hence ronition, it
also develops that 0,one logical rclition-1* n distinctive of the aesl*e-
tic call for more Clan sound loljeal eqnipment to he apprel,ended: !,'c"

demand sensitivity and the active cooperation of the emotiors. In

Goodm.anis view, the emotions become "a means of discerning what. 1,f(Ter-
ties a worh has and expres!;es:'33 One is rended that "the cognitive,
while contrasted witli both the practienl and the passive, does not ex-
clode the sensory no the emotive, tlat what we know through Art is felt
in our bones and nerves and muscles as well as grasped by our minds, that
all the sensitivity and resl.onsiveness of the organism participates in
the invention and interpretation of symbols."34
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IL may thus he seen that while Langer has been said to have ex-
ten(led tie inner life of feeling, Goodman may ly2 said to have extended
tLe inner life of cognition. Langer, starting from a dubious connection
between art and feeling arrived at a cognitive claim for artnondis-
cvrsive l'nowledge. Goodman, starting with a cognitive claim for art
through the subsumption of the aesthetic unuer cognitive and symbolic
functioning in general arrived at what to some may seem a somewhat
dubious organismic and overly subjective definition of the cognitive.
However, each position emphasizes the point that "art is both rational
and of an essentially emotional nature- -and hence significant for human
beings."33 And this is really all the educator needs to feel justified
in saying that art is not merely subjective, a matter of feeling and
enjoyment, but that it involves a unique kind of knowing which is worthy
of being provided for through formal schooling.

And once it is admitted that something can be known through art,
there should be little objection to suggesting that prominent among things
apprehended in works of art are metaphorical images of and feelings or
emotions attendant upon human ideals, norms, and life styles, for these
are matters for which the more conventional forms of expression are
singularly inadequate. It would be difficult, for instance, to formu-
late a completely satisfactory verbal definition of such concepts as
"nobility" or "dignity." Yet instances of these Ideals are immediately
recognized in individuals possessing the requisite qualities and in
works of nrt expressing or instantiating them, whether one accepts
Langer's notion of congruence of logical form, Goodman's metaphorical
exemplification, or any other explanation.

Now even though art may be said to communicate nondiscursively in
the manner suggested above, it should not be conceived merely as an
adjunct, a supplement to discursive language that rounds out meanings
where words fail. Art'S effectiveness reaches beyond a neutral, non-
committal display of meanings and values. For if it is the case that
aesthetic beholding is an enjoyable occupation, that men delight in
experiencing things in their perceptual uniqueness, sensuous richness,
and unificd formal structure, then it also makes sense to argue that,
while being thus pleasurably engaged, persons may he seduced into con-
templating and possibly assenting to the human import and ideals which
works of art express.3b It is the function of art, then, to make
values vivid and persuasive as no other medium can.

The arguments offered in defense of assigning an educationally
meaningful function to art may now he summarized under three headings:

1. Aesthetic ealoxnent. Works of art function instrumentally
toward the provision of satisfactions which are intrinsically desired.
Furthermore, the preferences of cultural conservators (critics, histori-
ans, connoisseurs, and other professionally qualified persons) indicate
that art offers worthwhile, desirable 1pportunities for being pleasur-
ably engaged. The possibility of inc.Jental values, such as therapeutic
uses of aesthetic enjoyment, was not ruled out, but neither was it ad-
mitted as a major argument for aesthetic education. It was further con-
tended that aesthetic pleasure is qualitatively distilct because it is

rccc it chicctivo prorcrtiw; of works qt7 art.
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2. Aesthetic experience. Aesthetic pleasure accrues within a
distinctive kind of experience. The self-enclosed, self-sufficient
nature of this experience was noted acrd taken to mean the property of
being unrelated for the most part to considerations of utility, associ-
ated trains of thought, or abstract speculations. This feature of
aesthetic experience permits its interpretation as a kind of important
play which, in turn, has sometimes been associated with a realm of ideal
human freedom and creative power. On a more modest plane, the self-
sufficient character of aesthetic experience is said to be the condi-
tion for becoming aware of the particularity and perceptual richness of
things.

3. Aesthetic knowledge. It was then suggested that through the
enjoyable contemplation of the perceptual properties: of certain works
of art, something may be added to awareness which, though definitely
nondiscuisive, has nonetheless been claimed by many to be some kind of
knowledre. It was further proposed that the cognitive claim could be
elabora:ed to mean that art can afford a grasp of ideals, norms, or
notions of human perfection.

Pat there are further probleris. Even if general concurrence with
such z high estimation of the function of art could be secured, tuere
still remains the requirement to show that aesthetic experience demands
the iltervention of formal schooling. The need for explicit instruction
in matters aesthetic is f course frequently denied and for a variety of
reasons.

Very briefly, one argument against requiring aenthetic education
is that people like art anyway. This assertion is bolstered by impres-
sive statistics of steadily increasing concert and museum attendance
and record-buying. Second, it is often claimed that aesthetic pre-
ferences are matters of personal taste about which there can be no
rattonal disputes--de_gustibus non est disputandem. That is, people
tend to be rendered confident in their likings because of the fairly
widespread belief that there are no objective standards in matters of
taste. Third, because the arts are apprehended perceptually, it is
thought that no special training should he necessary. One need only
look, listen, feel, and read.

Now, with regard to the first argument, the numericalincrease
in cultural activity is apparently correlated with the growth of the
college-educated segment of the population.37 This, in turn, can mean
one of two thing, neither of which would invalidate a plea for aesthetic
education in the public schools. It may be said that for most students
the years in college inclide some form of art education or appreciation
which molds their aesthetic preferences. Or it may mean that college-
educated persons are more likely to become members of an urban or sub-
urban social class which pizes cultural experiences for their social
rather than for their aesthetic values. The second and third sets of
reservations concerning the need to have formal aesthetic education in
the public schools cannot be set nut here but have been dealt with
elsewhere in the context of a discus:ion of aesthetic criticism.38
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Up to this juncture, curricular justification of aesthetic edrca-
tIon has rested upon what may he termed its facilitating or fostering
aspect. The attempt has been to indicate that art may have important
functions and that art cannot become fully efficacious in the lives of
individrals and society without formal instruction. Another rather
powerful class of arguments frequently advanced in behalf of some sort
of. arts proran is based on the presumed inhibit.im potential of such
instruction. Aesthetic education is needed, it is said, to counteract
the pernicious influence of certain works of popular art or the mass
media. The question is how and to what extent the ti-leoretical frame-
work presented here permits incorporation of this line of thought.

It will be remembered that some misgivings were expressed regard-
ing the alleged therapeutic values of art., If i.t in doubtful that good
art can engender desirable personal traits, would it be fair to assert
that the excess of violence, for instance, found in "bad"u art (especially
in rich of the nasc media) predisposes viewers to antagonistic behavior?
Unambignons evidence of such Itnrmflf) effects may one day become avail-
able, but it not really needed to shore up a :ustification for
aesthetic education.

To indicate why t} is Is so requires some enlargement of the con-
cepts of "good" as opposed to "bad" art. Both terms when used in an
aesthetic context refer to aesthetic qualities, not to content or the
morality of the message. In simplest terms, a "bad" W0117 of art is one
that does not come off; i.t falls short as judged by aesthetic critical
criteria. However, a bad worh of art is often intended by its creator
to satisfy high standards; it falls due to the artist's ineptness.
Popular artists, by contr&st, often do not subscribe to high standards
to begin with; they compromise in order to sell and entertain. Hence
it is perhaps wore appropriate to call such productions "pseudo-art"
rather than "bad" art. And what, one might ask, is so bad aboL': pseudo-
art that we need to marshall the forces of aesthetic education against
it? l!othing except that it shortchanges the rercipient. Perceptually,
it relies on the immediate sensuous anneal of a few striking elements
while neglecting to explore the possible varieties and subtleties of
relations and pronerties. It falls short in meaning or import because
whatever pseudo-art ex,resser or conveys tends to he shallow and trite.
In sum. pseudo-art attracts, it texts aesthetic contemplation, but
offers rmager and shoddy rewards.

The inhibiting function of aesthetic education via -11-vis popular
art is si,ply this: Aesthetic education offers as alternatives ex-
amples of better, richer, more worthwhile forms of experience, in the
hope that persons will core genuinely to prefer what they have come to
know as being better. A; Iredell Jenkins says: "It is the chief
function of art to overcome /the/ tragic consequences of man's vora-
cious but untutored aesthetic taste. Tie tendencies that pseudo-art
merely confirms, real art trains and transforms."39
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THE STRUCTURE OF "AESTHETIC KNOWING"*

David Hume once wrote that "in many orders of beauty, particularly
those of the fine arts, it is requisite to employ much reasoning in
order to feel the proper sentiment; aqoa false relish may frequently be
corrected by argument and reflection." These comments set the tone
for the following remarks. A discussion of the aesthetic value situa-
tion prepares the way for an interpretation of aesthetic knowing.

The Aesthetic Value Situation

In the effort to justify aesthetic education a positive and educa-
tionally relevant function was assigned to art. A positive function,
however, can be conceived as a value. If art has value, the next
question becomes: in what ways or through what strategies and tactics
can that value be appropriated?

This project accepts a theory of value that locates value in the
relation between the structure of objects and the structure of human
nature. The object and the individual each contribute something to the
value situation: the latter a propensity for valuing or crerishing,
the former certain objective properties that hold out the possibility of
value experience. While the human or attitudinal component of value
ex:lerience is less tractable to analysis, the object valued submits to
scrutiny, judgment, and evaluation.

In other words, knowledge plays a role in aesthetic valuing be-
cause it is possible to obtain information about the objects and phenom-
ena which are components in aesthetic value experiences. Increasingly
more precise or relevant knowledge about the object of aesthetic valu-
ing is important in aesthetic education because such knowledge may be
said to (a) "lustile the immediately and spoitaneously felt satisfac-
tion since certain features of the object, whether it be a visual,
auditory, or verbal design, can be identified and evaluated as the
sout%es of aesthetic enjoyment; (b) int4nsify original feelings of
enjoyment because analyst- would reveal the object to possess more
cherishable aspects than perfunctory acquaintance had disclosed; and
(c) entender satisfaction where none was present prior to an appraisal
of the object. Reflection recalls numerous cases where individuals
have revcale:, satisfaction in being able to explain the sources of
their liking, where such ability has enhanced liking, and where assist-
ance with analysis and perception has developed new interests. The
question is whether this is possible for large numbers of individuals,
wl.ether the justifying, intensifying, and engendering of the experience
of aesthetic value constitute determine schooling objectives, and, if
they do, whether there are content, techniques, and procert.ires which can
facilitate such aesthetic enterprise. The analysis and the
undertaking of this project implies assent to all three of these con-
siderations, although it remains to be shown whether such enterprise

*A revised "ersion of this entitled, "Aesthetic Criticism: The Method
of Aesthetic Education," has been published in Studies in Art Educa-
tion, Vol. 9, No. 3 (Spring 1968), pp. 13-32.
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is in fact practicable.

To begin with, it may be asked what kinds of entities are involved
in the judgmental phase of aesthetic value experience? For purposes
of this project such entities may be characterized as (a) aesthetic
objects, which are things of any sort whatever, natural or man-made,
which are interesting to awareness; and (b) works of art, which are
artifacts specially designed to function as aesthetic objects, whatever
any other function they may also serve.

As is often the case in distinguishing the entities of human
experience, the difference between an aesthetic object and a work of art
may not always be obvious, cannot be measured, and while there are
clear-cut cases there are also borderline cases. Let us suffice to
say that if a seashell, for example, is interesting to perception, then
it is an aesthetic object. Hamlet, The Rites of Spring, and Guernica,
however, are aesthetic objects which are also works of art since they
have far greater capacity than the seashell to reward perception. An-
other way of putting the distinction is to say that a (good) work of
art is an intentionally designed high-grade aesthetic object.

On the view, then, that knowledge is possible in the evaluational
part of value experience and that such judgments have influence - -al-
though it is not known for certain precisely what influence--on the
attitudinal component, the question becomes: What knowledge can be
gained about works of art and aesthetic objects such that cherishing may
become more enlighteued, intense, and justifiable? Certain difficulties
are at once apparent.

First of all, it is accented educational strategy to look to the
parent discipline for paradigms of knowing, that is, the domain of
theory which is unified by having as its object of formal study what the
educator is concerned to teach. In the present case, this would mean
looking to aesthetics or philosophy of art. Unfortunately, however,
aesthetics does not offer a universally accepted structure for knowing.
This is at least partially due to persistent disagreements among
aestheticians a'Aout the nature of the entities which should be their
proper concern hl The term "art," of course, has a commonsense referent,
but its meaning tends to dissolve under analysis. Just wi,at it if:, if

anything, that "the arts" have in common is an unresolved issue, a
condition that has given rise to diverse judgments and chara,:terizations
of the status o Aesthetics as a domain of inquiry.

But aesthetics is not the only discipline in which controverf:y
reigns; and the educator should be acquainted with aesthetic theori:!!1
if only to decide which ones to ignore. But the problem need not ho.
put negatively. Aesthetics can be of considerable assistance to the
educator if he understands its use;, which is to say if he understands
the relevance of aesthetics to the distinctive problems of aesthetic
education.

I
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The second difficulty encountered in attemils to gain .knowledge of
the aesthetic object is that such knowledge, it Feems, is yielded only
under special conditions. A work of art is at once a physical and a
perceptual or aesthetic object. As a physical object, it has a location
in space and time, sAbstance, size, market value, etc. Thus it can be
"known" im much the same way that ordinary thini,s arc hnown, and some
of this information is not irrelevant to aesthetic awareness. This may
be called "knowledge about."

But as previously noted there is a sense in which a work of art
"demands" to be attended to in a special way. This kind of attention,
or special type of interest, may he called aesthetic contemplation,an
expression that is roughly adequate, even though we do not normally
speak of contemplating a symphony or ever a motion picture. Aesthetic
contemplation implies a kind of absorption in a work's perceptual
appearance, or, in the case of music, its sonic structure, and in
literature, its verbal design. That is, attention is restricted to
visible, auditory, and imaginary actions and events, to the exclusion,
benerally, of thoughts pertaining to an object's price, the materials
used to produce it, the character of the artist, etc. Literature may
be thought to be an exception to this restrictior, and most assuredly,
distinctively intellectual activity is more evident in the reading of
poetic literature than it is in eitier looking at paintings or listen-
fly; to music. But even in literature it may be iaid that a character
is held up for the mind's eye to contemplate." Thus even in litera-
tsre it is; possible to speak roughly of " perceptual" experience, and
there would be something odd in saying that a retder was engaging in
abstract, logical reasoning while reading, say, something by William
Faulkner. Also noteworthy is the fact that the !anguage of lite9ry
criticism typically employs the vocabulary of visual perception:*

"Absorption" means a willingness to forego nomentarily most per-
sonal desires and inrlinations, including feelings to own the work, or
the emotions, reveries, and reminiscences induced by it, and a readiness
to attend to the work's powers and qualities. Aosthetic contemplation
hus understood is not a direct cue to action, in the sense that the
perceived qualities of the red or green of a traffic light are, not a
case in which the basic intent is that of recogniEing what is per-
ceived as an instance of a class of things about which generalizations
can be mane, and not a cue to memory in the sellse of what the object
nzr:ceived reminds one of. Once agan, the tendelcy to regard litera-
ture as radically different in respect of these "ground rules" is
tempered smewhat by the notions that "Common sense seems to say that
the statements of fiction do not refer to something outside themselves
in the sense in which historical statements do" and that "There is
sowetkiw unsatisfactory about taking a play or novel to be pointing
to sometling....""

Now it nay be that the distinction between aesthetic and other
types of "perception" will not hold up under steict logical analy:lis,1"
but it need not be concluded therefore that noll ing cap he done to help
students achieve a proper stance ielevant to v.ork..,. of .art. CrrInin
logical issues in aesthetics notwithstanding, Gel, 11.c terT1 "nesthclic
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contemplation" is most convenient for referring to this posture. As
one writer has remarked, In a suitable context the adjective 'aesthe-
tic' and the adverb 'aesthetically' may well be superfluous, but it is
sometimes necessary to introduce one of V :se words in order to make it
clear that when we refer, say, to r, person's satisfaction we are not
thinking of moral satisfacticn, economic satisfaction, personal satis-
faction, intellectual satisfaction, or any satisfaction other than
aesthetic satisfaction. "46 Once an understanding of the pedagogical
corollaries of theories of aesthetic relevance are grasped by the
teacher, it should not be too difficult to identify aesthetically
irrelevant responses, such as, for example, the class of "it looks
like" and "it reminds me of" responses, and to point out the conse-
quences of such responses for aesthetic appraisal and evaluation.
Observation, practice, and inclination to intro3pection should give
the learner an adequate notion of when his satisfaction or response is
and is not aesthetic.

The third difficulty in efforts to gain knowledge of aesthetic
values has to do with the point that the work of art itself appears to
make some sort of cognitive claim different from what was previously
discriminated as "knowledge about" or what is also called propositional
knowledge.

But, again, even if art provides for many individuals a kind of
illumination or enlightenment, can such enlightenment qualify as
knowledge? An appeal to the parent discipline of aesthetics again
yields no consensus on this question; yet its importance is acknow-
ledged by the belief that the epistemological question is the only
thing that keeps aesthetics alive.47 Given the interest in recut
studies in genetic epistemology and cognitive growth,48 it is natural
that aesthetic educators today should be ikterested in ways of know-
ing.

The Meaning of "Aesthetic Knowing"

The characterization of a work of art as an artifact designed
principally to function as an aesthetic object, together with the
ground rules stipulated for aesthetic contemplation, suggest an
approach to the nature of knowing in the aesthetic domain. To say
that it was intended by the artist to be appropriated by others in
a special kind of rapport, and not through utilitarian use or consump-
tion, makes it at least plausible to holl that an element of communica-
tion is involved. Some human concern may be thought to be communicated.

But concern with what? An uncomplicated response is that works of
art express or communicate simply the human concern with objects of
this nature. They exhibit and reaffirm, it might be said, man's
peculiar bent to find delight and satisfaction in objects with certain
properties, powers, and qualities. But the quest to discover the mean-
ings of these properties renders uncomplicated responses inadequate.
Thus, it has been thought that works of art might symbolize a sort of
equilibrium, the homeostatic principle so characteristic of the living
form, or exhibit for comprehension the logical forms of the life of
feeling. And there is ample testimony that some of the greatest works
of art have been experienced as significant and highly complex metaphors.
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Whatever tbe character tle states of awareness conveyed by works
of art, they emerge within the confines of aestbetic awareness, do not
principally involve abstract reasoning and conceptual thought in the
senses previously mentioned, and thus, wisdom dhtates, should not: he
accorded the status of propositional knowledge. Only science, it is
rightly claimed, results in propositional knowledge. Aesthetic aware-
ness is thus more properly regarded as "knowledge of." The central
epistemological issue was put by Ernest Nagel in his oft-quoted criti-
cism of Langer's theory of art.

The desire of so many lovers of the arts to eyhibit the latter
zs possessing an important cognitive core is symptomatic of
the supreme, though perhaps unwitting, value they place upon
bnowledye. But if that desire cr.n be satisfied only by so
radically altering the moaning of "cognitive" that in its new
use the term has no recognizable continuity with its normal
employment, has not the ideal of clarity been sacrificed, and
has not a serious disservice been thereby rendered to that
which is prized so higbly?50

Now there would be no problem in dismissing the sLates or aware-
ness induced by the arts as possessing an important cognitive core were
it not for the fact that persons, including highly intelligent ones, do
claim having received some kind of enlightenment through aesthetic
contemplation, and that such enlightenment seems to bear the stamp of
objective validity. Nor is there any relu7tance to talk about the
meanings of works of art with the certitude of warranted assertions.
Such individuals rarely preface their remarks with "it seems to me" or
"now, I believe." They are more apt to declare "this wor expresses an
image of lonely despair" or "it conveys the feeling of apocalyptic
protest." Yet such assertions are not subject to verification in the
wr.y that scientific laws and generalizations are subject to confirmation
or discenfirmation. As several writers have indicated, such qualities
are defined ostensibly,51 by pointing them out for others to see,soch
pointing out sometimes being called a kind of "perceptual proof."52

Immanuel Kant noticed this tone of objectivity in pronouncements
about art, despite their notorious inability to gain general concurrence,
and he attempted to Pxplain this. Following the conventions of his day,
he restricted his discussion to beauty rather than meaning or expressive-
ness, but his treatment of the problem may still be relevant to the
present inquiry.

"The judgment of taste," writes Kant, "requires the agreement of
everyone, and he who describes anything as beautiful claims that every-
one ought to give his approval to the object in question and also
describe it as beautiful."53 "Further, this claim to universal vali-
dity so essentially belongs to a judgment by which we describe anything
as beantiful, that, if this were not though' in iE, it would never come
into our thoughts to use the expression at all."5" This' is true, Kant
observes, despite the fact that beauty needs to be defined as "that
which pleases universally without a conceit, "55 'Mich means that there
can be "no objective rule of aste which shall determine by means of
concepts what is beautiful "5' Here, then, is tile faros antinomy of
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taste which D. H. Parker formulated as follows: "Thesis--the judgment
of taste is not based on principles, for otherwise we would determine it
by proofs; antithesis--the judgment of taste is based on principles,
for otherwise, despite our disagreements, we should not be quarreling
about it."57

Kent, seeking to txplain this persistent claim to objectivity in
matters of taste, appeals to another feature of aesthetic experience
already discussed: the fact that aesthetic contemplation is free from
outside interests or ulterior motives: "...since the person who judges
feels himself quite free as regards the satisfaction which he attaches
to the object, he cannot find the ground of this satisfaction in any
private conditions connected with his own subject, and hence it must be
grounded in what he can presuppose in every other person. Consequently
he must believe that he has reason for attributing a similar satisfac-
tion to everyone. He will therefore speak of the beautiful as if4t
were a characteristic of the object and the judgment logical,..."''

Once more, not only will the percipient talk as if he had attained
valid knowledge from the work of art, but he will also seek to furnish
some sort of "verification" for what he believes to be in the ari. object.
It was also said that persons holding certain things to be true about
works of art will, when challenged, point to features of the work as
evidence in support of their claim, inviting others to see for themselves.
Moreover, it is equally true that while such demonstration may not al-
ways convince others, it may nonetheless lead them to perceive aspects
they had previously overlooked, or see them in a new light.

It has been established that, regardless of the dubious cognitive
status of the meanings messages of works of art, intelligent and
highly regarded individuals do talk es if they had knowledge of them and
act as if they could vceify it. Since attributing ,:ognitive import to
works of art can have tangible social consequences, the question becomes,
are there ways of making talk about art more relevant, systematic,
coherent, persuasive, efficacious? The issue, in other words, is not
so much whether the purpor:ed knowledge claims of works of art are in
fact true or false, but whether there are procedures or strategies for
supporting or justifying various sorts of statements attributing aesthe-
tic qualities and truth claims to works of art. As procedures lend
themselves to being taught, these questions suggest a more promising
approach to the nature of knowing in the arts.

The earlier contention that the discipline of aesthetics does not
appear to yield a knowledge structure reliable enough for educational
adaption should now be modified, for the subdomain of the philosophy of
criticism affords paradigms of procedural skills for making the most
sense out of whatever can be known in a work of art. The person who
typically exemplifies these skills is the critic. His training, experi-
ence, and superior sensitivity enable him to make relevant statements
about works of art which often help others to have more meaningful
aesthetic experiences. While it is not the purpose of an exemplar
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approac to train nro!essional art critics, IL ts reasonable to assume
that ability to communicate knowled;;eably about the qualities and mean-
ings of works of art is prima_ facie evidence that the shills of aesthetic
crtticism have been learned, or that te disposition for enlightened
preference and ':ustification in tine aesthetic domom has been fostered.

To elevate, moreover, some approximation of the critic's expertise
into an objective for aesthetic education does not appear illegitimate
in view of similar aims frequently proclaimed for other fields of
instruction. Educators frequently rropose that the student learn to
"thtrh as the scientist does" or "investigate e,s the historian does"--
although such expressions take on a different character in ltght of the
earlier proposed distinctions between the. Interpretive and Apelicative
Perspectives. It will be recalled that insofar as the scientist or
historian is a specialist, he atterpts to solve problems of the first
order. Thus the student cannot really think as the scientist or histori-
an does: 're does not nossess the necessary knowledge and experience.
However, if it is understood that critical shills are to be Oeveloped
within the framework of an Interpretve Perspective in general education,
it may ,ibet said that the purpose of this project is to teach the learner
"to ap,raise an the critic does."

Aesthetic Criticism: The Method of Eeenpiar Studies

Bet what, more specifically, is the nature of critical activity?
A survey of successful critical statements, i.e., those which have
released a work's value potential previously inaccessible to untrained
sensibilities, discloses little unity. The statements of crttics range
from crisp, schematic analyses to eloquent literary essays. The descrip-
tion of critical activity that follows therefore is neitl.er exhaustive
nor definitive, but it does seem to hold potential for formulating and
planning defensible educational objectives and experiences.

Critical activity may be described in terns of overlapping phases
which contain statements ranging from the cognttively ceti,ttl LO t7,e
cognitively less certain, beginning with description and olaning into
analydis, interaretation, and evaluation. The division is Oren to
challenge since the terms are used ambiauously and the boundaries he-
tween phases re not precise.59

1. Description in already possialy a nisleadine word, for by and
large what is meant is naming, identifying, and classitying, a lind of
taking sto.:k which inventories cognitively established aspects of Cie
work, e.g., knowledge concerning the type of thing the object is
(triptych, symphony, work of prose fiction, etc.), information about the
.oacerials and techniques used, and knowledge of the extra-aesthetic
function of the work when relevant. This cateeory would further com-
prise art-historical data, and, in the case of representational works,
knowledge of mythology, cultural history, or whatever is required to
identify the subject matter depicted.

Descriptive knowledge of the foregoing tyres i9 often
denteclated because it is said so-called art appreciation courses fre-
uently degenerate to this level. Assuredly, memorization of dates and

name and drills in the identification of period styles and artists falls
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short of defensible objectives for aesthetic education. Yet descrip-
tive information of the right sort is important in developing and refin-
ing aesthetic response. Relevant descriptive knowledge interrelates
with the other, more properly aesthetic, phases of criticise and thus
contributes to the total critique. Further, since aesthetic education
as an epistemological enterprise often seems co falter with the recogni-
tion that, on the whole, secure knowledge might not be present in the
arts, those areas in which knowledge is possible should be indicated.
Lastly, it is conceivable that ability to talk with cognitive assurance
about the descriptive elements of works of art, even though they are
not necessarily the most aesthetically relevant, may give teacher and
student greater confidence to venture into more ambiguous and uncharted
territories.

2. Analysis. This involves close scrutiny of the components,
elements, or details that make up a work of art, the larger groupings
or complexes into which they are composed, and the relationships they
sustain. Analysis in art is not a mere enumeration or cataloging of
components; it cannot be done in a meaningful way, it seems, without
at the same time describing and often characterizing what is singled out
for inspection. The distinction between "description" and "characteri-
zation" is stipulated for convenience and it marks different ways in
which the parts, complexes, and regional properties of works of art can
be talked about. Such considerations further introduce the complex
topic of aesthetic qualities, 'oncepts, or predicates--a topic that
invites analysis of the terms, particularly adjectives, often used in
critical talk.

a. There is a first group of predicates so matter-of-fact
and unco:troversial that they are not properly regarded as aesthetic.
A color may have a certain degree of saturation, a musical note an
ascertainable pitch, a shape a determinate geometric configuration, a
word a conventional meaning. These characteristics, which anyone
whose sensory and mental apparatus is not impaired should be able to
perceive, are literally in the work. Ascription of such characteris-
tics is normally accompanied with the certitude distinctive of proposi-
tions cited in support of fundamental knowledge claims. That an ele-
ment is crimson, circular, cylindrical, or a high C is not usually
subject to further confirmation.

b. The next class of predicates typically find employment in
aesthetic contexts but may also be used in other sftuations, e.g., words
such as "harmonious," "delicate," "graceful," and many others. Here
agreement among critics is still substantial but by no means unanimous.
Some persons may detect subtle rhytyms where others utterly fail to do
so. Similarly a feature appearing "graceful" to one critic may appear,
say, "flaccid" to another. Indeed, one cannot always decide whether
terms like "delicate," "garish," or "harmonious" are used to describe or
characterize, or even to evaluate, whether they are closer to the cogni-
tively certain or to the cognitively uncertain end of the spectrum of
critical statemeh:s. Once more, it is sometimes impossible to maintain
sharp and clear distinctions. Nor is it al.fays necessary to do so.
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c. There is another, more properly aesthetic, group of
characterizing predicates which cannot be certified through simple or
mere inspection. They have one thing in common: their normal applica-
tion lies in a different modality of experience; hence to ascribe them
to works of art is to use them metaphorically. These predicates are
involved when critics speak of "strident" colors, "luminous" tones,
"lugubrious" movements, "taut" story lines, or "stern" passages, to
take only a very few simple examples. While often construed as a
source of perplexity, it should not be concluded that talk attributing
aesthetic qualities is necessarily fuzzy and imprecise, to be corrected
by recourse to a more accurate and purely descriptive language of
criticism. Of matters metaphorical some relatively reasonable things
can he said.

(1) In the first place the metaphorical use of terms
'J predicated nu iAlentifiable features in the work of art; aesthetic

co;,taining such terms do not (or need not) report gross or
idiosyncratic irpressions. Although it may be thought that "violent"
does not properly characterize a certain component or pervasive regional
property, people generally understand what is being referred to.
Critics, moreover, can offer good reasons in support of such an aesthetic
juegment, i.e., a critic can explain why an object has the quality he
says it does.

(2) Furthermore, divergent judgments are usually not
poles alert but seem to He along a qualitative range. For instance,
an errangement of elements may be called "restful" by some and "monoto-
nous" by others, but it is highly unlikely that such elements would be
characterized as being "turbulent." And a concept of aesthetic knowing
requires only that we can speak intelligently about relevance and cppro-
7riateness.

(3) It is also pointed out that the usl of metaphorical
language is neither unnatural nor esoteric. The shift from literal to
metaphorical, or quasi-metaphorical, uses of words ;'rank Sibley notes,

is due to "certain abilities and tendencies to link experiences, to re-
gard certain things as similar, and to see, explore, and be interested
in these sluil-vities. It is a feature of human intelligence and sensi-
tivity that we do spontaneously do these things snd that the tendency
can be e,lcouraged and developed.... IL is no more baffling that we should
enpiny aesthetic terms of this sort than that we should make metaphors
at all."6° moreover, the propensity for metaphor is de eloped at a
very early age by emulating the actions of parents and peers, a fact
perhaps as yet fraught with unexplored educational consequences.

Some additional remarks about the analytical p:a.:e are in order.
In the first place, it should be clear tkat the characterization of
elements and relationships in a wrk of art alrerdy shades over into
the next, the intcrpretive, phase. Describing and characterizing termn
are furthermore, in many cases, normative as well, thus anticipating
the evaluative phase. In most contexts words like "barmonious," "uni-
fied," and "graceful" tend to have positive connotations, while
"shrill," "harsh," "unbalanced," "disjointed," etc., seen to be not only
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descriptive characterizations but negative evaluations as well. Though
perhaps not always. In a groat deel of modern art criticism the judg-
ments "harsh" and "shrill," for :,exa1.)1e, seem to have positive connota-
tions, owing to that peculiar cllaraeteristic of contemporary sensibility
by which intensity of expression is, a norm.

3. Interpretation. The proper concern of this phase is to say
something about the meaning of the content of a work of art as a whole,
as distinct from its subject matter. Judgments of this sort are fre-
quently the first ones made of works of art, which is to say they tend
not to await description and formal analysis. But to justify or support
interpretive statements the critic will resort to explanation and
analysis, and these r,a, simICItfy,odify, or even radically alter the
original interpretation--or, a Nine said, "correct a false relish."

Since interpretation is often taken as the most meaningful and
enriching phase of transaction between a percipient and a work of art,
just what and what not to expect from it should be indicated. Inter-
pretation, it is suggested, should not be attempted where human signi-
ficance is obviously irrelevant, e.g., in the case of works primarily
concerned with pattern and decoration. Further, the impression should
be avoided that interpretation is merely a summing up of what is found
in analysis, that it is arrived at by a process resembling the making
of an inductive generalization, notwithstanding the fact that this some-
times seems to be the case. The interpretation of a work of art as "an
image of lonely despair" seems to follow logically from the characteriza-
tion of its components as "somber," "drooping," "mournful," "dark- hued,"
"slow paced," etc. But transvaluation may also occur.

For instance, normative connotations of ascriptions may be altered
when elements characterized negatively as "unbalanced," "top-heavy,"
or "murky" are perceived as necessary to a forceful expression, say, of
"menace" or "impending disaster." Original characterizations may also
take on ironic or disturbing twists when, for example, details which
one would normally call "gay" and "sprightly" are seen as essential to
a "sinister" or "anxiety-ridden" mood. This is often the mark of
significant transitional works. Mannerist works in the sixteenth century
typically used traditional forms to create powerful new imagery. The

sprightly color of Hieronymus Bosch is another example; his Carden of
Delights is anything but delightful. Indeed, the whole modern oovement
of Surrealism in both painting and literature trades on such devices
to create queasy and unsettling qualities. The work of the expression-
ist composer ScOnberg is also said to have used nineteenth-century
values of unreality and modish display in the service of an ultimate
seriousness. All of this is merely to indicate that while the citing
of analytical findings in support of interpretations is required by
responsible criticism, the manner in which interpretive judgments emerge
from analytical ones is complex and not always productive of general
agreement. Perhaps this is one reason why certain works of art continue
to have universal appeal; their infinitely rich forms continually give
rise to new interpretations when seen from a different angle of vision.
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If the connection between interpretation and analysis is often
ambigious, the relationship between the subject matter of a representa-
tional work and its messagi or content is even more so. It is probably
a good rule to say that a critical response is inadequate if it offers
as an interpretation a mere recapitulation of subject-matter description.
Content, it may be said, is a kind of distillation, compaction, or
transfiguration of materials and subject matter. And often it is in
the more significant works that striking discrepancies are found be-
tween what the work ostew:ibl' represents and what it is interpreted to
mean, or what it is said to hey metaphor or image of. A clear-cut case
is Masaccio's mural The Tribute Money. This work is impressive not
because it depicts a particu;nr biblical episode, in its2lf not high in
the hierarchy of biblical events; rather it is impressive because it
expressively portrays the dignity and worth of the individual, a meaning
inferred from the manner in which Masaccio individuated the various
figures in the picture and fixed their spatial and formal relations.
An interpretation of The Tribute Money, then, delivers the judgment
that the picture's significance recides in its image of human nobility,
such image the essential import of what .is depicted, i.e., its content
in contrast to its subject matter.

4. Evaluation. The term as used here implies an assessment of
the merit of the work of art in question. The simplest kind of verdict
asserts that the work is good or bad, based upon an examination of its
aesthetic qualities, say, its degree of unity, complexity, intensity,
or some combination of these.

As for import or significance, the only acceptable aesthetic
evaluation is one of sufficiency or deficiency. A work may be judged
sufficiently expressive to reward contemplation, or, as in the case of
certain elaborate and technically brilliant productions, it may he
dismissed as shallow, insignificant, not worth the percipient's time.
To praise or condemn on the basis of what a work says, however, is to
make a moral or cognitive, or extra-aesthetic, and not a distinctively
aesthetic evaluation. To condemn or praise a work because it depicts,
say, moral decadence would be a case in point. An aesthetic evaluation,
however, would arise from an assessment of the work's parts, complexes,
relations, and regional aspects, the overall interpretation of which
might give rise .to the kinds of content statements previously referred

mto. Now, since oral and cognitive judgments will be made by teachers
and learners anyway, it is no use ruling them out of aesthetic educa-
tion. Indeed, it is necessary to know how to handle them in order to
understand better what is involved in the making of aathetic judgments.
The point to be emphasized is that different sorts of judgments can he
made of works of art.61

There are at least two ways in which even a work that rates high
in expressiveness and is solid and respectable on every other count may
yet draw a negative critical assessment. One is to find it derivative
and unoriginal; there simply are too many things of this kind around.
Secondly, an aesthetically good work met be rejected as poor when it
fails to serve what extra-aesthetic functions it may have. Paul
Rudolf's Art and Architecture Building at Yale University may be a
case in point; it is purportedly interesting to perception, yet students
are said to complain about working in it.
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Another pair of evaluative terms are "successful" and "unsuccess-
;!ul." How "successful" and "good" are almost equivalent. But to
ascribe lack ofsuccess to a work appears to mean that certain expecta-
tions were not fulfilled. This could refer to the artist's intentions:
he did not achieve what he set out to do. Speculations about what the
artist had in mind, however, are sometimes difficult, if not impossible,
to verify, and for purposes of aesthetic evaluation (not necessarily
description and interpretation) it would seem that the work itself
provides most of the necessary information. If "unsuccessful" indicates
that a work is not quite what it might have been, then some description
of what would have constituted success should be expected.

Lastly, critics will frequently sum up their reaction, the nature
of their experience with the work, with such terms as "interesting,"
"impressive,' "challenging," "stimulating," "dull," "preposterous,"
etc.(?- In other words, an assessment of the value possibilities of a
work may be rounded off by a ntatement about the nature or intensity of
the lihing or valuing, and the latter is not always predictable in light
of the former. It is perhaps the marl: of the enlightened critic that
he can recognize a work's valve potential, endorse it, and even recommend
it to others, yet say it is not his cup of tea. This is rerhnps the

dc:;ree of objectivity one can hope for in aesthetic education.
nrc stilt probler.-.,

if tre foreoing constitotel a reasonable and acceptable
Lit.n of critical activity, it does not explicitly prescribe

coof-,A. 017 ,u..occlpre for doing criticism. ',leaded is a comprehensive

Pt or co.rcepts and critical ns distinct from critical

Ve.vy briefly, some content tint might he used to beip develop
crtical cr,ncitie!: are tie concepts (or topics) of medium, form, con-
tout, and style. These ore some of tl,e more incl7isive notions. Regard-

ing form_, the principles of harmony, balance, centrality, and develop-
menc way be mentioned. aspect: can dislonyed i,y the de,!ices of

recurrence, similarity, gradation, variation, modulation, symmetry,
contrast, ocrosition, equilisium, rhythm, measure, dominance, climax,
hierarchy, progression, etc. In addition, somewhere in instruction
such topics as symhol. r)n^,-;1,;, truth, tnten'Aon, and metnphor should
be dealt with.64 Thn generality of content from one art to another
should not, however, be taken for granted lest a spurious unity be
imllosed on materials. Content as transfigured subject matter, i.e.,
the subject as presented in the medium of the materials, is an important
and accepted idea in the visual arts, but more problematic in music.
And it's an open question how to talk about the significance of some
examples of nonobjective and abstract painting. Does a Mondrian or a
Kandinsky, or a work of 'op' art, have either content or subject matter?
It depends on how the terms "content" and "subject matter" are used.
Further, as noted earlier, content or expressiveness nay be marginal or
inappropriate in arts relying on abstract patterns, and the r;uestien
of the medium presents difficulties in poetry. How important, for
example, is the sound cf poetry, the timbre of the spoken word? Should

even some novels be read aloud? And how after all is the term "form"
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Co be used? Does fort simply mean lie same as structure, or design,
i.e., to e elements in relation? Or is form a normative cnacept ixlply-
ing something nchieved nod vatuahle, as it doen in several theories?
Awareness of sore of these imuortnnt diferences among the arts has
proPtud one philosopher Lo organize his discussion so that painting
and music are examined together with respect to their descriptive
aspects, separately with respect to problems of interpretation, where-
as literature is a separate topic altogether, except in dealing with
critical evaluation where most ;tidgments, it is claimed, can be support-
ed by making appeal to a fundamental set of canons.65

Regarding critical procedures or techniques, again as distinct
from critical phases, recent studies of the critic's netivitio:;
methods and procedures for teaching. These techniques have been
described as involvin3 approximately seven moves or tactics, altho!-
doubtless there are more than these." Critical procedure may consist
of (1) the vinting out of nonaesthetic features. Examples would be
"Notice these flecks of color...." "Did you see the figure of Icarus
in the Brueghel?" "Notice how he has made use of the central figure,"
Etc. The idea, of course, in mentioning or pointing out nonaesthetic
features is that by indicating one thing the learner is encouraged see
something else, presumably more aesthetically relevant. Then there is
(2) the pointitigoutofaesthetic features andmalities. In doing
this the critic simply mentions aesthetic qualities. "See is nervous
and delicate." "The landscape is barren." "Feel the vitality!" Simply
mentioning the quality may do the trick, achieve the perception in the
learner. There may also he (3) a linking_ofremarks_about_aestbetic
ardnonaestheticaspects. This, of course, is quite common. "Do you
notice how tie horizontals give a feeling of tranquility?" "See how
the red adds to the Intensity of expression." Something has already
been said about: tLe melaLorical use of terms in criticism, but the
() nse of genuine metaphors mid similes may be noted. "The light
shimmers, tLe lines dance, everything is air, lightnesr., and gaiety."
The critic may (5) make urge of :(intrasts,comparisons, and
Yoni10-?:oir:os, for nx;r1V10. "It has the quality of n Vembr:indt."

"In tie flotticetti tic n0:;er (1;7 rorm; are stressed as 7hereas

in the Kul]enn there ;5 n toward fusion mid intcrrony." The
() are of r.epetitiop a:14 2101tytylfjon is lnofher lasiic, os is

ye or i re I.y in !Iny

that nonverbal behavior mny ielp: a sweep of nriA, a .1 of tH!
bcdv, a certain ficini

It is imrorkInt Lo Uress that there is no guarantee that sluh
techniques will be soccessful in bringing others to rest, !ear, or ;o,!1
what is to be experienced. Critical skills and procedures cannot he
cc:paled with a method which, when followed conscientiously. ensures
success, i.e., A perfect aesthetic Iudgment or ap)raisai: there is
no such H ing in the nesthettc domain. The teaching of categories,
concepts, criteria, and uroceduren, though seeming to hold out the
n!,!. ho1,0 for o can he Inowo in a orl- ur arl,
constitutes no 'lore than etorent (,1 lcuristic devices, or sets of
'luestions to nr1 cf wohs of art.
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But; it may be.asked, how can it be determined whether a student is
v,enuinely developing as an aesthetic knower? It is suggested that
initial evidence of growth in this direction is to be found in written
and oral responses to works of art. With respect to the problem, of
the authenticity of learners' responses two things may be said. First
of all what was earlier called the "replicative" use of learning can
be avoided by selecting works for test responses which are sufficiently
different from the ones used in demonstration and trial response, yet
similar enough to allow learnings to be used "interpretively." To deal
with the discrepancies that are bound to occur in student responses,
clues may be sought in the relevance and appropriateness of the reasons
given in support of various types of judgments and evaluations. A
sense of what is reasonable and appropriate, however, can come only
with experience: hence enlightened critical dispositions must be
fashioned over a relatively long period of time. Actually, what
differentiates the very good from the inferior in learners' responses
is not difficult to discern. One thing to look for is the organization
of critical statements, the ways in which descriptive, analytical,
interpretive, and evaluative remarks are interrelated. Neither would
one want to overlook matters of style and persuasiveness. Thus

criteria for assessing student responses are relevance, appropriateness,
cohesiveness, and persuasiveness.

TEACHING AN 1:::EllPlAR APPROACH TO AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Description of Exploratory Work

As part of the work of this initial phase of the project, some
relatively informal and uninhibited exploratory investigation was
undertaken with a small group of fifth- and sixth-graders. The pri-
mary purpose of this effort was to seek more reliable clues than are
now available to the following questions:

1. Can young people's interest be sustained if they are asked
to contemplate traditional and modern exemplars of painting, i.e.,
masterpieces of high aesthetic value which are often thought to be
remote from their needs, interests, and capabilities?

2. !Tat linds of statements do young people tend to make when ash-
ed to respond to what they see in such Exemplars?

3. To what extent do such statements enable inferences to be made
regarding aesthetic and nonaestketic responses?

4. Do young people change, develop, or improve in their capacity
to perceive the aesthetic qualities of the paintings viewed?

5. What are some of the difficulties young people have in learning
to attend aesthetically to works of high aesthetic value?

G. Do young people enjoy learning what to looL for in art? That

is, do they seem to enjoy the contemplative posture?
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These are the questions that interested the instructor, for if
answers to questions 1, 4, and 6 turned out to be no, then there
might be ground; for re-examining the plausibility of a' exemplar
approach for children at this age. Questions 2, 3, and 5, however,
could yield information independently interesting irrespective of its
relevance to a specific approach. A few remarks r.nout the wort: are in
order.

First of all, the instructor had a clear conception of what
caunted as a statement permitting inference of an aesthetic response,
or of statements referring to the properties of the work of art as an
aesthetic object. For example, a statement "It reminds me of a mosaic
we made in art class" was not construed as aesthetically relevant.
"The shape is flat and plain" was taken as more aesthetically relevant
even though, strictly speaking, flatness and plainness do not constitute
highly significant aesthetic qualities. "It is quiet and peaceful,"
however, was classified as aesthetically significant since it seemed to
refer to an object's pervasive regional qualities. Nonetheless, as
the earlier discussion of criticism pointed cut, "quietness" and
"peacefulness" can be predicated on identifiable features in an object
and ascriptions of such qualities (and many, many more) can be more or
less adequately supported with good reasons.

°tee again, the first statement, "It reminds me of a mosaic we
made il art class," is nonaesthetic and is mere properly regarded as
a statement about the autobiography of the ptail. The second statement
"The s'lape is flat and plain," is more aesthetically relevant, although
of a law order. The third statement, "It is quiet and peaceful," is
aesthetically relevant since it ascribes, albeit metaphorically,
expresdve properties to the art object. If the statement had read "It
makes Fe feel quiet and peaceful," then it mly be questioned whether
the statement is aesthetically relevant sine it seems to refer to the
feelings evoked in the viewer and not necessarily to the properties of
the object. The qualifier "seems" is intentioad, for it is not always
easy to determine the referents in a learner's response. A purported
affect .ve response, i.e., one referring to the feelings evoked in a
viewer, may, on inspection, turn out to be a reference to the properties
of an object. A judgment ultimately has to be made whether the pupil
is tailing about himself or the object and this can he determined only
by examining the context of the pupil's resraase.67 This point should
be emphasized because it is often neglected.

There are other ways of classifying statements, of deciding on
natter;, of aesthetic relevance, but the foregoing indicates how in a
general way student statements were regarded in the exploratory worV.
In brief, the exploratory work presupposes e notion uf aesthetic
knowing responsive to artistic manifolds berring sensory,formal,
technical, and expressive properties. Without some idea of the meaning
of aesthetic response or the nature of a work of art there would be
no way of knowing whether or not a pupil had responded aesthetically.
As one writer has remarked: "If one is net prepared to say what he
thinks art is /and it nay be added aesthetic response, he could have
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no idea of what to look for when he inquires into art education. For
withogg soe definitions, how shall one reco3nize what he is looking
for?" ° Indeed!

Another observation has to do with the problem of motivation. In

the modern era particularly, motivation has been pitched around the
purported immediate needs and interests of learners as a means of
capturing their attention. However, little or no effort was made by
the instructor to capture attention with this kind of appeal. It could
be presumed that the pupils were already motivated inasmuch as they
volunteered for the class, and this turned out to be true; and one of
the major objectives of the exploratory work was to discover the mean-
ing of "needs," "interests," and "level" in the context of an exemplar
approach.

The class was conducted on Saturday mornings from 9 to 10 a.m. .

for a period of nine weeks. Five cupils participated, one male fifth-
grader and two male and two female sixth-graders. Two methods were
used to record student responses: a tape recorder, and shorthand notes
from which transcripts in the form of condensed session summaries were
made. Verbatim transcripts were not made, nor were all statements
systematically classified. Such detailed data were not needed. No
tape recordings were made of three sessions owing to mechanical taping
difficulties in two cases, and to a session given over primarily to
written responses in another. However, shorthand notes were taken at
sessions when the tape recorder broke down, and a tape was made in the
one instance when shorthand notes were not taken--the time when a pro-
ject assistant conducted one of the sessions due to the absence of the
chief instructor. Trouble was encountered in taping the students'
responses because of the noise made by the fans on the two slide pro-
jectors. This was not a problem, of course, when paper reproductions
were used.

It is worth noting, since it bears on the attitudinal aspect of
aesthetic education, that when the children were informed there would
be only one more class (at the seventh session), they all spontaneously
expressed regret and asked that the class go on, which it did for one
more sessicn than was planned. A response to a question asking why
they wanted to continue perhaps gives a sense of the spirit that per-
vaded the group as a whole. One of th,1 sixth-graders remarked that:
"It's fun to learn more about paintings that )Cu didn't know about."
lie rupils also expressed interest in attending more classes of tfie
same hind. It might also be remarked that there was no indication that
attention or interest was saturated at the end of any given session,.
even though sessions were usually an hour lcng.

Teaching Hethod

By "teaching method" no reference is intended to some of the more
popular labels such as "project method," "disco-ery method," "inductive
method," "inquiry training," etc. Rather the steps common to practically
all teaching methods arc implied and these nay he listed ss:

I

I

I

I

I

1. Preparation for instruction
2, Notivation .1
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3. Presentation of learning task

4. Inducement of triai response
5. Correction of trial response
6. Fixation of response
7. Test response and evaluation

It has been pointed out that theories of education tend to tahe
their point of departure from one or more of these phases of teaching
method.° The ptoblem of motivation, for example, preoccupied the
efforts of such man as Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Herhart, Dewey,
and Kilpatrick, whereas greater stress has been placed on inducement
and correction of trial response in recent curriculum developments in
mathematics and t.l:e sciences.

At what points, th,-!n, did emphasis Call in the exploratory work
of this project? :rom an examination of the transcripts and the in-
structor's persoaal recall, it is clear that emphasis focused at
steps 3, 4, and 5: presentaulon of learning task, inducement of trial
res ,onsc, and correction of. trial response. Preparation of material
(1) w s not uunece5,sarily elaborate. Further, there was no maor problem
in gaining the pupils' interest so that motivation (2) did not take up
a great deal of time. And since presentation of the learning task
(3) was Dept intentionally simple, this point was not unduly featured,
'IT ere was, lowever, cxplAcit concern with inducement and correction of
trial respoin,:et, (), 5), especially the fouler. Given the nature of the
learning, nerhatls "clarificatio.1" of trial response iF more L7t, hot
this is 4 minor point.

Learnim, tasks consisted of having pupils learn such concepts as
})iecy, forrat relations, And mood as asrects of works of art, and to

practice attending Lo these aspect!. in a vt.riety of objects. :lost time

%, as seAt on tle tcric of for-,'Al relations (which implies the activity
of formal analysi), i.e., the business of showing how elements in a
'Jur!! of art arc related, Il VAS tho willingness ard of tle
pupils to C.ollo the guidance of the instructor and to engage in formal
analysis themselves .hat were tie .1st: prcisin:; firldinT; of C e worh.

Iodeed, if t1.e children hnd pot hccona tolerant of analvsifl, aod if ;Inly

Loci not cultivated Some critical 1 douht Cat dJrir,; the
!;e7.,-,ion the greater 'act: of an hour multi we heon giveTn

Lo a :5on of a nineteenth-contury French ,aintinp, 1)). Corot. in

the insn-uctor's opinion, dlis was the iiigL, oint. < the work and a
possible portent of the plausibility of exemplar SLVdy, even 4ith rela-
tively young minds, but rerhnlls even rcre ;(N with o'.(1Pr children.

ti-c un- :,pent on :;te,, 6 a d 7, fixation of re:oowle and
la e-a11,1Lien. Tier d'd not ner.,it it. wore prnc-

!rot's 1, ns -rnctice in rwlooudinp, to expressive
uould have 1)(200 needed to do anvil ing fjgoi.ficnift.

ri! ton renonses provided hy the children in tie last ression colfir7ed
:N too (-!11... ,:!hile Co rc!.!,ow,er; were not insignificant

in the in,:trw.tor's indictod aesthetic prowt, t)ey did not
reveal the rno!,,o or ricLoc'i of reT,orr;e that lon;,er pr.lc.t ce doubtles

Live vielded. Once again, it uas only tounrd the latter part of
tic class tlat. more explicit Lltentio was given Lo fornal analysis
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and enpvetle responses: and since the children did not iave sufficient
time to i.e rornormeq they could not he c%pected to perform
n'L' a ;*Y hovel nu a written Lest. Moreover, there was the prohlem of
e;:or-2s Fiord:: !ctr: seen, and it is safe to assume that more

rerce:ved than was written nhout.

It should be noted once more that the instructor was alert to a
variety of elements in the children's responses. First of all there
WA:; alertness to problems of motivation, especially since artistic
c:emplars were the primary objects of study. Secondly, the children's
responses were carefully noted for their aesthetic or nounesthetic
relevance. Once it was scoverod that the children were suU!ciently
otivated and ::eemed to he enjoying the contemplative postnre, effort
z;witcled to ways of orompting respow:en along aesthetic lines, toward
a change, in other words, in disposition to respond. Thus if n student
rode a remark that seemed purely fanciful, i.e., a lapse wont topical
concern, it was not summarily aismissed7 rather the instructor asked
questions as to what the response might mann. This was done with
view to getting back on the aesthetic track. The instructor was also
interested in detecting difficulties in learning aesthetic concepts,
e.g., the topics of subject, formal relations, and mood previously
mentioned.

Transcripts of Sessions and Comments

To reiterate, verbatin transcripts of student responses were
not made, although an effort was made to retain a sense cf. the remars.
Isolated (]uotations are accurate and were verified from taped record-
itp;s. The transcripts were also editod for clarity of rending, but
ap,ain, a sense oT the sessions was retained. (see Evaluation section.)
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R. A. Smith (ed.), AesthettcsandCritisism in Art. Educatiov (Chicago:
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CHAPTER VI

THE EXEMPLAR APPROACH IN A WIDER CONTEXT

This chapter presents a discussion of the exemplar approach within
a wide educational context. The major topics under consideration are
the foundations of aesthetic education, educational theory, the objec-
tives of general music and general art programs, and alternative
approaches to aesthetic education.

Foundations

Those who attempt to justify aesthetic education say that it is
compatible with the principles of general education, has support from
the philosophy of art (aesthetics), and can be structured in accordance
with psychological principles. However, such an effort to reach back
into other disciplines will not produce a unified approach to aesthetic
education. Aestheticians rarely suggest educational procedures directly,
and psychologists present a variety of views on even the most fundamental
issues. The best approach is probably the one which enables the school
to achieve its broad objectives. If, for example, the good life is a
broad objective of the school, aesthetic education can contribute by
exposing the student to the world of the arts--in almost anyone's
definition a component of the good life. The exemplar approach would
be justified insofar as it proves itself to be the most effective way
of achieving insight and enthusiasm for the arts. Many approaches can
be justified on a philosophical or psychological basis, and a variety
of coherent programs can be developed to reach various objectives. Given
equally well-designed approaches, the ultimate question remains one of
objectives.

General Education

A program of general education may currently be found in many
elementary schools, grades K-6. However, it is not often found beyond
grade six, although frequently advocated by educational theorists. In

Democracy and Excellence in American Secondary Education, 1964, Broudy,
Smith and Burnett call for a common curriculum of general studies for
grades 7-12, noting that in the scientifically based mass society,
vo itional training increasingly presupposes thorough grounding in
general studies. They analyze late twentieth century American culture
and discuss the structure of the learning and teaching processes, and
the various uses of schooling in life. They maintain that general
education for all serves .30 the remedy for a variety of current problems
as well as the best education for an i ')dividual.

The curriculum described in Democracy and Excellence is devoid of
electives. The total educational pro3ram is outlined in the following
way:

Symbolics of information: English, foreign language, and
mathematics as skills and as sciences.
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Basic sciences: general science, biology, physics, and
chemistry.

Developmental studies:

VI-2

(I) evolution of the cosmos,
(II) evolution of social institutions, and
(III) evolution of man's culture.

Exemplars: art, music, drama, literature.

Molar problems: typical social problems.
1

In this scheme, the arts receive an important place. Curriculum
specialists have rarely placed them on a footin:6 equal to such time-
honored disciplines as the sciences. Here, however, the exemplar
segment of the curriculum is expected to carry a heavy burden: to

provide value education through models of perfection as well as to aid
the development of rational powers. The education of prospective
consumers of the arts has as its aim the building of "aesthetic
evaluative maps," the development of "enlightened cherishing."

Aesthetics

There are three major positions in aesthetics regarding the nature
of meaning in art. One holds that the art object is an organic body of
interrelationships, a play of formal patterns, which makes no reference
to anything outside itself. Opposed to this formalist position is the
referentialist view which maintains that works of art may be understood
only insofar as their connections with external reality are uncovered.
A middle position, known as expressionism, believes in both the organic
nature of the work and the necessity for extra-artistic meaning.

Many programs of aesthetic education have emphasized the referen-
tialist viewpoint and ha :e continually emasculated the work of art
by subordinating it to various moral or social truths. The formalist
position, while rarely held in practice, is sometimes offered as a
counterbalance to the excesses of the referentialists. The most
sensible position seems to be that of the expressionists. It avoids

the cold, purely analytic method of the formalists as well as the naive
postulates of the opposite point of view.

Thg best exposition of expressionist theory is that of Suzanne
Langer. She defines the art object as a presentational form, a
symbolic object, and a microcosm of human feelings. She upholds the

validity of the formalist view that the art work is an interesting
visual or tonal play, but relates such an activity to human life.
The work of art represents the artist's view of human feeling; indeed, it
captures the very patterns of feeling. The expressionist position
reminds us that due consideration should be given to the larger contexts
(philosophical, historical, cultural) in relation to which individual
pieces derive part of their meaning.
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It seems clear that a viable curriculum in aesthetic education
should avoid overemphasis on such matters as program music which are
the result of referentialist thinking. Rather, it should seek to place
the study of the art object itself in the central position, taking
care to print out that the object's appeal derives partially from its
profound relationship to human experience.

In practice, the adoption of the expressionist position by
analysts has led to perceptive, humanistic commentaries on works of
art. Exanples maY be found in the studies of musical meaning presented
by Leonard Meyer. Meyer's discussions of the nature of music draw
upon recent thinking in such areas as information theory and semantics,
and they cffer brilliant explorations into the meaning-symbolizing
process. For example, Meyer believes that emotion is evoked when
tendencies of tonal material are inhibited or resolved. He

distinguishes areas of stability and instability and discusses the
ways in which they convey emotion. Just as deviations are unsettling
in an individual work, so the appearance of new norms heralds the
breakdown of style and the emergence of new style. Thus, Meyer's
enalyses cf individual works enable him to explain both musical and
cultural problems. This is in line with expressionist theory.

Joshta Taylor, like Meyer, takes a moderate position between
formalist: and referentialists. He speaks of the fusion of form and
subject matter as the unit of expression. In the following passage,
he is concerned with the visual arts:

To keep from confusing what we normally call the
subject matter of a work--the identifiable objects,
incidents, or suggested outside experiences that
we recognize--with the more complete aspect, taking,
as it were, the part for the whole, it might be
useful to adopt the term 'expressive content' to
describe that unique fusion of subject matter and
specific visual form which characterizes the
particular work of art. 'Subject matter,' then,
would be the objects and incidents represented;
'expressive content' would refer to the combined
effect of subject matter and visual for

The curriculum planner should keep an open mind regarding the
nature of art. New works force us to reevaluate the very definition
of art and the ways in which it communicates. As Morris Weitz points
out, the definitio9 of art should remain open-ended A single theory,
even the expressionist viewpoint, merely oilers fertile suggestions
and not final answers

In searching for justification for the aesthetic education program,
it is useful to consider not only the nature of art, but also the nature
of aesthetic knowing Sir,ce the expert critic is the paradigm of an
aesthetic knower, an aesthetic education program is remiss that does
not develop critical skills within the generalist frame of reference.
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In the previous chapter, four aspects of critical activity were
distinguished.

1. The initial confrontation with the work of art is on the
level of description, consisting of such activities as
noting the genre, observing the medium, presenting historical
information, and identifying the subject matter.

2. Analysis involves close scrutiny of the elements of the work
and their interrelationships (form).

3. Interpretation is an attempt to "say something about the
meaning of the content of the work . . . as a whole, as
distinct from its subject matter." The general message of
the work is considered, and related to human life, historical
position, and the culture of which it is a part.

4. 11c final phase of critical activity is evaluation in which
an assessment of value and merit is made. This :lighest level

of judgment considers such matters as unity, complexity,
intensity, import (significance), originality, satisfaction
of extra-aesthetic function, and success in relation to
the critic's view of "the possible."

Psychology

Logically, the curriculum planner should choose key concepts and
major aspects of his discipline for inclusion in the curriculum.
However, only knowledge of psychology can guarantee that the concepts
he chooses to teach will be within the grasp of any particular age
level. Unfortunately, we know very little about normal maturation
in the arts and hardly more about learned behavior. Some things seem
obvious. For example, the consideration of historical concepts should
probably not occur until approximately the age of 12, when some chrono-
logical cmarenoss is manifested. Consideration of stylistic influence,
which takes place in time, is not necessarily ruled out, but it would
seem unwise to involve young students in discussion of century-long
developments and their cultural significance. Experimentation in
these matters is absolutely necessary if decisions concerning the
sequencing of subject matter are tc be made with assurance.

Viktor Lowenfeld devoted a lifetime of research to the matter of
creative growth in the visual arts, providing us with a broad picture
of the limitations and possibilities of children at various age
levels. He distinguishes six major stages of development.

1. Scribbling state--2-4 years.
2. Preschematic stage--4-7 years.
3. Schematic stage--7-9 years.
4. Gang age--9-11 years.
5. Reasoning stage--11-I3 years.

5
6. Adolescence--13-various ages.

At present, art activity in early elementary school consists
primarily in the development of representational ability, handling of
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line and color, and work in various media. An interest in handling
space and perspective comes later as does a capacity for handling
abstract concepts. These aspects of art are usually introduced in
upper elementary grades or junior high school. However, we must
consider Bruner's notion that the foundations of any subject may be
taught in some form to any age person, providing the appropriate
language is used. Here also, experimentation is needed to determine
where various concepts belong in the long-range curriculum.

Musical researchers have neglected the maturation process in
their attention to matters of learned behavior. An exception is
Marilyn Pflederer, who has dealt with the ways in which children at
various age levels form cognitive musical maps and retain invariants
when subjected to controlled changes in the musical stimulus. She

has observed that "musical intelligence is a superior form of musical
organization, represented by a framework of musical concept,. which is
built up through a utilizatica of the principle of conservation."
For example, imagine a melody played twice with the second presentation
differing in one way from the first Students who are able to conserve
the stimulus notice that the melody is the same in presento, on number
two except for the deformation. Those who have not developed conserva-
tion are unable to retain the original melody and have difficult,
making a comparison between the two presentations. Research of this
type will enable us to discern how and in what order various concepts
might best be presented.

At this stage in the history of aesthetic education, little is
known about developing a psychologically viable curriculum. A

logical structure for presentation to students seems to be most
feasible for the present time.

Educational Theory

The purpose of this section is to place "the exemplar approach"
in a domain or domains of the discipline of educational philosophy.
Major problems in the philosophy of education seem to fall into six
categories: function, objectives, content, subject matter, sequence,
or method The various approaches to aesthetic education become
bette r defined if they can be categorized and removed from the
amorphous realm in which they so often reside.

Function

Much of what is done in education is an outgrowth of fundarwntal
views regarding the function of the school. Some theorists, for
example, hold that the major function of the school is the socializa-
tion and politicization of the Learner, Others maintain that the
scho-1 exists as a vehicle f,of the solution of crises in the society.
Still others propose that the major function of the school is to
transmit Ile important aspects of the cultural heritage.
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The exemplar approach is not a problem in the domain of function.
It might aid in integrating the learner with his environment, in
developing communication for solving soci.1 animosities, and in
transmitting a map"( area of man's thought. The transmission of the
heritage position is most in accord with the general education
philosophy that surrounds the exemplar approach, but the approach
might be feasible with any serious alternatives,

Objectivrs

The next level of educational philosophy, in order of increasing
specificity, is objectives (aims or goals), which are concerned with
the role of the school in relation to the individual. Most theorists
would propose that the major aims of the school are to modify the
behavior of the student and to help him realize his full potential.
Other broad goals frequently advocated include preparation for world
citizenship, preparation for a vocation, developmer.t of ethical
character, development of social awareness, advancement of health,
and the encouragement of worthy use of leisure.

Schools which pursue general, liberal education would be more
likely to find that the exemplar approach contributes to the attain-
ment of their major objectives, but, once again, the exemplar approach
is not a problem in this domain; advocates of the approach do not have
to take a stand on issues at this theoretical level.

Content

Once objectives have been determined for the educational program,
it becomes necessary to choose experiences which lead to their attain-
ment. Experiences are either organized into courses based on single
disciplines or into broad, interdisciplinary topics which take the
place of courses. Content refers to these large-scale arrangements
of knowledge, whether they be grouped around a single discipline or a
complex topc.

The choice of content should follow the establishment of a
hierarchy of objectives--itself a choice on the higher level of
generality. Specific are are emphasized depending on which
objectives are held most ,.ear. Thus, Latin and mathematics are
crucial for some advocates of mental discipline The social sciences
plo; a major role for those who favor life adjustment. Those who aim
to Ziiinsmit the heritage and to develop world citizenship might advocate
greater emphasis on the arts and humanities however, the exemplar
approach is a smaller problem within the domain of the arts and there-
fore is not an isse at this level. Rather, those who discuss the
possibilities of the approach have already assumed that the arts are
justifiable as content.

10
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Subject matter

Once the broad areas of content have been chosen, what specific
experiences should be included in the curriculum? At this point, we
are concezned with the problem of subject matter.

There is no widespread agreement concerning the basis for choosing
subject matter. Some theorists would choose that subject matter which
contributes to growth of competence. They postulate certain "fundamen-
tals" of a discipline, certain basic elements (heat, light, magnetism;
melody, rhythm, harmony) and develop a curriculum which begins with
and focuses upon aspects of these elements. However, there is little
agreement on what is really fundamental and even on what constitutes
the boundaries of individual disciplines. Bennett Reimer notes that
the so-called "basic fundamentals" of music--scales, key signatures,
ime signatures, intr_rvals, chord structure, and the like--are neither

basic nor fundamental, but instead are specialized tools for those who
will become professionals in the field.7

The usual fundamentals approach founders upon one major obstacle.
Few students ever reach the advanced levels of a discipline in the
course of their public school education. They are condemned to the
continual discussion of relatively simple and minor concepts, and they
never savor the exciting aspects of a subject which reside at the
frontiers of the discipline.

Another approach is to choose that subject matter which is most
closely related to the present life of the student. The inclusion of
popular music is sometimes justified by this criterion. However, the
uniqueness of the educational function is denied, for other aspects of
his environment also contribute to the student's knowledge. Although
subject matter with a high degree of relevance may sometimes be the
most appropriate in a specific circumstance, it hardly seems viable as
a general criterion.

Clearly related to this environmental argument is the desire to
choose subject matter which will be of most -Talue to the student in
his future life. Unfortunately, no one knows what that will be.
Students who are given vocational training, for example, often find
upon its completion that their job has been automated.

Another major position, held by maay liberal education advocates,
cic,ims that there is a body of "knowledge most worth having." Since
artistic masterworks are considered to be among man's greatest achieve-
ments, advocates of the exemplar .approach propose this as the basis
for subject matter choice- For example, Broudy, Smith, ismd Burnett
remark that "six or even 12 years is too short a time to include all
the desirable ingredients. Therefore, what is included is that which,
in the writers' judgment, no individual in a democratic mass society8
can do without, and from which, therefore, no pupil can be excused."

Perhaps the best criterion for choice of subject matter is the
dLvelopment of the self. Experience is built upon experience as each
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individual situation demands. This complete individualizing of
instruction seems feasible with the advent of computers; it may be
the ideal solution. The "knowledge most worth having" position is
not completely opposed to it, however. Concerning this set of
knowledges, Broudy remarks that "How to translate this into a program
that does not do violence to individual differences in abilities and
interests is the major problem for d Realistic philosophy of educzition,"

9

The exemplar approach is obviously related to the question of
subject matter. Arguments are concerned with whether or not the study
of exemplars should be the subject matter in an aesthetic education
program. Depending upon one's view of the criteria for subject matter
choice, the approach may or may not be justified.

Sequence

Once a body of subject matter, such as the study of exemplars,
is justified, the question of sequencing. arises. Where in the total
curriculum should this subject matter be presentee, and in what order
should its constituent parts appear?

Some theorists propose that disciplines have a logical structure
which should be followed in sequencing subject matter. This approach,
though currently quite popular, raises several objections, First,
to define the boundaries of a discipline is not easy. Second, a
discipline once defined can be structured in a variety of ways. And
third, the logical organization of subject matter is not necessarily
equivalent to the order in which it is grasped by the
student.

Another proposal is that theories of learning be used as criteria
for sequencing subject matter. However, many of the findings of
psychology are tentative, and not all have been applied to educational
situations Those that have--for example, the notion that imniediate
reinforcement is most effective when it is clearly connected to the
behavior which it is intender' to reinforce--may not offer solutions to
sequencing problems. In adG.tion, much important learning theory,
such as Piaget's four stages, has not been applied to learning in the
affective domain

Organizing the arts as disciplines is a popular endeavor at the
present time. Due to the lack of knowledge of ways in which students
grasp concepts in the arts, educators are trying to develop curricula
in logical ways as a beginning, but this is not the ultimate solution
to the problem of sequence

Perhaps the best criterion for determining sequence is motivational
power. On this basis, ordering is determined by whatever has the
maximum power of stimulatini., the learner Hence sensuous, concrete,
bizarre, and unusual experiences might come early in the curriculum,
despite the inexactness of learning which would initially prevail.
Experimentation will show which events provide rl:e greatest motivatioA
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at any given age and ability level. As far as reinforcement within
the sequence is concerned, the spiral curriculum promises the greatest
rewards.

Advocates of the exemplar approach do not maintain that the F udy
of exemplars should occur throughout the sequence of aesthetic education.
Broudy remarks that their very virtues, "subtlety, scope, antlocomplexity,"
make them unsatisfactory at beginning levels of instruction. They are
thus proposed for grades 7-12. Thematic and chronological ordering of
exemplars may be most effective during the major portion of this time,
but only experimentation will show how long each can be sustained.

Method

After experiences have been chosen and ordered, one must consider
how they are to be presented. Few decisions can be justified at the
level of method without extensive experimentation. It is difficult to
set up carefully controlled situations in education, and the findings
of psychologists are not always applicable to the classroom.

Some theorists propose that the learner be allowed to discover
concepts for himself, through situations in which insight is achieved
during a process of inquiry. Others believe that the instructor should
present a conceptual structure which may then serve to organize future
learnings. Many theorists hope that large areas of knowledge can be
programed and methods individualized.

Understanding of exemplars requires the ability to analyze visual
and tonal structure, to see relationships and large-scale form.
Students must be able to perceive these attributes of a work. In

addition, they must learn facts about the work of art--biographical,
historical, sociological. Perhaps the ability to analyze an exemplar
can best be promoted by lecture and discussion of its elements and form.
Comparisons among exemplars would also be of great value. Knowledge
about the exemplar end its historical-cultural milieu might accompany
the study of the exemplar or might be reserved for the history class.

It is impossible to determine, without extensive trial in an
educational setting, whether a single method or a combination of
methods will be successful. The problem of method is closely related
to the choices made in sequencing, and it is doubtful whether the two
can be considered apart.

Objective

General music

The long-range objectives of the general music program have been
given careful consideration in the literatu:. For the exemplar approach
to gain widespread approval, it should be able to accommodate many of
the major objectives currently held. Although various writers do not
agree in their emphasis upon perticular objectives, they call for
competence in many of the same areas. In Cie realms of knowledge and
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skill, the following broad objectives for general music commonly occur.
The student. should:

1. understand concepts under the topic of melody.
2. understand concepts under the topic of rhythm
3. understand concepts under the topic of harmony.
4. understand concepts under the topic of timbre.
5. understand concepts under the topic of form.
6 understand various styles.
7. relate music to historical events.
8- relate music to cultural phenomena.
9. analyze selected exemplars

10. develop a musical memory
11. compose simpi, pieces.
12. improvise simple patterns
13. sing.

14. play a musical instrument
15. evaluate quality in musical performances.

In addition, special emphasis is often placed upon understanding
the notational system, displaying rhythmic responsiveness, and develop-
ing a technical vocabulary, However, these objectives reside on a
lower level of generality and have not been listed here.

In suggesting objectives, many writers tend to intermix those that
require skill and those that pertain to attitude For example, some
authors hope that the student "will desire to continue his musical
Ejoriences," Ihis objective is a broad, attitudinal, affective one,
in a different category from the fifteen objectives listed here. In

this discussion, we will be concerned only with those objectives which
are clearly in the cognitive domain.

Various authors emphasize cne or more of the fifteen broad
objectives. The Palisca report, for example, states that "the develop-
ment of musicality is the primary Itm of music education from kinder-
garten through the twelfth grade " Musicality is defined as "the
capacity to express a musical idea accurately through pitch and time.
Conversely, it is the capacW to grasp in its completeness and detail
a musical statement heard." Obviously, Palisca places great stress
upon the developm.nt of musical memory, and calls for extensive

13
practice in ear-training. Professor Broudy stresses connoisseurship,
and his main concerns lie in the areas of analysis and the development
of critical capacity. Professor McMurray hopes that pupils will become
sensitive to the l,,ss obvious. relatively hidden aspects of the
environment 14 He tends, therefore, to de-emphasize mastery of
performance and ear-training skills Charles Gary presents a program
which focuses upon the development of concepts about the elements of
music. 15 Mrs. Colwell, dealing only with the college appreciation
program, is concerned with aesthetic growth. She suggests that the
student learn to respond to the musical object itself and develop
listening expectations for various styles .P:e development of musical

memory is called for only !-otar as it is "sufficient for the
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appreciation of form."
16

In addition, the student should be able to
"participate with pleasure in some type of musical activity."17

The other authors are more eclectic and call for experiences
leadit,g to all of the major ohjectives. The ultimate objective of
these experiences is sometimes so broadly stated that almost anything
can be justified and included in the curriculum. Ernst and Gary call
specifically for the attainment of most of the fifteen objectives
stated above, although they devote the majority of their discusion
to analysis and the development of concepts through listening.18
Leonhard, Krone, Wolfe, and Fullerton advocate achievement in
listening, performance, rhythmic responsiveness, creativity, and
notation. They also recommend the development of concepts ceicerning
melody, rhythm, harmony, dynamics, texture, form, and musical meaning.
Leonhard and House suggest that "the primary,wmsideration of general
music is heightened musical responsiveness.' The broad nature of the
phrase "musical responsiveness" enables theta to bring many objectives
under one roof. Thus,

objectives should include knowledge of musical
compositions and styles, acquaintance with musical
patterns and ussges, and understan,'ng of how
music is composed, performed, and interpreted.
Objectives must cover such necessary skills in
singing and playing and listening as reading and
improvisation, rhythmic and intervallic accuracy,
and so on,21

When music educators speak about objectives on lower levels- -
one year, one semester, one class day--they present an enormous
variety of suggestions. It is not possible to include all of these
specific objectives and activities in grades K-12 and college, and
choices must be made. These choices depend upon which of the broad,
general objectives are deemed most important.

The exemplar approach is able to accommodate the first nine
major musical objectives. Extensive analysis, which is the primary
feature of the exemplar approach, is also the sine qua non for the
evaluation of quality in musical performance (objective 15). The

objectives which are I clearly related to the exemplar approach
are objectives nine thi, gr. fourteen (ear training, composing,
improvising, singlJg. ,nc playing), Should these be pursued indepen-
dently, leading to the danger of fragmentation in the curriculum, or
can they be attained within a curriculum which focuses upon the study
of exemplars? Advocates of the excmpIat approach have noted the
benefits of performance in particular, but they have not clearly
specified its role. Most of the exemplars, for example, would be
too difficult for students to perform.

General art

[he art appreciation program suffers from shortcomings similar to
those k.f the general rqsic program. These 3re an overe..nphasis upon
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studio work and insufficient attention to both the development of
concepts and the study of masterworks. Guy Hubbard remarks that "the
neglect of the history and theory of art in secondary schools is, of
course, a glaring imbalance in art instrAction."22 The major art
education manuals offer large quantities of practical activities and
very little material for the generalist

It must be kept in mind that the studio experience which receives
so much cctention is equivalent to musical composition ind improvisation,
not to singing and playing. The latter are concerned with reproducing
the works of others and have no equivalent in the art program. The
art program therefore displays a greater concern for "creativity," and
indeed the very word abounds in art education literature.

Art educators also speak frequently about the cultivation of
"visual awareness" This is usually pursued within the studio
experience rather than in relation to selected masterworks, and is
often extended to "visual awareness of the environment." This ccncern
with sensitive awareness is reflected in the major art achievement and
aptitude tests The Heier Art Tests, for example, call primarily for
sensitivity to design and the ability to rake correct artistic judgments.
Evaluative tools in music have unfortunate) not displayed similar
concerns, nor have they been as clearly related to current objectives.

The six objectives listed by Oleson and Hastie are typical of those
advocated by the profession. the student slould develop his capacity
to:

1. see, feel, and understand the visual relationships which
appear in his environment;

2. become intensively involved with and responsive to his
visual experiences with the creations of min and of nature;

3. develop intelligible standards in order to make sound visual
judgments of '.he products of man,

4. act creatively with art materials and hopefully to carry
these habits of creativeness into his thinking and general
behavior;

5. increase his skill with the techniques, processes, and media
of art; and

6, acquire a knowledg:1, of man's visual art heritage, in order23

to support 1,is own production and his appreciation of art.

Thi,, list of objectives suffers from overlap, but it does give a
relatively accurate picture of the current concerns of art edu:ation.
the first two objectives are similar to musical objectives l-S (see
preceding section) and call for an understanding of the elements of
art. Objective six finds its counterpart in musical objectives 6-9
(stylistic, historical, and cultural understandings). The frequent
reference to " environment" ty art educators indicates a special concern
for cultural understandings and reflects an awareness of sociological
factors deeper than that possesscd by the music education profession.
There is some stress placed upon the analysis of masterworks (musical
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objective 9), but the student is more frequently exhorted to develop
perceptual awareness in regard to his own creative efforts,

Objective3 four and five are similar to the musical objectives
of composition and improvisation (11, 12) As mentioned earlier,
creativity has traditionally received special attention among art
educators. The student is encouraged to create in many media and to
develop his imagination to the fullest extent.

Objective two calls for critical acumen and finds a partial
analogue in musical objective 15, concerning the evaluation of
quality in performance. There are no equivalents to musical objectives

13,and 14, but overall tLe broad objectives of general music and
general art programs are similar.

A consideration of broad objectives for education in literature,
theater, film, dance, and architecture, if available, would supplement
this list. However, little thought has been devoted to educational
objectives for these other arts.

Approaches to Aesthetic Education

The phrase "approaches to aesthetic education" is ambiguous and
applies at several categorical levels. Many discussions about aesthetic
education encounter difficulties due to imprecise use of terminology
and the resultant mixing of categories. Perhaps the following chart
will lend some clarification to the discussion here.

1. Approaches to subject matter

A. Creativity
B. Performance
C. Analysis (elements)

D. Analt.sis (exemplars)
E. Chronological
F. Cultural

II. Approaches to sequencing

A. Simple to complex
B. Obvious to subtle
C. Known to unknown (environmental)

111. Approaches to wthod

A. Inducing

B. Deducing
C. C-,mparing

D. Lecturing
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E. Discussing
F. Listening
G. Viewing
H. Moving
I. Outer

II, Approaches to organizing exemplars

A. Chronological
B. Geographical
C. Typological (genre)
D. Topical
E. Thematic (for some arts)

V. Approaches to implementation

A. Single arts
B. Allied arts
C. Humanities

Approaches to subject matter

The exemplar approach is only one of several approaches to the
choice of subject matter in the arts, fEe alternatives have advantages
as well as disadvantages. Various approaches may be appropriate for
various age levels, Creativity and performance, for example, along with
an introduction to the elements, seem particularly important for the
elementary school, The chronological and cultural approaches, like the
exemplar approach, are probably best delayed until the pupil is more
mature. Emphasizing one approach for extended periodiof time has the
advantage of providing focus; alternative approaches can provide
occasional variety and diversion.

A. Creativity (making new works). Those who advocate creativity
as the foremost goal of the aesthetic education program
emphasize the production of new works of art. They maintain
that people learn the arts best when they paint, compose,
write, choreograph, or make a film. In order to create, the
student must acquire a whole realm of important skills and
concepts and must look closely at the efforts of the masters.

B. Performance (reproducing pieces). Advocates of this approach
point out that most performing artists (musicians, dancers,
and actors) were originally drawn to the art by performance.
They suggest that all students should learn to re-create the
works of others or to perform original compositions. As with
creativity, the student is thrust into the medium and gains a
first-hand appreciation of practical obstacles. The acquisi-
tion of skills is of particular importance.

C. Analysis elements (dissecting pieces). Another way of
coming to understand works of art is by analyzing them. The

elements approach is most common in general music/music
appreciation tours -s. Various concepts within certain
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citegories are discussed and illustrated by partial or entire
examples drawn from actual works of art. In painting, for
Qoample, the student considers varieties of line, handling of
space, types of perspective, texture, and the like. Music is
d scussed in terms of rhythm, melody, harmony, tone color,
aid form. The student is expected to use the terminology
appropriate to a given art, The consideration of genres
(concerto, opera, lindscape, portrait, novel, documentary)
so common in appreciation courses, is an aspect of the dis-
-21,ssion of elements, It entails recognition of specific
fiatures of works or groups of works.

D. AAalysiE: exemplar (dissecting pieces). As with the elements
approach, works of art are discussed in detail. However,
lire the emphasis is upon the whol2 work. Concepts about
tie elements are jiscussed, and the manifold relationships
anong them are explored. Works are not used to illustrate
elements so much as understanding of the elements is used to
promote experience of the work as an aesthetic entity.

E. Chronological (relating pieces). This approach promotes an
understanding of styles by comparison of several works. The
student is expected to see how creative procedures change
from piece to piece, composer to composer, period to period.
..mphasis is upon understanding the ways in which the elements
tray be treated, and tracing this creative evolution chrono-
logically. The study of genres often involves the consideration
cf styles and belongs to this category as well as to the
category of analysis.

F. Cultural (relating pieces), In this case, pieces are related
to the environment from which they spring. In the chronological
approach, the concern is with the relationship of pieces to
one another- Here, the concern is the extra-artistic motivating
.orces for the appearance of pieces and styles. The artist's
Life, his surroundings, the artistic and intellectual milieu,
are topics for discussion. Much of this information can be
gained outside the aesthetic education program, in history and
social science courses, although efforts to synthesize the
material are not always successful

In addition to the approaches discussed above, some theorists have
identified a conceptual approach. For example, a manual published by
the Music Educators National Conference is entitled The Study of Music
in the Elementary_School--A Conceptual Approach. However, "concept"
is defined so broadly that almost every learning becomes conceptual.
A concept is defined as

that which remain. in the mind following a given
learning experience It may be a vague notion. It

may be a clear understanding. It may be a mental image,
or a memory of an aural experience, It may be a
generalization or a very specific hit of learning that24
ultimately will be a part of a much broader concept.
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The actual manual is oLganized according to the eleme: ts approach. Here,
"conceptual approach" seems not to be an approach at all but rather a
warning that broad notions such as rhythm should be broken down into
separate fragments of information and considered one at a time.

Compared to the other five approaches, the exemplar approach has a
unique advantage: it places the development of critical capacity at the
fore, promoting the connoisseurship which is one of the most important
goals of the aesthetic education program. However, used alone, analysis
too can become tiring-its rigors unmitigated by media work and its
focus ungeneralized to larger concerns.

No cne of the preceding approaches will suffice for the total
curriculum program. Each has advantages and disadvantages, so that a
judicious combination of approaches seems best.

Approaches to sequencing

Once subject matter has been chosen, decisions about sequence or
order of presentation must be made. In discussing the problems of
sequencing, Ruth Colwel125 distinguishes four approaches: chronological,
reverse chronological, simple to complex, and obvious to subtle. One of
her major concerns is with the ordering of actual musical pieces.
However, we are concerned here with the sequencing problem in general,
and have dropped the chronological category. It belongs more properly to
our discussion of the ordering of exemplars, which appears later in this
chapter. In addition. we have renamed the reverse-chronological approach
and refer to it as known to unknown or environmental. The simple to complex
approach represents a logical ordering of subject matter. The elements
approach to subject matter usually proceeds in this way. However, some of
the most simple expressions (Schubert songs, Fra Angelico paintings,
Flaherty documentaries) are not necessarily obvious in their impact upon
beginners.

Moving from known to unknown (reverse chronological) is another
logical approach to sequencing, one quite popular in music education at
the present. This approach 15 difficult cc justify because, first, the
progression is not always clear and second, objects that are already
known and understood hardly qualify for extensive curriculum time.

Perhaps the best solution to the problem of sequencing is the
obvious to subtle approach. Material is presented that is in accord with
the emotional and ae'L.thetic capabilities of the student. His current
level of understanding is the starting point: ant he Is net at his own
level. This approach is basically psychological and developmental rather
than logical. As we observed earlier, the development of logically
ordered curricula is not to be discouraged. for we know very little about
psychological capabilities it the arts at various grade levels. But the
logical approach 15 obviously not the final answer, even when carefully
programed.

Approaches to metlIA

To separate the problem of method from the problems of subject
natter and sequencing, t> difficult. Certain c:',Icepts and activities

appear to be moil appropriately tak,ght by certain methods and, in
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fact, suggest specific methods. There seem to be two levels of method.
One concerns the nature of the intellectual process, the other deals
with activities. In the first category are the inductive method, the
deductive method, and other cognitive operations If the student is
presented with general principles and finds specific instances, he is
deducing. If he operates in the opposite way, he is discovering or
inducing.

The second level of method refers to specific activities. For

example, the teaching of reading may use the phonics method, the look-
ser method, or a method which treats language as a code. These methods
involve hearing, seeing, responding, discussing, comparing, and, from
the teacher's standpoint, showing, lecturing, etc The development
of critical capacity in the arts obviously requires extensive listening
and viewing; comparing and discussing are also productive methods for
the arts.

Approaches to or&anizing exemplars

In our discussion of sequencing in general, we observed that the
psychological ordering represented by the obvious to subtle approach
promised the best results Within this overall sequencing principle,
various short-term arrangements of exemplars are possible. In

chronological sequencing, the student is able to follow the progressive
evolution of artistic thought and relate this to historical and cultural
eveJts. However, it omits certain nonwestern, folk, and popular pieces
that might be psychologically more appropriate than the chronological
material.

Grouping exemplars around a geographical (cultural) entity
enables the student to develop understanding for the art of foreign
countries, but the study of cultural features is often pursued at the
expense of the artistic product.

Typological sequencing of exemplars groups them by major genres
or types. Mobiles, murals, symphonies, or operas are considered in
groups The possibilities and limitations of each type can be
comprehended, and short-term chronological developments considered.
However, the typological approach produces a situation in which
minor differences in the handling of genres often receive more atten
Lion than the art objects themselves.

Topical sequencing usually leads to the creation, of units which
are concerned with broad, general matteis% "Art and nature," "music
and religion," "architecture and the environment" are common unifiers.
Sometimes the approach is directed to mole specific matters such as
"David as a subject of Renaissance sculpture" or the Iphigenia
operas." Its advocates maintain that topical sequencing provides a
continual flow of interesting and exciting matters for consideration.
On the other hand, this episodic structure often fails to tie major
ideas together and, especially with the very broad topics, does not
always build a firm repertoire of important concepts about the arts
themselves
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Thematic sequencing comes closest to treating the work as an
entity in itself. An attempt is made to find a mcjor theme, such as
love, happiness, or death, which is at the core of the work's meaning.
This type of sequencing operates best in literature where themes can
be verbalized but has less applicability to the nondiscursive art of
music, Even in literature, the problem of identifying a principal
theme is forbidding Knapton and Evans observe that "It is not at
all easy to deal practically with theme--that is, to identify the
themes of specific works and to group works by them so as to make a
usable program of reading fl26 Yet the thematic approach respects the
inner content of the work and may be the best means of grouping
exemplars.

We have shown that arranging by genres leads to a
study of genres, that arranging by topic leads to
pursuit of knowledge about the topic, and that all
three arrangements, accordingly, impede rather
than further the reading of works for their effects
as works of art , the theme of a work is what a
work is about .

2t

Knapton and Evans warn against devoting a semester to works dealing
with love, a semester to honor, etc. as being potentially boring.
Nevertheless, they feel that the very devising of a thematic arrangement
forces the teacher to know the works intimately, 28 With grades 9-12 in
mind, they hope the end result will be a four-year program of works
arranged in small, exciting groups.29 This is in keeping with their
notion that "the best thing an artistic work can do is to affect the
reader as an artistic work, that is, afford him an aesthetic experience
which, joined with many similar experiences over a long pled, may
hopefully have a salutary effect on him as a human being."

Knapton and Evans advocate the careful dissection and analysis of
first-rate works, because such works "can provide the most potent
aesthetic experiences. 01 They also suggest teaching the most difficult
works in the classroom, leaving easier works for outside reading.
Regarding the matter of sequencing on a broad scale, they "have simply
assumed that there is sense in moving from the less to the more difficult
from year to year. and we can similarly assume that i2 the course of
each year there should be a comparable progression " They face the
problem of charneling such activities as composition, grammar, spelling,
vocabulary-building, and punctuation into their curriculum, and
conclude that all of these can be related to the study of masterworks
Instead of writing about "my pet dog," students write about problems,
characters, or ideas in the literature which they are reading. the
authors demonstrate in detail how the study of literature can subsume
everything else in the traditional English class, Perhaps their work
can serve as a guideline for those who wish to integrate performance,
drill, and creative activities with the exemplar approach in other
arts As they are at pains to point out, the school has only limited
time to introduce students to the various fields Ike literature
program should do what it can do best, namely provide the student with
aestl,itic experiences
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Alan Purves also discusses the problem of sequencing literary
exemplars in his article "Structure and Sequence in Literature Study;
A Second Look."33 He begins with the notion of the sensitive reader
and asks how such a person might be cultivated. And he suggests that
works be arranged from simple to complex:

The culminating work would therefore be one which had
a somewhat abstruse vocabulary, replete with many types
of verbal ambiguity, charged with multivalent connota-
tions and networks of connotation, full of literary
allusions, complex in its syntax, subtle in its use of
rhythms, partaking of a mixture of genres, highly
metaphoric, dealing in the most complex of human
actions, presented in a variety of authorial attitudes,
and dealing with a subject matter that makes it hard
for the reader to be detached. That work would probably
be Joyce's Ulysses. How could one sort out the works
that lead from The Three Little Pigs to that pinnacle?

Purves also emphasizes the unique experience which the work of art
provides, and he believes that "the humanities are courses in perception
and response rather than in a body of lore--aesthetics lore, the 19re
of intellectual history, the lcre of social and cultural history."'5

With regard to grouping of works, he is not so much a partisan of
the thematic as Knapton and Evans are. At one point he even remarks
that "The order in which works are read by the student might just as
well be random, as long as the talk is incremental . . . ."36 But
this is clarified whe.i he suggests that 'Within a gross sequence that
is random, there might be small sequences--two or three works that are
connected to each other in any one of a number of ways: topically,
thematically, structurally, linguistically, chronologically, or the
like. These points of connection should be varied just as the
connecting points of the network of literary works are various . .

While he is not so strict as Knapton and Evans in (1) emphasis on
the thematic approach and (2) subordination of all activities to the
critical response to literature, their views are not far apart. Both
make literary works and analytical activity the central features of
the program. Tt,e ability to talk intelligently about a work of art is,
for them, the ultimate aim.

Approaches to implementation

As programed instruction becomes more sophisticated, the process
of structuring a long-range curriculum into "courses" may become
irrelevant. In the meantime, however, courses are still very much
part of the educational scene. There are three ways in which the arts
may be incorporated into this course-oriented curriculum.

The most common is the course in a single art. At the present
time, the arts generally appear in the curriculum as follows: music
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and art in K-6 with optional general programs in grade 7, literature in
K-12 as part of the English curriculum, and several of the arts as
elective performing groups If the general study of the arts were
expanded to a long-range K-12 program encompassing all of the major
arts, it might be difficult to find curriculum time for any single.
arts approach. Many curriculum developers have decided that the arts
probably cannot lock forward to such an amount of time and can expect
only an hour per day. They therefore propose that an allied arts
approach be adopted,

In one version of the allied arts approach, the arts are still
treated as separate entities, but appear within a single course, Some
may be given more time than others. A second version of this approach
suggests that the arts have features in common which might serve as
strategic determinants of the curriculum, Topics such as medium,
elements, form, and principles (unity, variety, balance) are presented,
and examples from individual arts are used to illustrate them., This
version has several problems The presentation of sul,ject matter in
relation to abstractions such as unity or balance can tend to obscure
the work itself in favor of discussions of elements. In addition,
advocates of this type of allied arts approach, in their attempts to
unify what sometimes resists unification. tend to think about the arts
in ways which knowledgeable specialists find unnatural. Furthermore,
it is difficult to see how this emphasis on features common to the
arts and the continual cross-reference from one art to another can be
sustained for more than a year or twn. If allied arts means a potpourri
where single arts are discussed in turn and occasional attempts to
unify are made, a long-term program se,ms feasible. If, however, allied
arts is used strictly to mean a situation wherein unifying features are
paramount, it is difficult to conceive of more than a course or two.

Another way of including the arts in tne curriculum is within a
humanities course Tne study of the arts is placed in a wider context
which includes history and philosophy, Tne role of the arts in the
history of ideas is emphasized, resulting in broad and significant
understanding However. understanding of single arts suffers, as the
study of individual works is subordinated tr, broad topics, such as
"the nature of man" or "man and society," Wriie such an approach
might accommodate literature, nonverbal arts are usually neglected.

If history and philosophy received attention in a rroad social
science program and if the arts received their snare of attention in
the curriculum, there might not even be a need for a humanities course.
Tne benefits of synthesis might warrant a one-year culminating course,
but such a course would not be the desperate, one-shot attempt to
cover important matters that current humanities courses are.
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CHAPTER VII

Evaluation

The development of any new program or approach in aesthetic education
seldom represents such a radical change in toe curriculum as to negate
established principles of evaluation. The exemplar approach does not, in

itself, either prescribe or proscribe a particular body of content or
belief as to what the end product of an aesthetic education should be.
Evaluation of the results of an exemplar-oriented program is therefore
no narrower nor more rigorously defined than would be true for any other
program or approach.

Any true evaluation, be it of course cuatent, teaching pedagogy, or
student performance, implies comparison against certain standards. We

may indeed define evaluation as the act of comparing the worth of a
product or process with given standards that are set up for them. That
the standards will vary from situation to situation is to be expected and
even encouraged. Standards, must, in fact, be varied if one is to avoid
the pitfall of comparing program results with each other instead of with
individual goals. Even more distressing, however, is evaluation without
any standards, a practice which makes meaningful evaluation for program
improvement difficult. This is not to deny the existence of a type of
"evaluation" often referred to as descriptive or noncomparative. However,
its existence in this form must be short term if any action is to take
place as a result of it. While discussion of worth in nonabsolute terms
may provide good mental exercise, it is of little real value with respect
to the major use that we wish to make of evaluation, namely, as a means
for making decisions about the given educational program. Furthermore,
the term "standards" should not be interpreted to mean that all of the
evaluative comparisons made will be of an objective nature. Persons
responsible for program evaluation must be always receptive to the
weighted opinions of both colleagues and students.

One of the best summaries of evaluation in program development has
been given by Flanagan, who presents the modern viewpoint in three major
guidelines:

1 It is essential that the objectives of the program be clearly
defined. This definition must be in terms of observable
changes in the students. For efficient use of evaluation
procedures in developing educational programs, it is important
that the objectives of the program be stated in terms of the
achievements of specific individuals. It is highly desirable
that the goals be directly meaningful in terms of useful
abilities and proficiencies. For clear interpretation of the
significance of these changes, they must be stated in terns
of their relation to the achievement of the goals of the
individual with respect to systematically developed plans for
his educational development.

2. In developing an educational program, it is important that each
component be separately evaluated before extensive use of this
procedure is made in the total educational program. This type
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of evaluatic7 16 sometimes referred tc as "formative" evalua-
ticti it provides a series cf decisions with respect to components
of the system, as compared tc a sirgle overall evaluation of the
total system, called a "summative" evaluation. One of the
importart trends is the recognition that all educational
programs are tentative. Therefore, a system of evaluation which
provides for ccrtinuous improvement of all of the aspects of
the educational program is especially important at this time.

3 In evaluating either a component or a total educational program,
it is important that evaluation be ir terms of a specific
educational objective with reference to a particular individual
and w7,th careful stidy of any possible urplanred effects of the
program it addition to the objective sought. Although means or
other average measures of achievement often represent useful
st.mmary measures, 7t. ?.s of great importance that the ultimate
evaluation. cf the educational program be in terms ofihow well

it is fulfilling the needs of specific individuals.

It should be obvious frcm the above discussion that evaluation is
an ongoing process and cannot he considered as an act that occurs at a
single point during the devc2.1c1,nent ci an educational program. It

p:ecedes the developme, t f programs, c Itinues to exist in various forms
(Laing their formation, a-d :s often still going cn when the other phases
of the programs are finished

Because of the lengil Ainal nature of evaluation in program develop-
ment, the best perspective , hich evaluation may be seen is that gained
by observing it through the various forms it takes in the genesis of such
a program. Evaluation is, cf co,Ase, a mdcidimensional phen menon. In

addition to its existence in time, evaluatien has ether dimensions which
have often been used as a 03SIS for describing it. The terms "summative"
and "formative" atv. fregientif ,sed to give evaluation a dimension of
purpose. The terms "sJpje:tive" and "objective" give us another dimensional
basis as do "process" and "piLLkt." But all of these can be subsumed
it a temporal description of the evaluation process.

The following model will tae used to describe evaluation as it occurs
In its many forms thro,..61,cit th development of a program in aesthetic
education

Ger,erativephase

Developmental Phase

Fvaluat,:al Model

a. informal stage
b. formal stage

c. inductive stage

3. broad objectives stage
h. approJch-strateg,, stage
(, specific obje:tivis stage
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Summative Phase explicit rationale stage
b. instrument development stage
c. implementation stage
d. feedback stage

Generative Phase

VII-3

Formative
Pnasc

Informal stage. Program development is usually initiated by
evaluatory act occurring at the preconscious level. In aesthetic
education, such acts often involve an internal response to the status
of the arts either in the educational system itself or in society at
large. Even when these acts remain at a nonverbal level, they may
still be considered to represent an evaluative position on present
practice and philosophy.

Evaluations made at this point will generally fall into two broad
categories. Informal aroduct evaluation represents judgments about the
educational product, the student. When verbalized, such product evalua-
tions might manifest themselves in statements such as "Kids just don't
have any musical taste anymore" or "I don't think the typical eighth
grader could tell a Van Gogh iron a Picasso." Process evaluation, on the
other hand, would be more likely to consist of observations on the use
of syllabi, pedagogy, and materials, and the interaction between teacher,
method, and student.

Formal stage. When the statements characterizing the informal stage
of generative evaluation are tested for empirical validity, the program
developer has entered the formal stage of evaluation. Of note, however,
is the fact that all hypotheses evolving from the informal stage will not
be treated alike during the formal stage, and certain decisions must be
made as to the type of evaluation needed.

In practice, there will be a number of assertions that do not become
formalized and which bypass this stage of evaluation, due to the fact that
they fall into one of two categories: either the truth of the statement
is so generally accepted as to make its formal evaluation wasteful of
time and effort, or the statement is incapable of formal evaluation. In

the latter case, one should decide the reason for the incapability; where
the problem is simply that the hypothesis is badly stated, rewording may
mike it testable. Otherwise, the hypothesis may be consigned to the
category of unverifiable and a totally new approach made to the problem.

A second possible route that evaluative statements may take at this
stage involves formal evaluation by means of previously collected data.
A statement having to do with the preparation of teachers in aesthetic
education might be borne out by examination of data available at the state
office of education or examination of the curriculum at a local university.

Where data needed to verify hypotheses are unavailable, the most
advanced form of formal evaluation may be initiated: ad hoc information
gathering. While this process can be both time-:.onsuming and expensive,
it is often a necessary step in program development. An even greater
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expendit,,re would be to complete an ertira program on.ly to find out that
the weaknesses at was desiv.ed tc erase were never there.

Obviously, decis:.ons as tc what is measurable, aid how to best
measure that which is measurable, are not simple. Therefore, professional
evaluators are scmetimes called :per In this stage fct help in formalizing

cf the status quo, For example, a program based on unverifiable
evaluative statements resaits in a program incapable of final evaluation
along ary but philc.scphical lines.. evaluat:on. will do Ilttle to aid
adoption of the program it an objectively crieated society. This sit',1ation

can be easily identified by ac expetienced evaluator, but missed by the
neophjte.

Similarly, sit..A.ions that seem tc call for special devices and fresh
data may not need tfem, if one knows where to find the appropriate infor-
mation. Clearly, tl-e .:.arefol eye of the exper:erced evaluation specialist
may repTese-A a great saving of both time and money at this point in the
development process.

Lrchictive stage. The evalaational work done in the previous two
stages rat rally evolves into an indLctive stage characterized by the
development cf n.ew ed%cational approaches and theoretical models designed
tc eliminate previc:s program deficiencies.. lte changes suggested by
pre:cc:ling evaluative processes may imply vario,e. degrees of departure
from the present program, They may be as minor as a small shift in
emvhasis within the present prcgram cr the reshaping of certain teaching
materials, or as major as a complete refurbishing of the program, based
on beliefs antithetical to those shaping the present one.

This final stage cf the generat:w prcess forms the foundation for
future prog:am davelcFment. When. conflicts arise in later stages cf
program cl,,:velcpmert, it 1.,e to this point that one returns and, by
reexamining the reasons for the program's inception, determine the means
by wh:ch the conflict can be avoided,

Developmental...Ft-Lase

Brcadobjectives_stage, The formation of objectives constitutes the
most important phase cf prog..aL development. The statement is often made
(and prttly in jest) that the most signAicant part of evaluation
is in preparing for it. A program whose objectives have been formulated

cr the assumption that its o.t.ccmes are going tc be sJbjected to close
scrutiny will show a marked s ;pr-1 crity over those programs where evalua-
tion has been treated as the "tail of the dog" nonessential and always
situated at tke. rear end.

The onset of the developmental phase of evaluation also marks the
beginning of formative evaluation for the program. Formative-. evaluation
has at least two feat...,res. It will, first, imply a cortinual feedback
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process. Information obtained during the course of any subsequent steps
in the development of the program may have bearing on the validity of past
decisions and will be immediately fed back into the model to provide for
continuous reevaluation.

Secondly, those involved in the program will be considering the
evaluative results not as ends in themselves, bat primarily as a basis
for disoussion of the "whys" of t1..3 results. Program improvement will
be, at best, a Litor-miss affair urless the results are examined in this
light.

The end of the generative phase of evaluation marks the point where
conclusions have been arrived at by Inductive means. It is now necessary
to use deductive reasoning, based upon the generalities set forth, to
develop broad objectives for the new program. Broad objectives formulated
at this time will not be direct results of evaluation in the generative
phase. In the formation of broad objectives, use is made of other
disciplines, with particular emphasis upon principles from the fields of
education, aesthetics, sociology, and philosophy, as well as the appro-
priate, viable objectives of previous programs.

A second important consideration at this stage of program develop-
ment is that the objectives have sufficient breadth to cover all phases
of the program amenable to evaluation. As ir the informal stage of genera-
tive evaluation, evaluation must not be restricted only to the educational
product but should include objectives pertaining to the teaching process
itself, the effi2ient deployment of staff, and utilization of facilities.

A final important step necessary in the development of broad objec-
tives, despite its circular implications, is evaluation of the objectives
themselves, It is quite conceivable that a given pair of objectives
determined at this stage could be mutually contradictory. Furthermore.
objectives appropriate for one educational setting mai not be appropriate
for another. One must include consideration of such matters as who will
be taking the projected course of study, what backgrounds they will have,
and what part aesthetic education will play in the rest of their lives.

Approach:strategy stage. Even though objectives at this stage of
program development are expressed in bread terms, it is usually possible
to see what general form the teaching process will take under the con-
straint of these objectives. This first step in the creation of a viable
educational program from a set of broad objectives entails the approach-
strategy stage.

To this point in the program's genesis, those involved with the
renovation process have been free to keep their eyes on the horizon.
Practical limitations have been only a minor constraint. Personnel
involved in evaluation have been able to give free rein to their
imaginations to construct virtually any objective, no matter how visionary.
The liberality of ttis tactic is probbly necessary in effective program
development if ore is to be free from the inhibitions exemplified by such
statements as "But that's never teen done before" and the precipitous
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"It won't work" which, when rendered at too early a stage, restricts any
hope of educational progress at batter than a stepwise pace.

However, at this stage, the previously developed obiectives must be
melded into an overall approach; if wholehearted effort made along these
lines fails to bring out a basic educational structure appropriate to the
fulfillment of these objectives, a return to the previous stage of develop-
ment to revise the broad objectives may be necessary. Other factors that
may also cause such a return involve practical matters such as allocation
of space, availability of materials, budgetary considerations, and
inappropriateness of the approach for the projected student population.
This interplay between the broad objectives stage and the approach stage
could involve numerous retracings of this "loop." However, any attempt
to advance beyoad this stage and form specific objectives for the program
can only be frustrating until resolution is made at the broad objectives
level. Discussion of specific approaches and their evaluative implications
will be discussed later in tnis chapter.

Specific obiectives stage. Once the broad objectives have been
brought into line with each other and with the exigencies of the particular
educational setting, specific objectives may be formed. In most cases,
each of the broad objectives implies a number of subsidiary educational
tasks that must now be delineated. The problem of explicit statement
of these subsidiary tasks is often one of definition. A broad objective
such as "Have the ability to interpret a musical score" may be adequate
at the earLier stages of developmeltevaluation but lack aufficie,,t
definition to be useful here. "interpret" tJ what degree? Understanding
of dynamic markings might be assumed, but what about the more subtle
problem of the interpretation of phrasing? And what musical scores?
Would the score for an electronic composition be included here? Or one
in neumatic notation? The same problem of definition also occurs in
writing specific objectives dealing with the process. A typical example
would be found in an objective such as "Classes should be structured to
take full advantage of the local art museum." Clearly, in order to be
able to derive any workable procedures from this objective, the meaning
of "take full advantage of" must be made explicit, since it could imply
anything from inviting the curator to do a guest lecture to holding the
classes at the museum.

The creation of well-formed, specific objectives will not only
constitute the basis for the continual feedback process implied by the
idea of formative evaluation, but will also set the stage for an all-
encompassing summative evaluation after program development is completed.
It will in addition, form a framework from which a detailed scope and
sequence chart can be constructed and used as a course outline.

Summative Phase

Fxplicit rationale stage. At this stage in the temporal model fcr
sequencing the evaluation of an aesthetic education curriculum, specific
objectives of the program are examined not only as to their potentiality
for measurement, but also for the type and degree of treatment demanded.
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VII-7

Although the model is temporal, as teaching itself must be, one cannot
stress tco often the need for themodel t> be used in a cyclical fashion;
the various stages are continually interacting, resulting in modifications
and changes at the various levels. Because the later and more specific
stages are more detailed, and in one sense more practical, they are sub-
ject to the greatest changes.

As Leonhard and House state, qiis important to recognize that
several levels of objectives exist. They have described these levels
as consisting of (1) broad social objectives, (2) concrete social objec-
tives, (3) program objectives, and (4) instructional objectives. The
first level is philosophical and determines the place of schooling in
the society and the culture which nourishes it; concrete social objec-
tives are on the order of aesthetic interests of the individual and the
worth of the aesthetic experience. For the purpose of this model, these
objectives are assumed to have been considered concomitantly with the
generative inductive stage. Program objectives affect explicit rationale
in giving weight to knowledge, understanding, appreciation, skill, attitude,
and similar objectives on this level. Feedback to the student from some
evaluation is critical at this stage, for without adequate habits and proper
interpretation and use of knowledge, objectives at the program level, the
educative effort can claim little success. The techniques for evaluation
at this stage can be as sophisticated--and indeed must be--as they are, in
the more familiar stages of product evaluation, often equated with instruc-
tional objectives. Frequently, artists think that the essence of the art
demands treatment and instruction in some nonbehavioral way due to the
difficulty of describing the objective or the evaluative technique in a
manner which accurately reflects the true nature of art. However, when
one attempts to give weight to this aspect of instruction, he finds that
nearly everything must be described behaviorally, or else there is no
way of knowing and only a sketchy method of describing. Serious doubt
must be cast upon the possibility of teaching anything that cannot be
described in some behavioral manner, or even modifying nonbehaviors
through education. If such modifications were to take place, there would
be no way of knowing it; recognition and reineorcement would be absent,
and the learning probably ephemeral. We do not deny the presence or
importance of these nonbehaviors but must question the..r importance in
the schemata of arts instruction.

Evaluation must aid in creatively identifying not only behaviors
that categorically demonstrate that an objective has been accomplished,
but also behaviors that indicate the objective may have been accomplished
or have been accomplished to some degree. For example, if the objective
is that the student be able to correctly identify the key signature of
each selection in Discovering Music Together, Book Four, a direct
relationship exists between either oral or written ability to correctly
identify all or a sample of these, and the stated objective. However,
if the objective is growth in the student's understanding of the dif-
ferences between two styles of paintin6, the relationship is less direct.
Clues might be obtained by the student's consistent recognition of one
style trom the choice of two, or from a testing situation in which he is
required to make insightful comparisons. But although the evaluative
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devices have a positive relationship to the objective, there is no way
to measure exactly the student's understanding and how much this under-
standing has been furthered. Objectives dealing v,ith sensitivity to art,
no matter how clearly stated, rely for evaluation on the gathering of
much data, most of which does not speak directly to the problem of
sensitivity. Where the relationship between the behavior and the objec-
tive is less direct, the chances for misinterpretation as to the
accompliFkment of the objective are greater. However, this fact should ,

not discourage the teacher or evaluator; if the objective is of high
importance, it is worth considerable trouble or effort to accurately
appraise the results of instruction. Thus, stating objectives behavior-
ally is desirable, but the explicit rationale stage goes beyond that in
making judgments about process and the educational situation within which
evaluation of process and product occur. The same arguments can be made
concerning the explicitness of the rationale for evaluation in process
and situation; there may be great variance in tools and techniques, the
evaluation process may be direct or implicative, but the evaluation model
and objectives can be wall - structured and helpful, both as a teaching
device and as a summative

Although the evaluator may be disturbed by the excessive use of
awareness, understanding, appreciation, gain an insight into, introduce,
and other similar terms often used in .statements of objectives, the use
of such terms does not abrogate his responsibility for evaluation, de

has a responsibility to suggest behaviors and responses which are related
directly or indirectly to the teacher's objectivesThe evaluator can do this
in some type of descending order of validity, concerns for which the teacher
is not trained.

In the explicit rationale stage, the evaluator should be of assist-
ance to the teacherk in formulating objectives according to criteria which
have been set forth. For example, if the Mager models are used, each
objective must specify the criteria of acceptable perfortr7ce by describing
how well the learner must perform to meet that objective. Thus, the
objective may often specify the type of evaluation device in addition
to specifying the rationale. In addition to meeting certain criteria,
the rationales themselves need to be evaluated for content and importance,
preferably by some of the most innovative and creative methods in the
entire evaluative schemata. As Leonhard and House have indicated, much
of the confusion regarding evaluation is due tc teachers' failure to
distinguish among the various levels of objectives of which the rationales
represent a final distillation. This confusion is further heightened by
the failure of teachers to establish priorities and values among the many
worthwhile objectives which clamor for attention, The assignment of
priorities cannot be the sole responsibility of either teacher or evaluator,
but rather calls for time to be allocated so this important step in the
teaching process may be handled cooperatively. Although the methods for
arriving at objectives in aesthetic education have been examined in this
project, a detailed discussion of such methods seems to be beyond the scope
of this chapter.

*At certain stages, the evaluator and the teacher may be one and the same,
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In cooperatively establishing objectives, this project used as a
basis many of the models that have been developed by the Research and
Development Center at the University of Wisconsin. Although primarily
designed for the cognitive domain, these models were adaptable for use
in the affective, p3ychomotor, and perceptual domains of interest to
teachers in the arts.

Instrument development stage. If evaluation by some standard is
desirable, as indicated earlier in this chapter, evaluation by means of
standardized instruments would be most desirable. This does not negate
the fact that each program has its own goals, rather that there must be
a wide range of good instruments available. The present situation in
the arts is one where most testing of an objective nature is accomplished
by teacher-made tests rather than standardized ones. Unfortunately,
teacher-constructed tests are often lacking in validity and reliability,
are biased in their construction, and provide little feedback to the student
in terms of important objectives. The factors contributing to this
situation include first, lack of agreement as to the objectives for art
and music education in the elementary grades; second, the fact that so
many objectives are in the affective domain or are couched in terms in-
appropriate for he instructional level; third, the cost of standardizing
a test in an area where there is little market; and last, the extreme
value put upon performance, both in art and music, in the grammar schools.
Performance is an individual skill, easily evaluated in the individual
situation. Related to the above reasons are the artist's interest in
attitude formation as opposed to knowledge per se, his own nonobjective
background and training, and the failure of the schools to demand standards
of performance for academic credit in the arts comparable to other subject
matter arras. The arts have been considered something to sample, to
obtain pleasure and satisfaction from if possible, but certainly not
something over which to become distraught if dislike or failure occurs.

Art tests have concentrated on junior and senior high school age
students, and include the Graves Design Judgment Test; the Horn Art
Aptitude Inventory; the Knauber Art Ability and Art Vocabulary Tests;
the Meier Art Tests: I Art Judgment; Tests in Fundamental Abilities
of Visual Arts by Lewerenz, to mention a few. Many of these have con-
centrated on judgmental items, recognition of proportion, indications
of value decisions, measures of originality, and analysis and recognition
abilities. They are not generally in wide use presumably because of the
emphasis on performance in most art classes. Many interesting items
have recently been set forth by Kenneth Beittel and his colleagues at
Pennsylvania State Un'versity as they have followed up the work of
Viktor Lowenfeld of that institution. A complete list of tests avail-
able in the arts can be found in Tests in Print and the accumulation
of Mental Measurements Yearbooks, the newest oae of which is currently
in production.

In music, the last decade has witnessed the development of two
major new devices. The most valid test of aptitude, a primary concern
of music educators, seems to be the Music Aptitude Profile by Edwin Gordon.
Considerable research data and longitudinal studies now exist on this
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device. In achievement testing. the four Music Achievement Tests by
2ichard Colwell have been carefully prepared from a consensus of objectives
from a large number of programs and classroom music series. Tests in
the affective and attitudinal area are largely unpublished and exist as
dissertations or the work of a few individuals such as Kate Hevner Mueller
and her followers. 'fhe U.S. Office of Education has recently funded two
projects in an effort to update and expand the 1934 Oregon Music Discrim-
ination Test. This work remains unpublished and scantily standardized at
this point.

The present project originally included the development of appropriate
evaluative devices, but duplication of effort with CEMREL's evaluation
project seemed costly and unnecessary. The development of good devices
is slow and timeconsuming. The CEMREL evaluation project in St. Louis
had e' its disposal funds which exceeded the entire aesthetic education
project budget. Consequently, it seemed wise to focus the effort here on
materials and on trial of these materials.

Although the development of an evaluative instrument necessarily
occupies a finite block of time, evaluation must be an ongoing process.
The generative stage, i.e., evaluating the status quo to point up the
need for curriculum work or change, may require standardized instruments
in the same way that instruments are needed for posttesting to determine
the presence or absence of success, and the degree thereof. The evaluator
cannot construct tools using the entire program but must work with different
elements in the temporal scheme. In the generative stage, he needs to
consult philosophers, curriculum directors, and others with concerns for
the art. During the development of the curriculum, he works with pro-
gramers, curriculum consultants, and teachers much as would be done for
summative evaluation of the product.

Many of the evaluative instruments have been described earlier in
this chapter. A more compleLe treatment of evaluation in the teaching and
learning of music and a discussion of the standardized measures in music
can be found in Colwell's Evaluation of the Teaching and Learning of Music,
published by Prentice-Hall. Instruments for measurement of teacher
behavior can be found in Mirrors for Behavtor, Volumes A and B, 1970,
distributed by Research for Bfttter Schools, Inc., of Philadelphia.
Additional models are referred to in Chapter 6 by Donald Medley and
Harold Mitzel of the Handbook of Research on Teaching., edited by N. L. Gage,
published try Rand McNally. Formal instruments generally do not exist with
respect to evaluation of process; however, the excellent AERA Monograph
Series on Curriculum Evaluation has become the standard in this fiela.
At this writing, five volumes have been published, and they include most
of the recent major papers on this topic. The bibliography in the first
volume adequately summarizes work prior to 1967. One of the classic papers
that might be singled out is J. M. Atkin, "Some Evaluation Problems in
a Course Content Improvement Project," Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 1, 1963, 129-132. Evaluation projects have been accomplished
at most of the federally funded educational laboratories and at many of
the research and development centers. These mimeographed papers are
available only in major libraries, and the interested scholar should
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contact the centers directly due to the temporary nature of many papers.
We can expect much of the future major work to emanate from the Central
Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory (CETIREL) in St. Ann, Missouri
under the direction of D. J. Davis, associate director in charge of
evaluation.

Implementation stage. This stage consists in the actual use and
administration of all types of data-gathering instruments, from the most
sophisticated standardized test to the informal checklist. For many
evaluative instruments in the arts, use is no different than in any other
field, and a good text in educational psychology is all the user needs to
refer to. Evaluating Pupil Growth by Ahman and Block, Psychological Testing
by Anastasi, Essentials of Psychological Testing by Cronbach, Measure-
ment and Evaluation in Teaching by Gronlund, Measurement and Evaluation in
Psychology and Education by Thorndike and Hagan, Measuring Educational
Achievement by Ebel, Measurement in Today's Schools by Stanley are a few
of the excellent and standard references in this area.

Special care must be exercised in gathering sufficient data to obtain
a true evaluation. In the arts, affective areas such as attitude and
habits as well as sensitivity to the art object require the careful use of
certain types of data-gathering devices. For example, interviewing is an
important means for obtaining some data, and here, a text such as Kahn and
Cannell, The Dynamics of Interviewing is helpful. The Shaw and Wright
text, Scales for the Measurement of Attitudes, and Guilford's Psychometric
Methods contain the type of information requisite for a basic plan of
evaluating affective growth. If one were to carefully follow procedures
outlined in these texts or those for unobtrusive measures such as found
in Webb, Campbell, Schwarz, and Sechrest's Unobtrusive Measures there
would be little need for radically new methods in evaluating the affective
domain. Rather, the careful and systematic use of special combinations
of techniques ,-an provide a good indication of progress in both the
summative and formative aspects of aesthetic education evaluation.

Feedback stage. The primary purpose of evaluation is, of course, to
provide feedback to one or more persons, or to one or more stages in the
educational process. Feedback information must be useful, rather than
restricting. That is, feedback from an evaluation device should not be
the sole cause for discarding ideas, or else feedback becomes similar to
the reasoning "because we have always done it this way," or "because it
hasn't succeeded in the past" that deepens ruts in educational thinking,
Yet, feedback must be available at each stage to the curriculum workers,
and to the student and teacher as well. in product evaluation.

Decisions must continually be made concerning which stages in the
model require feedback information. If the feedback will indicate major
changes, this information may not be immediately needed at the day-by-
day instructional level. Changes of a major nature will tend to feed back
into the system at a higher point than those of lesser importance and may
require a longer time-span to accomplish. However, feedback should never
be withheld simply because it will affect the day-by-day operation of the
educational endeavor. Teachers, administrators, and lay people
want to know and ',rave a right to know.
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Feedback takes different forms. Some of it is fed directly to the
student in the form of a grade. Other information is directed to parents
in the form of parent-teacher conferences, written reports, report cards,
casual remarks, and even public announcements and publicity releases.
Such decisions are made at each stage of the instructional model: to

whom is the information addressed, how can it best be communicated, and
when shall it be reported? The treatment of evaluatl.ve data as feedback
takes many forms, the innovations of these forms being limited only by
the resourcefulness of the evaluator.

Probably more than anything else, the effectiveness of instruction
depends upon the amount and type of feedback. It is the connection between
objectives, methods, and evaluation. If the student and the teacher
cannot see the goal and progress towards that goal, learning will not be
efficient. If society cannot ascertain the connection between the schools
and the graduate, if it is not given a yardstick by which to evaluate the
product, society will adopt its own measuring standards for obtaining feed-
back co determine whether its support and faith have been merited. Data

gathered and not used has little point; data gathered and interpreted
may still be only of academic interest; but carefully gathered data,
imaginatively interpreted, and properly fed back into the educational
system is the stuff of which quality education, aesthetic or nonaesthetic,
is made.

Approaches to Aesthetic Education and Their
ProductEvaluational Implications

Formal education in the arts should provide a sequence of experiences
ordered in such a way that certain positive results, as defined by the
objectives, will ensue from having these experiences. And while the
previously mentioned variables, plus such practical considerations as the
availability of time, space, and equipment, will all play a part in
making the objectives of a given program unique, it is still possible to
talk meaningfully about evaluation by regarding certain basic approaches
to the study of the arts and the types of objectives they imply.

One of the most frequently observed approaches in aesthetic education
has traditionally been the survey of one or more of the arts. Since the
survey is often of an introductory nature, classes tend to be made up of
relatively large numbers of students who, for the most part, lack prior
experience in dealing with the arts in any but the most informal ways.
Such a situation, in the opinion of many, necessitates a strong emphasis
on the cognitive aspects of learning. While the teacher and the class
may be confronted on a day-to-day basis with situations filled with affec-
tive potential, the general approach remains rational rather than emotional.
The emphasis need not minimize affect, as one of the best approaches to
affect is through understanding. The primary caution is that the teacher
know that his charge does not stop with mastery of cognition bur rather
with the use of this information.

In formulating more specific objectives for such a course and con-
sidering methods of treatment that will realize them, one must be aware
that consideration of objectives as ends, and approaches as means, may
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not always be a fruitful method of attack on curriculum problems. Often,
a complex interrelationship may exist between objectives and approaches,
Primary objectives of a course will virtually dictate a certain approach,
This approach will, in turn, limit the nature of other goals or in some
cases directly imply them as a by-product, If, for example, it is felt
that the primary objective of such a course is to develop a feeling for
the historical metamor:hosis of the arts, then the subject matter may be
expected to unfold in a more or less chronological fashion. Specific
objectives of such a course might be expected to contain such statements
as "to be able to make historical parallels between the arts" or "to
discern the etiologies of the various stylistic periods." Other orien-
tations to such courses might be based on geography, cultural epochs,
or on the individual arts themselves, all having slightly different
specific objectives but having the common bond of knowledge and understanding
as a prime basis for evaluation.

In contrast to this overall approach to aesthetic education, °the-
developers of curriculum have insisted that the essence of aesthetic study
lies in creative work. (Creative in this usage might also imply the
broad definition which includes efforts that are technically more re-
creative, as student performance of masterpieces in a music class.) They
feel that a relatively small amount of time spent in the studio
working with the essence of aesthetics, the art objects themselves, is
worth many hours of studying the works of art or their creators from a
more intellectual viewpoint. They contend that education is too passive
and that the lasting value of courses in the fins arts comes from par'ci-
cipation,

It is obvious that evaluation solely along cognitive lines would not
be appropriate in a program such as this. Evaluation in this instance
will ha,,e to take into consideration the more affective components of art;
in addition, the third major classification of educational goals, that of
psychomotor skills, may have to be considered. Here, the problem of
evaluation is considerably more difficult.

A third major approach to aesthetic education is the analytical, based
on the study of the elements of the arts. It is quite common in this case,
as it is in the survey course, to use course content primarily as a vehicle
for the development of intellectual skills. What seems to Jet courses of
this nature apart from the survey type is a greater latitude for the
implementation of affective objectives. Since there is a vast potential
for interpretive treatment of the elements, going beyond the simple
pointing out of their existence, classes organized along these lines tend
to be smaller and lean toward more work of an individual nature. It is the
idea of integrating the intellectual-analytical approach with situations
having great potential for affective development that has led to the
exemplar approach developed in this project.

Fxamination of other chapters of this report will yield many objec-
tives of both a primary and secondary nature. Objectives from all three
of the major domains will be noted, but in a majority of cases they 011
lie in the areas of cognition and affect.
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The Evaluation of Co nitivectives

All courses in aesthetic education utilize cognition to some degree.
It ray be the primary objective in somJ cases, not necessarily because
of deep-seated belief that cognitive knowledge is the great purpose
of the arts or a necessary step in the development of affect, but often as
a matter of expediency.

In evaluating the cognitive aspects of aesthetic education, the
priary stress is upon determining th2 degrue to which a student has
assmilated essential content materials and is able to synthesize and
apply the knowledge thus gaired. Cognitive objectives in aesthetics deal
witR such matters ab understanding and appLi.cation of accepted principles,
development of pertptual skills, and knowledge of terminology and media.
In these areas, the measurement of individual and group accomplishment can
usually best be made by means of objective tests. By objective tests, we
mean situations where respondents are evalutted on their ability to
organize knowledge in a meaningful way, by Essay questions, and through
problem solving.

Objective testing comes naturally to us- -too naturally in the minds
of many. The relative ease with which objective testing can he done has
undoubtedly been another shaping force in acts curricula, to the despair
of many who feel the affective component of education is receiving insuf-
ficient stress. Elliot Eisner, writing in the Harvard Educational Review,
has said:

...the cniversity, by placing high, priority on the pos-
session of knowledge defined almost exclusively in narrow
linguistic terns, and by reinr.orcing this priority by
testing for it, is beginning to determine what shall be
taught in the high school. The visual arts play a very
small roll [sic] in these tests, vainly becausa pro-
ficiency in the arts is not especially valuable in the
college program and partly because we have few gocd
tests of artistic ,erforirance or appreciation avails
It's not easy to capture the quality of the student';
experience of a painting on an IBY card.

The tests that are most widely used deal primarily
with items that are easiest to test for, possession and
understanding of knowledge. Since test scores have
significance for the college bound student, schools
tend to emphasize those subject areas which are most
likely to enable the student to pass these tests.
While we might wax eloquent over the more granglose
purposes of education, our tests give us away. f

Despite criticism such as this, inspection of objectives of programs
cesthetic education shows that testing Jr, the cognitive areas is a

crucial pact of evaluation. This does not necessarily imply, however,
that all testing in the area of cognition if strictly bound at both the
input and output stays by discursive symbols. While the development
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of a critical vocabulary in the arts is a frequent objective of fine arts
courses, it is true that, particularly in using the exemplar approach,
divorcing cognition from the art objects themselves is contradictory to
the spirit of the program. It should be noted that a great range of test
questions can be devised to allow the input of essentially presentational
material to the test situation. This material may be a previously
studied work or exemplar, testing for shier recall, or it may be a work
previously unstudied, calling for epplication of principles and synthesis.

We may even go so far as to make our testing situation a learning
situation as well. The difficulty here, however, is a tendency to c!cr-
work the device and have the test become more tutorial thal
Thus we may be evaluating the mood and receptiveness of the student only
at the time of testing rather than his progress over the scholastic period
which the test is intended to cover.

Economy must also be considered in the construction of tests. An
item such as the following has litt-,e value for most testing situations.

The word rococo is applied Co music of the late baroque
period and implies a composition of a light and
frivolous nature characteriz l by much ornamentation.
Which of the three compositions to be played would best
fit this definition?

Note that a rather large block of time would be spent here to achieve a
single response based on a rather incomplete definitioc, and one not
previously studied.

Another form of test question to be avoided in the arts involves the
use of linked questions. For example:

The composer of the Manzoni Requiem is also famois
for which of the following operas?

a. The Marriage of Figaro
b. RigoletPo
c. Merry Mount
d. Madame Butterfly

This item may have a degree of merit in evaluating the student's general
knowledge, but it has virtually no value for either diagnostic purposes
or in determining the strengths and weaknesses of instructir,n due to the
impossibility of telling which piece of information needed to solve the
question is missing, the ability to determine the composer, or the
ability to associate him with the other compositions.

In dealing with evaluatikre material in which higher levels of
knowledge ace called for, essay questions can be of use to the evaluator.
Such questions give the opportunity for more creative display of knowledge
on the part of the students and also lend themselves to the expression of
individual views and to demonstration of ,kill in organizing ideas.
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In constructing such items, it should be kept in mind that the purpose
of an essay question is not to solicit a specific answer but to allcw the
student to demonstrate knowledge of the broad goals of the course by organ-
izing and synthesizing iccas. Unless the inscructor is skillful in
constructing and grading essay items, they present serious drawbacks due
to the influence of minutiae:and outside factors.

One of the most common errors in writing essay questions is to make
them so 'roa(1 ts to deiy a systematic appraise of the response. A
question like 'What is modern art?" opens the way for such a ',fide variety
of answers as to discourag,:l m4ch real thought, The likely result is that
the student either goes "(ff on a tangent" and discusses one particular
phase of modern art with which he is conversant, or, trying to be as
broad as the question indicates Fe should, lists sundry facts on the subject
that could better be tested by means of objective questions.

Evaluation in the Affective Domain

The traditional concept of knowledge has usually been tied to what
can be expressed in verbal, discursive terms. Su:h a concept has often
disregarded other equally important means by which insights and unde -
standing are gained.

Obviously, there is a large area of human experience not coce:ed
by knowledge aGd skill, an area in which learning takes place and which,
therefore, may be considered within the purview of the educational system.
But defining this area with sufficient clarity to make it capable of
evaluation is difficult. To state the characteristics of the affective
domain is not so simple as similar Statements for the cognitive domain.
The latter deal with items and actions which are overt, can be seen and
recognized, while the affective domain is almost entirely covert, within the
individual, and must be inferred from his acts, his verbal statements,
tone of voice, and similar inexact clues. Those who discuss teaching and
measuring the affective domain use such categories as opinion, belief,
response, attitude, interest, appreciation, empathy, and value; there is
obviously much overlapping here and only fine shades of difference between
them. If we are to subsume these things into our schema of (valuation,
we must put them cn some solid ground in order to avoid the error of
framing objectives too elusive a:Id ethereal to be measurable in any but
the most subjective terms.

The term 'aesthetic response" is noticeably absent from the above
list. None of the other categories attitude, appreciation, even value- -
have the same meaning or connote the same kinA of experience as aesthetic
response. It would seem that aesthetic response is a mirror, albeit unique,
contribution of the fine arts. And yet it has been the very thing emphasized
by those who feel chat the essence of art is the emotional experience it is
capable of evoking. For example, many believe that the only way to t'ach
Beethoven is to expose the student to his work and lir.t them "do the talking."
The difficulties of trying to specify in words what a great artist has
expressed in his chosen medium makes all who attempt teaching in affective
reas painfully aware of this problem.
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It would be presumptuous, however, to try to approach evaluation in
the affective domain by maki,:g a headlong attack on measuring aesthetic
reaction. The affective domain does, like the cognitive domain, have a
certain hierarchical structure which, though more nebulous, offers a means
through which some of the problems of evaluation can be solved.

While the elements of cognition and awareness are prominent in the
aesthetic experience, the term basic to all the remaining affective
outcomes is "val,'ing" The aesthetic experience leads to a seeking of
further similar experiences, indicating the value which the individual
finds in his experience and evidenced thecugh the facets of attitude,
appreciation, interest, etc.. Teachers in aesthetic education have a
strong commitment to the deveJopment of aesthetic values. This crmmit-
ment is not simply a belief in the emotional power of great art forms
but is spelled out in specific objectives. Amoi. the objectives which
have widespread allegianc.! are those which lead the student eo be open
minded to all art forms and philoso;nies, to think critically about what
he hears and sees, to seek out and prefer the "better" wolks of art, to
make sound aesthetic judgments, to work toward a life typified by parti-
ciation in the arts, and to see other ages through their aesthetic
object:. Courses having objectives dealing with values and attitudes
raise problems of evaluation similar to those which emphasize aesthetic
reaction. If the objective is construed as merely makthg tho student
aware of great art without any overt attempt to influence his behavior,
it may be accomplished by a general survey course. The expected outcomes
are primarily cognitive and pose a relatively simple problem. If, however,

the objective is to alter the individual's attiulde or aesthetic values
and the changes have to be reflected in his behavior, then there is a need
fcr special care in determining what changes are desired. It is possible
and reasonable to require all students to Luow certain ,acts. It is not
usually desirable, and in many cases, cleaeiy unreasonable to expect all
students to evince the same attitudes and values. The school neither
can nor wishes to force him into a conforming pattern. 'ihe school has

en obligation co pass on both the iowledge and the culture of the past.
It is not simply that we do not want each generation to begin with a
tabula rasa and have to rediscover fire; 3cciety also has an obligation
111 the arts, so that some values may be continued while others are
altered, with consideration and undert,tanding of the value patterns of
preceding gcncrations.

The best solution for this problem seems to be to keep evaluation
of the affecti%e domain separate trom the giving of grades. If the
development of attitudes and values .s tc be free from authoritarianism,
it must never be mixed with aecisi s concerning academic ratings.
Attempting to use a single grade es a measure of both achievement in
skill and knowledge and growth as a whole is simplistic and probably
detrimental to fc.emation of the values the teacher would like to inculcate.

The fact that no grade is g'ren for affective development does not
do away with the need for evaluation in this important area. The teacher
needs to know what Ittitudes are being formed in ordei to know ',ow to
determine the effects of his teaciling strategies and whether the values
he is attempting to exemplify are being communicated suc.:essfully.
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It hat been noted by a number of authors, in discussing objectives
in the affective domain, that all of the desirable outcomes of an aesthetic
education may not be achisyable in a single course and at times may even
conflict with each other.

The statement of objectives is considerably more difficult for the
affective domain than for those of cognition and skills where the desired
outcomes can be evaluated through actions, statements, paper and pencil
tests, and required tasks. Most of the traits of the affective domain are
internalized and covert, expressing themselves according to the dictates
of each individual personality. Further, a positive expression of some
attitude may in reality indicate only an avoidance of the alternative
attitude; in any kind of testing situation, the limits of the test may them
salves contribute to the misinterpretation of the affective response.

Theoretically, the possibility exists of teaching positive aesthetic
response without making use of the cognitive domain. In practical
experience, it rarely happens that someone develops an instinctive appre-
ciation for the arts without knowing authing about tLem, unless he is
unusually talented. Most philosophers and aestheticians believe that
aesthetic response which is purely emotional and completely interh;lized
is a vary low level response. Cognitive awareness heightens the emotional
response, sharpens the attention, and helps to c,eate a genuine aesthetic
experience.

The fact that cognition is a legitima '-e part of the affective
response helps simplify the problems of measuring it. Evaluation for
attitudes and values is intricate but far from impossible, because so
many aspects can be verbalized, put into specific statements and clearly
pointed out by teacher and student.

Measurement in the Affective Domain

Wfr, have already seen that it is relatively easy to formulate questions
which test students' recall and unaerstalding of facts and ideas. But
aesthetic education, by its lack of stress on cognitive experiences,
represents for many students g wholly new education.1 experience. The

student must do more than memorize facts and categorize ideas; he must,
in a sense, be creative, establish bases for forming personal judgments,
and find his own way to becoming aesthetically sensitive.

As it has been noted, a major problem in the measurement of the
affective domain is our word-boundedness. Words are usually required in
at least one aspect of the measurement device, either as input (the
question itself) or as output (the response). When they form the input,
the questions often take the form of statements to which the student
reacts or statements which require that some choice be made. Oftrn, the
form of the question makes obvious what is being evaluated, so that the
student can make the responses he considers appropriate, whether true or
not. His wordy may not match his actions. This is not r.o imply that he
is necessarily being dishonest in the usual sense; the idealized self may
be answering the question tather than the real self. An individual may



believe himself to be an advocate of art music, but spend his time and
money on Broadway musicals. This can be as true for the highly trained
music teacher as for the layman. On the other hand, one may have a genuinely
positive attitude towards music, but habits of indolence make it easier to
turn on the television set than to go out to a concert. The measurement
tools Mich have been most successful for the affective domain have been
worked out by carefully checking the individual's answers with his actions
and by comparing responses to each question with the total score to show
which questions are prone to inconsistencies.

We have stated that the idea of valuing is fundamental to affective
development. It is this very idea of valuing in its most simple form,
that provides one opportunity for measurement in the affective domain.
A relatively crude indication of the aesthetic impact of a course can be
made by means of unobtrsive measures. These might include such things as
accounts, during the course and afterwards, of the number and kinds of
books students buy or borrow, the music recordings they buy, the concerts
they attend and the museums they visit, if any. An increase in the
frequency of such behaviors reflects interest, though it provides no
indication of the depth of appreciation and understanding. Application
of these same techniques as tools for individual evaluation are usually
out of the question, however, demanding a great deal of time axle! effort to
acquire what is a relatively gross and easily biased collection of data.
Self-reports of such activity may be used when the evaluator is without
the means to collect such data, but one can expect an even greater loss
of reliability here for the obvious reason that what constitutes an
improvement is quite visible to the student. The technigne is justified
as a motivational device in sore cases however,for where a student knows
he is going to be measured on such development, he may become more conscious
of his own activities.

In addition, to the instinctive measkr:es we make by evaluating informal
statements and even expression: in the learning sitiation, pencil and
paper testing may also be useful in attitude measurement. One of the
oldest methods used is the attitude scale of the type developed by
Ihurstone. Several hundred statements are collected from a heterogeneous
group of people reflecting a variety of opinions on a certain topic. The

statements are then rated by experts as to the position each statement
reflects on an 11-point scale, and a median value is calculated. For each
device to be constructed, some smaller number of statements is selected,
reflecting the whole range of attitudes. The person taking the test
simply checks the statements with which he agrees, and his score is
computed by taking the median value for the statements checked. The

statements are placed in random order, and the subject is not given the
value placed on each statement. Such scales seem to be of value but are
time-consuming, expensive to construct, and subject to faking.

Other related techniques that involve the reaction of the student to
statements include the Likert scale where answers, instead of being checked,
are reacted to by marking either strongly agree, agree, no opinion,
disagree, or strongly disagree. Construction of such devices is somewhat
simplified as they can be evaluated by item analysis techniques without
the difficulty of using expert opinion.
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Projective devices are those in which the individual is given some
sort of ambiguous situation such as a statement or picture, and is asked
to explain the situation as he interprets it. He then supposedly projects
his own biases and emotions as he explains what the picture or statement
means to him. A second kind of projective device makes use of open-ended
sentences which the individial must complete. For an aesthetic education
course c.uch statements might be (1) Symphony orchestras should be
(2) if all the paintings of the great masters were lost ; (3) modern
art is . Construction of such items is relatively easy, but the
answers are difficult to interpret in a quantitative, objective way.
Though such devices are not always reliable, they can offer clues of a
general nature and may be helpful in situations where other types of
evaluation seem less accessible.

The construction of rating scales to cover both the aesthetic content
of courses and the courses themselves is another possibility. However, a
particular danger here is the tendency to treat numerical ratirg with all
the respect of qua.at-Litive information attained from the cognitive domain,
thus risking erronaoL: conclusions.

If making value judgments is an important ability, practice in making
these becomes both an instructional device and an evaluative means. One
begins with the obvious: one painting is obviously more colorful, requires
more craftsmanship, the musical 'election is louder, fuller, or some such.
These are not preferences, but juntl,ments which can be substantiated by
consensus of knowledgeable persons. Unfortunately, these decisions are
usually unimportant ones as well. Judgments with ntspect to values become
more important to the user when he has to crioose between two objects which
are nearly the same and he is to choose the one which will give more
pleasure, more use, more satisfaction, or whatever. The school can,
according to the exemplar approach, determine correct and incorrect answers
whenever there is consensus or near consensus among the expe.ts in the
field. This is the content of culture; when connoisseurs differ or when
the art is still in a state of flux, one is involved with preferences
rather than value judgments, and this rettains outside the domain of the
classroom.

The Evaluation of Fsyc.homotor Skills

Any given program in aesthetic education undoubtedly will have some
objectives in both the cognitive and affective domains. We have also
seen that in certain circumstances objectives for a program may include
skills that require evaluation of psychomotor processes. Fortunately, this
is not true of the great majority of aesthetic education courses where
such evaluation will not even be implied by the course objectives. But

where it is, the problem remains: Can manipulative and other psychomotor
skills be used as a basis for course and student evaluation?

Courses where such objectives do appear usually fit into one of two
general categories. In most courses where psychomotor skills play a part,
the skills are cif a secondary nature, developed predominantly as a means
to a cognitive-affective erd. Such courses are generally of a studio-survey
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nature and are designed for students of varied background in the arts. As

an overwhelming amount of evidence on psychomotor skills points to an
underlying aptitude, it is probably unfair to grade these skills on an
absolute basis. Further, to devise a system by which evaluation of
achievement is made relative to aptitude involves the use of at least
two measures whose combined unreliability and at4ministrative time would
make the evaluation of little benefit.

Courses that have as a major goal the development of these skills
do not come under the purview of what is considered a broad aesthetic
education and are not appro2riately ccvered here. In instances where a
single course unit deals with the development of technique, e.g., the
sumie unit developed by the present project, it is essential that evalu-
ation of technique itself be limited to skills that are of such an
elementary nature as to be within the reach of the least talented student.

Evaluative Techniques Used in the Project

A range of measures was used in the course of the project. The

normally available scores of grade average, IQ, and achievement tests

were used to establish each student's background. In addition, an
extensive questionnaire was filled out by the student and checkei through
its of a parent questionnaire. The questionnaire was then further
validated in personal interviews with parents and students. In this man-

ner, accurate indications of habits, preferences, and experiences were
obtained. Students were also given aptitude measures such as the Musical
Aptitude Profile. In art, testing was done using Development of
Sensitivity to Esthetic Values, Cooperative Research Project, No. 1748,
Yale University, '964 and Mittel's Art Acceptance Scale. Teacher -con-

sttucted preference tests, expression in music tests, essay tests in
architecture, judgment tests kn literature, and perceptual tests in dance
were used. These ranged from comparison and contrast exercises to
different types of scaling devlces.

An architecture unit eonsibting of "A Trip Around the Block" is
described in Appendix I, pp. 20-22. The unit was modeled after a device
developed at MIT in which the student described what he sees in a walk
around a bloc:. The concern in scoring the test is not only the quantity
of items that are included or excluded, but also observations of scale and
proportion, texture, color, as well as any judgments. Classes in dance

were regularly videotaped and analyzed; complete transcripts of classroom
interaction were also used, especially in art.

Teachets submitted reports which were examined along with the video
or aural taping of classes, an extensive evaluation of the student's
work with exemplars found in Appendix F, pp. 40-06. Here students were
given a pre- and posttest requiring them to describe what they saw in
a painting. Another evaluation, pertinent to the rationale set forth by
Professor Ralph Smith, is found in the following selected student comments
from a complete transcript of his teaching with ver§young students.
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DESCRIPTION OF TEACHING SESSIONS

Gomments on Session I

Afte, soma questions about their previous experience in art, the
first session started by showing a variety of slides from different
periods in the history of art, mostly iron the period prior to thl
twentieth century, with, however, one exception, a contemporary non-
objective work. The reason for showing this last work was to see if
it stood our in any way in the children's perceptions.

The primary purpose of this session was to induce responses
regarding anything whatsoever which the children wanted to comment
about. Not unexpectedly the initial iesponses consisted of references
to what may be called nonaesthetie features, e.g., the story or subject
matter, recognizable figures, a man, a dog, etc. But not in all cases.
For example, a difference in stylistic interpretation was noticed by
one child who commented "Some were about the same thing, the Virgin Mary,
but sometimes she was painted differently, particularly the eyes, not
like real eyes but narrower." Some characteristics of the subject
matter were also noted, e.g., "Sometimes the child looks older than the
mother, like a midget man," Or: "The child sometimes looks broad and
big, sometimes smaller." And: "Sometimes the child looked like a man
of twenty, and sometimes he has more hair."

One response--"The artist seemed to express himself differently'- -
prompted a discussion, about the meaning of "expression" in which these
distinctions were made: (a) the feelings of the artist when he creates;
(b) the expression or mood the work of art has; and (c) the feelings
the beholder has while looking at the work. The children seemed to
understand the difference between these three loci of feeling, a
distinction which, it might be noted, has caused no little confusion
in the history of aesthetics and arts education.

In brief, the children noticed that the, works for the most part
had a definite subject matter, i.e., "They were all about people, not
flowers and things"--except for the one nonobjective work which
reminded one student of a mosaic he had mad', in art class, This work
also prompted tae question whether just shapes and ,:olor can "say"
anything? It was asked whether music could express anything since it
didn't have recognizable shapes. One pupil answered, "Music can be
happy and gay, or sad, and then it is slow," It was indicated that
this is a difficult problem and then the topic was left to be returned
to later in the class.

Of the several works which were shown during this session, slides
of St. George and the Dragon (by Raphael, Tintoretto, and Uccello)
were recalled and shown again, Initial responses to these works were
primarily nonaesthetic, i.e., aspects such as subject and action were
singled out, although one pupil characterized th.- dragon in Uccello
as more "imaginary than the other because of the color of the dragon"
and that "The dragon /Uccellof is not the same shape." The clothes
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of the figures in the Tintorotto were said to "look like silk" and it
was noticed that "The colors are the same in both figures, blue and red."

The introductory session was significant from the standpoint of
sustaining the interest of the children and (although it was not so
planned) for introducing the major content of the course, i.e., that
one can look for subject, formal relations, and mood in a work of art.
The paintings of St. George also became reference work: for the
introduction of new topics later on, so that new aspects of these works
were progressively revealed. It is worth noting that in this session
and throughout the remaining sessions the remarks of the children were
consistently directed toward the properties of the works being viewed.
There were very few "It reminds me of" sorts of response. This may

have been due to the nature of the instruction, or perhaps to the
dispositions of the children. Nonetheless, in directing their remarks
toward the art object, thay were acting in accordance with the con-
ception of aesthetic education entertained in this project.

To encourage more aesthetically relevant responses, the instructor
tended to respond to the children's remarks with questions such as the
following:

In this painting there is a woman tryiAg to run away. Is

there anything else in the painting that is similar to her?

Children: The colors are the same in both figures, blue and red. Thus
an analytical statement, i.e., one referring to formal interrelations,
was prompted rather than ane referring to subject matter or action.

From the standpoint of teaching method the first session may be
described as emphasizing motivation (2).:' No specific learning task
was presented, in the sense of something definite to be practiced
or learned. In brief, the session was introductory to the learning
tasks later to be presented more systematically.

Comoents on Session II

After a brief review of some of the points raised in the first'
session, the topic of formal relations was introduced. The learr!.ng

task presented was one designed to bring about an understanding and
perception of the differences between the subject and formal relations
in a work of art and to indicate one major kind of formal relationship
in a work of art, i.e., that a shape in a work of art may be either
clearly or not so clearly outlined. Trial responses were induced by
having the pupils respond to a series of prints, and in some cases
there was an effort to clarify the response. Throughout the work,
of course. a variety of points were mentioned or discussed, especially
if the occasion seemed to call for it, but in general there was a
major focus in each session. For example, while a formal discussion
of the topic of expressiveness (mood) was reserved until a later time,
it was pointed o' this session that there is a connection between
the ways an arti. Jiines his shapes and the overall effect of the

*Sec Chapter 5, pp. 36-37.
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painting. It was indicated that a shape's outline may be either
clear or unclear, and that shapes with different kinds of outline
can be found in works of art from both the past and present.

The method of teaching consisted of inducing trial responses to
exemplars exhibiting both clearly and not so clearly outlined forms,
and some that were mixed. The instructor first showed instances of
the distinction, then asked the students to respond to other works on
their own. The children had little difficulty with this relatively
low-level learning task.

Comments on Session III

This session was devoted primarily to developing an understa.iding
of the notion of space in works of art. That is, the topic was a
subtopic of formal relations. Fir't, however, some time was taken to
follow up a remark made in the previous session by Philip that he
could not understand how certain paintings such as those by Mondrian
and Kandinsky could become famous since he could do what Kandinsky
had done and simply call it "Curvy Lines" instead of "Black Lines."

Several paintings of Mondrian and Kandinsky were shown, including
some of their ef,rlier representational works, to indicate that there
must be a reason why artists who can paint realistically decide to make
nonobjective works. Further discussion was postponed with the remark
that more had to be learned before we could understand what some modern
artists are doing. While not directly related to the topic of the day,
the responses to some of the Kandinskys are noted in the transcript.

Slides of St. George were then shown again and an earlier comment
by John--"it looks flat and plain"--was recalled which led into a
summary of some of the main points of the last session, especially he
artist's technique of outlining forms, etc. This notion was reinforced
by showing a few more exemplars of the distinction. The idea of formal
relations was also recalled and the discussion developed into the topic
of the day, a consideration of space in painting.

In discussion the children brought out the notions of (1) space as
atmosphere, (2) space between objects, and (3) space taken up by ob,tects.
The idea and problems of measuring actual space were also introduced.
The children were then asked to respond to space in a variety of pict "res.
In general, pictures were scrutinized for the three kinds of space
indicated by the children, although the discussion produced the realiza-
tion that pictures 'an only have the illusion of space. It was also
indicated that not all works emphasized the illusion of space. Once
again, the slides of St. George served to indicate the different kinds
of space that can be discerned in a painting.

A Mondrian (flat and twodimensional) and an Albers (illusionistic
yet ambiguous) were then shown. It was seen that the Mondrian did not
have the illusion of three-dimensional space, the kind that the children
had articulated themselves. It was a different story with the Albers,
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which was immediately acknowledged to be illusionistic, even though non-
objective. David even said the space looked bent (the title of the
picture was actually Bent Space!). Tice game (although it was not called
that) of "seeing as" was generated in the case of The Albers; the
children discovered that it was possible to see the painting both as
flat and as three-dimensional, or now as this and now as that.

The additional notions of deep and shallow space were then introduced
and clarified, and the children were rsk.ed to respond to instances of
each. In one case the children indicated that he space was both shallow
and deep, which it was. An observation by Robin that the angels in a
Raphael were standing tip-toes on a clood developed in a discussion of
how tension can be achieved in a painting, e.g., in the case at hand,
by having a figure in the foreground, the angel, touch an element
that can be seen as being in the background, the cloud. The children
seemed to understand the idea of tension or at least to see it in the
picture.

In this session teaching method clearly stressed steps 4 and 5,*
inducement and clarification of trial responses vis-a-vis the perception
of space in paintings. It is worth noting that the discussion about
space, especially the part about tl-e illusion of space which cannot be
actually measured, c(nters on a key aesthetic idea, that of the aesthetic
object as opposed to a physical object. It might be said that the
children were at this point intuitively learning the idea of an aesthetic
object, an idea that later in their learning can perhaps be understood
more formally.

Comments on Session IV

This session, in which three hinds of space were the topic of
instruction, may be described as emphasizing practice in learning to
see spatial properties, with some effort made by the instructor not
only to induce trial responses but also to correct, and somewhat to
fix them. It is worth noting the procedure of the instructor who in
this session was substituting for the regular teacher.

The topic was intrcduced with references to the previous sessioa.
Exemplars of cite spatial aspects to be perceived were then presented
and discussed with the children. The children were then asked to
respond to different illustrations. The technique of comparison and
contrast was constantly employed to help the children perceive the
spatial qualities.

The children experienced some difficulty with the learning task
and continuous clarification and prompting by the instructor was
required. But the children nonetheless enjoyed the practice. Indeed,
interest was keen at the end of the period, and this session, as
several others, extended beyond the normal length of the period.

This type of instruction is often criticized, especially with
young children, i.e., first showing and explaining what is to be

*See Chapter 5, pp. 36-37.
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learned, and then asking pupils to recognize insi:ances of the content.
It is net, I think, what would usually be called "discovery" learning.
This technique, however, proved neither boring nor unproductive, for
eventually n.,.:re appropriate responses were made ley the children. At

this point it might be worth noting that accordini to the proceedings
of a recent conference on learning by discovery 'there is no evidence
that suIpoits the proposition that having students encounter a series
of examples of a generalization and then requiring them to induce the
rule is superior to tear'ting the rule fist and asking the students to
apply it to wide variety of examples.

Comments on Session V

In this session trial respAises were induced primarily for the
purpose of determining how much new content or subject matter of
instruction the children had thus far learned. In the language of
the report, it might be described as an effort to see how effectively
the children had stored information and ideas and whether or, not it
was now available for recall. It should be noted that the sessions
up to this point had stressed mainly the notions of subject (story,
subject matter, theme) and formal relations (the elements in relation).

It is the instructor's opinion that the children were no.: using
their knowledge effectively, and this session provides some evidence
that within a relatively short period of time the children had begun
to build sketchy yet relatively accurate interpretive aesthetic maps.
Most of the statements in ti:e transcript can be classified as either
subject or formal statements, although not entirely. So-called
expressive or mood statements were also made, even though the topic
of expressiveness had not yet been formally introeucad as a topic of
instruction. Certain statements about expressiveness were isolated
toward time end of the session for a brief discussion as preparation
for the next topic to be introduced.

To Induce responses in this session a device was used by the
instructor which consi3ted of asking the pupils to guess why the
instructor had seleated certain sets of pictures show them. The

children wrote down their responses and then were later asked to read
them. Tie device had the potential of encouraging the children to
attend carefully to the prints. In the interchange, both the instructor
and the ?upils gave their reasons for the pictures being selected.

It Is obvious that the children were beginning to respond in terms
of the concepts they had learned in class, except for the unsolicited
mood statements. It may be that in some cases tbe character of the
works prompted a certain kind of response. In comparison with the
types of response given in the first session, it was clear that the
children were now seeing things that they had not noticed before.

1/ Lee 3, Schulman and Even R. Keislar (eds.), Learning By Discovery
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1946), p. 191.
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They were, in short. developing awareness of the objective properties
of pictures. There were very few responses which could be called
subjective, in the sense of idiosyncratic impressions, i.e., responses
far off the a:sthetic track.

Comments on Session VI

This session consisted of reviewing materials presented in previous
sessions, and by this time the children were becoming somewhat adept
at recalling the major topics of in&truction, and in so doing giving
some evidence that they understood the basic ideas underlying the topic.
Having concentrated on the ideas of subject and formal relations, And
related notions, the topic of expressiveness or mood was then intro-
duced formallj. Regarding method, presentation of learning task and
imitcement of trial response were emphasized.

Taking a lead from a recent study in visual aesthetics,?/ the
instructor showed the children three reproductions simultaneously and
a.1:ed to identify which two of the three were similar in mood. In

tii.s way an effort was made to induce perceptual responses based on the
properties on the reproductions and not on a choice among descriptive
labels. Neither were the children asked verbally to characterize the
expressiveness of the paintings. This w.s done in the discussion period
later. As might be expected, the children's responses were varied,
although agreement was evident in some instances. Most important, it
was emphasized by the instructor that noticing the mood was not
necessarily a matter of being right and wrong but rather of understanding
the reasons given for particular ,scriptions and interpretations.

Generally the children did not respond to what might be called the
overall pervasive quality of a work. Rather the character or express-
iveness of the individual figures was noticci. Still, in the instructor's
view, this represents an advance in aesthetic sensitivity. Remarks 'uch
as "looked quiet," "the people looked lonely," "is kind of excited,"
"looks sad," "have a frowning expression," "look rough, hard, like they
have been carved. or chiseled;Rtitoks violent," and many others are non-
literal ascriptions and within the aesthetic domain, even if such
characterizations do not necessarily capture in all cases the quality
of a work as a whole. Such remarks, inasmuch as they are generally
aesthetically relevant, are distinctly different in character from the
kinds of comments made in the first neosion.

This session also revealed some of the difficulties the children
had using language, particularly in regard to portraying expressively
in words the qualities of things seen. Granted this is a sophisticated
enterprise, i.e., expressive portrayal in words,1 Nonetheless the

2/ Christopher Alexander, "A Result in Visual Aesthetics," British
Journal of Psychology, Vol. LI (1960), pp. 357-71.

3/ For a discussion of the idea of expressive portrayal, see
Virgil C. Aldrich, Philosophy of Art (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 86.
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children were obviously deficient in this regard. It might also be
noted that this was occasionally a source of irritation to the children;
they wanted to do a better job than they were doing. The point of
the session, however, may be summed up by saying that the children
grasped the idea of expressiveness, if only partially, and responded
freely with expressive characterizations.

Comments on Session VII

Quite unexpectedly, the opening of this session revealed signs
regarding the attitudes of the children toward the class activities.
As the transcript indicates, the children had by this time developed
considerable interest in the sessions, to the extent that they
expressed spontaneous disappointment that the sessions were to end.
As a result, the class lasted one more period than was intended.

Once again, time was devoted to recall and summary of points thus
far covered. David, the fifth grader, it might be noted, recalled
the course content remarkably well. Special effort was placed on
recalling the topic of exoressiveness.

The instructor then proceeded to show a variety of works which
were interesting for different reasons; that is, some of the works
were interesting primarily for the subject portrayed; some were
interesting primarily for their formal relations; and some were
interesting primarily for expressive quality. And then scme were
shown which were interesting on all counts. In showing these works
the instructor explained to the children that the works were interesting
for such and such reasons. Some additional works were then shown and
the children were asked to indicate in which respect--subject, formal
relations, or some combination of these-the works stood out..

Teaching method emphasized the presentation of the learning task
(Is X work more interesting for such and such reason?), inducement of
trial response, and clarification of response. In brief, the children
practiced responses to the artistic counterparts of the ideas of
',object. formal relations, and mood. Once more, it is inFtroctive to
compare the responses of this period with 02e responses of the earlier
sessions. At this point there is clear-cut evidence of aesthetic growth,
however limited the aesthetic maps which the students have constructed.
It might also be said that the children were beginning to develop as
aesthetic knowers.

Comments en Session VIII

The children were cite again asked to respond to sli.ica which
exhibited a variety of aesthetic concerns. It was in noting their
responses that the instructor realized that one method used by the
pupils to single out particular slides was to note and recall simple
items of subject matter, e.g., the "painting with a dog and seated
woman," ctc. This seemed to be a convenient way of replying to requests
for reaction. V1JS the instructor tended to cue subject-matter responses
when open and free reaction was asked for.
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0- the other hand, this type of recalling did not pose any particular
difficulty, for the children experienced no reluctance in getting back on
the aesthetic tract-, Thus C,Chough Corot's Woman Seated Before an Easel
was recalled as a cvak that had a dog and a seated lady in it, it was
..elativeiy easy for the students to become involved in an aesthetic
analysis of the work, an analysis that, in fact, proved highly revealing.

In the opinion of the instructor this session proved to be the
high point of the exploratory work. For the better part of an hour, the
instructor and the students utilized effectively what may be called the
,.ethod of aesthetic education, i.e., aesthetic analysts. Indeed, this
session tended to justify the effort expended on aesthetic analysis,
for the discussion led from awareness of parts in isolation, to awareness
of more and more parts in relation, to awareness (to use Stevenson's
term) of net impressions.- While not necessarily put in these terms,
the children came to see how the carefully ordered elements in the Corot
produced an air of relaxed contemplation throughout the whole painting.

AS to teaching method, the emphasis was placed on inducement and
clarification of trial responses, although at this point in the work
all effort by the instructor lay be construed as aiming at the fixation
of relevant re-nonses to subject, formal relations, and expressiveness.

Co-ment? on Session IX

In the opinion of the instructor, the responses of the "test"
session reveal genuine aesthetic growth, i.e., increased capacity to
::,,spond aesthetically to traditional and contemporary exemplars of

rainting.

Particularly revealing are the following statements. "The picture
to the right is quiet., peaceful, solemn"--"The two figures and the
river lead you back to the other man which leads you into the background.
Then you come back to the figures and you see the ladies".--"The people
in the background are terror-stricken"--"The painting isn't active"- -
"It looks kind of desperate"--"The 'Struggle' is not clearly outlined"- -
"Gives e feeling of quietness"--"The mood is exploding"--"The faces are.
all mixed up showing confusion"--"They both have shallow space"--"I
think the two paintings are related in space, tackground, acid color"
"It looks like a kind of unhappy excitement " -- "The picture is noisy in
the sense that it's moving"--"It is a very quiet picture, but it is a
moving picture"--"The woman in the middle and the baptized man along
with the man in the back are related in the sense that tney are all one
solid color"--"It's a frightening picture " - -etc.

Once again, it is highly , 3bable that the children saw more than
they recorded In their written responses. The writing was obviously an
inhibiting factor. This is why this final session sho.:id not be taken
a.: an index to the worth of the exploiatory work as a wl,ole.

4/ 'ion the 'Analysis' of a Work of Art," Philoznphical Review,
Vol. LXVII (1958), pp. 33-51.
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Conclusion and Recommendations

A significant estimate of the plausibility of an exemplar approach
to aesthetic education must await more extensive and systematic investi-
gation. Research should also be more controlled than the informal
exoloratory work described in this report. Nonetheless the instructor
is sufficiently encouraged by the findings of the work to encourage
further research and curriculum development in exemplar studies. It

would be exceedingly interesting to discover what a prolonged, carefully
designed, enriched program of pedagogy would produce. Accordingly, it
is recommended that similar work be undertaken in each of the major
arcs, and that eventually attention be given to the problems of grouping
the arts in some kind of interdisciplinary approach.

Transcript of Session I

I = Instructor

now many take art in school?

David has sketching once a week, John about once a month,
but sometimes the class teacher gives them things to do,
such as making baskets. Cathy is in the same class with John.

Robin: also making, constructing things.

I. Slides are shown. Comments, anything that comes to mind.

Cathy: Some were about the same thins, the Virgin Mary, but some-
titres she was painted differently, particularly the eyes,
not like real eyes but narrower.

We will find that it is difficult to find the right words in
talking about art, etc.

Cathy: Everything else was painted like real.

David: Sometimes the child looks older than the mother, like a
midget man.

John: The child sometimes look broad and big, sometimes smaller.

We have noticed so tar that the eyes were narrower in some
pictures, and sometimes the physique of the child seemed
fuller, and David noticed the serious expression un some
of the faces.

Robin: Sometimes the child looked like a man of 20 and sometimes
he has more hair.

David: In all of the paintings, the child and mother were painted
differently, but they had a connection with each other,
although they had different characteristics. The artist
seemed to express himself differently in each painting.

15 4
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It does seem to be a fact that we have the same subject, but
it appears differently.

John: Perhaps the artist can do it better one way than anothA.

Why would an artist do it one way rather than another?

Cathy: Maybe this is how he sees people and things around him.

David: I think it is the way he likes to express himself.

What do you mean by the word "express"?

Cathy: To show your feelings and emotions.

When do you express something?

David: When I get mad I.express_anger.

Robin: When I am happy.

In other words, we can express all of the emotional states.
This is one word that comes up and from time to time we kill
come back to it. Do you think the artist must be angry to
express anger? Or can the picture express anger without
the artist hiuself being angry? This is an interesting
notion that the artist expresses something that he may or
may not feel. If you see anger in a painting, must you
feel angry when you see it?

Ch!ldren: No

Here is a problem. We can talk about people being angry,
and a picture showing anger, but it does not mean that the
person who did it was angry, or that the person who looks
at it is angry. This is one of the interesting things about
art. Are there any slides that you would like to see again?
(Children mention pictures they would like to see. David
liked an abstract painting, says it was "like sails."
Several recall pictures with a dragon.)

Do you notice any overall differences?

John: They were all about people, not flowers and things.

They all had people in them, and ame dealt with a mother
and child. What were some other kinds?

David: Roman:, you may call it, or Egyptians.

(Reference to the nonobjective painting that was shown.)
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David, why did you find the abstract painting interesting?

David: It is like a i ,saic with shapes that are precise. (It

develops he di a mosaic in his art class.)

Why do you suppose this artist worked that way?

Cathy: I think it is a design which does not seem to balance, but
I cannot see what it is trying to say.

David: I think this artist was trying to get something out of
geometric shapes.

What do you mean by "he was trying to get something out
of geometric shapes?"

David: He is trying to ma%e some sort of picture out of them.

John: Some people like this modern art.

What about music, do you have recognizable things in music?

Cathy: Music can be happy and gay, or sad, and then it is low.

Do you thinh we can do the same thing with shapes and lines?
Do you think it is possible to do this?

Cathy: I think this picture is happy because of the bright color.

This is another interesting thing about art. The first
thing we found out is that it can express emotion without
the artist being angry. The next thing we noticed is that
pictures have these qualities even though they do not use
people or other recognizable objects.

David: Some people can do this and otherscan't; it takes a long
time to do it.

(Slides of St. George and the Dragon are shown, three
different interpretations by Raphael, Uccello and
Tintoretta)

What is the difference between the pictures?

Al,swer: This one is down by the water and there is a dead man. The

lady has richer clothes on in the first and it does not
look as if the man has any armor.

(Showing the Uccello): David, do you remember this one?

David: She has the dragon on a lea&. and it looks like the dragon
is a pet.
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John: It looks like the lady is a prisoner of the dragon and
the man is trying to rescue her.

David: This is more imaginary than the others because of the
color of the dragon.

Robin: The dragon is not the same shape.

John: In the other picture the head of the dragon was smaller.

In this painting there is a woman crying to run away. Is

there anything else in the painting that is similar to her?

Cathy: The clothes of both the man and woman look like silk.

Others: The colors ire the same in both figures, blue and red.

Therefore, the two figures are related to each other fJecaue
of their color. Now see how we look at works of art and
talk about them. On the one hand, we talk about the story,
on the other, we can talk about the color and how the two
figures are related by the color.

Transcript of Session V

Byzantine *!donna and Botticelli detail of a head of one
of the three graces shown.

Write down why 7ou think these were selected. (One is

flat, the other more realistic.)

Kandinsky and Kokoschka shown.

Responses: Not clearly outlined, not realistic, one is just
design, the other has figures in it.

What I had in mind was that even though one had an object,
they are both kind of abstract and in both the forms are
not clearly outlined.

De Chirico and Giotto shown.

Robin: Both look like old paintings from ancient times.

Cathy: They are oppositeE, one is buildings, the other animals
and people.

John: They are kind of flat.

David: They are clearly outlined and not realistic.

Others: The animals seem to be strangely located-in space.
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What I had in mind was merely that the forms are clearly
outlined, even though the space is relatively shallow
and the forms are flat.

Turner landscape and Delacroix shown.

Cathy: Both are realistic an probably fairly old, one is a
peaceful scene, the other is violent.

Robin: Both are not clearly outlined and in both something is
burning.

John: In one, the foreground is clearly outlined and the
background is not, and in both it is like everybody
is running around.

You mean then there is a sense of excitement?

David: Clearly cutllned in the foreground and not the background.

Your remarks about the mood and activity are relevant to
the picture.

Two paintings by Degas shown; a family portrait, and dancers.

ravid: Clearly outlined.

John: They are not realistic.

Cathy: They are both realistic and one is more clearly outlined
than the other.

Robin: Clearly outlined. The space is different wilt the ..,omen
as subject.

Cathy: In both pictures, the people seem to be related to each
other, and the ballet dancers are dressed the sane.

You are right, the faces are more individualized in one
and not so important in the other.

David: The action is more important in one.

Cathy: In one picture, the girls are practicing, in the other,
the family is posing.

Maybe we can say one is more formal, the other informal.
Deep landscape and Simone Martini annunciation shown.

John: One is clearly outlined, the other not. One is flit, the
other deep.
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David: Deep and shallow. And the landscape is more realistic in
the other.

Cathy: One is flat and unrealistic, the other has a lot of depth
and is fairly realistic.

Robin: Deep space and shallow space.

What I had in mind was shallow and deep space, and most
of you got that.

Toulouse-Lautrec poster and Chardin still life shown.

Robin: One is a person and the other is a still life, one is a poster
and the other like a table scene, and they are both clearly
outlined.

Cathy: One is flat and looks like a cartoon, and the other is
realistic and shows real subject matter. One is more clearly
outlined.

David: One is shallow space and clearly outlined. The other is
sort of half and half because of the color of the fruit.

John: Both are kind of still, Even though we have a perscn.

The reason for selecting these is that in one we feel the
roundness of The form, while the. other is flat, and some
of you were right in sneGsing what I had in mind. Marin
cityscape and Poussin landscape shown.

Cathy: Both are cities; one is not realistic, the other is; one
is clearly u.itlined; the other is not.

Robin: They both look kind of still (later retracts this and
says only the Poussin is still).

David: One is kind of still, it does not look as if the people
are doing much. One is realistic and has deep space, the
other.is shallow.

John: Realistic and not realistic, clearly outlined and not so
clear, shallow and deep space, and one is still and the
other is like a big city where everything is happening.
It is active because there are those marks all over it.

Cathy: I think it looks like the population explosion has hit
that town and everything is going wild.
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Robin: I first thought it was still because the colors are rather
dull. In the other painting, the city goes on and on. The

other one does not really go into the background.

Cathy: I think because of the color it would be very active.

I think an exploding character is :.ow we would describe it.
The other is quiet, we work our way into space, we can
find our way around in this landscape, as if we could walk
into it.

Dali and Sassetta:

John: It (Sassetta) looks like the earth, but is also kind of
flat, it goes up (instead of ',ack). But they both have a
quality as if they are not on eart' .

David: You get more out of the characters; if you look at the one
(Dali) long enough, you see more things.

Do you menu it is more complex?

Cathy: I would say one is more an optical illusion; the subject
matter is different, but they are both quiet:.

1: They are quiet, but different. Can you describe this in
terms of other experiences you have had?

Robin: One is sort of abstract. I do not think this is the right
word, but everything is so jumbled up.

I think what I had in mind is 'that you managed to bring out
things are much more ambiguous in this painting, things ia
space are more difficult to locate, whereas this is easic.tr
to do in this one.

Marin and Winslow Homer shown.

John: Both have boats in them, but one is not clearly oitlined.
And maybe one is a little shallow.

David: One looks like it had the paint slapped on it to make it
look like water.

You are aware of how the artist has done this. Do you
think I showed this because of the way the artist painted
it?

Cathy: Both show sail boats and water; one is flat, the other
not really flat; one is more realistic and tEe other is
abstract.
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Robin: Same subject, not clearly outlined.

They are both water colors; the artists used the same technique.

Robin: This one has the same basic colors and they are getting
lighter ane deep.

Cathy: The one shows a real background. I would compare it to tha
city scene (also by Marin). But this one is not so loud,
it does not show an explosion.

I would say the (Homer) is more active than the other
because of the water coming against the boat.

You say it is active because of the water. Is there any-
thing here that would suggest that it is not so active?

John: The sails are down.

We can agree that there is less activity in the water. In

the other, we just get an impression of a seascape. I

wonder whether the effect of the horizon line gives it a
less dynamic quality? Whereas in this (Marin) we hardly
get a horizontal line at all. But here we have a very
strongly accented horizontal a.0:1 also a vertical, the
mast. But in the other, we have hardly any horizontals
and verticals at all, and this has something to do with
whether the picture is more active or passive.

What have you brought out in your responses today: we
have talked about the subject, we have talked about
whether things were clearly outlined or not sa distinct
(we can use different words for the same idea). We also
talked about how things are related to each other, and
this has to do with something else he talked about.

John: Formal relations.

We talked about the subject and formal relations, how
parts are related, and what are some of the different
ways in which they are related?

John: Color, shape.

David: Theme.

Cathy: The space.

What have we said about space this far?

Robin: Atmosphere, the ;;pace between things, and the space things
take up.
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These are different ways to define space, and we also
talked about the illusion of space, and about deep and
shallow space, about ambiguous space where we are not
sure where things are in space. We talked about three-
dimensional and two-dimensional space. But today we also
talked about something else when we said that something
looked like it was exploding. We did not talk about the
subject here, or space, or formal relations. Now would
you characterize what we meant wher we talked about an
exploding quality? Or what did we say of something that
looked like a portroit?

Cathy: One was formal, the other informal.

I think what I am trying to get at is the mood of the
painting. When we perceive the mood, this is something
different from simply looking at the, subject, the space,
although the mood sometimes has to Co with all these
things, but it is more than any on thing.

XXXX
OE major concern in evaluation is whether the materials developed in

the project actually follow the exemplar approach as discussed by
Protestor Broudy, and the rationale for the ipoject as developed by
Profesitor Ralph Smith. Unfortunately, many of them do not. Some of the
materiAls, especially those in art, can proba.):1.57 be used to develop the

discivine for the enlightened cherishing of aesthetic values but the
connection with the rationale is weak at best. However, a section is
descrihed which follows the rationale rather closely.

For example, the exemplar approach to sculpture is a valid strategy
but is strongly based on the ideas of Feldman in Art as Image and Idea.
The work of B. 0. Smith in Logic and Strategies and M. Weitz, Hamlet and
the Philosophy of Literary Criticism, as well as several references in
Aesthetics and Criticism in Art Education edited by Ralph Smith, might
be used in improving the critic -il aspects of vork in sculpture and to
bring it more into line with the established rationale. In using the
sculpture exemplar, the students did not know how they were using their
learnings in describing, analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating works of
art. There is also some question as to whether the writer of these
materials utilized differences between the interpretive and applicative

perspectives. Some of the same comments migit be applicable to the

architecture lessons.

In music, the singing style unit is subject to similar criticism.
The purpose of all the lessons was that the learning be used in the
interpretive stage, for at this stage 1 determined what shall be
replicated, associated, and interpreted within the situation.

The units on art materials (Appendix G) contain excellent material
for preparation for the exemplar approach, tut themselves arE not exemplary.
Although Professor Smith provided evidence that the rationale he developed
could be taught to very young students, the difficulty of leading the
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conventional art teacher to use this approach was great. Use of the
exemplar approach was accomplished only by allowing the teachers
involved in the project to attack the idea through art history rather
than through aesthetic principles. Consequently, concepts, psychological
implications, and ele,nenta are stressed, but also stressed are many

technical and practical ideas which could be omitted because they are
not relevant to tne descriptive, formal, interpretive, and evaluative
aspect.; of the aesthetic response. Although some of the art units appear
to be highly formal and college-oriented. they were successful with
young students. If the teacner is exciting, apparently it does not
matter whether the ideas emerge from considerations of the art object
itself, or whether they are introduced in the more conventional skills-
historical approach.

L:kewise, some musical materials, -uch as the qualities of sound and
movement units, are elemental in nature rather than based on the four
steps of the exemplar approacl...

One can criticize sane materials of the project as not pertinent to
the rationale developed by Smith or the curriculum approach suggested in
Broudy, Smith, and Burnett's Democracy and Excellence 6f 1966.
These materials were developed partly as a result of the tact that
project personnel were allowed to work independently and explore their
best ideas, and partly because some aspects of the exemplar approach are
seemingly impossible to implement without prior work in a long-term school
program. The project director recognizes this fact, believes that an
honest effort was made with materials reflecting the exemplar approach
plus traditional materials.

Footnotes

1. Flanagan, John C., "The Uses of Educational Evaluation in the
Development of Programs, Courses, Instructional Materials and Equip-
ment, Instructional and Learning Procedures, and Administrative
Arrangements," Chapter 10 in Educational Evaluation: New Roles,
New Means, 68th Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part 2, p. 241.

2. Charles Leonhard and Robert. W. House, Foundations and Principles
of Lusic Education, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959, p. 9.

3. Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives, Palo Alto,
California: l'earon, 1962, p. 12.

"4. Elliot Eisner, "Knowledge, Knowing, and the Visual Arts," Harvard
Educational Review, Vol. 33, No. 2 (Spring 1963), pp. 2J2-213.

5. F. E. Sparshott, "The Unity of Aesthetic Education," Journal of
Aesthetic Education, Vol. 2 (April 1968), pp. 9-21 discusses this
matter.



CHAPTER VIII

To begin a project is always difficult. A good idea is one thing,
to assemble a staff and work on operational problems is another. Two
early problcis were: (1) whether agreement could be reached among the
educators and artists at the University of Illinois on a role for
aesthetic education, and (2) what level of aesthetic understanding might
presently be found among students in tae elementary or junior high
schools and what level should be the objective. To offer an opportunity
for discussing these problems, the University of Illinois Chancellor's
Office funded a two-day workshop for all interested faculty members in
the arts at the University's Conference Center at Allerton Park in the
Fall of 1965. Six faculty members attended from landscape architecture,
architecture, dalce, music, theatre, literature, art, industrial design,
and specialized areas within the Department of Home Economics.

The objectives of the project were presented as a focus for the
conference. Of major concern was the role the project might play in
teacher education and how the various departments might best utilize
their resources to improve the effectiveness of aesthetic education.

The one tangible result to come from the two-day conference was the
display of increased interest in aesthetic education by the College of
Education, resulting in the hiring of Professor Ralph Smith, and the
subsequent initiation of a doctoral program in this area. Some concern
was voiced that a program of aesthetic education would det. s:t from the

individual arts, that students and teachers prepared in such a program
would not have adequate skill in any one art, and that the new program
might be detrimental to existing programs. Of equal concern was the use
of exemplars as the sole basis for the curriculum. A subordinate
problem was how to utilize contemporary art works, where exemplars do
not exist or are tentative at best. In addition, the necessary omission
of numerous great works appeared as a problem. Finally, skepticism was
expressed over the predominantly analytical approach to learning
required by the use of exemplars.

The conference endorsed the belief that the University should be
doing far more in general education, in the humanities, and in aesthetic
education than it was presently doing. Each of the respective depart-
ments pledged its cooperation, and its willingness to contribute
graduate assistants and faculty time to tho project. A second
University-wide meeting, to be held as the project progressed, was
requested.

Th.! following spring, 1966, a seminar series was established to
acquaint the project staff with the ideas presented at the Allerton
conference. Summaries of these faculty presentations to the working
group of the University of Illinois Aesthetic Education Project are
given below. These summaries owe what substantive merit they have to
the fac. 'ty members who participated in the seminars. The responsi-
bility for errors and omissions in the interpretation of these ideas
is that of one of the par.icipants. An Oitorial check with the
participating faculty was not made.
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71:. v 7,9 , Presentation by Ralph l!mith: Art &neat:ion

ii1 or oint: An educated person hts his preferences under control

and can give reasons for then.

A practical strategy for tie working irlmbers of this group would be:

1. to test or find out how students habitually respond to W0eVS
of art,

2. to identify roints of inconsistency in the child's own thinking,

3. to change 1:is responses by ntressing the distinctive character

of aesti'etic "knowing",

to rive instruction in and provide practice in identifying
aesftetie is,eets of Particular works of art,

5. to iniroduce exemplar study with a humanistic em.shasis and

;:or i ea 1 nerv.ence

ol meaning and definiC.ons in art °old he treated ex-
Yle nil,: of veri,atixation should not ie underestimated.

kl(*ruay - Presentation by Donald '..;alber: Landscape Arcl4tecture

:!afor Our concept of art ought to be broad enough to incl.,,de

pot only 1,1u-rinde oh:ects but also organic forms produced by natural

forces.

The 1aud,capo architect in concerned with the land to all of its

i!oo(H. V,n 'franc." for his attention might be a corner of a backyard or

an cHtive re;;itul of lie country. The degree of intrusion the landscape

ar,_:hitect nt,o:1 the given area is determined by (1) the range of

solutions w; ic! na- be tensible, and (2) the particular option a de-
signor ,selectr for !)er-onel or stylisic reanons, ilefore man intrvenes,

untu,.e that in, natural forces ensure that everything, is

itn ,.snoop

o landscrnle architect does attend to details such as the color

ar,; of to, but alway:: I11 a take;; into

0 :1!. (a) ,err, ective or point ._;,1 it riOVCS

itl.in the landscape. (i) the shifting

o!;.)(1. Lc1,h,nratsire, ight and odors oili or produced 1)) man

fr(11 s,,ch natural forcer. as reasonal. or tinily cycles,

) the 0!(.1 and new elerepts in the evivironnt, (d) ilrAde-or t and

!dc-in iosittons of the viewer, aud above all (e) phenor,el.on

c' nhge.

Ii' orjor to }andf;cn,e as art, or Lo rP:ect portir,n 01

r.n. "had" rl , one mu.;1 le aware of nvrince::

1:7.1 OVC
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Vi3.1-:3

Feoplo vary in the degree to which they demand, and can actually
get, in envirotrlent that in pleasant to he in. ixpedient and inadequate
solutions to !cr.,;)lells in land use and development typically result from
ignoring data about the natural character of the land and caw Lest to
7.,se it for the enrichmcnt of life. ihr. Wafter ilinstratod this I;y

C.:X;(12, tie that `artier growth of Chompaimi-Urhaan would
be towir:i the scut. west. lie presented nom compelling arguolents
against the predictk.. residential development of this area. lie area
hos no 1,a;.t:ra1 drainage. It receives most of the runoff from the two
ridges which cut across the twin-cities. The low, wet land is less
e:-osed to prairie breezes and thus would tend to have higher humidity,
colder winter, and hotter supver Le;neratures. "Choice residential
land, according to '.Valher, is currently zoned for or occupied by indus-
t-cy and interstate lIghway snterls.

n,16 scare architecture is not "gardening.'

uor% - Presentation 1, i:i.card Colwell: iitss i.c ..dueation

oint: Aesthetic responses cannot he truli:ht, but the founda-
tici:s for reson:-..e$: can he tau;:0,t.

n. Colwell pre posed that Cre worhing group of the project develop
-oper:: in resronse to tie following is Hues and cluestions.

1. Uhat, if ant ti in;-;, is con]lon to lie arts:

a, as perceived or encountered?
erfored or created

2. ;,iat role con loor,tinge nlay in helping nneone to discrlimivate
ariong,and ascribe meaning to, 1;,c p1enonena presented in a
given form of art?

gat 01,7,:.t to IT! the 7YCHary niwl of 1,111Clic odt)cat:o:) at
c unior l ip1 School'evel? (grades and

a. !IC

ILL (Mr. r.1'CI:1.1HP!'' it olt,,t it 1'0

rot Ti r .,-uk.o.
cc:o (ct. I011 ;1,1' rind

.Arty 1,0 r(-

. Arc t1'e,.2 '1CCC' rod "hasi,.:" Lcuorcrni in each arc I.

1, oa audience ougt. to attend!

"c C,ere cop; oli c accepted 1,11:i c" enclir:po in at ic!

i .t lredece L'orl

6. Are thane co-...i.orl) accepted vayn for the creator to relate

the r:e rlieno-12n1 to eocl. 011

7. L. it :alit denirohl- for CP .audience to discern t1e.;r
relAtion:,--.hirs and :hc 1eiw:
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l at gene.,T.1 criteria, if any, ought one to ilivohe in ascribing
merit to a given art form, e.g., dance, drama, rainting?

9. What are the implications of studies in concept formation
the design of methods of teaching the arts?

.0. are some o the reasonable alternative structures for
curricula in the arts?

rchryary25, Presentation by AlexPr,der Ringer: Music History

Cor

1,Lajor point: Innovations in education typically fail because the
innovators do not know enough about the subject matter and are ;7otivated
less by a deire to improve education than to join bandwagons.

Combining the arts it a .!urriculum is a lost cause unless, you
en1,1.1.111 an a to ri..01). y telt of :,Hnci.ric: and e"nmine the extent to
which each art. Imes such principles. Unfortunately, a',stract !'riociples
and systems have a way of reducing the creative rule of He teacher,
ate pupils sense this. One of the major functions of the unto- in
education is to counteract the sterility of the curricultml. The person

tencles ought to he an artist. One must hnow how before one can
teach. One comes to hnow by doing and thOling.

Ihe worhing members of this protect, therefore, shoold be learning
:ore ahont their subject fields and not attempt to develop curriculum
1,aterial at this point.

tecom.1:"nds Llai a cor,-ienhul begt:1 with tie 20th cenr'ry,

do ,tot have 611 niTh;ty for other neri-uls, Analysis
of :axz, for exaiple, permits the student to sale an easy

Lo

Ik!eausr! so!le students ave a Predispositioa toward one art form
tirx r. idnger suggests that one mi;;t wel I ooestioo (1,r!

,:cry <t Ci a .whined -arts appyoach. One night, instead, inten.qfy
r;:,!Jo.:t1! understanding of the art form toward t, ict, ie is natural'-

inclined.

flarch 1, - Presentation by Willis Ward: Dance

Ha,'or point: Awareness cC the qualities of dance Li.10.. sensory

education o>ght to precede intellectual analyses of dance petforiances.

(-unxry education leadinv, to aqareness of qualities associated witl
the dance can be developed through:

1. Attending to the nattal movement of the In e.g., the oppo.,:i-

Lion of arms and legs in walking: ways of achieving a change in
direction (angular turn by means of a simple pivot).
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. Aaendin:,,, co the 1,ositlo,, one occupies within an area, which

leads to:

a. awareness of self in relation to objects within an area,
b. awareness of movements of others within an area.

3. Designing movements which are in concert with the movements of
others.

4. Practicing ard designing movements which are governed by con-
centration upon the center of body.

5. Discovering principles of physical balance and ways one can
"defy" gravity.

with direct sensory experiences such as these tie pupil is better
prepared to unlerstand the dynamics of ,..,:vemont and how it--together

with sound, space, and light--can be controlled in time.

!Erect sensory or !)erceptual experiene., is Ous viewed as a pre-
requisite for intellectual analysis and appreciation of dance.

to reurd to exarp1w; of dance for pupils to view, Mr. Ward
suggested that performances which are obviously thematic and connotative
arc undesirable. Also undenirahlc are perforuarces which are grossly
stylistic. With these critr-ia, hr would eliminate most performances by
Martha Graham (e%cet the film: 'A 1,aiwor's World) gird Jose Limon, but
recomroend those of 14Irce Cu,,o,agham and Paul Taylor, among others.

Mr. Ward noted that the quality of i.nprovisation in teen-age dance
of mot, Lime is "just great."

March2_,J966 - Presentation by Miss Minerva Pinnell: Art History

Major point: In teaching art history, there is no substitute for
intimate Illowledge of the rarticular art object. Approaches of "method:1"
of tencing and analyses ought to follow frog the !sarticulir ,juaTities

the oh:ect.

dr. suggestod that several quetions are uclevant to ask
of any art ob:ect. These include:

1. What. is it? (ne object, image, theme, sulloct)

2. How is it done? (medium, forming process, and technir!oe)

3. What does it mean? (as object, image, C en, now)

4. Ay did it come to be in .lust. this form? (social, political,
economic, pliIosophical, and personal factors whit:, influence
or ocrol,,,, co)- corlin ,I.poct< of the ob'ect)

P;ovell w1,1 -vr:ited 4iIb rl l ocri:ion for demonstrating Lint
aor)roachcs tollow fro porticlir oh:ects wren Mr. Campbell

asked. "ppone a studcnt inks you: do so roan'' people think the
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Morn Lisa is so ter'ific? What makes it good art?' How would you handle
a queFtion like that?" Dr. Pinnell offered a brief explanation and anaiysis
of the iiona Lisa in response to the question. She noted that the painting:

1. is good technically, that is, the artist knew how to use paint:

2. controls our attention and forces us into a range of shifting
relationships with the subject by:

a. the central location of figure,
b. the inviting fusion of many expressions into one, which
c. reduces our certainty about any given interpretation of

the expression and is achieved, in part, by toe austere,
contemplative pose and eye which looks past or through)
the viewer and the bizarre background landscape emphasized
as "db,tant" and mysterious by he absence of a "middle"
ground.

Miss Chapman noted than Dr. Pinnell's interpretation of the painting
was free of references to the so-called formal properties or principles
of ocmposition. In reply, Dr. Pinnell stated that Renaissance artists
were certainly attentive r.o such devices as repeating shapes and curves
and varying their size, etc., and that the :owl Lisa exhibits these and
other formal controls. anted further that non-objective art can
only be analyzed for technical, sensuous, and formal quaLities.

The following, cr!teria were suggested for th- selection of art ob-
:ects to be include:" 'n curriculum:

masterworl,:s,

2. works that dramatize and oresent characteristics of a given
age, the Gothic calledral,

3. works that invite comparaC o study, e.g., the concept of man
as reflected in portraiture.

Anong theVipecific artists whose works might be used as exemplars
are: Rembrandt, VelasIvez, 4prbaran, late Von Gogh, Michelangelo,
:.!nsaccio, and 'dyed,.

A chronological organization of such examples was reconnended for
"begirco7rs" primarily hecaue nany of tie ;orces which influence art in
one age are extensions o' or reactions against forces w:,ic5 Lad affected
art in the preceding age.

:1966 - Presentation by F. 7,arslott: Aesthetics (ehiloscrohy

IteparLnent)

::ajor point: Differing sets of objectives for aestletic education
;q1ve differing implications for metLods of Instruction.
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VIII -7

Among some possible objetives of a curriculum for aesthetio educa-
tion are these:

1. To enhance appreciation of a or of art,

2. To cultivate sensitivity to selected percepts and appearances.

3. To cultivate sensitivity to tie environment in general.

4. To mah7e pupil conscious of media which shape attitudes toward
art.

5. To impart knowledge (facts) about art.

6. To impart a technical and critical vocabulary for discussions
about art.

7. To acquaint t'ie pupil wish masteri'dces,

t. To implovc good-bad discriminatiour; in art.

9. To impart open-mindedness to new styles and idioms.

IC. To encourage creativity.

11. To instill the view that art is an appropriate and ccrimon per-
sonal activity.

12. To impart technicues and devices for t!rawing, etc.

::olationships among sub-sets of these objectives have differing
implications for teaching and research.

Objectives 1. and 2 bear en the issue of transfer. i/Lether listeniog
to runic improves one's understanding of painting is an emllirical euesiioo.
The strategic questions for teaching arc "what" facilitates what and how
the transfer can be bro:4;ht about- These objectives also bear on common-
alities among the arts. While au formalist c vocabulary refers to
common principles in the arts, its uso in teaching is limited. The cate-
gories are sc abstract and general thai students often use t', en a, an

o:-:cane from understanding the patticylaritis o: individ-ai works,

These problems point to the difficulties inhcrent in Objective
A unified critical and technical vocabulary cannot he devised or
-arted to pupils wi:h.ut due consideration of one's assumptions about
the nature of the arts.

Objective 7 reflects lia? tradition of classical education. It

leads to a set of common if limited referent points among persons similar-
ly educated and famillarixec then with a cultural heritage. In view of
the communication explosion, decisions about the ran4e of works to he
presented are crucial and may determine whether or not this objective is
cereatible with Objective 9.
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Objectives 1, 2, 5, and 6 cnn be imparted through reference to a
colimon "long hair" culture but ultimately have to be reconciled or played
against the culture of the child, e.g., comics, movies. While analysis
of advertisements, films, etc. may be a useful teaching strategy it'is
not likely to be very rewarding for aesthetic education.

Objective 8 leads directly to value questions. Whose values are
impeccable? Can one buck. the inevitable preference patterns generated
by the common or popu16! culture? While instruction in the arts can
proceed a long way, without acculturation to a particular set of values,
implicit preference3 are present in the very systems of categories and
explanations one adopts in teaching. Even if the teacher does not re-
veal final conclusions and judgments, the categories and explanations
tend to force one to particular viewpoints. Preference patterns may be
viewed as ineitable,but they may also serve as a deliberate objective- -
as in Objective C.

Then tha setting of the school is the only context in which pupils
learn about art and they view it as something they "have to do:' there
are abundant possibilities for Objectives 5 and 6 to interfere with the
achievement of Objectives 1 and 2. Not only may the study of art become
a mental exercise with terms but also a study of reproductions which
bear tittle resemblance to the original forms. The drawbacks of this
latter approach are not known. If art is merely to he studied, one is
likely to isolate it from the living tradition of a person aloae encount-
ering the object and finding meaning in that encounter. While the
teacher's enthusic,%n outside of class can carry the students, they can
also discover what an i tist is doing by study of a sequcace of works
produced by A single artist.

Objectives 10, 11, and 12 lead to their own types of reward, inde-
pendent of tie level. of shill displayed by the pupil. *i.teir values are
nri,arily Tley nay be mor,.: soul-soothing than looking nt
the no3i. alted wort:; of art. Toclnical understanding, of the way ea
Artist aplyoeehes a work is not egoivaient to an aesthetic viewpoint.
To illw:trate, consider that a stew that tastes good does not taste
hotter Cop knowing what went into it. It nay help you to explain why
it tastes good, however.

Concurrent with the seminals, an active search of the literature
S,4Fz begun to conpile bibliographies on c:nlbined art, pre.,,rens ond on the
r:biectives of arts progran:: or the elementary anti the secondaiv schools.
;o several arts areas the clearost statements were in college textbooks;
lencc, the bibliographies cover a wide age level. Some of the:..: arc

contained in the aplendim to this report. Curriculum guide: and course
cutlines of allied arts rro,w-ans in school syblems around the country
ware compiled. Host of these were traditional, and n simplo ';sting is
provided. Reports from a feu pro,ect., such as the frd in
University City, tle Greats: Cleveland Research Con1.11. tie
work of ;.eon Yarel, and some projects in New York, were of ;-,rfici.:'t

significance as to '7' :.'(-!ted in more detail in chapter 3.
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DehermAn suglod Ho most_ api-roriate way to
:u:tinte the teachin:!, of Iroe.7.t materials would be to each

instructor the freedo,1 to begin with his greatest concern and the sub-
ject he knows best. blushed with success, ile staff would be bettor
ahle to cone With the mere perplexing problems.

Dlitial Teaching and Evaluation
Trial. ..enchltm. of the staff merker:' -cL wn hc,;un

s,ring ,:emet:ter of 166. The uneven quality of previous instructio.1
the Tlublic schools in the arts, complicated by private instruction and
other outside clperiences, was soon apparent to tic instructors. ..;e1)-

sequently, questionnaires were prepared which were Ot'en to all sty dents
in dance, music, theatre, art, architecture, and lileratura to deter,4ne
the diversity and depth of their prior experiences in tie arts. A

validity check was made by constructing a comparable questionnaire for
the parents. This latter also exolained the project to the parents nod
requested tleir coo2eration io efforts to determine what the student
were presently perceiving in their environments as opposed to formal
schooling. The questionnaire was also to be used in future checks to
help discover what hapicms to students and teachers when short-term ideas
and approaches in aesthetic education ore tried.

The questionnaire wat: detailed. The following summary of data
provided by the questionnaire gives some idea of the experiences of this
gifted population.

Have you taken lessons?

Dance Music Art

Yes 74 ill 33

No 64 21 100

Have you oerformed or exhibited for the public?

Dance Instrumental Music Vocal Music Art
Yen 45 81 51 46

No 26 53 1 89

Have you choreographed, composed, written?

Dance Music Theater
Yes 47 74 7

to 82 57 122

Have you seen a professional or semi-professional group:

Dance Music Theater Art

Yes 85 124 50 132

No 49 12 ff.+ 5

Other questionnaire:: were prepared during the course of the study,
designed to probe in some depth arts activities of ae students. Con-

cerns were for what novelist they preferred, what Poet, !2ienec lien n
preferences, if any, favorite the kind of writing do.le in their

spare time, if iAny, with comparable quetions in each of (Le art. areas.
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This data, tabulated periodically, provided one dimension of the effect of
instructional materials on the students.

Perhaps because the working rationale prepared by Professor Smith was
not clear to the staff or because they did not agree with it, the staff
felt the need to investigate the'prOblems of aesthetic education them-
selves and the various approaches to teaching. This self-instruction took
the form of draft research and working papers and plans for model teaching
units. A few are reproduced here to show the type of thinking and research
conducted by the staff in tha inttial stages. An environmental aspect
of aesthetic education was initiated for immediate and widespread student
involvement. The students were eager to cooperate in making their school
mote aesthetically pleasing, appointed student lounge committees to redecor-
ate, to clean up the school and so forth. This activity, plus the question-
naire, was the second tangible accomplishment of the project during the
early months. Projects included in the first semester are described in
detail in the content chapter3 and are as follows.

L. Aesthetic Perception

Team Taught

2. Independent Research Projects (monographscome reproduced in appendices)

a. Midsummer Night'sDream
Rae MacDonald

b. n:qpressioninMusic
D. N. Campbell

c. Architectural Monument
Walker Johnson

d. Art Objects
Arlene Cooper

e. Aesthetic yereehtionAhrooqh Movement
imrvilla::andolph and dance division

I. IntedProjectTesting
Jean Ralley

g. Immediate Environmental Perception
Walker Johnson

3. AestheCcally Structured Room

Team researched and proposed

4. Summer: integrated Arts Course

Walker Johnson, David Campbell, Jean Ralley
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)7'.0,,in;,, the so;Jiunrs and administration of t}e home questionnaires,

tetr; given to the University School students consisting of
mus'.cal aptitude measures and preference tests in art, music, ':heater,
and so forth. The purpose of the tests was to supply information that might
aid tie staff and teachers in constructing lesson plans, and the results
did not affect project goals.

Sivultaneously, working papers were developed and distributed by the
strIU h an effort Lo idenLify a specific focus for initial exploratory

Draft Working Paper

DO THE AESTHETICIANS SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TEACHING THE ARTS?

(Paper No. 1)

After an introduction to the ideas of Harry Broudy, the next problem
was to determine if there any consensus of opinion as to what a person
shcmld know from or abo,0 ae:,Let.;es at a particular point iR his formal
education.

From the readings it is dit:lif:nit, if not impossihle, to det ,r
aoqtetieinoq have not concerned tlemselves with the implemcni

of aesthetic at °al curl.iculum. One could say, "I think . .

r.ay," involv2s too many assonptiotls,

chip,.

Id

In :ianLa:,:ana' P.sny en "Tie Nature of Beauty,' in A Modonl:;o (;F

Esthetics 1, chin :ader, one discerns that he is interested iA thc
veaniug of A!;,hetics and :ts imnlications for other related areas, lfie

f.iel.d of acst!ctics is concerned with no perception of values. More
no valfle i.i t1 ere is no aptreciaLion, however, and no good if the, is no
prereence, Appreciation and preference hold the roots of exceller
Concorung judgment, S.!ntayana states fiat if one appealed more of.c,, to
tie way one Ccels about an object, :ludgments would be more diverse av ;c11
ns rorc legitirate. He claims further that values come from the i, ;ite
reaction of impulse and the irrational part of one's nature. ObviL.

many exrerts would part ways with Santayana at this point, since IL:y be-
lieve that value judgments are quite rational and based on hnowledg, .

Another controversial Sautayanian view is that art is man's demnA for
enter'cainmcnt, and troth from art is merely a by-product. Broudy, for one,
believes that art brings to focus more clearly the great ideas of wir tic
and a by-product of this miilbt well be entertainment.

Santayana confines the appreciation of beauty to the leisure portion
of people's lives, although he does qualify play as anything done ,11011-

tancoosly and for its own sane. A pleasure is aesthetic if it fulfills
certain conditions witch derend on activity of eye, car, memory,
and other functions of the hraia. antayana does not explain just what L.; eqc

p:y.11ual conditions are, nor does he in zwy way sury;est a curriculum in
aesthetic education. Ile has described what he Chinks u.-,esthetic" mean',
and widen the activity of aesthetic perception occurs. it would be
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be difficult to justify an educational program on the basis of preparing
people solely for leisure time activities.

Bernard Bosanquet in his essay, "The Aesthetic Attitude in Its Embodi-
ment," discusses the art o:-ct.

He states that the on,, differences among the arts have to do with the
media and their inevitable consequences for the imagination in the making.
The craftsman feels delight in his particular medium; he feels and thinks
in terms of the medium. The artist's effort is geared toward revealing
the arts ideal, and he uses 11:;.s imagination to create an object with embodied
feeling in which he is satisfied.

Bosanquet comments on beauty, saying that it is a mistake to consider
an art object's physical embodiment secondary to the internal workings of
the mind in creating. He admits that things are not complete without minds,
but the converse is also true. "The point of the aesthetic attitude lies in
the adequate fusion of body and soul, where the soul is a feeling, and the
body its expression, without residue on either side."

The J3nrnalof_Aesthetic.Education, Spring 1966, offered the most help
in tile attempts to come to an answer to the problem.

Francis 1. Villemain's article on "Democracy, Education and Art,"
deals with education in the arts and aesthetic education. Villemain finds

art and scientific thinking compatible in education. He believes that
science can assist art experience by redirecting science's p- blems in a
way such that widespread art experience can be possible.

Several schools of thought about education is the arts are outlined.

1. There are those who reject science and technology in the arts.
Even though we don't vant to make the past an authority, we must
appreciate past advances as well as use the current advances in

science.

2. A classical education based on the 3 R's is subject to
criticism cn several counts.

A. Tt does not prepare people for the moral responsibility of
democracy.

II. It does rot provide understanding required in a free society.

C. It does not build loyalties basic to free civilization.

D. It does not provide for creative living.

In an essay iron A 1.;edern of E;tbe.tic, entitled "The Frol,lel

Corm," DcW4tt Paibcr qualitios one can loot for !Illon

f-4.11dying an art ob:cct. All of tbo!:e (-1,11mrterl 1.n. pot I.r ,rk-x

1:Alt post will be found in an olloct of quriity.
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A. Organic unity - Each element in a work of art is necessary to its
value, it contains no elements Clat are not necessary and all
that are nnedful are there.

The meaning of the whole is not something additional to the ele-
ments of the work of art, but their cooperative deed.

B. Theme - In every complex work of art there is some one pre-eminent
shape, color, line, melodic pattern, or meaning, in which is con-
centrated the characteristic value of the whole. It contains the
wort: of art; represents it; 1,rovi.don cl'o Fey to one's apprecia-
tion and understandin;; o[ Lt.

C. Tematic variation - It is not sufficient to state the theme of a
Dfart;it must be elaborated and embroidered. The simplest

e of thematic variation is recurrence of the theme. Recurrence
gives way to transposition of theme - as when a melody is trans-
posed to another key or tempo, or when in a design the same shape
appears in a different color or size. Another variation is alter-
nation, which requires more than one theme, or at least two
different transpositions of the same theme. Finally, inversion
of theme, as when melody is inverted or in painting or scelpture,
a curve is reversed.

D. Balance - Equality of opposing or contrasting elements creates
balance.

E. Evolution - The process has unity whey the earlier parts determine
the later, and all together create a total meaning. The course
of a well-fashioned story is a good example, for each incident
determines its follower, and all the incidents determine the
destiny of the characters involved.

F. Hierarchy - Sometimes, although not always, there is some one
element, or there may be more, of a complex work of art which
occupies a position of commanding importance.

Broudy's Approach to Aesthetic Education

H. S. Broudy is often quoted at the University of Illinois, but some-
times he is not represented accurately.

Broudy is first concerned with principles to be used in selecting
works of art for study. lie believes one should:

1. Choose works of art which have both artistic excellence and extra-
aesthetic import. Limited curriculum time is one good reason for this.
Great classics are Close pieces of art which have sustained aesthetic satis-
faction for generations and which scholars have accepted as displaying the
life style of an age. Great classics are usually large works and difficult
because of symbols and forms unfamiliar to the students' culture.
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2. Tho number of exemplars will be small, and the study of them lcwg
and intense enough to nee and hear as the artist sees and hears.

3. Avant-garde art is not for the beginner, just as experimentation
in science is not for the beginner.

The following outcomes should be sought in education in the arts:

1. Sufficient experience in making art objects in one or more media
to give facility for expression and especially impression.

2. Sufficient knowledge about the histr,ry aod theory of art to give
perspective for making judgments about works of art.

3. Sufficient familiarity with exemplars of great at to establish
the habit of looking to art for subtle possibilities of feeling
not found in everyday experiences.

4. Later one should develop a critical attitude toward the popular
arts.

In summary, Broudy states that the above outcomes "should result in an
enitrged and refined note of aesthetic experience in the life of the cul-
tivated man, greater use of art as a shaper of feeling, greater sensitivity
to the aesthetic %uality o!": de oblects we encounter in daily life, greater
reliance on one's own experience al a basis for standards of taste."

"Hence, it is by lelpiu : perm; become an authentic individual,
impatient of fraud and childisi.ness, Ldat -art most directly help brfng
sanity to the world.''

In De!.octacyandExcollencein ArcanSecondaryEdueation. Broudy
sets fort', the ideas that is both cogniCion an; evaluation, so far as
schooling is concerned, the pupil las ro do some knowing and liking and
:,udgiag as the experts do it, and he has to become aware of the operations
involved in doing these things iroperly. The curriculum has to provide
means and materials for both tapes of and a decision has to be
made on how to organize these materials for iastruction.

Theoretically, it is interesting and important to as whether there
nre or can be objective value standards, standards of right and wrorg, good
and evil, the beautiful and the ugly. Edunationally, however, especially
at the secondary level, there is only one solution to this probley: to rely

on the experts in these fields as the school relics on experts in other
fields. "Good" means what nen who have devoted their professional lives to
the study of these domains have areed is good. Truth here is not simply
consensus, but rather the consensus of the body of persons qualified to have
expert_ opinions.

1.;;!o are the exports on value? Proltimahly, tlose ocn and wo:lea Oho

have experienced and reflected 111,on what gives the bight ,-t 5ati-action in
eac:i value donain. It is to c ;Icat. artists, writers, philosoi,ers, amt
saints that we loo for Because the pupil cannot replicate the
expert's life directly, the !;ceol i!as recourse to the reports of value
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connoirlseurs of life. 'acne reports, in the form of worts of
art, f,,:ltes of philosophy, and religious, present the pupils with an array
of possibilities for riches far more subtle than he could ever imagine.
But connoisseurship is also required to comprehend and api,reciate those
reports.

These great worts rep,:esent the aspirations of the race. They are
value affirortions that integrate and vividly express the character of the
successive epochs in our history. Their influence reaches into the present.
One may loosely call these valve exemplars "classics" not only hecanse they
have been admired and preferred by generations of experts, but also because
they runtish the experts with the criteria for judging them "excellent."
The Parthenon is not artistically superb because it conforms to certain
rules: cn the contrary, sortie of the rules for good art were derived from
the Parthenon. Clnssics in any field are not only highly satisfactory
objects on their own account, but the source of norms of "proper" satis-
faction as well. Therein lies their pedagogical value, for in learning to
appreciate them. the pupil not only lilies what the connoisseur likes, but
he ip at the same time exposed to tte source of the criteria that the
connoisseur has used to justify the liking.

Value education has two outcomes:

(1) Appreciation -_ enli!Lhtened taste which combines liking and reasons.

(2) Strategy for making choices.

A curriculum should make provisions for insirlction leadint; to both of
these outcomes.

Appreciation, combining cherishing and appraising, is always directed
toward an individual object or action. We can appreciate without tnting the
tind of action that forces us to choose. Choice, however, may mean acting
upon alternative and often conflicting strands of iptreciation.

The disadvantage of tie separate-subject approach is that the student
can be exposed to the concepts for evaluation without necessarily having
the direct kind of experience that the experts regard as "good."

It may help to ask tow people shape their value schemata insofar as
these are not simply imposed upon then. Broudy and his colleagues suggest
that they do so primarily by introjecting or identifying with a model.
This model can be a particular person who represents a style of life. Among
the most powerful sources of models in modern society are the mass media of
entertainment. Because these life styles are stereotyped, they are easily
understood, and hccatc:e they are repeated so often, they act as conditioning
agents.

Displayed in literature, dra:la, :minting, and music, life models ac-
,:uire an attractiveness t it engsgos C e emotions as well as the intellect.
They are initiations to cherish as well ns to understand.
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To follow this strategy, one can approach value education through what
arc called value exemplars, as they are enco.nitered in notable instances of
literature and the fine arts. Appreciative learning can be regarded as a
type of aesthetic learning, a learning of how to perceive and appraise
aesthetic objects, natural and contrived.

A great work of art has artistic quality of:

1. Technique
2. Aesthetic interest
3. Significant form
4. Must express an important aspect of life
5. Usually it covers a wide range of values and portrays them with a

clarity and intensity not found in everyday experience.

Each art form has its own distinctive, objects and canons of appraisal.
To learn to appreciate a painting is not automatically to learn to appre-
ciate poetry. Hence, the samples have to be chosen so that the major arts
are represented.

Levels of appreciation:

1. The vividness and intensity of the sensuous elements in the work
of art: the affective quality of the sounds, colors, gestures, and
so on.

2. Tie formal qualities of the object, its design or composition.

3. The technical merits of the object, the skill with which the work
is carried out.

4. The expressive significance of the object, its import or message
or meaning Ls aesthetically expressed.

Fina/Ly, enough training in performance is needed so that one can get
the feel of the appropriate techniques. How much of the latter is required
by the educated layuan for appreciation is still a matter of controversy,
but not so little as is now required in customary courses on appreciation,
and probably far less than is prescribed or professional training of

artists.

Thp study of exemplars affords the onortunity for all four moues of
aesthetic experience, and only when the four are combined is there some-
thing %Mica deserves to be called aesthetic education.

It takes considerable time to learn to cherish and appraise an art
work that is rich in significance and high in artistic merit.

If aesthetic education is to be a means toward value education in
general, appreciation in terms of direct likings is as necessary as know-
ledge about worhs of art and the rules for judging tken.

Until the pupil perceives as the connoisseur perceives, the connois-
seur's judgment is not his judgment; his standards are not authentic.
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Value models had best be sought in the art, literature, and music that
has stood the test of critical scrutiny.

There seems to be no smple alternative to organizing these exemplars
in some historical order, that is, by periods or styles.

The suggested organization of exemplars by periods. especially
stylistic periods, has the advantage of tringing together works of art ttat
have certain formal, thematic, and technical characteristics in common.
Furthermore, the art of a given stylistic period is created by men who work
out of a common tradition. 'fence, it is easier to interpret works in
various media of a given period with respect Co their extra-aesthetic import.

The fact that a period has hen marked off and given a name indicates
that something reached a high order of intensity fruition, and that tte
art of that period exhibits this intensity in a vivid way.

It seems only natural to suggest that each unit of exemplars eor,L1
samples of art, literature, music, and architecture. The difficult7
so obvious a suggestion is that it is virtually impossible to find
who are competent enough in more than one art to handle such a unit by
themselves.

The integrating factor could be the principles and methods of aesthetic
education in general.

Some of the elements cornon to tte arts -- design, harmony, expressive-
ness, and treatment of thematic material- -can be discussed in any of the arts.
Arts of a period, if the period be well chosen, sh.ire a devotion to certain
tbemes, certain outloos, and certain modes of artistic treatment. For

example, the arts of the liiddie Ages are unified by Oa religion,: orientation
cl that epoch. The symbolism -mployed by tte varions arts of a reriod pre-
suppose familiarity with its myths, bellefs,and couvLations.

Althongh tie act of a.,prelendiog a work oE art ray be a unitary and
simple intuition, the work of art itself is complex and can be apprehended
at varyins depths. Hence, the levels at which one teaches the exemplars
can vary greatly.

AL e sixth grade lovr:1, can rcobably not go such beyond invitin;;
L71(: viril co view works of art, elicit:ins scle response, pointing out
features chat be kas not discerned, and discussing some of the stories and
legends nE the period. The goal of each unit is perceptual familiarity
with the object, sane knowledge about it, and a rudimentary judgment of
preference. Perhaps the pupil can begin to seek reasons for this preference
and to ask timself whether the feature, Le admires in one work of art Le
also admires in others. A beginning can also be made in noting tha formal
elenen'- of a wort; of art and, to some extent, appreciating them on their
own account.

Ti connection with tke eempla175, the student must do sometking in the
variol,t OILS to get 0 r feel of their teclniques. This, however, is for
the salve of appreciation rather tlan for improving performance skill co its
oYn accourt.
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The exemplar segment of the curriculum displaces all survey courses in
literature and the arts, as well as separate courses in art and music
appreciation.

Although Broudy's ideas are rot in accordance with the ideas of sone,
no one else has spelled out his views as clearly. The opposing view Is
that this approach dwells on the classical works so much that one does not
learn to cope with the avant-garde. An alternative is to study contemperary
works which arc a cart of one's everyday experiences and thus engaP,e a
pc '. m's interest so that the less familiar classical worts will hold
interest. The criticism is that, first, hip)) school students will be bored
by studying one wort: of art for a long period of time, ard, second, one is
given fawiliarity with only a few works of eacT

Perhaps the underlying drawback of Broudy':; anproach 1.!; teat he m;!;(!me:1

a good fine arts program in tke elemnntary At the present time,
arts programs differ considerably in quality. Often the arts ar, not
at all, where teachers feel incompetent. If Broudy's assumption could be
incorporated into the elementary school curriculum, Broudy's approach to
the secondary school would follow quite naturally.

A complementary working paper was, as follows.

Draft Working Pancr

DO THE AESTHETICIANS SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TEACHING THE ARTS?

(Paper No. 2)

The problem to be solved by the following inquiry is to find where
there is consensus as well as disagreement of opinion amorg aestheticiA,
specifically in the areas concerning school curriculum.

After studying the problem, one concludes that while much has been
written concerning the definition of the aesthetic experience, the aesthetic
object and aesthetic form, few recognized aestheticians have been conc:t.rned
with the actual implementation of the aesthetic education curriculum, its
outcomes at particular levels, and techniques or materials needed to achieve
these outcomes. One of the fLd aestheticial., who has spelled out his views
in these areas is Professor Harry S. Lroudy.

Gotshalh

In Gotshalk's hook Art and tie Social_ Order, written while he was
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Illinois, Lis concerns ore
the .,esthetic experience, its definition, the creative process, forrr,and
functions o the wovh of art. However, while he ton mentions little of
cureiculum, a good portion of his wort: deals with art criticism, art and
social life, or the relationship of art to the society. Because of this
greet emphasis on art in society as Oe extra-aesthetic value of, art,
Professor Cotshalk has been misinterpreted ns well as misunderstood. His

total aim in Art_and the_Social Order is to show C at lie primary ond most
Lppropriate way o 1,1proach art is through its aesthetic qualities, but he
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a3 lo emphasizes that art occurs within a social context of which it is a
part and with which it strongly interacts. While Host aestheticians would
agree to the statement that the most appropriate way to view art is through
its aesthetic qualities, many would disagree as to the importance of the
extra-aesthetic qualities of art as a factor in art criticism and apprecia-
tion.

In Chapter VIII, "Art Criticism," Gotshalh stales,

A philosophy of art implies a general th.!ory of art criticism.
By stating what fine art is, a philosophy of art implies what
criticism of art should be about, if iL is to be art criticism.

Cotshalk's philosophy of art, then, has implications for art criticism.
It seems to follow that since else distinctive nature of, fine art is the
creation of art objects for'aesthetic experience, art criticism should be
concerned with the evaluation of objects created by artists as objects for
aesthetic experience. Re divides the task of judgmill or evaluation into
two primary phases.

1. The genetic phase, or a study of the factors that have shaped a
work of art. This includes the subjective, psychological factors si.ch as
sensitivity, imagination, personality, taste, aims, the value system, and
the particular experience of the artist; and also the objective environmental
factors such as materials, physical milieu, traditional influences, social
needs, and what is usoally called the "cultural climate" of the creator.

2, The immanent phase, or the study of the ma:or k'eatures wi.chin ti e.
or itself, i.e., materials, form, expression, and function, explained and

described earlier in the book. This phase describes what is actually in tie
work of art without regard to its background.

Gotshalh cautions that both of these phases could becole a study or
individual pl.ojeet by itself; however, only when the WO phases are liued
Losether and used to aid the critic in wahing an evaluative ludlent arc
they within the domain of art criticism. This brini;f1 us to the aird

3. Juch;meHLril pha:3e, Or tie actual reudc+-inf; of a critical Sudg,uenL
thro, the use of the ;;elletic and iwo aleuL plare. Tu i s lilaq0, the
critic anlies a set of 3ereral str.nda.dN to a wort: 61 is lncri.i L;enetieally
and imv,auently.

Thron0 these thrce plases, art criticism is the fullest pCSIthl.0
appraisal of works of art as aesthetic ob:ects accolding to a set of arpro-
p/iate standards. This tyre of criticism only involv:!s criticism of "art-
in-its-dintinctive-natnre"; it must not be confused with criticism of. "art,
in-its-toLal-nature" or a/I. the connections loeyond Lle process of aesthetic
po,.ception, i.e., extra-aostletic al.i ties, T!o standacd,1 to be 11:7od are

Chose a stody of earl, of LH" ro,r dinelwiron or a ,0).1 of art
examined in the preeed c? a-tcrr. of C.o heel - pacerinl,

and function. rach filnenr: 011 iq rale or INove!:!;i0
valre7,, ard Hi :c11Liou to each other diviurHon, irrtrm-entn1 val.ren.
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As stated earlier, Gotshalk is not concerned with aesthetic educa-
tion curricula, but here seems to be almost the first inclusion of the
table of contents for such a curriculum. This means that in order to
approach art in its most appropriate way, one must study he four
dimensions which make up its aesthetic nature and which set erle terminal
values oc general standards for judgment. Granted Gotshalk does not
specif.cally spell out this point, but it does seem to follow. However,
the study of these four dimensions in a work of art is only concerned
with the distinctiv: nature of art--the aesthetic, not the extra-
aesthetic.

Since a large part of Gotshalk's book is about the relation of art
to the society, it also follows tEat a large part of the curriculum
should involve art as it relates to the society.

In Chapter IX he states, "In a sense, criticism of art is a social
agency that delineates the aesthetic values of works past and present so
that these values o.z more clear and available in their precise stature
in a literate society. It is a clarification--if not for the creator,
then for others of the social group--of the levels of intrinsic percep-
tual experience opened up by particular artistic creations."

The euty of the critic then becomes much broader in scope. He is

not judging just for himself, but for the "literate society." He is

explicitly stating a segment of the refined cultural heritage. Since it

is the duty of the school to transmit the refined cultural heritage, it
must then include that segment worked out by art critics. To discuss
this topic fully, Gotshalk now turns to the total ramification of fine
art in human life. HE discusses first the social importance of the
distinctive nature of fine art, viz., its nature as the construction of
objects for aesthetic experience, and second he discusses the social
importance of the nonaesthetic aspects of fine art.

He gives two central values (the spiritual and the cultural) that
flow from art as on aesthetic experience. The spiritual asset art
possesses is simply that which has been treasured for many y2ars and
embedded in the term "art for art's sake." Gotshalk believes that art
is an end in itself; it is one of the self-rewarding goods available to
human energy.

The cultural or social asset of art comes about after the immediate
spiritual good has been consumed. The spr ific contributions are that
it can illuminate human characters, actions, and ideals, as well as give
an endless variety of specific feelings. Contributions from other
dimensions, especially from materials and forms, could be a new movement
in painting which may change the taste of many people. Broad contri-

butions of art as a social force are:

1. Developing capacities, the value ri...1ge, and personality of the

individual.

2. Fostering a sense of human dignity.
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3. Providing a vision of human purpose in ideal embodiment that can
serve as a guide for both personal and group life.

Before completing an account of the values of art to society, it is
important to note the nonaesthetic functions of art. Gotshalk lists
these as:

1. Recreational value.

2. Educational value.

3. Commercial value.

4. Value as an instrument of commemoration.

5. Historical value.

6. Medicinal value.

Frequently thesc values have been placed out of perspective in that
they have sometimes been considered the sole value of the arts. There

are two reasons, however, that these social values differ from the
cultural and spiritual values.

1. There is no direct correlation between the fineness of art and
these additional social values.

2. These social values can be obtained without regard to the
aesthetic side of art.

For these reasons, Gotshalk is much concerned with keeping the
social values of art in correct perspective. As he says, they are
"additional" values and should not be substituted for the central or
distinct Values, as they often are in popular thought and superficial
philosophical analysis.

Fine art in its total nature, then, possesses for a society a set of
central values and a set of peripheral values. Most important are two
questions which arise in Chapter X: "First, what would be the ideal or
optimum realization of these values in a society? Second, what are the
conditions required for the realization of this ideal?"

The optimum realization would be the achievement of maximum of
central values, together with the maximum realization of peripheral
values, without becoming detrimental or causing conflict. However, the
conditions necessary for the realization of that ideal should be the
highest concern for educators, fo. under this rationale comes the
justification for art education. Gotshalk believes there arc two sets
of necessary conditions, one pertaining to c.he artist, the second to the
society. The success of an artist depends on his value attitude toward
the difficulties of his time that allow him to be an agent of the
spiritual, cultural, and nonaesthetic good. The conditions that concern
u e society are:

1. The society would be required to recognize the difficulties to
the good confronting itself, and to have attained a unity of
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belief enshrined in laws, customs, institutions, and social
practices.

2. The society would be required to increase and multiply as far
as harmonious with the general welfare and the extra-aesthetic
occasions of art.

3. The society would be required to seek, rather than force, the
cooperation of the artist.

4. The society would be required to stimulate alert, informed, and
critical attention to the works of the artist. It would be
necessary for it to recognize that these works must be widely
seen and heard; that their value realization must be compared
with the best value realizations in the arts and the best value
insights of the society.

The schools are well justified, under the fourth condition
especially, to take up the task of educating in the arts. In order
for the arts to flourish the way Gotshalk intends, all people must be
informed. Since the schools reach all, it should be their duty to
assume this task. Gotshalk says, "And it would have to promote a
program in art education, a training of people in the fullest and freest
use of their perceptual powers, with a view to making the bounty of art
as widely diffused as possible and as liberally appreciated as possible...."

This is the distinctive objective of the art or aesthetic education
program. If one agrees with Gotshalk, the aesthetic education curriculum
would have to contain element; of the aesthetic and extra-aesthetic.
Both areas must be developed to understand and appreciate art in its
total nature. 0

Croce

Since Bosanquet was one of the main critics of Benedetto Croce, it
is only fitting that a review of some of Croce's ideas be presented from
his essay, "Art as Intuition," in Rader's A Modern Book of Esthetics.

Croce believes that art as intuition denies that art is a physical
fact, for a physical fact is a construct of the mind and does not
possess reality. Art is real because it does not ai-tempt to construct
for the mind. Of course, this idea is rather abstract and has not
garnered much agreement, but if it is at all true, the implicc,tions that
fcllow are of importance to aesthetic education.

First, if art is merely intuition and not a physical fact, then art
cannot be utilitarian. Intuition is thew}, while utilitarianism implies
the opposite; therefore, art cannot be utilitarian. Also, since
utilitarian acts aim at increasing pleasure and eliminating pain, then
art has nothing to do with pleasure or pain.

Second, art cannot be a moral act. Croce says the practical or
moral act may not necessarily be utilitarian or hedonistic, but it is
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never ituition insofar as intuition is theoretical. Further, moral acts
arise uit of "will." Art is not an act of will. The art image has no
will; tierefore, it cannot be morally praiseworthy or blameworthy.

Third, art cannot be educational. He finds no extra-aesthetic
justifi:ation for art.

Ani iinally, art cannot be conceptual knowledge since conceptual
knowledge seeks the truth or falsity of things which art does not.

Croce is totally against the use of art as a means to obtaining
extra - aesthetic ends, unlike Gotshalk, who believes the extra-aesthetic
occasicns of art to be a fact. For the latter, art is certainly
educational, moral, and utilitarian. Bosanquet disagrees with Croce on
the griunds that 'ven though things are not complete without minds,
minds ,re not complete without things. He says, there is a double
proces of creation and contemplation that is implied in the aesthetic
atuituCe, and the two cannot be separated.

In report No. I, i is stated that, "Educationally, however,
especially at the secondary level, there is only one solution to this
problem: to rely on the experts in these fields...'Good' means what
men who have devotee their professional lives to the study of these
domains have agreed is good. Truth is simply consensus of the body of
persons qualified to have expert opinions."

This idea, one of the main points in H. S. Broudy's position on
aesthetic education, somewhat begs the question of whether there can be
experts, consensus of expert opinion, and a standard of judgment in art
as in ether more academic or scientific areas of the school. David Hume
in "Of the Standard of TastE," supports the position that there can be a
standard of judgment or expert critical opinion in the field of art.

Fiume

The general rules of art are founded only on experience and on
observation of the common sentiments of human nature. Emotion accounts
for our taste, but even though taste is in the mind, certain qualities
in objects evoke sentiment. A critic must react to these qualities as
well as use his intellectual faculties,

Although it would seem that men agree on the qualities that make
something beautiful, when it comes to the particulars or the application
of their general concepts there is much difference. Because of this
Hume says that in order to judge universal beauty, there must be
serenity of mind, a re,ollection of ,hought end due attention to the
object, lest i' become difficult to discern between form and sentiment.

There are certain general principles of approbation. That is, some
particular forFs or qualities of i structure are calculated to please.
''hen there is uniformity of sentiment among men, we derive the idea of
perfect beauty. ELA, Hume says, even though some objects are calculated
by tiw mild to give pleasure, they do rot invoke that pleasure in all.
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The main cause, he believes, is lack of imagination. Once one has been
shown the general principle and the way a particular case fits it, if his

sentiment disagrees, then the fault is in him.

Further, Hume believes that no one can contemplate any work of art
for any length of time without mal ng comparisons. It is by comparison
that we approve or blame, that is, come to a critical judgment. Every
work of art has a purpose or an end to be gained. Its duty is to
persuade. Part of judgment is to ascertain how well it meets its goal.

Although the general principles are the same in all men, few are
able Lo judge by their own sentiment. If we are clouded by prejudices,
it is obvious we cannot perform such a task. Hume believes that there
can be critics who judge according to a standard taste, but there are
many who cannot. Consequently, he gives several prerequisites to judging.
Critics must:

1. Have a delicacy of imagination.

2. Have practice.

3. Make comparisons.

4. Be free of prejudices.

5. Have good sense.

Dewey

John Dewey in Art as Experience has a somewhat different idea of
criticism. He believes that criticism should not be a process of
acquittal or condemnation, appraisal or blame, but rather be a controlled
inquiry and analysis into the nature of the work of art. This type of
judgment demands a very sensitive insight that Dewey feels is native. He

believes, as Hume, that standards, prescriptions, and rules are general
ones to be applied to particular individual incidents. The important
difference between the two views is that Dewey says the matter of
aesthetic criticism is determined by the quality of firsthand perception;
therefore, obtuseness in perception can never be made good by any amount
of learn ng, however extensive, nor any command of abstract theory,
however correct.

Dewey's ideas on criticism, although different from most who feel
criticism implies a comparative judgment of approbation or blame, seem
quite consistent with his whole outlook on art or aesthetics.

In this particular book, practically nothing is mentioned concerning
the role or place of education as it relates to art-. Nothing is said
about what a course of art education should entail or what a person
should know after having a certain type of aesthetic education. The

reason for this is that Dewey does not believe that the aesthetic
experience is something distinctly different or complete in itself. He

feels that art should be an integrated part of tie society, not something
that stands on its own or something that belongs in museums. He feels

art is a part of a larger unified whole experience that is unique only
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in its possession of highly ordered rhythmic movement toward consummation.
For him there is no such thing As an aesthetic experience; there is only
an aesthetic quality to experience. Experience becomes aesthetic as it
is interrelated and unified into 0 whole experience embodying conflict
and resolution.

Dewey is, therefore, not concerned at all with a specific aesthetic
education program. He sees the aesthetic quality of experience as a way
of life to be learned that will permeate all experience.

McMurray

In an interview with Professor Foster McMurray, also a pragmatist,
some of these same ideas were brought out. Throughout the interview
with Dr. McMurray, many of the key questions puzzling those concerned
with aesthetic education were raised. These questions were answered
from the point of view expounded by McMurray, but were prefaced Wth the
statement that although he is very interested in aesthetic education, he
had not yet worked cut a sound position on the issues; he felt he would
do so in the future. Nevertheless, many of the points he mentioned were
specific and well supported.

One of the first questions raised was the nature of the aesthetic
experience. Like most aestheticians, McMurray felt that the aesthetic
experience was not an immediate act of perception. That is, one could
not have an aesthetic experience upon first encounter with that art
object.

Unlike the child, whom he felt naturally perceived things in an
aesthetic manner, the adult must cultivate deliberate attention to art
objects. For McMurray, aesthetic activity was more than anything else
sensory activity, and this sensual perception is possible only because
the quality that makes an object a true work of art is really within the
object (unlike the position of J. O. Urmson who says there is no specific
class called art objects). The second main issue raised with McMurray
was just how the school could help to cultivate the aesthetic way of
perceiving art objects. First mentioned were two ways that he felt
could not achieve the ends stated:

1. The idea that technical analysis taught in the school would
bring about the aesthetic perception of art. McMurray v:as

totally against this position. For him, technical analysis in
conjunction with performance has nothing to do with sensory
perception and can only be justified in those cases where it
would "change the perception of the beho' der."

2. The idea that the wry to teach perception of art is to teach
the ways of the critic, that is, attending to an art object in
the same manner as the critic does. McMurray Nit this method
was unreliable and unnecessary. :le stated that the critics are
unable to agree on methods and judgments especially when
encountering new works of art, which in itself indicates the
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unreliability of their techniques. To counteract arguments
that critics do agree on the "classics," he gave the example of
how critics have proclaimed counterfeit paintin;s as great works
of art, but as soon as the fake is discovered, they change their
position as to its value. He continued further to relate how
the school would obtain these objectives.

The way the school can obtain the outcomes of aesthetic education is
not through any type of specific traiding in art education, but rather
through a very differmt and broad type of education that would permeate
all facets of school experience. The school would have the overwhelming
task of teaching students to view the world in a sensory way. The

students would be given a kind of sense reeducation so that he would
become more 'sensitive" to the world around him, better able to perceive
through his senses. Having developed the habit of keen sensory perception,
the student could attend to art objects in the same way. lie would

inevitably have heightened aesthetic experiences from art objects because
of the intrinsic sencory qualities of good art.

Reactions to Draft Working Papers Nos. 1 and 2

Perhaps the best stated challenge to Broudy's views is found in
"Shaping the Emotions: The Sources of Standards for Aesthetic Education,"
by Donald Arnstine in the Journal of Aesthetic Education, Spring, 1966.

Where education of )he emotions is ignored in schools, one finds
adults with u,Idisciplinee. emotions, characterized either by suppression
or lack of control. Aeozhetic education is important in educating
emotions for control by appropriate cues. This can be done by discover-
ing the emotional dimensions of world events and applying the use of
appropriate cues. Looking at aestheti: education in this way is to say
that its primary concern is to cultivate emotional maturity.

In order to have aesthetic education, standards must be established
by which the curriculum can be guided. The assumption is made that the
aims of general education and aesthetic education should be consistent.
Arnstine cites aims for general education as follows:

1. Informing or enriching the present experience of learners such
that their future experience can be better understood, mote
deliberately chosen, and better controlled, with an end to its
being more personally and socially satisfying (p. 49).

2. It would be hoped that such an education (as indicated in No. 1)
would perpetuate the kind of society broadly called "democratic,"
that is, a society in which institutions and values ate such as
to maintain a maximum of freedom from arbitrary restrictions for
individual self-determination. The more specific changes made
in the present experience of learners that could be expected to
fulfill the above-mentioned general aims of education are:

a. Make deliberate selections from possible eAperiencos in
order to extend tht range of learners' present experiences
in ways not available to them out of school.
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b. Illumin.s.te those experiences by showing the ways in which
sual complexes of experiences can be conceptualized (p. 49).

When an individual is undergoing a terminal experience marked by the
appearance of affect cued by his perception of a formal pattern within
the occasion for that experience, then his experience may be described as
aesthetic.

Using the above meaning for aesthetic experience, we may then say
that any object or event that elicits such experience shall be regarded
as an "aesthetic cue."

To take deliberately constructed works of art as the only kind of
.aesthetic cue is to rarefy aesthetic experience and isolate it from the
rest of experience with which it is in fact continuous.

Broadly speaking, standards must be available so that learners can
be afforded experiences that have aesthetic quality and at the same time
anl educative. If this is possible, aesthetic education will broaden
the range of experiences which can be aesthetically apprehended by
learners and will illuminate the content of experience, not so much
through the elaboration of cognitive understandings as through the
heightening and refinement of sensitivity to the emotional qualities of
experience.

The first source of standards: the learner.

Regar(liess of the educator's specifically aesthetic standards,
his choice,,--in order to fulfill the aims of aesthetic
education mentioned earliermust be governed by the sort of
aesthetic experience that the learners with whom he happens to
be dealing are capable of achieving now.

The specific task is to fine out what kinds of experiences have
an aesthetic impact on these learners now in order to determine
what will have both aesthetic and educative value for them.

II. The second source of standards: the aesthetic cue.

Value standards for aesthetic education must be sought in
whatever elicits aesthetic experience, as well as in the
learner. Aesthetic standards--that is, standards found in the
aesthetic cue-11cve their source in t,Jo analytically
distinguishable dimensions of the cue: its form and its
sign content.

Form. Form is the ordered relations cf the nonrepresentative
elements or sf,asuous materials out of which a given cue for experience
is made. If form is perceived in the cue for experience that is
termlnal, then that experience is aesthetic. There is no special and
distinguishable class of entities in which form is somehow "contained."
Any entity, at least as it is perceived in relation to some context or
ground, may be characterized as being composed of something related to
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something else. To the extent that an observer is aware of such relations,
he may he said to be perceiving form. The relations constituting any
entity may be perceived aesthetically--that is, may be said to exhibit,
for that observer, form. In painting, form may be shapes, hue, color; in
basketball, individual movements and the changing collective patterns
made by the players; in music, time intervals between melodic and
harmonic patterns; in a junkyard, spatial relations, colors, textures.

The likelihood of someone's being aware of form depends upon at
least two conditions: first, the extent to which he is able to apprehend
experience terminally, and second, the extent to which the relations
within a given cue for experience more or less easily lend themselves to
being apprehend.:1 aesthetically. One whose perception is dulled, or who
is wholly instrumentally involved in experience, is not likely to perceive
form. In general, the more the experience is terminal, the greater the
likelihood for perceiving form. If the observations are reasonable, it
should then be necessary only to elaborate the second of the above-
mentioned conditions: the potentiality, within the relations of
experiential cues, for the perception of form. Such an elatoration will
also have direct relevance to choices made by educators.

Music will De said to have form when its pattern of notes arouses
affect by activating expectations, inhibiting them, and then finally
resolving them.

Judgments about whether the form was "good" or not are judgments
about the manner in which affect was aroused in a given listener. Thus,

in making judgments we seek to find out what kind of expectation was
cued, what means were used to delay its resolution, how long the delay
was, and how the resolution was related to the original cue for the
expectation. ' Sood" form can be identified through the interactions of
experienced listeners and certain sets of note patterns.

A connoisseur could be recognized by his "degree of sensitivity" to
what constitutes consistency vs. inconsistency in the art work, derived
from given or implied postulates. A more discriminating connoisseur,
then, "ought to be able to select the one continuation which is a
stylistically consistent extrapolation from the part of a musical
composition which he has already heard, and to discriminate it from
extrapolations which are inconsistent with that prior part." In snort,
we should be identifying connoisseurs by way of testing the expectations
of listeners (p. 59).

Content. Many aesthetic cues may be said to have two focuses for
an affective response; first, the sensuously related elements, and
second, the extra formal evocations which themselves carry for each
beholder affective value.

If there are in fact aesthetic cues in which may be found these two
focuses foi affective response, then it should be clear that a cue that
has been judged as having good form dill have an especially strong
emotional impact if it contains reflexive signs whose own affective
value reinforces and is reinforced by that form.
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If the experience of sign content makes up at least a part of some
aesthetic experiences, then the choice of such content can serve as
another source of standards for aesthetic education.

Sign content considered as a source of standards, far from being an
illegitimate smuggling of extra-aesthetic criteria, lends emphasis to the
recommendation that aesthetic education serve the ends of general educa-
tion by heightening and refining sensitivity to the quF,lities of
experience. At the same time, criteria for aesthetic education become
relevant to the development of emotional maturity. Some experiences are
more significant for human living than others, and to present such
experiences aesthetically is to heighten that significance through a
direct impact cri the emotions.

Aesthetic education is thus ultimately trivial if it tends to equate
the aesthetic with the decorative or the merely formal, and as is so
often the result, puts major emphasis on the virtues of tasteful
consumership.

Death of a Salesman

It is true that, as the play is treated in the classroom, the
experience of it does not remain aesthetic but becomesincreasingly
cognitive. But since cognitive and dispositional outcomes were the
object of teaching in the first place, it would be more accurate to
speak of such classroom use of the play as an appropriate transformation
of aesthetic experience.

It is simply that the play cannot properly be apprehended aesthet-
ically wichout cognitive understanding of some kind.

Summary

Aesthetic experience is nothing if not emotional and is no less
direct and immediate. The sources for finding standards upon which
aesthetic education can be based have been located both in the experi-
ence of learners and in the nature of cues themselves. The aesthetic
cue has r.wo dimensions: (1) Formal characteristics and (2) sign

content aspects.

Since not only works of art but any cue for any sort of experience
may have fo:n', and thi.1 may function as anaesthetic cue, it is clear
that these considerations of form apply equally for the teaching of any
sort of subject in any school.

Sign content encompasses all of the nonformal significance of the cue.

Aesthetic education engages the emotions by throwing a highlight on
the qualitative immediacy of the human predicament. Learners may be
motivated to seel: intelligent ways of dealing wit:1 it.
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Draft Working_Paper,

DO EHE AESTHETICIANS SAY ANYTHING ABOUT TEACHING THE ARTS?
(PAPER NO. 3)

All Men Naturally Desire to Know--Aristotle

If the above statement were colpletely true educators would not
find it necessary to spend much time and effort worrying atout hew
learning takes place or what the relationship of subject to ,.earner is.
However, there are many facets to the problem of knowing, learning,
and teaching. This paper will deal with one small part of a problem
in the area of education: the problem of developing a curriculum for
elementary or junior high school students in the area of aesthetics.

This is a more difficult task than it may at first seem. At this
time there are few well-planned programs in the combined arts; few
school systems are willing to allow the time for such a program; and
few teachers are well equipped and prepared to teach such co.,rses.
Little research has been done on the material necessary to cre.;e a
course in aesthetics, and one has no set way of measuring accurately
this type of knowledge or how it can best be taught in a school
situation.

The purpose in planning a curriculum in aesthetics is to decide
upon and gather teachable material for a combined arts course, geared
to the age and comprehension ability of the learner, and to determine
the necessary preparation of the teacher.

All of the sequence will be controlled by aesthetic principles
and learning principles, Presentation and classroom control will,
of course, be left to th' individual instructor.

There are three basic considerations with which the researcher
in curriculum planning is faced. These are:

1. Definition and understanding of the field...what is aesthetics;
what is the goal of teaching aesthetics?

2. Knowledge of the learner.,.what is the sixth-grade student
like; emotional readiness, mental readiness, interest, and
motivation?

3. How the above two can be brought together?

The nature of this problem involves not only the knowledge and
application of educational psychology, but the ideas of educational
philosophy and social philosophy as well.

Aesthetic education is that type of program in art in which one
is taught to develop his individual ability to deal independently with
art forms and to make intelligent decisions, value judgments, and
discriminations based on culturally evolved and critically examined
standards. This does not mean the development of a m-reknowledge of
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great works or the development of a professional artist. The primary
purpose is to develop within the individual an authentic appreciation
and intelligent understanding of the art form,

This approach is relatively new. Until now, most school time in
this area has been devoted to performance in the art, with only an
occasional appreciation course, That is, time has been spent in
playing amusical instrumentor painting a picture, activities which do
not necessarily furnish deeper understanding of the art form. Aesthetic
education is assumed to be good for all students, and it is felt that
the student so educated will be able to deal intelligently on his own
with art objects. This may be called simply a greater appreciation of
the working qualities which make up a work of art--its technical, formal,
and expressive elements.

There is a difference between art and artistic or aesthetic study.
Aesthetic study is the verbalization of art, the study and analysis of
what has been done. Artistic creation involves an action between the
artist and the material he is working with, There is a question as to
whether the results of this creation can ever be fully understood
unless the perceiver has in scme way worked with the materials and
thought out the activity for himself. It is not enough to talk
about works of art for complete comprehension of the aesthetics of
that form. If one can understand art by verbalization one could rely
on an art history coursea very neat, teachable unit, and dispense
with new thinking in the area. However, each material, each combina-
tion of art elements, and artist's work has its own expressive quality,
and the adolescent learner cann,:t. learn this by simply being told so.
Nor can one expect to teach principles in a single art discipline and
expect automatic transfer to other art forms. The principles differ
in importance and subtlety from one art form to another.

Knowledge of the learner was the second important consideration
in planning a curriculum. Such knowledge includes maturational
readiness, mental readiness, motivational level, and aims of the
learner.

Optimum learning takes place when the learner is mentally and
physically ready, when in practicing that which he is learning he will
find a satisfactory experience, The more the person participates in
the learning activity (the longer he is involved with art) the better
he will understand its principles. This experience if reinforced
successfully is a type of conditioning.

The junior high school child as a learner is ready to under-
stand in depth the technical and formal aspects of the arts. He often
has a beginning knowledge of materials and some experience with art
from his elementary school days. The adolescent's mental attitude
is at a point of inquiry into the world around him. Information which
would satisfy this questioning would be of great value. He has some
background into knowledge of places and things and would be Pble to
make use of generalization of knowledge to a new learning experience.
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Readiness implies that there is a physical, mental ability present
which would enable the person to learn. It does not imply that there is
a desire to learn. The actual occurrence of learning at the time of
readiness is largely a matter of motivation.

Motivation is the desire to learn. Other names for it are wants,
drives, wishes, and needs, all of which are directed toward a goal.
A motive may also be defined as anything that initiates, sustains,
and directs an activity. An important consideration in planning
subject matter is to gear the subject to the understanding of the
learner, show him the need on his part to learn, and motivate him to
do so. Although this is largely a specific problem for the individual
classroom teacher it has import in placing understandable material
for the learner in the hands of the instructor. In art we run the
risk of imposing adult standards, and interests upon the student,
rather than relating material to the world and interest of the age
group being taught. There may be many wotks of art which are truly
great, but they may not be ones which would appeal to the senses and
understanding of the child. The child may not have the background
for comprehension of the work. The School of Athens fresco by Raphael
is a masterwork, but this does not mean that it is the example to use
for a deeper understanding of art. Many other works that may even be
of lesser monumentality may he of more interest and excite the learner
to a greater desire to learn.

The adolescent is concerned with the exploration of the world
around him. He is leaving primary groups and his few neighborhood
blocks and is widening his pecspective. This may be an important
interest arouser for art, as art is an expression of people in the
world. A study in the principles of architecture and how they relate
to the buildings around the learner may open avenues to talking about
this world in relationship to the past, and from there a study in
ancient architecture, museum trips, drawing problems,and so on.

There are a few basi, learning theories which can easily be
applied to the arts.

Reaction takes place after there has been stimulation of either
internal or external nature. One must relate experiences with each
other--a response involves association. Associational learning or
bond learning uses as its medium words and concepts that are mostly
abstract in form. This type of learning involves the association
of words and facts from other areas of experience. Art taught in its
pure form can and should be related to the world around the learner
and 3 transfer of the organization and expression of one work should
help with an enlarged or modified idea of a new work. Again, there
are many problems which individual teachers must work out so that the
child will make associations which are meaningful and effective.

Another learning theory is Gestalt theory. This iuea emphasizes
the total situation or picture rather than separate ideas or situations.
Learning is part of an experience or series of experiences having a
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definite pattern, and, therefore, meanings cannot exist in isolation.
This is important in the conceptualization of what art is, why we have
art, what it has meant to the world, what it means to the artist, and
what it means to the student, We cannot be interested in simply giving
an "experience" which is separated from a whole body of knowledge, as
has been done in the art field with the simple experiencing of materials
ratter than application to the whole field of art.

ideas must be spaced so that they will have time to sink in. When
all the ideas present a clear picture, learning has taken place.
Refining and pulling the pieces together is part of the process of
learning.

Individual aims of the learner will have to be met by individual
teachers. In general, we know that the adolescent is exploring- -
exploring himself, the world, his relationship to the world. It is a

time of awkwardness, self-awareness.and introspection. An art program
should be geared to gainfully use these psychological changes from
childhood. The arts are life. They are ccncerned with the very core
and nerve of feeling and emotion. They show hcw people are and what
the world is like. They can enhance our inquiry into life by supplying
various answers to a life model. The chiid should see the relationship
of .1.rts and life. The artist sets great examples and forms wordless
feelings. It is important that the child cf elemen'ary or junior high
school age begin to understand the universality of art, the far-reaching
effect art has, and the emotional significance of the art form.

The art curriculum should supply the need of the adolescent to
express his ideas and explore the possibilities of himself as creator
and thinker, The principles which guide the great artists relate to
his own work and expression, Art can and must be related to the world
of the learner.

Approaches are left to the ingenuity of the individual teacher who
should be a knowledgeable person in the arts. The approaches should
be multiple, varied, and ini resting.-appealing to many senses of the
learner within the context of the planned program.

Data arenot available to indicate the key works of art that would
be pedagogically essential: It must therefore be determined which
key works, e.g,, works that summate important historical trends or
works that bridge particular movements, can be combined from given
periods or styles into a profitable learning situation.

Sarre 1e Additional Projects

A great number of small, one-unit projects were undertaken at
this time and are to extensive and numerous to give details on each.
For example, members of the art faculty ot the University loaned works
of art (paintings, sculptures, mosaics, and sa on) to the school for
semipermanent display. Students were taken on tours, were given a
chance to manipulate art object-, were given instruction in the vocab-
ulary of the artist ald the way in which the artist works. Examinations
were also given.
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The School of Athens by Raphael was selected as an initial attempt
to teach an exemplar in art education. A major-sized reproduction
was purchased for use in the c'assroom and prints for each student
procured. The Villa Conti was .'elected as the architecture exemplar
and a model built for use in the classroom. Beethoven's Piano Concerto
Number 5 in C Minor was the music exemplar. These exemplars were used
for teaching elements an.; concepts, as well as the aesthetic and
appreciative aspects. More details of these trials are given in other
sections of this report. This was valuable as problems of the exemplar
approach were identified and lesson plans revised accordingly.

At the same time, several staff members felt that other approaches
to aesthetic education should be explored. One idea, current in
industry and defense, was game theory. The concern in the project was
one of value judgments and decision making; thus game theory seemed to
be applicable. A variety of games were Purchased and the four general
types identified. Initially, a game in architecture was constructed.
It is presented below.

Game No. I

This structured, educational game incorporates the principle of
opposing :ultural values. In particular, certain aesthetic values
which can and do affect the physical environment of our culture will
be pitted against other pra'tical, nonaesthetic values. Questions of
saving voney by individual or political action, or spending individual
or political monies on items which either do not directly contribute
to the aesthetic value of property, or produce situations negating
the aesthetic value of oroperty are the crucial factors in the game.

Decision situations are produced by the chances which arise in
the playing of the game. These chances give the player a set of
choices; once the choice has been made, another set of cards comes
into play which givesthe player the results of his choice. In the play
of the game, students "draw a card" which gives them something,
either free money, or a chance to save money on public tax bills, or
bond issues, or school referendums. This opportunity puts them in the
position of making a choice based on the implicit values in the
situation. The cuoice leads to results which give students directions
for making physical environmental changes. The values involved are
reflected in the types of immediate physical changes worked by the
game on the visible game environment. The results thus produce
decided improvements or decided depreciations in the appearance of
houses, streets, yards, parks, etc.

The game has thus the goal of making tangible and visible the
results of value patterns in choice making. Aesthetically desirable
choices will produce very notabie and harmonious changes in the gave
environment. Aesthetically undesirable choices will produce undesir-
able changes in the game. The game can be, moreover, extended to
include, beyond neighborhood and community environments, individual
home environments, the planning of interiors, the buying and placement
of furniture, ari the planning of landscap_3.
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As soon as a plan had been designed for the playing of the game
and decisions made as to just what the cards will offer and produce
as results, consultation with an industrial design expert was
conducted.

Housing choice; and buildings, public and private, as well as the
landscape pieces, were made as exciting and imaginative as possible.
The pieces included everything from slum tenement types of houses and
apartments to modern design; they included everything from grey, dumpy
school houses and mass-planned development housing to the most novel
structures. Some imagination was built into the spectrum of possibil-
ities which was suggested implicitly by the game pieces themselves.
The game does not reflect only current economic and social problems.
There was an open choice in design possibilities, yet directing
attention in the game to the values involved in choices which can
effect the environment. The game is found in the Architecture Appendix.

XXXX
Based the success of some of the trial lessons and influenced

by the differences in opinion among the staff members as to the
feasibility of Professor Broudy's approach, project personnel were
given license to freely explore other teaching strategies. Examples
of this are given elsewhere. One additional paper was written in an
effort to relate Broudy's ideas with other philosophies in aesthetic
education and to more fully convince the staff of the worth of Broudy's
ideas.

Paper Explaining Further Some ideas of Professor Harry Brouly

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AESTHETICS AND CULTURE

In "Aesthetic Education in the Secondary School," Professor Harry
S. Broudy raises some interesting issues concerning training in aesthetic
perception in the secondary program, In arguing for the necessity of
such training in the schools, Broudy first states that there is
distinctive worth for everyone in such a study of the arts.

"Perhaps the most important fact," he says, "in arguing for the.
importance of aesthetic experience and education is that a culture's
whole way of life is shaped by the value models it adopts for imitation."
Each epoch, then, produces its on image-formulae for success and
failure, for happiness and tragedy, for good and for evil. Broudy's
preference is for an education which would teach appreciation of the
best aesthetic models. Yet, the natur9 of aesthetic sensibility
itself, as it functions in human decision and action, contemporary and
historical, ought to be a logical part of the s:.hool curriculum. The
general fact underlying connoisseurship is that a great deal of what
goes on in education, and in society in general, develops direction and
tendency from this sensibility. This is not to say that we should have
no concern for educating sensibilities, for more finely attuning them
to subtler appreciations; rather, before we can lift the general level
of taste, we .seed to sharpen the awareness of students that the aesthetic
impulse itself is a basic motive in human society. The role of aesthetic
impulse in man should be a central cognitive area of study for a general
aesthetics course.
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"The curriculum must include materials which explore the manner
in which cultural images derive from the arts, in whicLtileyfeei
cultural formulae and reinforce them, how they use them, even exploit
them. The problem--for me a genuinely exciting one--becomes how to
induce through the materials the relationships between cultural
values and artistic images; to observe when the arts invent, and
when the arts continue, to use cliche images with which values are
associated stereotypically."

Life influences art, and if nature does not learn how to make
sunsets from Turner, men have at least learned to selectively
appreciate and to react to what Turner saw in hem.

In passing, Broudy suggests a rather intriguing set of materials
for exploration.

...it is from the movies and magazines, from best sellers
and television programs, we learn the success models for
life. It would be hard to overestimate, for example, the
potency of the Horatio Alger stories on a generation of
American boys, or the novels of Fitzgerald and Sinclair Lewis,
or the popular music of every decade, or of Westerns in the
movies and on television....The popular arts train us
use and comprehend the standard forms of the most common
feelings in the fashions of the day. That there are
fashions anyone can prove by watching a movie of a few
decades ago. Theda Bara's amorous gestures am.)se us now;
'amusement' does not describe the emotions they inspired
in the 20's.

Broudy goes on to state "That values are affected by the arts
is beyond question. the question is by what arts should they be
affected." In the project, it was necessary to mark a strong hiatus
between the first sentence and the second. It is possible, even
desirable, to effect change in what students appreciate in the arts.
But this may be impossible without prior, more fundamental work.

A course was needed that would explore and document the ways in
which values are generally affected by the arts. If students
discovered, through such figures as Theda Bara, that numerous cultural
images derived from the arts no longer produce the responses they
once produced, good, This kind of cultural shift is not to be
avoided in the curse but to he studied,

Finally, after the role of aesthetic response in value formation
has bean established, one should find students questioning how it
is that some art-fashions and image-connections fade from fashion
(a way of defining fashion itself, certainly) and some do not.
Whether this distinctior is dignified with the adjective better or
not, is unimportant. Ultimately, students may feel that there are
elements of greater worth in the more permanent art and imagery.
To bring a class to such an awareness of the value of values would
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be no mean achievement, o,le certainly not possible before the general
relationship between art and culture is clarified. For that, general
awareness must precede any arts "apprectation" approach; the aesthetic
basis of human life and human activity must be firmly established
before any particular heightening of appreciation comes into question.

The distinction between serious and popular art can and should
be made. But it should arise naturally in the discussion of the arts
which are exhibited. Popular art is easy to enjoy. Why, it should
be asked, does it "already fit the perceptual, conceptual, and
imaginative expectations cf the consumer?" Familiarity prevents
bafflement.

In serious art, the artist creates an object that has artistic
merit because it gives aesthetic satisfaction, beyond anything else.
It would seem that there is then less connection between this kind
of art and cultural significance. Popular art, ea the other hand,
while it may be aesthetically satisfying, has ether reasons for its
existence. The problem with serious art is that, because of its
thematic and technical complexity, it is not Easy to enter; it reflects
a way of perceiving the world that is not simple. Not that the
complex is always ricn and worthwhile, but the rich and worthwhile
is usually complex.

Broudy cannot SEE wasting curricular time on popular art.
As material for a study of the aesthetic as it functions in the
cultural life of a people, Broudy's raison d'etre is induction into
connoisseurship. Every man is in a sense his own connoisseur,
Before one lifts_the level of taste, one must discover how much the
2rinciple of taste_guldes all men in all their endeavors and in
what ways it roes so.

XXXX
The extensive trial of materials and citculation of working

papers continued throughout the 1966.67 school year. Integrating
the arts was proving somewhat MOTE difficult with the elementary
and junior high school students than anticipated and subsequently
a course, to try new approaches, was introduced for high school
students, entitled Fine Arts I. The course considered topics such
as the development of working definitions of art, the aesthetic
impulse, aesthetic response, the place of art in society, and a
rather thoroigh comprison among the several arts: painting, sculp-
ture, architecture, ltteratire, music, and the applied arts.
Integration was attempted by use of such general topics as subject,
function, medium, stru:ture (organizational form), style, and the
e:pplication of critical judgments to the arts. Many of these trials
followed procedures outlined by Professor Beberman in developing new
mathematics concepts. Instructors went into the classroom with an
idea they were arxious to try. The se,.ond day's materials were
developed on the basis of responses from the first day.

Another trial method was the organization of classes or eight
to ten students to run for varying lengths of time from one day to
six weeks. This gave instructors an opport.:.ity to try out ideas.
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Concurrent with the small unit work was the problem of objectives--
j:.,F,c what should one know at the age of 12? What could be taught in the
project considering the present background of students? As a partial
answer, suggestions for an eight-year program were developed.
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THE EIGHT-YEAR ALLIED ARTS PROGRAM

Need for the arts. Studying the arts fulfills a variety of needs
for various students at various stages cf intellectual, emotional, and
social development. The most cursory glance at recent anthologies of
readings in the phi.loscphy of art (e.g., Melvin Rader: A Modern Book

of Esthetics, edition, 1960) demonstrates that art is defined

in numerous ways and is considered to have many uses. Indeed,

scholars such as. Morris Weitz feel that the definition of art should
remain open-Ended aria continually subject to evaluation.

The value of art for various groups of people in any given century

varies. Seemingly, each era in human history (if such can be distin-
guished) is characterized by certain basic assumptions (Zeitgeist) and
peculiar problems. For some primitive tribes, the ceremonial or
ritual aspects of art are primary. For others, the recreational,
escape value of art is uppermost. For the citizen of the United States
living his mature life in the 1980's, '90's, and the early twenty-
first century, other values will be of central significance. It is

this latter group of people for whom this program is being constructed.

Problems of the time. The circumstances in which this group of
people will find themselves will dictate their use of art. The major

concerns of the late twentieth century can be imagined by extrapolation
from present issues. They will include the following:

1. Rapprochement among East, West, and Africa.
2. Increased specialization in all fields of endeavor with the

resultant feelings of alienation and lack of completeness.

Nonwestern studies, In order that the student be prepared for

the inevitable influx of Eastern and African cultural concomitants,
the entire allied arts program must place an emphasis on nonwestern
arts. The use of nonwestern materials should operate on the lesson
plan level even in the earliest grades. Although students should
develop an Intense feeling that their Western tradition is valuable,
this should overshadow the acquisition of a view of human
development as a worldwide process.

Alienation and the_rage for_order. The arts and humanities
must play a major role in the solution of the alienation problem.
Man's stock of knowledge expands, and necessary, desirable specialities
result. However, the achievements of certain liberally educated
individuals i, the Renaissance demonstrated the value of becoming
a "universal man." The vast increase in knowledge makes the achieve-
ment of this desirable status far more difficult for twentieth
century man, although he is aided by the more rapid ttansmission

of information. Among the major causes of alienation are

1. Each person performs only one aspect of larger tasks and
rately creates even one major aspect of his environment.
Even the objects in the home that surround him are made
by someone else.
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2. Few people are able to grasp what their contemporaries in
ether fields are thinking about. Most of the intellectual
world is closed to them. Doctor, lawyer, artist--all are
denied the thrill that comes from being involved in all of
the major issues of the day.

Therefore it is desirable that the allied arts program, what-
ever its final form, include a complete survey of the arts. This
entails the compilation of an annotated bibliography, a list of
works presently considered masterpieces in each field, and the
inclusion of all major methods and activities in each discipline.
Only then can the need for order and completeness be satisfied and
the feelings of isolation minimized. Students obviously cannot deal
with all of the works suggested, but should, at least, have a picture
of the whole domain of the arts.

The ideal school of the 1990's. 'fhe eight-year allied arts
program (grades 5-12) under consideration must, of necessity, be
articulated with the preceding and succeeding years of study. Some
psychologists maintain that the first four years of primary school
constitute a noticeably separate field of endeavor. In these years,
the student is primarily performance oriented in each c: the arts.
By the fifth grade (age 10), he is able to place greater concentration
upon the intellectual skills which will form a major portion of the
eight-year program.

At the other end, it is hoped that the final product of the
program will have at least the knowledge equivalence of current
college appreciation ccurses. The colleges should then be able to
eliminate such courses from their curricula.

We must continually have in mind a vision of a utopian educa-
tional system and assume that by the 1990's, when our program is in
operation, some progress toward the ideal will have been made. Our
program should be planned, as much as possible, for the avant-garde
schools of that day. They will probably be ungraded at all levels
with extraordinary resource centers at their disposal. The competent
allied arts or humanities teacher will exist in greater numbers than
at present. The twentieth century obsession with relationships will,
after the customary cultural lag, have made definitive inroads into
the curriculum. Subject-matter digtinctions will be blurred. Students
will continually attempt to interrelate their studies and will be
aided by all the benefits of flexible administrative procedures.
The entire community will have become an educational resource.
Students will spend time working in the observatories, hospitals,
law firms, newspapers, and libraries of the community. The school
itself will be among the most attractive places in the community,
remaining open for longer hours and for most Jays of the year.

In order to provide the knowledge necessary to the universal
man of the 1990's, schools will probably have to schedule longer
hours. The pressures upon students in such a Spartan curriculum can
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be minimized by flexibility within the school day and by the methods of
presentation of the subjects themselves. Good students already spend
their day from early morning until late evening in pursuing education.
The gap between schoolwork and homework should be obliterated. The

longer time spent at the school itself should be compensated for by a
great reductior in homework. Most study and research can be carried
on in the school or in the community.

The problems for society which these suggestions create might
seem prohibitive. Industries which require students for after-school
jobs may suffer and perhaps family life will be adversely affected.
These problems diminish if the community at large becomes more com-
pletely associated with the school. Industties affected should
attempt to take part in the educative process. Members of the family
will be able to utilize the resources of schools in the evenings.

The place of allied arts in the school program. Students concern
themselves with chree basic problems:

1. What is the
2. What are the

3. What is the

nature of man?
relationships between men?

nature of the external world?

The arts concern themselves with the first question; the social
sciences, language, and history with the second; the sciences and
mathematics with the thiTj. The categories are not mutually exclusive.

Integration of subject matter. Interrelationship of disciplines
may be a reality in the school of the 19901s. This approach to
education achieves several things:

1. Permits subject-matter areas to reinforce one another. This
diminishes the naivete and myopia that come from seeing only
parts rather than wholes.

2. Provides for variety in the school day. For example, the
interjection of history into a particularly demanding
scientific investigation can change the pace of activity.

3. Encourages the spirit of research by exhibiting the complexity
of problems.

Ways must be round to integrate history, philosophy, science, and
the allied arts. This is not imperative at every moment but is
certainly eesirable when general questions are being considered, for
example, matters of artistic style. The resultant mixture would be
true "humanities" education. Humanities study consists precisely
in the process of such integrations. There is no isolated humanities
curriculum. Humanities is a process.

The ideal final product of the allied arts program. This statement
is equivalent to a listing of objectives or final outcomes for the
eight-year course of study.
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I. The student should know all of the major materials in the arts
and have worked with many of them. For example, he should have
painted in various media, worked in such crafts as ceramics,
worked with a blueprint and vn urban design, composed music in
some twentieth century idiom, performed his own or others'
music in a group, choreographed and participated in dance,
worked in photography and helped make a short film, and
written poetry and short stories.

2. The student should be able to outline, however sketchily the

history of the arts in the West and in nonwestern cultures.
This chronological awareness yearns for the supplement of
the pure history curriculum and must be done in connection
with it. The intensive study of Greek art and literature,
for example, is partially meaningless until Greek history
is included. The student should go beyond the mere memoriza-
tion of stylistic cliches. Many of our assumptions about
a style are invalidated by research.

3. The student should be able to analyze in great detail a
selected body of works. Many ..)f these should be masterworks
or exemplars as they have been called. However, the critical
abilities that dew2lop should be able to encompass all works
in all styles--a lifetime process to be sure. But this
suggests that many mediocre works of art may be included
with profit insofar as they aid in developing the ability to
criticize. The bad works which constitute at least 90
percent of the production of any age can hardly be. ignored.
Understanding the development of a composer or a style is
unthinkable without knowing the lesser works as well as the
masterpieces. The masterpieces are usually more complex than
the lesser works and appeal to us because of the triumph over
a complex task. For this reason, they are difficult to
comprehend in their numerous aspects and should not constitute
the entire curriculum. Wien viewed alongside a selection of
lesser works, they will seem even greater in achievement.

4. The student should know in detail the work of several artists.
Soch a proposal is related to objective number 3 because it
emphasizes in-depth study. There are certain concepts and
attitudes toward analysis and history which one gains only
when he understands one art or one aspect of an art extremely
well. Those abilities can be gained in no other way; there
are no shortcuts. The ability to judge and separate good
works from lesser works grows from depth study as well as
from breadth experience.

Psychology of age levels. In order to determine the best means
for achieving the stated outcomes, the psychological characteristics
of students at the various age levels must be cons!dered. Interest in
the classroom can be held only when the subject matter is geared to
the peculiar requirements of the age level. No amount of subject-
matter organization permits the teacher to violate principles of child
and adolescent psychology. Certainly there are some constants among
motivating factors, for example, novelty and contrast. Subjects
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themselves often suggest certain logical modes of organization.
Therefore, it is possible to proceed in designing a curriculum before
the results of psychological investigation are complete. However, the
psychological findings will be necessary for fteqinallorderings.

Methods of approach. A judicious mixture of teaching methods
will be necessary in presenting the arts. It is worth keeping in
mind that there are two basic ways of looking at an art work- -
phenomenologically and chronologically. The work may be seen in
itself or in relation to other events. Some contemporary artists
feel that the boundaries of a work of art should not be fixed, but they
often violate the integrity of choice.

Three stages of approach to a phenomenon may be distinguished.

1. Description. The most elementary process of simply pointing
out clearly recognizable features of the work, for example,
"It is in binary form" or "It is scored for such-and-such
instruments."

2. Analysis. Discussion of the function and interrelationships
of parts; trying to recreate the work, perhaps even seeing
more than the composer might have.

3. Criticism. Evaluating the work in terms of success in
unifying form and content, "Is it an integrated whole?"
"Could better substitution be made for some of its parts?"
Here chronological knowledge is necessary, for the critic
must also ask "How does this work compare to other works of
the time and place?"

Within this framework, a number of activities will be possible.

1. Induction. Much information (as well as development of the
inquisitive attitude) can be gained when such probing takes
place. For example, students might explore the concept of
harmony in eighteenth century music. They will come to
conclusions only after examining a wide variety of works.
They will have the chance to founder about and emerge with
sophisticated notions about the research process as well as
the subject matter.

2. Deduction. Students are given a hypothesis about a style
and set about finding specific examples to prove it true or
false. The lack of such scientific method has plagued the
humanities for a long time.

Tasks constituting a major portion of the program should include:

1. Exploring general determinants (space, time, motion, light,
sound), These are factors in all art works.

2. Exploring specific topics or themes. The student might
discuss various treatments of the Oedipus myth, the Iphigenia
operas, the views of death in literature.

20o
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3. Describing, analyzing, and criticizing individual works of art.
This entails looking at histories, biographies, letters,
monographs, and the like, as well as concentrating on the work
itself.

4. Reading criticism by others.
5. Gaining skills. For example, music students must undergo

some of the rigors of ear training.
6. Creating. The student should produce new works and also, in

mus-:.c and the dance, recreate the works of others. The

resultant appreciation of the difficulties involved is
invaluable.

7. Studying styles in history and in cultures.

Since criticism is not the only goal of the program, emphasis
must be placed on activities such as creating which can be ends in
themselves as well as means to better critical ability. However, it
is now necessary to turn specifically to the process of criticism, for
this has been the subject of much debate. The question has been
raised, "What should the student know about the given art work?" "What
do critics say about a work?"

Sample analysis: Handel's Oboe Concerto in G Minor, Third
Movement. The critic attempts to see everything, knowing all the
while that his venture is ultimately impossible of achievement. A
work of art can never be entirely surrounded. One can never have all
of the pertinent items of information. Even the artist cannot under-
stand all of the forces that impinged upon his work and its subsequent
influence. Furthermore, interpretations change from era to era, and
each age sees new aspects of the work. Looking at the following work
solely as a phenomenon, without any chronologica: knowledge, what can
be said about it?

Melody (of soprano).

1. Undulates around f" until the definitive descent to b -flat'
through e-flat, d, c in the last three measures.

2. Generally conjunct or repetitive.
3. Skips appear on different beats in the varie',s measures.

Rhythm (of soprano).

beats.

16

12

17 18

13 2 12

The

19

12

scheme

20 21

13 2 1

1.

measure

accents

Accent: do not appear only on first
seems to be as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 14 15

12 1 1 1 12 12 la2j1 12 i13 (1)211

2. The patterns in brackets are known as hemiola. This
shifting of accents is an example of outward thrust and
desire to loosen bonds.
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Harmony (all parts).

1. Limited vocabulary of chords used--mainly triads aod sevenths
in various inversions.

2. Feelings of arrival in measure 4, beat 1; measure 9,
beat 1; measure 13, beat 1; perhaps measure 17, beat 1;
measure 21.

3. Arrival (cadence) is felt at these points because of the
relative stability of the chord reached and because of
melodic and rhythmic repose (long-note value, for example).

4. The piece begins in the key of Bb (despite the partial key
signature), reaches F (m. 9), D (m. 13), F (m. 19), and
Bb (m. 21). The roots of these chordi outline the Bb major
arpeggio.

Formal sections.

1. The piece can be divided by measures as follows: 5-4 -4-

3-5. This has melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic justification.
2. The work looks structurally like an arc except for the 3 which,

unfortunately for symmetry, is not a 4. Hnwever, the group
of three measures ends with a hemiola, and the first beat o
the following measure (m. 17) serves as a link between the
group of three measures and the group of five. A compression
has taken place which brings us bac to the note f "in the

soprano and represents tne high point of tension in the
piece.

3. The piece is overtly binary (two parts, each repeated) but
can be heard as ternary as well. In this case, measures
9-13 represent the height of the arc. They also move to
the most remce key (D major).

Interrelation of parts.

1. Contrary melodic motion between the bass and soprano is an
exciting achievement of balance.

2. Long notes in one part may be balanced by more rapid motion
in other parts.

Space.

1. Polarity of outer voices; occasional emergence of an inner
part

2. Daring thrusts outward ih range in the soprano are mirrored
by contrary motion in the bass. The effect is that of a
static middle ground and two centrifugal outer parts Three

dimensions.
3. Measures 9-13 are in a higher space than the so-rounding

sections.
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Time.

1. A heightening of tension is felt in each sucussive group of
measures until the return to fflin measure 17. This is
counterbalanced by the appearance of long note values within
the drive towrd measure 17, and indeed even there, arrival
is not secure.

2. The return of the opening material closes the form.

Movement.

1. Goals once reached quickly evaporate. The music tends not
to reaffirm harmonic goals.

2. In addition to the contima reaffirmations of f;) other tones
are stated, allowed to linger,and reaffirmed. An example is
the fir presented first in measure 13, stated in measure 14,
lingering in measure 15 (although appearing in an inner part),
and reaffirmed in measure 16. The continual lingering in the
air of unresolved 'cones parLially accounts for tension.

Sound (timbre, texture).

1. The oboe is pitted against four-pert strings. Sometimes the
strin3 group 1.resents one rhythm, sometimes two, never three
or four. The oboe is never obscured because of this.

2. Crescendos and diminuendos are built into the flow of sound.
For example, descent in bass range may represEit crescendo
(m. 12) or repose (m. 16-17).

What the analysis does not tell us. There is much useful knowledge
that can never be gained by analysis alone; for example:

1. Is the piece typical of Handel? The student would have to
apply the same critical procedure to numerous other works
by Handel in order to answer the question. The teacher
should encourage this research which he himself has probably
never done. This is infinitely more desirable than presenting
cliches about Handel's output. Few people have ever analyzed
a piece of music with insight, and there will be few analyses
for the students to consult.

2. Is the piece typical of the music of th period? The student
should examine a great deal of the music composed by Handel's
contemporaries. After doing so, he might decide that there
was a spirit which many works held in common. This spirit
could be called the Baroque. This approach is more productiwe
than that of merely telling the student what the Baroque is
supposed to be and asking him to find examples.

3. What is the place of the piece in Handel's development? When
was it written? (This is difficult to determine.) Does

Handel borrow ideas from some of his other pieces? (In this

case, the melodic line is very similar to that of numerous
other works.)
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4. Did this piece directly influence other composers' works? Was
it noticeably influenced by anyone else? (Usually difficult
questions to answer.)

5. How was the work performed? How many players on a part? What
kind of building? Outdoors? What kind of obce, strings, and
harpsichord were used?

6. To what extent did the soloist and the harpsichordist
improvise?

7. For whom was tha work written? Were many people familiar with
it or only members of a select circle?

8. Does Handel have anything to say about it? Are there any
observations by his contemporaries?

9. What is the current critical opinion regarding the work and
its degree of excellence?

10. What is the place of the work in the history of oboe concertos?

Obviously, the piece can serve not only as a phenomenon upon which
to exercise listening skills and critical analysis, it can also serve
as the starting point for further investigation. The student who is
a product of the eight-year allied arts curriculum should be able to
analyze such P piece and possess an awarenesa of tie limits of analysis.
He should have developed the feeling for research that will enable
to pursue some of the problems suggested above. If he can take part
in the performance of the work, all the better.
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OUTLINE OF A MUSIC CURRICULUM IN AN EIGHT-YEAR ALLIED ARTS PROGRAM

Perhaps the major purpose of education in the elementary and secon-
dary schools is the broadening of horizons. Exposure to a wide variety
of fields helps the student to organize the direction of his life and
increases his sensitivity, tolerance, and awareness. Exploration of
limited areas in depth is indispensable for the sophisticated research
attitudes which it produces, but such activity should not overshadow
the more important horizon-expanding function. For the music curriculum,
this theory imniies consideration of a wide range of musical : types,
analytic processes, and activities of musicians.

Structure and method. It is impossible to simply draw up a list of
the most exciting items which a student should know and devote a lesson
to eo.ch of them. Rather the problem of lessons cannot be divorced from
a concern with method. Deciding what will be taught must be considered
in relation to haw it will be taught. Failure to do this will result in
a series of lessons with no motvation for proceeding from one to another.
It may be impossible to justify each step taken, but some recognition
must be given to the problems of structure.

However, despite the press of methodological considerations and
the ultimate impossibility of considerir3 subject matter separately, it
is not entirely useless to have an idea of thu types of events that
should occur in a curriculum. Of necessity, the first step will be the
compilation of a list of such possible activities.

Once suggestions have been made a hierarchy of importance must be
established. Should students learn to recognize melodic intervals in a
separate ear-training unit or should this activity be incorporated into
analysis? Should students perform small vocal ensemble works in order
to later analyze them or should they try merely to enhance their per-
formance skills through such a task? If a work is being examined
analytically, should its place in culture be discussed at that time or
should such discussion be postponed until the culture is considered as
a unit?

Assum:.ticna. For purposes of curriculum building, we will assume
that students entering the course have already participated in an
earlier primary school music program of singing (unison and simple
part-songs), recorder-playing (solo and small ensembles), class piano
(simple tunes and harmonic progressions), rhythmic activities (mvoement
and rhythm band), composition and improvisation. Through each of the
activities, they will have learned to read one-line musical scores and
will have limited experience with multipart scores. Details of assump-
tions will be discussed in a future paper.

Proposed outline: brief form. The following pattern is recom-
mended as a basis for lesson-plan organization in that it can spiral
out over a long-range program in music-humanities education.
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1. Music in culture

a. Use
b. Function

2. Music as structure

a. Durational aspect
b. Horizontal aspect
c. Vertical aspect
d. Textural aspect

3. History of musical styles

a. Pre-1300
b. Fourteenth Century
c. Fifteenth Century
d. Sixteenth Century

4. Performance
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c. Performance practice
d. Instrumental timbre and

singing style

e. Formal patterns
f. Structural devices
g. Organic analysis

e. Seventeenth Century
f. Eighteenth Century
g. Nineteenth Century
h. Twentieth Century

a. Single-line instruments (voice, recorder)
b. Multipart instruments (guitar, piano)
c. Conducting

Proposed Outline: Expanded Form

:.usic in culture

a. Use. How is music employed by a group? In what situations
does it appear?

b. Function. Why is music used? What is its broad purpose,
for example, es symbolic behavior?

c. Performance practice. What conditions surround tht production
of the work? Is music performed indoors and outdoors? In
what type of buildings and rooms?

d. Instrumental timbre and singing style. What instruments does
a particular culture have? What methods of vocal production
are used Do either of these reflect religions attitudes or
other cultural factors?

Comments. The four categories overlap; for example, use and function
are not always separabie. The makeup of an instrumental ensemble could
be considered as an aspect of performance practice or related to the use
to which the music is put. Instrumental timbre and singing style could
be discussed in analysis lessons when texture is considered (see II. d.).
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Music as structure

a. Durational aspect. Ruythm. Gesture. Handling of time.

b. Horizontal aspect. Melody. Motion. Handling of one dimension
in space.

c. Vertical aspect. Coincidence of sounds whether or not the
culture views them as harmony. Handling of multidimensional
space.

d. Textural aspect. Quality of sound. Musical light and dark-
ness. Texture refers here to the everchanging, kaleidoscopic
combinations of instruments used in a work. Instruments
themselves can be discussed under I.d.--instrumental timbre
and sirging style. A brilliant example of analysis occurs in
Hans T. David's article, "Mozartean Modulations," which
appeared in a Musical Quarterly of 1963 and has been reprinted
in The Creative World of Mozart, edited by Paul Henry Lang.
David discusses the development section of the last movement
in the G Minor Symphony (No. 40) and observes that Mozart
changes the textures and th,t harmonic progressions at pre-
cisely the same time. Textural description and analysis
preceded this insight.

e. Formal patterns. What are the large-scale organizational
features of the work? Is the piece closed or open in regard
to recurrence of material?

f Structural devices. What are the underlying bases of
organization, for example, isorhythm, nuclear themes, or
harmonic progressions?

g. drganic analysis. The ultimate goal of the six preceding
approaches to a work. How do the six approaches interact?
For example, if a melodic line becomes significantly dis-
junct in a predominantly conjunct melodic style, is the
harmonic rhythm altered? Is a certain rhythmic pattern
associated with the disjunct motion? Does the tempo change
at that point? Is the texture altered?

Comments. The borderline between description and analysis is a
vague one. Description entails such activities as the development of a
terminology for the piece and counting the appearances of melooic
intervals, rhythmic patterns, chords, etc., in order to determine
normalcy. Real analysis goes beyond description and tries to reach
conclusions concerning the composer's assumptions and style.

The descriptton and analysis of a single piece raises questions
concerning other pieces in the same general style. Organic analysis
leads logically to stylistic analysis--tLe attempt to surround and
delimit a style or common practice. For example, is piece A similar
to pi ce S by the same composer? What seems to be normal and abnorma..
in this composer's work? Can other works of his be justifiably placed
within their stylistic orbit? Which works of his contemporaries dis-
play similarities?
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What is the feasibility of viewing a certain group of works as
aspects of the same style? When in the development of tle style can we
say that a new style is emerging?

History of musical styles

a. Pre-1300. In Eurcpe,areas of investigation could include
the extant fragments of Greek music, the varieties of
Christian chant, the development of organum culminating in
Perotin, medieval folk dances, and secular vocal monophony.
In Japan, the music of the Nara, Heian, and Kamakula dynasties
can be discussed.

b. Fourteenth Century. Scholars disagree in emphasizing the
importance of the fourteenth century as the beginning of
the Renaissance in the West. In Western European music, a
"new art" arises. 1300 seems to be a logical starting point
for serious chronological investigation. In Japan, the
Kamakura dynasty continues.

c. Fifteenth Century. Some knowledge of Eastern Europe is
currently available, The Muromaki period in Japan.

d. Sixteenth Century. End of Renaissance in Western Europe;
Muromaki and Genroku periods in Japan.

e. Seventeenth Century. The Baroque period in the West; Genroku
period in Japan.

f. Eighteenth Century. Late Baroque, Rococo, and Classical periods
in the West; Tokugawa dynasty in Japan,
Nineteenth Century. Romanticism and realism in tie West;
Tokugawa and Meiji dynasties in Japan.

h. Twentieth Century. Diversity of styles in the West;
internationalization of style in recent Japanese iusic.

Comments. The history of music is primarily the history of musical
styles--their birth, growth, and decay. Historians of mus:.c are con-
cerned with such topics as the history of instruments and the changing
social conditions surrounding performance, but stylistic analysis is the
most important single task of the musicologist. It eventultlly plays a
role in the history of intellectual thought.

We know very little about the evolution of styles outside France,
Italy, England, and Central Europe. Our knowledge of musical history in
Spain, the United States, and Japan is probably next in quantity and
completeness. Of the development of music in most of Africa, Asia,
South America, Eastern Europe, we can only guess until research is more
advanced.

Nevertheless, it seems advisable to organize the study of styles
chronologically. In the future, we hope to know more about the
development of music outside Western Europe. Our understanding will
always be limited because most of the music has vanished forever.
Nor is it always reliable to project layers of chronology based on
analysis of surviving works.
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It would seem that all styles outside Western Europe should be
studied by genre or country rather than chronologically. This, however,
creates a split in the methods of approach. While such a dichotomy is
not totally undesirable, the purposes of order would be better served
by adopting a single approach to the study of musical styles in the
world. Chronolog" is advantageous as the guiding factor because it
assists the student in seeing relationships among styles and in
evaluating the relative sophistication of musical cultures in given
centuries.

Once the chronol6gical approach has been chosen, several thorny
problems remain. For example, should the material be organized by
centuries, parts of centuries, or stylistic periods such as Renaissance
and Baroque? Since the period approach forces the student to look
pr:marily at the innovative music of the time and does not find
equivalents in most nonwestern cultures, the impersonal century approach
seems preferable. Although it is equally arbitrary to set given years
as starting points, the advantage of enabling the student to correlate
his artistic knowledge with historical events appears decisive.

Certuries might be divided into 25-year periods for purposes of
discussion. This seems to be an intellectually manipulable amount of
time. Few researchers examine larger units and few significant con-
clusions can be reached by examining smaller units. Although once
again, styles are arbitrarily seg,nented, the advantages of correlation
with knowledge in other disciplines would seem overwhelming.

Other approaches are not ruled out, of course. Consideration of
the development of style in a genre is always useful. A view of the

music of a single tribe or country is revealing in a different way. Nor
should the thematic or topical approach be disregarded. A discussion
of Romeo and Juliet or Iphigenia settings in opera would be worthwhile
examples of such an approach.

Performance

a. Single-line instruments (voice, recorder). Especially useful
in ensembles.

b. Multipart instruments (guitar, piano). Especially useful in
harmonic analysis.

c. Conducting. Work with ensembles of voices and of recorders,

Comments. Although such performing activities may be used as means
to the understanding of other units in the program (as suggested below),
they should also be included simply as areas for the development of
skill. If one of the goals of the allied arts or humanities course Is
exposure to the major activities in the field of music, performance
experience for its own sake cannot be excluded. It is also extremely
difficult for a student to evaluate the quality of musical performances
unless he has participated in some.
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A person who wishes to include singing and playing in his life
should begin their cultivation in elementary school. Those who are
particularly interested or gifted may take part in the regular
ensemble program which the school offers. The music prog1 im in the
schools would be a bipartite phenomenon consisting of (1) the aesthetic
education course and (2) additional ensemble experience.

Additional activities and metnods. The main activity of the student
should consist in listening and analyzing. The latter process may be
aided by lectures, reading, discussion, and inquiry. In addition, thr,
following activities may be useful throughout the course of study. They
are viewed here as means and, except for performance, not desirable
as major units in themselves.

a. Composition. All styles have limitations; certain events
are excluded from them. It is therefore useful in stylistic
analysis to ask the student to compose a piece "in the style"
in order that he may discover its characteristics. Likewise,
it is valuable to set the task of composition in formal
patterns or with specific structural devices. This enables him
to work in twentieth century styles. Students can also
perform their owa compositions. Keyboard harmony and dictation
may be included here or under d, ear training.

b. Improvisation. Improvisation also takes place within a set
of limitations. The student is able to exercise his ingenuity
as well a: obtain stylistic insights. Group improvisation is
particularly useful.

c. Performance. Not only is performance an end in itself (see
IV above) it may also serve as a means to bet'.er analysis.
Class piano, for example, may assist in harmonic analysis.

d. Ear-training. This activity not only assists in developing
singing and conducting skills, it also enables the student to
perform aural analysis.

e. Criticism of performance. Deciding how to perform a work
is never considered apart from a style. These discussions
may serve as adjuncts to lessons in stylistic analysis.
Individual performances may be examined for this purpose.

f. Notation, Music has been written down in a variety of ways.
the notational system reflects the limitations of styles.
Since composers notated only what was necessary for performers,
the system should not be approached as a rigid phenomenon.
The study of performance practice (I, c) and improvisation
are related here.

g. Musicological research techniques. Cultures cannot be
studied nor stylistic analyses done without the apparatus of
musical scholarship. Bibliography is the most important
single aspect for the purposes of the humanities course.
Paleography and historiography should also be given positions
of prominence.
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h. Music education. The way in which music is taught in a society
sheds light on the role of music in the culture. The psychology
of music can be considered here. Students should be encouraged
to evaluate the very curriculum which they are engaged in
pursuing.

XXXX

Other long-range outlines took the opposite or environmental approach.
The assumptior in these plans was that living was art; one should first
recognize the aesthetic in everyday life.

ART IN OUR DAILY LIVES: OUTLINE OF A SURVEY COURSE IN THE
ARTS, BASED ON A CULTURAL-ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH

Necessities of Everyday Living

I. Clothing

II. Food

III. Housing

The instructor should begin by pointing out both the beauty and
practicality to be found in each of these areas.

I. Clothing

A. The aesthetics in dress

1. Practical

2. Aesthetically pleasing
3. Interesting texture in material, pleasing to the touch

The instructor should point out these basic elements to the
Students and discuss these with them.

B. The development of national dress, including hair styles,
cosmetics, accessories

1. Ancient period
2. Medieval period
3. Contemporary period
4. Future

The instructor should point out the similarities of change in
styles in eadi country during particular periods.

C. The aesthetics in accessories

1. Decorative
2. Practical
3. Symbolic
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The instructor should point out the change in emphasis of the role
of accessories for both men and women.

D. Aesthetics in textiles

1. Variation in fibers and methods of weaving
2. Color and texture
3. Practicality and comfort

The instructor should point out these basic elements in various
textiles. In each of the above areas slides and movies will be pro-
vided for further clarity. Students should be encouraged to bring to
class examples of their cwn.

II. Food

A. The aesthetics cf food

1. Nourishment
2. Taste
3. Texture
4. Smell
5. Color
6. Form in serving
7. Sound

The instructor should point out these basic elements in the prepara-
tion and serving of foods, noting the differences in emphasis among
nation: as to a practical or pleasurable approach to foods.

B. Customs in foods

1. Ancient period
2. Medieval period
3. Contemporary period
4. Future

The instructor should point out the changes in diet through these
periods, noting any food taboos and methods of preparing and serving in
various countries.

C. Aesthetics in cooking and serving utensils

1. Form and style of dishes throughout the world
2. Practicality and beauty

The instructor should point out good designs whether in metal,
clay, glass, or china, noting particularly when a design is Toth
functional and beautiful.
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III. Housing

A. Aesthetic in housing

1. Practicality
2. Visual interest
3. Texture

Comfort

The instructor should point out the basic elements of practical,
well-designed housing with attention to both private homes and community
and public buildings.

B. Housing customs throughout the world

1. Ancient period
2. Medieval period
3. Contemporary per4od
4. Future

The instructor should point out the practicalit;: of housing types
in various nations, noting adaptations due to climate. The student
should be made aware of the beauty in the characterL8tic architecture
of each nation and the changes in these styles thromh the centuries.

C. Aesthetics in furnishings

1. Furniture
2. Textiles
3. Aczessories

D. Aesthetics in landscaping, private and public

1. Form of gardens in various nations
2. Private gardens
3. Parks

'4. Public landscaping

E. Lighting

1. Form and style of lighting fixtures
2. Change in source of light through the centuries
3. Practicality

Lighting in the home, theatrical lighting, commercial
lighting and public lighting

F. Use of color in housing

1. Colors in private homes
2. Colors in public buildings
3. Colors in lit;hting

J
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The instructor should point out human reactions to types and colors
of lighting, texture and form and plant life and the effects of seasonal
changes.

The Human and How He Expresses Himself Through Art

I. Performing arts

II. Literature

III. Vi.ual arts

The instructor should point out the human element in all arts,
noting the form human expression takes and its refinement.

I. Performing arts

A. Dance

1. Styles of dance in the world
2. Primitive dances in the world
3. Folk dances in the world
4. Dance in the theatre

a. Ancient perici
b. Medieval period
c. Contemporary dance

B. Drama

1. Form of primitive drama
2. Drama throughout the world
3. Use of puppets, marionettes and shadows
4. History of the mechanics of staging and theatre design

C. Music

1. Primitive music
2. Vocal and instrumental music
3. Music throughout the world
4. Music and its purpose

D. Sports as performing arts

1. Style of sports throughout the world
2. Audience and sports

The instructor should emphasize the creativity in the performing arts
and help the students realize that this is an inborn quality in human
beings. The relationship between the performers and the audience should
also bc- stressed. The instructor should guide the students in their
appreciation and understanding of tIlese arts.
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II. Literature

A. Aesthetics in lettering

1. Lettering in nations around the world
2. History of writing equipment

B. Myths in literature

1. Ancient folk tales
?. Literary masterpieces through the centuries

C. Poetry and lyrics

1. Styles of poems
2. Lyrics and melody

D. Literature in the performing arts

1. Opera
2. Drama

a. Musicals
b. Kabuki

The instructor should stress the importance of our heritage of
myths and folk tales and their importance throughout the world. Thoigh

a great deal of literature is based on these myths and tales, the
student should be made to realize that there is an even greE.ter amount
of original creativity in the literary world. Slideb, movies, tape
recordings and records are to be provided for further clarity.

III. Visual arts

A. Painting

1. Stjes of painting throughout the world
2. History .if painting

3. Basic elements in painting

a. Line--movement
b. Color--harmony
c. Com?osition--empty space
d. Subject--artist's statement

4. Media
c. Masterpieces through the centuries--understanding and

appreciation
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B. Sculpture

I. Styles of sculpture throughout the world
2. History of sculpture
3. Basic elements of sculpture

a. Line
b. Plane
c. Mass
d. Subject and material
e. Color

4. Concept of empty space in sculpture
5. Masterpieces in sculpture through the centuries--

understand:rng and appreciation

The instructor should be very careful to differentiate between fine
arts and commercial arts. The students should also be made aware of the
new media used in contemporary art.

The Arts in Religion

I. The Religions of the World

II. Paintings in Religion

III. Sculpture in Religion

IV. Music in Religion

V. Architecture in Religion

VI. LiteraLure in Religion

VII. Drama in Religion

The instructor should point out the elements of religion in human
life ane the arts.

The Philosophy of Art

At this point the instructor and the students should discuss the
elements cc. the relationship between art and human life, and its
futre.

X.XXX
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Due to the differences in opinion AS to the basic outline that
should be followed, a faculty steering committee was established
under the chairmanship of Professor Charles Leonhard to serve as
a clearing agency for plans developed and tc made decision.; to
enable the staff to make a unified approach when this appeared
feasible. The committee consisted of 14 faculty members
representing each department within the University involved in
the project. The initial guidelines directed the preparation of
monographs as a first strap in the exemplar approach.

A TENTATIVE GUIDE FOR FESIGNING INSTRUCTIONAL
UNITS FOR AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Guidelines from the Faculty Steering Committee

Faculty and graduate students assigned to the project have been
charged with the initial task of developing preliminary units of
instruction. The guidelines proposed by the faculty steering
committee are as follows:

1. Each graduate student assigned to the project will seek out and
depend upon advice and criticism from faculty members as he
develops materials for the project. A tutorial relationship
between each graduate student and at least une faculty member
would be desirable.

2. Preliminary course materials will center upon analysis and
interpretation of a single work in each of the arts, within
a single but rather broadly defined historical context. These
separate units of instruction, taken together, will provide
the student with problems in analyzing contemporary Renaissance
or Neo-Classical, and primitive or Classical works in each of
the arts.

3. Selection of single works in each of the arts will he guided by
considerations of:

a. The historical importance of the work, as reflected either
in a "peak" embodiment of certain qualitieQ and ideas or
its transitional and innovative character;

b. The complexity of the work as reflected, for example, in
the range of expressive qualities one can both ascribe to
the work and account for by analysis of its symbolic
status, sensuous qualities, and the formal relationships
among them;

c. The possibility of drawing upon a single cultural context
"xi illuminate certain aspects of the several arts; and

d. The possibility of selecting works in two or more arts which
demonstrate analogous principles of organization, co,,struction
or theme.
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4. The steering committee is aware cl some of the hazards in
centering course materials on single works of art and
acknowledges that this choice of direction is only one of
many possible approaches to aesthetic education. It is a way
to begin, and the ultimate proof of its merit will rest with
the student's power to encounter other works of art with
interest, relevant questions, sensitivity, and openness to their
evocative power.

5. It should be understood that course materials are in no way
limited to pu2serl.ation of only one work of art, but that all
other works presented will in some sense help the student better
to understand qualities in the primary work around which the unit
of instruction is organized.

6. The role to be played by performance or studio activity is open;
that is, the committee has not prejudged its relative irportance
in helping the student to discern certain qualities in the work
of art.

Some Guidelines for the Format of Units of Instruction*

1. A monograph (substantive component for the teacher, 30 to
50 pages). The monograph is conceived as a readable guide for
the average teacher whose backgrclnd in the arts is limited.
It provides;

a. General information about the cultural setting in which the
work was created, with particular attention to those factors
which are essential to interpreting the imagery, style, and
historical import of the work.

b. Brief information about Qie vrtist, if known. A chronology
of important events in the life of the artist might be
appended to the monograph and presented in typical summary
fo_m.

c. Information of a technical nature indicating perhaps, the
materials, forming processes, basic form, scale, location,
instruments, mode of presentation in o,iginal context and
the like.

d. Analytical devices which help the teacher to encounter the
work and to focus selectively upon those components and
qualities which have demanded the attention of scholars and
enlightened critics, and which account, in part, for the range
of meanings we can ascribe to the work.

e. Particular insightr into the character and import of the work
as viewed by experts. These observations would be abstracted
from the literature. (It is not inconceivable that one might
commission an expert to write an entire monograph for the
project.)

*Modified by L. Chapman and R. Smith from Bruner's nr s in Toward
a Theory of Instruction, pp. 98-101.
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f. A selected annotated bibliography for further teacher
reference.

g. A style of writing which invites the teacher tP read on and
which leaves the teacher with the feeling he nas talked with
and learned from an expert. The monograph should be intel-
ligible and concise, but accurate in its detail and memorable
reading. It is not likely to meet these requirements on the
first try.

2. A repertory of behavioral objectives and devices for instruction
(pedagogical component for the teacher)

This part of the unit is also designed for the teacher. Its
purpose is to suggest what the teacher might do in order to help
the student to perceive, analyze, and interpret the work; and
to provide charts, diagrams, tapes, films, reproductions, discus-
sions or studio problems, relevant questions, and games to arouse
student interest and focus it on the work.

Because devices have a way of becoming ends rather than
means, it is imperative that these means be viewed in relation
to the knowledge, skills, and understandings they are designed
to promote. Acco,dingly, each device ought to be offered so
the teacher can understand:

a. The intellectual skill, ability, or mode of response to be
developed through the device.

b. The particular objects, events, or phenomena to be isolated
or brought together by the device.

c. The relevance of both the skill or mode of response and the
particular phenomena to aesthetic "knowing."

1. Pupil materials (standard substantive component for the pupil)

This section of the unit consists of readings for the
student, illustrative material in the form of charts, diagrams,
reproductions, tape loops or cued recordi.3s, films or film loops,
and other referents whicl help him to perceive, analyze, and
interpret the particular of art and to understand the
varied forms that enl.ightened conversetion about the arts can
take.

4. Pupil materials (pedagogical component for the pupil)

This section presents model exercises and problems which
either (a) promote a readiness for the pupil to undertake the
tasks presented in section 3 or (h) move beyond the limits
implicit in the materials presented in section 3. In short,
this section provides self-helps for slower students and
challenges for orighter students.
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5. Supplementary materials

This section would include anthologies; book, film, slide,
and recording lists; information about scheduled performances
in dance, theater, and music; locations and hours of galleries
and museums, etc.

6. Documentary

This section would include an account in film, tape, or
transcript of ordilary teachers and pupils making use of the
materials in the unit. These documentaries could be edited
or designed for teacher institutes, teacher training, or for
demonstration of the materials to administrative and lay groups.
Appropriate written materials for each of these audiences and
purposes could be developed at a later time.

After work with faculty members and graduate students on the
monographs for several weeks, the project director decided this
approach had serious limitations as expressed in the following
letter to the steering committee:

In my opinion, the selection of an exemplar as an initial way
to approach the solving of problems posed by the task of developing
a new program does not hold promise of success at this time.

1. Too stringent limits are placed on the graduate students.
We are not receiving the benefit of their imagination, ideas,
and experience.

2. The graduate students have spent most of their time
assembling extant information or writing lengthy historical
ba6kgrounds on the work of art.

3. The real intention of the use of exemplars seems unobtainable
without a good d'al of background work.

4. The landscape architecture department feels that the
Villa Lante can probably be covered in one period. This
does not seem to r.it the exemplar approach.

5. The environmental aspects of the project are miusing.

I suggest that the graduate students bt allowed to approach
their teaching unit in ways that are truly irncvative, whatever
this may be. This should be preliminary work for this semester.
Th- graduate students seem to feel that this time should be used
to solve as many preliminary problems as possible and reserve more
of the writing for the summer.
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1. They would like to worry about the preparatory work needed
with students before tackling an exemplar. What would be
the initial reaction of Uni High School students to
Beethoven's Fifth Piano Concerto?

2. What knowledges and skills are necessary for he students
to intelligently use an exemplar? Exactly how does viewing
a play differ from the film and television?

3. How much time does it take to teach with understanding
some of the fundamentals to each art form?

4. The dance division desires to try out some ideas in the
forthcoming weeks to enable them to better write cur-
riculum materials. The other areas feel comparable needs.

As I see it, this need not change in any major way the tentative
guide for designing instructional units. We need to broaden the
interpretation of the project to allow experimental methodological
and evaluative tasks prior to the formal writing.

A second danger to intensive work with exemplars was that any
unity in the program would be lacking. The staff devoted more
meetings on the subject of identifying unifying factors in the
arts than any other one subject. The fault of most projects
surveyed was in oversimplification of the meaning of the principles.
Complete agreement was not obtained from all staff members but a
working outline was achieved. Art members of the staff feel that
un'ty should be a separate point rather than combined with form.
This common element could be added if it clarifies in any way.

Outline of General Aesthetic Principles Common to All the Arts

A. Common division and classification of "the arts"

1. Painting
2. Sculpture
3. Architecture
4. Music
5. Literature (includes poetry)
6. Drama
7. Dance

B. Summary of common elements
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1. Subject (meaning)
2. Organization
3. Continuity (rhythm)
4. Form
5. Balance
6. Emphasis
7. Expressive materials

I. Subject. All art objects have a subject (theme).

A. The subject is treated according to its potentialities
and limitations withing the expressive medium of the
art form.

B. With regard to selectivity: The subject can be the same
(or similar) for various arts; but, each art selects
different aspects of the subject for emphasis or for
elimination.- -(Munro, 342-3)

II. Organization. All art objects have organization.

A. What is organized differs from art to art.
B. Types of organization

1. Spatial (Ex.: painting)

2. Temporal (Ex.: music)--(Faulkner)

III. Continuity. All art objects have continuity.

A. Definition of continuity: transition or sequence, produced
by an increase or decrease in quality

B. Concepts

1. Repetition
2. Progression (more dynamic)

C. Function

1. Focus
2. Order
3. Emphasis of idea
4. Harmony (uf repetition and progression)

D. Alternate term: rhythm

1. Definition: the repetition of emphasis at regular,
or systematically varied intervals. Refers both to
spatial and to temporal relationships.

2. Examples
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a. Dance (most obvious)! continuity
b. Music: gradual dynamic change (crescendo,

diminuendo)
c. Painting: change in color (gray, to dull green,

to bright green)
d. Poetry: irregular "beats"
e. Sculpturc: rhythmic repetition of planes and

masses
f. Any of the visual arts: size progression from

small to large
g. In nature, shape (waves repeat to a peak)

--(Faulkner, 369)

IV. Form: all art objects have form.

A. Definition of form: variety in unity
B. Formula: design (variety) + pattern (unity) = FORM
C. Example of form; theme (unity) + variations (variety)

--(Pepper, 116)
D. Components of form

1. ltecurreace of a theme (pattern)

a. Definition of theme: an individual unit or element
of an art object

b. Examples

(1) Melody (music)
(2) Uolor (painting)
(3) Shape (painting, sculpture, architecture)
(4) Phrase (music, literature, drama)
(5) Characteristic motive (all)
(6) Idea (all) --(Munro, 22)

2. Use of contrast (variety)

a. Use of space (opposite of mass)
b. Corresponding elements

(1) Temporal organization

(a) Silence (music)
(b) Silence (drama)

(2) Spatial organization

(a) Interiors

1) Actual (archi:ecture)
2) Symbolic (painting)--(Faulkner, 520)
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c. Other means of variety

(1) Opposition of contrasting thelnes
(2) Juxtaposition of contrasting themes--401unro,22)

V. All art objects have balance.

A. Types of balance

1. Symmetrical (static, formal, passive)
2. Asymmetrical (active, informal)

a. Suggests movement
b. Dynamicism --(Faulkner, 369; Munro, 22)

VI. All art objects employ emphasis.

A. Definition of emphasis: to hold and release attention
by stress on some things

B. Alternate terms

1. Dominance and subordinance
2. Conflict and resolution
3. Tension and release

C. Methods: dominance

--(Faulkner, 376; Munro, 22)

1. Size (large)
2. Shape (bold)
3. Color (intense)
4. Use of unusual or unexpected objects or effects
5. Grouping for dominance

D. Principle

1. Limit dominant points.
2. This is variable according to the medium.

a. Use few points of dominance for small medium
(etching, prelude).

b. Use more for a large medium (mural; symphony).
--(Faulkner, 376)

VII. All art objects use expressive materials. Example:

A. Poetry, literature, drama express verbal ideas through
words (verbs, nouns, etc.).

B. Music expresses musical ideas through types of sounds.
C. Painting, sculpture, architecture express plastic or

graphic ideas through plastic elements (form, time, spice,
texture, color).
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VIII. How music fits into general aesthetic criteria (Note: Main
source for musical criteria, Ratner)

A. Musical principle: arrival
General aesthetic category: emphasis

1. Arrival is usually a form of release of tension
(alternate terms signifying emphasis).

2. Dominance by grGuping is a frequent method (cadential
formulae).

3. In music, criteria for points of arrival are:

a. Is the cadence well defined ot obscure?
b. If obscure, what are methods of disguise? (Changes

in meter, rhythm, dynamics, 1.enge?)
c. Frequency of occurrence

B. Musical principle: movement
General aesthetic category: ,Continuity

1. Five components of movement

a. Pace (tempo)
b. Accent (emphasis)
c. Rhythm
d. Meter
e. Use of silence

2. These components exemplify general concepts of
repetition and progression, particularly since de elements

are responsible for the t ?mporaT. quality of music

(its progression through time).
3. These components meet functiona requirements.

a. They impose order upon, a wol..
b. Accent setves as a focal p)i.nt (or series of

points) for rhythmic organisation.

4. Rhythm (an alternate term for m)vement) is a
fundamental organizational element in music.

C. Musical principle! consonance and 1:.ssonance
General aesthetic category: emphasi8

1. Use of dissonance and consonance for motion and
rrrival; for tension and release

2. Varying degrees of saturation
3. In music, conventional denotatiln of consonance is

in association with the triad.

D. Musical principle: phrese structure
General aesthetic category: form
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I. The phrase is an essential element of fcrm.
2. Some concepts of phrase structure which are vital to

formal structure:

a. Length
b. Symmetry (or asymmetry)
c. Repetition (or lack of it)
d. Clarity of definition
e. Periodization (sectionalization)

E. Musical principle: phrase structure
General, aesthetic category: balance

1. Used as an element of balance, the main concern is
with relationships between phrases, rather than with
the individual phrase.

2. General observations on the role of symmetry vs.
asymmetry in the creation of movement hold true
here (see: balance).

F. Musical principle: form

1. Form in mu:ic meets all the requirements of form used
in a more general aesthetic sense.
It consists of "variety in unity."-

3. It is (literally) based on the recurrence of a
"theme." This is a principal organizing device in
music.

4. Variation in music may be used in a narrow and in
a broad sense.

a. Narrow: "theme and variations" implying basically
either melodic or harmonic alteration

b. Wide: refers to change in many elements, among
them:

(1) Alteration of schemes
(2) Omission of a section
(3) Orchestration
(4) Articulation
(5) Texture
(6) Tonality
(7) Sonority
(8) Mood
0) Dynamics

(10) Tempo
(11) Range (registration)
(12) Motioa (conjunct -- disjunct)
(13) Rhythm
(14) Meter
(15) Improvisation in performance
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IX. Music criteria widch do not fit into general aesthetic criteria
(includes borderline cases)

A. Musical principle: qualities of sound
Possible general category: expressive materials

1. Registration (high, medium, low)
2. Articulation (staccato, legato)
3. Timbrl (color of instruments, voices)
4. Amount (thin, full)
5. Dynamics (loud, soft)
6. Type of orchestration
7. Quality (brilliant, dull)
8. Range (pitch range; dynam= range)
9. Contrast

10. Homogeneity (blend)

B. Musical principle: texture
Possible general category: expressivc! materials

1. Homophonic (chordal; emphasis on melody)
2. Polyphonic (linear; towards equality of voices)

a. Number of "voices"?
b. Polarity between soprano and bass?
c. Use of counterpoint and imitation (degree of

independence of voices).

3. Use of ornamentation

C. Musical principle: ilarmonic action

I. Some aspects of this principle seem putely musical

a. Key feeling (strong, weak)
b. Harmonic structure and vocabulary
c. Use of cadence to define tonality

2. Other aspects can be relw.ed to general aesthetic
categories

L. Use of cadence to define a phrase (arrival in
music) (emphasis in general cerms)

b. Use of cadence to release tension (arrival in
music) (emphasis in general terms)

c. Use of harmonic action for coloration (qualities of
sound in music) (expressive materials in general
terms)

d. Use of harmonic action fen tension (dissonance in
music) (Emphasis in general terms)

e. Melodic or chordal harmonid action (texture in
music) (expressive materials in general terms)
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FIPJT-YEAR TRIAL PROJECTS

Although staff members were given freedom to construct_ lessons
on any subject and to teach them in any manner they saw fit, the
quality of the lessons was not consistent and all semblance of organi-
zation was lost. This was not all negative, however, as many excellent
ideas were developed. Some of the materials developed in this period
are contained in this section, others in the subject-matter appendix.
Nut.lerous lessons were developed and tried, only a few of which
appear in this report.

A continuing problem was to convince staff members (who had cog-
nitively agreed to the concept of allied arts) that this was practical
for their subject. The following report from the first year of art
instruction is an indication of the major change in the concept of
teaching made by the art instructors. The initial plans were con-
sidered by the instructors to be heavily weighted with appreciation
and integrating principles common to all the arts. However. from the
viewpoint of the aesthetician, the program looks like a standard art
skill-oriented class. Compare the progrom with the work in the art
classes three years later, after a teacher reeducation program had
brought about some basic changes. The time it might take to change
teachers who are not initially committed to an allied arts program is
not known.

Art Department Program Report, 1966-67

Advanced art 12b. In the advanced art courses, the work was
divided between, first, a structured approach to the elements and
principles of design, and second, an unstructured period wherein
students worked on individual projects carried on in a studio
situation in which the teacher no longer assigned and limited, but
encouraged experimentation in media.

Elements of design. The first half of the semester was devoted
to a study of the elements of design which underlie the creation and
appreciation of two- and three- dimensional att. A grasp of such formal
structire and an understanding of the technical problems in composition
could enable the students to better apprehend or respond to works of
art, and to create as well their own works on a progressive scale. It,

therefore, seemed highly desirable for students to appr^ach design
through a formally planned out series of creative problems, and that
this experience be extended to as many media as possible. Terms basic
to discussions of both drawing and design were defined and the dis-
tinctions clarified among representational, abstract and nonrepresenta-
tional art. Much use was made of the Abraham Rattner portfolio and of
slides of twentieth century art for illustrating principles in variety
and depth.

Inductiyeasicedures. Of prime imlortance was the establishment
of a free, though structured, approach, which the student was

allowed to make choices and decisions. These decisions could aid him
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to establIsh his own criteria as well as to understand those established
by critics and authorities. The objectives Gf this unit demanded that
the introduction of force-fed restrictions and rules be avoided; it
seemed essential that the philosophy of such an approach to design be
pragmatic rather than percettual. The process whereby students discover
through the elements of design convergent decision situations, in itself
embodies a central aesthetic element, namely, the contemplation of
possibilities and a gradual narrowing of those theoretical possibilities
by real decisions within the framework of design. It could not be
sufficient for the teacher merely to expound, demonstrate, or illustrate.
Inductive procedures lead the pupil gradually to develop a willingness
to experiiitent on a simple level, to inves,-igate the range of possibilities
open to him, eliminating many workable probal.ilities, and to make a series
of increasingly subtle choices in developing a successful design.

It )ecame increasingly clear that the real aesthetic value of the
design unit lay in just such a decisional situation. Given the principles
of design as constituting the context of decision, the educational value
of the experience for the student developed from the initial freedom and
lack of restriction, which fast diminished as the work within individual
projects developed. Whenever a student asked the instructor to make 1
judgment or a choice for him, an immediate appeal to the student's
judgment was made. Ultimately, any critical view offered by the instructor
was given with the qualification that a critical view could not in itself
anticipate artistic choice or decision in the moment of creation,

Drawing. Beyond the intensified inductive study of the elements of
design during the first semester, L. drawfng unit was planned to run con-
currently with the design unit. Each approach gained added reinforcement
from the other: as the elements of design were co eed, the drawing
units were structured to give experience in free-sko :hing techniques
and in the rt,ore mechanical disciplines in drawing, sus' as perspective
and proportion.

Student reaction. The students themselves presented, as one might
su:pose of a selective sluient body, within I rather homogeneous sample of
intelligence and acumen, a wide range of motivations and an even wider
range of experience, cr lack of it, in art, depending upon the vagaries
of their background, and in particular, of scheduling. Early in the
semester, some students were reluctant about the design project. They
had anticipated going right into the studio to work on individual pro-
jects. Others welcomed the added discipline in the "fundamentals."
Ultimately, all of them warmed to the project. Equally amazing at times
were both the ambitions expressed to work in highly specialized areas,
and the naivete of some of them with regard to tFe most elemental and
basic aspects underlying the use of various media.

Individual nrojects. Although specific assignments were avoi-''d
here, and students were tret to work in whatever media they chose, the
work was structured in the sense that they were requested to work in
depth in one area of fine art and one of craft, i.e., painting or
sculpture, and jewelry or ceramics. Work in sketchbooks was continued
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through the whole of the semester for all classes, with requests of
specific assignments to be completed: e.g., a reproduction of a drawing
by a recognized muter, with reference to the original sketchbooks of
the artist to be preliminary procedure for the reproduciAon itself; an
interpretation of a poem or poetic fragment, either in part or wholly
through an illustration, utilizing elemcnts and principles of design,
this illustration to be accompanied by an analysis of the formal
e"-_!ments of the poem itself.

In general, the advanced art classes are structured so that four
days per week are studio oriented, with Cie fifth being given over to
slides, discussion, films, and illustrations of the technical material
of the course. Music, in addition, is a part of the studio days.
Types of music are played on a regular schedule, with both students
and teachers providing samples on a schedule. The variety of styleL
represented and the interested reactions to this addition to the
atmosphere of the at class suggest that 1-1-1 music is clearly appropriate.
It does enhance, and does not interfere. In general, it has been possible
among the classes to isolate freshmen and sophomores from se-ior4 and
juniors so that a program for progressive growth in bo,h depth and
variety can be achieved. It is the consensus of the members of the
department that from the subfreshman course through the sophomore year,
variety in media ought to be maintained. It is desirable that the
younger students gain early experience in a wide variety of media
before they specialize. Thus, the program which exists in the sub-
freshman course is continued, with students working in at least six of
the following areas during the year: pottery, sculptute, stitchery,
architectural design, mosaics, drawing, paintilg, collage-montage, and
print-making. Beyond the sop' omore year, it seems advisable for
several reasons to limit students to working in one area of fine and
one area of applied art. First, the students' previous wider experience
allows them to determine upon their "special" areas more intelligently;
second, a larger, deeper concept of the nature of art is possible only
after students have lived with an art form for some length of time. If

any maturity of the sensibilities to art forms is to be generated in and
by the studio, then depL% in one of the media seems the only really
viable mode of developing those sensibilities. Moreover, younger
students seem to need a more structured program. Confusion about "what
to do" for individual projectsen emotion among younger students in
the studio-- decreases only with the added maturity which familiarity
with variant media can bring to students, and which greater knowledge
of their own preferences and limitations provides Lb! students.

Summary of Content of Design and Drawing Units

Phase I

Design: Line--line quality: direction, repetition, alternation,

I

I

1

U

I

j

subordination, and accentuation; use of these qualities to
create rhythm, harmony, tension, balance; area and shape as
evolved from interaction of lines, and as functional according 1

to principles of rhythm, harmony, tension and balance,
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repetition, alternation, etc. (Source materialKennett,
Bates' Basic Design.)

Drawing: Contouc and gesture drawings; still life, basic geometric
shapes for study of one- and two-point perspective;
Renaissance paintings and drawings used for illustration
of above points.

Phase II

Design: Tone--experimentation with tones from white ti black on
created shapes; application of principles of design as
Jiscovered in unit on line, to area of tone.

Drawing: Work with medium-toned papers, gray, brown; stress uf
importance of tone in establishing patterns of shades and
shadows, highlights and lowlights through use of black
and white; work with perspective studies of still life.

Phase III

Design: Texture--at this point, students began to develop marked
independence in the ability to sense and utilize the principles
of design as they function in the area of texture. Pride
of accomplishment and confidence in individual ability re-
placed tentative questionings about the possible rightness
of their work.

Drawing: Work in texture was reinforced in drawing as students
rendered and reproduced three textural rubbings or actual
textures which were to be mounted on a drawing board.

Phase IV

Design: Color--this unit WES necessarily more involved because of
the emotional evocations and nuances associated with the
area of color. Current preferences in contrast to older
rules about color harmony considered, color wheel itself;
primary and secondary colors, their combinations, tertiary
colors, complementary and split complementary color harmonies,
analogous harmonies, climate controls, in fashion and
interior design.

Drawing: Visual study of slides of early, high, and late Renaissance
paintings for illustration of traditional use of color.
Renaissance paintings used to review other principles
active contrast of materials from Rattner portfolio with
samples of primitive work.
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Sixth- and Seventh-Grade Students

Individual projects. During the first two weeks, all students
worked in drawing and string line designs although it would have been
highly desirable to adopt the "single-project" approach for beginning
students in art. Lack of space, lack of materials, and general diversity
of interests led us to the abandonment of this in favor of a freer
choice of projects from the following categories: pottery, sculpture,
stitchery, archicectural design, mosaics, drawing, painting, collage-
montage, and print-making. The instructor has set a somewhat arbitrary
limit of three projects per semester, in order that all students will
work in at least six project areas during the year, gaining thereby
either a performing or an observing experience in all areas. Moreover,
the original problems of lack of space and materials have been solved.
In addition, students can gain a working knowledge of the fundamentals
of design which they are studying in special classes devoted to the
development of cognitive awareness of the principles of design. Although
these students are much more demanding of time and advice than are older,
more experienced art students, it is clear that, even among those
students who would not have elected art, there is a strong and decided
interest in projects which both challenge their imagination and ate
yet suited to specific interests, as those interests are generated by
the diversity of projects which are in process at any one time in the
laboratory.

In addition, students view slides which illustrate principles under
discussion and experimentation in their projects. Students are required
to bring to class newspaper clippings, books, slides, etc., which can be
related to their project areas. Each group is responsible for a bulletin-
board type of presentation on their project area. At specified times,
groups present reports of information concerning artists, styles, material
and innovations in their project areas.

In general, the approach used with the students is an endeavor to
elicit from them a genuine interest and response to the styles and
meeia with which they are working. At this poin, the view of other
critics is decidedly secondary to the development by the students of
their nwn substantive set of criteria by which to criticize a work
of an intelligently.

Elements of art. During this year in art, a program of instruc-
tion one day a week in the principles and elements of art and design,
has been initiated. The intention is to produce a series of lessons
waich coordinate studio activities with textbook for the school art
program. The first experiments with this program were lesJons in color.
It was hoped that working in color and color phenomena could be
established: thus the first lessons inttodued the vocabulary through
observation and watercolor work. The vocabulary itself seemed a
right place to begin, in order to facilitate subsequent discussions
of color in visual art, and to minimize the element of vague nersonal
emotion in discussions which depend go heavily upon student response
to color in art. Such personal responses are inherent and. of course,
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healthy in any encounter with color; yet they can prove to be a barrier
to learning thQ why's and how's of color and its use in art.

Class procedure

1. Colors were named by reccgnition on a color wheel chart.
2. Primary colors were discussed and defined, and each student

was asked to make his own chart with chalk and paper. An
example of such a chart is available as a model.

3. Secon.lary colors were then defined and discussed and included
on the charts in the same manner as were the primaries; with-
out explanation the students were asked to join each primary
color with the secondary color opposite from it on the chart.

4. Discussion of complementary colors proceeded in relation to
this fact that all opposites on the color wheel are
complementary; how to create black and brown, use of charts
demonstrating these mixtures.

5. Hue, intensity, value, shade, and tint were introduced and
defined as part of the color vocabulary; comparisons were
made between them both verbally and with visual charts.

Evaluation. Intermediate school attention span indicates that no
lesson can be more than 20 to 30 minutes. This became a prime determining
factor in planning subjects for lessons in color, and how these were to
be divided as subjects for class work, as well as a hint for planning
succeeding units. Thus, inclusion and discussion with exercises of terms
such as warm and cool color, harmonies, disharmonies, proportion, and
balance were planned as subjects or later lessons in color during the
semester.

All class sessions were capes: for further study. The tape recording
of the first class revealed good response to defining colors and terms
related to colors. Students seemed to understand clearly the need to
define both terms and tools in art before good understanding of subject
could develop. Each tape yielded many questions and answers which
suggest approaches usable in subsequent lessons. Student response to
questions concerning uses of color in their homes was mixed, but mostly
negative. Perhaps this is due to not so much lack of awareness or of
interest, but lack of responsibility. One of the most important dis-
coveries from the first tape, which led to modifications in methr.d in
the later lessons, was the realization that charts demonstrating color
phenomena were a relatively unsuccessful way of leading the students to
a sure, inner knowledge of color. Far more meaningful and dramatic
would be watercolors at han1 for instant illustration and demonstration
by the student for himself of the "facts" about color. Chalk was deemd
unsatisfactory for this kind of firsthand illustration of color-mixing.
The change of colors is far more dramatic with watercolor. However,
active participation by students in the actual making of colors leads
to the kind of student awareness of the theory of color that we want to
develop.

XXXX
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ART: INTRODUCTORY LESSON ON FORM

Form

Last time we talked about the art object as it exists and we talked
about the way the artist organizes his subject matter on a canvas. We
discussed the principles that guide him in creating a work of art,
principles that can guide us in viewing the work of art. We talked about
balance, harmony, and rhythm, as used by the Greeks and by artists during
the Renaissance. We considered the fact that a picture is more than
just subject matter, that how the subject matter is handled is important.
We talked about the form the artist creates. Well, I've been thinking
that maybe we should clarify that term form. If I use the words form and
conte-t regarding a picture, what do these terms mean?

The work of art exists, whether it exists on a flat plane or as a
free-standing sculpture. It is there for you to look at. It is a
challenge to your senses, intelligence, and emotions. It exists to
evoke a response from you, the viewer. To what do you primarily respond?
Form and content. Form and content we also the concerns of the artist
who created the work.

The content of the work is the subject, stated and otherwise, that
the artist presents to the viewer. The form is the manner in which the
artist presents the content to the viewer. Content includes the artist's
emotional and intellectual interpretation of subject matter. Form is
concerned with the presentation of content, the artist's mode of expres-
sion, the way he presents his subject.

It is not expression or subject

Form appeals primarily to the intellect. It does not evoke emotional
response or involvement, but rather intellectual investigation. The

word "form" takes on many nuances of meaning; the artist's work, three
dimensional or two dimensional, in sculpture, architecture, or paint, may
be referred to as form. Whither or not the work of art is expressive of
a stated subject matter it must have form. In fact, much of the art work
of the twentieth century is formal composition devoid of expressive
content and stated subject oatter, and depends upon the viewer's ability
to find pleasure in line, shape, tone, texture, and color for their own
sakes.

The viewer should not only enjoy a "nostalgic sunset" or "beautiful
cnild" or "appealing kitten." The color- the sunset may be presented
in a new relationship; the shapes and 1. ,es that occur in the portrait
and the sensuous textures of fur may be enjoyed wiOnut the sentimental
or emotional involvement that subject matter evokes. The artist is
creating new forms not based on reproduction of natural or man-made
objects. He is completely free to arrange line, shape, tone, texture,
and color into new relationships.
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How do we think of form divorced of content? Think about an
aluminum jello mold. That is a form. When you place liquid jello in
it, that liquid is formless; however, it is content. But when it comes
out of the refrigerator and you remove it from the mold, the jello retains
the form of the mold.

Think of a human being. You see hair, skin, muscle, teeth, eyes.
But think of what gives form to all these. The skeleton determines the
form. Remove the skeleton and you would be left with a heap of proto-
plasm on the floor.

Take the skeleton without the flesh, the flashing eyes, the smile.
It is a pretty lifeless thing yet it is regularly composed. It is a
basic structure for the living flesh and sensate person.

In our twentieth century, artists have often stripped the meat
(subject-content) from their works of art and presented form.

Mondrian--Composition form

Pollack--Composition expression

Formal considerations include: media, technical ability, and
compasition.

Modern art requires the viewer to be informed in these areas, to
enjoy stone, metal and pigment for their own special characteristics.
It also requires appreciating the art st's technical competence in
handling that media. The viewer must understand the problems and
challenges mastered by the artist in unifying such elements as line,
shape, tone, texture, and color into new interesting compositions. He

must grasp the principles of harmony, balance. and rhythm which unify
these lines, shapes, tones, textures, and colors into new unities.
Actually, these principles underlie all of the arts. All art appeals
to the senses, and is an expression of human response to nature and
environment. Whether or not the artist defines the subject in a
representational manner or an abstract or nonrepresentational manner,
his art reflects his response to his human condition within the media
which is part of his environment.

Art is a mode of ordering the chaotic universe, or expressing man's
response to his position therein. Man experiences the universe through
his five senses: hearing, seeing, smell, taste, touch--the operational
functions of ear, eye, nose, mouth, and skin

As our perception grows, hearing becomes listening, sight becomes
perceiving. The senses become more coordinated. The mind can integrate
what the eye sees, the body touches, the tongue tastes, the ear hears,
and the nose smells into new experiences which we call aesthetic responses.
Even at a very primitive stage, man was expressing his response to his
environment via art forms. Expression was also communication. He shared
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his experience through the dance, sculpture and painting, music and
speech, and through these arts he also attempted to control his
environment. Until very recently, art has been utilitarian, created
to serve a purpose similar to those of primitive man's ritualistic art.
Art has been used as a religious tool to communicate with his gods and
control them. Until very recently, art has been used for communication
between men. Art has been message oriented.

Only in our time do we see an art that exists outside the realm of
communication. Art becomes pure form, divorced from emotion and appealing
only to the senses. Art at this pc,int becomes antihuman, that is, devoid
of content or subject relating to human experience. If art is devoid of
human meaning, it exists only as fanciful decorative detail. The form
is divorced from function in an age which believes that form follows
function, that function is essential to the development of form.

Elements of Form: Harmony, Rhythm, Balance

Harmony: Similarity
Balance: Tension
Rhythm: Movement

Development

Harmon) created by:

Similarity--lines, shapes, tones, color
Modulation
Repetition
Recurrence Variation
Gradation Alternation
Progression Repetition

Rhythm created by:

Repetition
Gradation
Progression of lines, shapes, tones, color.
Climax
Measure
Dominance
Contrast

Balance created by:

Symmetry
Centrality

) two equal parts convergent to center (bilateral
symmetry)

Asymmetry--two unequal parts (small, interesting area)
Counterpoints (large loose area)
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We will look at DaVinci's Last Supper; we will consider balance,
harmony, rhythm. This is a serious religious picture, but let us look
beyond the subject matter right now to those things that make for harmony.

Look at all the horizontal lines that repeat the line of the table.

Look at all the vertical liners that repeat the upright position of
the central figure.

Look at the horizontal lines that all seem to point to the head
of Christ.

Look for curved lines that repeat the curve of the window directly
behind Christ.

Repetition is cne of the bases for harmony in a picture. There is
much variation in these kinds of lines, variety of length and thickness.

Variation create, harmony and also creates rhythm in art.

Look at the curved lines that are formed among the groups at the
table, and the manner in which these alternate in length and direction.
There are many small curves within the draperies, the items on the
table, the hair.

Alternation is another way of creating harmony. Consider the
balance that is achieved between the strong horizontal and vertical
planes of this picture.

The picture is painted on j Lerizontal-rectangular surface. This
horizontal is stro,,gly repeated by the table which runs almost the
entire length; because it relates to the airface plane, it creates a
problem of balance for Ole artist. The strong dark verticals in wall
hangings are used to counterbalance this horizontal pull. In addition,
the diagonals that establish the perspective of the room pull the eye
back to the center of the picture. The curves in the human groups
mediate and balance the strident geometry of the verticals, horizontals,
and diagonals that would otherwise dominate this composition,

Consider the uilor and the light in this picture. The. shadows are
those that would appear in a roam naturally, and all the colors are
subdued and unobtr.Jsive. Renaissane artists used color and light to
mold their figures, creating the illusion of weight, mass, volume,
rather than decoratively ;3, did earlier artists and those of other
periods. The Renaissance artist stilly lot the Creek ideals of a unity
achieved by balance, harmony, ,nd rhythm al: in this picture by Leonardo.

Now look at a picture by Tint,L,rctto, done less than 100 years later.
Look for horizontal lines, vetticai lines. diagonal lines, and curved
lines. Those most pr,,.rint.nt at the' dia,vnal and cotved lines, Con-

sider the tablc in tbc two pAintings. DaVinci is balanced like
a balanced scale, th,c 1111L,,rctt r plintinir is overbilanc,ed or tilted.
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Look at the light and sh4dow in the two pictures. The lighting in the
DaVinci is natural; the Tintoretto lighting is brightly dramatic, a type
of intense light and shadow called "chiaroscuro."

What can we conclude about the specific subject matter the artist
was expressing? Obviously, Tintoretto is striving for dramatic effect,
building up strong tensions in the tilted composi'ion, the wildly

dramatic chiaroscuro. However, DaVinci is dealing with a very dramatic
moment in his dainting, too, the moment when Christ reveals that one of
those at the table will betray him.

Tintoretto portrays the moment when Christ says while distributing
the bread and wine at this Last Supper that the bread is his body and
the wine, his blood. This is a sacrificial moment. At the time of
Tintoretto, the Catholic Church was trying to revitalize its strength.
So this painting and its message were to be made as emotionally moving
as possible. The picture is not one of calm repose and assurance, for
the time was one of great tension and emotionality as far as religion
was concerned.

XXXX

One staff member in music had strong feelings that the exemplar
method had serious deficiencies, primarily with respect to student
in'erest at this age level. His attitude was that material would have
to be developed which would supplement the study of exemplars or at
least colld be used for contras:..

Two initial approaches were tried in music. The first followed
the plan in th_ other arts, the development of a monograph or an
exemplar. The writer was to keep in mind the probable combining of
the arts for teaching, but at this time was to not weaken the quality
of the musical monograph. Later working sessions would wrestle with
problems of the combined arts approach. The first monograph was
developed using Beethoven's Piano Concerto Number 5, a work recom-
mended by members of the musicology department. The outline for the
monograph is given below.

Introduction
II. The man

A. Life

B. Influences
C. Musical training

III. His music

A. Works
B. Technical qualities and aspects

C. Expressive qualities and aspects
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IV. Pie.lo Concerto Number 5

A. History
B. Form

1. General stvey, symphony, concerto, etc.
2. The concerto form in particular

C. Technical

1. Themes
2. Orchestration
3. Piano treatment and use
4. Interpretation

XXXX
A second approach was environmental in nature. Starting with the

students' familiar musical environment- -jazz and rock--tapes were made
similar to self-instructional units. These were made available to
several school systems which had requested project materials.
Mr. David Campbell wrote several articles on this aspect of the project.

The environmental approach served a number of purposes. First,
the effectiveness could be determined of a taped unit in music used in
classes as a teaching aid for specialist and nonspecialist teachers.
Envisioned was a possible library of such taped units, covering many
areas of music, that would allow the teacher to select the unit, or
part of a unit, needed. A written text and appropriate visual aids
were included in the unit.

Second, the effectiveness of such taped units with students and
their response to the method was determined.

Third, the usefulness of jazz and its related styles as a "wedge"
to initiate interest that could expand to a large variety of music was
determined. The belief was that jazz tends to be neuter in its effect
upon the adolescent whereas symphonic music can arouse an initial
response.

Fourth, the main purpose of this endeavor was to derive insights
and direction for future research. The time span of the project was
much too brief and dealt with too few students to determine significant
results. However, valuable insights were obtained rs well as possible
hints for future work.

The following pages present the tape narration and a list of
the musical excerpts used in the environmental approach.
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NARRATION FROM THE TAPE ON MODERN MUSIC

1. All of these various kinds of music can be called modern. There
are three traditions of modern music: the symphonic tradition inherited
from Western Europe; the American folk tradition, exclusively a part of
the United States; and the Afro-American tradition brought by Negro
slaves to this country and then incorporated into the Western European
style with Western instruments and based on Western musical scales. It
is this peculiar combination of the African syncopated rhythm with the
Western traditional scales and instruments which produced jazz. Jazz
varies between the United States, the Islands, and Latin America, but
it is all derived from the same source of syncopated and microrhythms.
It is not the usual pulsating 1, 2, 3, 4 heat, but it does cause a
body response, snapping the fingers or tapping the foot. Syncopation
is the basis of jazz, together with something called improvisation,
which means creating the music while it is being performed. Jazz made
the performer not only a performer but a creator. Jazz in the
United States took a different path than in the Islands and Latin America
due to the strong influence of rhythm and blues from the African
tradition.

2. When the freed Afro-American slave finally took up Western
instruments, he expressed himself with the African rhythm, but was
forced to conform to the scale of the Western instruments. Thus
developed a wholly new style of music, not purely African, not purely
American. Jazz then, is unique to the New World.

3. From this combination emerged a new style of jazz, that which
we call Dixieland, a happy danceable type of music.

4. In the 30's everybody danced, but it was to a new style of
jazz that depended upon large bands for its performance. This was
called Swing. The leaders of the large swing bands became famous men,
men like Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, Harry James,
Gene Krupain what many now call the Golden Age of Swing

5. Swing, as popular music, declined during and after the second
World War. It was replaced first by an experimental, short-lived kind
of jazz called Be-Bop, that used a rhythm which was no longer even or
steady enough for dancing. This evolved into a kind of jazz which is
the current style today, that is, progressive jazz. Progressive jazz
is a listener's music. It is not danceable as swing was, or even as
Dixieland. It borrows from the symphonic tradition, and is serious.
It is known as cool rather than hot, meaning that it is restrained as
compared to being open and uninhibited. One must listen carefully to
this for it depends less on rhythm than Dixieland and swing. The

jazz rhythm is still there, but now it is the improvisation which
matters--the ideas, as the jazz man calls them.

6. All three styles of jazz still exist. One can hear Dixieland,
swing, or progressive being played in all parts of the country. Dixie-
land and swing have remained the same. They are neither changing mgr
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evolving. Progressive jazz is changing. In the Islands, Cuba,
Puerto Rico, and in Latin America, the jazz rhythm took on a different
sound. Here the rhythm is the prime concern. The music is still dance-
able and is rich in the instrumental color and influences of Spain and
the Indian nations.

7. American popular music, as it has been known for the last 30 or
40 years, is an offshoot of jazz. Musicians call this type of sound
"sweet bands," "society bands," "hotel-style bands," and "Mickey bands."
(The latter name aerived from the similarity in sound to the background
music of Mickey Mouse cartoons.)

8. Using elements of jazz, particularly the popular song, the
theater evolved a new form called musical comedy, which is also uniquely
American. It has its on story to tell, much to long to be discussed
here. It has a long history of hit shows--My Fair Lady, West Side
Story, Flower Drum Song. Oklahoma--all still part of the jazz tradition.
Broadway shows are a combination of dance, theater, and music, much like
opera, only making use of the jazz-style popular song, and set in
contemporary times.

Rhythm and blues, unlike Dixieland, swing, progressive, the
popular song, or Broadwayshows, is exclusively a Negro art. It

depends upon the Negro's way of singing--phrasing, bending the melody
in pitch and rhythm, and expressing himself in music uniquely his own.

10. Much of the style of rhythm and blues is derived from church
worship and from the spiritual.

11. Blues are a peculiar combination of sorrow and happiness,
gaiety and tragedy. The melody, the harmony and rhythm may be happy
sounding, gay, moving, but the words tell a completely different
story.

12. In the early 1950's, Negro rhythm and blues were combined with
hillbilly music from Kentucky, Tennessee and the South. This peculiar
combination gave us the style of music which is most popular today- -
rock and roll, begun by Elvis Presley. Rock and roll, then, is not very
old but is based on one of the oldest kinds of American jazz. Rock and
roll has retained the rhythm from rhythm and blues--that is the jazz
rhythm--but it has added a peculiar hillbilly style of singing.

13. Of the three traditions, American folk music has been least
affected by other styles of music because of its origin in the mountains
and the far West. American folk music is unique to this country, and
up until recent times, it had hardly changed. Its main purpose was to
tell a story set to the simple kind of melody with a simple accompaniment.

14. In recent years folk music has enjoyed a revival, has become
popular and, of course, urbanized. It is now sung by people who have no
connection with the country, or the mountains. rr the far West. This is

what is now termed urban folk music, such as the music of Peter, Paul,
and Mary.
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15. The most recent development hos been a combination of rock and
roll and folk music--a new phenomena cailed folk rock originated mostly
by Bob Dylan, making use of the rock and roll rhythm derived from jazz,
rhythm and blues, and the folk song.

16. In the middle and late 19th century the force of nationalism
that swept across Western Europe also affected music. The music of that
time is associated with countries and the composers that produced it.
French music is typically French, German music is German. The educated
listener car, identify its country of origin. In Germany, for example,
Richard Strauss was writing a music that was German in every sense- -
powerful-- strong- -very masculine, incorporating many of the aspirations
of the German people.

17. In the last decade of the 1!3th century and extending into the
20th century, impressionism which started first in literature and then
affected painting, became dominant in music. The composers, Debussy
and Ravel, were its leaci,.:rs. The music is light, colorful like the
paintings, and very delicate it its shadings.

18. Nationalism and impressionism gave way in the first decade
of the 20th century to an internatiun'lism, not only in music, but in
every way of life, so that now it is difficult to determine the
nationality of a number. Stravinsky was a prime composer of the
new music. His Rite of Spring broke from 311 traditions. This p:,ece

made use of dissonances, different rhythms, and different orchestrations.
At the time of its first performance it caused a near riot. Today is
is considered a conentional piece and is part of the symphonic tradition.

19. For a brief time in the 1920's, symphonic music was influenced
by jazz, especially in the work of George Gershwin. There seems to be
little continuation of this influence. Jazz has gone its own way,
being slightly influenced by symphonic music while symphonic music now
rather ignores jazz. This short excerpt from George Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue, shows an attezipt to combine jazz and the symphonic
tradition.

20. There is so much experimentation, so many different styles, so
many different kinds of music within the current symphonic tradition
that it is impossible to consider all of them. Electronic flusic, which
is among the more experimental music, is one example. Whether the
electronic. experimentation will become traditional music, no one can
say.

Music Accompanying Tape

Introduction

1. Cool, Stan Kenton
2. I Feel Pretty, Dave Brubeck
3. Officer Krupke, Broadway Show Cast
4. Help, The Beatles
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5. Rite of Spring, Stravinsky
6. Electronic
7. Blowin' in the Wind, Peter, Paul and Mary
8. Tambourine Man, Bob Dylan
9. Maggie's Farm, Bpi) Dylan

(8 minutes)

Jazz

1. Drums and Voice
2. Dixieland (early)
3. Dixieland (late)
4. Take the "A" Train, Duke Ellington
5. I Feel Pretty, Dave Brubeck
G. Cherry Pink, Perez Prado
7, (Popular)

a. Canadian Sunset, Hugo Winterhalter
b. The Naughty Lady of Shady Lane, Ames Brothers
c. Donkey Serenade, Alan Jones
d. Cocktails for Two, Spike Jones
e. Indian Love Song, Jeanette McDonald and Nelson Eddy

8. Jet Song, Broadway cast
9. (Rhythm and blues)

a. Swing Low, Hannah Dean
b. Blues, Jon Hendricks

Modern Music: Dixieland

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

1. Prologue, Stan Kenton (C)
2. In the Mood, Clean Miller (E)

3. Kiss Me Svcet, Original New Orleans Rhythm Minas (E)
4. Maryland My Maryland, Turk Murphy (E)
5. Separate instruments (E)

a. Trumpet
b. Clarinet
c. Piano
d. Trombone
e. Drums
f. Bass

6. Darktown Strutters Ball, Muggsy Spinier (C)
In order: ensemble: clarinet, piano, cornet, trombone,
ensemble, drum tag, ensemble

7. Mac the Knife, Louis Armstrong (C)
8. 46th Street Boogie, Memphis Slim (E)
9. Let's Sing Again, Fats Wailer (C)
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Modern Music: Swing

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

V111-88

1. Muskrat Ramble, Muggsy SpaSlier (E)
2. I Want to be Happy, Benny Goodman (E)
3. Begin the Beguine, Artie Shaw (E)

4. Boogie, Memphis Slim (E)
5. Boogie Woogie, Tommy Dorsey (C)
6. My .'d Flame, Billy Holiday (E)
7. There Are Such Things, Frank Sinatra with Dorsey (E)
8. Tchaikowsky Piano Concerto, Freddy Martin (E)
9. Take the "A" Train. Duke Ellington (C)

10. One O'Clock Jump, Count Basie (C)
11. Sunrf,e Serarade, Glenn Miller (E)
12. Molten Stomp, Woody Herman (C)

Be Bop

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

1. Oop- Pop -A -Do, Dizzy Gillespie (C)
2. Air Mail Special, Lionel Hampton (C)
3. Drums illustration of Be Bop (E)
4. Riff

a. Overtime e. Mutton Leg
b. Rat Race f. 52nd Street Theme
c. Cool Breeze g. Royal Roost
d. Allen's Alley

5. Bop Vocals
a. Opp-B)p-Sh-Bam
b. Jump Diddle Ba, Dizzy Gillespie (E)

c. Ha, Charlie Ventura (C)
6. What Is This Thing Called Love, Charlie Parker (C)
7. Fast Running Notes examples, three excerp's (E)
8. Oasis, Dizzy Gillespie (C)
9. Whealeigh Hall, Dizzy Gillespie (C)

Progressive Jazz

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

Introduction

1. Standstill, Paul Desmond and Gerr;, Mulligan (E)
2. 1 Feel Pretty, Stan Kenton (E)
3. Cloudburst ;vocal), Lamberts, Hendricks. and Ross (E)
4. Evolution of Man, herbie Mann(E)
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5. The Cool Sound (Saxophone)
a. Talk of the Town, Lester Young (E)
b. Tours End, Stan Getz (E)
c. Standstill, Desmond and Mulligan (E)

6. Little White Lies, George Shearing (C)
7. Taunting Scene (West Side Story), Stan Kenton (C)
8. Dialogues for Jazz Combo and Orchestra. Dave Brubeck (E)
9. Cloudburst (vocal), Lamberts, Hendricks, and Ross (C)

10. So What, Miles Davis, Trumpet (C)
Bill Evans, Piano
John Coltrane, Tencr
Julian "Cannonball." Adderley

Syncopation

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

Some class participation in clapping out syncopated rhythms is required
here.

1. Marketplace at Limoges, MousE.orgsky
a. Ravel Orchestration (C)
b. Swingle Singers (C)

2. Don Giovanni, Mozart
a. From the Opera (E)
b. Hold My rand Dan (C) (Rock and Roll)

3. Syncopation
a. Bass drum
b. Bass Very short excerfts
c. Complete drum rhythm

4. Blues
a. With syncopation j
b. Without syncopation

12 measures

5. Cherry Pink, Perez Prado (E)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8= mambo

6. America, Stan Kenton (E)
1 2 3 4 - 6 7 8, 1 2 3 4 - 6 7 8

7. Spiritual
e. Robert Shaw (E)
b. Hannah Dean (E)

8. Rite of Spring. Straiinsky (E)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 / 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

(15 minutes)
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Improvisation
E--Excerpt, C--Complete

1. I Feel Pretty
a. Broadway Show (E)
b. Dave Brubeck (E)

c. Stan Kenton (E)

The "bridge" or "middle"
a. Broadway Show (E)
b. Dave Brubeck (E)

c. Stan Kenton (E)

2. Maria
a. Broadway Show
b. Dave Brubeck (E)

c. Stan Kenton
(I. Dave Brubeck (C)

3. Sweet Sue
a. straight, as written
b, 1st improvisation, clarinet
c. 2nd improvisation, clarinet
d. Simultaneous improvisation, trumpet and clarinet
e. Full Dixieland chorus

4. Otchi-Tchor-Ni-Yi, Louis Armstrong
a. Full chorus g. Tenor sax
b. Vocal h. String bass
c. Piano i. Trombone
d. Speedup tempo (break) j. Chorus

e. Full ensemble k. Drum solo
f. Clarinet 1. Chorus

5. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Variations by Mozart, Piano
a. Melody
b. Var. I
c. Var. II (melody)
d. Var. III (slow)

e. Var. IV (fast and strong)

Coloration

E--Excerpt, C--Complete

1. Goldfinger (C)
2. I Want to Hold Your Hand (orchestration) (E)
3. James Bond Theme (E)
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4. Various Colorations
a. Trumpet, cup mute
b. Trumpet, wa wa mute ) (E)

c. Trombone, plunger mute )
d. Vibes
e. Cymbals

5. Saxophone (E)
a. With vibrato
b. Without vibrato
c. Coleman Hawkins
d. Sonny Stitt
e. Stan Getz
f. PBond Twistp

6. Trumpet (E)
a. Perez Prado
b. Miles Davis
c. Dizzy Gillespie

7. Guitar (E)
a. A straight performance
b. Rock and roll
c. Eddie Arnold (Western)

8. Vocal
a. Mario Lanza
b. Spike Jones
c. Harry Belafonte
d. Eddie Arnold
e. Louis Armstrong

9. Bands (E)
a. Guy Lombardo
b. Artie Shaw
c. Stan Kenton

E.-Excerpt, C--Complete

g. Illinois Jacquet
h. Paul Desmond
i. Charlie Parker
j. John Coltrane
k. Gerry Mulligan

f. Jon Hendricks
g. Hannah Dean
h. Lamberts. Hendricks, and Ross
i. Beatles

Expression

1. Piano (E)
a. Clair de Lune, Debussy
b. Boogie Woogie, Memphis Slim
c. Moonlight Sonata, Beethoven
d. Maria, Dave Bruebeck
e. Rhapsody on a Theme, Rachmaninoff

2. la Praise of God
a. My Luve What a Mornin1, Robert Shaw (E)
b. Wasn't Th-t a MightyDay, Black Nativity (C)

3. Trumpet (E)
a. Blues Licks
b. So What, Miles Davis
c. That's For Ma, Louis Armstrong
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4. Origils (E)
a. Fieldhands Singing (My Woman)

b. C Rider, Jon Hendricks
c. W. P. A., Jon Hendricks

5. In InsLi:uments (E)
a. Don't Call Me, Johnny Hodges
b. Iester Yount,

6. You Conna Lctse That Girl, Beatles (C)
Bouqul of Roses, Eddie Arnold
Help,' the Beatles

Folk music

I. Jamie. M,Pherson, Pete Seeger
2. If 1 Had a Hammer, Peter, Paul and Mary
3. Mapg e's Farm, Bob Dylan

Symphonic m Lsic

i. Rhapsody in Blue, George Gershwin
2. Afternoon of a Faun, Debussy
3. Rite of Spring, Stravinsky
4. Electronic
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS NO. I.; "Cujus animam gementem" from
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi's Stabat Mater

I, Primary concepts.

A. Qualities of sound.

1. Level of sound.

a. This movement is set in fairly high soprano range.
b. The accompanying instruments (string orchestra and organ)

play mostly in their middle ranges.

2. Amount of sound.

a. The performing forces consist of a solo soprano voice,
violin I and II, viola, cello, bass, and organ.

b. As written, the piece appears to be scored rather thinly:

(1) Usually, it consists of only two lines.
(2) For the most part, triads seem to be left unfilled

and incomplete.

c. However, as iadicated by the numerals in the score, the
organ realizes the figured bass, thus completing the
chords.

3. Color of sound.

a. The timbre is brilliant in some spots (mm. 15-18; mm.
74-77; mm. 91-94) because of the combination of two
factors:

(1) The quality of the fairly higL soprano voice and
violins.

(2) The use of forte repeated trills.

b. Other parts, by comparison, feature a rather muffled
sound (see: mm. 83-90, marked "sotto voce").

4. altength of sound.

a. The piece incorporates a wide range of dynamics, from
pianissimo to forte.

b. In typically Baroque fashion, the composer uses terrace
dynamics (sudden changes in the degree of loudness or
softness).

(1) An example of zerrace dynamics appears right at
the beginning of the piece (mm. 1-5).

(a) The movement begins piano, and remains at
that dynamic level for three measures.

(b) At the end of the first phrase (m. 4), there is
a sudden change to forte.
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(c) The new phrase (m. 5) begins again with a
sudden return to the iano dynamic marking of
the beginning.

(2) Thus, terrace dynamics are used to mark phrases by
calling attention to their beginning and end,

(3) Dynamics are also used to emphasize certain notes:

(a) High G with a trill on it (mm. 15-1P- mm.
74-771 mm. 91-94): This tone provides
brilliance.

(h) High Ab (mm. 59, 61): This tone emnhasizes a
foreign tonality.

(c) High C (mm. 104, 106): This tone is a strong
tonic (I) root.

c. Dynamics aid in projecting ti.e solo vocal line (mm.
28ff. ): Orchestral lines, which were nreviously
marked forte in the introduction (mm. 1-27), are now
only mf.

d. DynaAics are used :or contrast, to adt: variety to a
piece, involving a iot of melodic -enetition.

e. Dynamics ire emnloyed as an element of drama (mm. ;3-E,9).

(1) Here, we have the tension of several elements:

(a) Dynamics are extremely soft ("sotto voce").
(h) There is a long bass -edal on the tone C

(this creates tension, since tie ear then
desires a chnnge).

(c) A chromatic ascending line.
(d) Dissonant intervals:

1) The large inter'. 1 of a diminished
seventh (Ab-B natural) (m. C'/),

2) A tritone in C'e bass (mm. ( T-419).

B. qualities of movement.

1. Face of movement. The tempo of the piece is Andante amoroso
(a moderate pace).

2. Regularity of movement. The race remains the same
throuWoont.

3. Articulation of movement (the flow of a niece: whether a
work's movement is continuous or serarated).

a. Phrases are sharnly demarcated (separated) by:

(1) Rests at the end,
(2) Change in rhytIm.
(3) Heavy stress on 'ast rotes.
(4) Dynamic change.
(5) Drop in melodic line (sometimes).
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4. Intensity of movement.

a. in ventral, the manner of movement is rather vigorous;
the reasons are:

(1) There is a heavy first beat stress (type of
articulation).

(2) The first beat of the measure is short, while the
second is long (rhythm).

(3) The rhythm of the bass line is in opposition to
that of the other instruments.

(4) Alt of this rhythmic conflict is resolved as the
ear is 1st-ought up short at the end of the phrase
by two strong, short, equal, heavily accented
eighth notes.

(5) The impression of vigor is added by:

(a) Dynamic contrasts.
(b) Melodic skips.
(c) Harmonic dissonance (suspensions).
(d) The bold trill passages.
(e) The use of an energetic "walking" bass.

b. There are some contrasting passages, in which the
manner of movement is gentle; they usually last only
a short time, and serve to further stress the vigor of
the work.

(1) In these passages, the phrases are usually longer
than the four-bar phrases of the vigorous sections.

(2) Generally, phrase relationships are uneven (see:
mm. 9-23, which incorporates 2 + 6 patterns, rather
than 4 + 4).

(3) These passages are notable for their legato style;
slurs over the notes give the impression of
smoothness (see: mm. 64ff.).

C. Points of arrival.

1. Clarity of arrival.

a. There are many points of arrival through the piece.
b. These points of arrival are quite clear.

(1) They are always marked by a complete break--a
halt in sound.

(2) They coincide with, the end of a phrase.
(3) They are marked by strong cadences in the

principal key of that particular section (i.e.,
I-IV-V-I progressions, all chords being in root
positions).
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2. Finality of arrival.

a Most points of arrival (cadences) in the piece are
weak, in order to keep the work in motion.

b. For example, four main points of arrival occur during
the introductory orchestral section- -the first three
of which are quite weak:

(1) V
2
-I

6
cadence (m. 4).

(a) This cadence is harmonicalli weak.

1) In the V chord, the root is missing,
with no indication for its inclusion in
the figured bass notation; further, the
chord is in weak last inversion, with the
seventh (F) in the bass.

2) In the I chord, the third (Eb) is in the
bass; further, the chord is incomplete
(its fifth, C, is missing).

3) This cadence seems harmonically unrelated
to the next phrase, which begins in Bb
(the seventh of C).

4) The effect of this harmonic instability
is to keep the piece in motion.

(b) Against this harmonic weakness, the composer
juxtaposes other types of strength--thus
adding tension:

1) Rhythmic strength. The cadence consists
of strongly accented, equal first and
second beats.

2) Dynamic strength. The forte marking of
this measure (m. 4) contrasts with the
preceding piano indication.

3) Melodic strength.

a) These two notes (m. 4) are a compact,
separate entity from the preceding
measures; they are separated from the
preceding notes by the drop of a
seventh from B to Ab (mm. 3-4).

b) There is a strong melodic progression
from the lead tone (B) to the root
(C) of the tonic.

(2) Point No. 2. Cadence F-Bb (m. 8).

(a) This cadence is exactly the same as that of
measure 4, except it is a whole step lower.

(b) Thus, it bears similar degrees of weakness and
strength, within itself, as the first cadence.
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(c) However, by relation to the first cadence,
it is somewhat weaker, since it is not in
the tonic.

(d) Even more important, this cadence serves to
further weaken the first cadence by casting
doubt on the tonality of %he work as a whole.

(3) Point No. 3. Pause on the dominant, G (m. 14).

(a) This point of arrival is harmonically weak.

1) It is not part of a cadential formula.
2) It is preceded by a "progression" which

includes several diminished seventh
chords.

3) The dominant (V) is on a weak beat; it
is preceded by the dissonance of a Ill

chord on the strong beat of the measure.

(b) This point of arrival is melodically weak.

1) The root is not in the treble voice.
2) Rather, the upper voice moves from Eb

(the upper neighbor of the fifth) to D
(the fifth of the dominant chard).

(c) This point of arrival is dynamically weak.

1) Previous points of arrival were
emphasized by their forte dynamics.

2; This point of arrival, however, simply
continues the piano dynamics of the
previous portion of the phrase; thus, it
is r. t outstanding.

3) This point of arrival is subordinated to
the following brilliant forte trill
passage.

(0) This point of arri-yal is rhythmically strong.

1) It has accented, equal first End second
beats contrasting with the preceding
smooth flow.

2) It is marked by a complete halt in sound
as before.

3) However, because of other weak harmonic,
melodic, and dynamic factors, this is not
enough to slop motion; therefore, the
piece continues.

(e) The arrival on the dominant moves the music
back to the "right" (tonic) key.
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(4) Point No. 4. Repeated V-I cadences (mm. 22-27).

(a) This point cf arrival is harmonically strong:
It is a straightforward cadence.

(b) It is melodically strong, with a lead tone
to tonic root progression in the treble.

(c) It is rhythmically simple and clearcut.
(d) It is dlamically. strong: Two not of three

cadences at this point are forte.
(e) Nevertheless, since this is not the conclusion

of the piece, the composer uses the following
methods of variation to avoid the monotony of
exact repetition, as well as to keep away any
feeling of stability:

(1) Harmonic. After the first two cadences,
Pergolesi inserts the neighboring thirds
of C (Al) and EID) in succession, isolated
in the bass line; this adds motion.

(2) Melodic. There is a slight change in the
treble for the third cadence (B natutal
is now a D).

(3) Rhythmic. There is a slight change in
the bass line rhythm for the second
cadence.

(4) Dynamic, The composer uses terrace
dynamics, alternating forte, piano,
pianissimo, and forte in quick
succession.

(5) Articulation. There is a change from
slurred to more marked articulation for
the third cadence.

3. Emphasis of arrival.

a. In this piece, arrival is projected with quite a heavy
stress.

b. Emphasis consists of:

(1) Marked-in accents.
(2) Contrasting dynamics.
(3) Separation from the following section by silence;

each phrase is followed by a sudden halt.
(4) Change in rhythm.
(5) Melodic leaps to the point of arrival.

D. Interaction of movement and arrival (the creation of phrases
of musical movement).

1. Length of phases of movement.

a. Usually phases of movement ia thts piece are quite
short, averaging four measures.
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b. They are unequal and asymmetrical.

(1) There is a tendency to balance the first pl..ase
with a second phrase of equal length (see the
opening pair of four-bar phrases); then, the
composer unbalances the structure with a phrase
of different length.

(2) The use of both even and odd-numbered phrases is
noticeable.

(a) The introduction has a total of 27 measures.
(b) These are disposed as follows:

4 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 5 + 2 + 2

2. Approach to the point of arrival.

a. The composer employs a steady approach to the point
of arrival, with prominent sequential rhythmic
patterns.

b. There is a tendency for the melodic line to rise
toward the point of arrival, giving a feeling of
forward motion, and for the line to drop suddenly
upon arrival.

II. secondary concepts.

A. Rhythm.

1. Beat. Easily detectable throughout the piece.
2. Tempo (pace).

a. Andante. Refers to the speed (moderately slow and
moving).

b. Amoroso (amorously). Qualifying term for the manaer
of pace, giving some indication of its expressive
value.

c. There is no change in pace; it is the same throughout
the piece.

?. Meter (the steady flow of beats organized into small
groups)

a. Groups of beats are like small phases of movement.
b. Function of the first beat in each group.

(1) It generates fresh movement.
(2) It also serves as a point of arrival for the

preceding group.

c. Type of grouping: simple triple meter.

(1) Contains three beats.
(2) These beats are not subdivisions of a more primary

beat.
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4. Note values.

a. There is a fairly even distribution of weight through-
out the measure because of the combination of short
and long notes.

(1) A heavy first beat- accent is offset by the
following longer notes (lasting for two beats).

(2) Typically, the first beat contains short notes.

(a) See: mm. 9, 10, 11, etc.

(b) Since they are faster, they therefore tend
to receive less emphasis.

(3) The effect of arrival is assigned to long notes.
(4) Short notes give the impression of movenent.
(5) The length of .hese notes is connected with

harmony: The composer tends to dwell on nontonic
tones.

(a) Example:

1) The first notes (C, Eb, G) of mm. 1-3
outline the tonic triad (C minor).

2) These notes are short eighths.
3) By comparison, the nontonic second and

third beats of these same measures are
longer quarter notes.

b. There are no upbeats; thus, the piece bears a sense of
directness, with strong downbeat accents.
The rhythm is straightforward.

(1) There is no syncopation.
(2) Few notes are tied acros., the bar.

(a) They appear in the inner voices.

(o) Tied notes are never part of the prominent
melody.

5. Rhythmic motives (patterns).

a. The piece has very distinctive rhythmic patterns
throughout; the composer tends to develop these,

rather tLan the melody.

(1; 1k 41 (see: mm. 1-3).

(a) This motive is developed sequentially.
(b) It is shorte,ed to jj to conclude the first

phrase.
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(e) ''std ns a doscondiT-, octave to conclude
large sections (m:o. (3) and to end the
ricce

(d) It Is osed As an ancendinrr, octave.

I) io retard the end of tl e i.eee (mm. 104,
1('6),

2) To el,onsi?e tic end.
3) slow motion, thus calling the end

(caIich is similar to other portions of
1,iecc) to the listener's attention.

(2) )17) (sec: ma, 9, 11, 24, 26).

lhis fi,,nre is related to)) , formed from
iIt subdivisions of tle latter.

(h) it is f' f,nre is used to :level°, the initial

!hiase.

(c) It is used in eden(es to orovide motion on
the ;lomir,rnt (see: mu. 24, 26).

(d) It serves as a contrst with either the
folling lea?, note or the resolution to the
static tonic.

(3) Trill oattern, recited over - measures (see:
mm. 15-1/).

(a) This oassage represents a temnorary stop in
motion, designed to delay the inevitable
tonic.

(b) It occurs over a static, rcoetitious bass
line.

(c) It is the high noint, lasting over a long
perio:.1 of time, of large sections it
commands attention by:

1) Cration (it lasts a long time).
2) reik.-,ht (it is leariy the highest note in

the srction).
,,.ynr,Tics (it is e of the loudest carts
of tH, socrion).

') otchlii Mc strings double the voice
when tic oassage is reocated (mm. 74-77;
01-94).

h. Lave,cuTiont of r,1!)7,1c -:items (n ).

(1) Cha,-.geinteryals.

(a) Criginall, thc -at tcra consists of 1.7hole

and 1-alf st

(h)
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1) This ,assage is built on the original
short-long rhythm.

2) Ilo,/ever, tie small intervals are now
changed to a minor third (3b-Db) for
contrast.

(c) lim. 59, 61, 1(14, 1CS: The rl,vthm is used as
an alcn:';ing octave to signal the end of
large sections,

(2) Change direction.

(a) Originally, the motive ascends.
(b) M. 14. A half-step descent signals the end

of a dominant -hrase.
(c) ACC. An octave descent indicates

Cle conclusion of lanw sections (ith final
cadential reetitions) and the end of tine
icce.

(d) Mm.jiii39. The rattern is used as descending
thirds.

(3) Use the rhythmic pattern as the basic for an entire
passage of tension (mm. 83-90).

(a) The note is the same on all beats of the
measure: it changes only from one measure
to the next.

(b) Variety in the assage is achieved by
changing the interval in the figure.

1) 1he "attern is included as a large,
dissonant interval (Ah-11 natural, a
descending diminished seventh).

2) the assage ends !ith a descending
half step.

6. LarEer_rhvthmicgrou,s1 phrase, ileriod.

a. Bents arc groured uaits of threes (simflle

grouping) ttese are equivalent to one measure.
b. Multirles of this sim,le grouning male the .prase

(usually four measures here).
c. This four-measure ,bras.1 is balanced by another

Immediately follc:ing (,,T).
d. Powever, this balr,r,ce is wset by:

(1) A series of shell two-r..!as,Irc p!,rases, which

combine t!) icl.m a six-:.,i-osnre 'prase (mm. 9-14).

(2) 4he foll(rving long Oirone (a font-measure trill
and a five-mcasure drive tovatd the cadence).

I

I



All

e. Finally, the repeated two-bar cadences restore symmetry
(they total four measures).

f. What constitutes a phrase in this piece?

(1) It is of no prescribed length, though it tends to
be either two or four bars long.

(2) It is fairly short, with a clearly defined point
of arrival (cadence or a pause on I or V).

(3) Its material is well delineated in style; the
first phrase, for example (mm. 1-4), is marked by
its diacinctive short-long rhythm.

(4) However, this phrase is not a complete musical
statement.

(e) It lacks something in form and scnse; thus,
it does not give the listener the imrxession
that it is a complete musical statement.

(b) In this case (mm. 1-4).

3) It is too short to be a c.aplete state-

ment.

2) It does not nave enough internal contrast
to be an entire piece.

3) The end is too abrupt and different from
the rest of the phrase; it demands
continuation and resolution of the ten-
sion of the large inLerval leap and the
sudden change in dynamics.

g. What constitutes a period in this piece?

(1) A period is a group of phrases with a point of
arrival that gives a convincing impression of
finality.

(2) {ere, the instrumental introduction (mm. 1-27)
constitutes a period.

(a) This is a rather long period.
(b) There is never enough sense of balsnee and

phrase completion to signal thf end of the
period until measure 27.

(3) Pericds are of different lengths:

(a) Period 1 (mm. 1-27): 27 mm.
(b) Period 2 (mm. 28-63): 36 mm.

1) Repetition is a large factor to the
length of periods.

(c) Period 3 (mm. 64-108): 45 mm.

26o
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1) The end of this period is a hit diUicult
to determine.

2) At first, measure (12 sounds as though it
might be the end of tin period.

a) Harmonically, tt is the end of the
veriod, teaturing a cadence.

b) However, the ear has vreviously been
led to expect multiple cadences at
the (z.nd of a period.

c) Since multiple cadences do not occur,
the ear must watt for the end of the
piece to balance the first two neriods
with a third.

B. Melody.

1. Melodic contour.

a. Definition. The share of a melody melodic movement.
b. Coatour patterns.

(1) They are varied from .ase to Phrase.

(2) There are three ,'attetns dincernible in each
section.

(a) Rising (see: mm. 20-35).
(b) Revolving around a point (see: urn. 42-49).

(c) Falling (see: mm. 50-59).

(3) Hith some notable excertions, the motion to 111

primarily conjunct (smooth).

c Changes in direction within the melody compensate fcr
one another.

(1) Phrases tend to return to their point of origin.
(2) Phis return occurs in two ways, either:

(a) Suddenly (1m. 1-4).
(b) Gradually (mm. 15-27).

d. Musical intervals.

(1.) Di-Ai-locos betwccn notes are used to build melodic
contour.

(2) The different sizes of musical intervals
contribute to tie impression of movement within
a motive- thus:

(a) 1i'ra,e 1 (mh ) -4) uses small intervals (whole
and half steps) to move toward the end of the

ihrnse.

nner,
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(b) Phrase 1 uses a large interval (a diminished
seventh) tp signal its arrival at the goal
(m. 4).

(3) Intervals are used to create conjunct and disjunct
motion.

(a) The intervals of the first three measures are
conjunct (half and whole steps).

(b) There is one point of disjunct motion in the
phrase (the diminished seventh between measure
three and four).

e. A melodic apex (the peak of melodic contour) gives
shape to the melody.

(1) Frequently, the apex occurs very late in the
phrase, thus retaining drive toward the end.

(2) An example of this occurs in the first phrase
(mm. 1-4), with its peak on Ab reserved for the
end of the third measure.

f. Large-scale contour.

(1) This type of contour directs musical movement,
giving shape to whole passages.

(2) Contour analysis of mm. 1-27:

(a) This passage features an overall ascent from
C (the tonic root) to G (the tonic fifth).

(b) Upon arrival the tonic fifth is emphasized
by its extension over four measures. and by
repeated trills.

(c) The G is stretched to Ab (its upper neighbor).

1) This Ab is reached very early (m. 3); it
is then reiterated as the peak of a
phrase (m. 11), and appears, once again,
to lead into the long trill (m. 15).

2) The Ab is a device for the injection of
tension into this work.

(d) The trill passage is a focal point of the
phrase.

1) It serves as the goal of its initial
ascent.

2) It initiates the gradual return from G to
C through a series of whole and half
steps (mm. 15-23).

(e) What happens between the time that Ab is first
reached (m. 3) and the descent from G begins
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(trill passage, mm. 1.5-1V)? What does
Pergolest do to l'ec, the listener interested
between mm. 5 and 15?

1) There are too Phrases in this sect ton.

a) Pbrase l (mm. 5-i) ends on Bb.
b) Phra3c 2 (TII. 9-11) ends on D.

2) This, these Phrases revolve around the
tonic, C, without actnally touching on
tt by sLressing its. lower and inner
neighbors, Bb and ), respectively.

Ticlodicmotive^,.

a. Definition: the combination of melodic contour end
rhythmic :.atterns: Phrases and exIods are formed from
melodic motives.
Number of motives: many small motives.

c. Varieiv of motives. They arc unite similar.
d. ',whationshj-s_helweqn motives: irimarily

(1) 1::am.1c. Ike motive of pm:. 9-1.0 is rlythmically

diferent, yet derived melodically from the
c -ening of the Piece.

(a) Its first three notes (lib, C, Db ) are the
same as those of the rreceding ,111-ase (mm.
5-P).

(b) This ,prase (111. 5-Z) is a (111,11c:etc of the

first l,re:le 1-4) a ste- lower.

(1) ENam-le. The moiivo of mm. ti-11 is also related

to -veceding materiel.

(a.) 'Its first -art ("r 11) Cie ^n'1'c

br t osrd r e.
.,.t r':Ct :! R1) are t a! en

01 a ;hli:,hed

(1H

(1) A there is not complete in itself, ;rot is

to change.
(2) It is cart of a larger composition: it serves as

a "tonic for discussion."
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(3) Its contour is subject to change aed development.
(4) It has distinctive rhythmic motives, but these are

nonetheless subject to development.
(5) Its motives seem dissimilar, although they are

often related.
(6) It has a large range (from F to high Ab--a tenth);

thus, it is not easy to sing.
(7, It is asymmetrical; it does not contain balanced

phrases and periods,
(8) Its sense of phrase relationships is incomplete

until the ends of periods and until the conclusion
of the piece as a whole.

c. Manner of handling melodic material.

(1) To a certain extent, there is some development,

(a) The original motive groupsare altered.
b) For example, in mm. 83-90 the original group

is made longer by the repetition of individual
tones.

(2) Fergoleel primarily uses sequence, though; this is
ypical Baroque development by extension (spinning

cut) .

(a) This technique consists of the restatement
of d motive at a higher or lower pitch to
extend the phrase.

(b) Example: mm. 5-8 repeat mm. 1-4 a step
lower.

(c) Example: mm. 4 -49 develop the interval of
a third (Bb-Db).

1) This interval is immediately derived
from m. 40 ()31-C-Db-C) by leaving out an
intervening note, C.

2) The passage rotates around the third and
repeats it a number of times.

C. Te.ture

1. Definition: the total ef2ect of many lines together; the
actin of component parts or voices.

2. Type of texture: give-and-take.

a. Basical y a homophonic texture (melody and accompani-
ment), ith elements of counterpo:nt (the juxtaposi-
tion of m lodies, one agarnrit the other).

h. In typical Baroque fashion, this piece features
polarity of voices.

2 "/
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(1) The emphasis is on the outer voices (soprano and
bass).

(2) The keyboard (organ) fills in the inner voices
from numerals indicated in the score; this
practice is known as the realization of figured
bass.

(3) Nevertheless, as in homophonic texture, the melody
is the most important (prominent) voice.

(4) The bass line does not employ the same rhythmic
pattern as the treble (isometric rhythm), as in
true homophonic texture; nevertheless, it is
closely related to the soprano l :.ne.

(a) It tends to follow slightly behind the
treble, changing notes on the third, rather
than the second beat (see: mm. 1-3).

(b) However, treble and bass lines coalesce at
the end of the phrase, concluding with the
same rhythm (see: m. 4).

(5) Phrase structure. As in true homophonic texture,
a break (caesura) occurs at the end of a phrase;
here, it is marked by the conclusion of each
phrase with a rest.

D. Harmony.

1. Tonal center.

a. Definition. a combination of tones, acting to 0.ve
the impression of a tonal center.

b. Tonic note: the central tone (tonal center) in a
work; here the tonic note is C.

c. Means of assertion to establish a tonal center.

(1) First impression. The tone, C, occurs first in
the melody (m. 1).

(2) Frequency. The tone does not occur particularly
often during the course of the melody; however,
it appears frequently in repeated concluding
cadences (mm. 22-27).

(3) Final impression. The tort, C, is last in the
work where it is outstanuing for its projection in
high range (mm. 104-1081.

2. Stability and instability.

a. Definition: relative qualities, created by tone
combinations.

h. Stability implies:

(1) A feeling of rest; poise.
(2) Consonance.

27o
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(3) Arrival in harmony.
(4) Except at cadence points, these qualities are

minimized in this piece.

c Instability implies:

(1) Notion; restlessness.
(2) Dissonance (see the relationship between treble

and bass on the second beat of ram. 1-3).

(3) Movement in harmony (see: mm, 5-8, which suddenly
move away from C).

(4) These qualities are prominent in this piece.

d The degree of stability differs for vr.rious intervals.

(1) Two very unstable intervals appear prominently
in the melody.

(a) The diminished seventh (see: mm. 3-4).
(b) The tritone (see: mm. 66, 71).

(2) The effect is one of great tension.
(3) Progressions from the leading tone (B) to the

tonic note (C)--the stable interval of a half
step--occur only at cadence points, since they
tend to stop motion.

3. Key and scale.

a. Definition: a series of relationships, in which not
all notes are of equal importance.

b. Tonic.

(1) The central note of a group of tones.
(2) A point of reference for other notes.
(3) Here the note C.
(4) Other notes depend on the tonic for their

relative positions.

(a) Thus, C is the focal point of phrase 1
(mm. 1-4), which begins and ends on that
tone.

(b) Phrases 2 and 3 (ram. 5-8; 9-14) are related
to phrase 1 because their concluding tones
surround the tone C in the C minor scale.

(c) The tonic depends on other tones, however,
for clarification and support.

1) Although the piece is in the key of C
minor, the tone C is not especially
prcminent.

2) However, the piece is in C by implicaties
rather than by direct statement.

274
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a) Large sections of the work revolve
around Eb and Ab, the upper and
lower thirds of C minor (see: mm.

42-63).
b) Details such as the insertion of

these two tones into a C minor
context (see: mm, 23 and 25),
reinforce this large-scale design,
and imply that it was deliberate on
the part of the composer.

c. Minor scale.

(1) An arrangement of .'hole and half steps (here, the
C minor scale: C D Eb F G Ab Bq C).

(2) Its ability to define a tonic is less strong than
that of the major scale.

(3) The minor third (C to Eb) provides he character-
istic color of th, minor key.

(4) The type of minor scale used here is called the
harmonic minor because it uses the leading tone
(B) for a tension-resolution effect.

4. Chords.

a. Definition: tht, combination of three or more different
tones in a group; an amplification of a single line of
music.

b. Types Gf chords predominant.

(1) Minor triad.

fa) Contains a minor third above the lowest note
in the triad.

(b) In a minor key the most conmon chords, 1,

IV, and V, are usually minor chords.
(c) For cadence purposes, in this piece, the V

chord is usually major because of the
insertion of the lead-tone B natural (the
major third of G).

(2) Diminished triad.

(a) A triad in whiAh the fifth js smaller than
the perfect fifth,

(b) Used to carry movement forward (see: m. 12).
(c) It contains the tritone, an unstable interval

and it is not a point of arrival.
(d) It is extremely useful to keep a piece from

stagnating within the tonic key.

(3) Seventh chord.

27
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(a) A four-note chord, with the interval of a
seventh between its two outer tones (see:
mm. 22, 24, and 26).

(b) It is dissonant in sound, and thus, serves
for purposes of musical movement.

(c) It appears; 19 this piece in cadential pro-
gressions (V -1), as the last in a series
of musical movements toward stability.

c. Importance of chord types. A piece with minor chords,
diminished triads, and seventh chords gives the
impression of restlessness and motion.

5. Cadences.

a. Definition; chord prcgressions used to create harmonic
effects of trrival, consisting primarily of a relation-
ship between tonic and dominant chords.

b. Types of cadences employed in this piece.

(1) Authentic cadence.

(a) Definition: a progression from the dominant
to the tonic chord (V-I), with both chords
in root position.

(b) It is found at the ends of musical periods,
emphasized by repetition (mm. 22-27; mm. 53-
63; mm. 103-108).

(c) it occurs at the conclusion of the composi-
tion (mm. 103-108).

(2) Half cadence.

(a) Definition: a pause on the dominant chord
(V).

(b) Example. Pause on G half way through the
first period (m. 14); an incomplete harmonic
statement, it will eventually be balanced by
the tonic conclusion of the period (m. 27).

6. Distribution of tonal centers: modulation.

a. Modulatims: shifts of tonal center (key) during a
piece to keep up interest.

(1) ales.

(a) Gradual (see: mm. 36-41: transition to Eb,
the relative major).

(b) Abrupt (see: m. 5: sudden introduction of
Bb, the dominant of Eb).

(2) Function: to give large-scale contour (shape) to
long works.

27ti
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b. Methods of modulation.

(1) Introduce a foreign tone (one that doesn't belong
in the principal key): Bb (m. 32).

(2) This leads toward the new key (Bb is unrelated to
the tonic, C minor, but it is forward relating to
Eb--it is the V of Eb).

(3) More and more tones point toward this new key
(prevalence of Eb, Ab, Bb--I, IV, V in the key of
Eb).

(4) Then, make a cadence to the new key.

(a) Here despite all signs, Ab, not Eb, turns
out to be the goal.

(b) There is a deceptive dwelling on Eb (mm.
42-49).

(c) However, there is no cadence to Eb, and the
tone Db (the seventh of Eb) repeatedly
intrudes.

(d) Eb is used as a delay tcctic, to avoid a

E. Form.

1. Definition:

cadence to Ab; eventually, this is achieved,
but only at the conclusion of the period
(mm. 53-63).

a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes
of movement and arrival on a large scale.
between statement and counterstatement.

the effects
2. Relationships

Statement Possible Cnunterstatements

1. Motive (mm. 1-4). a.

h.

Repetition of the motive at
another interval (mm. 5-8).
Variation of the motive (mm.

c.

9-14).
Contrast (mm. 15-27).

2. Melody (mm. 1-27). a. Repetition of the n.u.:lody.

(1) Exact (mm. 28-37).
(2) Altered (ffm. 38-63).

b. Use of a contrasting melody,
closely related to (based on)
the principal melody (mm. 64-73).

3. Half cadence (m. 14). a. Authentic cadence (mm. 22-27).

4. Tonal center of key (mm.
1-27). a. Contrasting key (mm. 42-63).

27r
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Statement Possible Countarstatements

5. Fhrase (mm. 1-4).

b. Return to the hone key (mm. 64-
82), as a countsrstatement to
the contrasting key.

a. Answering phrass of comparable
length, giving cS.se to symme-
trical construccion (mm. 5-8).

b. Answering phrasaa of markedly
different length, giving rise
to nonsymmetrical construction
(various phrases from m. 9 to
m. 27).

3. pie of.forrl (how this piece extends itself in tire).

a. This piece dates from a transitional period (Pergolesi
lived from 1710 to 1736).

b. As such, it combines features from several musical
styles.

(1) Continuous structure (Baroque).

(a) r3efinition: to spin out movement contin-
uously

$.

appiiec in many sections of
work), without clearly marked articulations
or breaks (this is less appif.cable).

(b) Characteristics,

1) Little unfformity (phrases of different
lengths).

2) Few strong -'oints of arrival (these
coincide with the ends of periods heee).

3) Points of arrival are not evenly spaced
(they appear at intervala of 36 and 45
measures) .

(c) The primary mode of organization here is the
rise and fall of dynamic intensity, 'lith the
forte trill passage es the focal point.

(2) Sectional structure (Classical).

(a) Definition: the addition cf yell-defined
phrases and periods to the original state-
ment (only partially true cf this piece).

(1,1 Characteristics fount/ in ttir piece.

1) Clearly marked phrases (use of silence
at the end of a phrase) and periods
(strong, repeated cadeLces).
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2) Well-defir;e: points of arrival.
3) The work is neatly orgaaized in distinct

sections.

(c) Characteristics which are not found in this
piece.

1) Phases of mov;Lment of approximately the
same length.

2) A sense of balance and clear-cut outlines.
3) The principal musical interest lies

within fixed limits.
4) The melodic material used is valuable

for itself, not for what will happen to
it.

(d) Specific form.

1) At first glance, this piece seems to bear
a three-part structure (ABA), outlined as
follows:

a) Orchestral introdu,:tion (A), mm. 1-27.
b) Restatement of principal motive, with

alteration (A'), mm. 28-63.
c) Contrasting section (B), mm. '4 -82.
d) Return to beginning, with altclation

(A).

2) However. although this piece bears rudi-
mentary elements of ABA form, it is not
a true tripartite structure.

3) Characteristics of a three-part etructure
are as follows:

a) It brings back the first part of the
piece at the end (not true here; the
composer works by success'vely
developing his original motive,
rather than by contrasting a 1.;4
motive against the original).

b) It rounds off the form more
completely.

c) It is accompanied ty a return of the
original melody (this does not occur
here, since the original melody is
retained throughout, though in
different fonts).

d) There are many strong points of
arrival, evenly spaced (here, there
ere few points, distantly .spaced).

27 a
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4) The comser lived in a transitional
Period; thus, the Piece demonstrates
Baroque continuous structure, with
evident tendencies toward tri,artite
(ABA) form of the coning Classical era.

ATendix. Translation of the text.

Note. The text of this aria does not male any sense by itself,
since it is a continuation of the text of the preceding duet.
ThereCore, the texts of both Pieces from the Stabat Mater will be
given, with the duet text in brackets.

laabat mater dolorosa
juxta cruces lacrimosa
4um 7crdabat ftlius.

Cujus ant!oam gementeil

Coutrtstam ac dolentPm
Pertriosivit gincitus.

At the cross her station heeping,
Stood the mournful Mother weeping,
Close to Jesus to the Last./

Through ler hear, Nis sorrow
rhartng,

All. His bitter anguish bearing,
Now at length the sword had

paris'd.

Bnhofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New Yorh: q. U. Norton
and Com,Pny, Inc., 1947).

Score

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista (1710-1736). "Cujus animam gementem,"
Stahat Mater, Edition Euleutnirg No. 973 (London: Ernst Eulenburg,
Ltd., 1927?), p". 6-9.

Record

Pergotesi, Giovanni Battista (171C-!.736). "Cujus aninsm gementem,"
Stabat Mater (soprano aria No. 1). Archive ARC 3091. Margot
Gutlleaume, Soprano: Jeanne Deroubaix, Alto; Carl Garvin, Positive
Organ; SUdwestdeutsches Kannero:chester, Mattieu Lange, Conductor.
aide 1, about one inch in from the beginning.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 1, DESCRIPTIVE PHASE

Instructional unit: The Descriptive Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism.

Reference: Dukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York:

W. W. Ncrton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introduction.

A. Objectives. Be able to:

1. Name, identify, classify, and make an inventory of
knowledge concerning the type of thing this object is.

2. Supply information about the materials and techniques used
to construct this work.

3. Describe the workla extra-aesthetic function by providing
any necessary facts to identify the piece.

B. Reasons. The descriptive phase of exemplar study contributes
to the total critique, giving rise to an aesthetic response.
While knowledge, Eer se, will scarcely develop aesthetic
awareness, yet it may provide assurance for both the teacher
and the pupil "to veutore into more ambiguous and uncharted
tiq.ritories."-

Note.
1
Ralph A. Smith, An Exemplar Auroach to Education,

A Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of rAlucational Research, 1967), p. 58.

II. Lxplanation and demonstration. "Cujus animam gementem" is an aria
for solo soprano accompanied by a small string orchest:ra and organ.
Part of Pergolesi's Stabat Mater (bo oratorio for soprano and alto
loloists); this piece describes the anguish of Mary following the
Crucifixion. Like most eighteenth century vocal works, it is set
to a Latin text; this ore, by Jacopone da Todi, dates from the
fourteenth century.

Since it continues the tevt of the work's opening duet, the
aria mekes little sense by itself. The texts of both pieces with
the duet text in brackets) are as i'ollows:

Latin text English translation

[Stabat meter dolorosa
juxta crucem lacrimosa
dum pendabat

Cujus animam gementem

Contristam ac dolentem
Pertransivit gladius.

(At the cl-oss station kr.eping,

Stood the mcurnfil Mother weeping,
Close co Jesus to the last.)

Thrfugh her heart, His sorrow
sharing,

All His bitter anguish bearing,
Now at length the sword had

pass'd.
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Note. Play Pergolesi's "Cujus animam gemertem" from the Stabat
Mater, using the recording specified in the Appendix attached to

) this lesson plan. The instructor should also be familiar with the
score which is also listed in the Appendix.

During his brief 26-year life-span (1710-1/36) Giovanni
Battista Pergolesi helped revolutionize musical style. He was a
product of the Enlightenment--a period considered "the greatest
cultural and spiritual reorientation since Christianity supplanted
the antique world."2 During this time "a free spirit permeatei
numan thought"3 and life was no longer dominated by the church.
As a result, music underwent drastic changes.

Note.
2
Paul Henry Lang. Music in Western Civilization (New York:

W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941), p. 431.

Note. 3Ibid., p. 431.

Before Pergolesi's time, separation between conrervative and
progressive style (between "strict" and "free" methods of
composition) was typical of Baroque music. Roman Catholic church
music written in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries especially illustrates these two different styles.
Reversion to older modes of writing was deliberate; composers
familiar with the latest musical style wanted "to revive 'the
taste and dignity of ancient musicl."4

Note.
4
Donald Jay Grout. A History of Western Music (pew York:

W. W: Nortor and Company; Inc., 1960), p. 328.

The style that Pergolesi broke away from had been used by
composers for 300 years. It stressed learned devices which were
difficult for any but trained musicians to hear. For example,
composers frequently took a melody from another work and used it as
the basis for their own (this device was known as cantus firmus
technique). While the musician might respond to this familiar
melody with delight, this technique meant nothing to the
uninitir 'd listener. Another feature of older sacred vocal works
was their lack of separate instrumental parts; either they were
sung unaccompanied (a cappella) or instruments simply doubled the
singers' lines.

Pergolesi's compositions, influencing music of the next 200
years, are more important than these backward-looking works.
Writing serious and ccakic operas (La Servs Padrona), sacred works
(Stabat Mater), and possibly some instrumental pieces (their
authenticity is doubtful), Pergolesi adapted some aspects of the
more pr....gressive opera style. Thus, in the Stabat Mater we see a
norther of early Feventeenth century innovations which distinguish
this work from conteaporatz sacred compositions: solo singing; use
of the basso continuo (a kt.yboard instrument plays throughout the
work), and concertato treatment of voices and instruments (the
contrast of one instrument or voice a,;ainst another, of pn: group
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against another, or of a group against a solo). In addition,
Pergolesi took advantage of late seventeenth-early eighteenth
century operatic pictorial-dramatic conventions (the aria, for
example); formal types of instrumental composition (such as the
return of the opening melody), and the final perfection of the
MAjor-minor harmonic system.

Note. Replay "Cujus animam gementem" from Pergolesi's Stabat
Mater.

III. Review.

A. Student uestions: clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions. Emphasize the fact that
they are free to break in with questions at any time in the
lesson.

B. Summary of lesson. The Pergolesi exemplar is worth studying
because it injected a new vitality into music which was to
last several hundred years.

C. Closing statement. We have noted that Pergolesi's "Cujus
animam gementem" is well worth studying since it gave new
impetus to the music of the next 200 years. In our next
lessen; we will examine the music more closely _o determine
what characteristics made thiE piece so fresh and nov.21 that it
has stimulated violent differences of opinion from its inception
down to our day.

Appendix

Books

Bukofzec, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to EducLtion, A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau of
Educational Research, 1967).

Scores

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Edition Eulenburg No. 973
(London: Ernst Eulenburg, Ltc., 19277), pp. 6-9.

Records

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Archive ARC 3091.
Margot Guilleaums, Soprano; Jeanne Deroubaix, Alto; Carl Gorvin,
Positive Organ; Sudwestdeutsches Kammerorchester, Fattieu Lange,
Conductor. Side 1, one inch in fro' the beginning.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 2, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PART I

Instructional unit: The Analytical Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism, Part I.

Reference: Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introduction.

A. Objectives. Be able to:

1. Closely examine the elements that make up this work of art.
2. Single out some of tne works unusual and expressive

stylist:ic characteristics which may have made it
controversial.

E. Reasons. An aesthetic judgment of a work cannot be made
without close scrutiny of that work's components, its grouping
of elements, and the relationships between details. In study-
ing an exemplai, analysis canaot be separated from the other
methods of examination: To a certain extent, analysis involves
description (the previous stage); it shades over into the
interpretive phase (the next stage); and anticipates the final
evaluative phase as well.

II. Ex)lanation and demonstration. Since music is a complex art, ouL
analysis of this piece will take several sessions. We will begin
by discussing those aspects of the piece which are extremely easy
to hear; later lessons will deal with categories requiring greater
concentration and skill to grasp.

It may occur to you that breaking the piece down into so many
minute details is somewhat artificial since all these facets of the
work are operating in the piece simultaneously. However, we cannot
possibly hope to duplicate what actually occurs when you listen to
a piece of music because the human mind can usually only cope with
one or two elements at a time.

The Analysis

A. Qualities of sound (general characteristics of what ou are
hearing).

1. Level of sound (high and low pitch).

a. This movement is set in fairly high soprano range.
b. The accompanying irstruments (string orchestra and

organ) play m stly in their middle ranges.

Note. It is suggested that the recording listed in the Appendix be
played after every point of analysis so the student can verify the
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discussion for himself. The instructor should be thoroughly
familiar with the score; if the pupils can read music, copies
for use in discussion would be extremely helpful.

2. Amount of sound (how many instruments and voices).

a. The performing forces consist of a solo soprano voice,
violin I and II, viola, cello, bass, and organ.

b. As written, the piece appears to be scored rather
thinly.

(1) Usually, it consists of only two lines.
(2) For the most part, chords seem to be left

unfilled and incomplete.

c. However, in performance the organ fills in the chords.

(1) How he is to do this is indicated by a series of
numbers under the bass line (figured bass).

(2) When the organist plays tl.ese complete chords, the
technique is known as realizing a figured bass (he
converts a musical shorthand into the actual
sounds).

3. Color of sound (the characterirtic quality of sound that
distinguishes one voice or musical instrument from another).

a. The color of sound, or timbre, is brilliant in some
spots because of the combination of two factors:

(1) The quality of the fairly high soprano voice and
violins.

(2) The use of forte (loud) repeated trills.

Note. See: mm. 15-18; mm. 74-77; mm. 91-94.

b. By comparison other parts feature a rather muffled
sound.

Note. See: mm. 83-90, marked "sotto voce."

4. Strength of sound (loud and soft; dynamics).

a. The piece incorporates a wide range of dynamics,
vary4ng from pianissimo to forte (very soft to loud).

b. How doe3 the composer use dynamics and what is their
expressive function? In typically Baroque fashitm,
Pergolesi employs terrace dynamics (sudden changes in
the degree of loudness or softness).

Note. An example of terrace dynamics appears at the
beginning of the piece (rm. 1-5). lhe movement begins
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piano (soft;, and remains at that dynamic level for three
measures (ffm. 1-3). At the end of the first phrase (m. 4),
there is a sudden change to force (loud). The new phrase
(m. 5) begins again with a sudden return to the piano
dynamic marking of the beginning. Thus, terrace dynamics
are used to mark phrases by calling attention to their
beginning and end.

(1) Dy,:amics are ur,ed to emphasize certain notes, such
as:

(a) High G, with a trill on it (mm. 15-18;
mm. 74-"q; mm. 91-94).

(b) Nigh Ab, a tone which emphasizes the tension
of a foreign tonality (mm. 59, 61).

(c) High C, a strong tonic (I) root (Inn. 104,

106).

(2) Dynamics aid in projecting the solo vocal line
(mm. 2W.): To assure that the soloist is
prominent, Pergolesi marks the -orchestral lines
mf (medium loud); they were previously marked
forte (loud) in the introduction (mm. 1-27).

(3) Dynamics are used for contrast; they add variety
to a piece involving a lot of melodic repetition.

(4) Dynamics ate employed as art element of drama
(mm. 83-89); in this passage, Pergolesi combines
the tension of several elements:

(a) Dynamics are extremely soft ("sotto voce"),
creating the expectation in the listener that
something pill happen.

(b) A long bass pedal (sustained tone) on the
note C sets up the desir, for change (a state
of tension).

(c) A chr)matic ascending lire (the ear has no
clear idea of its goal or when it will stop).

(d) Dissonant intervals demarding resolution:

1) large interval of a diminished
seventh, Ab to B natural (m. 87).

2) A tritone in the bass (mm. 88-89),

P. (dualities of movement (general characteristics of music as it

moves forward in time).

1. Pace of movement (tempo or speed). The tempo of the piece
is Andante amoroso (a moderate speed).

2. LER21214ts of movement (whether the lace remains the sane
or changes). The pace remains the same throughout the
piece.

286
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3. Articulation of movement (the flow of a piece; whether
movement is continuous or separated). Phrases are sharply
separated by:

a. Rests at the end.
b. Change in rhythm.
c. Heavy stress on last notes.
d. Dynamic change.
e. Occasional drops in the melodic line.

4. Intensity of movement (whether the manner of movement is
gentle or vigorous).

a. Generally, the manner of movement is rather vigorous:

(1) There is a heavy first beat stress.
(2) There is a lively rhythmic pattern in which the

first beat of the measure is short, while the
second is long.

(3) The rhythm of the bass line is in opposition to
that of the other instruments.

(4) At the end of the phrase, all of this rhythmic
conflict is resolved as the ear is brought up
short by two strong, short, equal, heavily
accented eighth notes.

(5) The impression of vigor is aided by:

(a) Dynamic contrasts.
(b) Melodic skips.
(c) Harmonic dissonance.
(d) Bold trill passages.
(e) An energetic "walking" bass (term for a bass

line that moves steadily along in equal note
values).

b. In brief, in contrasting passages the manner of
movement is gentle; these further stress the work's
vigor.

(1) Phrases are usually longer than the four-bar
phrases of the vigorous sections.

(2) Phrase relatioaship., are uneven (see: mm. 9-23,
which incorporate patterns of 2 f 6, rather than
4 + 4).

(3) These passages are notable for their legato
(smooth') style; slurs over the notes give the
impression of smoothness (see: mm. 64ff.).

C. Points of arrival (general characteristics shorn by music
during movements of pausl, when it has achieved its goal or
arrived at its destination).
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1. Clarity of arrival (whether points of arrival are clear or
obscure).

a. There are many points of arrival in this piece.
b. They are quite clear.

(1) They are always marked by a complete break--a halt
in sound.

(2) They coincide with the end of a phrase.
(3) They are marked by strong cadences.

2. Finality of arrival (the degree to which action is
completed).

a. Most points of arrival (cadences) in the piece are
weak, in order to keep the work in mcOon.

b. For example, the first cadence, V2-I° (m. 4) is quite
weak.

(1) It is harmonically weak.

(a) In the V chord, the root 0) is missing with
no indication for its inclusion in the
figured bass notation; in addition, the V
chord is in weak last inversion with the
seventh (F) in the bass.

(b) In the I chord, the third (Eb) is in the
bass; in addition, the chord is incomplete
(its filth, G, is 'issing).

(c) This cadence seems harmonically unrelated to
the next phrase which begins in Bb (the
seventh of C).

(d) The effect of this harmonic instability is to
keep the piece in motion.

(2) Against this harmonic weakness, Pergolesi
.uxtaposes other types of strength--thus increas-
ing the tension:

(a) Rhythmic strength. The cadence consists of
strongly accented, equal first and second
beats.

(b) Dynamic strength. The forte marking of this
measure (m. 4) contrasts wit.i the preceding
piano indication.

(c) Melodic strength.

1) The two notes of m. 4 a..:e a compact,
separate entity from the preceding
measq.ces; they are divided from the
preceding notes by the drop of a seventh
from B to Ab (mm. 3-4).

28o
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2) There is a strong melodic progression
from the lead tone (B) to the root (C) of
the tonic.

3. EEphasis of arrival (the degree of dower with which arrival
is projected).

a. In this piece, arrival is projected with quite a heavy
stress.

b. Emphasis consists of:

(1) Marked-in accents.
(2) Contrasting dynamics.
(3) Separation from the following section by silence;

each phrase comes to a sudden halt.
(4) Change in rhythm.
(5) Melodic leaps to the point of arrival.

D. Interaction ol movement and arrival (the creation cf phases, or
cycles, of musical movement).

1. Length of phases cf movement (short or long; equal or
unequal; symmetrical or asymmetrical).

a. Usually phases of movement in this piece are quite
short, averaging four measures.

b. They are unequal and asymmetrical.

(1) There is a tendency to balance the first phrase
with a second phrase 'If equal 1?ngth (see: the

opening pair of four-bar phrases); then, the
composer unbalances the Structure with a phrase of
different length.

(2) The use of both even and odd-numbered phrases is
noticeable.

(a) The introduction has a tote. of 27 measures.
(b) These are arranged as follows:

4+ 4+ 6+ 4+ 5+ 2+ 2.

2. Approach to the point of arrival (steady; or increase or
decrease in strength).

III. Review.

a. The composer employs a steady approach to the point of
"rival wl'h prominent sequential rhythmic patterns.

b. The melodic line tends to rise toward 042 point of
arrival giving a feeling of forward motion; it also
seems to drop suddenly upon arrival.
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A. Student questions: clarification of points of difficulty.. Ask
students if they have any questions. Emphasize, once again,
the desirability of asking pertinent questioaa.

B. Summary of the lesson. Among the work's unusual and expressive
stylistic features are: brilliant vocal and instrumental
writing (high ranges, the use of trills); the contrast of voice
and strings; the setting for a solo voice with accompaniment;
the use of a continuo (the organ playing thrcughcut); emphasis
on dynamic contrast for drama: vigorous movement; clear points
of arrival; and a great deal of harmonic tension. All of these
facets of Pergolesi's style went against the grain of accepted
writing for the churol-_, and thus, would have antagonized
conservative compoors of the day.

C. Closing statement. Next, we will examine the MUfiC in even
greater detail to see how a seemingly simple wort: is
constructed with minute precision to achieve calculated
emotional effects.

Appendix

Books

Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Piwi. Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Palph A., An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Pieliminary
Report ('Jrbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau of
Educatioaal Research, 1;67).

Scores

Pergoles. Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Edition Eulenburg No. 973
(Londor.: Ernst Eulenburg, Ltd., 1927?), pp. 6-9.

Records

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Archive AlC 3091.
Margot .:t:illeaume, Soprano; Jeanne Deroubaix, Alto; C)r1 Gorvin,
Posittre. Organ, SUctwestdeutsches Kammerorchester, Mattten Lange,
Condvotor. Side 1, one inch in from the beginning.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 3, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PART II

Instructional unit: The Analytical Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism, Part II.

Reference: Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introduction.

A. Objectives. Be able to:

I. Closely examine some of the more complex elements that make
up this work of art.

2. Cite some oz the work's unusual and expressive stylistic
characteristics which may have cau5ed controversy.

B. Reasons. See Lesson Plan No. 2 for same exemplar.

II. Explanation and demonstration. In this lesson we will minutely
examine several aspects of the Pergolesi aria we have been discus-
sing. These categories--chythm, melody, and texture--requite a
great deal of concentration to hear an understand; however, your
patience will be richly rewarded by an Lncreased understanding of
how this piece is constructed.

The Analysis

A. Rhythm (everything pertaining to the duration of musical sound;
a flow characterized by regular recurrence of elements such as
accent in alternation with different elements).

1. Beat (the temporal unit of a composition as indicated by
the real or imaginary up-and-down movements of a
conductor's hand). The beat is easily detectable through-
out this piece.

2. Tempo (the rate of speed of a composition).

a. Two Italian words, Andante amoroso, are used to
Indicate the tempo of this work.

(1) Andante (moderately slow and moving) refers to
the speed.

(2) Amoroso is a qualifying term for the
manner of lice pace, giving some indication of its

expressive value.

b. There is no change in pace; it is the same throughout
the piece.

3. Meter (the steady flow of beats oi-ganirted into small
groups).
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a. Groups of beats are like small phases of movement.
b. The f-Irst beat in each group has two functions:

(1) It generates fresh movement.
(2) It serves as a point of arrival for the preceding

group.

c. The type of grouping used in this piece is simple
triple meter.

(1) It contains three beats.
(2) Thee beats are not subdivisions of a more

p.:im,ary beat.

4. Note values (the various durations of musical sounds in
tire).

a. Fergolesi evenly distributes weight throughout the
measure by his combination of short and long notes.

(1) A heavy first beat accent is offset by the follow-
ing .Ager notes which last for two beats.

(2) Typica:ly, the First beat ccatains short notes;
since :hey are fast, they ceL.4 to receive little
emphas-.s (mm. 9, 10, 11, etc.).

(3) The effect of arrival is assigned to lona notes.
(4) Short rotes give the impression of movement.
(5 The length of thesa notes is connected with

harmooy the composer tends to nontonic
tones to keep the piece moving, for example:

(a; The. first notes (C, Eb, G) of mm. 1-3 oue.ine
the tonic triad, C minor.

(b) These notes are short eighths.
(c) By compat.son, the second and third beats of

these san,a measures (nontonic tones) are
lcnNer quarter .cotes.

b. Mere are no Lpbeats; strong downbeat accents give the
pl,,e a sense cf directness.

c. T'e rhythm is straightforward.

(i) There is lo syncopation.
(2, Few notes are tied across the bar.

(0 Tied notes appear only in the )nyer voices.
(b) They are never tart of the prominent melody.

5. Rhythm:, motives (aistinctive patterns, or groupings of
tones, lormed by 'Le measurement cf musical time).

29
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a. The piece has very distinctive rhythmic patterns
thrcughout. the composer tends tc develop these
rather than the melody,

(1) ortfl imee mm. 1-3).

(a, T-1, 1(:::tive is deveWped sequentially.
0:),, I' ts shortened to jj 1 to conclude tne

f:rst pnrase.

tc) it to used as a descenai7g octave to
:lide large scccions (nut. 27, 63) and to
;As( piece tr.. 10B).

it 1: used as a:, as:ending ecta'e.

i) I.) retard the end of 0-.e p%ece (mm. 104,

IOC).

2) 1: emphasize the end.
.1) To slcw the motion, this calling the end

f thss plecewhicn is si7tlar to other
ttions work - -to the listener's

attention.

(2) .5-713 mm. 9, 11_ 24, 7.6).

km) ti ire is used mz, develop the itirial
tm

(b) it is used in cadences to provide motion ou
tr.e d:minant (see m:a. 24, 26).

(c) It serves as a contrast with either the
f':,11,-,wing long note or the resolution to the

static cWt...

t3) Trill pattern, repeated over four measures (see
mu, 15-18).

(a) This passage represents a temporary stop in
motion designed to delay the inevitable
tonic.

(b) It occurs over a static, repetitious bass
line.

(z) It is the high point, lasting over a long
peritA of time, of large sections; it
c:-:'rands attentiz.1 by:

1) Duration, (it lasts a long time).
2) Height. (it is nearly the highest note in

the section).
3) Dynamics (it is one of the loudest parts

of the section).
4) Doubling (the strings double the voice

when the passage is repented as
91.9).
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b. Development of rhythmic patterns, such as ,t) .

(1) Chlage intervals.

(a) Originally, the pattern consists of whole and
half steps.

(b) Mm. 42-49.

1) This passage is built on the original
short-long rhythm.

2) icwever, the small intervals are now
changed to a minor third (Bb-Db) for
contrast.

(c) Mm. 53, 61, 104, 105. The rhythm J is
used as an ascending octave to signal the
end of large sections.

(2) Chan,. direction.

(a) Originally, the motive ascends.
(b) M. '4. A half-step descent signals the end

of 1 dominant phrase.
(c) Mm. 27, 63, 108. An octave descent indicates

the conclusion of large sections (with final
cadential repetitions) and the end of the
piece.

(d) Mm. '8-33. The pattLm is used as descending
thirds.

() Use the rhythmic pattern as the basis for an
entire passage of tension (mm. 83-90).

(a) The lot' is the same on all beats of the
measLco it changes oniy from one measure to
the rex--

(b) Varicty the passage acnieved by
changln; '27-e interval in the figure.

1) na 'tern is irclteed as a large,
e4.sa.Ent interval natural, a
des." dlng diminishee seventh).

2) Tie 2-.ssage ends W.a P descending
tn).

6. LarPer r:athmic gro.p phrase, periee.

a. Eeats are grouped .;mall units e't tftees (simple
.rovpinc); then: equivalent t: .ne measure.

O. ?..,Itiples of this grouping TVe the phrase
(usually mea- e. here).

c lhis four-w.asure Aose is balance another
ociately toll°. -p (mm. 5-8).
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d. Howavar, this balance is upset by

(1) A series of short, mo-measure nhrases, which
combine to form a six-measure phrase (mm. 9-14).

(2) :'he following long phrase (a four-measure trill
and e five - measure drive toward the cadence).

e. finally, th., repeated two -bar cadences restore
symmetry (they total four measures).

f, What constitutes a 2hrase in this piece?

(1) Ic is of no nrescribed length, though it tends to
be either two or four bars 1-mg.

(2) It is fairly short with a clearly defined point of
arrival (cadence or a pause on I or V).

(3) its material is well delineaced in style; the
first nbrase, for example (mm. 1-4), is marked by
)7s c:istinctii.i short-long rh}thm.

{4) However, this &rase is not a complete musical
statement,

(a) It lacks something in iorm and sense; thus,
it does not give tL, Listener the impression
that it to a c.:44,1ete musical statement.

(b' In this ._se 1-4):

1) It is top short to be a complete
statement.

2) it does not have enough internal contrast
to be an entire piece.

3) the end is too abrupt and different from
the rest of the phrase; it demands
continuation and resolution of the
tension of the large inte-Nal leap and
the sudden change in dynamics

g, What constitutes a retie: in this piece?

A Nilo.: is a group of phrases with a Point of
errival that gives s :onvinciig impression of

(2) Here s period co-:,sists of the instrumental
introdaction (AM. 1-271.

(a) This is a tether long period.
(b) There is never enough sense of balance and

rhrase cod,pletion to siF,nal the end of the
period until restore 27,

(3) Periods are of .ciffeti;:t lengths;

(a) FetioLl (mT, 1-27',. 27 mm.

(b) Ictiot 2 (so, 28-13,. 3r; mn.

2
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I) Reretition is a large factor in the
length of ,eniods,

(c) Feriod 3 inn, 64-1,-'0, 45 mm.

1) the cn3 of this .eriod is a bit difficult
to determine,

2) At first, measure 82 sounds as though it
might be the end of the reriod.

a) Harmonically, it is the end of the
reriod, featuring a cadence.

Ci However, the ear has previously been
led to exrect multiple cadences at
the end of a period,

c) Since multiple cadences do not occur,
the ear must uait for the end of the
piece to balance the first two
reriods with A third.

F. Mclodz (a_succession of mu3inal tones; the combination of :itch
quality /high and low motion/ and time quality or rhythm /long
and short/).

1. Melodic contour (the share or outline of a melody).

a. Contour rattcrns are varied from "hrase to phrase.

(t) There are three ratterns discernible in each
section,

(a) Rising (see PM. 28-35).
(b) Revolving around a noint (see mm. 1i2 -69).

(c) Falling (see mm. 50-5)).

(?) With some notable exception!,, the motion is
rrimarily conjunct (smooth).

b. ClItLizes in direction within the melody com,cusale for
one another.

(1) Fhrases tend to return to their roint of origin.
(?) This return ccurs in two ways, either:

(e) Suddenly imm. 1-4).
(h) Gradually (mm, 15-27).

c. Musiral intervals:

(1) Distances between notes are used to build melodic
contour.

(2) The different sues of musical intervals contrib-
ute to the impression of movement within a motive:
thus.
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(a) Phase 1 (min. 1-4) uses small intervals
(whole and half steps) to move toward the
end of the phrase.

(b) Phrase 1 uses a large interval (a diminished
seventh) to signs' '-q arrival at the goal
(m. 4).

(3) Intervals are used to create conjunct and disjunct
motion.

(a) The intervals of the first three measures are
conjunct (half and whole steps).

(b) There is one point of disjunct motion in the
phrase (tha diminished seventh between
measures 3 and 4).

c. A malodic apex (the peak of melodic contour) gives
shape to the melody.

(1) Frequently, the apex occurs very late in the
pnrase, thus retaining drive toward the end.

'2) An exempla of this occurs in the fist phrase
(mm. 1-4), with its peak on Ab reserved for the
end of the third measure.

',.r -e-scale contour.

(1) This type of contour directs musical movement,
giving shape to passages.

.2) Contour analysis of mm, 1-27:

(a) Thie passave features an oN,erall ascent from
C (the tonic root) to G (the tonic fifth).

(b) Upon arrival the tonic fifth is emphasized by
its exteasion over four measures and by
repeated tri7.1s.

;r) The G is stretched tc Ab (its upper neighbor).

1) This Ab is reached very early (m. 3); tt
is then reiterated as the peak of a
phrase ;7. 11) ald appears once again to
lead into the long trill (rf, 15).

2) The Ab :a a device for the injection of
tension into this work.

(d) The trill passage is a focal point of the
phrase.

1) It serves as the goal of the initial
ascent.

2) It initiates the gradual return from G to
C through a series of whole and half
steps (mm. 15-23).

9
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What happens between the time Ab is first
reached (m. 3) and the time when the descent
from G begins (trill passage, mm. 15-18)?
What does Pergolesi to to keep the listener
interested between mm. 5 and 15?

1) This section has two phrases:

a) Phrase 1 (mm. 5-8) ends on Bb.
b) Phrase 2 (mm. 9-14) ends on D.

2) These phrases revolve around the tonic,
C, without actually touching on it; they
stress the lower and upper neighbors of
C (Bb and D).

2. Melodic motives (the combination of melodic contour with
rhythmic patterns or motives).

a. Number of motives. Many small motives.
b. Variety of motives. They are quite simi:ar.
c. Relationships between motives. Primarily repetition.

(J) Example. The motive of mm. 9:-1() 19,th:rived

melodically from th, opening of the piece although
it is rhythmically different.

(a) Its first three notes (Bb, C, Db) are the
same as those of the preceding phrase
(mm. 5-8).

(b) This phrase (srm. 5-8) is a duplicate of the
first phrase (mm. 1-4) a step lower.

(2) Example. The motive of mm. 11-12 is also related
to preceding material.

(a) Its first part (m. 11) is the same as m. 9
but transposed a fifth higher.

(b) The actual notes (F, G, Ab, B natural) are
taiom directly from mm. 2-4, including the
characteristic drop of a diminished seventh
(Ab to B natural).

'`.

3. Treat:ft...Int of melodic material (the uses of various forms of

melody in a composition: tunes, subjects, themes; develop-
ment; sequence; pictor!alism).

a. Type of melodic material used here. Theme.

(1) A theme is not complete in itself but is subject
to chnnge.

(2) It is part of a larger composition.
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(3) its contour is subject to change and development.
(4) It has iistinctive rhythmic motives, but these

are, nonetheless, subject to development.
(5) Its motives seem dissimilar although they are

often related.
(6) It has a large range (from F to high Ab-a tenth);

thus, it is not easy to sing.
(7) It is asymmetrical; it does not contain balanced

phrases and periods.
(8) Its sense of phrase relationships is incomplete

until the conclusion of the piece as a whole.

b. Manner of handling melodic material.

.) To a certain extent there is some development.

(a) The original motive group is altered.
(b) For example, in mm. 83-90, the original group

is made longer by tie repetition of .

indivAual tones.

(2) Pergolesi primarily uses leguegce; this is
typical Baroque development by extension (spinning
out).

(a) This technique consists of the restatement of
a motive at a higher or lower pitch to extend
the phrase.

(b) Example. Mm. 5-8 repeat mm. 1-4 a step
lower.

(c) Example. Mm. 43-49 develop the interval of a
third (Bb-Db).

1) This interval is immediately derived from
m. 40 (Bb-C-Db-C) by leaving out an
intervening note, C.

2) The passage rotates around the third and
repeats it a number of times.

C. Texture (the action of a number of lines working together in a
composition or a section of a work).

1. Type of texture in this work. Jive and take.

a. This is basically a homthonic texture (melody and
accompaniment) with elements of counterpoint (the
juxtaposition of melodies, one against the other).

b. In typical Baroque fashion, this piece features
polarity of voices.

(1) The empharis is on the outer voices (sopeano and
bass).
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(2) The keyboard (organ) fills in the inner voices
from numerals indicated in the score; this
practice is known as the realization of figured
bass.

(3) Nevertheless, as in homophonic texture, the melody
is the most important (prominent) voice.

(4) The bass line does not employ the same rhythmic
pattern as the treble (isometric rhythm) as in
true homophonic texture; nonetheless, it is
closely related to the soprano line.

(a) It tends to follow slightly behind the
treble, changing notes on the third, rather
than the second, beat (see mm. 1-3).

(b) However, treble and bass line coalesce at the
end of the phrase concluding with the same
rhythm (see m. 4).

(5) Phrase structure. As in true homophonic texture,
a break (caesura) occurs at the end of a phrase;
here, it is marked by the conclusion of each
phrase with a rest.

vote. Replay "Cujus animam gementem" from Pergoleci's Stabat
Mater. Small sections may be played at the instructor's discretion
throughput the lesson to illustrate various points of analysis.

III. Review.

A. Student questions: clarification of outs of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions. Never fail to emphasize
the importance of asking appropriate questions.

B. Summary of lesson and conclusions. Detailed analysis has
revealed a number of stylistic features that provoked a split
between progressive and conservative composers of Pergolesi's
day and for several hundred years afterward. Rhythmically, the
work has a sense of straightforwardness and directness about
it; perhaps some felt it was too vigorous to be suitable for
performance in church. .n addition, Pergolesi's clear-cut
phrasing, with the beginnings and eL4s clearly marked, probably
went against the grain. Melodit_ally, this piecesdiffers from
the older style of composition in its use of large intervals,
memorable contour, and emphasis on certain tones (as in the
trill passage). The texture (give and take) is new, as well,
representing a radical departure from the polyphonic texture
permeating contemporary sacred works.

C. Closing statement. In our next lesson we hill complete our
detailed analysis of this work.
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Appendix
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Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton

and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton

and Company, Inc., 1960).
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LESSON PLAN NO. 4, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PAR'..! III

Inscructional unit: The Analytical Phase of Exemplw,:. Study in
Aesthetic Criticism, Part III.

Reference: Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Barolue Era (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introduction.

A. Objectives. Be able to:

1. Closely examine some of the more comple:t elements that
make up this work of art.

2. Cite some of the work's unusual and expcessive
stylistic characteristics which may have caused
controversy.

B. Reasons. See Lesson Plan No. 2 for same exemplar.

TI. Explanation and demonstration. In this lesson, we will complete
our detailed study of the Pergolesi aria with r. discussion of
harnony and form. Our examination of these two categories of
musical style will contribute to a more complete understanding of
Pergolesi's methods of composition.

The Analysis

A. :lemony (the effect created by tones sounding together or in
:lose proximity to each other).

Tonic note (the central tone in a work): the tonic note
here is C; Pergolesi uses several means of assertion to
establish this tunic note, or tonal ceiter:

a. First impression. The tone C occuri first in the
melody (m. 1).

b. Frequency (how often the tone occurs). The tone does
not occur particularly often durirg the course of
the melody; however, it appears frequently in repeated
concluding cadences (mm. 22-27).

c. Final impression. The tone C is :est in the work,
where it is outstanding for its vojection in high
range (mm. 104-108).

2. Harmonic stabillty and instability (tie relative con-
sonance, blend, or "agreement" tones nave with each
other; or the dissonance and "disagreement" of tones
with ons another).

a. Stability implies:
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(1) A feeling of rest; poise.
(2) Consonance.
(3) Arrival in harmony.
(4) Except at cadence points, these qualitiec are

minimized in this piece.

b. Instability implies:

(1) Motion; restlessness.
(2) Dissonance (see, for example, the relationship

between treble and bass cn the second beat of
mm, 1-3).

(3) Movement in harmony (tee mm. 5-8).
(4) These qualities are prominent in this piece.

c. The degreL of stability differs from various
intervals,

(1) Two very unstable intervals are prominent in the
melody; these are:

(a) The diminished seventh (see mm. 3-4).
(b) The tritone (see ram. 66, 71).

(2) The effect is one of great tension.
(3) A stable interval (such as the half step) occurs

only at cadence points, since it tends to stop
motion.

3. Key (a group of tones which interact with one another to
make it clear that one tone is a central point of
reference). The key of this aria is C minor.

a. Tonic (the central note of a group of tones; a point
of reference for other notes).

(1) The tonic in this piece is the note C.
(2) Other notes depend on the tonic for their

relative positions, thus:

(a) C is the focal point of phrase 1 (mm. 1-4),

which begins and ends on that tone.
(b) Phrases 2 and 3 (mm. 5-8; 9-14) are related

to phrase 1; their concluding tones sur-
round the tone C in the C minor scale.

(3) On the other hand, the tonic depends on other
tones for clarification and support.

(a) Although the piece is in the key of C
minor, the tone C is not especially
prominent.
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The piece is ire une key of C
Implication, rat:N.r tin by clic!!t
:taz.ement.

is Large section, o: the work resolve
around Eb and At, the upper dad lower
thirds cf C mir,r. (see mm. 42(3).
Getalls such a Insert:al ,f these
to tones into t, minor cont Nt (see
Inn. 23 and 23), reinforce ihis 'arge-
scale design; -hFy infer that c':e
design was de.b7rate on the pq t
he composer.

4. Sc.ie (a s-!ries of nrtes of a key Crar proceeds s7epvise
in ore diiectiOn- either up or ooNns. This piece uses
ih. C minor scat..

a. 1litior scale (a- arrangement c!" snA.t. and halt -reps).
rhe C minor scale used here is. up F (LA'S BIS
half steps be amen D an Eb; .111 Ab; B and . the
rest are wito!e

I) The minor saale's ability -c define a tori.': is
less strong tnar that of the 4a;cr scale.

(L) Tne mino.. bird (C to E)) FrsAdPs the
characteriP0c color of the minor key.

'O) The type rt wt nor scale use: hero is calle'
the harmonio minor because uses the leading
tone (B) for a tension -rasa '.4.1.01 effect.

5. Cherd. (coM'sinations at three or ilv,r :rants as a grcip).

a, Tykes of chords r:edminant in this piece.

(1' YLIor triad

!a Ccntai:t- a minor third stove the lowest
note it t-Ye ariad.

(n) In a mir.q key, the no, c. common chords
(I, it, urd V) are aiss minor chords.

te In this niece, the V lard is usually
major a. cadoaces; Pe.Folesi inserts A
natural ;the major tht 1 of G and the
lead to. to C) in pla e of Bb.

(4) Diminished toted.

(a' A triad th which the ti fth is smaller

than tht perfect fifth.
(h: This tr;aJ ts used to carry movement

forward (ace m. 12).
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(c) It contains the tritcne, an unstable
interval; and it is not a point of arrival.

(d) It is extremely useful to keep a piece
from stagnating within the tonic key.

(3) Seventh chord.

a) A four-note chord. with the interval of
a seventh between its two outer voices
(see tmn. 22, 24, and 26).

0:1) It is dissonant in sound, and thus se:ves
for purposes of musical movement.

c) It appears in this piecP in cadential
progressions (V7-1); it is the last in a
series of musical movements toward
stability.

b. Importance of chord types: a piece with :ninon: chords,
dimi,i.sh-!d triads, and seventh chords gives the
impression of restlessness and mction.

6. Cadences (chGrd progressions or sequences used to create
harmonic effects of arrival; consisting primarily of a
relationAin 'oetween tonic and dominant chords, they
provide d strong statement of key-a clear and definitive
impressiun at tfie leginnings and ends of phrases and
periods).

a. Types of cadences employed in this piece.

(1) Au'llentic cadence.

tal Definition: a progression from the dominant
to the tonic chard with both chords
in root position.

;lot Examples.

0 It is found at the ends of musical
periods, ?mihasized by repetition
(tn. 22-27; mm. 53.63; mm. 103-108).
It occurs at tie coi,clusion of the
composition (mm. 103-108).

(2) -ItaAf_a0ence.

(as Definition: a pause on the dominant
chord (V).
Example. There Is a parse on the tore G
half way through the first period (m. 14);

an incomplete harmonic state-tient, this

will eventually be belariced by the tonic
conclusion of the periGi (nn. 27).
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7. Distribution of tonal centers: modulation (how tonal
centers are arranged in a work; shifts of key during a
piece to maintain interest).

a. Types of modulations.

(1) Gradual modulation (occurs over a period of time).
See mm. 36-41, transition to Eb, the relative
major of C minor.

(2) Abrupt modulation (occurs suddenly, without
warning). See m. 5, a sudden introduction of
Bb, the dominant of Eb.

b. Function of modulation: to give large-scale contour
(shapa) to long works.

c. Methods of modulation.

a) Introduce a foreign tone (one that does not
belong in the principal key): See the intro -

duction of Bb in m. 32.
(2) This leads toward the new key.

(a) Bb is unrelated to the tonic, C minor.
(b) .However, it is forward relating to Eb

(Bb is the V of Eh).
(c) More and mare tones point to this new key;

the tones Eb; Ab, and Bb-(I, IV, and V in
the key of Eb) are increasingly prevalent.

(3) Then, Pergolesi makes a cadence to the new key.

(a) Here, despite all previous sigfls to the con-
trary, Ab, not Eb, turns out to be the goal.

(b) There is a deceptive dwelling on Eb
(mm. 42-49).

(c) However, Pergolesi does not make a cadence
to Eb, and the tone Db (the seventh of Eb)
repeatedly intrudes.

(d) Eb is used as a delay tactic, avoiding a
cadence to Ab; eventually the Ab lb
achieved--but only at the conclusion of
the period (mm. 53-63).

B. Form (general principles an ,chemes which govern the structure
of a composition, organizing the effects of movement and
arrival on a large scale).

1. Relationship between statement and counterstatement (how
motive,, phrases, cadences, and other musical effects are
connected or associated with one another).
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Statement Counteretatements

1. Motive (mm. 1-4).

2. Melody (rm. 1-27).

a. Repetition of the motive at
another interval (mm. 5.3).

b. Variation of the motive
(mm. 9-14).

c. Contrast (mm. 15-27).

a. Repetition of the mn-ody.

(1) Exact repetition (mm.
28-37).

(2) Altered repetition
(mm. 38-63).

b.

3. Half cadence (m. 14). a.

4. Tonal center or key
(mm. 127). a.

b.

5. Phrase (717%. 1-4). a.

b.

Use of a contrasting melody,
closely related to the
principal melody (mm. 64-73).

Authentic cadence (mm. 22-27).

Contrasting key (mm. 42-63).
Return to the home key (mm. 64-
82) es a counterstatement to
the contrasting key.

Answering phrase of comparable
length, giving rise to
symmetrical construction
(mm. 5-8).
Answering phrases of markedly
different length, giving rise
to asymmetrical construction
(various phrases from m. 9 to
m. 27).

2. 'Ilse of form (how this piece extends itself in time).
Since this piece dates fribm a transitioPal period, it
c.Jriblues features from several musical styles.

a. Continuous structure (Baroque).

(1) Definition: to spin out movement continuously
(this applies to many sections of this work),
without clearly marked articulations or breaks
(this is less applicable).

'2) Character.stics.

(a) Continuous structure shows little uniformity;
phrases are of diffeent lengths.

30r
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(b) There are few strong points of arrival
(here, these coincide with the ends of
periods).

(c) Points of arrival are not evenly spaced
(they appear at intervals of 36 and 45
measures).

(3) The primary mods of organization in this piece
is the rise and fall of dynamic intensity, with
the forte trill passage as the focal point.

b. Sectional structure (Classical).

(1) Definition: the addition of well-defined
phrases and periods to the original statement
(only partially true of thic. work).

(2) Characteristics found in this piece.

(a) There are clearly marked phrases (use of
silence at the end of a phrase) and
periods (strong, repeated cadences).

(b) There are well-defined points of arrival.
(c) The work is neatly organized in distinct

sections.

(3) Characteristics which are not found in this _piece.

(a) There are no phases of movement of
approximately the sama length.

(b) There is little sense of balance and
clear-cut outlines.

(c) The principal musical interest does not
lie within fixed limits.

(d) The meloeic material used is valuable not
so much for itself, but for what will
happen to it.

c. Specific form of this work.

(1) At first glance, this piece seems to bear a
three -part structure (ABA), outlined as
follows:

(a) Orchestral introduc'ion (A), mm. 1-27.
(b) Restatement of principal motive, with

alteration (A'), mm. 28-63.
(c) Contrasting section (B), mm. 64-82.
(d) Return to beginning, with alteration

(A'

(2) However, although this piece bears rudimentary
elements of ABA form, it is not a true tri-
partite (three-part) structure.
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(3) Characteristics of a three-ratt structure are

ac follows:

(a) It brings back the first part of the
piece at the end (et true here; the
composer works by successively developing
his original motive, rather than by con-
trasting a new motive against the
original).

(b) It rounds off the form more comnletely.

(c) It is accompanied by a return of the
original melody (this does not occur
her, since the original melody is
retained throughout -- though in different

forms).
(d) There are many strong points of arrival,

evenly snaced (here, there ate few
points of arrival; they are distantly
spaced).

(4) Reason for the seeming inconsistencies of this
work; the composec lived in a transitional
period; thus, the piece 71emonstrates Baroque
continuous structure, with evident tendencies
toward tripartite (ABA) form of the approaching
Classical era.

Note, Replay "Cujus animam gementem," from Pergolesi's Stabat
Mater. Small sections may be played at the instructor's dis-
cretion throughout the lesson to illustrate various points of
analysis.

III. Review.

A. Student questions: clarification of points of difficulty. Ask

students if they have any questions. Do not fail to emphasize

the importance of asking anpropriate questions.

B. Summary of lesson and conclusions. Once again, careful
analysis of this work has shown us eome of the stylistic
features which may have caused Lontrvversy between nro-
gressive and conservative com,-,osers fcr several hundred

years after its composition. Parmonically, this niece is
the antithesis of conservative style: it features harmonic
instability, chord: designed to give the impression of
restlessness and motion, ant deceptive tonal areas. BrIcause

of its combination of elements of baroque and Classical form,
combining continuous and sections: structure, the Pergolesi
style could only have rtoved puzzling to nomnosers writing
in standard church style.

C. Closing statement. In our next lesson, we will Lake another
look -t this work, examining it for its internretive values.
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Books

Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grouc, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education. A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau of
Education ii Research, 1967).

Scores

Pergclesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Edition Eulenburg
No. 973 (London: Ernst Eulenburg, Ltd., 1927?), pp. 6-9.

Records

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Archive ARC 3091.
Margot Guilleaume, Soprano; Jeanne Deroubaix, Alto; Carl Corvin,
Positive Organ; SUdwestdeutsches Kammerorchester, Mattieu Lange,
Conductor. Side 1, one inch in from the beginning.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 5, INTERPRETIVE PHASE

Instructional unit: The Interpretive Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism.

Reference: Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introduction.

A. Objectives. Be able to:

I. Say something about the meaning of this work of art as a
whole.

2. Describe the use of new musical techniques in a transi-
tional period to vivify a traditional text.

B. Reasons. Frequently, interpretations tend to be the first
judgments made about a work of art preceding description and
analysis. However, interpretation may also follow the first
two phases of exemplar study; it "may amplify, modify, or
even radically alter the original interpretation...."L The

third phase of exemplar study, interpretation, "is often taken
ar the most meaningful and enriching phase of transaction
between a percipient and a work of art...."2

Note.
1
Ralph A. Smith. An Exemplar Approach to Education,

A Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, 1967), p. 62.

Note.
2
Ibid., p. 62.

II Explanation and demonstration. We know something about the back-
ground of this piece--that it was an atypical religi)u' work for
its time--and we are now familiar with the translation of its
text, which depicts the grief of Mary after the Crucifixion. In

addition, we have done an exhaustive analysis to btr)ag out
various details of the music itself which may have contributed to
the continuing dispute over the work's merits. Now we should
ask: What are some possible relations!dps between the text and
he music? How did Pergolesi use expressive compositional devices
to portray the meaning of the words:

If we listen carefully, we notice that Pergolesi uses the
sane brief, three-line text over and over, frequently repeating
the last line. Altogether, the text is used four times in the

spin of this short work. Pergolesi -.ends to repeat short phrases

er, the music, too, such as a passage in which he circles around
the same five-note sequence until he comes to a complete halt
(see mm. 42-49; the repetitions are as follow:: mm. 42-43;

mm. 44-45; ram. 46-47). Perhaps, consciously or not this

repetition was meant to be associated with the overwhelming,
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numbing effect of the Crucifixion on Mary (in many paintinils she is
shown swooning in the arms of other spectators).

To fully understand and appreciate this wolA, the percipient
would have to know the texc translation and identify with Mary;
putting himself in Mary's place, he would then be more fully aware
of her sorrow and anguish. To a certain extent the music has
expressive devices of an emotional nature written directly into
it; these do not represent any specific, nameable feelings, but are
dramatic Baroque ways of signifying a general state of emotion.

A number of musical techniques that probably went counter to
the Baroque aesthetic for church music are employed in this work to
suggest Mary's feelings. Many elements of the piece, no doubt,
were extremely puzzling to Pergolesi's contemporaries, who regarded
the Stabat Mater as an inferior composition. They may have
wondered, for instance, about the appropriateness of beginning a
piece on such a somber subject with vigorous rhythmic patterns;
wouldn't some slow dirge have been more suitable than the almost
gay opening measures?

Possibly, though, this liveliness may have been intentional.
Any number of specific interpretations are feasible; perhaps the
composer had some particular idea in mind--such as a comparison
between the living, grieving Mary and the static, emptiness
of death. Perhaps Pergolesi wished to imply that, while the Flesh
was foreve- dead, the Word of Christ was forever alive and radiant.
However, if fte composer did have any such thoughts, he never
openly expressed them; Eo we cannot say with certainty that ::.ny one
interpretation of this aria is correct.

The only valid interpretations are those gleaned from examina-
tion of the music itself. Analyols of this piece shows tilat
Pergolesi used compositional techniques associated with tension in
music rather than repose. Primary among these are: brief, sudden
dynamic contrasts; long, forte, brilliant trills; unusually wide,
angular melodic leaps; chromaticism; and dissonant suspensIons.
All of these dramatic devices were, at the time of this work's
composition, considered more properly in the realm of opera rather
than in a sacred work. However, Pergolesi probably felt t%at he
had exhausted the availabl resources at his commerd and felt:
unconstrained in borrowing the musical language of the theater to
express an inherently dra,atic subject. The end justified the
means.

Note. Replay "Cujus animam gementem" from Pergolesi's Stabat
Mater.

III. Review.

A. Student questions: clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any question. Remind them that their
questions are welcome at any ooint during the lesson.
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B. Summary of lesson. Music is used in this work as a means of
expressing human feelings. It is neither possible nor
desirable to "read" any specific ideas into this work, though.

C. Closing statement. each stage of our study of this work has
revealed another facet of a deceptively simple composiCon. In

our next lesson we will attempt to make an evaluation of this
work--to assess its merits in terms of the music, itself, and
of our !tnowledge of the era in which it was witten.

Appendix

Books

Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton rnd Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau of
Educational Research, 1967).

Scores

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Edition Eulenburg No. 973
(London: Ernst Eulenburg, Ltd., 1927TTpp. 6-9.

Records

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater, Archie ARC 3091.
Margot Guilleaume, Soprano; Jeanne Deroubaix, Alto; Carl Gorvin,
Positive Organ; SUdwestdeutsches Kammerorchester; Mattieu Lange,
Conductor. Side 1, one inch in from the beginnirg.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 6, EVALUATIVE PHASE

Instructional. unit: The Evaluative Phase of Exemplar Study in
Criticism.

Reference: Bukofzer, Manfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1947).

I. Introdt.ction.

A. Ob'ectives. Be able to

1. Make an assessment of the Pergolesi "Cujus animam gementem"
to determine its merit.

2. Say whether the work is good or bad, based upon an
examination of its aesthetic qualities.

B. Reesons. Although the descriptive, analytical, and
interpretive phases of aesthetic criticism are important
facets of the study of a work of art, the ultimate test of
"wtethef e student is genuinely developing as an aesthetic
kncwert is to have him make an evaluation of the object in
question.

Note.
1
Ralp A. Smith, An Exerplar Approach to Education,

A :°reliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, 1967), p. 69.

II. Explanation and demonstration. Sine it was written over 200 ye...is
ago, the Pergolesi Stabat Mater--a portion of which we have been
studying--has been controversial. In the past some critics felt
the work was too close to "buffo" opera style (for example,
Pergolesi's own La Serva Padrona), rather than the stale of sac: J

music of the time. Other contemporaries, however, saw Pergolesi as
a "'child of taste and of elegance, and nursling of the muses'."4
A modern critic thinks that "Pergolesi's Stabat Mater...exempli4ie,
the fragile texture, the admirably balanced phrasing, and the
lyrically sentimental tone of much Italian religious music of t
eighteenth century."3

Note.
2
Paul Henry Lang. Music in Western Civilization (New Yom,

W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941), p. 483.

Note.
3
Donald Jay Grout, A History of Western Music (New York:

W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1966), p. 330.

In our own time a conflict of opinion still rages; thus,
everyone is free to male his own assessment of this piece, There
is no such thing as a perfect judgment or appraisal of a work of
art. Humrm beine,s differ from one another in many respects- -
chiefly in temperament and backgroun,1--and any evaluation
(providing it is done honestly and stems from actual examination of
the music) may be considered valid.
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A mistake in evaluation which the student must guard against,
however, is to assess a work for what it is not; i.e., he rust have
enough historical information about a work such as the Pergolesi
exemplar to realize that, along with the Mozart and Verdi Requiems,
it is neither a church work, ror is it strictly secular. That is,

it does not resemble the typical Neapolitan church style of its
time which was "capable of rising to great heights of earnest-
ness."4 That Pergolesi could write in this style if he so chose is
demonstrated in his impressive ten-part masses with double chorus.
Rather, as the critic Alfred Einstein has pointed out, "the ' Stabat

Mater' is nothing more than a Good Friday Hymn of a single mortal
to the Mother of God, not intended for a Church Festival, but for
the edification of a small circle;...it is sacred chamber music
[italics ning a Duetto spirituale."5

Note.
4
Alfred Einstein. Prefatory essay for Giovanni Battista

Pergolesi's Stabat Mater, Edition Eulenburg No. 973 (London:
Ernst Eulenburg, Ltd., 1927?), ii.

Note.
5
Ibid., ii.

Perhaps the best way to evaluate a work such as this i3 not in
t.arMs of our expectations of what it should be like (based on our
knowledge of other works of the period), but, rather, in terms of
the work itself. A good basic question to ask might be: does it
have sufficient unity within itself to make sense to us? Another
important question is: What means of variety dtd the composer
employ to hold our interest?

Our analysis of this piece has revealed numerous unifying
devices. Some of the more obvious area (1) the use of the
Baroque "walking bass" in low strings are organ throughout, (2) the
continuing string orchestration, and (3) numerous repetitions of
the brief text. Rhythmically, the work is unified by the repetition
of small patterns and phrases; melodicalli, it tends to repeat the
line exactly or sequentially; and harmonically, it tends to circle
around a few closely related keys. Large-scale unity is achieved
by the resemblance between the beginning, and the end of the work;
by rounding out the form, Pergolesi gives the listener a sense of
completion.

The danger in a work such as this is that it will become too
unified; there will be so many points of similarity that the ear
will cease to expect anything new, resulting in boredom.
Pergolesi's solution to this problem, in this writer's estimation,
is the reason why this piece can be classified as "good." The

principal means if variety are: (I) (ramatic juxtapositions of
loud and soft dynamics, (2) sudden, unexpected melodic leaps,
(3) and the use of chromatic harmony to create tension and
expressivity. Large-scale diversity is obtained by the contrast
between the instrumental introduction and the vocal solo (a sirple,
but effective, device); as well aF. by the injection of ar

31.)
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unexpected rising chromatic passage over a sustained pedal (in
place of a return to the beginning).

The simple, unpretentious, appealing style of the Stabat Mater
and other similar works "influenced the future course of a century
of music...as only Monteverdi had before...[Pergolesil...
Pergolesi...created a bewitching melodic art that has not lost its
freshness up to our day....Tile marvelously fresh tone, radiant
color, lightness end melodiousness...affected his contemporaries
like a miracle." Mozart may have gained some of the inspiration
for the lyric aspects of his style from Pergolesi; the famous
Barber of Seville by Rossini owes much to the eighteenth century
master; and, quite unexpectedly, in our own time Igor Stravinsky
constructed his Pulcinella on themes from works of that minor
master, Pergolesi.

Note. Replay "Cujus animam gementem" from Pergolesi's Stabat
Mater.

Note. 6Lang, p. 455.

III. Review.

A. Student questions: clorification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have a.ly questions.

A. Summary of the lesson. This work is evaluated as "good" because
it achieves diversity by several methods while maintaining a
unified framework.

C. Closing statement. We have come full circle now, examining our
exemplal from four different angles: the descriptive, the
analytical, the interpretive, and the evaluative. Perhaps we
now have some insight into a method of dealing with a
cow.roversial work which defies "pigeonholing" because of its
fresh, novel approach to composition. In practice, the four
aspects of aesthetic criticism should be combined and continually
overlapping; however, for purposes of writing lesson plans, they
must, of necessity, be kept separate

Appendix

Bocks

iukofzer, Menfred. Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1947).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton ind Company, Inc., 1941).
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Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau of
Educat:onal Research, 1967).

Scores

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater. Edition Eulenburg No. 973
(London: Ernst Eulenburg, Ltd., 1927?), pp. 6-9.

Records

Pergolesi, Giovanni Battista. Stabat Mater, Archive Records
ARC 3091. Margot Guilleaume, Soprano; Jean Deroubaix, Alto;
Carl Gorvin, Positive Organ; Sudwestdeutsches Kammerorchester;
Matt.eu Lange, Conductor, Side 1, one inc' in from the beginning.
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS NO. 2: "Menuet" from
Maurice Ravel's Le Tombeau de Couperin

I. Primary Concepts

A. Qualities of sound

1. Level of sound

a. This work lies mostly in middle to high piano register.

b. The composer inserts some low tones occasionally in the
bass line for color.

2. Amount of sound

a. The pieca is scored for solo piano.

3. Color of sound

a. The timbre is subdued,. even muffled, throughout.

b. This tone color is further emphasized at one point
by the use of the soft pedal ("Sourdine", m. 29).

4. Strength of sound

a. With a few exceptions, dynamics are soft throughout.

b. The markings are mostly either 2,iano ot pianissimo.

c. There are two brief loud points, reacted by crescendo
and left by decrescendo (m. 57; m. 111).

d. Brief crescendos and decrescendos are used within the
phrase to mark high points (see mm. 5-6; m. 12; and
mm. 21-24, for example).

e. Longer crescendos and decrescendos provide motion
during harmonically static sections (see: mm. 49-64,
a long pedal on G; mm. 105-120).

B. Qualities of movement

1. Pace of movement. In keepiAg with the stately nature of a
minuet, the tempo is allegro moderato (moderately fast).

2. Regularity of movement. The pace remains the same throughout
the entire piece, except for the last five measures (mm.
123-128) which grer:ly slow down to a very slow tempo.
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). Articulation of movement (the flow of a piece; Wiether a
works movement is continuous or separated).

o. Motion is continuous, with little separation between
phrases.

b. This continuity is deliberate ot the port of the
composer.

1) Phrase endings are somewhat elided by continuing
quarter note motion in the bass (see mm. 4 and 8,
for example).

2) Some phrases ene in mid-measure to encourage
continuity (see mm. 4 and 12, which conclude
their respective phrases on the second beat).

3) Long slurs over phrases (see mm. 33-40) and
successive sustair;d eighth notes within the
measure (see mm. 111 and 115) also help create
the feeling of continuity.

4. Intensity of movement

a. The manner of movement is gentle throughout.

1) Accents are fairly evenly distributed through
the measure, with no heavy stress on any single
beat.

2) There is minimal rhythmic motion in the bass line;
frequently, the bass and treble have identical
rhythm.

3) Dynamic s are soft, with few contrasts, none
sudden.

4) Frequently, harmonic dissonance is prepared by
suspension, adding to the overall effect of
gentle motion.

C. Points of arrival

1. Clarity of arrival

a. The piece alternates between frequent, clear points
of arrival and covered points of arrival.

b. The clear pointe of arrival usually coincide with the
end of a phrase (see mm. 4 and 8), and are marked by
a pause on a long tone.
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c. The covered points of arrival tend to occur in
mid-measure (see m. 12, beat 2); come at irregular
intervals, rather than every four or eight measures;
and encourage continuing motion with brief note
values.

2. Finality of arrival

a. The work is marked by weak points of arrival
(cadences) in order to keep the piece in motion.

b. For example, the first eight - Measure section
incorporates Val clear, but weak, points of arrival:

1) m. 4

a) The tonic is complete, with root in the
treble.

b) However, there is no standard cadential
progression, such ns I-IV, V-I, and the V
chord emerges from superimposed iV and V
chords occurring simultaneously.

2) m. 8

a) This cadence is harmonically weak.

1) It is a deceptive cadence: instead of
moving from V of V (A) to V (D), Ravel
progresses to VI of V (B)--this is III
in the home key.

2) The V chord is incomplete (missing the
fifth, G), while the chord of resolution
has the fifth (F(P) in the treble, to
encourage continuity.

c. The steady four-bar pattern contributes to the
feeling of arrival, even though the cadences are
weak.

3. Emphasis of arrival

a. Arrival in this piece is usually de-emphasized.

b. There are no added accents; only lengthened rhythmic
values indicate a point of arrival.

c. Dynamics are soft--they are either the same as the recr
of the phrase, or return to the same dynamics al the
beginning of the phrase.
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d. There is no pause after arrival; motion is continuous
between phrases.

e. Tin_re are few melodic leaps to or away from the point
of arrival.

D. Interaction of movement and arrival (the cration of phases
of musical movement).

1. Length of phases of movement

a. Phases of movement in this piece are of two contrasting
types:

1) Short, equal, symmetrical, balanced :our-bar
phrases (see mm. 1-8),

2) Unequal, asymmetrical, unbalanced phrases of
varying lengths (see mm. 9-24).

2. Approach to the point of arrival

a. The composer employs a :ready approach to the point
of arrival, using equal note values for the most
part.

b. A falling melodic lire, reaching its lowest point at
the end of the phrase, tends to define points of
arrival.

II. Secondary concepts

A. Rhythm

1. Beat. Quite marked and easily detectable throughout the
piece.

2. Tempo (pace)

a. Allegro moderato. Moderately fast and moving.
b. Pace is the same throughout the piece, except for the

last five measures, which gradually slow down
(ralentir beaucoup, mm. 124-5) to a very slow pace
(11f,s lent, mm. 126-8).

3. Meter (the steady flow of beats organized into small
group).

a. Type of grouping: simple triple n,eter

1) The measure contains three beats.
2) The quarter note is the element of the heat.
3) These beats are not subdivisions of a more pimaly

beat.
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4. Note values

a. There is a fairly even distribution of weight
throughout the Measure because of the combination
of long and short notes.

1) The effect of arrival is assigned to long notes
ksee mm. 4 and 8).

2) Short notes give the impression of movement (see
mm. 1-3; 5-7).

b. Notes ere frequently tied over the bar (see mm. 5-7)
and are shared in common by chords in sequence (see
m. 3).

c. Sonority is emphasized by sustained tones:

1) Frequently, tones or entire chords are sustained
through the measure (see mm. 9-24).

2) An unusual effect is obtained (see mm. 9-24) by
sustaining a single tone nearly to the following
beat; this is indicated by a slur extending from
the note (on the second beat of the measure) to
the following rest (on the third beat of the
measure).

3) A long-short pattern typifies ti-e "Musette"
portion of this piece (mm. 33-12); it is made up
of a half note followed by a quarter.

4) A distirct.ive pattern is seen in the coda (mm.
105-128); in mm. 111, 113, and 115, Ravel adds motion
to a static section with a series of eighth-note
arpeggios, each note of which is sustained until
the end of the measure to pile up sonorities.

5. Rhythmic motives (patterns)

a. Phrases are put together by recombining a few very
simple motives. These are:

1. )17J

2. J. .ft

3. J .1

4. ) JJ

5. 0.

6. .r) J

(see m. 1)

(see m. 2)

(see m. 4)

(see m. 7)

(see m. 8)

(sce m. 12)
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(see m. 19)

(see m. 3, bass line)

b. For example, phrase one is made up of rhythmic motives
#1, 2, 1, and 3 (see mm. 1-4).

c. By comparison, phrase two (mm. 5-8) is made up of
rhythmic motives #2, 1, 4, and 5; Ravel reverses the
rhythm of the first two measures of the phrase and
adds two new motives (#4 and 5).

d. There is little development of rhythmic motives; they
are mostly just repeated, rather than altered.

S. An example of repetition of rhythmic motives occurs in
the contrasting "Musette" section (mm. 33-72).

]) Here, Ravel fashions a melody, using the rhythmic
fragment d ), which first appears in the opening
section (m. 4 as the end of phtase one and the
upbeat to phrase two; mm. 5 and 6 as inner voices).

2) A reversal of this rhythmic figure (.1 tl ) counters
this in the bass (see mm. 33-39).

3) The change of rhythm for phrase endings is also
taken from the beginning of the piece.

a) For instance, the first phrase of the Tusette"
(mm. 33-40) ends with the rhythm .1 jJlei

b) This rhythm concluded the first phrase of the
piece, as well (mm. 1 -6).

6. Larger rhythmic groups: phrase, period

a. Beats are grouped in smell units of threes (simple
grouping); these are equivalczt to one measure.

b. Multiples of this simple grouping ompose the phrase
(typically four measures long).

c. Phrases are not always the same length, nor are they
consistently balanced by corresponding phrases.

1) For example, the first section (mm. 1-8) consists
of a pair of four-measure balanced phrases (mm.
1-4; mm. 5-8).

2) In the contrasting section which follows, however,
phrase relationship is blurred because there is
no clearcut division _b.ptween phrases :

a) In the first section, each phrase pauses on
a sustained tone (see mm. 4 and 8).

b) By comparison, in the second section (m. 9ff.),
the melody does not pause for phrase endings,
but continues motion in (parts,- notes (see mm.
12, 16, 20).
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d. What constitutes a phrase in this piece?

1) It tends to be.four measures long.
2) It dces not always have a clearly defined harmonic

point of arrival; i.e., the end of the phrase is
frequently on chords other than I or V.

3) It is put together from a small stock of rhythmic
patterns, which are delineated early in the work
(see II A 5 of this analysis).

4) l'te phrase in this composition does not constitute
a complete musical statement.

a) It lacks something in form and sense; thus,
it does not give the listener the impression,
that it is a complete musical statement.

b) It is too short to be a complete statement.
c) It does not have enou0 internal contrast to

be an entire piece--either from a melodic,
rhythmic, harmonic, textural, or formal
standpoint.

d) The failing melody demands some sort of answer
for balanze.

e. What constitutes a period in this piece?

1) A period is a group of phrases with a point of
arrival that gives a convincing impression of
finality.

2) Here, the first large section (preceding the
"Musette") consists of three periods;

a) Period 1: (mm. 1-8)

1) This consists of two balanced phrases of
four bars each.

2) It is left harmonically open for continua-
tion by its pause on B (VI of V).

b) Period 2: (mm. 9-24)

1) This consists of sixteen measures, grouping
into four phrases.

2) It is a longer period than the first period
because of several factors:

a) The first phrase ends in mid-measure,
with no pause to emphasize the phrase
completion.

b) The continuity of quarter notes, with-
out any pauses on sustained tones,
carries each phrase forward, providing
momeritum toward ele end of the period
(m. 24).
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c) The momentum is helped by several
crescendos (mm. 15-16 and 21-22).

d) Momentum is also aided by a great deal
of repetition of phrase fragments
(see: mm. 10-11 and 13-14; mm. 17-18,
19-20, and 21, 23-4).

c. Period 3: (mm. 25-32)

1. This consists of two balanced phrases of
four measures each.

2. It balances the first period (mm. 1-8)
in length.

3. Unlike the first period, however, it is
harmonically closed; it concludes on the
tonic (G major), thus ending the first
section of the piece.

B. Melody

1. Melodic Contour

a. Definition: the shape of a melody; melodic movement.

b. Contour patterns

1) With some notable exceptionq the motion of this
piece is primarily conjunct (see below, section d,
"Musical intervals," for detail on disjunct
motion).

2) The patterns vary from phrase to phrase.

a) For example, the first two phrases (mm. 1-4
and 5-8) Lend to fall away from an iritial
high point.

b) Thereafter, the third phrase (mm. 9-13)
revolvesaround a single point (the tone D --
see mm. 9. 12,.

c) Successive phrases (mm. 13-24) revolve around
another tone, F#, pulling away from that note
in a series of small descents (see mm. 12-14;
17-18; 19-20), before the ascent to the cliTax
of the section (mm. 21-22) and subsequent return
to the original tone (D) (m. 24).

3) However, the descending pattern predominates,
becoming especially clear in the series of descents

of the "Musette."

c. Changes in direction within the melody compensate for
one another.
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1) If nart of a phrase descends, the next narr tends
to balance this motion with a return to the starting
tone.

2) In the second neriod (mm. 9-24), the line tends to
return to Its noint of origin, and then stretch
beyond it in an upward motion! the resulting tension
insures the continuity of a rather renetitious work:

a) Mm. 9-10: after a brief descent from the
starting tone, D, to its lower neighbor, C,
Ravel returns to D, balancing the descent with
a corresnonding ascent from D to E.

b) Mn. 12-13! retutning to D, once again, the
composer stretches the line beyond E to VA,
returning immediately to E.

c) Mm. 15-16! returning once again to D, the
composer continues by conjunct motion to A,
a fifth above D.

d. Musical intervals

1) There are few large intervals in this piece;
moving conjunctly, du_ work uses mostly half and
whole stens and some thirds (see mm. 3 and 7).

2) Contrasting fourths and fifths are immediately
filled in and balanced by succeeding conlunct
motion (see mm. 1-2; mm. 5-6).

3) Large intervals are used for formal nurposes:

a) A sixth (FY-D) marks the break between sections
1 and 2 (rn. 9-10).

5) A seventh (D-E) narks the break between sections
2 and 3 (mm. 24-25).

c) A sixth (D-F) marks the drop from the high
point of the melody (nm, 22-23).

e. A melodic apex the peak of melodic contour) helps slave
the melody.

1) The anex of the entire melody arrives (mite late
(m. 22), thus maintaininb interest.

2) Although successive nbrases (mm. 25-32) contain
equally high or higher tones, they do not contain
the melo-a,.cx bccaose they arc essentiall renetitions
of the onening of the 14otk in a higher octave.

3) The anex anal nit (low noint) of individual phrases
differ tc resulting variations in stress keep, the
,iece roving: cv,nples are as follows:

a) 1-tac. 1 (nr.. 1-!1)

I) arcx (high Dint) of the rM",3SC is the
toLe D.
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2) It is prominent because of the following
characteristics:

a) It is the first tone of the phrase.
b) It is repeated twice soon after its

initial entry.
c) Its final repetition (third beat, m. 1)

is emphasized by a written streE--; mark.

3) The nadir (low point) of the phrase is the
tone E (m. 3); it is not prominent.

b. Phrase 2 (mm. 5-8)

1) The apex of the phrase is the tone E (m. 6).
2) It is prominent because of the following

characteristics:

a) It falls on the first beat of the
measure.

b) Its natural accent is augmented by a
dynamic accent: the tone is the loudest
note in the phrase because Ravel makes
a crescendo to the E and a decrescendo
away from it.

c) Finally, its natural accent is emphasized
by an additional written stress mark.

3) The nadir of the phrase is the tone F# (m. 8).
4) It is fairly prominent because of the

following characteristics:

a) It lies on the first beat of the measure.
b) It is the longest note of the phrase,

o:cupying the entire measure (three beats);
thus, it bears a durational accent.

c) It concludes the phrase and period.

f. Large-scale contour

1) This type of contour directs musical movement, giving
shape to whole passages.

2) Contour analysis of mm. 1-32:

a) Essentially, this passage involves melodic motion
from D, the tonic fifth, to G, the tonic root.

b) This motion is predicted in capsule form very
early in the melody with the sudden drop of a
fifth (D-G, mm. 1-2); appearing in the context
of conjunct motion (mostly whole and half steps),
this interval is very striking.

32o
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c) G, tie conic root, is :achieved again it the end of
the first. Ihrar,e (n. 4): however, this Point is not
rote as a Foint of repose, and the piece continues.

1) The welody to this 'oint has not been of
sufficient length to make it an entity.

2) The Phrase demands balance, as well as
length.

3) The nhrase seems harmonically inconclusive
because of its weak cadence.

d) Each phrase contains one or more tones which are
more important than the rest in contributing to
large-scale contour and overall melodic motion.

e) Phrase l (mm. 1-4): D (m. 1) is the most
important tone.

f) Phrase 2 (mm, 5-P): C (n. 5) is the most
important tone.

1) The motion from D (first phrase) to C is
a temnoraty delay of the true overall motion of
the melody--in an upward direction.

2) This ascent is predicted, however, by the
accented tone E (m. 6).

3) The descent from D to C and subsequent return
to D (phrase three) is a unifying device,
repeating the miniature notion of n. 1.

g) Phrase 3 (nun, 9-12): returning to D (m. 9), the
phrase once again predicts the subsequent rise
to E (m, 10),

h) Phrase 4 (m71. 12-16): this hrase moves u- to the
tone E (n. 13) it predicts further ascending
motion in an urbeat Ft (m. 12) and in an octave
extension (A-A) of its lowest tone, A (rn. 14-10).

i) Phrase 5 (nn. 17-20): this nhrase finally achieves

(rl. 17), reiiatlf, it for enPhosis (n. 19)
and stretches Past f',& to Predict the next tone
in the nsecut, G.

l) Phrase (tn. 21-2',): once again, :his rbraqe repeats
(creating tension by the del.-y of a new tone):

it reaches G, tic goal of the thole relody in m. 22,

but does not ciw11 en Cris tone.

1) C is used as the s,righoard for the climax
of the melody.

2) brealin;,, away from G, Ravel gees Past that tone;
Le leacles the height of the melody (D) by a G
valor trig! (.,:,-B-13), and returns to the start-

ing ;_o:e of C.12 rloly 24-25).
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k) Phrase 7 (um. 25-28): tcsr-..her with phrase 3,

this phrase repeats the return to D; its most
important tone is E (m. 25).

1) Phrase 8 (mm. 29-32): returning to D (m. 29),
this phrase is an exact melodic duplicate of the
first phrase (one octave 1p); this time, its
descent to G (the tonic rcot) is felt as the
conclusion of the melody l'ccause of the duration
and complexity of the prene,ling passages.

m) Summary: with numerous rleviations, the passage
ascends from the tonic fifth (D) to the tonic root
(G) by stepwisf. motion (D-3-F#-G), returning to
the start?ng point, D, after the climax of the
melody. The conclusion of the melody (last two
phrases) reinforces the descent at a higher
octave and comes to rest on the tonic root (3) --
thus ending the melody. The entire melodic
contour can be diagramed somewhat like this:

"*".. '

2. Melodic Motives

e. Definition: thc c.mbination of melcdic contour and rhythmic
patterns; phrases and periods are formed from Lelodi:
motives.

b. Number of motives: many small motives.
c. Variety of motives: they are quite similar, particularly

rhythmically.
d. Relationships between motives: repetition and reversal

of parts

1) Example: the sec.ond half of phr;.se 1 is derived from
the first halt.

a) m. 3 uses the same rhythm as m. 1 ()ID ),
b) m. 4 is m. i in its plain form, without the dotted

cluarier-,::-1,th note figure (i.e.: the rhythp
j J.) is eonivalent to J J ).

2: 8,(ample: eacr < i the four cleasu-os of phrase 2 is

derived from --. Gifferent part oi phrase 1:

a) The first tio m ?.asures of phrase 2 (mm. 5-6) are
rhythmically identical to their counterparts in
phrase I 0.:n. 1-2), except that the measures
are reversed in their order; thus, m. 5 is equiva-
lent to m. 2 and m. 6 is similar to m. 1.

b) In addill-o, the tones of m. S are identical to
those of 2, except they are a step higher and
presentte in reverse order (backwards: thus,

Tdu

I

I

I

I

I

1
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G-A-B becomes A-B-C (transposed one step higher),
which then is presented backwards as C-B-Ai.

c) The transition from ascending to descending order
is made in m. 3 (4-G-E-FO.

d) The third measure of the phrase derives its rhythm
( ) from the bass line of mm. 1-2; its
tones (A-B-G) are a reordering of the notes of
m. ? (G-A-B).

e) The fourth measure of the phrase (m. 8) is a
rhythmic extension of the fourth measure of phrase
1 (m. 4).

3 Example: the central section (mm. 9-24) is built on
rhythmic repetition; the effect is one of delaying
the climax of the melody (m. 22), thus creating
tension.

a) Phrase 3 (mm. 9-12) combines fragments from
phrases 1 and 2, and uses reversal of tones to
achieve a line which is different from the
proceding material, yet related to it.

1) The first two measures (mm. 0-10) correspond
rhythmically to the opening phrases of the
piece.

2) The first meas re (m. 9) is a nate.for.^ote
melodic duplicate of the first phrase of the
work.

3) The second measure of the phrase approaches
the sane third note (B), but from above,
instead o below.

4) The third measure (m. 11) is derived rhythmically
from the three quarter notes of the third
measure of phrase 2 (m. 7).

5) The final measure of the phrase (m. 12) is
derived from the first measure of the piece.

a) The ornament and first three notes (D-C-D)
are identical.

b) The rhythm is a variant, however: the

second and third beats (n) ) are pushed
forward to become the first and second
beats; while the original quarter-note
first beat now lies at the end of the
measure, forming the upbeat to the next
phrase.

b) Fhrases 4-6 (mm. 13-24) are extremely repetitious;
they are derived almost entire]; from a r'ly hmic
condensation of phrase 2 ( the pattern .1,n .J. %.1 )

is like that of mm. 5 and 7).
1 J. %.1
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3. Treatment of Melodic Material

a. Definition: how a composer works w-th melody to create
a composition.

b. Type of melodic material used he,-c: theme.

1) The theme is not complete in, itself, but is subject
to change, as we have seen.

2) It is part of a larger composition; it serves as a
"topic for discussion."

3) Its contour is subject to change and development (see
previous discussion).

4) It has distinctive rhythmic motives, but these are,
nonetheless, subject to development.

5) Its motives seem dissimilar, although they are
often related.

o) It has large range (from E to E: two octaves);
thus, it is not easy to sing.

7) Its sense of phrase relationships is incomplete until
the ends of periods and until the conclusion of the
piece as a whole.

c. Manner of handling melodic material: the three sections
of the piece may be defined melodically as (I) permutation,
(2) repetition, and (3) fragmentation.

I) By comparison with the opening section (mm. 1-32),
which presents various combinations of rhythm, the
"Musette" (mm. 33-72) is extremely simple and
straightforward.

2) It employs the rhythm dmild )1,J.11 L11
derived from m. 4 (t) j) and m. 7 ( ).

3) Previvisly, the rhythm cj 44 was divided between
two phrases: the half note marked the end of one
phrase, while the quarter signified the upbeat to
the following phrase.

4) Now, however, the rhythm is used sequentially to form
a new theme.

5) Repetitions of melodic material are seldom exact; for
example, whcn the first theme returns (mm. 73-80),
it is combined o:th a G majo- (rather than modal)
variant of the °Musette."

6) Another method of thematic variance instead of exact
repetition is to repeat the melody on another step
of the scale; for example, when the melody returns
after the "Musette," phrases 3-6 are presented a major
third above their original appearance (beginning on
F# instead of D).

7) Melodic fragments are used to conclude the piece (coda,
mi. 105-128):
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a) Ravel builds on an exact restatement of the first
half of phrase 2 (mm. 5-8), repeating it several
times at a higher step and with altered rhythmic
patterns (see mm. 107-108 and mm. 109-110).

b) He then employs the rhythms of mm. 7-8 (the
conclusion of the first period) in reverse order

( (IL ») instead of )),Il ).
c) The t nes of mm. 111-117 are derived from those

of the opening measure of the piece; reheated
again at a higher level in m. 21, they lad into
the climax of the melody.

d) This original pattern (from mm. 21-22) is now used
once again (see mm. 116-120), as Ravel reiterates
the climax of the melody in augmentation; now,
each of the quarter notes in the triadic ascent to
the peak of the melody are given three beats in-
stead of one (mm. 118-120).

e) Repetition of the first measure of the piece at
successively lower octaves (mm. -21-123) gives
the work a sense of completeness and finality.

f) Finally, the melody disappears altogether, and
Ravel simply repeats the quarter-note bass line
(mm. 124-125), concluding with an incomplete
statement (m. 125, last beat, rhythmic diminution
of the figure and condensation to only two notes
instead of three).

C. Texture

1. Definition: the total effect of many lines together; the
action of component parts or voices.

2. Type of Texture

a. Basically a homophonic te..fture (melody and accompaniment).
b. The work also contains elements of counterpoint (the

juxtaposition of melodies, one against the other); the
principal example occurs in the use of the "Musette" as
the bass line for the recurrence of the main theme (mm.
73-80).

c. The melody is the most prominent voice throughout, and is
frequently subject to parallel motion:

1) M. 22: the melody is doubled in parallel fifths and
octaves; this unusual timbre serves to highlight the
climax of the melody.

2) Throughout the "Musette," (ram. 33-72) Ravel doubles
the melody in octaves and fifths; this sound contrasts
with the parallel fourths, sixths, and dissonances of
the previu6s section, thereby serving to delineate the
form of the work.
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3) The last fragment of the uelody (m. 125) is
presented as a pair of parallel triads (C major
and A minor); coming after simple one-lin, motion
(mm. 124-125), this technique signals the end of
the piece.

d. Frequently, both treble and bass lines have the same
rhythmic pattern (see mm. 49-64); the effect is one of
melodic emphasis.

c. As in true homophunic texture, a break (caesura) occurs at
the end of a phrase; here, although some phrase endings
are less marked than others, phrases tend to conclude with
a sustained tone in the treble (as opposed to continuing
motion in smaller note values throughout the phrase),
while the bass ascends in a quarter -note pattern of a
fifth and an octave (see m. 4).

D. Harmony

1. Tonal Center

a. Definition: a combination of tones, acting to give the
impression of a tonal center.

b. Tonic Note: the central tone (tonal center) in a work;
here, the tonic note is G.

c. Means of assertion to establish a tonal center;

1) The tonal center in this work is not particularly
strong; thus, the tonic note (G) is not strongly
asserted.

2) First impression

a) The tone G does not occur in the melody until
m. 2, where it is prominent because it appears on
the first, strong, accented beat of the measure,
because of its duration (a dotted quarter, it is
the longest note in the piece thus far), because
of its appearance in a dissonant context, and
because of a sudden melodic skip of a fifth (D
to G) in a context of conjunct motion.

b) By comparison, he ever, the tone G appears first
in the bass line on the strong beat of measure 1,
where it is the highest t'.ne of a descending line.

c) The tone G is prominent at the end of the first
phrase (m. 4):

1) It appears as a long tone in the melody, to
conclude a descending line.

2) It appears in the bass, as the root of a G
major chord.

334
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3) Frequency: G appears frequently only during the
central "Musette" section where it is particularly
apparent as a sustained G pedal in the bass (mm.
49-64). By comparison, G seldom occurs in other
sections of the work.

4) Final im ression: the work ends on a note of
indeterminacy.

a) G appears frequently toward the end of the piece
in a section which repeats the first measure of
the work (mm. 121-125).

b) G is brought up from the bass line and super-
imposed over the melody as a sustained half note
(mm. 122-123).

c) Ravel then drops the melody altogether, leaving
the repeating bass line fragment, which begins
on G.

d) Another final impression of G is given in the
accented triad condensation of the melody (171,
125).

e) However, the tonality of G is somewhat obscured in
the final measures of the work (mm. 126-328).

1) C appears only in the bass, as the root of the
G major chord.

2) The G tends to be overpowered by other tones.

a) B (the third of G major) is emphasized by
a trill, while the G tends to lose power
as it is sustained.

b) A D major chord (D-F#-A) is superimposed
over the concluding G major; this dominant
(V) harmony, with the tone A in the treble,
tends to de-emphasize the tonality of G
major.

3) Tension and forcefulness are associated with
a lack of drive toward the tonic, while tonic
drive is associated with gentleness except in
the final phrases.

f) The use of drone, in the form of pedal tones and
ostinati, serves to weaken the harmonic drive
further.

2. Stability and Instability

a. Definition: relative qualities, created by tone
combinations

b. Stability implies:

33o
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1) A feeling of rest; poise
2) Consonance
3) Arrival in harmony
4) These qualities are minimized in this piece

c. Instability implies:

1) Motion; restlessness.
2) Dissonance: this is a very important factor in this

piece; it maintains motion and interest in an other-
wise extremely repetitious work.

a) The most c>mmon type of dissonance used in this
piece is that of a second major.

b) An example of this type of dissonance appears in
m. 1, beat 2, where, in an attempt to provide
motion between two different positions of the
tonic chord, Ravel introduces two dissonant tones
in succession into a C major context.

1) The first dissonance, B, is the third of G
major, and is retained from the previous chord;
it is dissonant against C, forming a minor
second with that tone.

2) The second dissonance, D, is the fifth of G
major, and is an anticipation of the succeeding
chord; it is dissonant against E, forming a
major second with that tone.

c) Frequently, a tone is dissonant against several
tones simultaneously (see m. 2, where D forms a
major second with C and E at the same time).

d) Ravel tends to delay the immediate resolution of
dissonances by adding a note of resolution which
is consonant /ith the note against which the
resolved note was dissonant; however, the new note
is now dissonant with yet another tone (see m, 3)

the G on the second beat is dissonant against A in
the bass; this dissonance is resolved by changing
from G to E, which forms a perfect fifth with the
A, but is dissonant with the other bass tone, D.

3) Movement in harmony: the piece tends to move around
the tonic, G, rather than within it.

a) Very little if the work is in G major; a major
portion (the "fkisette") is in the Dorian mode,
transposed to G.

b) After a brief establishment of tonality (mm. 1-4),
the piece tends to move away from the tonic quickly.
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c) The degree of stability differs for various intervals;
on the whole, since this piece uses primarily stable
intervals, it does not produce an overall effect
of tension, even though it contains many dissonances.

1) The intervals appearing most frequently,
melodically and harmonically, are the whole and
half steps and the major and minor third.

3. Key, Scale, and Mode

a. Ea (Tonality): a series of relationships in which not
,11 notes are of equal importance; a practice whereby

piece of music gives preference to one tone (the tonic),
raking this the tonal center to which all other tones are
related.

b. Tonic

1) The central note of a group of tones; a point of
reference for other notes.

2) Here. the note G.

3) Other notes depend on the tonic for their relative
positions.

a) Thus, G is the focal point of phrase 1 (mm. 1-6),
which begins and ends on a C major chord.

b) The second phrase (mm. 5-8) is related to phrase
1 because its concluding tohe, Ffi, is the lead
tone to the tonic, G, and its last chord, B major,
is the upper third of G.

c) Phrases 3-6 (mm. 9-24) are related to phrase 1
because they revolve around the upper and lower
thirds of G (8 and E).

d) Thus, even though the tonality of G is not very
prominent, the piece is in that key by implication,
rather than by direct stateent .

c. Major Scale

1) An arrangement of whole and half steps (here, the G
major scale) G A ts D E c9, with half steps between
the third and fourth notes, B and C, and between the
seventh and last notes, F# and G.

2) Its ability to define a tonic is strong, particularly
because of the power of its leading tone: the seventh
tone (here, F#) tends to go readily to the tonic (here,
G).

3) The major third (G to B) provides the characteristic
color of the major key.
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d. Mode

1) In the widest sense of the word, mode refers to the
selection of tones, arranged in a scale, which form
the basic tonal substance of a composition.

2) More closely, however, the term mode designates only
those scales which go back to the medieval church modes,
as distinguished from the major and minor modes (or
keys).

3) The church modes use different arrangements of half
and whole steps from ihe major and minor modes, and
were adapted by Impressionist composers (particularly
Debussy and Ravel) as a means of rebelling against
traditional tonality.

4) The mod: used in this piece (in the "Musette," mm.
33-72) is the Dorian mode.

a) This mode is similar to the minor mode in its
arrangement of half aad whole steps.

1) It uses the same minor third ac the minor
mode (here, Bb).

2) However, the minor sixth typical of the minor
mode is raised to a major sixth in the Dorian
mode (here, E natural, rather than a).

b) Criginally, this mode began on D: D Ey G A Es; D
c) However, Ravel uses a transposed version of tae

Dorian mode.

1) Beginning of the tone G, he uses the same
arrangement of whole end half steps as the
Dorian mode beginning on D.

2) Thus, the transkoed Dorian mode of this piece
uses the following scale:

G ABb C D EF G.

5) Ravel's reason for using a mode in this piece is to
blur tonality in the "Musette" section, thereby
affording harmonic conttast with the rest of the
work.

6) At the same time, the "Musette" is harmonically
related to the rest of the piece; the Dorian mode
transposed to G and the key of G major share all tones
except their third in common.

4. Cilords

a, Definition: the combilvtion of three or more different
tones in a group; an amplification of a sitsle line of
music.
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h. yynr. of clords rreclominating, in wore :

) Triads (thrco-uote chords comi,osed of mnor and minor
ti,rds) wiihadded seconds (an additional note,
which forms the interval of a second with one of the
notes of the triad): see m. 1, beat 2 (C major
triad, with added tone B, which forms the interval
of a minor second with C).

2) Parallel (gliding) chords: chords in arallel motion.
see the entire "Musette" (mm. 33-72).

c. Imlortance of: these_ chord a niece using these
tyles, in addition to the more tradttional harmonic
vocabulary, gives the imressinn of moti,in this is

.,articularly im "ortant in a worn which uses extensive
re-etition of small melodic fragments and emloys a
conventioria!, nredictable minuet form.

5. Cadences

a. Definition. chord progressions used to create harmonic
effects of arrival, consisting rrimarily of a relation-
shin between tonic and dominant chords.

h. Im-ortancefor this style

1) Traditional. cadences are avoided to this niece.
2) The effect is one of continuing motion, delaying

points of arrival.

c. Examoles

1) Authentic Cadence

a) Definition: a progresaion from the dominant to .

the chord (V-I), with both chords in root
position; it has the effect of stooping motion,
and is frequently used to round off sections or
end comrositions.

b) Since Ravel wishes to heel, the nioce in motion,
this tyt.e of cadence aorears infrequently.

1) mm: 3-4: the cadence is weakened by blurring
the dominant chord (0) it Is first stated
with an added second (B, the first heat of
m. 3), then com7)ined with a C major triad
(IV of G), before resolving to G (I).

2) oar. 31. -39: this is a strong cadence, con-
cluding the section! however, the V7 chord
is augmented a major ninth (E, forming
an added second with FO), thus implementing
the traditional cadence.
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2) Deceptive Cadence

a) Definition: A progression from the dominant to
a chord other than the tonic (often from the
dominant to the submediant, or VI chord); the
effect is the postponement of a point of arrival.

b) This type of cadence is used effectively to keep
the piece in motion at the end of the first period
(mm. 7 -3); having shifted suddenly into the D
tonal area (mm. 4-5), Ravel averts committing
himself to that tonality by a V-VI cadence (A7-B),
rather than the progression V-I (A-D).

c) The overall effect is one of tonal ambiguity,
thus keeping the piece in motion.

d) Tonal ambiguity it exemplified and the technique
summarized in the last cadence of the work (mm.
125-126); here Ravel superimposes the V of V
(A) over the V, and then superimpos,Js the V (D)
over I (G) to conclude the piece on a note of
indeterminacy.

6. Distribution of Tonal Centers: Modulation

a. Modulations: Shifts o2 tonal center (key) during a piece
to maintain interest.

b. Functior. of Modulation: To give large-scale contour
(shape) to long works.

c. ape Used in the Piece: All of the modulations in this
work are abrupt, with sudden, unprepared switches in
Lonality.

d. Methods of Modulation

1) By harmonic techniques previously described, Ravel
always leaves the exact tonality of the work in doubt.

2) Thus, his sudden changes of tonality are from one
implied tonality to another.

3) For example, shortly after the beginning of the piece,
he implies a shift from G to D (mm. 4-5) by repeating
D in the bass as a brief pedal; however, he averts the
strong establishment of D as the principal tonality
of the section by a deceptive cadence to B (VI of D).

4) He then implies that B is the principal tonality of
period 2 (mm. 9-24) by repetition: this section employs
many B, D, and F# chords, all built on either the root,
third, or fifth of the B minor chord (B-D-F#).

5) Single tones, shared in common, are used to bridge
differences between two sections; for example, the
'bridge tone" into and away from the "Musette" is the
note D, which is the fifth of both the G major and
Dorian (transposed to G) mode tonic chords.
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E. Form

1. Def nition: a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes the
is of movement and arrival on a large scale.

2. Relationships Between Statement and Counterstatement

STATEMENT POSSIBLE COUNTERSTATEMENTS

1. Motive (mm. 1-4) a.

2. Melody (mm. 1-8) a.

b.

3. Authentic Cadence (mm. 3-4) a.

4. Tonal Center or Key (mm. 1-32) a.

b.

5. Phrase (mm. 1-4) a.

6. Period (mm. 1-8) a.

b.

7. Section (mm. 1-32) a.

b.

c.

341

Variation of the motive (mm.
5-8)
Alteration and repetition of
melodic fragments (mm. 9-24).
Repetition of the melody with
some slight changes of registra-
tion, sequence of motives, and
beginning interval (mm. 25-32).
Deceptive Cadence (mm. 7-8).
Contrasting, but related, mode
(mm. 33-72).
Return to the home key (mm.
73-128), as a counterstatement
to the contrasting mode.
Answering phrase of comparable
length, giving rise to
symmetrical construction
(mm. 5-8).
Answering period of exactly twice
the length of period 1, resulting
in the temporary tension of
imbalance (mm. 9-24).
Yhen, the return of the first
period resulting in balance
and the closing of the section
(mm. 25-32).
Answering section of approximately
the same length (mm. 31-72; its
first period is repeated); each
period equivalent to a period in
section 1.
Then, the return of the first
section (ran. 73-104).

Finally, a ccda 105-128);
shorter by eight measures than
any of the sections, this twenty-
four measure section balances the
entire piece by its compaOson
with the second section (mm. 33-72),
which was eight measures longer
than any other section.
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3. Type of Form (how this piece extends itself in time).

a. Although an Impressionist in many respects (harmonic,
particularly), Ravel was essentially a classicist in
matters of form.

b. This aspect of the composer's style is particularly
evident is Ravel's usa of sectional structure.

1) Definition: the addition of well-defined phrases
and plciods to the original statement.

2) Characteristics

a) Clearly marked phrases and periods.
b) Well-defined points of arrival.
c) The work is neatly organized in distinct sections.
d) Phases of movement are of approximately the same

length.
e) The work has a sense of balance and clearcut

outlines.
f) The principal musical interest lies within fixed

interest.

3) Characteristic of sectional structure not found in this
piece.

a) The melodic material used is valuable for itself,
not for what will happen to it (Ravel uses
extensive development and transformation of
thematic material to extend his piece and derive
the "Musette" section from what has gone before).

c. Specific Form

1) This piece has a tri-partite (three-part) structure,
with the addition of a coda.

2) Charac eristics of a three-part structure are as follows:

a) It brings back the first part of the piece at the
end; the composer works by successively developing
his original motive, rather than by contrasting a
new motive against the original.

b) It completely rounds off the form.
c) It is accompanied by a return of the original

melody.
d) There are many strong points of arrival (blurred

in this style, usually), evenly spaced.

3) The structure of this work (ABA) is outlined as follows:

a) Section I (A), mm. 1-32; this contains three smaller
subsections, or periods within itself (aba, mm. 1-8;
9-24; 25-32): MINUET.
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b) Section 2 (B), mm. 33-72; this contains three small
sections (cdc, mm. 33-48; 49-64; 65-73): TRIO

Misette").
c) Section 3 (A), mm. 73-104; this contains three

subsections (a'b'a', mm. 73-80; 81-96; 97-104),
each of which is slightly different from the
original first section: Phrase 1 has its melody
written up an octave, and uses a G major variant
of the "Musette" for harmony; Phrase 2 is written
up a third, starting on D#, instead of 13; Phrase 3
employs slightly different harmonies than in the
first section.

d) Coda, mm. 104-128: by comparison with the three
major sections, the subsections within the coda
are asymmetrical; thus, the strict formality of
the work is dissolved toward the end, with measure
groupings of: 6, 10, 3, 2, and 3.
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Appendix

Score

Ravel, Maurice (1875-1937). "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin.

(Paris: Durand et Cie, 1918), pp. 20-23.

Record

Ravel, Maurice (1875-1937). "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin.
Angel Records 35272. Walter Cioseking, Piano. Side XAX. 726,

band 5.

Book

Adel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts:

Harvard University Press, 1964).
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LESSON PLAN FO. 1, DESCRIPTIVE PHASE

Instructional unit: The Descriptive Phase of Exemplar Analysis in
Aesthetic Criticism.

Reference: Machlis, Joseph. Introduction to Contemporary Music
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961).

I. Introduction

A. Object4.ves. Be able to

1. Name, identify, classify, and make an inventory of
knowledge concerning the type of thing this object is.

2. Supply information about the materials and techniques used
to construct this work.

3. Describe the work's extra-aesthetic function by providing
any necessary facts to identify the piece.

B. Reasons. The descriptive phase of exemplar study contributes
to the total critique, giving rise to an aesthetic response.
While knowledge, per se, will scarcely develop aesthetic aware-
ness, yet it may provide assurance for both the teacher and
the pupil Il'to venture into more ambiguous and uncharted ter-
ritories."

Note.
1
Ralph A. Smith, An Exemplar Approach to Education,

A Preliminary Repurt (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois bureau of Educational Research, 1967), p. 58.

II. Explanation and demonstration

Note. Begin by playing Maurice Ravel's "Menuet," from Le Tombeau
de Couperin, using the recording specified in the Appendix attached
to this Jesson plan. The instructor should be familiar with the
score, which is also listed in the Appendix.

The "Menuet" we have just heard is the fifth of a group of
six pieces for piano called Le Tombeau de Couperin. Written by
the postimpressionist composer, Maurice Ravel (1875-1937), these
pieces were completed toward the end of World War I (1917), just
after the death of Ravel's mother. Etch piece is dedicated to the
memory of a friend killed in the war, and the piece as a whole
reflects Ravel's reverence for the Baroque composer, Couperin.
"Tombeau, literally a tomb, denotes a lyric form cf the age of
Louis XIV, offered as homage to a deceased peisoa...'In reality
it is a tribute not so much to Couperin himself,' he [Ravel)2
stated, 'as to eighteenth century French music in general.'"
Le Tombeau de Couperin consists of the following pieces:

Note.
2
Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Mustc (New York:

W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961), p. 135.
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3. .!,,rlane

.tigaudo

5. Menret
G. Toccata

Althongh Ravel, is frequently mentioned in the same breath as his
near contemoorary, Debussy, in actuality :Its music (as exemplified
by Le TomhaudeCourerin) reflects a different aesthetic, based on
that of the French tradition in music--sneciftcally, the style of the
eighteenth century heyhoard master, Franiois Couperin (Debussy and Ravel
"surround led, the name of Counerin with a veritable musical cult."1).
Ravel and Counerin shared in common a style "which would charm, entertain,
and perhans rove, but without tears and violent rassions... .1Couperin's
music/ avoided...passionate lyricism...its outbursts...are always controlled,
i's emotions measured, its sonorities filtered...its insniration is chief-
ly intellectual."2

Note.
1
Paul I;enry Lang, Nusicin .,/osern Civili2.(11ion (New Yorl: W. J.

Norton and Company, Inc., 19t), 5)-2,

Note.
2
Ibid., n. 542.

The delicate "Hormel" we have just heard is far more rel-esentative
of the Ravel style than a piece such as the freauently heard Danhnts
antChloe. Ravel's sensibilities were refined in a long, sixteen-yonr
apprenticeshil in the famed Paris Conservatoire, where lie was trained by
the classicist, Faure, who imnarted the French musical tradition to his
ruril:

The snecifically French tradition is something essentially
Classical: it rests on a concention of music as sonorous form,
in contrast to the Romantic concention of music as expression.
Order and restraint are fundamental. Emotion and deniction are
conveyed only as they lave been entirely transmuted into music.
That music may he anything from the simnlest melody to the most
subtle pattern of tones, rhythms, and colors! but it tends always to
be lyric or danelihe rather than enic or dramatic, economical
rather than rrofuse, simple rather than comnlex, reserved rather
than grandiloquent: above all, it is not concerned with delivering
a Message, whether about the fate of the cosmos or the state of the
comnoser's soul. A listener will fail to comnrehend such music
unless he is sensible to quiet statement, nuance, and ex(,,,lisite
detail, able to distinguish calmness from dullness, wit from

3Jollity, gravity from portentousness, lucidity from emntiness.

Note.
3
Donald Jay Grout, AflistorLy of Western flusic (New York: W. W.

Norton and Company, Tnc., 19(76), n. 598.
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Ravel has been both praiscd and condemned for various aspects
of his style: virtuoso instrumental writing, sufficient emotion
and depth of feeling, and the use of new compositional devices in
a traditional formal framework. Let us now turn to the music so
it may speak for itself.

Note. Replay Ravel's "Menuet," from Le Tombeau de Couperin.

III. Review

A. Student questions: clarification of points of difficulty.
Ask students if they have any zuestions. Emphasize the fact
that they are free to break in with questions at any tine in
the lesson.

B. Summary of the lesson. The Ravel exemplar is valuable for
study purposes because it reflects the thought of an extremely
criginal composer working within a *raditional, self-imposed
framework.

C. Closing statement. Ravel's "Menuet" is worth studying because
it was written by a composer of extremely refined taste. In

par next lesson, we will examine the music more closely to
determine the components of a novel and somewhat controversial
style of writing.

Aspeadix

Books

Grout, Donald Jay. A History A Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company. Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry, Music in WesLern Civilization (NF:w York: W. W.
Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Machlis, Joseph. Introduction to Contempora'y Music (New York: W. W.
Norton and Company, Inc.,

Smith, Ralph A. An Exelplar Aparlach to Education, A Preliminary Report
(Urbana, Illinois: Univer3it jf Illinois Bureau of Eduzational
Research, 1961).

Scores

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le Ti ac de Couperin (Parir: Durand et Cie,
1918), pp. 20-23.

Records

Ravel, Maurice. '::eauet," Le Ic de Couperin. Angel Records 35272.
Walter Gieseking, piano. Sidt. : 726, band 5.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 2, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PART I

Instrictional unit: The Analytical Phase of Exemplar Study in
AesAletic Criticism, Part I.

Refer,Ince: Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Mas:achasetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

I. Closely examine the elements chat make op this work of art.
2. Single out some of the work's expressive components.

B. Reasons. An aesthetic judgment of a work cannot be a%tempted
without close scrutiny of that work's components, its grouping
of elements, and the relationships between details. In

studying an exemplar, analysis cannot be separated from thus
other methods of examination: Tc a certain ext-:it, analysis
involves description (the previous stage); it shades over
into the interpretive phase (che next stage); and anticipates
th.t final evaluative phase, as well.

11 Explanation and demonstration. Since music is a complex art, our
analysis of this piece will, as usual, take several class sessions.
first, we will discuss those aspects of the work which are
extremely easy to hear; then we will deal with categories rcquir-
jng greater concentration and skill to understand.

The Analyeis

Qualities of sound (general characteristics of what you are
hearing)

1. Level of sound (high and low pt,ch)

a. This work lies mostly in middle to high piano
register.

b. Occasionally, the composer inserts some low tones
in the bass line for contrast.

2. Amount of sound (the number cf instruments and voices)

a. The piece is scored for solo piano.

3. Color of sound (distinguishes one voice or instrument
from another)

a, The timbre is subdued--even muffled--througi!cut.
b. Thi3 tone color is further emphasized at one point by

the use of the soft pada' ("Sourdine," m. 29).
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4. Strength of sound (loud and soft; dynamics)

a. With a few exceptions, dynamics are soft throughout.
b. The markings are mostly either 2iano or kianissiA,:o.
c. There are two brief loud points, teachect by crescendo

and left by decrescendo (m. S7; m. 111).
d. Brief crescendos and decrescendos are used within the

phrase to mark high points (see mm. 5-6; m. 12; and
mm. 21-24, for example).

e. Longer crescendos and decrescendos provide motion
during harmonically static sections (see mm.
a lo.ig pedal of G; mm. 105-120).

B. Qualities of mc;ement (general characteristics of must,: as it
moves forward iu time)

1. Pace of movement (tempo or speed): in keeping w!trt the
stately nature of a minuet, the tempo is Allegro moderato
(a moderately fast pace).

2. Regularity of movement (whether the pace remains the same,
or changes): the pace remains the same throughout the
entire piece, except for the last five measures (mm. 123-
128) which greatly slow down to a very slow tempo.

3. Articulation of movement. (the flow of a piece; whether
movement is continuous or separated).

a. Motion is continuous, with little separation between
phrases.

b. This continuity is reliberate on the part of the
composer.

(1) Phrase endings are somewhat elided by continu-
ing quarter note motion in the bass (see mm. 4
and 6, fur example).

(2) Some phrases end in midmeasure to encourage
continuity (see mm. 4 and 12, which conclude
their respective phrases on the second beat).

(3) Long slurs over phrases (see mm. 33-40) and
success;.ve sustained eighth notes within the
measure (see mm. 111 and 115) also help create
the reeling of continuity.

Intensity of movement (whether the r nner of movement
is gentle or vigorous)

a. The manner of movement is gentle throughout:

(1) Accents are fairly evenly distributed through
the measure, with no heavy stress on any single
beat.

(2) There is minimal rhythmic motion in the bass line;
frequently, the bass and treble have identical
rhythm.
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Ilnamics are sort, with Co.; contrasts (noun of
them are sudden).
Frequently, harmonic dissonance is ,rn-nrod by
suro.ension, addilq; to Lhe overall effect of
gentle motion.

C. Points of arrival (gene:-al characteristics shown by msic
during moments of pause, when it bas achieved its goal, or
arrived at its destination).

1. Clarity of arrival (whether points of arrival are clear
or obscure)

a. The piece alternates between frequent, clear points
of arrival and covered l'oints of arrival.

b. The clear points of arrival usually coincide with
the end of a phrase (sec mm. 4 and C), and arc
by a pause on a long tone,

c. The covered uotnts of arrival tend to occur irom1A,
measure (see m. 12, be 2); come at irregolar inter-
vals, rather than every four or eight measures; and
encourage continuing motion with brief note values.

2. Finality of arrival ( he degree to whi.ch action is
completed)

a. The work is marled by weak points of arrival. (cadences)
in order to keen the piece in motion.

b. Fur example, the first night-monsore section incor-
oorates two clear, but weal +(lints of nrrivnl:

(1) 11.4

('1

(a) The tonic is complete, with the lot in the
treble.

(b) Howetei, there is no standard cadential
'-rcgressiot, such ns I-IV-V-I, and the V
,Alovd emerges from sunerimeosed IV and V
chrrds occurring simultaneously.

this cadence is harmonically wen.

(n) It is a cece"ttve cadence: Instead of

moving iltm V of V (A) to V (D), Ravel
progresses to VI of V (b)--this is III in
the home hey.

V chord is incomplete (miss'ng tee
fifth, C), while the chord of resolution his
the fifth WO fn the f..chle, to oncou,a!o
continuity.
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3. Emphasis of arrival (the degree of power with which arrival
is projected)

a. Arrival in this piece is usually deempliasized.
b. There are no added accents; only lEngthened rhythmic

values iradicate a point of arrival.
Dynamics are soft--they are either the same as the
rast of the phrase, or return to the same dynamics as
the begianing of the phrase.

d. There is no pause after arrival; motion is continuous
between phrases.

F. There are few melodic leaps to, or away from the point
of arrival.

D. interaction of movement and arrtval (che creation of phrases
of musical movement)

1. Length of phases of movement (short or long; equal or
unequal; symmetrical or asymmetrical)

a. Phases of movement in this piece are of two contrast-
irg types:

(1) Short, equal, symmetrical, balanced four-bar
phrases (see mm. 1-8).

(2) Unequal, asymmetrical, unbalanced phrases of
varying lengths (see mn. 9-24).

2. Arproacti to the point of arrival (steady; or increase or
deer-cast. in strength)

a. lie omposer employs a steady approach to the point
of arrival, usirg ecrll note values for the most part.

b. A falling melodic line, reachirg its lowest point at
the end of the phrase, tends to define points of
R ival.

Note. Repay the reeording listed in the Appendix.

III. Review

A. Student questions: clarification of points of difficulty.
Ask students if they have any questions.

B. Summary of lesson. Among the work's unusual and expressive
stylistic f?3tutes are: miffled timbre, soft dynamics, and
weak, dremphasized points of arrival which serve keep the
piece in nv.,tion.

C. Closing statement. Next, we will examine the music in even
greater detiIl to try to grasp the subtleties and finesse of
an unusual .-yle.
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Appendix

Books

Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1964).

Scores

Ravel, Maurice. "Menut," Le Tombeau de Couperin (Paris: Durand et
Cie, 1918), pp. 20-23.

Records

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le fombeau de Couperin. Angel Records
35272. Waltet Gieseking, piano. Side XAX. 726, band 5.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 3, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PART II

Instructional Unit: The analytical Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism, Part II.

References: Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

1. Closely examine some of the more complex elements that
make up this work of art.

2. Cite some of the work's expressive components.

B. Redsons. See Lesson Plan No. 2 for the same exemplar.

II. Explanation and Demonstration. In this lesson, we will minutely
examine several aspects of the Maurice Ravel composition we have
been discussing. These categories, rhythm, melody, and texture,
require a great deal of concentration to hear and, understand; however,
your petience will be rewarded by an increased understanding of
how this piece is constructed.

The Analysis

A. Rhythm (everything pertaining to the duration of musical
sound" a flow characterized by regular recurrkoce of elements
sych as accent, in altern:tion with different elements).

1. Beat (the temporal unit of a composition, as indicated by
the real or imaginary up-anddown movements of a conductor's
hand): quite marked and easily detectable throLghout
the piece.

2. Tempo (the rate of speed of 1 composition)

a. The tempo marking is Allegro moderato (moderately
fast and moving).

b. The pace (tempo) is the same throughout the piece,
except fo,.7 the last five measures, which gradually
slow down (ralentir beauconI, mm. 124-5) to a very
slow pace (tres lent, ran. 126-8).

3. Meter (the steady flow of beats organized into small
groups): the type of grouping is simple triple meter.

a. It contains three beats.
b. The quarter note is the element of measure.
c. These beats are not subdivisions of a more primary beat.
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4. Note Values (the various durations of musical sounds in
time).

a. There is a ftirly even distribution of weight thfough-
out the measure because of the combination of long and
short notes.

(1) The effect of arrival is assigned to long notes
(see mm. 4 and 8).

(2) Short notes give the impression of movement (see
mm. 1-3; 5-7).

b. Notes are frequently tied over the bar (see mm. 5-7)
and are shared in common by chords in sequence (see m. 3).

c. Sonority is emphasized by sustained tones.

(1) Frequently, tones or entire chords are sustained
through the measure (see mm. 9-24).

(2) An unusual effect is obtained by sustaining a
single tone nearly to the following beat (see mm.
9-24); this is indicated by a slur extending from
the note (on the second beat of the measure) to
the following rest On the third beat of the measure).

(3) A long-short pattern typifies the "Musette"
portion of this piece (mm. 33-72); it is made up of
a half note followed by a quarter.

(4) A distinctive pattern is semen in the coda (mm.
105-128); in mm. 111, 113, and 115, Ravel adds
motion to a static section with a series of eighth-
note arpeggios, each note of which is sustained until
the end of the measure to pile up sonorities.

5. Rhythmic motives (distinctive patterns, or groupings of tones,
formed by the measurement c' musical time).

a. Phrases are put together by recomb.:ning a few very simple
motives; these are:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(8)
(7)

(8)

oii) )
,0 J
d 01
A))
el.

A J)
A ,01
) d

(sce m.

(see m.

(see m.

(see m.

(see m.

(see m.

(see m.

(see m.

1).

2).

4).

7).

8).

12).

19).

3, bass line).

b. For example, phrase one is made up of rhythmic motives
tl, 2, 1, and 3 (see mm. 1-4).

c. By cowarison, phrase two (mm. 5-8) is made ul of rhythmic
motives #2, 1, 4, snd 5; Ravel reverses the 'rhythm of the
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first two measures of the phrase and adds two new
motives (#4 and 5).

d. There is little development of rhythmic motives; they
are.moatly just repeated, rather than altered.

e. An example of repetition of rhythmic motives occurs
in the contrasting "Musette" section (mm. 33-72).

i) Here, Ravq.1 fashions a melody, uLing the rhythmic
fragment(' 40, which first appears in the opening
section (m. 4 as the end of phrase one and the
upbeat to phrase two; mm. 5 and 6 as ipnTr voices).

2) A reversal of this rhythmic figure ( 1 64 ) counters
this in the bass (see mm. 33-39).

3) The change of rhythm for phrase endings is also
taken from the beginning of th..! piece.

(a) For instance, the first phriv$s of the 'Musette"
(mm. 33-40) ends with the rhythm 01.016/

(b) This rhythm concluded the first phrase of the
piece, as well (mm. 1-8).

6., Larger rhythmic groups: phrase, period

a. Beats are grouped in small units of threes (simple
grouping); these are equivalent to one measure.

b. Multiples of this simple grouping compose the phrase
(typically four measures long).

c. Phrases are not always the same length, nor are they
consistently balanced by corresponding phrases.

(1) For example, the first section (mm. 1-8) consists
of a pair of four-measure balanced phrases (mm.

mm. 5i8).
(2) In the contrasting section which follows, however,

phrase relationship is blurred because there Jo
no clearcut division betweer phrases.

(a) In the first section, each phrase pauses on
a sustained tone (see mm. 4 and 8).

(b) By comparison, in the second section (m. 9ff.),
the melody does nrt pause for phrase endings,
but continues motion in quarter notes (see
mm. 12, 16, 20).

d. What constitutes a phrase this piece?

(1) It tends to be four measures long.
(2) It does not always have a nlearly defined point

of arrival; i.e., the Lhd of the phrase is frequently
on chords other than I V.
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(3) It is put together from a small stock of rhythmic
patterns, which are delineated early in the work
(see II A 5 of this analysis).

(4) The phrase in this composition does not constitute
a complete musical statement.

(a) It lacks something in form and sense; thus,
it does not give the listener the impression
that it is a complete musical statement.

(b) It is too short to be a complete statement.
(c) It does not have enough internal contrast to

be an entire piece--either from a melodic,
rhythmic, harmonic, textural, or formal
atandpoinL.

(d) The falling melody demands some sort of answer
for balance.

e. What constitutes a period in this piece?

(1) A period is a group of phrases with a point of
arrival that gives f, convinctng impression of
finality.

(2) Here, the first large section (preceding the "Musette")
consists of three periods:

(a) Period 1: (mm. 1 -8)

(1) This consists of two balanced phrases
of four bars each.

(2) It is left harmonically open for
continuatioA by its pause on B (VI of V).

(b) Period 2: (mm. 9-24)

(1) This consists of sixteen measures, grouped
into four phrases.

(2) It is a longer period than the first period
because of several factors:

(a) The first phrase ends in mid-measure,
with no pause to emphasize the phras:,
completion.

(b) The continuity of quarter notes,
without any pauses on sustained tones,
carries each phrase forward, pro-
viding momentum toward the end of the
period (m. 24).

(c) The momentum is helped by several
crescendos (mm. 15-16 and :1-22).
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(d) Momentum is also aided by a great
deal of repetition of phrase fragments
(see: mm. 10-11 and 13-14; mm. 17-13,
19-20, and 21, 23-4).

(c) Period 3: (mm. 25-32)

(1) This consists of two balanced phrases of
four measures each.

(2) It balances the first period (mm. 1-8)
in length.

(3) Unlike the first period, however, it is
harmonically closed; it concludes on the
tonic (G major), thus ending the first
section of the piece.

B. Melody (a succession of musical tones; the combination of ritch
quality--high and low motion--and time quality or rhythm--long
end short).

1. Melodic contour (the shape or outline of a melody)

a. Cuntourilatterns

(1) ldith some notable exceptions, the motion of this
plA.,:e is primarily conjunct (see below, section c,
"Musical intorvals," for detail on disjunct motion).

(2) The patterns vary from phrase to rhrase.

(a) For example, the first two phrases (mm. 1-4
and 5-8) tend to fall awry from an initial
high point.

(b) Thereafter, the third phrase (mm. 9-13) revolves
around a single roint (the tone D--see mm.
9,12).

(c) Successive Phrases (mm. 13-24) revolve around
another tone, F#, /Ailling away from that note
in a series of small descents (see mm. 12-14;
17-18; 19-20), before the ascent to the climax
of the section (mm. 21-22) and subsequent return
to the original i:ore (D, m. 24).

(3) However, the descending pattern rredominates, becoming
especially clear in the series of descents of the
"M3sette."

h. Changes in direction within the melody compensate for
one another.

(1) If cart of a phrase descends, the next Part tends to
balance this motion with a return to the starting tone.
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(2) In the sccolul ncricul (min, 9-24), the line tends to
return to its noint of origin, and then stretc
beyond tt in an u,ward motion: the resulting tension
insures the continuity of a rather renetitious
work:

(a) after a 1Jrief descent from lire sarting
tone, 0, to ils lower neighbor. C, Ravel returns
to 1), balancing the descent with a covresnoading
ascent from 1) to E.

(b) Mm. 12-13: returning to 1), once again, the
comnoser stretches lire line beyond E to F#,
re!7urning immediately Co E.

(c) Mm. 15_:16_: returning once again to D, the
com"oser continues by conjunct motion to A,
a fifth above D.

c. Musical intervals

(1) Theneare few large intervals in this niece; mving
,:onjunctly, tie work use=s mostly half and whole stens
and some thirds ;see mr. 3,and 7).

(2) Contrasting fourzlis and fifths are immediately filled
in and balanced by succeeding conjunct motion (see
mm. 1-2; 5-6).

(3) Large intervals are used for formal purposes:

(a) A Sixth (F#-D) maths the break between section.;
1 and 2 (mm. °-10).

(b) A seventh (D-E) marks the break between sections
2 and 3 (mm. 24-25).

(c) A sixth (D-F0) marks the drop from the high noimt
of the melody (mm. 22-23).

d. A melodic apex (the neap ot melodic contour) helps shrine
the melody.

(t) The anex of the entire melody arrives quite late (em. 22

thus maintaining interest.
(2) Although successive phrases (mm. 25.32) contain equally

high or higher tones, they do not contain the melodic
apex because they are essentially renetitions of the
onening of the work in a higher octave.

(3) The arex and the nadir (low noint) of individlial -hrases
differ the resulting variations in stress keen the
niece roviniy cNir,lrq pro 11 follirM:

(a) Phrase (flm. 1

(1) The a, c>: (igh ,nini.) of the -hrasc is lie
tone O.
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(2) It is prominent because of the following
characteristics:

a) It is the first tone of the phrase.
(b) It is repeated twice soon after its

initial entry.
(c) Its final repetition (third beat, m. 1)

is emphasized by a written stress mark.

(3) The nadir (low point) of the phrase is the tone
E (m. 3); it is not prominent.

b. Phrase 2 (mm. 5-8)

(1) The 42.ex of the phrase is the tone E (m. 6).
(2) It is prominent because of the following

characteristics:

(a) It falls on the first beet of the measure.
(b) Its natural accent is augmented by a

eynsmic accent: the tone is the loudest
note in the phrase because Ravel makes
a crescendo to the E and n decrescendo
away from it.

(c) Finally, its natural accent is emphasized
by an additional written stress mark.

(3) The nadir of the phrase is the tone F# (m. 8).
(4) It is fairly prominent because of the following

characteristics:

(a) It lies on the first beat of the measure.
(b) It is the longest note of the phrase,

occupying the :-tire measure (three
beats); thus, it bears a dcrational
accent.

(c) It concludes the phrase and period.

f. Large-scale contour

(1) This type of contour directs musical movement, giving
shape to whole passages.

(2) Contour analysis lf mm. 1-32.

(a) Essentially, th:s passage invo' es melodic
motion from .2, the tonic fifth, to Q, the
tonic root.

(b) This motion is predicted in capsule form very
early in the melody with the sudden drop of a
fifth (D-G, mm. 1-2); appearing in the context
of conjunct notion (mostly whole and half steps),
this interval is very striking.
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(c) G, the tonic ro
end of the firs
point is not fe
the piece coati

(1) The melody
sufficient

(2) The phrase
length.

(3) The phrase
because of

)t, is achieved again at the
t phrase (m. 4); however, this
11: as a point of repose, and
cues.

to this point has not been of
length to make it an entity.
demands balance, as well as

seems harmonically inconclusive
its weak cadence.

(d) Each phrase contains one or more tones which
are more important than the rest in contributing
to larse-scale contour and overall melodic
motion.

(e) Phrase 1 (mm. 1-4): D (m. 1) is the most
important tone.

(f) Phrase 2 (mm. 5-8): C (m. 5) is the most important
tone.

(1) The motion from D (first phrase) to C is a
temporary day of the true overall motion
of the melody--in an upward direction.

(2) This ascent i.s predicted, however, by the
accented tole E (m. 6).

(3) The descent from D to C and subsequent
return to D ':phrase three) is a unifying
device, repeating the miniature motion of
m. 1.

(g) Phrase 3 (mm. 9-L2): Inturning to D (m. 9), the
phrase once agail predicts the subsequent rise
to E (m. i0).

(h) Phrase 4 (mm. 12.16): This phrase moves up to
the tone E (n. 1)); it predicts further ascending
motion in an upb.lat F# (m. 12) and in an
octave extension (A-A) of its lowest tone, A
(mm. 14-16).

(i) Phrase 5 (mm. 17-20): this phrase finally
achieves F#. (m. 17), repeats it for emphasis
(m. 19), and stretches past F# to predict the
next tone in the ascent, G.

(j) Phrase 6 (mm. 21-24): Once again, this phrase
repeats F# (creating tension by the delay of
a new tone); it reaches G, the goal of the
whole melody in m. 22, but does not dwell on
this tone.

(1) G is used as the springboard for the climax
of the melcay.
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(2) Brealing away from G, Ravel goes past
that tone: le reaches the height of the
melody (D) by a G major triad (G-B-D),
and returns to the starting tone of the
Melody (P#.1:-D, mm, 24-25).

(k) Phrase 7 (mm. 25-28): Together with phrase 8,
tlds phrase repeats the return to D; its most

---044portant tone is E (m. 25).

(1) Phrase 8 (mm. 29-32): Returning to D (m. 29),
this phrase is an exact melodic duplicate of the
first phrase (one octave up); this time, its
descent to G (the tonic root) is felt as the
conclusion of the melody because of the duration
And complexity of the preceding passages.

(m) Summati: With numerous deviations, the passage
ascends from the tonic fifth (D) to the tonic
root (G) by stepwise motion (D- E- F # -G), re-

turning to the starting point, D, after the
climax of the melody. The conclusion of the
melody (last two phrases) reinforces the
descent at a higher octave and comes to rest
on the tonic root (G)--thus ending the melody.

2. Melodic motives (the combination of melodic contour with
rhythmic patterns or motives).

a. Numbe of motives: There are many small motives.
b. Variety of motives: The motives are quite similar,

particularly with respect to rhythm.
c. Relationships between motives: There is a great deal of

repetition and reversal of narts.

(1) Example: The second half of phrase 1 is derived from
the first half.

(a) M. 3 uses the same rhythm as m. 1 (j ) ).

(b) M. 4 is m. 2 in its plain form, without the dotted
quarter-eighth note figure (i.e.: the
rhytlim J.,JN) is equivalent to GI ).

(2) Example: Each of the four measure^ of phrase 2 is
derived from a different nart of Phrase 1.

(a) Th.: first two measures of nhrase 2 (mm. 5-b)
are rhythmically identical to their counterparts
in phrase 1 (mm. 1-2), except that the measures
are reversed in Cleft order; thus, m. 5 is
equivalent to m. 2 and m. 6 is simile' to m. 1.

(b) In addition, the tones of m. 5 are identical to
those of m. 2, ex.zept they are a step higher and
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presented in reverse order (backwards): thus
G-A-B becomes A-B-C (transposed one step
higher), which then is presented backwards
as C-B-A.

(c) The transition from ascending to descending
order is made in m. 3 (A-G-E-).

(d) The third meavre o:E the phrase derives its
rhy,hm ( )01) ) from the bass line of mm.
1-2; its tours (A-B-n) are a reordeting of
the notes of m. 2 (G-A-B).

(e) The fourth measure of the phrase (m. 8) is a
rhythmic eycension of the fourth measure of
phrase 3 (n. 4).

(3) Example: The centre. section (mm. 9-24) is built
on rhythmic repetition; the effect is one of delaying
the climax of the melody (m. 22), thus creating
tension.

(a) Phrase 3 mm. 9-12). Combines fragments from
phrases 1 and 2, and uses the reversal of tones
to achieve a line which is different from the
preceding material, yet related to it.

(1) The first two measures (mm. 9-10) correspond
rhythmically to the opening phrases of the
piece.

(2) The first measure (m. 9) is a note for
note melodic duplicate of the first phrase
of the 7:ork.

(3) The second measure of tae phrase approaches
the same third note (B), but from above,
instead of below.

(4) The third measure (m. 11) is derived
rhythmically from the three-quarter notes
of the third measure of phrase 2 (m. 7).

(5) The final measure 1 the phrase (a. 12)
is derived from the first measure of the
piece.

(a) The ornament and first three notes
(D-C-D) are idertical.

(b) The rhythm is a variant, howpver: The

second and third beate (J7,1 ) are
pushed forward to became the first and
second beats; while the original quarter-
note first beat now lies at the end of
the measure, forming the upbeat to the
next phrase.
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0) Phrases 4-6 (mm. 13-24) are extremely repetitious;
they are derived almost entirely from a rhythip
condensation of phrase 2 (the pattern )091;01J
is like that of mm. 5 and 7).

3. Treatment of Melodic Material (how a composer works with
different types of meloc1:--tunes, subjects, themes - -to
create a composition).

a. Type of melodic material used here: theme.

(1) A theme is not complete in itself, but is subject
to change, as we have seen.

(2) It is part of a larger composition; it serves as a
"topic for discussion."

(3) Its contour is subject to change and development
(see previous discussion).

(4) It has distinctive rhythmic motives, but these are,
nonetheless, subject to development.

(5) Its motives seem dissimilar, although they are often
related.

(6) It has a large range (from E to E: two octaves);
thus, it is not easy to sing.

(7) Its sense of phrase relationships is in.omplete
until th. ends of periods and until the con'lusion
of the piece as a whole.

b. Muner of handling melodic material

(1) By cowarison with the opening section (mm. 1-32),
which presents various combinations of rhythm, the
"Musette" (mm. 33-72) is extremely simple and
straightforward.

(2) It employs the rhythm ti,101.1 I d )1
derived from m. 4 (d ) and m. 7 ( ) ot ).

(3) Previously, the rhythm al ) was divided between two
phrases: the half note marked the end of one phrase,
while the quarter signified the upbeat to the following
phrase.

(4) Now, however, the rhythm is used sequentially to form
a new theme.

(5) Repetitions of melodic material are seldom exact;
for example, when the first theme returns (mm. 73-80),
it is combined with a G major (rather than a modal)
variant of the "Musette."

(6) Another methcd of thematic variance instead of exact
re!.etition is to repeat the melody on another step
of the scale; for example, wh,n the melody returns
after the "musette," phrases 3-6 are presented a ,ajor
third above the'r original appearance (beginning on
F# instead of D).
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(7) Melodic fragments are used to concAude the piece
(coda, mm, 105-128).

(a) Ravel builds on an exact restatement of the
first half of phrase 2 (mm. 5-8), repeating
it several times at a higher step and with
altered rhythmic patterns (see mm. 107-108
and mm. 109-110).

(b) He then employs the rhythms of mm. 7-8 (the
conclusion of thq first period) in rievetse

order ( d. I "(el .1 instead of .1 ) ) 1 ad. ).

(c) The tones of mm. 111-117 are derived from those
of the opering measure of the piece; repeated
again at a higher level in m. 21, they led
into the climax of the melody.

(d) This original jattern (from mm. 21-22) is now
used once again (sse mm. 116-120), as Ravel
reiterates the climax of the melody in
augmentation; now, each of the quarter notes
in the triadic ascent to the peak of the melody
are given three beats instead of one (mm. 118-120).

(e) Repetition of the first measure of the piece at
successively lower octaves (mm. 121-123) gives
the work a tense of completeness and finality.

(f) Finally, the melody disappears altogether, and
Ravel simply repeats the quarter-note bass line
(mm. 124-125), concluding with an incomplete
statement (m. 125, last beat, rhythmic diminution
of the figure and condensation to only two notes,
instead of three).

C. Texture (the action of a number of lines working together in a
composition or a section of a work).

1. ape of texture. Basically a homophonic texture (melody and
accompaniment).

a. The work also contains elementc of counterpoint We
juxtaposition of melodies, one against the other); the
principal example occurs in the use of the "Musette" $
the bass line for the recurrence of the main theme
(mm. 73-80).

b. The melody is the most prominent voice throughout, and is
frequently subject to parallel motion.

(1) M. 22: The melody is doubled in parallel fifths and
octaves; thi: unusual timbre serves to highlight the
clirchy of the melody.

(2) Throughout the "Musette" (mm. 33-72), Ravel doubles
the melody in octaves and fifths; this sound contracts
with the parallel fourths, sixths, and dissonances
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of the previous section, thereby serving to delineate
the form of the work.

(3) The last fragment of the melody (m. 125) is presented
as a pair of parallel triads (C major and A minor);
coming after simple one-line motion (mm. 124-125),
this technique signals the end of the piece.

c. Frequently, both treble and bass lines have the same
rhythmic pattern (sea mm. 49-64); the effect is one of
melodic emphasis.

d. As in true homophonic texture, a break (caesura) occurs
at the end cf a phrase; here, although some phrase endings
ore less marked than others, phrases tend to conclude
with a sustained tone in the treble (as opposed to
continuing motion in smaller note values throughout the
phrase), while the bass ascends in a quarter -note pattern
cf a fifth and an octave (see m. 4).

Note. Replay the "Nenuet," from Maurice Revel's Le Tombeau de
Couperin. Small sections may be played at the instructor s
discretion throughout the lesson to illustrate various points
of analysis.

III. REVIEW

A. Student questions. Clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions.

B. Summary of lesson and conclusions. Detailed analysis has revealed
a number of stylistic features that constitute expressive elements
in the Ravel style. Elyslallsally, the piece is put together from
a few simple patterns. Melodically, there are diroct relationships
between apparently dissimilar melodies. The predominantly
homophonic texture is significantly broken by a polyphonic section
which ,:oMbinec the work's two main melodies.

C. ClosinAstpterLent. In our next lesson, wl will complete (:),,r

araly:As of this work.

Appendix

Books

Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1964).
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Scores

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," from Le Tombeau de Couperin (Paris:

Durand et Cie, 1918), pp. 2023.

Records

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," from Le Tombeau de Couperin. Angel

Records 35272. Waltar Gieseking, piano. Side XAX. 725,

band 5.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 4, ANALYTICAL PHRASE, PART III

Instructional Unit: The Analytical phrase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism, Part

References: Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

1, Closely examine some of the more complex elements that
make up this work of art.

2. Cite some of the worlds expressive components.

B. Reasons. See Lesson Plan No. 2 for eame exemplar.

II. Explanation and demonstration. In this lesson, we will complete our
detailed study of the Ravel HMenuet" with a discussion of harmony
and form. Our examination of these two categories of musical style
will contribute to a more complete understalding of Ravels methods
of composition.

The Lnalysis

A. Harmony(t%e effect created by tones sourding together or in
close proximity to each other).

1. Tonal center (a cembirution of tones, acting to give the
impression of a tonal center).

a. Tonic note (the central tone - -tonal center--in a work):
here, the tonic note is G.

b. Means of assertion to establish a tonal center:

(1) The tonal center in this work is not particularly
strong; thus, the tonic rote (4) is not strongly
asserted.

(2) First impression

(a) The tone does not occur in the melody 1 Ltil

m. 2 where. it is prominent because it appears
on the first, strong, accented beat of the
measure; ',ecause of its duration (a dotted
quarter, it is the longest note in the piece
thus far); because of its appearance in a
dissonant context; and because of a sudden
melodic skip of a fifth (1) to G) in a context
of conjunct motion.

(b) By comparison, however, the tone G appears first
in the bass ling on the strorg beat of measure 1
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where it is the highest tone of a descending
line.

(c) The tone G is prominent at the end of the first
phrase (m. 4).

(1) It appears as a long tone in the melod),
to conclude a descending line.

(2) It appears in the bass, as the root of a
G major chord,

(3) rrepuercy: G appears frequently only during the
central "Musette" section, where it is particularly
apparent as a sustained G pedal in the bass (mm.
49-64). By comparison, G seldom occurs in other
sections of the work.,

(4) Final impression. The work ends on a note of
indeterminacy.

(a) G appears frequently toward the erid of the
piece in a section which repeats the first
measure of the work (mm. 121-125).

(b) G is brought up from the bass lice and super-
imposed over the melody as a sustained half
note (mm. 122-123).

(c) Ravel then drops the melody alto&ther, leaving
the repeating bass line fragment, which begins
on G.

(d) Another final impression of G is given in the
accented triad cradensation of the melody
(m, 125).

(e) However, the tonality of G is somewhat obscured
in the final measures of the work (mm. 126-128).

(1) G appears only in the bass, as the root of
the G major chord.

(2) The G tends to be overpowered by other
tones.

(a) B (the third of G major) is em?hasized
by a trill, while the G tends Lo lose
power as it is sustained.

(b) A D major chord (D-FO-A) is super-
imposed over the concluding G major;
this dominant (V) harmony, with the
tone A in the treble, tends to de-
emphasize the tonality of G major.

2. Stability and instability (relative qualities, created by tone
combinations).

a. Stability implies:
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(1) A feeling of rest; poise.
(2) Consonance.
(3) Arrival in harmony,
(4) These qualities are rAnimized in this piece.

b. Instability implies:

(1) Motion; restlessness.
(2) Dissonance (thi" is a very important factor in

this piece; it maintains motion and interest in an
otherwise extremely repetitious work).

(a) The most common type of dissonance used in
this piece is that of a major second.

(b) An example of this type of dissonance appears
in m. 1, beat 2, where, in an attempt to
provide motion between two different positions
of the tonic chord, Ravel introduces two dissonant
tones in suc-:ession into a C major context.

(1) The first dissonance, B, is the third of
G major, and is retained from the previous
chord; it is dissonant against C, forming
a minor second with that tone.

(2) The second dissonance, D, is the fifth of
G major, and is an anticipation of the
succeeding chord; it is dissonant against
E, forming a major second with that tone.

(c) Frequently, a tone is dissonant against several
tones simultaneously (see m. 2, where D forms a
major second with C and E at the same time).

(d) Ravel tends to delay the immediate resolution
of dissonances by adding a note of resolution
which is consonant with the note agaiLit which
the resolved note was dissonant; however, the
new note is aow dissonant with yet anothec tone
(see m. 3: the G on the second beat is
dissonant against A in the bass; this dissonance
is resolved by changing from G to E, which
forms a perfect fifth. with the A, but is
dissonant with the other bass tone, D).

(3) Movement in harmony: The piece tends to move around
the tonic, G, rather than within it.

(a) Very little of the work is in G major; a large
portion (the "Musette") is in the Dorian mode,
transposed to C.

(b) After a brief establishment of tonality (mm. 1-4),
the piece tends to move away from the tonic
quickly.
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(c) The degree of stabilfty ,iiffers for various
intervals; on the whole, since this piece uses
primarily stable intervals, it -or not rroduce

an overall effect of tension, even though it
contains many dissonances.

(1) The intervals arrearing most frequently,
melodically and harmonically, are the
whole and half steps and the major and
minor third.

3. K y, scale, and mode

r. Ea (tonality). A scrie. of relationshiPs in which not
all notes are of equal importance; a practice whereby
virtually every single liece gives "reference to one
tone (''le tonic), mahing this t11.2 tonal center to which

all other tones are related.

b. Tonic

(1) The ceni.ral note of a group of ton{ ;; a Point of
reference fee other note:

(2) Here, the note G.
(3) Other notes depend on the tonic for their relative

positions.

(a) Thus, G is the focal point of rhrase 1 (mm,

1-4), which begins ann ends on a G major chord.
(h) The second phrase (ram, 5t) is related to Phrase

1 because its concluding tone, F4, is the load
tone to the tonic, C, and Ito lane chord, B
major, is the tuTer third of C.

(c) PErases 3-6 (rim. 9-24) are related to phrase
1 because they revolve around the inver and
lower thirds of G (Ti and F).

(d) Thus, even though the tona:tLy of G is not
very rrominent, the -irce is in that hey by
irrAication, rather than 1:y direct stAterent.

c. liajor scale

(1) An arrangement of whole and half .W1,5 (hero. tic
G major scale): 6 A D E Lti-. with h,-11

between the third and fourth notes, it and i, amid

between the seventh and last notes, F;E and G.

(2) Its ability to define a tonic is strong, Particularly
because of the rower of the leading_tone: the

seventh tone (here, FP) tends to go readily to the
tonic (here, G),

(3) The malorthtrd (6 to B) provides the characteristic
color of the major l v.
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d. Mode

(1) In the widest sense of the word, mode refers to the
selection of tones, arranged in a scale, which form
Cie basic tonal substance of a composition.

(2) More closely, however, the term mode designates
only those scales which go back to the medieval
church modes, as distinguished from the major and
minor modes (or keys).

(3) The church modes us_ different arrangements of half
and whole steps from the major and minor modes, and
were adapted by Impressionist composers (such as
Debussy and Ravel) as a means of rebelling against
traditional tonality.

(4) The mode used in this piece (in the 'Musette,"
(mm. 33-72) is the Dorian mode.

(a) This mode is similar to the minor mode in its
arrangement of half and whole steps.

(1) It uses the same minor third as the
minor mode (here, Bb).

(2) However, the minor sixth typical of the
minor mode is raised to a major sixth in
the Dorian mode (here E natural, rather
than Eb).

(b) Originally, this mode began on D: Dkj GA
u D.

(c) However, Ravel uses a transposed version .74
the Dorian mode.

(1) Beginning on the tone G, he uses the same
arrangement of whole and half steps as
the Dorian mode beginning on D.

(2) Thus, the transposed Dorian ince.2 of

this piece uses the following scale:
G t§b C D u G

(5) Ravel's reason for using a mode in this piece is to
blur tonality in the "Musetection, thereby
affording harmonic contrast with the rest of the
work.

(6) At the same time, the "Musette" ia harmonically
related to the rest of the piece; the Dorian mode
transposed to G and the key of G major share all
tones except their third in common,

4. Chords (the combination of thne or more different tones in
a group; an amplification of a single line of music).

(a) Types sfslords predominant in this work.

(1) Triads (three -note chords composed of major and
minor thirds) with added seconds (an additional
note which forms the interval of a second with one
of the notes of the triad): see m. 1, beat 2 (C
major triad, with added tone B, which forms the
interval of minor secohd with C).
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(2) Parallel (gliding) chords. Chords in parallel
motion; see the entire "Musette" (mm. 33-72).

b. Importance of these chor
types, in addition to the
vocabulary, gives the imi
particularly important ir
repetition of small me1oE
conventional, predictable

types. A piece using these
more traditional harmonic
ression of motion; this is
a work which uses extensive
is fragments and employs a
minuet form.

5. Cadences (chord progressions used to create harmonic effects
of arrival, consisting primarily of a relationship between
tonic and dominant chords).

a. Important for this style

(1) Traditt.na/. cadence, are avoided in this piece.
(2) The effect is one of continuing motion, delaying

points of arrival.

b. Examples

(1) Authentic cadence (progression from the domi.'Ant
to the tonic chord (V-I), with both chords in root
position; it has thy: effect of stopping motion, and
is frequently used round of sections or to end

compositions): Since Ravel wishes to keep the
piece in motion, this type of cadence appears
infrequently.

(a) Mm. 3-4: The cadence is weakened by blurring
the dominant elord (D); it is first stated
with an added second (B, the first beat of m.
3), then combined with a C major triad (IV of
0, before resolving to G (I).
Mm. 31=E: This is a strong cadence, con.;,
cluding the section; however, the V7 chord is
augmented by e major ninth (E, forming an added
second with F4), thus implementing the tradi-
tional cadence.

(2) Deceptive cadence to progression from the dominant
to a chord other tLan the tonic--often from the
dominant rel the submtdiant, or VI chord--the effect
is the postponement of a point of arrival).

(a) This type of cadence is used effectively to
keep the piece in motion at the end of the
first period .:DM. 7-8); having shifted suddenly
into the D temel area (mm. 4-5); Ravel averts
committing hiuself to that tonality by (a V,VI
cadence A7-B), rather than the progression
V-I (A-D),

(b) The overall effect is one of tonal ambiguity,
thus keeping the piece in motion.
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(c) Tonal ambiguity is exemplified (and the technique
summrized) in the last cadence cf the work
(mm. 125-126); here, Ravel superimposes the
V of V (A) over the V, and then superimposes
the V (D) over I (G) to conclude the piece on
a note of indeterminacy.

6. Distribution of tonal centers. Modulation (a shift of tonal
center, or key, during a piece to maintain interest).

a. Function of modulation. To give large-scale contour
;shape) to long works.

b. Type used in the piece. All of the modulations in this
work are abrupt, with sudden, unprepared switches in
tonality.

c. Methods of modulation.

(1) By harmonic techniques previously described, Ravel
always leaves the exact tonality of the work in
doubt.

(2) Thus, his sudden changes of tonality are from one
implied tonality to another.

(3) For example, shortly after the beginning of th,a
piece, he ,implies a shift from G to D (mm. 4 -h.)
by repeating D in the bass as a brief pedal; however,
he averts the strong establishment of D as the
principal tonality cf the section by a deceptive
cadence to B (VI of D).

(4) He then implies that B is the principal tonality of
period 2 (mm. 9-24) by repetition: this section
employs many B, D, and F# chords, all built on
either the root, third, or fifth of the B minor
chord (B -D -F).

;5) Single tones, shared in common, are used to bridge
differences between two sections; for example, the
"bridge tone" into and away from the "Musette" is
the note D, which is the fifth of both the G major
and Dorian (transposed to G) mode tonic chords.

E. Form (a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes the effects
of movement and arrival on a large scale).

1. Relationships Between Statement and Counterstatement

Statement

1. Motive (mm. 1-4).

2. Melody (mm. 1-8).

37o

Possible Counterstatements

a. Variation of the motive
(mm. 5-8).

a. Alteration and repetition of
melodic fragments (mm. 9-24).
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Statement Possible Counterstatements

b.

3. Authentic Cadence a.

(mm. 3-4).
4. Tonal Center or Key a.

(mm. 1-32).
b.

5. Phrase (mm. 1-4). a.

6. Period 1-8). a.

b.

7. Section (mm. 1-32). a.

b.

c.

Repetition of the melody, with
some slight changes of registra-
tion, sequence of motives, and
beginning interval (nm. 25-32).
Deceptive Cadence (mm. 7-8).

ConstraStimbut related, mode
(mm. 33-72).
Return 1..3 the home key (mm. 73-

128), as a counterstatement to
the contrasting mode.
Answering phrase of comparable
length, giving rise to symmetri-
cal construction (mm. 5-8).
Answering period of exactly twice
the length .4 period 1, resulting
in the temporary tension of
imbalance (an, 9-24).
Then, the return of the first
period, resulting in balance
and the closing of the section
(mm. 25-32).
Answering section of approximately
the same length (mm. 33-72; its
first period is repeated); each
period equivalent to a period in
section 1.
Then, the return of the first
section (mm. 73-104).
Finally, a coda (mm. 105-128);
shorter by eight measures than
any of the sections, this
twenty-four measure section
balances the entire piece by its
comparison with the second section
(mm. 33-72), which was eight
measures longer, than any other
section.

2. Type of form (how this piece extends itself in time).

a.. Although an Impressionist in many respects (particularly
harmonically), Ravel was essentially a Classicist in
matters of form.

b. This aspect of the composer's st:le is particularly evident
in Ravel's use of sectional structure (the addition of
well-defined phrases and periods to the original state-
ment).
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(1) Characteristio ur: sectional structure

(a) Clearly marked phrases and periods.
(h) Well-defined pointz of arrival.
(c) The work is neatly organized in distinct

sections.
(d) Phases of movement are of approximately the

same length.
(e) The work has a sense of balance and clearcut

outlines.
(f) The principal musical interest lies within_

fixed interest.

(2) Characteristic of sectional structure not found
in this piece: the melodic material used is
valuable for itself, not for what will happen to
it (Pavel uses extensive development and trans-
formation of thematic material to extend his piece
and to derive the "Musette" section from what has
gone before).

c. Specific form

(1) This piece has a tri-partite (three-part) structure,
with the addition of a coda.

(2) Characteristics of a three-part structure are en
follows:

(a) lc brings back the first part of the piece at
the end; the composer works by successively
ceveloping his original motive, rather than by
contrasting a new motive against the original.

(b) It completely rounds off the form.
(c) It is accompanied by a return of the original

melody.
(d) There are many strong points of atrival (blurred

in this style, usually), evenly spaced.

(3) The structure of this work (ABA) is outlined as
follows:

(a) Section. 1 (A), mm. 1-32: MINUET (this

contains three smaller subsections, or periods,
within itself: aba, mm. 1-8; 9-24; 25-32).

(b) Section 2 (B), mm. 33-72: :TRIO, called

"Musette" (this contains three small sections:
cdc, mm. 33-48; 49.64; 65-73).

(c) Section 3 (Al), my, 72-104: MINUET (this
contains three subsections, alblal--mm. 73-8J;
81-96; 97-104--each of which is slightly different
from the original first section: Phrase 1 has
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its melody written up an octave, and uses
a G major variant of the "Musette" for
hartao.n11 Phrase 2 is viritten up a third,

starting onErcrnstead of B; Phrase 3
employs slightly different harmonies than
in the first section.

(d) Code, mm. 104-128: by comparison with the
three major sections, the subsections within
the coda are asymmetrical; thus, the strict
formality cf the work is dissolved toward
the end, with measure groupings of 6, 10, 3,
2, and 3.

Note. Replay navel's "Menuet," from Le Tombeau de Couperin.
Small sections may be played at the instructor s discretion
throughout the lessor to illustrate various points of analysis.

Review

A. Student questions. Clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions.

B. Summary_of lesson and conclusions. Once again, careful analysis
of this work has revealed the quintessence of the Ravel style.
Harmoni.lally, the work is kept in motion by subtle tonal centers,
dissonance, added tones toward cadences, deceptive cadences, and
the contract between a major key and a mode. This motion is
particularly necessary because of Ravel's use of sectional
structure in a classical three-part form.

C. Closing statement. In our next lesson, we will take another look
at this work, examining it for its interpretive values.

Appendix

Book

keel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1964).

Score

Ravel, Maurice. "M.enuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin (Paris:
Durand et Cie, 1918), pp. 20-23.

Record

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin. Angel Records
35272. Walter Oieseking, piano. Side XAX. 725, band 5,
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LESSON PLAN NO. 5, INTERPRETIVE PHRASE

Instructional Unit: The Interpretive Phase of E)emplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism.

References: MachLis, Joeph. Introduction to Coatemporary Music
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961).

I. Introduction

A. Object. Pe able to

1. Say something about the meaning of this work of art as a
whole.

2. Describe some of Ravel's idiomatic traits used to enhance
a traditional dance form.

B. Reaslns. Frequently, interpretation tends to be the first
judgment made about a work art, preceding description and
analysis. However, interpretation may also follow the first
two phases of exemplar study; it "may amplify, modify, or
even radically alter the original interpretation..."

Note.
1
Ralph A. Smith, An Txemplar Approach to Education.

A Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, 1967), p. 62.

The third phase of exemplar study, interpretation, "is often
taken as the most meaningful and enriching phase of trans-
action between a percipient and a work of art..."2

Note.
2.

p. 62.

II. Explanation and demonstration. In its form and style, the RPvel
"Meauet" from the piano work, Le Tombeau de Couperin, reflects
the composer's escapist tendencies- -his desire to go back to other
(perhaps more peaceful) musical eras. To use a minuet--a slow,
stately, grrxeful, dignified dancein an age speeding toward
twen..leth century technical c,aplexity is a deliberate archaism;
it -Is an intellectual device for putting aside the horrors of a
'oar in which many of Ravel's friends were killed.

Stylistically, the composer goes back as far as possible, usin8
the early type of minuet first danced at the court of Louis XIV
about 1650. The minuet was the only one of the uumerous dance
types of the Baroque whiqh did not become obsolete after the decline
of the suite (c. 1750)." It appeared in Alessandro Scarlatti's

Note,
3
Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964), p. 449.
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operatic sinfonias, symphonies and sonatas of the rococo, Mannheim
symphonies, and made a final appearance in the Mozart opera
Don Gicvanni. However, as a species, the type of minuet Ravel
refers to had become extinct by the late eighteenth century; "in the
symphonies of Haydn and Mozart...the mir,at took on greater speed
and a more humorous or whimsical character, gradually leading into
the scherzo."1

Note. 1Ibid., p. 539.

The trio of the Ravel "Menuet" is an anomaly. While this
section dates from approximately .50 yearc after the introduction
of the minuet, itself (it originated in the custom of alternating
two minuets, %ith an eventual return to the first minuet), Ravel
goes back evea farther for his harmonic inspiration. The striking
use of parallel chords exhibited in this section imitates ninth
and tenth century parallel crganum, which featured motion in parallel
fourths, fifths, and octaves.

While this piece ib striking for its use of archaic devices,
at the same time it reflects Ravels thoroughly modern orientation
in its twentieth certury harmony and piano sonorities. Analysis
has shown that several factors contribute to give this work its
particular Ravel flavor: the use of subtle toral centers, dissonance,
added tones toward cadences to keep tile piece in motion, deceptive
cadences, contrasts between the modern major system and the archaic
modal system, and the full exploitation of the piano pedals to
create special effects.

Thus, for the educated listener, the net effect of this fusion
of styles--the contemporary and ancient--is a special type of en-
hanced, enriched enjoyment. He can listen in several planes,
independently or simultaneously. He can listen abstractly, taking
the piece for what it is--an exemplar of the Ravel style making
effective use of the piano and employing a great deal of repetition;
or he can draw upon a wealTh of information about the circumstances
of the work's composition and its relation to previous styles of
remote centuries. The second manner of listening--while more complex
and difficult than the first--is preferable in a course concerned
with the development of aesthetic "knowing," for it involves the
percipient in the work to a far greater extent than the first way,
thereby enriching his life.

Note. Replay Ravel's "Menuet," from Le Tombeau de Couperin.

III. Review

A. Student questions. Clarification of_points of difficulty.
Ask students if they have any questions. Re.lind them that
their questions are welcome at any point during the lesson.
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B. Sumnary_of the lesson. This work is a curious blend of
contemporary and anachroristic .,fies, combining styles and
forms ranging over a ten-century span.

C. Closing statement. At each stage of our study--descriptive,
analytical, interpretive--we haw: examined another facet of
thi,work. In our next lesson, ue will attempt an evaluation
of this piece, assessing its merits in terms of the music itself,
and according to knowledge of the composer and the time in which
Llie work was written.

App s d ix

Bookb

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Faul Henry. Music in Western Civilizatton (New York:
W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Machlis, Joseph. Introduction to ContemporaD, Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and company, Inc., 1961).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau
of Educational :Zesearch, 1967).

Scores

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin (Faris:
Durand et Cie, 1918), pp. 20-23.

Records

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin. Angel
Records 35272. Walter Gieseking, piano. Side XAX. 725,
band 5.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 6, EVALUATIVE PHASE

Instructional Unit: The Evaluative Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism.

References: Machlis, Joseph. Introduction to Contemporary Music
(New York: . W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1951).

I. Introduction

A. Miecttves. Be able to

1. Make an assessment of the Ravel "Menuet" to determine
its merit.

2. Say whether the work is good or bad, based upon an
examination of its aesthetic qualities.

B. Reasons. Although the descriptive, analytical, and interpretive
phases of aesthetic criticism are important facets of the study
of a work of art, the ultimate test of "whether a student is
genuinely developing as an aesthetic knower?" is to have him

Note.
1
Re.pb A. Smith, An ExemplE:. Approach to Education,

A Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, 1967), p. 69.

make an evaluation of the object in question.

II. Explanation and demonstration. A critical evaluation of any work is
simply an educated opinion--not a final statement of the piece's
merits. Therefore, everyone is welcome to assess a composition
in his own manner. Perfect judgment of a work of art is non-
existent; people differ radically from one another in temperament
and in training, so that any honest evaluation arrived at by
actual examination of the music in question is considered valid.

While some have brushed Ravel aside as a late-comer tc
impressionism--a pale imitator of the Debussy style--in genelal,
most critics have recognized kt.vells merits as a post - impressionist,
with a style uniquely his own. The first judgment is usuall
by those with limited acquaintance with Ravel's music: perhaps
they know a few of the early works (such as the Decirds_and Chloe
or the String Quartet); perhaps they think of the composer as '.:he
flashy orchestrator of the Bolero and of other people's works
(Chopin, Schumann, Mussorgsky, Chabrier, Satie, and Debussy).

In the main, however, critics in recent years have tended to
follow the line of Jacques le Lacretelle (who knew Ravel personally),
who declares: "The music of Ravel...recreates a harmony by means
of new chords. itnd ky unexpected paths it moves us to the depths
of our sensibility." Thus, the well-known pianist Walter Gieseking,
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Note.
2
Jacques de Lacretelle, "Memories of Maurice Raver, from

The Solo Piano Works of Maurice Ravel, an album of notes
accompanying Angel Records 35272. Unpaginated.

whn has recorded Ravels complete piano works (and, therefore, by
intimate acquaintance with the music, itself, is well qualified
to render a judgment on its merits), states that:

Ravel's piano compositions can be called the most
perfectly engineered music for the actual pianoforte,
but not engineered or constructed in a purely mechanical
way: it is always deeply felt, profoundly inspired and
expresses--in avoiding sentimentality quite carefully- -
a vast range of human emotions, from tenderest sensuousness
to gay humor and biting irony, from dark, fantastic
visions to brilliant clarity. And always in the most con-
cise, finished musical form, as near to technical perfection
as is humanly possible.

Note. 3Ibid., unpaginated.

A thethod of evaluation which is generally valid is to examine
the music on its own terms, asking two questions: (1) does it
have suffient unity to make sense? and (2) what means of variety
are employed to hold the listener's interest?

Analysis of this work has revealed a number of unifying
musical devices. Rhythmically, ft is unified by similarity between
phrases; melodically, the line (particularly in the Trio) tends
to sequential repetition; texturally, the work is homphonic
throughout; and formally, it involves extensive repetition.

Ravel emplo!'s ingenious, deft touches of variety to avoid
possible monotony in the resuscitation of a dead form (the minuet).
Chief among these are: exploitation of the piano's sonorities,
including extremes of range and idiomatic pedal technique; the
expansion of tonal consciousness in the combination of major and
modal tonalities; and the employment of a contemporary harthouic
vocabulary. I. the writer's opinion, these facets of the composer's
style make this work a masterpiece in miniature.

Curiously, critical acclaim has charged its tone in accordance
with the times. Forty years ago, "...critics...saw his javel'i7
music as a revolt against romantic subjectivity. They emphasized
the constructional element in his work. Stravinsky called him a
Swiss clockmaker.1" By comparison, 'awe today are in a position

Note.
4
Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary Music

(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961), p. 136.

to judge more clea.ly. Ravel was a romantic at heart. Wistful
sentiment and tenderness are everywhere present in his music,
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albeit at one remove, filtered through a supremely conscious
artistzy...Ravel ranks as one of the outstanding piano composers
of the twentieth century."5

Note.
5
Ibld., pp. 137 and 139.

Note. Replay the qienuet," from Ravels Le Tombeau de Couperin.

III. Review

A. Student questions. Clarification of points of difficulty.
Ask students if tliey have any questions.

8. Summary of This work is evaluated as "good" because
it achieves diversity in highly original ways, maintains unity,
and is pleasant to listen to because of its piano sonorities.

C. Closing statement. In practice, the four aspects of aesthetic
criticism--the descriptive, the analytical, the interpretive,
and the evaluative -- should be combined and continually over-
lapping.

Appendix

Books

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Machlis, Joseph. Introductiontocontemameryhusic (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1961). .

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Preliminary
Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bureau
of Educational Research, 1967).

Scores

Ravel, Maurice. "Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin (Paris:
Durand et Cie, 1918), pp. 20-23.

Records

Ravel, Maurice. 'Menuet," Le Tombeau de Couperin. Angel
Records 35272. Walter Gieseking, piano. Side XAX. 726,
band 5.
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1=PLAR ANALYSIS NO. 3

"Mounsiers Almaine" by Byrd

from Thomas Morley's First iloohe of Consort Lessons

I. Introductata21acer2ts

A, Qualities of Sound (general characteristics of that which
the student hears).

1. Level of Sound (Hitch; high and low).

a. This work lies in the middle ranges of all the
instruments.

b. There are no extremes of high and low.

2. Amount of Sound (scoring; thr number of instruments).

a. The piece is scored for a number of unusual instruments
which are no longer used, but once figured in Shak.e-
seearean times. They were used in theatres and at
court, either during the play or between its acts.

b. ll'nown as a "broken consort," the group consists of
mixed instruments chosen from different families
(hence, the term "bral,en").

c. Functions of the instruments:
1. Lute: the leader of the grour; a rlucl(ed instrument.
2. Other rlucled instrumentn: ..111dora

cittern
3. Melody instiments: treble viol

flute

bass viol
d. Dnscrition of instruments:

1. Lute: it has a turned-hac -el: hox, a wide finger-
board, a round belly, and ,nraliel strings
made of gut; five ,nip are tuned in uuison,
while n sluglo string gives the highest uitcl .
It is variously osed in the consort, -laying
1atwxvay, embellishment, linking; the oluched
and melody iostroments, and, here, an n ooloist.

2, Cittel:n; -ear-shwed aid flat-Factod, it is t; 1

smallest mcmhor of t1 c Roitar family. It ;as

for sets of strinr.s, and is tuned similar
to the podern vdnIele.

3, Landorn: this bass citlern (or guitnr) has six
railw, of unison-tuned wire strings. It is
Otstincuive for its wide, scnllorod outline.
In tt" conso..-t, it i wised to enrich li e

larmony, to so-drt tie rlyt'.m, and le add
resolanzo to the enrcthle !ly its sym-atietic
vihration againnt lute Id viols.
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4. Flute: a bass instrument in C, it is close to
today's bass or alto flute. However, it
is mr..<k, of wood and nearly cylindrical

in bore.

5. Treble viol: a predecessor of t1;e modern violin,
differing in the following respects:
a. The shoulders slope from the neck in-

stead of stetting from it at right
angles.

b. The bad: is usually flat, instead of
bulging.

c. The rib' are deeper.
d. The normal number of strings is six,

instead of four.
e, The finger board has frets in the

form of pieces of gut tied atound
the finger board.

f. The sound-holes are generally shaped
as a c instead of an f.

g. The bridge is less arched, thus
facilitating the playing of full
chords,

h. The strings are thinner and less
tease.

i. The viol is played with an older
type of bow; the stick curves out-
ward from the hair, and the hand is
held under ..he bow, not over it as
today.

j Viols were not pressed against the
shoulder, but were held downward,
resting on or between the pleyer's
legs.

k: Viols are very delicate and soft in
timbre, lacking tLe brilliance and
the versatility of the modern instru-
ments. Thus, they are suited for
the intimacy of a private room and
for the musical amateur, rather than
fi. the conc,rt hall and the pro-
iosaional virtuoso,

6, Bass viol! a predecessor of the modern cello:
also known as the viol:. da gamb-. It

differs from the cello in many of the
same respects as the treble viol
vdties from the modern violin,

3. Color of Sound (tone color; timUre: the characteristic
quality of sound that distingAshes one voice or mus cal
instrument from another),

a. In general, the timbre 13 somewhat subdued and refined
because of the instrumental qualities of sound described
above.

b. However, there are oc:aslonal contrasting passages of
brilliance, due to the nasal 'twanging" sound of the
lute in its high register. 380
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c. The characteristic, charming color of sound here is
created by the diversity of instruments--particularly
by the constant juxtaposition of the bowed treble viol
against the plucked lute.,

4. Strength of Sound (dynamics; loud and soft)

a. In accordance with Renaissance practice, this piece
hat, no dyuemic markings.
However, in performance, dynamics are a principal means
of adding interest to an otherwise repetitious piece.
1. On the whole, the dynamic range is small--from

piano to mezzo-forte.
2. Dynamics change from section to section (for

exanylI, when the piece is played through a second
time in the recording, note the effectiveness of
the sudden piano at m. 25).

3. Within each section, the instruments of the con-
sort take on different dynamic markings; this serves
two functions:
a. It emohasizes the striking differences of the

"brcken" consort.
b. It --tresses various parts of the musical web- -

either the melody, the bass, or figuration;
examples of this are the following:
1. Mm. 1-8: the treble viol, bearing the

melody, is the loudest instru-
ment in this section.

2. Mm. 9-16: The lute figuration is the
loudest element here.

3. Mm. 9-16 (seccNi time): the piano treble
viol Is subordinated to lute orna-
mentation.

Mm. 17-24 (second time): the bass viol is
very vrominent becsuse of its
loud dynamics.

5. Mm. 1-8 (third time): this soft closing
sectine exploits the muffled
tirhrn of the flute (taking the
line l'cld by the treble viol
throu%hoot) and the thinner sound
of rizzicoto (in treble viol?) at
the vvey end.

R. quolities of Movemcrt (gneral characteristics exhibited by
music as it moves forward in time).

1. Pace of Movemen.: (tempo): ther,1 is no tempo indication for
thin piece; ,o4over, in accordance with its nature (the
"A,vialne," (r kliLminde, un- dance), the race is
nicderate.

2. Regularity rovollent (whether t1v pace remains the same,
or changes): .recpuse it is mednt to be danced to, the pace
of this work r.:1-i.;ns the same P.rroJghout. 38



3. Articulation of Movement (whether movement is continuous
of separated).
a. Motion is continuous because cf tte clear, steady beat.
b. There is little separation between phrases and sections.
c. However, each (modern) measure is compartmentalized

because of rhythmic reretiticn (primarily the rhythm

mpl d ); this served as an aid to the dancers.

4. Intensity21112yement (whether the manner of movement is
gentle or vigorous).
a. On the whole, the manner of movement is vigorous be-

cause of the recurrent strong first beat accent
necessary for dancing.

b. Frequently, the timbre of the plucked lute adds to the
overall impression of vigor.

c. Howe,,er, this energy is subdued occasionally Ly several
techniques:
1. The smooth, almost legato bowed treble viol is

juxtarosed against the angularity of the lute.
2. Dynamics are sometimes piano.
3. Occasionally, clear-cut rhythmic outlines are

somewhat blurred (see: mm. 9-16, second time, when
lute triplets somewhat mask the duple meter).

C. Points of Arrival (general characteristics exhibited by music
during moments of pause, when it has achieved its goal, or
arrived at its destination).

1. Clarity of Arrival Ohether roints of arrival are clear or
obscure).

a. Points of arrival are always clear, coinciding with the
end of the section.

b. Clarity is aided by several factors: (L) clear V 7
- I

cadences, (2) leadtone to tonic root progressions in the
melody, and ;3) a p'.use on a long rhythmic figure rid ).

2. Finality of Arrival (the degree to which action is completed).
a. Each section is complete within itself, marked by a

strong point of arrival.
b. All pointb of arrival are identical, despite the use of

two different sections.
c. Any one of these roints could be the final point of

arrival in the oiece (except the first point, at m. 8,
which would make the piece too short, and the second,
which would allow it to end without any contrast).

d. In actuality, the piece cannot satisfactorily end
before the conclusion of the fourth section; if it
stopped after Section 3 (m. 24), the work would lack
balance.

e. In the recording, the performers' ingenuity in varia-
tion and their good taste permit the repetition of tne
entire piece without listener fatigue. tirwever, feel-

ing a sense of incompleteness in the work as written,
they have returned to the beginning phrase (mm, 1-8)
in order to round out the piece more satisfactorily
ohd bring it to J convincing conclusion.
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3. Emphasis of Arrival (the degree of power with which arrival
is projected)
a. Arrival in this piece is open and uncomplicated; it is

marked by a simple cadence employing long note values.
b. There are no added accents or dynamic changes at the

point of arrival.
c. There is no pause after arrival; the piece moves on to

the next section.
d. The point of arrival is always achieved effortlessly,

with smooth, conjunct motion.

1"; Interaction of Movement and Arrival (the ,-,reation of phases, or

cycles, of musical movement).

1. Length of Phases of Movement
a. This piece consists entirely of short, equal, symmetri-

cal, balanced four-bar phrases.
b. Phases of movement of this type are essential if the

piece is a dance.
Approach to the Point of Arrival
a. The composer employs a steady approach to the point of

arrival, repeating a simple rhythmic motive (di/ ).
b. A return to the point of melodic origin (the tone G)

tends to define points of arrival.

II. 11.1.11c:teal Concepts

A. Rhythm (everything pertaining to the temporal quality, or
1.ration of the musical sound).

. Beat (the temporal unit of a composition, as indicated by
the real or imaginary up-and-down movements of a conductor's
hand): quite marked and easily detectab'.e throughout the
piece.

2. Tempo (the rate of speed of a composition, or a section of
piece): moderate; the same throughout the piece.

j. Meter (the basic scheme of note values and accents which
remains unaltered throughout a composition or a section of
a work and which serves as a skeleton for the rhythm).
a. Type of grouping: compound duple meter ( ).

1. It contains four beats.
2. The quarter note is the element of measurement.
3. These beats are not subdivisions of a more primary

beat.

. Note Values (the various durations of musical lounds in
time).

a. In the majority of measures, most of the weight lies on
the first ;art of the measure because of its long tone.

b. Toward the middle of each section, the weight tends to
be more evenly distributed over the four beats of the
measure; practically speaking, this can be accounted for
by the fact that the dancers have now g..t the beat and
dancing pattern mastered, and no longer need strong
emphasis.
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5. Rhythmic Motives (distinctive patterns, or groupings of

tones, formed by the measurement of musical time).
a. TLa entire piece is constructed from two simple rhythmic

motives; these fragments, which differ in their emphasis
of parts of the measure, are:
1. d j 1 (see m. 1)

2. n j a (see m. 3)

b, Phrase 1 (mm. 1-4) is a rhythmically uncomplicated section,
so that the dancers may easily hear the beat; it is
constructed almost entirely of rhythmic motive No. 1 (c W),
which applars in mm. 1, 2, and 4. Only m. 3 has the
contrasting motive No. 2 (Dj ),

c, Phrase 2 (mm. 5-8) is constructed equally from motives
No. 1 and No. 2:

1. Unity is provided by the appearance of motive No. 1

in its original state during the phrase (m. 6);
it also takes a slightly altered form to conclude
the phrase and section (see m. 8, where ()Li becomes
j 4j, although the final quarter note is sounded,
nonetheless in another voice--the unobtrusive Pan-
dora).

2. Rhythmic variety is supplied by variants of motive
No. 2, which takes the following altered forms:
a. 1 ) (see m. 5)

b. J) d j (see m. 7)

d. The contrasting section (mm. 17-32) contains few of the
original two rhythmic motives; it is constructed pri-
marily from variants, as follows:
1. Use of motive No. 1 in its original form; it appears

only once (m. 18).

2. Use of variants of motive No. 1:

a, tegin and end the section (mm, 17, 24j, as

b. To add unity to the section; the variant is used
as it first appeared (cjj, m, 19, as in section
1, m. 8) and in a compressed form (j) , m. 20),
in which the fourth beat is usurped by a variant
of motive No. 2.

3. Use of motive No. 2 in its oripinal forw. none.

4. Use of variants of motive No _2
a. As used before in section 1 ( DJ J , m. 23),

to precipitate a cadence.
b. New uses, to add motion and contrast to the

line:

1. J31),J\j(mm. 20.21)7 includes a new
dotted rhythm and incorporates a shift in
phraseology, since it begins on the fourth
beat, rather than the first,

2. DI J.)1)) (mm, 21-22) an extension of the
ptc( ding variant, it restores the equilibrium
rf the phrase by the insertion of an extra
eighth icte figait on the third ',eat of the measure.
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6. Larger Rhythmic Croups: Fhrlse and Period
a. DefinUion of ;k Otose: the gathering of groups of

beats into ::tructures larger than a motive; of no
prescribed length, it in a fairly short section with a
clearly defined point of arrival, containing material
well delineated in style, yet lacking something in
form or sense to give the listener the impression that
it is a complete rusi:al. tatement.

b. Definition of aseried; the gnthering of groups of
beats into structures larger than a phrase; a group of
phrases with a strong point of arrival, giving a con-
vincing imrression of finality.

c. Beats are grouped in small units of four (compound'
duple grouping); these arc equivalent to one measure,

d. Multiples of this grouping c,7.17ose the phrase (typi-
cally four measures long).

c. In this piece., phrases are alliaya the same length;
they arc consistently balanead by corresponding
phrales (see: mm. 1-4, a fo,Ir-measure phrase, which
is ba;anced by mm. 5-8, another rIrase of equal
length cod sim1lar content).

f. Act constitutes o phrase in 0-is piece?
1. It is -four mrlasurea ;on; .

It his o clearly defIne:1 harmonic point of arrival,
always euling on the tonic chord (I).

3. It in Composed cf only t.7o :hythmic motives and
from simple variants of these fragments.
In this the phrase does not constitute a
compie'.e musioni statement:
a. It lacks something in farm and sense; thus;

it does not gist tlo li;rtoner the impression
Chat it is a complet7, musical statement.

b. It is to short to be a complete statement.
c. It Ovos not have cnoalh 'eternal contrast to

be entire piece--eit;cr from a melodic,
rhyt'Hulto, harmonic, t:otural, or fortaol stand-

1. lhc melody has t very small range, moves
oatirely in corifinio motion, and (Ices not
rcturo to the tonic root, thus demanding
solo sort of ansvr for balance.

2. "lie phr.ole consists almost encirely of a
11u1la rhythmic -attetn (44! ).

3. '2:1c tcxture and instrumentation arc the

.nme throughool.
4. l.rtclotty Is zxtrenely simple and in-

coneLmive.
5. ':1e'-c litt;: df,ccrethle form.

:Oat: cohstitotes o peri, d in this piece?
urfttcu. the vcrk consists of four ,eriods

(met, t-t: 9-1(C; 17-2A: 2.5-32).

. . As written, t1,- firt too Ivriods are identical, con-
sistiio; f t pd;r c4 four-bar phrases harmonically
closed cftar vi - I cadence.
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d. A melodic arex (the peak of melodic contour) helps
shape the melody.
1. The arex of the phrase arrives fairly early (m. 3);

since it is not dwelled upon, but is immediately
departed from, it is rereated, once again, for
emphasis (m. 5).

2. In the contrasting ror'!on of the melody (mm.
24), the alex of the, phrase arrives somewhat later;
it is reserved for the ilfth measure of the "hrase
(see m. 21); here, it is not repeated.

3. The nadir (low point) of each rhrase leads into
the cadence (see m. 6)3 consisting of the tone D,
it is the some note au the apex, but transrosed
to the lower octave.
Neither the apex or the nadir of the Oirase is
emnhasized.

a. They appear on the feek beat of the measure.
(either the second or the fourth heat).

b. They are not long note::, receiving only
single beat.

c. They are ust.41.1y part of a moving line, Either
preceded or followed by rapid motion in eighth
or quarter notes (see mm. 3, 5, 7).

d. In one case (m. 3), attention is diverted away
from the are by following it with a long note
value (half note).

e. Largo-scale contour (this type of contour
directs musical movement. giving shape to whole
ep.ssrges): since the rieco consists esse3tinlcy,
.'f revetitions of a single. brief phrase, there

ne real large-scale contour.
2. Melodic Motives (the combination of melodic conto,ir vith rhyth-

mic ratteros or motives ro form phrases and periols).
a. Nomber.of_motlyes: two.

b. Variety :)-r..tiotlyes; tvey are suit; similar and as
uslIstinctivi! in nature that they rarely rate the
designatin °m)tive."
I. not i ri I)

Motive No. 2:f0 Ore IN. 3)

c. brtveea teptives: priniarily rev.irtAi of

rhythmic it.ror. in Che moesuro:
1. In :litiveN). 1, 11, ,. wain weil,hc it on the first

hnIT the meaFkre becati5e. of Cle use of e. bai

note.
2. 2, the wain stress lies or. the sueond

half of thc, measure, since ti,c 1irtf rote nr^:i,rs on

the last LW.' bcdtS.
3. Trentmaut .1-!cete Material (how a c(mroser works w/th

vnricrs forms of melodytunes, subjects, themes, oevelor-
ment, ser"nc-, plctorirlismto create a compositi31).
a. aLeof melodic material used here! tune.

1. A tune 15 genurally complete in itself; it i.
not subject to
I,- is gcuorall, Luilt synmettic.illy, with rhea'''s
gird pec'ods that belence each other.

39ts



3, It has a distinctive contour,
4. It has distinctive rhythmic motives, with some alter-

nation between long and short notes,
5. It JOC3 not generally involve extceme contrasts

in style or arvyng its motives,
6. It has a relatively small range and thus cmi be

rung easily (here, the range is essentially a
fifth, from G to D, with a dip down tt tne lower
octave D for the concluding cadence).

b. Manner of handling melodic material
1. The melody is built from three elemeatst (1) a

!cag-short-short pattern on the same note (see m. 1);
this is used sequentially to make other single
measures of the melody (see rem. 2 and 4, which use
the tones A and B, respectively, instead of G);
(2) a revolution around the a...ex of the melody
(see mm. 3 and 5); (3) a cadential pattern, rhythmi-
cally derived from the method used to achieve the
Ev;ex (compare mm, 3 and 7).

2. The contrasting section (see rem, 17-24) is very
closely related thematically to the opening tune;
it is actually a variant of the melody.
a. Both begin on the tonic root (G) and ascend

stepwise to the fifth (D); however, the
variant tends to revolve around the mediant
(B) before achieving the fifth (see tin. 18-

21),

b, Both descend rather rapidly From the apex of
the melody (D) to its nadir (D); however, the
variant does so in completely scalewise fashion
(D-C-B-A-G-FO-E-D), while tine original skips
a fifth from A to D.

c. Both use identical cadences (compare mm, 6-8
with mm. 22-24).

d. The nrincipa! difference between the two sections
Is rhythmic; regarding the distribution of long
tnd short notes through the phrase, in the
original melody (Tam. 1-8), 00th note,; occur
occasionally thronhout; whereas in the variant
(mm. 1 -24), eighth notel are used exclusively
in the second portion (mm. 21-24), and do not
appear at ell 11 the first ycction.

Texture (the action of a not ,c;. of lines woeilug together in a
composition or a i-:ection of a work).

Tv," of TCYtury
A. r1SICCIly a homolbonic 1.:,rture (melody and accompaniment)
h. The melody is the mist '-rominent voice throughout,

whefter in 0.e original or in simultaneous variations
in the ion',

c. Ties single-line instromcnts (treblt, viol, flute, and
bass viol) generally uove in similaY tbytbmic patterns,
with v";ivihilai Folo'S ci rhythmic Imitation (sec m. 5,

which flute imitates the trblc viol rhythm rr 394
tlir third foorth t,oats of thC measure).
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d. The remaining instruments (lute, cittern, pandora)
contribute a chordal aspect to the texture, generally
retaining the rhythm of the melody.

2. Relationship of Texture to Phrase Structure
a. Because of the type of texture employed, phrase endings

are extremo'.y clear and marked.
. Each phrase concludes with a caesura (break).

c. Phrases are notable for their conclusion on two long
tones (half notes); the fir:;t phrase of each noriod,
however, use. smaller note values, as well, in order to
impart moticn and continuity to the work.

D. Harveny (the effect created by tenon sounding together or in
close proximity to each other).

1. Tonal Center (the tendency of one tone to assert itself
mrs,fe strongly than others--to establish itself as a point
or referencewhen tones are cunded either simultaneously
or to succession).
a. Tonic Note (the central tone, or tonal center, in a

work) : G
b. :leans of assertion to establish a tonal senior,

1. First impression
a. The tone G appears first in the melody as a

long tone.
b. It is then repeated twice, so that it occupies

the entire first measure.
). Frequency

a. After its initial strops; 1resentaticn, the
tone C does net appear at all in the central
portion of the tune.

h. It anrears in the variant as 0 (v. 19),

where it no longer lerves a key - defining
functica; it also anrears somewhat more fre-
quently as an inner voice and in tLe bass line
(see m. 4: flute and bass viol).

1. Final mpression: each pericd ends indi3rutably on
G, the tonic note, in both treble and bass.

2. HarmppicStability and Instability (the relative consonance,
blend, or "agreement" tones have with each other: or the
dissc.Incce and "disagreement" of tones with one another).
a. Ftah.ility implies:

1. A feeling of rest; noise
2. Consonance
3. Arrival in hanaeny
4. These nualitie are strong in this piece.

b. 1ns:ability implies:
;. Motion, restlessness

Mssonance
i. .lovercnt in narveny

'M)oso qualities are minipiyetin this pUcc,
inc- each seLti.01 is quite s'.:ort aLd

ses a suall stock of chards..

3 9 o
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ie.., (a gronr of tunes which interact wiJa one another to
make it clear Clat one tow! is a central point of reference)
;And Scale (a series of notes of a key that proceeds sten-
41se in one direction--either up nr down)
a. 'the key of tie ricce is G major.
s. y10 goa;o upon Alch (he piece is based is the C major

scaio
Tonic (the central note (1 n group of notes; a t31.nt of
reference for other note,); here, the tone C.
I. Other notes depend on the tonic for their relative

rositiorr.
1embers or. Ole tonic chord (G-B-D) are particularly
im:ortent for their key-defining function; their
oresence or absence in the melody helps determine
the degree of tension.
a. The first phrase (.11m. 1-4) begins with n

measure of tonic rents (G) and ends with a
measure of tonic thirds (B), moving from ab-
solute stability le tess stability.

b. An e'cront of instability is introduced in the
rest of this phrase by the predominance of
non-toAte tones (A nod C).

c. The second rhrnse (m t. 5-8) reverses the pattern
by nrnrfeding from rs?lative instability (brief
entries of the tonic third end fifth, with non-
tonic tones predominint) to complete stability,
once again, 1n a rerore to the tonic root.

d. By ronpartson, the melodic variant introduced
;ricer (tent 17-24) is somewhat less stnble be-
caue of its tonic reationships.
1. Like the beginning period (mm. 1-8), this

section begins on a strong tonic root and
ends-the same way.
HOWLW(J%, there is an clement of tension at
the ci-.4 of the firs( Phrase (m. 20), which
conc.odes on n non-tonic chord (II),
rator Can with a tonic,

d. Maio,Scitle (an 7rrargeirent of whole and half steps,
with half Itcl-F !:01WQ1 the third and fourth notes,

It...t..u,e1 the (..-..tventh And eighth topes of tho series).

I. IleYe. the half sr....pc are between the notes B and

Ct P. ;rid G.

?. Its r,hility to deiine a tonic is strong. particularly
h-i;.:,e of the p.vcr of its leadinz the

seventh lone (here, tends to go readily to the

tools: (hero. 0.
Mi. !pally third ((; to B) rovides the characteristic
color of the map, k,ty.
combinationt, of three Or wore tones as a group).

ZLv;cf_rhordts pl'edoninanc In this wail..

I. (three-n:te chords with
th-Ir root on the hottom).
A few triahsirsthnversit!p (three-note chords
w;th the;r third el. hottom), sce n. 2, last

beA; in. 3. first beat. 3 9
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3. Seventh chord (a four-note chord, the fourth note
of which forms the interval of a seventh with the
root of the chord): this nrrears only at cadences
(nee m. 3, third beat; m. 7, last beat).

b. the .e e.hprti_ty.reft.: the use of such n
limited harmonic vocbulnry imbues the piece with n
great deal of rtabil.ity--an imcortart factor in n
traditional dunce form, which dononds on predictability.

5. Cadences_ progressions used to ;,:onto ;larmortic

effects of arrival, consisting priraril.y of a relationship
between tonic and dominant chords').

a. Drpertancejor thisAtyle
1. This piece emplos traditionnl :.:adences.
2. The effect is one of stoppinft mat ion and th.2 crea-

tion of frequent points of arrival.

b:
Cadence. proi,reSs ion frrl Ll c doninnot

to the tonic chord (V-0, v[th both chords in root
position: it has the offect of si:-oppin2 mot;.on, and
is froquently used to round ofi. !.ections er to end

compositions),
a. This tyre of cadence af,nears at the end ,af every

period, though not at ttio end of ph.!asos.
h. r,mamples: mm. 7-8; rm,

2. Other.

n. Mere are no deceptive cadeocea in this worl;,
nor are there any true 'half cadonces (motion to
the dominant. rather than to the ton!.c).

b. Po:evor, tho first phrase of ole.b period gives
a fooling of inciminleteness by its rioter. frch
II to I, or hy its ccding on IT (or V of '0;
by this means, the period is kept in motion.

6. Distribution of Tonal Centers: Hodulatin
a. DefinitienofModulatton! a shift of tonal center

(Roy) dur;n2 n piece to maintain intereat.
h. unction of fidukation: to f-jee lar:wscale conienr

(!lialo) to ion'', worls.

c, hecaose of its brevity and varia-
tion tochulue, thoro is no reed for modulation in
this worl-; thus, ;her. is only one brief excursion
into A hajor durinf: (he contrasting suction (sea rm. 19-
20): however, hoc.-' se of its lack of prepormtinn,
uninvonoss, rued immediate rotorn to (he relic, G. ibis
rove cnn ht intc.rprited as Llo inroTlio or

a cir:ior third (CO) into lho 11 chor.!

P.rm (rencrn1 principles an,1 mschaus which governVei !ha structure_ .
or A romrosit'on, spccifi-ally, I pion, pattern, or 111114
which organizes th.a effcis of l'ovcront IO arrival 4:1 a !ATV.

r.c010,

I, grtA10,00JE Bctw vi stacenc.cit. ArA Ccinterst.nteircut (11-.vw

motives, phrases, ClOOncf,^., ;MO Oa CT ,rusical effects me
connected or aylociaco.d s. i t 11 ono another).

39/
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STATEMENT POSSIBLE COUNTERSTATEMENTS

1. Phrase (mm. 1-4) a. Answering phrase (mm. 5-8)

2. Period (mm. 108):
complete tune

a. Period (mm. 9-16): repetition of complete
tune; variation in performance.

3. Section (mm. 1-16),
consisting of two
identical rcricds,
differing only in

n. Section (mm. 17-32), consisting of two
reriods identical with one another, but
contrasting with those of the first
section.

performance.

Variant on a Half a. Authentic Cadence (mm. 7-8).
Cadence (mm. 3-4)

5. Instrumentation fea- a.

turfing treble viol b.

(rpm. 1-8)

c.

Instrumentation featuring lute (mm. 9-16)
Instrumentation featuring fliCe (mm. 1-8,
third time in performance)
Various other kinds of instrumentation.

2. Tyre of Form (how this piece extends itself in time).
a. The composer uses sectional structure (the addition

of well-defined phrases and reriods to the original
statement)

U. Characteristics of sectional structure found in this
work are as follows:
I. Clearly marked hrascs and periods,
2. Well-defined points of arrival.
3. The work is neatly organized in distinct sections.
4. Phases of movement arc of the same length.
5, The work has a ,:ense of balance and clearcut out-

lines.
6, The rrineirni musical interest lies within fixed

limits.
7. 'The melodic material used is va1ua510 for itself,

not for what will happen to it (this statement
applies to tho written aspect of the work, not to
the piece in nerformance).

c Srecific Form: differs from the Erinted work to tbc
rerformed work.

1. The priptq work (as found in the Sydney Beck
anthology)!
a. Consists of four periods of equal length (eight

measures).
b. Each period consists of two symmetrical phrases

of four :A,a-nros each.
r. Thr neriods are virtually identical,

1:; ;Ir O., IA,A lwo.

d Mil', , N rr is two-rait AA TT.

39()
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2. The uerformed work ;as found in the Julian Bream
recording) aIters the form of the work in the pro-
cess of variation--a Procedure true to the Renais-
sance snirit of improvisation.
a. It consists of nine periods of equal length

(eilht measures), with each period, as before,
cososed of two symmettical phrases of four
measures each.

h. Tlie group repeats the entire Piece, and then
returns again wits the first period (mm. 1-8).

c. Thus, the form becomes roughly AA BB AA BB A.
d. The main emphasis is not on the alternation of

contrasting themes; nor does the performance
stress the return of the initial melody.

c. lather, the principal appeal of this piece is
fn its use of variation technivas, achieved
'v differences in instrumentation, figuration,
.,rul dynamics; a summary of these techniques for
each of the nine periods is as follJws:

Period 1; Performed as written, with the melody
in treble viol; the dyoarlics are
mf for the first half (i mn. 1-4)

and Fr, for the second half (Inn. 5-8).

Periol2: Add lute figuration to the printed
version; dynamics contrast between
the lute's forte and the consort's En,

For ;o1 3: For the first four measures, the
melody' alternates between viol ,and
lute; the viol takes over for the
last half.

Eeriol!!: The variant here is tho lote figura-
tion (a "twanging" sound of forte
sixteenths throughout).

PerLet5: The melody alternates between the
viol and Lute; lute ornaments add
accents.
The viol has the melody with piano
dynamics, the lute figuration is
in W.,Jets.

Pfricd_1: A dotted rrythm is imvrovied forte
in the 6a,ts viol.

Teri .d b: Soft dynamics provide 3 great con-
trast here; a high, doiicate lute
sound Is oredominant.

1Y2lird.9: The conclusion is distinctly divided
into two suctions by its instrumenta-
tion: during the first four bars,
the f'qte assumes the o'vlecly for the
first time, with lvte ornamentation;
during tie second four bars, the lute
plays 147zIcato in order to mark the
beats.

39J
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APPEN01::: Suggested listening skills to be developed through this exemplar.

I. Listen for the repetitiops of periods.

2. Liste;. fur variation technioyes in performance:

a. Extensive lute figuration.
h. Contrasting timbres (compare the melody played by the treble

viol in Period 1, and as played by the flute in Period 9).
c. The addition of new rhrthm (listen for the addition of the

improvised dotted rhythm by the bass viol in Period 7).
d. The 41^. (f contrasting dynamics (listen for the sudden piano

in Period 8).

e. The deveopment of dtiferent instrumental articulations (listen
fee- the 1.izzicoto sound of the lute in Peri-(1 9).

400
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I. 3co;:e

Beck, Sydney, ed. ":1ounsierA Almalne," Byrd/ from Thomas
Morley's First Booke of. Conscrt lessons, an anthology first published
in 1399. Published for the Nov York Public Library (New York: C. F.
Petnrs Corp., 1959), c. 137.

II. Record

Byrd, (1543-6'.e.3). "Hconsiers Almaine" (In: The Julian
Bream ::ons_ort: An }:ering of Ilizahethan Music). auk Victor
Soria 1:l3 2636. Side 1, hand l.

I:I. Tick

kse:, qlcto.nary of ";:qs:c (Cambridge, Vassachu-
setts: Harqard UnivorsIty 1S64).
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LESSON PLAN NO, 1 - DESCRIPTIVE PHASE C -18

INTTRUCTIONAL UNIT: The Descriptive Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism.

L. INTRODUCTION

a. Objectives. Be able to

1. Name, identify, classify, and make an inventory of knowledge
concernin,1 the type of thing this object is,

2. Supply information about the materials and techniques
used to construct this work,

3. Describe ti-e vork's extra-aesthetic function by nroviding
any necesva7y facts to identify the niece.

b. Reasons. The descriptive phase of exemplar study contributes
to the total crrique, giving rise to an aesthetic reslonse.
While knowledge, Ler se, will scarcely develop aesthetic aware-
ness, yet it mry r:ovide assurance for both the teacher and the
pupil "to venture :tit° more ambiguous and uncharted territories."

Note. 1Raloh A. Smith, An Exemplar Approach to Education, A
Prelimina-y Report (Urbana, Illinois! University of
Illinois i'.u..-eau of Educational Research, 1967), D. 58.

?. EXPLAW.TION AND DENONSLATION

"Moursicys Almaine" a piece written by William Byrd, a contempor-
ary e4 the great English playwright, Shakes?eare. It is scored for
a numbor of unusual iNtruments to longer used, but which once
fluted in Elizabethan tames. They were used in theatres and at
court, either during, t,e piny or between its acts for entertainment
purposes.

Itnoc as a "broken cons,,r':." the group consists of mixed instru-
ments Caosen from diffe'et families--hence, the term "bral:en."
Basically, the consort sed in this piece is composed of two types
of in%trumentr: plveke iastruments and mcicdy instruments, each
with a special functi:n, and each differing slightly from the
others in Oa.: groin, T.

DescriTtioni and the instruments
lhc lute, a plucked .c.nqlrummt, is the leader of the group. It

has o turned-back peg u^x, a vide fingerboard, a round belly, and
nnrelel strings nAde If gut: (five rnlr are tuned in unison, while
a single string gives h'.ghest ?itch). It is variously used
in tIlu consort, atmony. embellishment, linking the plucked
:end iedy inntruments. and here, as a soloist.

The cittern is nnethor plucked instrument. Pear- shared and flat-

backed, it is the :u-,,al.ost nembcr of the guitar family. It has
four sets of wire strils and is tuned similarly to the modern
ukulele,

40 I:
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The randora in the third pluced instrument of this consort. A

bass cittern (ar it ha s !irx pairs of unison-tuned wire
strings. It in distinctive for 10: wide, seilleped outline. Its

function in the consort is to onrich the harmony, to rupprt the
rhythm, and to add resoxince to the ensemble by its sympathetic
vibration with the other instru-Aents.

The flute; Is a melody tustromont. A bass instrument pitched in C,
it is quite close to today's bass or alto flute. However, it is
made of wood and is nearly cylindrical in bore.

The treble viol is another melody instrument used in this consort.
A predecessor of the modern violin, it differs from that instrument
in the following respects:

1. The shoulders slope from the neck instead of starting from the
neck at right angles.

2. The back is usually flat, instead of bulging.
3. The ribs are deeper than those of the modern violin.
4. The normal number of strings is six, instead cf four.
5. The finger board has frets in the form of pieces of gut:. tied

around it.
6. The sound-holes are generally shaped as a c, instead of an f.

The bridge is leis archs, thus facilitating the playing of
full chords.

8. The strings are thinm.!,7 and less tense than those of the
modern instrument.

9, The viol is played with an older type of bow than that currently
emioyed; the stick curves outward from the hair, nad the hand
is held pnder tha how--not over iL, as today.

10. Viols were not pressed against the shoulder, but were held
dotnr.:ard, resting on, or between, the player's legs.

1). Viols are very eelicato and soft in timbre, lacking iii':
brilliance and the versatility of the modern instrliorsois.. MIAs,

they are suited for the intimacy ei a private room and for the
musical amateur, :.ail er than for the concert hall :toil the ti.o-
fessivnni virtuoso.

The bass viol, a third melody instrument, was a predecessor of the
modern cello; it was also nown as the viola di gpmbil. It differs
from the cello in many of the same resrects as the trebl- viol
varies from the modern violin: shape, number and materi.sl of the
strings, the bow, the manner of holding and playing, the timbre,
and the suitability for amateur reriormers.

Note. Play Byrd's "lloun4iors Almaine," using the recor.ling
seecified in tl e Appendi% Attached to this lesson rlan.
The instructor should also he familiar with the score, w1 i :1.
I5 also listed in :he AppeodsA.

3. UEVI7

1. Stotent t/oestieos: ClirtficStrne 1,!)ints of Difticulty. A'k
students if they have any qur:stious. :-..m2hasize the fact that

they are free to bro.& in with qvostions at any tima in the
lesson.

40o
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b. Summary of the Lesson. This piece, written by a contemporary
of William Shakespeare, is scored fora "broken consort."

c. Closing Statement. Tne Byrd piece was typical of a novel
approach to writing music--scoring the work for a group of
instruments of different timbres and playing capabilities.
Next, we will take a closer look at the music itself, to deter-
mine what qualities made Byrd one of the foremost composers of
his day.

APPENDIX

T. Books.

Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Heary. Music in Western Civilization (New fork:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A
Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of Educational Research, 1967).

II. Scores.

Beck, Sydney. 'Mounsiers Almaine," attributed to William
Byrd, from Thomas Morley's First Booke of Consort Lessons,
an anthology first published in 1599. Published for the
New York Public Library (New York: C. F. Peters Corporation,
1959), p. 137.

III. Records.

Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine," in The Julian Bream
Consort: An Evening of Elizabethan Music. RCA Victor
Soria LDS 2656. Side 1, band 1.
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L%sson PLAN NO, 2, ANALYTICAL PHASE, PART I

IN:ITRUCTION,',h UNIT: The Analytical Phase of. Exemplar Study in I sthetic

Criticism.

1. INTRODUI:TION

a. Objectives. !le able to

1. Closely examine the elements that make up this work of art.

2. Single out some of the work's unusual and expressive
stilistic characteristics which may have been responsible
for its roeulority.

h. Reasons. An aesthetic judprient of a work cannot he made without
close ncrutiny of that work's components, its grouping of
elements, and the relationshipn between details. In studying
an eemplar, analysis cannot he sciarated from the other
methods of e::amination: to a certain extent, annlysin involves
description (the previous stage); shades over into the inter-
Iretive rhasc (the next stage); and it anticipates the final
evaluative Phase, as well

2. EXPLANATION AND UMONSTRATION

Once again, our analysis of this work will last several sessions.
ileginning with aspects of the riece which are easy to hear, we
wilt then consider categories which entail. greater finesse in order
to comprehend them thoroughly. A reminder: of necessity, we are
dealing with the music in a rather artificial manner by submitting
it to such mi.nute scrutiny. This is because human beings have
difficulty trying to deal with more than one or two musical ele-
ments at a time.

M: ANALYSIS

A. qualities of Sound (general characteristics of what you are
hearinl).

1. Level of Sound (high and low pitch)

a. This worh lies in the middle ranges of all the
instrununts.

h. There are no extremes of high and low.

rote. It is suggested that the recording listed in the Appendix be
played after every joint of analysis AO the student can verify
the discussion for himself. Ti;.' instructor shoold be thoroughly
familiar with the score; if the pupils can rood music, copies
for use in discussion would he extremely helpful.

4
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2. Amount of Sound (scoring; the number of instruments): see

Lesson Plan No. 1: Explanation and Demonstration.

3. Color of Sound (the characteristic quality of sound that
distinguishes one voice or musical instrument from another).

a. In general, the timbre is somewhat subdued and refined
because of the instrumental qualities of sound described
above.

b. However, there are cccasional contrasting passages of
brilliance, due to the nasal "twanging" sound of the
lute in its high register.

c. The characteristic, charming color of sound here is
created by the diversity of instruments--particularly
by the constant juxtaposition of the bowed treble viol
against the plucked lute.

4. Strength of Sound (loud and soft; lyaamics)

a. la accordance with Renaissance practice, this piece
has no dynamic markings.

b. However, in performance, dynamics are a principal means
of adding interest to an otherwise repetitious piecl.

1. On the whole, the dynamic range is small: from
piano to mezzo-forte.

2. Dynamics change from section to section (for
example, when the piece is played through a second
time in the recording, note the effectiveness of
the sudden piano at m. 25).

3. Within each section, the instruments of the consort
take on different dynamic markings; this serves
two functions:

a. It emphasizes the striking differences of the
"broken" consort members.

b. It stresses various parts of the musical web- -
either the melody, the bass, or the figuration;
examples of this are the following:

1. Mm. 1-8: the treble viol, bearing the melody,
is the rudest instrument in this section.

2. Mn:. 9-16: the lute figuration is the loudest
element here.

3. Mm. 9-16 (second time): the piano, treble viol
is subordinated to lute ornamentation.
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4. Mm. 17-24: (second time): the bass viol is
very prominent beease of its loud dynamics.

5. Mm. 1-8: (third time): this soft closing
section exploits the muffled timbre of the
flute (taking the line held by the treble
viol throughout), as well as the thinner
sound of nivzicato (treble viol?) at the
very end.

B. Qualities of Mc eN.nt (gcroral characteristics of miv:ic as it
moves forward t, t:me).

1. Pace of Movcmeot (temro or sreed): there is no tempo indi-
cation for this niece; however, in accordance with its
nature (the 'Atmalne," or Allemande, was 3 heavy dance),
the race is mderatc.

2. lrgularity of Movement (whethor Coe pace s sins the same,
or charms): because it is meant to be danced to, the pace
of this work romains thz same throughout.

3. Articulation of Movement (the flow of a piece; whether
movement is ccrAinuous or separated).

a. Notion is continuous because of the clear, steady bent.

b. There is latle seraration between phrases and sections.

4,

c. However, each (modern) measure is compartmentalized
because or rhythmic epetition (primarily the rhythm

); this served as an aid to the dancers.

Intensity of Movement (whether the manner of movement is
gentle or vigorous).

a. On the whoio, the manner of 1,mement is vigorous Le-
cause of t1 recurrent strong ,Tirst beat accent neces-
sary for dancing.

b. Frequently, the timbre of the ducked lute adds to the
overall impression of vigor.

c, Howvec, this energy is subdued occasionlly by several
teehnicues:

1. Th smooth, almost legate bowed treble viol is
juxtaposed against the angularity of the lute.

2. Dynarlic are somIttmes ilano.

3. Occasionally, clear-4:ut rhythmic outlines are somewhat
blurred (sec mm.9-16, the seccnd tire through, when
lute tr!.:Acts sorlint mask the duple meter).
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C. Points of Arrival (general characteristics shown by music
during moments of pause, when it has achieved its goal, or
arrived at its destination).

1. Clarity of Arrival (whether points of arrival are clear
or obscure).

a. Points of arrival are always clear, coinciding with
the end of the section.

b. Clarity is aided by several factors:

1. Clear V
7
-I cadences.

2. Lead-tone to tonic root progressions in the melody.

3. A pause on a long rhythmic figure (do/).

2. Finality of Arrival (the degree to which action is completed).

a. Each section is complete within itself, marked by a
strong point of arrival.

b. All points of arrival are identical, despite the use
of two different sections,

c. Any one of these points could be the final point of
arrival in the piece (except the first point, at m. 8,
which would make the piece too short, and the second,
which would allow it to end without any contrast).

d. In actuality, the piece cannot satisfactorily end be-
fore the conclusion of the fourth section; if it
stopped afte:. Section 3 (m. 24), the work would lack
balance.

e. In the recording, the performers' ingenuity in varia-
tion and their good taste permit the repetition of the
entire piece without listener fatigue. However, feel-
ing a sense of ircompleteness in tne work as written,
they have returned to the beginning phrase (mm. 1-8)
in order to round out the piece more satisfactorily
and bring it to a convincing conclusion,

3, Emphasis of Arrival (the degree of powez with which arrival
is projected).

a. Arrival in this piece Is open and uncomplicated; it is
marked by a simple cadence employing lung note values.

b. There are no added accents or dynamic changes at the
point of arrival.
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c. There is no pause after arrival; the piece moves on
to the next section.

d. The point of arrival is always achieved effortlessly,
with smooth, conjunct motion.

D. Interaction oi Movement and Arrival (the creation of phases,
or cycles, of musical movement).

1. Length of Phases of Movement

a. This piece consists entirely of short, equal, symmetri-
cal, balanced four-bar phrases.

b. Phases of movement of this type are essential if the
piece is a dance.

2. Approach to the Point of Arrival

a. The composer employs a steady approach to the point of
arrival, repeating a simple rhythmic motive !add ).

b. A return to the point of melodic origin (the tone 0)
tends to define points of arrival.

3. REVIEW

A. Student Questions: Clarification of Points of Difficulty.
Ask students if they have any questions. Emphasize, once
again, the desirability of asking pertinent questions.

B. Summary of the Lesson. Among the work's characteristic
stylistic features are: the use of a "broken" consort;
virtuoso improvisation in the lute; and the dance-like
qualiy of the piece.

C. Closing Statement. Next, we will examine the music in even
greater detail to see how the composer maintains interest in a
deceptively simple work.

APPENDIX

1. Books

Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Cempany, Inc., 1941).
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Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Prelimi-
nary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of Educational Research, 1967).

II. Scores

Beck, Sydney, ed. "Mounsiers Almaine," attributed to William
Byrd, from Thomas Morley's First Booke of Ccnsort Lessons,
an anthology first published in 1599. Published for the
New York Public Library (New York: C. F. Peters Corpora-
tion, 1959), p. 137.

III. Records

Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine," in The Julian Bream
Consort: An Evening of Elizabethan Music. RCA Victor
Soria LDS 2656. Side 1, band 1.
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F.,:flSON PLAN NO. 3. ANALYTICP. PHASE, PART 11

IN'ARICTICNAL UN11: The Analytical Phase of Exemplar Study in Aesthetic
Criticiin, Part II.

INTROD'XII011

a. Objectives. ' able to

1. Closely Examine the elements that make up On, work of art.

2. Single out some of the work's unusual and expressive
stylistic chnractristics which nay have been resacnsible
for its oolulnritY.

b. Reasons. See Lesion Plan No. 2 for same exemplar.

ExillANIVrION AM) DCMO:TSTRA PION

In tills hsson, we will mini:tidy examine Fevoral aspect. .f
,id pi;:oe we love he,n d:seussing. These cateberiv..--

A/tTA, and t,..,xture--require a great deal of colc...mtrtioll
rwlr nd nnwever, y)ur ratieuce will be rictly

rirled by un ordorstanOtng of bow this piece cou-

sL-Let.cd.

AlIALYEIS

Rhythm .frtythin? ti the ,.'ersCoa of music-;'l

so aid; a rha..ar:erizi:1 by iegular recurrence of elovcrv:s
:e1' as 4r.:ctiot, in A:terivtIon with dJferent elemeitc).

Belt (0).: tePTorat unit of a ceNuosiclon, as ine.catO by
the real or imariaary 11-and .dowt, movements of a con0u-tor'S
hand): cbc brat naite marked erd ca3ily deteetabl
throcgtvin..: tie duce.

. (rhe rate of wean of n ceme.:sitlon): the tiipo is
mocerate. and. ,ernain!, the same thron21):Tt the piece.

leter (the sturNdy flow of heats r'0%ized ir,r.o mall
proup-).

0. An iyrct of gi.mplue I% cum!orrd duple meter (

1. It con.ains four bunts.

2 Ti Quarter ncto is tc element of tmeasurem.21t

3, 1),!:k beats are not subelvisInus of a mon! p)imoy
beat.

e, Note Values (the various durations of musical sound in
time).
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A. In the majority of measures, most of the weight lies
on the first part of the measure because of its
long tone.

b. Toward the miadki of each sectioi!, the weight tends
to be more evenly listributed over the four heats
of the measure; practically speaking, this can be
account -d for by the fact that the eoncers hove
now got the beat Ind dancing patt.xn mastered, and
no longer need st:cng emphasis.

5. 'Atythmic Motives (distinceive patterns or geoAnings
of tones, formad by th^ mccaurement of musical time).

E. The entire niece is conr,tructed from two simple
rhytlanic motives; these fregments, /1ie!,
in their e.on'aa5is of imris of the m.aserti are:

;(
0. (sec m. 1)

2. d (soe Ir. 3)

b. ehrasc 1 (mm, 1 4) is rhythmically incomr.11,...eted

=action, so that the dcocers may earily bear the
heat.

1. It is constrncte,1 alrroiC entirely of ih-tnic
motive No. 1 ( ). which appars in rm. 1,

2, erd 4.

Only m. 3 ha': the cont:asting motive No. 2

(J.1.),d).

c. Fhraso 2 (mn. 5-6) in c,:,ot.trocted equally Iran boa
mlLiyes No. 1 and Nc,. 2:

1. Unity is provided by tbo appearance of ret00
No. 1 in its original state during the hr.-,se
(m. 6); it al,i1 to.v.es A Rightly eltemeti fmrm
to concloc:e ..ectior

Acre c) car althourP
.tarter pc -1 is i ronetheles, in an-

other voic..-the pandcre).

2. khythmic variety is by varier-A 1:

motive No. 2, which ta',es ehe fotlowioR alter-
ed forms:

11 .1241(i:ce 1. 5)

h. .1/ (Ee, m. ;)
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d. Ito 4.:ontrasting sects. m (mm. 17-32) contains few
of tie original two riythmic motives; it ts

constructed urimarity from variants, as follows:

1. r!:a of motive No. l in its ariginal form:
it aoeesrs only out'. 11.).

2. Uso of variants of notivc, No. 1:

a. To begin and erd the section (mm. 17,

24), as j

b. Tn add unity ro the scetien, thcivo!.jf:t4
is used as it first appeared (c/J, m. 19,

as in suction 1, m. 8), and in n com-
pressed form (Jr. , m. 20), in which
the fourth beat is usurped by t variant
of motive No. 2.

3. Use of motive No. 2 in its original form:
none.

G. Use of variants of motive No. 2!

-,
a. As used before in section 1.

re cy
dif,

m, 23), to precipitate a cadence.

h. New uses, to adi notion and contract to
the line:

1. .4.4 J of (nun. 20-21): includes
a new dotted rhythm and incorPorntes
a shift in phraseology, since it
begins on the fourth beat, rather
than on the first.

2. ./4../, ..!...4/4/(nm. 21-22): en c::tenilien
-f the preceding variant, tt restoret
t au Iiihrium of the phrase by
insertion of an extra eighdl.nufn
figoce on the third heat of the
measure.

6. Larger Rhythmic Groups: PlIralw and Period

A. Definition of a nbrase: the gathering of groups of
heats into structures larger than a motive: of no ore-
scribed length, it is a fairly short section with a
clearly defined point of arrival, containing material
well delineated in style, yet lacking something in
form or sen,;e to give the listener the impression that
it is a connlete musical statement.

41L



hil it Ott : t t'r tt.; ot of groo,,r, heats
;MO strociare largor aan 1 'HYX;(1. I grow. oC ,hases
with a strong oint of arrival, giving a convincing
imrressfon of finality.

c, r,ents .are .r.a1.1 onits of foor (com' mind
di e e at cr C,11i.1.11.etItt to ono, tvtlsnite.

d, oF !'Lin core' or.e the nbrase (ty,t.

eally four m'.-(1,res long).

e Tn this ifece, are always the s;,mc length they
are cent balanced by cores,00ding !irses
(see: air. fo.or-mcasore f!Irose, which is balanced
by mm. 5-h, anot;er ,,prase or crltral length and similar
content).

C. Thou constitdles a hrase in this niece?

1. foul' wOlSVrCS

l'3; elcntiv defined b;7rionic mint of arrival,
always ol,.tlini; nn the 1091C chord (I).

it is comiosed c f only t4o rhythmic motives and
from simle variants of the!wi. fragments.

Tn this wort, tl e iliose does not constitute a
lcte musical statement:

A. It lacs something in form and sense thus, it

does tot give the listener the im,,ression that
it is a comletc statement.

h. it on shi.A.t to be a co!.11-lete statcment.

c. It does not have enough internal contrast to
be an entire niece--either font A melodic,
rhythmic, textural, harmonic, or formal Ltand-
noinr:

ias A vol), small range it plovos

cntirly in conihrct qotton, and does net
return to tie tonic root, thus dem.inding
some sort of 11.A:er for balance,

"yr-
I i.tco coor,ists almost. ciairely Of A

single rl,ytlmic attern ; d ) ) ).

i,cxtnte and inslrintation are tie same
thro*,J ()tit.

lj,r; barmonv is extremely s riple and Neon-

5. rick i' little disctrnilic form. 41,1
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g. %at constitutes a -eyliod in this Piece?

t. As written, the wort consists of four periods
(rum. 1-P (.:-1(, 17-24' 25-32).

1. As written, the first two Periods are identical,
consisting of a rair of four-bar Phrases harmoni-
cally closed by a clear V./-I cadence.

3. The last two Periods are also identical with one
another; they are also comvosed of a pair of four-
bar phrases, harmonically closed by a clear V7-I
cadence.

4. The last two per;.ods balance the first two by their
length and identical cadence ,aatterns they con-
trast by their internal rhythmic variants and by
their altered instrumentation (rot written in the
score).

B. Melody (a succession of musical tones the combination of -itch
auality /Tiigh and low motiorj and time puality or rhythm (Tong
and short!),

1. M2lodic Contour (the share or outline of a melody).

a. Contour patterns

1. With only one exception, the motion of this riece
is conjunct, em-loying half and whole sterss almost
exclusively.

a. The one ,soint of disjunct motion occurs at
m. 6, with a descent of a fifth CA-D), cwha-
sizing the lead into the cadential forrmla
(ma,. 7 -r).

b. The effect of conjunct motion, along with un-
complicated harmonies and the legato playing of
the treble viol is one of relaxed, good-l-,umored
enjoyment, suitable for a dance.

2. In general, phraa.es tend to gently rise and fail
within a small sco^e.

b. Change in direction within the melody

1. The lire seldom goes directly to its goal , but

approaches it cautiously, reversing direction
briefly before finally achieving it.

a. Mm. 3-5. the line reverses immediately tuson
achieving the height of the Orase (D, m. 3),

descending briefly to B (m. 4) before returning
to D (m. 5).
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b. Mrn. 17-21: the line cautiously approaches D,
once again, by reversing direction upon attain-
ing B (m. 19), returning almost to the starting
point, and then ascending to D, once more
(in. 21).

2. The line always reverses direction several times
in the course of a cadence (sae mm. 7-8).

c. Musical Intervals

1. There is only one large interval in this work to
fifth, m. 6); moving conjunctly, the work uses
half and whole steps.

2. The interval of a descending fifth is immediately
tilled in and balanced by the conjunct motion of
the cadence (mm. 7-8), which uses the following
sequence of tones to fill the gap between D and A:
E-F-G-F#-G.

d. A melodic apex (the peak of melodic contour) helps
shape the melody.

1. The apex of the phrase arrives fairly early (m, 3);

since it is not dwelled upon, but is immediately
departed from, it is repeatea, once again, for
emphasis (m. 5).

2. In the contrasting portion of the melody (mm. 17-24),

the apex of the phrase arrives somewhat later;
it is reserved for the fifth measure of the phrase
(sec m. 21); here, it is not repeated.

3. The nadir (low point) of each phrase leads into
the cadence (see m. 6); consisting of the tone D,
it is the same note as the apex, but transposed to
the lower octave.

4. Neither the apex or the nadir of the phrase is
emr,halzed.

a. They appear on the weak beat of the measure
(either the second or the fourth beat).

b, They are not long neIc receiving only a

single beat.

c. They are usually part of a moving line, either
nreccded -' followed by rapid motion in eighth
or quartet notes mm, 1, 5, 7).

d. In one case (m. 3), attention is diverted away
from the apex by following it with a long note
"slue (half note). 416
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e. Largu-scale contour (this type otl contour
directs musical. vt.wmtunt, giving :;11.,')n to wItote

passnes): since the niece censints, essentially,
of rettetitions of a ningle brief 1.H.1Ne, there
is no real large Bale contour,

2. Malodic Heaves (the combination of melodic contour with
etytltmic patterns or motives).

a. Humber of motivas: two,

b. Variety of motives: they are quite similar and so
(indistinctive in nature that they barely rat.-.! the
Oe.";,utation "mot3.7e,"

1. rotive No. I: ci sigh, (: ee m. 1)

t. Notive No, 2: nor,' (Nee ta.

c. Pnlatienships betwnnn motives: 1.,rimarily rc,!n.,11
of ylythmic stress in the measure:

3)

1. In Motive No. 1, the main weight is on tle first
half of the measure because of the use of a half
note.

Tr. Hotive No, 2, the atain stress lies
':econd half cf the measurn, since the
appears on the last two boats.

cm ti

half note

3. To-orl(Ali. of Melodic Wlerial Owl: a composer eoess witb
variety, [errs of metudy-tunes, st:bjects, themni, development,
scratruce, ,.,ictorialictn--to create a corposition;.

a. af melodic notarial used Intre: tuna.

1. A tune is generally complete in itself; it is not

subject to change.

is general.) .! brill s.,Tnetrically, with. ,,;it:oses

ntd periods that balance each other.

/' has a d1..tiurtive co-tour.

.listitictive rhythmic motives, with sore
llternation bti(w(.n long and short notes,

5. It does not otu!vally involve extreme contrasts in
style or awong its motives,

It has a relol.ively small range and thus can sung

vastly (here, C/1 range is essentially a fiq,
from G to ft, tlei a dip down to the lowor D

for the conctueilg cadence).
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h. Manner of handling melodic material

1. The melody built frcm tirce elements:

a, A long-short-short acr.:t;:rn on the same note (sea
m. 1): this is used se4xentially to make other
sinele measures of th,: windy (sec mm, 2 and
4, wnich use the tcr.c1 A and B, respectively,
instead of G),

b. A revolution around the ::tax of the melody
(see ram. 3 and.

c. A cadential pattern, rbehmically derived from
the method used to achieve the apex (compare
mm. 3 and 7).

2. The contracting section (see mm, 17-24) is very
closely related thematically cu the opening tune
it is actually a variant of tl e

n. Both begin on the tonic rl)t (G) and ascend
stepwise to the fifth (D): ho7ever, the variant
tends to revolve around the mcdiant (B) be-
fore achieving the fifth (see mm. 18-21).

b. Both doccend rather rapidly from the apex of
the melody (n) to its nadir. (J); however, the
variant does so in completly scalewisa fashion
(D-C-8-A-G-F#-E-D), while the original skips
a fifth from A to D.

c. Both use identical. cadences (comoarc mm. 6-8
with ram, 22 -21.).

d. The principal diEference between the two sec-
tions is rhythmi :: regarding the distribution
of long and shor: notes throor,h the phrase,
in the original melody (mm. 1-8), eighth notes
occur occasionally throughout; wbareas in the
variant (mm. 17-14), eighth nat.cA are, used
exclusively in Oa second porticn (mm. 21-24),
and du not nppea:. at all in the first section.

C. Texture (the action of a number of lines working together in a
composition or a section of a wool:).

J. Type of Texture

n. Basically a homophonic texture (melody and nccompani-
went).

b. Tfic melody 11 tle most ,..eminent voice aroughout,
whether in do orlginnl or in simultanaokJ: vnriations
in the lute.
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c. The single-tine instruments (treble viol, flute, and
bass viol.) generally move in similar rhythmic Pattern,"
with occasional ,oiuts of rhytlic imitation (see m. 5,

in which the flute imitates the treble viol rhythm )J )
the third and fourth heats of the measure).

O. The remaining instruments (lute, cittern, randora)
contribute n chordal asrec* to the texture, generally
retaining the rhythm of the melody.

2. Relationship of Texture to Phrase Structure

a. Because of the type of texture employed, phrase end-
ings are extremely clear and marked.

b. /:ich ,1+rase concludes with a caesura (break).

c. Phrases are notable tleir cuncIusion on two tov,g
tones (half notes): the first Phrase of each Period,
however, uses smaller note values, as well, rn order
to imPart motion and continuity to the work.

Note. Replay "Mounsiers Almaine," by William Byrd. Small sections
may he Played at the instructor's discretion throughout the
lesson to illustrate various points of analysis.

3. REVP.W

a. Student Questions: Clarification of Points of Difficulty. Ask
students if they have any nuestions. Never fail to emphasize
the imortance of asking aPprorriace questions.

h. Summary of the Lesson and Conclusions. Detailed

analysis has shown a num)er of stylistic features that may
lave made this Piece ,o,,nlar. Ithythmically, the wart- was ex-
trowety nutted for dancing hccau.;e of its clear heat, simple
rhy0Tlic. motivns, and :o-ases and periods of equal length.

"ieee is fairly easy to recall, since it has
conjunct motion, a small range, extensive cenetition, and only
two, closely related ratives. Finally, the homorhonic texture
contributes clarity to this work.

c. Closing Statement. In our next lesson, we will complete our
detailed analysis of tots work.

APPENDIX

I. Books.

A,01, Willi. Ilar7ard fictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard Cr.4.versity Press, 1964).

Grout, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Comrany, Inc., 1960).
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Lang, PAIA Henry. 1.!w;ic _;11..ternCiyi)itor (Hew Yorl::
Norton and Compluy, Inc., 1941).

Smith, ;:ilrh A. An_Exenoar_Approach.tn_EducAtion,
minary Xoport (ljrbarv, UniverIty of rAlieois
Bureau of Eaecational Xesoarch, 1967).

!I. Scores.

Beck, :;y6uoy. ed. "M(vnsiers Alnkina," att,*ihutad to JjJ J=
Byrd, from 71owas ;:orloy's FitIstnool:oof ConsortLeson,,,
in ;Inthol.lgy fir3t published in 1599. Puhlisl,ed for On
N':w York Public Library (Nel: York: C.F. Paters Corporati.on,

p. 137.

HI. Records.

Byrd, qilliom. ";.!oun-iierg Alm nine," in IleJulianBresm
C-.n.4ort. An Evcning of flizabothi-.n Music. XCA Victor
trit L')S 2656. :"ide I, band 1.
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LI:SSON 1l..1P NO. 4, ANALYTICAL PAW° 771.

IN5TRUCTIONAL UNIT: rho Auarytical Phase of Exemplar Study in the tic

CriLie(.sm, iert III.

1. INYRO0UCT10 N

a. Objectives. Be able to

1. Closely examine the elements Oat make up this wort: of art..

Stagle out some of ti ink' s nonsua1 and expressive
r,°v11.:tic chartarktics which may hoy:.: been respcnqible

!)opulali.tv,

I' , Reaeoa:. See Leson Plan No. 2 for same exemplar,

2. EXPLANATIcu AND DEMONSM1TION

Ti this Itsson, we will camulete our detailed study of the Byrd
pece A discussion of harmony and form. Cur examination of

asor,cts of musical style will contribute to a more
comolete understanding of Byrd's methods of com)osition.

TT: ANALYSIS

A. Naemony (..ho effec1, crooted by tones sounding together or in
c10.7.0 proximity to eneh (ther).

1. Tonal Center (the tendency of one tone to assert itself
mare strongly than othersto Establish itself as a point
of referencewhen tones are scr2nded either simultaneously
Or in succession),

Tonic Note (the central tone, or toAl center, in a
worl:): C.

h. Means of assertion to rs.ablich a teas' center:

1. First impression

a. The tone (I apeears first in the melody as, a
loe;; tore.

b. It is ben repeated tAce, so that it occupies
the nuttre first measure.

2. Fre9ucncy

a. After its initial strorg presentation, the
tone C does not appear at all in the central
portion of the tune.

h. It Appears in the varirnt as CO (m. 19), .411(ree

it no longer Eerves a 1.ov-defining functiva: it
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n1F,c appears srome4at frequontly as no
inner voice and in the bass line (9ee n. 4:
flute awd has viol).

3. rinri imervssloo: rich reriod encis
or. G, the t:tic n..te, in both trnble and has3.

1. 11':rtsonkc (1:1 Itmi.o1,11ity (the rO.ntive consonance,
Mend. or nosrooment" ton:': have wit.1-: eacl other; or the
dist:rOoce and "disagrormopt" of tones with ooe another).

r. Stabil4y impties:

1. A feelitip 1,:f rest; ooiqc.

Corsonanco.

3. Arrivat in hamoi.v.

4. These 7caliiies are stmpy, in this oiace.

h. Tstahllity

. Mohon.

. Dissoronce.

Movem-mt in har.ony.

These qualiti.c14 :n thi.n

especially :ince each section it; eoite short and
c:es a .11-11 st%.cic of chords.

roy (1 group of ;urns which mtoratit with one another to
m .: it clear th4t one tine 7'.s a celtrat point of reference)
r;:3 ;'c .:e (a setie6 of n.ltes of a Loy that proceeds step-
wioc it. one directin.-cit. u;) or down).

A. The boy of tht9 piece it q 11,11,0t".

h. 11:i scale upon vilich the nicco is ano.1 is 'Ate G malor
ccale

(!be ccritlal note or. a livott.. of uotes: a roint of
rcference for oihor hero, the tone G.

1, 00-.r notes da-;%eoil of the roAl for Clair relative

Membfrr of the tonic chord (G-B. D) are part'.olarly
imlortr,nt fcr eir key-dcfiniar fhnatioo; their
-resence or ahncucc in the 14lody ilJtcraine
II: yAndy's delrec of tcrdro.
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a. The first phrase (mm. 1-4) hegins with a measure
of tonic roots (G) and ends with a measure of
tonic thirds (B), moviu6 lio 6;) solute stability
to less stability.

b. An element of instability is introduced in the
rest of this phrase by the predominance of non-
tonic tones (A and C).

c. The second phrase (mm. 54) reverses the pattern
by proceeding from relative instability (brief
entries of the tonic third and fifth, with non -
tonic tones predominant) to complete stability,
once again, in a return to the tonic root.

d. By comparison, t;v melodic vnrinnt introduced
Inter (mm. 17-2;) is somewhat less stable be-
cause of its tonic relationships:

1. Like the beginning period (nut. 1-8), this
eqction starts on a strong tonic root and
ends the same way.

2, However, there is an element of tension At
end of the first phrase (p,. 2C), which

concludes on a noutooir chord (II), rather
tern with a ionic.

Hajor ScAla an arrae.gement of whole and half steps,
with half stone between tha third and fourth notes, and
between the: seventh and eighth tones of the series).

1, Here, Ike 1-t.1f stens :ire between the n:tes B and
C:

2, Its to define a tonic is strong, particu-
larly ht.caonn of the power of its leAdinA tone:
the seventh tone (here, FO) tends to go readily to
the tonic Oiere, C).

3. The majoe third (C to 3) orovides the characteristic
color of the major key.

4. Chord,s. (combinatioff et three or more tones es n gioap).

a. Tyl.es of chorrk Tredominant in this work:

i. Triads In reit position (three-note chords with
their root on the botton).

2. A fcw triad5 in first imcision (three-note chords
with their third on the Lot tom): st.! m, 2, last
beat, n. 3, first beat.
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3, Seventh chord (a focr-vote chord, she fourth note
which forms the interval of a scventh with tba

root of the chord): this apears only at caeences
(see m. 3, third beat: m. 7, last blot).

b. Importance of these chord types: the use of such a
limited harmonic vocabulary imbues the piece with a
great :ieal of stabilityon important tartor in a tradi-
tional dance form, which derends on predictability.

5. ,".acleiwes (chord progrelsions osarl to create harmonic effects

of arrival, consisting orimarily of a relationship betmeen
tonic and drinant chor4s),

a, Irn)rtarce for this style

This piece employs traditional cadence.

7. Tho nitre: is one of stopping motion sod the creation
of frequert points of airivol,

b, 1.,:amples

silence (a l ro.lression from the domioant
the tonic chord, V-T, with both chords root

It has the effect of st.vning motion,
irequ:lat?.y used to rc.und off aections or to

end cos'oSitions).

I, Titi, tyco of csdense nn,ears at th., end of every
relqamd, not at tke end of phrases.

h. Elamnies1 mm, 7.L; mu.. lt3-24.

2. 6ther types of caderc,.?:,

a. racre are no deceriive cadences to tfM.s work,
nar nre Cleve ..riy troo ciden.:es (motion

to L,,c dominant, r;:ther than to the tonic).

b. 11.4.:Z.W, the first. pirase of each period givo
a fcelisg incisalirtesess by ita motion from
17 toll, or by lAtl ceding on II (or V of V) ;
b this mans, the period is kept in motion.

6. DistrilnitIcn of Toxal (enter: floc:illation

a. Definiti.on of Moth-tit:tier! a shitt of tonal center (key)
during, a piece to maintain interest,

b, Foraccioa of ':olnlatioo; to give large scale contour
(shar:.) to 1-s3 works.
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c Use iii this +ince: because of its hrevity and variation
technique, there is no need of modulation in this worh;
thus, there is only one 5rief excursion into A manor
(hiring the contrasting section (see mil. 19-20) hoi.ever,
because of its tact of ixeraratinn, uniqueness, and
iMaiddiate return to the tonic (G), this movr can he
internreted as tie temporary insertion of a major third
(Ca) into the II chord (A).

F. Form (General nrincinles and schemes which govern the structure
of a composition; specifically, a plan, ',attain, or formula
which organizes the effects of movement and arrival. on a large
scale).

1. Relationship Between Statement and Counterstatement (how
motives, -hrases, cadences, and other musical effects are
connected or associated with one a.-.otlier).

STATER NT

1, Phrase (pul. 1-10

2. Period (mm. 14'):
comnlete time

POS3-.111,E COUNT) STATWENTS

a. Answering 'Ureic (mm. 5-V)

a. Period (mm, 9-16): repetition of com-lete
tune; variation in performance.

3. Section (mm, 1-1.6), a. Section (mm. 17-32), consisting of two
consisting of two reriods identical with one another, but
identical eriojs, contrasting with those of the first
differing only in section.

nerformance.

4. Variant on a Half a. Authentic Cadence (mm. 7-r)

Cadence (mm. 3-4)

5. Instrumentation,
featuCng treble
viol (min. l-t)

a. Instrimentation featnring lute (mm. 9-16)

b, Instrumentation featuring flute (rim. 11,
fhivd time in performance).

c. Various other hinds of instrumentation.

. Tyr-e of Form (how this niece extends itself in time)

a. The composer uses sectional structure (the addition of
well-defined phrases an periods to the original state-
menr).

b. Characteristics of sectional structure found in this worh
are as follows:

I. Clearly marked phrases and periods.

2. aell-defined roints of arrival.

3. The work is neatly organized in distinct sections.
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4. Phases of movement nre of the same length.

5. The work has a sense of balance and clearcut out-
lines.

6. The principal musical interest lies within fixed
limits.

7. The melodic material used is valuable for itself,
not for wlat will happen to it (this statement
applies to the written aspect of this work, not to
the piece as it is performed).

c. Specific Form: differs from the printed or to the
performed work.

I. The printed work (as round in th_ Sydney Beck
anthology):

a. Consists of four periods of equal length
(eight measures).

b. Earli period consists or. two symmetrical phrases
of four measures each.

c. The first two periods nre virtually identical,
as are the last two.

d, Thus, the form is two-7,;'rt (btnnyx), ot: Rh.

2 The performed uork (as (mind in the Julian Bream
recording) alters the fora of the work in the
process of variation - -a procedure true to the
RoinissAnce spiCt. of improeivition.

a. It consist' o4 nine periods of equal tevgil
(eight meesure each), with each reried, r!r.

befeee, composed of tol syrivetrical phr.lse of

four measuets oach,

b. The group mpeats the entire piece, and then
returns again with the first period (mm. 1.8).

c. Thus, the form becomes roughly AA 813 AA 13:1 A.

d. The main emphasis is not on the alteroatiun of
contrasting themes; nor does the perfortiancu
stress the return of the initial melody.

e. Rather, the principal aupeat of this piece is
in its tw:e or variation techniques, achieved
by differences in instrl,%entation, figuration,
and dynamics: a summary of these teaniques for
each of the niiie period:: is as follows:
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Period 1: Performl,A as written, 'with the meody
in treble vi.ol; the dynamics are mf
feu the ;'..irst half (mm, end

nk for the second half (-,1!.1 5-i).

Pe..ed 2! Add lute figurations to the printed
version; dynamics. oentrast between
the lute's forte and the consort's

F22!

Period 1: For the first four mcnsures, the
melody alternates between viol and
lute; the viol tales ever for the last
half.

Peri.ed 4: The variant here is the lute figura-
tion (a "twanging" sound of forte six-
teenths throughout).

Period 5: The melody alternates between the
viol and lute lute oranalents add

accents.

Ported 6: The viol has the meloey with piano
dynamics; now the lute figuration
is in triplets.

Peps .d 7: A dotted elythm is improvised forAe
in the bans viol.

Peri-e, 8; Soft dynamics provide a great contrast
here; a high, delicate lute sound is
predominant.

Pe, 9, Me conclusion is dibtinctly divided
into two soctions by its instroman-
tion: during the first four bars,
the flute assumes the melody ..or the

first time, with lute ornamentation;
during the second four bars, the
lute playa ptzzicato in order to
mark the heats.

Note. Replay Nowisiers Almaine" by W1114.am Byrd. Small sections

may he played nt the instructor's discretion throughoot the
lesson to illustrate various points of analysis.

3. UMW

a. Student (!cestions: Clarification of Points of Difficulty. Ask
students iC they have any questions. Do not fail to emphasize
the importance of asking appropriate questions.
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b. Summary of the Lesson and Conclusions, Further detailed
analysis has revealed many stylistic features that may have
been responsible for this work's popularity. Harmonically.,
the piece is extremely stable; it has a limited stock of
chords, only a few types of cadences, and lacks modulation--all
of which make it very easy to remember. Because of the exten-
sive repetition, the form is easy to recall, as well. People
tend to like pieces they can recollect with little effort.

c. Closing Statement, In our next lesson, ve will take a fresh
look at this work, examining it for its interpretive values.

APPENDIX

I. Books.

Apel, WiLli. ItarvardactIonaryLLIAlsis (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

Grout, Donald Joy. A HistoryofWesternMubic (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1900).

Ling, Paul Henry. Ausic in Western Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. natImELLEAunni to Education. A Preli-
minary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of 1.!ducational Research, 1567).

II. Scores.

Beck, Sydney, ed. "Mounsiers Almaine," attributed to William
Byrd, from TIcoas Morley's Firsc Booke of Consort Lessons,
an anthology ftrst publi,;1'ed in 099. Pub!isheJ Cw. the
New York Publ.:: Uhrary (Nlw Yortc: C.F. Pet err Curcoration,
1959), p.

III. ',ecorda.

Byrd, William. "Monnsiers Almaine," in The Juftin11ream
Consort: An Lvenin of 1:lizabethnn LCA Victor
Soria LDS Z65G. Side 1, band 1.
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MSNON RUH NO. 5, raiittPRETIVE PHASE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Tne interpretive Phase of Eyempiar Stmly in Aesthetic

Criticism.

1. INITODUCTION

a. Ohiectives. Be able to

J. Say somethin3 w'a'it the mewing if tli.s wor of art as a

whole.

Describe the various i':acet.i of Ois pief:e which made it

extremely popular in its day.

h. Rcasons. Frequently, interpretation tends to he the first
.iocipment made about a work of art, preceding description and
velysts. However, ipter,retation may also follow the first

two phases of sxemplar study; it "may amplify, modify, or even
racP.cally alter the original interpretation.,." I The third
!Thaw of exemplar study, interpretatleA, "ts often taken as the
most meaningful and enriching phase of transaction between a
percipient and a work of art,,."2

Note. 1Ralph A. Smith, Anf,yqmplar Arvroach_to Edupttion, A
Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureav of lAucational Research, 196;), p. 62.

2
p. 62.

2. EXPLANATION AND DEMONSTRATI;N

Talru at its face value (as minted in the :.ydney Beck anthology
dove for the Wt./ York L1Lrary), William Byrd's "Hounsiers
Almine" seems wholly insignificant (not to mention extremely
reretitious). The melody Es very 31mple, short, and clearcut;
the rhythm (mite similar from mcasire to measure: and the harmony
onsirt,lot and limited to oulv e low basic chords. These features

were bro, lOt out by extensive

To folly understand and appreciate this work, however, the perci-
pient should try to project himself into the mind of t'e typical
sixteenth century man, who nrobably viewed a piece such as this
in one, or a combinition of several, of three ways:

1. Ai n lively piece for dIncing

2. Az o piece switohle for .7:11t. u.. verforrance

3. 4i .1 Once for vie betto!c.r 1:ts of the typitil

Lay.
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ounher of musical elements made t'n, "Nounsfers Almaine" and other
rol-1-s lite i.t so rerular that such an exatted Personage as Queen
Etizibeth I is shown in a famous narting leaping into the air with
great ahandon to a dance tune of the day. Chief among these ele,,
ments was the work's rhythmic simnll.city! its cleilr-cut basic
rhythmic pattern, its repetitiousrecs, and its definition of Throse
endings must have been great aids to the dancers. Then, its
conjunct melodic motion and lack of harmonic tension made she niece
easy to remember--an important factor in its popularity.

Another reason for the work's great p3pularity was that Englishmen
probably asaociated it with their on amateur music making.- "Music
was the fashion in the Elizabethan era.../ij.was :eard everywhere...
at home and o.; the streets, at the theatre and a', court."3 Unlike
today, it was far more common for peoile to get together informally
to play a piece such as this in a "broken consort" (a grout' of
mixed instruments) tb...n to attend public concerts. The very
simplicity of the ;iece was its great virtue, for it left ample
room for greater or lesser degrees of virtuoso improvisation.

Finally, the piece takes on added significance if we realize that
music and theatre in the sixteenth century went hand in hand, and
that this niece may bave had a utiL.tarian function. Frequently,
gay, lively compositions such as tir.s one were used during
Shakespearean plays (as well as in .hose of th. master's con-
temporaries), or appeared nrominently between acts or nlays for
entertainment.... Since, at that time, theatre going was not a
pleasur:: reserved for the aristocracy, a niece of a popular nature
was mandatory.

rote.
3 The Julian Bream Consort: /n Evening of Elizabethan Music.
RCA Victor Soria LDS 2656. Pamphlet accomnsnying record,
r. 11.

',Note. Replay "Mounsicrs Almaine." attributed to William Byrd.

s. REVIEW

a. Student Questions: Clarification of Points of Difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions. Remind them that their
questions are welcome at any (cant during the lesson.

b. Summary of the Lesson. Music is used in this work as a source
of entertainment: through the dance, through amateur music
making, and through the theatre.

c. Closing Statement. Each stag( of our study has shown another
side of this engaging Piece. In our next lesson, we will attemrt
an evaluation of this ,:ork--to assess its merits in terms of the
music itself, and in terms of our knowledge of the era in which
it was written.
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APPENDIX

I. Books.

Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

Groat, Donald Jay. A History of Western Music (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1960).

Lang, Paul Henry. Music in Weitern Civilization (New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1941).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Approach to Education, A Prelimi-
nary Retort (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of Educational Research, 1967).

1I. Scores.

Beck, Sydney, ed. "Monnsiers Almainc," attributed to William
Byr.1, from Thomas Morley's First Booke of Consort Lessons,
an anthology first published in 1599. Published for the
New York Public Library (New York: C. F. Peters Corporation,
1959), p. 137.

1II. Records.

Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine," in The Julian Bream Consort:
An Evening ofElitabethan Music. RCA Victor Soria LDS 2656
Side 1, band 1.
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LESSON PLAN NO. 6, EVALUATIVE PHASE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: The Evaluative Phase of Exemplar Study in
Aesthetic Criticism

l. INTRODUCTION

a. Objectives. Be able to

1. Make an assessment of the Byrd "Mounsices Almaine" to
determine its merit.

2. Say whether the work is good or bad, based upon an
examination of its aesthetic qualities.

b. Reasons. Although the descriptive, analytical, and interpre-
tive phases of aesthetic criticism are important facets of the
study of a work of art, the ultimate test of "whether a student
is genuinely developing as an aesthetic knower"' is to have him
make an evaluation of the object in question.

Hole.
1

Ralph A. Smith, An qxemplarApproachtoyducation, A
Preliminary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of
Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, 19671, p. 69.

2. EXPLANATION AND DEMONSTRATION

Any critic's opinion of a work is just that--an opinion, not a
definitive statement of the piece's merits. Thus, everyone is free
to make his own assessment of A composition. Perfect judgment of
a work of art does not exist; since people are quite different
from one another--particularly in temperament and in training- -
any honest evaluation done from actual examination of the music
is considered valid.

However, the student must continually be on guard against the
common practice of judging a work for what it is not. Thus, one
should not attempt an analysis of the "Mounsiers Almaine" in depth,
hoping to encoudter a ..urk of great seriousness (as in much of the
composer's sacred music). Rather, one should evaluate this work
on its on terms' does it have sufficient unity to make sense? At

:le same time, wnat means of variety are employed to hold our
interest? Does this piece fulfill its promise as a dance, i.e., do
its musical elements render it suitable for dancing?

Our analysis of this piece has revealed numerous unifjing devices.
Rhythmical), it in unified by the repetition of brief patterns;
melodically, the line tends to repeat sequentially; and harmonically,
it seldom strays from the main tonality. Overall similarity be-

tween periods is striking.
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How is the ever-present danger of boredom averted? First, one must
realize that this catastrophe is less likely when everyone is danc-
ing (attending to the steps, rather than the music); when amateur
musicians are playing (perhaps ,;ruggling with their instruments);
and when the typical playgoer is talking his way through the inter-
mission (rather than listening to the light-hearted music being
performed) than when an audience is paying strict attention to a
composition. Nonetheless, in this writer's opinion, the elements
of improv,sation and dynamic variation rescue this wort: from being
classified as "monotonous."

Note. Replay "Mounsiers Almaine," attributed to William Byrd.

3. REVIEW

a. Student Questions: Clarification of Points of Difficulty. Ank
students if they have any questions.

h. Summary of the Lesson. This work is evaluated as "good" because
it achieves diversity by several methods, maintains unity, and
is switable for the purposes for which it was coaceived.

c Closing Statement, We have no examined the exemplar from
four different angles: the descriptive, the analytical, the
interpretive, and the evaluative. Perhaps we now have some
insight into a method for dealing with a composition of n
popular nature. In practice, the four aspects of aesthetic
criticism should be combined and continually overlapping; how-
ever, for purposes of writing lesson plans, they must, of
necessity, be kept separate.

AFFENDIX

I. Books.

Aprl, ililli.. haryardDictionaryofic (Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964).

Smith, Ralph A. An Exemplar Aprralch to Mucation, A Prelimi-
nary Report (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois
Bureau of Educational Research, 1957).

TT. rcoros.

Beck, Sydney, ed. "Mounsiers Alnaine," attributed to William,
Byrd, from Thomas Morley's FirstBookepfConsort Lessons
(New York: C. F, Peters Corporation, 1959), p. 137.

Records. Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine," in The .Julian

Bream Consort: An Evening of Elizabethan Music. EA
Victor Soria LEIS 2656. Side 1, band 1.
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Eni1P1.AR ANALY:A.H: "jUOATo"

1.0M !1YrriVONYIZU. 36 ("LINZ")

by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

UART I: vitimaY CONCEPTS

A. QUALITIES OF SOUUD

1. Level of Sound (pitch; high and low)

Although the piece contains notes from G " (contrabass sounding
in octave Lower than written) to d'' (measure 16, violin 1), the usual
level of sound is moderate. Instruments do not employ extreme ranges
even for the eighteenth century. The violin, oboe, horn, and trumpet
parts lie norrolly in the treble staff. The viola part lies in the lower
half of the treble stiff. Tie cello and timpani arc in the bass staff.
The contrabass sounds in tie low part of the bass staff and below.

2. Ammnt of Sound (scoring; the number of instruments and voices)

The piece is scored for 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 horns in C, 2
trumpets in C, 2 timpani. (C and C), violins, violas, cellos, and contra-
basses. Accordiq; to Adam Carne (Thc Ocheqta the yVTTW ContHn:y,
Cambridge, 1nglad: J. Uefi'er 194l, !). 31), modluvl-slzod
orchestras presented Ile following strength. of the string players:
4-4-2-2-2. If these 14 are added to the 9 wind and percussion players
required, we have an orchestra of 23 players. Small orchestras had a
string section of 2 or 3-2 or 3-1-1-1, and large orchestras i string
sectiun of 6-6-3-3-2 or 3.

3. Color of Sound (tone color; timbre)

A genuine performance of the piece would use eighteenth-
century instruments in the large, resonant, lightly-furnished clambers
of tle time.

In the minuet, the tone color is bright in most measures. The
first oboe plays in unison with the first violin. Both play above the
staff at some time during each phrase. The addition of trumpets adds
brilliance. The color is darker on the four appearances of eq./44
(measures 4-5, 6-7, 22-23, 24-25).

In the trio, 1.-1e first violin plays in octaves with the oboe, then
in octaves with the bassoon. The remainder of the string section
accompanies in a fairly low register. The effect is darker than that
of the minuet, but the octaves preserve an openness. Halfway through
the trio, doubling of parts creates a fuller, thicker sound (measure
44, beat 3--measure 48. beat 1).

4. Strength of Sound (dynamics)

The only dynamics Indicated arc forte and piano. This does not
preclude subtle crescendos and diminuendos. For example, the oboe and
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violin might crescendo from measure 36, beat 3 to a mezzo piano on
measure 38, beat 1; maintain this dynamic until measure 39, beat 1; and
then diminuendo to piano.

B. QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT

1. Pace of Movement (tempo)

The tempo is constant. It is difficult to assign a metronome
marking. Curt Sachs (Rhythm and Tempo, New York: W. W. Norton, 1953)
notes that "we are able to deduce the following standard tempos of
French dances during the first two generations of the eighteenth
century." (p. 316) He then presents A chart in which the minuet is
assigned(' = 70-80 (or d = 210-240). It is important to rnte that
tempi varied from country to country. Sachs notes that the Germans
presented a less classicistic stance than their neighbors and had a
wider range (less moderation) in tempi (p. 321). He notes that Mozart,
on an Italian sojourn, wrote a letter maintaining "that the Italians
gave the minuet and other dances a surprisingly slow tempo." (p. 321)

It is doubtful whether the minuet should be taken quite so
fast. Although Sachs does not consider Quantz to be highly reliable
for French tempi, this theorist-composer assigns a marking of./ = 160
to the minuet. Modern conductors have a tendency to make minuet move-
ments pompous and grandiose. They are probably in error.

2. Regularity of Movement (whether the pace remains the same or
changes)

The repeat of the minuet should probably be taken faster than
its first appearance. Although this was in the classicistic (rather
than anti-classicistic, German) tradition, Mozart seems tc have sub-
scribed to it (Sachs, p. 319).

Some conductors ritard the last two bars of the minuet in the
Da Capo. Various eighteenth century theorists could be quoted in justi-
fication of this nuance.

3. Articulation of Movement (whether movement is continuous or
separated)

The end of the minuet is marked by a quarter rest in all parts.
The same is true of the clid of the trio. At no oiler time is there,
complete silence. At least one part plays a note at phrase endings
(see for example, measure 18, beat 2; measure 40, beat 2). However,
phrases are usually clearly separated. An exception occurs in the
trio when the imitation in the bassoon (measure 52) causes an elision
or obscuring of the expected phrase ending.

4. Intensio.y of Movement (whether the manner of movement is gentle
or vigorous)

The manner is forceful and vigorous in the minuet and more
relaxed in the trio. The forte dynamic level of the minuet accounts
for much of the vigor. The presence of trumpets, horns, and timpani
also creates the feeling of intensity. First beats are reinforced
and preceded by wide skips. However, appogiaturas and the cessation
of strong harmonic motion on weak beats mitigate some of the force-
fulness (see measures 4 and 44). Large sections (m. 1-10; 11-32; trio)
rovo from !:ran.c rilytl.flic activity to grelivr rhytinic activity.
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C. POINTS OF ARRIVAL

1. Clarity of Arrival (whether points of arrival P':.e clear or
obscure)

A clear feeling of arrival occurs frequently, and few attempts
are made to obscure arrival points. Note that in music, feelings of
4rrival may be melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, or textural. When several
elements present feelings of arrival at the same time, we can speak of
the major points of arrival in the piece. In this work, important
points of arrival are as follows:

Number Measure Reasons

1 4, beat 2 IV-V; melodic descent; appogiatura; new
idea follows

2 6, beat 2 V7-I; leading tone progression in melody;
end of idea

3 8, beat 2 same as above

4 10, beat 1 II-V7-I; melodic descent; melody followed by
rest

5 18, beat 1 V
7
-V-V; melodic descent; melody followed by

rest

6 20, beat 2 II; leading tone in melody; rests follow
in other -parts

7 22, beat 2 V7-I; leading tone in melody: rests follow in
other parts; end of sequence

8 24, beat 2 V7-I; leading tone it melody; end of idea

9 26, beat 2 melodic-rhythmic answer to previous two
measures; melodic descent at end; obscured by
I7 IV progression

10 28. beet 1 IV-V
7 '

-I* melodic descent; moody followed by
rest

11 32, beat 1 II-V7-I; followed by rests
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Number

(Trio)

Measure Reasons

12 34, beat 1 maintain I; rest follows in vielody

13 36, beat 1 same.melodic motive as above; rest follows
in melody

14 40, beat 1 V-I; melodic descent; melody followed by rest

15 42, beat 1& V6 of V-V; appogiatw.a; followed by rest in
bass; obscured by continuous eighth
notes in bassoon and violins

16 44, beat l& same as above

17 48, beat 1 V7 of V-V; leading tone in melody, melody
followed by rest

18 50, beat 1 maintain I; rest follows in melody; obscured
by imitation in bassoon

19 52, beat 1 same melodic motive as above; rest follows in
melody; obscured by imitation in bassoon

20 56, beat 1 V melodic descent; followed by rest

2. Finality of Arrival (the degree to which action is 'ompleted)

Finality occurs in a hierarchy of degree of conclusiveness.
a) of the 20 pants of arrival, tie clearest and most final

sounding is measure 32. The root of the tonic chord appears in the
outer voices, and, on the Da Capo, total silence follows in all the
parts.

b) Measure 56 is almost as final, but it is only the end
of the trio and does not present a leading tone progression in the
melody.

c) The arrivals in measures 10, 2b, and 40 are slightly
less conclusive, since they are followed by a quarter note in the bass,

d) Next in degree of finality are measures 18 and 48 which
are similar to 10, 28, and 40 with the exception that they arrive on
the dominant.
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e) A still lesser degree of finality is exhibited by measure
22 which arrives at the tonic but on the seend beat.

f) Measure 4 is less conclusive, since it arrives at the
dominant on the second belt.

g) Of the remaining eleven points of arrival, the five most
unstable are measure 26 (minuet) and measures 42, 44, 50, and 52 (trio).

3. Emphasis of Arrival (the degree of power with which arrival is
projected)

Arrivals are set off primarily by clear harmonic motion to
stable chords. Melodic devices include a sudden skip downward toward
the end of the phrase (measure 4) and leading tone motion (measure 6).
Change,of melodic character helps to delimit phrases; for example,
measures 1-4 are followed by a strikingly different figure (measures 5-6)
and are therefore set apart.

The devices for weakening or obscuring points of arrival are
four: a) appogiatura (measure 4), b) harmonic weakness (measure 26),
c) continuation of note values (combined with appogiatura) (measure 42),
and d) imitation (measure 50).

D. INTERACTION: OF MOVEMENT AND ARRIVAL (the creation of phases of
musical movement)

1. Lengthcf Phases of Movement

There are three lengths of movement in this piece: 1) 2 measures
(m. 5-6; m. 33-34), 2) 4 measures (m. 1-4; m. 45-48), and 3) 8 measures
(occurs only once--m. 11-18).

2. Approach to the Point of Arrival

In the minuet, the motion between points of arrival proceeds
from slow to fast. For example, measures L-4 present half notes
then quarters. Rapid note values precede the arrivals at measures
10, 18, and 32. In the trio, evenness of note values prevails, and
arrivals are emphasized primarily through clear harmonic motion with
rests in the outer voices.

PART II: SECONDARY CONCEPTS

A. RHYTHM

1. Beat

The beat is steady, and it is easily felt because of the ab-
sence of syncopation.

2. Tempo

A steady, fairly rapid tempo is culled for. The exact speed
is problematic (sec p. 2).
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3. Meter

3
The meter is 4 throughout. The first beat of each measure

receives more stress than the other beats. It may be preceded by a
pickup (m. 1), be reinforced by the entry of instruments after rests
(m. 2), contain an appogiatura (m. 4, 6, 8), present a long rhythmic
value (m. 15), or be preceded by a downward skip (m. 36) or by down-
ward motion (m. 47). If the piece were conducted in one beat to the
bar (see p. 2), the stress oL first beats would be further marked.

4. Note Values

If trills are discounted, values from sixteenth note to half
note occur in the leading melody (violin 1 fr. minuet; oboe, bassoon,

and violin in trio). The .CJ figure appears in conjunction with three
subsequent quarter notes. 1")otted half notes appear in measures 37 and

53. The small grace notes are equivalent to eighth notes. Quarter
notes predominate in the bass.

5. Rhythmic Motives (patterns)

412(

In the minuet, thr e occur: 1)446t the be-
ginning of ilirases, 2) . 1.4).4i ii, and 3) eighth note motion
(m. 9, m. 27). A fourth otion (quarter notes, m. 3-4) appears only
once

In the trio, eighth note motion is predominant. It is some-
times broken by a quarter note and a rest but more frequently is con-
tinuous. See the section on melodic motives for a fuller discussion
of the melodic-rhythmic units in the piece (pp. 13-14).

6. Larger Rhythmic Groups (and Phrases)

Of the rhythmic patterns in the minuet, pattern 1 begins the
major repeated sections, pattern 2 occurs inter..ally, and pattern 3
is found at the ends of phrases and at the end of the two major sections.

If, in the trio, we distinguish three sections (m. 33-40;
m. 41-48; and m. 49-56), we see that the short groups of eighths occur
at the beginning of sections 1 and 3, the longer groups at the end.
Section 2 is a continuous group of eighth notes.

The overall rhythmic picture is one of long values (minuet),
short values (trio), and long values (da capo).

If each point of arrival (see pp. 3-5) is considered as the
termination of a phrase, we have twenty phrases in the piece. However,

as we noticed, some points of arrival are weaker than others. If we

consider only major points of arrival, we are able to discover lavger
groupings (phrases) as follows:
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There are four major melodic patterns in the piece:

1) descent (m. 1-2)

2) turning (m. 3-5; m. 9)
3) level (m. 5)
4) ascent (m. 11)

It should be noted that number 4 (ascent) is clearly derived
from the openirik descending pattern ts its inverse.

Changes in direction: None of the four major patterns appears
for an extensive amount of time. Balance is achieved in in.eresting
ways. For example, the descending pattern (m. 1-2) is immediately
followed by a rapid ascent (m. 3). The level pattern (m. 4, beat 3 --
m. 8, beat 2) is followed by the pat.:ern which turns upon itself
(m. 8, beat 3--m. 10, beat 1). The most extensive appearance of a
pattern is that of pattern 4 (ascert, m. 11-16). However, it is
followed immediately by a variant of the turning pattern (m. 17-18,

beat 1) and is not heard again.
In the trio, undulation arcund a given pitch (m. 32, beat 3 --

m. 36, beat 1) is followed by an almost level motion (m. 38--m. 39).
1113 gradual descent of measures 45 and 46 is followed by the undula
tion of measure 47. The wide upward skip on beat 1 of measure 46 (in
the :Owe) distinguishes that measure from measure 45. Therefore, even
in the trio with its constant eighth note motion, no single pattern
dominatat, and the direction is frequently changed.

Musical intervals: The mot frequent intervals are those
found within a diatonic C scale. 'lore are few accidentals in the
piece, and they usually occur as port of a minor second. Howrver,
striking use of certain melodic skips occurs, for example, an ascend-
ing major tenth (m. 5, beat 3--m. 5, beat 1); the series of ascending
skips (m, 11-m. 17); and the ascentf.ng minor fourteenth (octave and
a seventh) (m. 25, beat 3 - -u. 26, 5eat 1). The descending diminished
seventh (m. 19, beat 3--m. 20, beat 1) and the descending minor
seventh (m. 21, beat 3--m. 22, beat 1) occur u pectedly in conjunc-
tion with the heretofore level pattern ( . hot . Several important4 41;ascending minor sevenths occur in the trio (m. 6. beat 3: m. 46, beat 1;

m. 52, heat 3). Descending minor sevenths (filled in with a third)
occur (Ti. 35, beat 3--m. 36, heat 1: and the reappearance, m. 51,
beat 3--m. 52, heat 1).

Note, however, that wide interval ships are often olnnerd
by subsequent corOunct motion on the next beat. A.Iso, wide ships in
one direction are balanced by .skits in the opposite direction. For

example, measures 10, beat 3--18, heat I are not followed immedrately
by the fanfnre motive with its suCden ascent but rather by a variant
of that motive which emphasizes descent (measures 18, beat 3--22,
bent 2). Tic 1.;:nfare motive in iic origital form is deferred until
ricasore 22, bent 3. the interried.ate measures (18-22) are 11,11, 1 foil

for the ascent on either side. Notice also the ,Iobtle balancin?, of an
asceirlIng minor second (m, 24, bcAts 1-2) by a descending minor second
(m. 26, beats 1-2),
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Phrase Measures Numter of Measures

1 1-4 4

2 5-10 6

3 11-18 8

4 19-22 4

5 23-28 6

6 29-32 4

(Trio)

7 33-36 4

8 37-40 4

9 41-44 4

10 45-48 4

11 49-52 4

12 53-56 4

For a discussion of still larger groupings, see Form ;pp. 18-19).

8. MELODY

1. Melodic Contour (melodic movement)

Contour patterns: The melodic motion of the piece is pri-
parity disjunct. Within the eigbth note patterns of the trio,
conunct motion nly be found, but it is surrounded ! wide rtips.
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Melodic apex: The melody seems to exhibit periodic thrusts to
high tones in irregular fashion. Viewed as a whole, it does not strive
toward ,.,ne clear climax. However, elements of balance may be found.
The periodic reaches toward high points associated with the fanfare
motive, for example, are found only toward the conclusions of the tvo
main secticns in the minuet. The opening two measures return only
the conclusion of the minuet. There is therefore an attempt to place
the same event at widely-spaced points in the minuet. This lends an
air of spaciousness and an uncluttered effect. Successive melodic
events do not always grow out of preceding events. There is an element
of urprise.

Note also that the highest tones in the minuet (d, m. 16) and trio
(c, m. 46) occur at approximately the halfway point in each section.
They act as the central arches of the entire melodic line. Two
climaxes (three, if the repeat is counted) rather than one may there-
fore be distingi:ished. Both are, however, de-emphasized. The d is
followed by a d# -e progression in the lower octave; the c appears again
in measure 47.

Large-scale contour: The tone g is a focal point in the follow-
ing way. It begins both the minuet and trio sections. It tends, over
the course of several measures, to ultimately move upward to c or
downward to c. For example, the opening g moves to a (ri. 3), b

(m. 6), and c 0-. 6). At the same time, the following large-scale pro-
gression occurs. The opening a moves to the f (m. 3), the 3 (m. 8),
Cce d (m. 9, beats 1 and 3), and the low c (m. 10). In measure 11,
the melody begins again on Despite the wide interval skips that
follow, the a is reached again in measure 18. It skins up an octave
(beat 3) and moves to f (m. 20, beat 3). The f is left unresolved
until measure 27, beat 25 where e appears. This tentative e is re-
affirmed in measures 29 and 30, moves to d (m. 31, beats 1 and 3),

and to c (m. 32). The Schenkerian principle of descent through the
pentachord (g, f, e, d, c) is at work as a.' overall structural princi-
ple in the minuet.

Several subordinate relationships are worth noticing. In a

previous section, we attributed importance to the e of measure 17. It

is reached via E (m. 12), a (m. 13), b (m. 14), c (m. 15), d (m. 16),

d# (m. 17). But when is it heard to resolve? Some would say that it
moves to d (m. 20) and to c (m. 22). It can also be heard, however,
as lingering until measure 27, beat 25 where it coincides with the main
structural motion (y to c) (see preceding paragraph). If this is the
cane, measures 18, beat 3--26, beat 2 are of minor importance. Schenker
might call this section a superposed inner part, that is, a subordinate
part which serves to prolong the piece and does not display important
structural motion. Those who would deny this and sulTort the view that
the e resolves earlier (m. 20 and 22) would be forced to view measures
22, beat 3 to the end of the minuet as mere prolongation of the c (m. 22,

beat 2). It seems preferable to place structural significance upon
measures 27 (e and d) an6 28 ) with their feeling of conclusiveness.

The trio brtngs the g and c rclationship more prominently to the
fore. They are the only major rting points. C is important until
measure 36, bent 3 when it skips upward to 5 and begins ceding its
place to c. Although we find f, e, d, c motion in measure 37, s is
reached again in measures 38 and 39 whereupon it moves directly to c in
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meamire 40. C moves down to 1-? in measure 42, beat 26, and again in
measure 44, beat 2&. C is reached through a skip in measure 46, moves
to b, a, and A (m. 46, beats 2 and 3 and m. 47, beat 1). However, it
makes one last appearance in the phrase (m. 47, beat 2&) before A is
subs.tmtially established (m. 40. The motion is not quite so direct
as the skip of a fifth into the c of measure 40, but an attempt is
made to highlight the c-A relationship without intermediaries. Finally,
A moves to c in measure 56. When the minuet returns (da capo), the
A appears again without any preparation.

Viewing the piece as a whole, we can say that the trio is more
abrupt in its melodic relationships. (Note, however, that this is
balanced by a smoother rhythmic flow).

The relevance of large-scale contour analys.s to performance might
be demon3ttated by discussing the first oboe's a mcnsurn 9. Is it

pos0.ble that the first ,hoe part is more important melodically than
the first violin part? Or is it merely a suporposedoinnercpareW-
Proponents of the former might tribe a broad view talich treats the a au:
a reiteration of the a in measure 3. A is picked up again in measure 13
and tlen appears an octave lower as the laqt eigbtb note in measure 17,
whereupon it resolves to A. Or one might maintain that it does not
resolve there but is reiterated again in measure 21, (This would be
supported by pointing out that Mozart "should have" used an ajiat in
measure 21 to produce exact sequence but chose the important a in-
stead). It appears again in measures 26 and 31. Its appearance in the
trio is always associated with immediate resolution to A (except m. 47,
beat 2), and no special significance is given to it there.

Of course, it should he noted 1) that the a appears in the violin
part of measure 9 and is followed by the b and c in the Lower octave,
and 2) that the second oboe presents a clear a, b, c progression in
measures 9 and 10. It seems sensible to conclude that the first oboe's
a is meant to be heard both as part of an immediate a, b, c progression
and as an unresolved lingering note. It should be stressed enough so
that it is clearly audible but not overly stt.:.ssed so that the listener
longs too much for a later resolution. Indeed, Bruno Walter treats it
in just this way on his recording. The a is clearly heard but is not
strident, and the violin part is not overshadowed.

We have distinguished 20 points of arrival (see pp. 3-5). The
following chart of their melodic contour will be revealing.

Point of Arrival Measures

1 1-4

2 5-6

3 7-8

4 9-10

Contour

descent followed by ascent; final
note lowest of phrase

striking upward leap after level
motion

same As above

turning and descent
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5

6

7

8

9

Measures Contour

11-18 ascent with level aspect (repeated
half note d')

19-20 turning with wide descent in the
middle

21-22

23-24

25-26

same as shove

strain?, upwird leap

striking upward leap plus downward
turn

10 27-28 descent with elements of terraced
motion, level motion, and turning
motion

(Trio)

11

12

13

14

15

[6

17

18

L9

29-32 descent followed by turning

33-34

35-36

37-40

(ascent) turning (Oescent)

same as above

gradual ascent followed by sudden
descent (both with turning motion
and wide sl-ips)

41-42

43-44

45-48

49-50

51-52

gridoll descent with liaing

same as above

descent followed by turning motion

(ascent) turning (descent)

same A; ;Move
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Point of Arrival Measures Contour

20 53-56 gradual ascent followed by sudden
descent (both with turning motion
and wide skips)

If tht, first and last notes of larger sections are considered,
the larger view reveals:

Measures

1-10

11-18

19-28

29-32

Overall Motion

descent

level

descent

descent

End Points

g --c

E -mz

g--c

g--c

(Trio)

ascent g--c

41-41, e,3cent

49-56 ascent g--c

Although it begins and ends on g, section 2 (measures 11-18) can
be characterized as ascending because of the upward motion in most
measures. Measures 17 and 18 are simply a closing statement and are
inserted for balance. Section 4 (measures 29-32) is merely a brief
reassertion of the g--c descent of measures 19-28 and can be added to
those measures to produce one larger section for analytical purposes.
The middle section of the trio (m. 41-48) presents turning motion and
descent, It is thus equivale-5t to the middle section of the minuet
(m. 11-18), insofar 's it is more complex in its contour than the
surrounding areas.

A more general diagramcan be constructed:

Measures Contour

1-10 descent

11-18 complex

19-32 descent
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Measures Contour_______
(Trio)

33-40 ascent

41-48 complex

59-56 ascent

This targe vier shows that tbc. trio is equivalent to the minuet
in its large melodic contour of a-b-a and mirrors the motions as well.

1. Melodic Motives (the combination of melodic contour and
rhythmic patterns of motives; phrases and periods formed from
melodic moties)

Number of motives: There are six melodic motives in the
minuet. The melodic motives of the trio are derived from them. The

six are as follows:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

11M. .1M .11M=

211.M.IP Aro
1(0. e"--

JIMi -sus
OW'i AMP,I.V=M1. _Ame imm -rwm

AMY Mem wi vim Mmlvje i-- .iii_

Variety of motives: The motives are obviously not equal in
importance. Natives b and f each appear only once. Tley ire suffi-
ciently distinct, however, to be recognized separat2ly. Motive e is
related by inversion to motive a; motive f is similar to motive d in
its rhythmic structure.
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Measures /lotive Meaoree PoLive.

1-2 a 19-20 c (varied)

3-4 b 21-22 c (varied)

5-6 c 23-24

7-8 c 25-26 c (minor varia-
tion)

9-10 d 27-28

11-16 a 29-30

17-18 d varied 31-32 d

......

A larger view reveals that we pro:;ress 'irons a, h, c, d to e in

measures 11-!.6 and then move backward d, c, f. (a suhstitute for h),

a (with d added at the end). Or, m. 11-2r expansion of m. 1-1e:

n. 29-32 = contraction.
Relationships between motives: The motives of the trio are

derived from tl-ose of the minuet. For example,

Ascent (e), descent (a), overall levelness (opening of c), and
eighth note motion (d) are all ,,resent here. Only the unimportant

b and f motives are absent. However, they are both five heat motives,
and even that is present in our example.

Continuing thrmr:11 the trio, we find motion similar to d (the

three eighth notes beginning in measure beat 3 as an inversion of

the last threr! Ptghth notes of the d noti*). The general levelness

of c is preserved in measures 3b and 39. Measures 41-48 present an

interesting handling of motives. In addition to ascending motion (e),

the turning motion of d (m. 41 and 43) and the gradual, terraced
descent of motive f (m. 45-47) are present. Tie appogiaturas in

measures 42 and 44 are reminiscent of motive b,

3. Treatment of Melodic Material (how a composer works with

melody to create a composition)

Types of melodic material: melody is a succession of

short motives. l'7e cannot properly s -'eak of a theme, for it implies a

1.,np,cr
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flays of handling melodic material: The melody is the result
of juxtaposition of motives, variation of motives (m. 19-22), trans-
formation of motives (inversion, m. 11-16), and combination of motives
(trio).

Aspects of melodic movement and arrival (the relationship of
the melody to movement and arrival):

Melodic motion is more rapid as the point of arrival approaches.
The major points of arrival (m. 4, 10, 18, 22, 27, 32 and m. 36, 40, 48,
52, 56) are all approached from above, despite occasional lower neigh-
bors as the penultimate tone.

C. TEXTURE (the total effect of many lines together; the action of
component parts or voices)

1. Types of Texture (No.2cut previous outlines)

The texture is almost er.tirely homophonic (melody + accompani-
ment). The predominant effect is that of a quartet with doubled parts.
For example, measure 1 presents the oboes, violins 1 and 2 (ch); horns
(44); baspoons,violas, cellos, contrabasses (polj ); and trumpets and

4,1timpAni (,1). Although within each group the same pitches are not
being sounded (octave doublings, thirds), the effect is one of four
rhythmic entities or four separate lines. Measure 9 is an example of
a dense' texture. There are Cive main units--/iolin 1 and closely
related violin 2; oboe 1; oboe 2 and closely related horns; bassoons,
violas, cellos, contrabasses; and trumpets and timpani. However, un-
like measure one, the pitch differences within each of the five parts
are greater (only the cellos and bassoons play the same pitches), and
the texture is therefore denser. Counting octave doublings, twelve
separate parts exist in measure 9.

The trio presents an even clearer example of the basic quar-
tet principle. It opens with the violin and oboe 1 in octaves accomp-
anied by violin 2, viola, aid cello (contrabass an octave lower).
The bassoon replaces the oboe in measures 41-44. The oboe rejoins in
measure 45, and the thickest texture ensues (in. 45-48). A contrapuntal
section follows (canon at the octave, one bar apart) with the same
simple accompaniment that is associated kith the homophonic section.

If the 20 units between points of arrival arc Wen separately
(the smallest units distinguished earlier), we find, in the minuet,
that the texture is thickest at the end of the units. Thickening of
texture is also used to identify the larger phrase units (see m. 4, 9,

17, 27, and 31 for the major instances of this). Also note measures
6, 8, 20, 22, 24, and 26 for other sudden textural thickening.

The stringed instruments are the most independent in the
texture. With the exception of the fanfare Cigurc, the hornn and
trumpets merely accentuate in the sane fashion as the timpr.Pi. The

bassoons arc given the interesting bass line but arc treated as a
doubling instrument in the minuet. The oboes partake of much of the
violin line in tle minuet but occasionally accentuate In the fashion of
the ,rass and percussion. The second violin plays in thirds, sixths,
and octaves with the first on most occasions. The viola is assigned
the least important F,rt in the string group. The bass line presents
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the roots of most chords and sometimes act, as a Polar opposite tr the
melody. When the violins are doubling and the viola is doubling the
bars line, a polarity between outer voices, not unlike that found in
the Batormie period, is in evidence (see m. 8-9; 26-27; and especially
45-48, walking bass line).

D. HARMONY

I. Tonal Center

The tonal center is c. It is established at various times
by strong dominant-tonic cadences with the root in the outer voices.
It ends each of the four major szctions of the piece.

2. Stability and Instability

The piece conveys a general feeling of stability. Common
chords (I,IV,V in the diatonic scale) appear frequently and in root
position. Within this context, the displacement of these chords to a
weak beat (beat 2 or 3) becomes an element of instability. The minuet
exhibits this phenomenon. In measure 4, an appogiatura delays the
feeling of G major until beat 2. In measures 6, 8, 20, 22, 24, and 26,
the first beat chord is weak in relation to the second. Even in
measutes which represent only one harmony, the bass line stresses the
weak bents and presents rests on the first beat (see m. 1, 3, 11-16,

29). The trio presents greater stability than the minuet and emphasizes
first beats by preceding them win pickups and following them with
rests. Accented towel neighbors lend the mild instability that does
exist in the trio.

3, rey, Scale, and Mode

The piece in clearly in the key and mode of C ma:or and pri-
marily uses tones, which are found in its seven-tone scale.

4. CI ords

;lost of the chords are part of the diatonic scale, and most
arc presented in root position. Dominant sevenths may also be foond.
Secondary dwlinant.s represent thc furthest digres-,ion from the main
hey. iiensurn 13, for example, is in n secondary dominant relation to
measure 14. In this connection, note the significance of the in the

melody of measure 30, heat 3. It signifies cart of nn unexpected
circle of fifth: procression (secondary dominants). We expect: a c

as in measure 2, but we are pleasan:ly surprised by the c? nerves

as a lending tone to the following d. In measures 30-32, we thus have
the progression E malor--A major--d minor - -G major - -C naior. lle addi-

tion of four bars (m. 29-32), the first two of which begin in the
fashion of the opening measures (1-2), would norm to be an ill-advised
procedure niter the finality of rensure 2A. Yet Mozart gives us the
int,ro-tirg Telodic Ifie circle of fifths through secondary

'ch 1,0 1ad art reafi7ed vas, Inring within, And Ihen, by "rp-
r..rnting r r, errs 9 nid 1(4, rvon !;realer finality or

relations! ip (n. 31, brit 3t--w. 32, brit 1), wbic,, measures 27 2

11,1d not nrc-A-nted,
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',le noted that noints of arrival ire determined by all the
elements (melodic, rtythmic, textural, an well as harmonic). Tb(ly

range on 1 :,.netrula from clear finality to vigor- and hef;itr)t finality,

but they are called point of arrival becan,c 0110 or more of the ele-
ment gives a feeling of conclusiveness.

Cadences are by definition, strong harnonic progressions toward
a point of arrival. Ending mints of a cadential urirircsqion, unleso
they arc entirely , o!:7hadowed by other eleklents, aretherefore roints

of arrival, but obviou-ly all noints of arrival are not the termination
roi.ntr, of cadences. Harmonic ar,ivals also range from definite to
vague on a spectrum. Somewhere in between we draw a line and dis-
tinguish calences from cadence-like progressions. Those strong pro-
gressi, lq that end phrases are called cadences.

If the 20 points of arrival (see p;-,. 3-5) are examined, one
finds that a dominant-tonic progression leads to the point in many
cases (m. 9, beat 3--m. 10, beat 1; m. 17, beat 3--m. 18, beat 1).
Other points of arrival seem not to be distinguished by any harmonic
pLogression (m. 34 and m. 36).

The cadences in this work are as follows:

Measures TYfle

3-4 1V-V

9-10 II6-II-V7 -I

17-18 V16-V7of V-V

22 V7-1

26, beat 2, 27, 28 IV-V-V7-I

31-32
7
-I

(Trio)

39, beat 3--40 V7-1

43, beat 3--44 of V-V

47, beat 2 - -48 VI
6
-V

7
of

55, beat 3--56 V7-1
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Five of the remaining ten points of arrival which we dis-
tinguished present cadence-like progressions (m. 6, 8, 20, 24, 41-42)
but do not represent phrase endings. Such internal cadence-like
activity is frequently found in the style. The remaining points of
arrival present the following: measure 26 (tonic to subdominant to
part of a larger progressions; measures 33-34 and 49-50 (tonic prolonga-
tion); and measures 35-36 and 51-52 (dominant prolongation).

6. Distribution of Tonal Centers; Modulation

There are no modulations in the piece, but two situations
almost qualify. In the minuet, a "modulation" to G major through the
secondary dominant (D major) is effected in measure 17, beat 3 and 18,
beat 1. However, C major is reached again in a tentative way in
measure 22 and more firmly in measure 28. The trio also presents a
"modulation" to G through the secondary dominant (m. 47, beat 3 --
m. 48, beat 1), but the return to C follows immediately. The opening

section of the trio (m 33-40) seems to movg. to G (m. 36, beat 1), but
the presence of the f_- natural in the melody lends a V7 feeling rather
than a tonic disposition. The preceding c# (m. 35, beat 1) is a weak
lower neighbor, and no real attempt is made to establish D major.
Rather than distinguish modulations, we may speak of arrivals on
particular steps of the diatonic scale.

E. FORM (a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes the effects of
movement and arrival on a Large scale).

if, in the minuet, measures 5-8, 19-22, and 23-26 are each
considered one four-bar phrase instead of two two-bar phrases, a
lamer pattern emerges--4-4-2-8-4-4-2 with a codetta of 4. The trio
becomes 2-2-4 8 2-2-4 with-nit a codetta. Note that the groups of
4 come at the beginning in the minuet 0-4-2) and at t e end in the
trio (2-2-6). The second group of 4 in the minuet (4 2) is, we

rectal, clearly divisible into 2-2. It is the presence of the extra
two measures on the two occasions, plus the four-bar codetta that
accounts for the eight bar advantage of the minuet.

We distinguished twelve phrases (see p. 7). If these are
grouped on a higher level, we observe the following:

Measures Symbol Number of Measures

32 measures

1-10 a 10 (4+6)

11-18 b 8

19-28 a' 10 (4+6)

29-32 codetta (bared on a) 4
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Hersures

(Trio)

Symbol Number of Pleasures

33-40 8 (4+4)

-_-_-_-_-__

1-48 d 8 (4+4) 24 measures

:9-56 c' 8 (4+4)

Note that measures 19-22 are substituted for measures 1-4 on
the return of section a. Indeed the return of section a is not recog-
nizable until the appearance of the fanfare motive (m. 22, heat 3).
Disregarding the codetta to the minuet, we may speak of six periods as
well as six sections in the piece.

The form is a standard minuet and trio (a j ba c :1 dc

Da Capo). The trio is more symmetrical than the minuet and more tightly
organized. The piece carefully sets up tensions on all levels between
balance and direction and is, in this way, typical of the Viennese
classical mank_r:I.
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EXEMPLAR ANALY:a!;: THIRD NOVENENT,

OP. 2'!, NO. (1':,9) by Paul Hindemith

PART I: PRInARY CONCEPTS

A. QUALITIES OF SOUND

1. Level of Sound (pitch; high and low)

Although the piece ccntains notes from B (bassoon, m. 4-49)
to c" (flute, m. 51-54; oboe, m. 65), the usual level of sound is
low. rven the flute is employed in its lowest register rather fre-
quently (m. 18-49). The oboe plays above the flute in most instances.
The clarinet is used primarily as an accompanying instrument and plays
in thirds with the flute or remains in its chalumcau range. The horn
part lies in a low tessitura, and its part was placed frequently in tie
bass clef when the score was transposed to concert key. The bassoon
part spans the range of the instrument, covering almost two octaves in
measures 42-49. The Jevel of sound in the piece is particularly low
at cadences.

2. Amount of Sound (scoring; tie number of instruments and
voices)

The piece ii, scored for a woodwind quintet (flute, oboe,
clarinet, French horn, and bassoon). The piccolo is used as a sub-
stitute for flute in another movement. Grosse Flote refers to the
regular flute in C. Fagott refers to the bassoon. All five instru-
ments are rareiy playing at the Name time. The first appearance of a]1
members of the group is measure 17, 1.71ere the French horn is used to
reinforce the cadential movement. Measures 42-49 present the entire
group with the oboe and bassoon in octaves paired agrinst the remain-
ing three instruments. In measure 62 the French horn is again added
for cadential reinforcement, and mnasures 63-66 present the entire
group. Only in the last measure cf the piece are they all heard npnin.
Except for the entries at cadence endings, the addition of a new
instrument is clearly audible. Instruments are omitted from the tex-
ture and saved for their entries.

3. Color of Sound (tone color; timbre)

the charart.,istir round of the piece 1.1 a full

Tire hm flute, middle or low clarinet, and low horn provide TI is -npnd.
In the middle section of the work (m. 30-54), these three instrument .
are corrbined so that they are almost indistinguishable from one an-
other. Their parts cross, and they act as a foil for the double reeds.
The same color of sound is in evidence in measures 63-6F, where the
oboe and bilsr.00n present the important counterpoint against n low
flute-lo clarinet-low horn comtination. The parallelism of the part-
prodl,ccc layerr, of sound which rise and fall, for example, measure 7
in which the flute and clarinet color combination is contrasted
descending oboe-bassoon cembination. Openness of sound is nellice1
presenting triads (m. 29) or widely-spaced octaves (n. IL, flute -or

.mod oboe-clarinet). :nr,,ony ! 1,
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4. Strength of Sound (dynamics)

A wide range of dynamics (from ppp to f) is used. The work
may be divided into sections of piano, sections of mezzo-forte, and
sections of forte. Such sections tend to remain at their designated
levels. Crescendos and diminuendos occur primarily at cadence points.
Crescendos lead to the point of highest tension; diminuendos follow
the appogiatura (tension point) and continue to the end of the phrase
(m. 7-8; 19-20; 24-25; 61-62; 64-66; 67-70). When the mezzo-fortes
and fortes appear after the diminuendos, the effect is one of sudden
change. Instruments are occasionally marked at different dynamic levels
in order to emphasize a particular part (m. 67).

B. QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT

1. Pace of Movement (tempo)

The opening indication, ruhig und_einfach, means tranquil and
simple. The eighth note (achtel) moves at 100 on the metronome. A
later indication, im gleichen_rphigenZeitmasajnichtscherzando), may
be translated as "in the same tranquil tempo (not scherzando). The
piece may be counted with the quarter note at 50 on the metronome
without destroying the tranquil effect. The pace is very steady with
ritards in measure:, 28, 54, 84 and a broadening (breiter) in measure 83.

2. Regularity of Movement (whether the pace remains the same or
changes)

As noted above, the pace of movement is interrupted only twice.
This does not prevent slight broadening at the end of phrases (m. 25,
bassoon may tenuto z and a:flat; m. 87-88, termination of the piece).

3. Articulation of Movement (whether movement is continuous or
separated)

Some points of arrival are separated from the immediately
subsequent event by rests (m. 4; m. 8). More frequently, however, a
rhythm will continue through cadence points and bind consecutive
phrases together (m. 14, 17, 25). The long ostinato of the middle
section (m. 30-49) and of measures 72-83 acts as a binding force. The

presence of the ostinaiu permits relative finality in melodic or
harmonic progress (n. 41, 49), because it prevents the piece from
ending. When rusts follow points of arrival, the cadential harmony
is more tentative. Were this not the case, the piece would appear to
be concluded. Movement finally stops when b minor is reached in the
final measure, and b is sounded in the outer parts.

4. Intensity of Movement ;whether the manner of moveLent is
gentle or vigorous)

Generally s.,eaking, the motion is relaxed. Successive phrases
ordinarily use the same note values 'm. 1-8; 55-71). The succession
of throe eighth notes (m. 3) is a typical motion in the work. Eightl

note and longer note values predominate in both the melodic lines .;rd
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the accovonnyi.ig Partn. ',1:ely;Loil in crell:ed by rho ;1!,1,00v,In,e o'

siteenCI note; .'Cr.) and thirty-second note (!.). on the heat.
A sixteent) note ti'.i.piet characterizes tie ontinalo in the middic
section of Lie niece, but it appears only once per measure and han
less tension-producing effect than the rapid notes on the heat. The prohable
point of highest tension in the piece (m. 50-56) presents a succession
of thirty-second notes on the first beats of measures in combination
with the highest note in the piece (c" in the flute). Within a
general context of steadiness, syncopation also becomes an element of
tension (m. 10, 12, 13; m. 33 in the oboe). The melodic triplet and
dotted eighth-sixteenth rhythms appear almost exclusively in the melody
of the middle section, where they are of moderate urgency. A succession
of three sixteenth notes at the end of a measure is an occasional ten-
sion-producing device (m. 14).

C. POINTS OF ARRIVAL

1. Clarity of Arrival (whether points of arrival are clear or
obscure)

Although the movement of the piece i- constantly continued by
a rhythmic motive or a harmonic device, clear points of arrival are
reached frequently. The mos: final is, of course, the last where no
attempt is made to continue a rhythm or present a harmony in need of
resolution. Few attempts are made to disguise points of arrival en-
tirely. Measures 73 through 82 present a series of deceptions (m. 76,
78, 80), but they are atypical. Sixteen points of arrival may be
distinguished in this piece.

Number

1

2

Men sure Reasons
._.

4, beat 2 descent in melody; emphasis of arrival by
entry of horn and bassoon; rests follow

8, beat 2 descent in melody: emphasis of arrival by
entry of horn; rests follow

3 beat 1 sudden descent in melody after reaching ill_
in measure 13; bassoon arrival on long note
after rhythmic sequence: clarinet continues

4 lh, beat 1 end of melodic figures in flute; return of
opening melodic idea in oboe; preceding
crescendo; reinforcement by horn entry in
measure 17; skips to octave Ls in horn and
bassoon

5 21, beat i descent in all parts: 1ppegintura resolution
in oboe; diminuendo; rests follow

4 5 o
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Number

6

7

9

MIdsure Reasons

0-27

25, beat 1 long tones in flute and clarinet; diminuendo;
bassoon continues (its g7flat, bent 21, 1ads
toraiworldixt point of arrival)

29, beat 2 oboe arrival on long tone; Gin major triad;
fermata over barline indicates grand pause;
end of section

----- _1-

40, heat 2 oboe arrival Oa loo; tone: b in root of Hie
harmony of the ostinato; ostinato continue

---

48, heat L oboe and bassoon arrival on b: similar to
the above arrival

11' 55, beat 1 end of cadenza: silence follows immediately:
original melodic material then returns

58, beat 2 descent in melody: emphasis of arrival by
entry of horn and bassoon; rests follow

_ ........ _ ..... ..... ...... _

12 62, beat 2 desuont in melody, emphasis of arrival by
entry of horn: rests follow

13 6b, hear 2 he arrival co low; Voc: C rN7Cor triad

1.4 heal 1 arrival on loop, toner:: fmoliod C 1,O nor

wony: reF':n follow

.......

15 heal 1 end of cadenza: brief 7;ilence
,01,1.1.

16 88, beat (on the oboe h-natural)
arrival on long tones; B minor reached end

of piece

7. Finality of Arrival (the degree In Waich action in co:11,74(71W)

;11 ,1 hfcro+.chv of dc.rro of ,om

T,'- ,1' I 1-;11.1' i- A '6'31
0, 0 a 1,0041 1-1,If C11. , 11 .-t

in cIter voice .
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b) The arrival in measure 29 is almost as final, for it ends
a section. However, the cessation of notion occurs on the second beat,
and the harmony is Gb major.

c) The arrivals on b in measures 40 and 48 are quite final-
sounding, but the ostinato continues.

d) The termination-points of cadenzas (m. 54 and 84) lack
melodic finality.

e) The arrivals followed by rests (m. 4, 8, 21, 58, 62, 70)
are clearly discernible, but the arrival points present harmonies
which demand resolution. The arrival points are also on the second beat
in each instance and are brief in duration.

f) Measure 66 presents a clear arrival in G malor, but this
does not occur until the second beat.

g) -deasures 17 and 18 represent an elision whereby the first
heat o, measure 18 serves as both the end of the previous phrase and
the beginning of a new one.

h) The arrivals in measures 14 and 25 are perhaps the least
final of all, for the rhythm continues in both cases.

Other situation., in the piece might qualify ng points of arrival,
but seem to lack the sufficient degree of conclusiveness. Measure 34,
beat 3 represents an arrival on h in the oboe melody. This is, how-
ever, a weak beat and pushes on to the E in the following measure. The

same event occurs in measure 44, beat 3. The presence of the low L
in the bassoon on the next beat reinforces the interpretation that the
b is not a point of arrival in either instance. Measure 76, beat 1

begins a series of deceptions ani "almost" points of arrival. Measures
78, beat 1; 80, bent 1; 81, beat 1; and r2, beat 1 would qualify, but
they appear, in retrospect, to be parts of a sequence each Lime.

3. Emphasis of Arrival (the degree of power with which arrival
is projected)

Arrival points are emphasized in a variety of ways. Melodic
descent, particularly that of a minor second, is involved in most of
them. Those which arc approached from below generally involve a minor
second also. A long note value character!.zes many of the arrival
points, aad the penultimate rhythms are frequently eighth notes.
Arrival points are frequently the termination of diminuendps and are
preceded by crescendos. Arrivals are sometimes characterized by a
combination of the ahcve methods of ernhasis. The entry of instru-
ments at cadence points emphasizes several of the arrivals. Rela-

tively stable chords characterize others.

D. INTERACTION OF MOVEMENT AND ARRIVAL (the creation of phases of
musical movement)

I. Length of Phases of Movement

lte normal length of phases of movement is [our hers. Tlris

is extended in several instances. Measures 9-14 utilize imitation

and sequence for this rurpose. !Tonsures 3V and 39 renresent an

exlilple of internal repetition for tle purpose of extension. lle
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series of deceptions from measures 76-82 occur as the result of
sequential treatment of the opening of the first melodic motive in the
piece.

2. Approach to the Point of Arrival

Descent in pitch, thickening of texture, increase in dynamics,
stepwise motion, and evenness of rhythm characterize the beats immediately
preceding the points of arrival.

PART II: SECONDARY CONCEPTS

A. RHYTHM

1. Beat

The beat is steady with the exception of the ritenuto sections.
It is easily felt because of the absence of simultaneous syncopation
in all of the parts. At least one instrument changes pitch on each beat.

2. Tempo

Tne tempo is steady, relaxed, and moderate. The middle section
is marked at the same tempo as the surrGunding sections.

3. Meter

The opening and closing portions of the piece are in duple
( ) meter. The middle section (m. 30 through 50) is in triple
meter, although the meter change is not marked in the score.

4. Note Values

Moderate values are used in every p',:ase. The ap:earance of
sixteenth note triplets, thirty-second notes, and eighth note triplets
follows a scheme. Thirty-second notes arc used ov the beat; !.ixteenth
note triplets are associated 'with the ostinato of the middle and clos-
ing sections; eighd note triplets are part of the oboe melody in the
middle section. In such a context, sixteenth notes have a feeling of
urgency. They are used to disguise points of arrival and are part of
the series of deceptions beginning in measure 76.

5. Rhytivrii.: Motives (nallerns)

Three important patterns may lv..! distinguished; a) tie short-

/
long figure (,fr7 ), b) the even eighOlnole fi,ure usually used in
conjunction with the short-long figure (1.64-72 44/4), and c) the ostinato
rhythm ( ,,,470. The short-long figure first. appears in measure
2 and is fo owed in measures 3 and 4 by figure b. Figure a '2; ears

alone in measures 51-53, and it is tl'e main ffgure used in the sequences
of measures 76 -82. It appears in measures F6 and 88 by itself.
Figure h always appears with figure a (immediately following). The

three sixteenths in measure 14 (clarinet) and again in measures 77 and
iV are derived from figure b by diminution. Figure c permeates the
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middle section and is Found again beginning in measure 72. Triple
meter, eighth-note triplets, and sixteenth -note triplets all occur o'ly

in the middle section. This triplet diminution defines the middle
section clearly (along with ostinato and color.) The fignre beginning
in measure 9 is derived from figure a with its short-long characteristic.
A case may be made for relating the two sixteenths, quarter, and eigh4/

4(
th

in measure 10 to figure b rather than to figure a. The figure 4/gure 44
which first appears in measures 22 and 23 is new material and of only
slightly less importance than the three major figures. In its relative
evenness of note values, it is related to figure b. The rhythm be-
ginning in measure 32 and continuing through measure 34 is derived
from the opening four measures. It lontains transformations of bcth
figures a and b. The former is lengthened to ; the latter becomes

n triplet (../...,6,7) and two quarters. The rhythmic figures of the
accompaniment and contrapuntal parts are closely related to the main
figures of the piece. The bassoon line in measures 22-24, for example,
has the quick notes of figure a and the evenness (quarter and two
eighths) of figure b. Frenuont harmonic cham,es coinciding 4ii!". the beat
may ;ustify com:idering two quarter notes as a basic figure in this piece

6. Larger Rhythmic Groups (and Phrases)

Figures a and h characterize measures 1-29 and 5i-F8. The

orainato rhythm is the ma or font.ure 0( measures 30-54. However, the
wetodir pnterint of the middle sett inn (m. 30-51) is derived from
figures a and h (see above). The ostinato rhythm is present in the last:

section (n. 72-83). It mares its anpearance as a mock entry in the

French horn. The section that we expect (m. 30-54) does not materialize.
Measures 72-t3 represent a summation of the rhythmic material. Ali

of ale imnortant material is present. An overview of the piece shows
that we first hear figures a and b in their normal state. They are

then varied ar.d modified. The middle section (m. 30-54) presents

then in varied form against an ostinato. The final section presents
them in diminution and in sequence against the same ostinato. The

entire piece consists in the presentation of this limited body of
rhythmic material in various settings and guises.

Sixteen phrases may be distingnished in this niece:

Phrise 1 tr_.1snr0 s Number of Nen..11-u;
._ .

1 l-4 4

.... .....
2 5-8 4

3 9-14 6

15-17 3

.......

5 18-21 4
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Phrase Measures Number of Measures

6 22-25 4

7 26-29 4

introduction 30-31 2

8 32-41 12

9 42749 8

..... -

10 50-54 5 (codetta to middle section)

55-5V

........ _

12 59-62 4

13 63-66 4

14 67-71 5 (including one beat rest)

--,-..... ^ ..... 1- -- -
15 13

16 85-88

...

0-31

The opening section begins and ends with two four- measure
phrases (m. L-8 and 22-29). The entire section contains 29 measures.
The middle section is twenty-five measures long, if its two-bar
introduction is excluded. Its deceptions at expected points of
arrival produce long phrases, although they are multfples of 4. The
final section (m. 55-88) is thirty-four measures long. No symmetry
among the sections is discernible. All vary in length and In internal
construction despite similarity of melodic and rhythmic material.

may say that the piece presents material, muddles it with
,^I ;netts %criion, and turn ;(!ortrato rho two into distinct entitio.
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B. MELODY

I. Melodic Contour (melodic movement)

Contour patterns: Three major types of movement occur:
1) conjunct (m. 9-12) and much of the contrapuntal and accompanimental
material, 2) ascending thirds and fourths (m. 2, 6, 33, 45) and descend-
ing thirds (m. 3, 34, 35, 37) and fourths (m. 38), and 3) disjur.ct
m. 16, 17, 26, 28) in addition to thirds and fourths. The most impor-
taot of the three is the second. The piece begins by presenting many
a9cending and descending minor thirds and finally arrives, by the end
of the piece, at the expanded interval of a perfect fourth. The perfect
fourth appears to triumph over the narrow and more confining thirds.
The conjunct motion is primarily associated with measures 9-17, and
the disjunct motion with the melody first presented in measures 22-25.
The ostinato figure has elements of all three major contour patterns
(major thirds, conjunct motion, and wide skips). Neither ascent nor
descent continues for extensive periods of time. Rather, an attempt
is made to compensate for motion in one direction by subsequent motion
in the other. Large ascending skips, for example, are followed by
descending motion (m. 22; 24-25).

Changes in direction: In addition to the small-scale attempts
to balance melodic lines, there are attempts to balance on a larger
scale. For example, measures 5-8 (clarinet) are higher in tessitura
than measures 1-4 (flute). A gradual ascent has taken place. This

is followed by measure 9 which begins on a lower plane and gradually
rises to emphasize g' (m. 15-17). Measures 18-21 represent a return
to a lower lev21, and measures 22-25 present the lowest pitches thus
Ear in the melodic line. They are followed by a section (n. 26-29)
which presents the widest, most expressive interval skips of the first
29 measures. Their appearance after the lower pitches of measures
22-25, rather than after measures 5-8 where they might have logically
occurred, renders them all the more expressive and poignant.

Musical intervals: The most important interval in the piece
is the minor third. It opens the piece, plays a significant role in
the middle section, and is greatly in evidence in the fragmentary
sequences of the last section. There is obvivu- piny between important
harmonic intervals and important melodic oneF, for ,?xnmple, m. 1-'1

where tle melody utilizes minor Cards, the harmony, major thirds.
Major and minor seconds are used fmr contrast in measures 9-17, where-
upon the minor third returns (m. 18-21). This is followed by emphasis
on the perfect fifth (m. 22-29). The middle section presents minor
thirds, ascending and descending, but also emphasizes the major third
(m. 35) and the descending perfect fourth (m. 38-39). The final major

c.ct.ion of the piece utilizes the perfect fifth for contrast to the
minor third (m. 63-70) ns well as the minor second (m. 77 and 79, the
last three sixteenths in each measure). A perfect fourth triumph,, nt

the end. Tn a sense, harmony in the niece forcer the netanornhosis
(opening, e!-awiion) of the melodic third to the melodic fourth, wlich
occurs as early as measure 6.
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;lelodic apex: The succession of e" in the flute (m. 50-54)
represects the melodic climax of the piece, although appears
elsewhere (oboe, m. 65). The urgency of the thirty-ecnnd note rhythm
emphasizes the climactic ,joints. Within phrases, the highest notes
are always intermediaryan aspect of the attempt to avoid extremes by
balance.

Large-scale contour: The two strou:;et noter, arc b and T
(major third). 1) The piece 6egins and ends on b. IL moves to c
(m. 50.54) but returns to b in tlie last measure. 2) The piece moves
gradually upward from d (m. 2), thraugh e (m. 6, clarinet), f (m. 11),

(m. 13) to g (m. 13 and, in lower octave, m. 14). Interplay between
f# and g continues in measures 15-17. This interplay is picked up
again in the middle section (m. 32, 33, 35, 36, 42, 43, 45, 46). It

is resolved in measures 65-66 where f moves to g (oboe). This is
reiterated in measures 69-70 in the flute. The g appears prominently
in tie sequential section (m. 74, 79). IF-mover, since fc" is a member

of the final triad, it reasserts itself, appearing in measures 83 and
86-n. 3) Various other pitches can be traced throughout the niece.
The importance of measures 64 -'G becomes aplarent when this is done.
T-flat, ler example, first appears in measure 8 (clarinet). it is picked
up again in measures 15, 22, 26, 37, 38 and 39 as 47, and 54. It

appears again as d# in measure 64, whence is resolves upward in a pro-
gression toward g. E, F, ani f. likewise resolve in these measures.

The piece begins and ends on the melodic tone b. B is not

strongly felt as the melodic tonal center. Nevertheless, the motion
of the piece can be viewed as tending toward b as the ultimate point
of arrival. If the final tones at important points of arrival are
considered, the following emerges:

Measures

1-4

5-8

Final Melodic Tone.._......_

15-18, beat 1

18-21

22-25

26-29

g

g

e

b-flat

g-flat W)
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30-4L

42-49

50-54

55-58

59-62

61-(,()

bi-70

72-82

83-84

85-F8

Finn 1 :1101odic..{..one.

------

------ .....

b

c (resolves
to b, m. 55)

e

f

p,

d-flat (c)--
clarinet

f (also strong
f-")

b

0-34

Section 1 (m. 1-29) appears to be on its way to h (major or
minor) by movir , from c upward through a pentachord. However, the pro-
gression is aborted wien c is recaptnred in measure 21. 13-..flat is empha-

sized instead (m, 25), and the section ends on alflat.
Section 2 (m. 30-54) emphasizes b. Section 3 (m. 55-F0) again

presents the partial progression from e upward through a pentachord,
llewevcr, intcrrnotinn occurs here not by a recnoturing of e but by
tiro presentation of d-flat (m. 12). There follows in important 1::

in :,10.1.:,:ro and, to create a f in the sane measure. II

ialfay botl:een tic too T and the high and tlniy

:.c1.11 ,,rrnunded b fro:t both sides. The rove:: to ralher

than e 1 ,no t i e f serves as the dominant of b in
tie la 7t lel-flro. Althoupb the music is not goal- oriented, and h
doe-. riot .c(r) inevitable, we can see in retrospect that ne have been
pic.,cn:(d with 1) wotion from c uomrd toward it, 2) notion doRnward
1 T rr c (n. '0). and 3) a cle:ni lint rot ion Crew f lire slrenlest notes

k T:4 Hr; c nro 1) b and 2) ('t-') fl.Cer third), Also inportaut arc
A.-±1ai and b-flat tbird): aucl (1-;lat ) (liner tbird).
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2. Melodic Motives (the combination melodic contour and
rhythmic patterns of motives; phrases and periods formed
from melodic motives)

Number of motives: There are three important patterns:
1) m. 1-2 (flute), minor third skip upward: 2) m. 3-4 (flute), eighth
note motion, and 3) m. 26-27 (oboe), expressive skips, quarter, two
eighths, dotted quarter, eighth.

Variety of motives: The relotivly limited vocabulary of
melodic ideas is used in ingenious ways. The second half of motive 1

(4L4I) is used sequentially (m. 79-82). The even eighth notes of
motive 2 are diminished to give the sixteenths of measures 9-17 and
tIke three sixteenths of measure 14 (clarinet). Measures 77 (flute)
and 79 (clarinet) also present this diminution. The rtrase based on
motive 3 (oboe melody) appears again in measures 63-66 and measures
67-70, where it occupies a crucial position in the confluence of tones.
Ile Phrygian melody of measures 32-69 represents an expansion and a
transformation of men:Ires 1-4 (motives 1 and 2).

;lelationships between motives: ilelodic material is closely

related to the three motives by excansion or diminution. Contrapuntal
parts such as the bas7,00n part in measure:: 22-25 use the same rhythmic
note values as the motivic material, The velodic contour is also
similar: for example, the upward skip from diflat to (el. 25, bassoon)

is r.miniscent of the upwrd fifth in measure 22, oboe.

Treatment of melodic material (Low a composer works with
melody Lo create com!nosit ion)

Types of melodic material: Nelodic 1-nterial includo3 crer.enta-

tion of motives (m. 77':-r?), fot:r-bar phrase:: ( 20), and phrases

wit). extensions (m. 32 or 35-!11).

Ways of handling melodic material: The melody is the result

of the presentation of motives and their expansion.

A:ipect:, of melodic movvment and arrival (ti rclationshi,. of
1,-.1edy to Lwvelent and arrival):

Z:olodic-rhythic activity becomes slower pewAtinate to Tciuts
of arrival. However, points of arrival do not last long, and follc:
are obscured by continuing motion in a part or 7,arts (m. 14, clarinet;

m. 29, flute, clarinet).

C, TE::TUR (tle total effect of many lines together; tic action of
component rarts or voices)

1. Typc,s of texture (No. ? on prcvious outlinc!;)

11,moLolMc tc i!re is (:.11.-7vteri!,tic of Cc niece. It ray is

of tit (1:otalc (;1. or of t'o relcdy rocc-loluimrit

t: i (n 17-50, in ulicb rccomrank:cot r.c1,dik

loo ..r.-v4ral brief c.,dnzns (Iloiocony, 571--;

t (,11?1-A i s ;(1 ),:vcd by vol..-..,1o1N of vlrli.r. 1SPeCtS.
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Measures 9-17 nrerent imitation, at first canonic, then Freer, usinA
contrary notion. Measures 22-25 present a conntermetody Noving in
contrary motion and divided between Clarinet and bassoon. Mensures

continue this practice, the oelody in the eboe, countermelody in the
bassoon and then the other three lost.-orients. ;tonsure 26 alas presents
nerallel motion in the uprer Four parts, a hind of texture which
centras;s wirb the prevailing contrary motion of surrounding men,,-es.
Indeed, such 1-it-allot motion often begins phrases (for e:taopte, r1. 1-2;

m. 5-6; a. 9-12).

D. FA1i1:1)Z

'1'onal Center

The music in eel goal-orie;a0d and might end satisfactorily on
a chord other than b minor. Altongl, tier me important arrivals, t.n

(IL fie; In. dominant-toric progres-.;ion (1,1:,'-111 is not
eli,basi;ted. 11tere is one cadonco (enharmonic of fj in
iloasure C is 115o eAr-'asized (m. so that the third relation-
s' 1-, (g-h) at;nin oci ors. The cadonce and structure of this piece
are defincd b t'e third relatiouship vnt1er than the classical firth

2. hlalvilitv and In'-.lability

cAlt stable points in Cc ince are t1e triadic Cords
21:). Mild instability i., achii!ved hy addin::, a dissonance to nu

ether:!i;e simole triad re - the iolrodAction vontrvrutnt acti-
vity. An example of thie ferry is fount', in t., asi.re 19, w1oro lie
bassoon :aoves o an fenderin;-; tic G ila:or trnino.r anstaMe.
::easnrc; 22-25 preont co,aerooint in whij, it I, to

and 1-;1:3e resolutions. have two planes of nover,.ent
(flu! '1,asoon; then itute'clarinet.). The I ones (clarinet, 22.-
2'1; bassoon, m. necc,Ipany tie upper plane in i1 itnin. Instability is
reolve n arrival at an oten (m. 25).

0 to:r; a!- chords are left cin:, eaviln., enco
a doHinaut re maticu,i ips are rare

y do exist (m. 21 -21:: ald tire conc1,.sling measure of the piece), but

tncy are nmneal 1 y s n bt,ei red by gas!-; fin; tones tl at they are 1-1.31.-(11.y

!',as. ate we to de' with a vent teal nurnr,,ement as found in

measure 1/' Do we have 1) C, G with diss('nnnl Ah and passing

, 2) D, I' -, Ab, C, with passin E's and C's, 3) F. , Ab, C,

dissonant d? line of the above could resolve to G in traditional
Inrmoi. it 7cem-; hest to sav Oat we 'nave a dominant relationsAir,
(n-(1) he tucen 1.,,ea, ores and 11 , a ,,1,1 t ins rAsul t frog ,;

vat-1ons de in; (1. .,1s A, ,61 t;1! ; a 1 11 ,

iii rl'itLi t CA` d PO'
11 4b ClrOt itiCi';'1, WC find Au co so H., cd

dis,,00.loccs, as in Ira, 2 in Li, if, 1:Ca',(ire , 1`,1\ C '1.3 ,`t
Ord, i^ ;(-11 j%H. in ('A's) 0,11 t as d
F'1C.00' i, 1 :V C.:JC d,1 in clarinet

,11 ,; n 01 ,1 / cl,.111';! 'V"en n! '1' 11 f or an
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minor triad hut rather serve as unresolved dissonances in a C major
environment. :1, and c also involve third relationships,

Note that dissonances are relatively mild and devoid of clash-
ing seconds.

3. Key, Scala, and 1tode

Ihe chromatic scale is the source of pitches. There in no key
signature, for the music is not in any key. The chromaticism in restrain-
ed, and the appearance of triads and important arrivals from a dominant
preserves a diatonic aspect. In addition, modality also has its place.
The melodic line in measures 12-49 is in the Phrygian mode transposed
up a fifth (EFGARCDE--BCDErCAB). Basically, however, the music depends
on harmony for most of its effect. A strong tic, based on the third,
exists between harmony, form, and melody.

4. Chords

As pointed out earlier (see Staliilityandinstability), it
is difficult to determine which notes are most important in any given
vertical sonority. Chords exist without an important member and with
the addition of unresolved dissonances, lending an uncertainty. For
example, measure 4 presents an incomplete C major triad and adds an
a and an A suspension further diminishes the power of a minor. A
similar problem exists in measure 8, where an unprepared d serves as
the root of a 1) ma Tor chord which is weakened by suspensions in all of

the other parts. The presence of c in the oboe is a dissonance, like
the iV in measure 4, and not the seventh of a seventh chord.

The pra:Cce of incompleteness in chordal formation is extend-
ed to the optimal point, as in measure 14 where the g in the flute at
the end of the measure apyears not as a dissonance in the previous B
major harmony, but as implying a chord built on twith no other members
preset (unless the sixteenth in the clarinet is considered).

Simple triads (m. 29) and open octaves (m. 25) serve as stable
resting points.

5. Cadences

If the sixteen points of arrival (see pp. 26-27) are surveyed
as harmonic arrivals, the following resting points emerge. Note that
arrivals are often determined primarily by rhythmic, melodic, and
textural features. The strongest harmonic arrivals are those which
include full triads unobscured by dissonances.

rnlihey

1 4, bent 2

2 8, heat 2

Chord

a minor with dissonance

I) major with dissonance
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IThither

3

4

5

Ilnapires

14, bent

18, beat

21, bent

1

...
1

2

it maim.

.......
C

a minor with dissonance

6 25, beat 1 Bb open octave (Cb mrior imolied on
beat 2&)

7 29, beat 2 Gb major (approachA from Db, dominant)

...... .....

8 40, heat 2 B major

9 48, heat 1 F. major

..... . ........ .....

IP 55, heat 1 mciodie cadence

LI 58, beat 2 a ninor with dissonance

12 62, beat 2 D maior with dissonance

13 66, beat 2 C major

14 70, beat 1 g minor (approached by D major, dominant)

..... .......

15 85, beat 1 re1odic cadence

16 /-8, heat 1& h minor

u
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(. stri r On M. ir-ron t (.1 ,,

TI!e orr find of a feeling of tonal center is avoided. Various
clrnrl ern nrrived at, r.1-1, is no certainty as co \;1)at w111 follow,

;s to -ay, The music is conceived
GlC 3,0k1 Lri 11v, ml ,err

.
nr0 ,Clen by laroadenitv of note

valoc, i n p.:0 or coal ltOod it line cotile torpliher. This is similar
rod!nvil

To n oontr%t, +t is (1;,-Ocu't ro speal< of modulation.

riven n to 1:11 arca (-c, another tonal area.

cue, ltrJever, -le merely dornr! 4:,,,rds and arrive at

The middle :A.ct:on (m. 30-49) p-ese.''s 11 major in the ostinato,
nl ill(' melody i.,-.. Phrygian, and !'!-at we are in a given

'0:-. Phis Pi-lryian section is noi i l.e ,r:sult of a nreviOUS movement
Lir)%1 It, nor doe it lead to anything olne. It merely exists as an
ncitv. soal< tl en of a succession of en.ities in tirls niece

but .lot of modo'ati_oo.

E. FOV (a ,,lau p^ttern, or formula 'hich ornolze- the errecrs or
overlit and .r:r'v,1 on A lime scale)

",1sur,., . -ter ,Ijor r,Wic idnn oi '-.70cr! in

410 flute. nrcolid 7,,-nitnok ;(1,1 is

("Leto) and, in ful ter rIsroc , in 1!,'Ir.ilrer
Ite niece inli t into C.roc lar!le section-, Lho

ha,'ing these t. :o idea^. The riidd!o ,.rclion is Lnsr'0 on the 'irft

1,1ortnp: relodic idea.

Measures Svrhoi

contvanunCal interlude

a

codetta

..... .....
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63-71

72-r/t

roTlhot.

..... ,,,,, .

a (accompanied by ostinato of c)

a

1- ......

-___-__ -1- - _ _ ............

A

111, !,0-ortinent rise of tbirdq, 1,(11.11 barmnnically and melodically,

tbe riyEllmic triplets and 3/4 meter, occasional tbree-rart te:anres,
nlus tbe rresence nf Circe lar'w formal rxctiorul imply that the
ntiber tbree las 5;r.eci1 l t Olin piece. Other pieces

as well as writings by Ilihdr-cnIfirm Hs interest in numerology.
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS: PRELLW, e? 28, MO. 20

BY FREDERIC CRO.cIll

PART T: PRIMARY COMEvT:

A. QUALITIES (W SOUND.

1. Level of Sound (pitch; high and low).

Although the piece contains notes from CI' to e-flat' (five
octaves and a minor third), the usual level. of sound is low. The highest
tones of the piece in the soprano line of measure 5 (and 9) are octave
doublings, occurring when the main melody is in an inner part.

The right and left band parts are often far apart and never
cror. This creates a feeling of two planes of sound with space in-
hotwoen. The W.clest space between the two parts is found in measures

2. Amount of Sound (scoring; the number of instruments and voices).

The piece is for a single instrument. Viewed contrapuntally,
the work. has five or six "parts," depending upon the number of note:; in
end chord. The amonLt of sound is extended by the sustaining pedal
which is held and released on every heat except for the final fermata
which uses the pedal of the previous chord. Arthur Eedley remarks
(Clypin, New York: Collier Books, 1962, reprint of 1947 work, p. 13
that:

Even in those cases where we can be quite sure that
the pedal marks arc authentic* the problem of correct
pedalling is not solved for the modern interpreter of
Chopin. The pianos of his time had far less sustain-
ing power tlan ours: consequently Chopin could, without
Prejudice to clarity, hold down the pedal in longish
passages which, if played thus on a modern instrument,
would he hopelessly blurred,

Although, 0 ere arc no "longish passages" in this piece, it
Could he noted that the sound achieved on modern recordings is -rohably
roller t'. an Chopin achieved, The genuine amount of sound can only be
discovered by perforr.ince anon a Chopin-reriod piano in a room similar
to CInse of the salons in w! ic71 he played.

3. Color of Soond (tone color; timbre),

The ideal tinhre is a nineteenth-cciAlTy pia'10. According to
Nedlcy (r. 143), Chopin "generally used Pleyel pianos, preferring their

touch and silvery tone." The timbre of the piece nay be dcscriLed
as he:vv, rich, darh, and full.

. ....
At lTic trt, redloy insertifootnote 3 wdich reads "i:o edition of his

works so far rnblishcd gives all the oriOnal pedallinT,,s." The radorehi
edition post-uates his ronarl.s II:. two years an6 is probably correct.
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4. Strength of Sound (dynamics).

Measures 1 and 2 are double forte. Measures 5-8 are piano.
Measures 9-11, beat 2 are double piano. In addition to these terrace
dynamics, ttere is a crescendo from the double forte to a higher level,
beginning in measure 3 and continuing to the third beat of measure 4.
There is also a crescendo from double piano to a higher level, beginning
on the third beat of measure 11 and continuing to the last note.

B. QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT.

1. Pace of Movement (tempo).

The normal tempo is largo (broad and very slow). The a tempo
of measure 9 signifies a return to this tempo.

2. Regularity of Movement (whether the race remains the same or
changes).

Deviations from the normal pace of movement occur twice. A

ritenuto (slowing down) begins in measure 7, beat 4 and continues through
heat 4 of measure 8. A ritenuto also occurs from beat 3 of measure 11
to the fermata.

3. Articulation of Movement (whether movement is continuous or
separated).

The piece moves in continuous flow. There are no rests.

4. Intensity of Movement (whether the manner of movement is gentle
or vigorous).

The movement is forceful in measures 1-4. It is more relaxed
and gentle in measures 5-11, beat 3, but it gradually becomes forceful
beginning on the third beat of measure U. The manner of movement is
determined primarily by the strength of sound (dynamics). Depth of
pitch contributes to the forcefulness, and relative height of pitch con-
tributes to the gentle cuality of tie middle measures.

C. POINTS OF ARRIVAL.

1. Clarity of Arrival (whether points of arrival are clear or
obscure).

The persistent appearance of the rhythm .1741on beats 3 and 4
is a major factor contributing to the clear feeling of ._rival at the
end of each measure. Most measures present a V-I relationship on heats
3 and 4 which enhances this feeling. The harmonic relationships of
beats 3 and 4 are shown in the following chart (measures 1-8 only):

4.1d
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Penultimate Chord Ultiwaie Chord

V7...................... - " _ - -

Ah (V7)

IV

V7 of
C, (V-)

5 V7 of V (rla:or triad,

L
'1.,;01i.ed)

VI

Ab (I)

I

V

C (I)

V((r)nor
triad)

V V,

V6

.....
2. !In 1i 1 r. -rt 1 (!'cr. (10-ro;, 1'4 W I 11 t

1,1 colci,f;: -0 1,jece ifl 114! 01 1(1-0aLl.

It if; 11'0 c'r (1.0 ti- ti; Ott Ot![ er
V1)1 CO' . A: I Or Lie 1,1!1-nr"(1:; 2 and 3, t c;,ord
anuoar.; in a relatively '1 'l 'hi:; hnn L'c'

of or :i o o:ti 'nix:, and rendeuin;',

C: dwIcent and do.;rair of -,',1-.1,ef; 2 and 3,

)1 ere are three other t.ia:or restful; n)accs in the niece,

Cie ins t of each of the foul r - r c3 IRSCS. FOIJOVer,
roasure 4, heat- arri-cr cn the dominant . It is therefore 1101 '10 final

.1', tonic arrivals, dernite the nresence of the root in both outer voices.
Loa,wres V, ;leat nod its n'l1i001011 , noa!:tiro 12, heat i, nresent lUe
Louie triad lilT the roots ill 1,01, otaor 1104eVer, e!,

Otimate finality hecaio ,Ley occur on a weal' heat.

o feat of :Ir.- va 1 no !'ria '1 hi .111 other mnasures
1 111111 as the fol1odin chart (,en!;ure:; 14 only):

triu



Measure CharActcrislic(1)pfileat 4

1 3rd in soprano

2

3

5

6

VI degree of scale; 3rd in soprano

3rd in soprano

first inversion; 5th in soprano

third inversion of seventh chord

7 third in soorano

. ____

3. ],:mehasi of Ar) Ral (the do or. of roier uit. which arrival ir

pro:ected).

All of tie arrive[ ,oin(s (fourth heats) are -coached via the
rhythm. Since all of the other note valves in the niece are quarter

notes (except the last menure), the arrival:: are ..,p,,roacle0 forcefully.
ith the exception of measure 5 (and 9), the melodic motion on the third

and fourth heats is downrd. Downward movement is, by nature, emphatic.

D. INTERACTION OF MOVMENT AND ARiaVAL (the crlation of phases of
musical reverent).

1. Length of Phases of Xovement.

The piece may be divided into three four-bar phrases plus a

final chord. 'Jithin each phrase, four separate and equal relodic-

thythmic units occur.

2. Aprroach 10 the Point of Arrival.

lie three im7ortant cadences (measures 4, t, 12.) are ap!'reached

by ,.toady, monotonous movement. A crescendo in measure 4 produces a

drive to tie cadence. In measure F, a ritenuto and the sott dynamic
love! suggest a decrease in energy. In measure 12, both the crescendo

and ritenuto aro nreseut. Ihey counteract one anotler.

In addition, the last phrase moves from-, soft to loud aid
therefore partakes both, of tire tondnoss of pbrasc 1 and the softness

of p1-rase 2. riotl, incroosc of energy toward arral (rbra=e 1) and
decrease of energy toward arrival (phrase 2) arc round in ,hrase 3
which rearecents a balance and a compromise.

c role of the final cL,rd is further clarified, if one note

that pl,ras 1 moves flo-1 a pitch 1(.vel to higler ono, while

phrases 2 and 3 each move tro a high nitcl level do.,,nward. .-m-cend-

iny,, motion of 'brase l sek;)s to he overwl'elmod by the descending progress
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a.

oi raon. ood 3, llowevo, the fioal chord 1,,x1;lort,'; t and

tend- to rc!dross tie hilanr:.e and, indeed, to th it in favor of the
rt-,.eat.

l'A".T hi:

A. :ItYTHil.

I.

The beat is steady extent for the ritenuto passages wherein
it gradually slows down.*

2. Tomo.

A steady, slow tempo is ended for. Tic e!.:act sneed is not

i ert Led by a metronome marl: ng . ince Chopin's piano was ten:; sone.'oos

than ,resent-day instruments, may ha,.e played the piece a bit faster
than twentieth-century rerformers do.

3. deter.

The meter in throughout. it stop only on Ole fermata. 'f,aeh

beat receive cvnial stress (accent) within the dynamic level.

Note Valce.

avter water, INredopinate. The dotted eighth and six teentl,

i!ote arc always found together. A whole note with fermata anears
once. There are no ties.

5. Rhythmic Netives (patterns).

Thc pattern Jo/o/-7J permeates the niece.

%7AICI;r;417-1W,ta7H.licable here, the Al.! of OIrao In an es!:ehlial ingredi-

ent of the rerformaneen of many Chopin nieces. jrederich Dorian (the
Hif.or, of ilusi.c in ?0,.rormance New Yorh: liorton, 1c)42, reprint

n. 21v;) re:-arhs that "C-11111 was tie first Lo Introduce tic term robato
as a dtrect ion writte:! in the manosrrint--uamnly in the Nazori.a

P-sharp ::inor, Op. 6, No. :." In addition, "we discover Ultra Chopin
regarled the rohnto as by no L,eans a departure fro:1 metrical accuracy,

n ,1(1:n:;tmeot of time value';, a delicate elasticity

of pace." (Ibid.)
According to Arthur Medley (Ch_cnin, op. tit., n. 139), ".lbere Chopin

i imsel: rodneed wonderful effects of linr.ertng, oi esitation or, on
the other hand, of eager anticipation, wa:: in those oassages where no
harm is done to the rhythmic and harmonic structure if, overa_Cirmly
controlled bars, the player allows the melody to vacillate in response
to tie 'nod of the roment, to hover, as it were, in the air, or to
hound forward to meet the next accent."



(-). Larger Rhythmic Groups

e palt.rn is any ;!,
.

to a lar:.,o hroandowo into three lour-bar
1.1 rase! -; is die primarily to melodic and harmonic factorq.

11.

1. relodic Contour (melodic movement).

Contour patterns: The small-scale, clue-bar movement is
basically a fallinp, pattern, except in measures 5 and 9 where the
melody (second line from top) undulates around L. There are four
melodic contours in the piece:

1. up 1 .)(';z1L, (101J11 (1,C1!;(11.1

2. up 2 1,(-11:.1, do,:u
3. undulai ;

4. downlara from lurtt ..,t.re /

direction: 1.easure, b rop;:c:;ents Lie first ma:or
cban e is c',ir:L.Ajo2 of tbc melodic pattern. Jeasre 7 also depart
171-C':'1 (.1 n 1":1

Htervals: The seconds, tl.irds, VAd fourths in the
lop lino ,..elody are contrasted to wider ships in the has. Tic leading
relody of phrase I begins with cou:unet motion and ends in disunct
motion. Tits is true of phrases 2 and 3, except foe the final measures
of cadcaci phrase. The hrisr, line i i phrase l is aInost entirely disfunet.
IL hccomes con:unct in phrase 2 (measures 5 and 6) and moves chromatically.
Ito ntus1 disjunct motion and most un,,Isual interval progression (fifth
followed by augmented fourth) is reserved for measure V as counted-
lolance to the conjunct motion in the leading melody. A d:mi.nished

fifth appears in the bass line of measure 7, where it is resolved step-
Wiso.

The movement of the leading melody between measures is
normally con:,unct. 02Ac 4 of one measure and heat 1 of the next are
either the same note or a second apart. This gives a feeling of gentle
descent or ascent. Tie eel% exceptions are between measures 5 and 6
and between 6 and 7, where the ship of the fourth occurs. These ship;;
Iced energy to a TArase whose predominant downward melodic notion
suggests contraction. There is also dis;unction between the c of rica5urc
8, beat 4 and the L of meast,re 9, heat I. This creates an effect of
shifting to a new plane of melody.

;!elodic Althour,11 it is not the higbest melodic note,
the h of measure 4, beat 3 seems to be the melodic apex because of its
prominent position. The d' of measure I, beat 2 is the highest note in
the piece, but it falls upon a weak beat and is approached conjunctly.
It. lacks the feeling of climax associated with the h in phrase 1. In-

deed, even the c' of measure 7, heat 1 is more prominent because it is
aprroacbcd and left, disjunctly.
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Large -scale contour:
are the following:

1, beat

2) f--mensure 1, heat
3) e7flat--measure 1,
4) e7flat--measure 8,
5) d--measure r, beat
6) c--measura 8, beat

D-53

The important, structural melodic tones

1

3, sixteenth note
heat 4
beat 3 (reiteration of above)
3, sixteenth note
4

timers 4, 5, and 6 are reiterated in measure 12. The final
c' also a reiteration at the octave. The melodic movement is
essentially movement downward from dominant to tonic. Everything else
is prolongation.

Upward movement is prominent in phrase t, and clio sbne of
rbrase si=ests epansion. Downward movement nod in.:ervas nee
1-cominent in phrases 2 and 3, end the s1are of ilese ,1 ;.as(r7 sg;;ests
contraction. However, phrases 2 and 3 contain measures whose slAne
correspond` to measures in phrase I. This suggests controlled balance
on a sub-phrase level.

P1rase 1: The first lit rase grows and opens wider as it pro-
greses. seconds characterize measure 1. Na ;or -econdsappear
in measuro 2. A minor third shio l)eM/een bents 2 and in mersnre 3,
combined /i.th the crescendo, furthers the feel iii of expansion. In

measure n ,erfect r.00rt and a ma:lor third consummate tl.e expansion.

ilrase 2: ileagcre 5 suddenly returns to clo.;ed, minor e.!ond

movement. Tension is created 1ecal.se, for tie first time, the weledv
trrns bacb itself. It is accompnnied by a superposed inner part
(the con line) and by a chromatical'y doscending bass. 11.e latter
enhances the feeling of tension. .!,iInro 6 represents a retn,rn to Co
predominant pattern of outward nvtieq. live one beat and descent fo.- tin

or Lte measure, lie proserce of n 1-d Lo

a1.1 0 ; t (:0):1 0.1r .

The (:onl three nelodic note in m-!asi,l-e nee the same as 11 1;f' 1:

measure 4, the most open measure in :1)e niece in terms of interval
shins. flowever, the predominantly downward descent of measure G anti-
cinates the de4nward descent of the iiext two wermures. ,leasure 6

represents the beginning of the rola:-:ation in tension And ccltraeti.u
of energy whicl. characterizes the end of 11.e phrase. :innoure 5 had

g1,.1 on LI fusel' ;sort a "lire 01 ominence hy preceding it with
, nv,;ds ti 0. in 71easure 6 tends downward, and so

it moves after it is recaptured in :',Iasure 7. Measure 7 represents a
clear attempt to move dowanward toward the tonic. It spans a minor
Nixth from c' to c_- flat. This is the widest expansion in.the Piece
except for the major sixth from d to 1) in measure 4, but it is 41.1-1,.(1.

Measure u serves as a welcome rest inn, place after this relatively rapid
downward notion. It is clnarActcri?.cd by small intervals and is similar
ic , ee,.o)-o 2 C':0:e,t. P d (;w7;orld or d- -flat) witch is necessary
;ill I,: '(:-onrs. V(1 '.olod;c end is,

or i!.c cl and (;.e d- i;70 sa.,,c as Ilni
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measures 1 and 2. however, the ascent in pitch and ic,ovemert to G major
that we get in measures 3 and S doer; not materiali;:e,

Vira'30 3: Meannres 9-12 represent a repeat of measures 5-& at a
Heftier dynamic level. The p,-,yehologicol efrect of tic measures in not

crab an rqeasnres 5-. Tire repetition COWer, ;1; a SMI,ViSO,

hit!. t!'p (1^pnpie tcw;inn. T,i di`.(7:;od 411 termn

contraetioo, flOCN In HVe an ipter,ledtate
pince. The e;:nnnlive encry of Ilrre.1 nartiall nrc!;ent hecause
of the mclodft eulvol.,:,nce cc mennurcr; 104 Cle reiteration of ti u
peanure vel-;ion of measpre 1-2. 'lie me dynnr,i.c liviwy: a feeliw;

of reP,n;e and renignation. ';ioce e arc heariu;; it c l,raqe for the

econd Line, it has the effeet of nostalgic reminiscorce nod rensf;ertion
of tic psychological descent,

:;elodle tl,)tiver, (!'o coy bination of toelodic contcrtr rnld rhvt!,mic

natterns rot;ve.: lud rovie(hr rorlr,(1 Crr morn

Hotiven).

,11-!1)(2i o"; Ti e, ro'e fear melodic wit:terns Cleo p. n,

D, 1, (:o;Iiinr

11 r! c not ivni

mot;ver:: A1.1 Telodic 1-ato,..;n1
,,11,(1 openinp, Pcono-o by t'.e :.rp(e.H Val' Ta.

in Cie are eNocIly bp! ;,1,!,./1i,! ,t'ra'in
a e :rifled 1:y ac :`al tore .

3. Trent-wont of t,leledic Naterinl (i ow n op.,-,orer weft' of i:1 ;.eledy

to create a copow;itiop),

TYl'es, of melodic Hrdo:int: The Lest claTf1-(1
a tune in C Yee phar;en.

,Jays of Itandlinp, melodic material: The melody is extended
tl'rough subtle melodic variation. lien lure;; I and 2 reprenent an inexact
ser-incnee. The dotted note is an nnpogintura in all 11:ea:lure::

excePL It :IA 7.

An;,ects of metedic rovcment and arrival (the relationqhip of
melody to movement and arrival):

1., rare 1 rises art it approaches the point of arrival. Plirasen

7 and 3 at the beginnin lull: fall dmwynrd tl r(o;lh an octave nn
they nonrone, the point of arrival,

C. T.:XTU..:1 (the total effect of many lines together; the action of
coopenent parts or voices).

J. iy,(2% of emt;re (No, 2 on previtn!s outlinwO,

lie texture is clearly i!orlorhonic. The rif-1 7,1eicqlv 7s

the lop nolo of cult chord, e::cent for Tonsures 5 wiere lc !c,.(1?:

lo lIc voice Iron (1 c ;01,. Only the a, ,earanrc of the dotted
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eiT,hth-sixtecoth note rbyt!in prevents the iece from beino, entirety
isoHetric.

1. Tonnt r:entor

Tbe ti)na center I c r.1,ord or oneh
3 r; 0 C 1 Hov 0 ni rno (.11),'!.1 no! n I c.!riv in

11,/, oi" 1,iirasos 2 and 3 ;aid tho fioal i'ermnin aro c

c!Ord !te root 09 in 0o.;c0..;.

and rit:7t.nhi

cbords used contribute to a :enerni folin;;
of thQ chord in phrase arc in root nosition. The Nenitlit

or !censure 2, heat 2 Lii !1.0 ma;or unstable factor in the /,hrose.
ionod in root positioa ci vol.), unnsoal occurrence. Id rose 2 is less
stabLo Uecausc tie clromaticalty de:;cendin bass lino causes Cc irrca
I. e Ci e'.'ords in varloos inversions. licwcyer, the stable elordr1

in i'',rar:e 2 never oce:ur al Cc be:;tcning of meanco::. Al! oi7 no first
ciord!; in pi.ece are e:Tert, for Lcn ill oi

moasurc I. i macct vp!:tribH ciiords ip the piece (:',.anol't.a cl,mrds in

..,J,asrros 2, and V,g in m^rPlure 6) ace in clo;0 'rinici I'i'
O i, On reCnt

!vr10:5c cow;ic,11 in C011!;:00 rrfr/lri17 ,ren
it tl.reaten c:0 carry on for a lonr;er can, or c:.1a,1,1c, in t.ea!;tres

and coo irver:.:ions arc cromiilecm:, a dominant. in Y.A,L iocc] Li 0.1

inler"r" 0 71", ('0110 c, heal au)1 a fr. IV r cro3ression
( T,1111e

a doscdin;t tritcao in I*9. 11 :1 0,c11,-7 Ii
nr.1:1,:,7e 7 (rind 11). mo-cme.lt .;imilar to tie do:.,e0dil,g shin

,:rfoct 11 it' in :oasure 2 (3 and 12) in ir,ici o 11010! tan
ir; C e in ibo sl 1!.1 cases, rovemen Loard

a L.,;-ic rollom.; ITT:!ediacoly. !,as :].crefore been used in

rept ve,,,ition, rather than in the customary rot inver:;ien, in order

to entahlish te relationshi.:1 het..men the two :5 Ii I' n' lenr sltoa-
tions, as well as the other wide bass m:)Cions, contrast: u;v1 the

hays moveH!ent of measure!. r6 I (.) and !(),

and

The ciece Si in the hey of c. miner. li-natural and a-natcoal
apron'. in measures 4 and t in the melody. In the first caso.
is to ter:Torarily reach G raf!or. In the second instance, they rather
suggest that the scale of the piece is c melodic minor. In measure 7,
however, the melodic a-flat foll;,,:ed by h7natyral in tie bass stTgests

barric miner. The pieco tberefolc e:Iploits the amhi;;uiiies of C e
minor scale and thr, ,_10!X relationships of ra:or and minor ''ode a.
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It is interesting to note that other non-diatonic tones are
treated in similar fashion. In addition to the azf1atia-natural and
b-flatib-natural ambiguities, d:flat and d, f and f, alternate in coming
to the fore, The d:flats of measure 2 are counteracted by the d-
naturals of measure 3. The d -flat of measure 8 (bass) is closely
Followed by the melodic d-natural_ sixteerith note. The Os of measures
5, 6, and 7 are counteracted by the f- natural of measure 7 (beat 4,
bass) and measure 8 (beat 2, bass and beat 3, melodic sixteenth note).

only non-diatonic tone which has not yet been mentioned is the e-
natural. It appears melodically in measure 3, heat 2 and its namesake
e-flat occurs on beat 4. The ambiguities cited above are almost cross--
relations.. They are factors of tension.

4. Chords.

Major and minor triads and seventh chords are the only chords
used. The Fetpolitan is a major triad built on the flatted supertonic.
It is used here as a dominant embellishment (measure 2, heat 2, if Ab
is considered the temporary tonality) and as a secondary dominant
(measure 8, beat 2).

Seventh chords are used in root position and in first and
third inversions. All seventh chords are dominant sevenths except for
the II in measure 6, beat 2.

5. Cadences.

There are three cadences in the piece. The first is a half-
cadence on the dominant chord in measure 4. Beats 1 and 2 ns well as
3 and 4 present the dominant-tonic progression in G major. An authentic
cadence occurs in measure E on heats 3 and 4 and likewise in measure 12.

Less complete feelinw, of arrival occur at the end of otter
measures. Rafter than refer to them as cadences, we will consider
them caesuras within the phrase. Measure 1 presents an authentic
cadence progression (I IV., V7 I). Measure 2 presents IV V7 I in Ab
major. Measure 3 ends with the plagal IV I. Measure 7 presents 76 IV
V6 I. Even measures 5 and 6, the least stable and final-sounding, end
on dominant chords with the dominant tone in the melody each time.

6. Distribution of Tonal Centers; Modulation.

If modulation requires the firm establishment of a new tonal
center and subsequent activity in that key, there are no modulations in
this piece. The dominant level is reached with a dominant-tonic cadence
in measure 4, but c minor follows immediately. A similar hint of Ab
major occurs in measure 2, but it too proves to be transitory.

E. FORM (a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes the effects of
movement and arrival on a large scale).

The piece consists of three phrases equal in Length plus a
final chord. Phrases 2 and 3 present exact:y the same notes. The form
is binary with the second part repeated (ABB), but a ternary feeling
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exists due to the shortness of A which goes not balance both B sections.
If the final chord is considered integral to phrase 3, ABB is inaccurate
as a designation for the large-scale firm. Rather, ABB' or, since the
final chord asserts the ascending nature of A, ABB(A).

The piece is completely repetitious rhythmically, and the
melodic variations are subtle. No contrasting material, either
rhythmically or melodically, makes its appearance. The points of har-
monic arrival correspond to the points of melodic arrival and support
the feeling of clarity. The piece derives its subtleties from inter-
relationships among individual measures and chords.
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E-1

Elements Approach: Outline (pp. 1-15)

A first step in the creation of teaching materials for music was
to find a format that could be adapted to all the exemplars selected
and provide a structure for teaching fundamentals. A consistent format
was considered important for the following reasons.

First, the elusive quality of music makes it difficult to teach
without a specific structure. Listeners have no way of expressing what
they have heard unless they are first given some guidelines or terms
which can be used in talking about the musical work. Discussion
dwindles into generalities and vague description which fail to enlight-
en the would-be learner.

Second, the nature of the exemplar approach seemed to demand a
basic teaching structure that students would come to expect, recognize,
and follow. To examine a few exemplars in depth necessitates continual
return to the same work, over a fairly long period of time. Unless
the students were aware that the piece of art was being examined for a
different reason, at a different depth, than in the previous session,
boredom and apathy woulo quickly set in. With the format retained from
one exemplar to the next, students would soon understand the next step,
anticipate some of its elements, move ahead in their understanding, and
have a feeling of "closure" when the exploration of the work was
brought to an end.

Third, a well-defined format increased the possibility of useful-
ness for the exemplar teaching units. Whereas a gifted teacher can
bring an art work to life in a variety of ways through use of his own
personal skills, teaching materials that are designed to have a wide
applicability must be clearly laid out for the average teacher and
average classroom.

The format which was finally selected, after some discussion and
libriry research, was that given by Ratner in Music: The Listener's
Art. Ratner's outline seems uniquely appropriate for the exemplar
approach. Beginning with sound itself as the point of departure, he
first dwells upon primary concepts--those things which the listener
would find most obvious and most easy to talk about. He then offers a
breakdown into secondary concepts, which include the usual elements of
music such as rhythm, melody, harmony, texture,and so forth. The
outline concludes with the formal aspects of music, so that the listen-
er can again be led back to a, overview, if you will, of the musical
work, hopefully with increased depth and understanding. The outline
used for teaching musical exemplars, based on Ratner, follows.

THE CONCEPTUAL ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

I. Primary concepts

1
Ratner, Leonard G., The Listener's Art, Second Edition (New
York) McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966, pp. 3-88.
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A Qualities of scnnd

1 Level of sot nu

a. Definition pitch; higr and
b. Specific example the ranges, .r compasses of voices

and instruments

2 Amount of sound

a Definition scoring; the numrer of instruments
and voices

b Specific example the S14,-. and crit.csiiion of

performing groups

3 Color cf sound

a. Definition tone color, timbre
h. Specific examples

kid Instrumental timix._
(2) harmonic color

4 Strength of sound

a Definition dynamics
b Specific examples

(l) retrace dynamics (sudd.!ri changes in degree of
loudness)

,2) :.radual increase or decrease kcrescendo or
decrescendo)

(3) Various degrees of sortlety within th.- phrase

F, Qualities of movement

1 Pace of moveint (tempo)
2 Regularity of movement (t..).etner the pace remains the

%:r cla,:nges)

3 Articulation of movement (whe:r. r movement is continuous
cr separated)

4 Intensity cf movement twheth:r the r ci movement 16
gentles cr vigorous)

C Prints of arrival

1- Clarity of arrival kwhether p:ints of arrival are
clear or obscure)

2 Finality of arrival Nth.: degree CO wlricL acticn is
completed)

3 Emphasis of arrival cl with which
arrival is projected)
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D. Interaction of movement and arrival (the creation of phases
of musical movement)

1. Length of phases of movement

a. Short or long
b. Equal or unequal
c. Symmetrical or asymmetrical

2. Approach to the point of arrival

a. Steady approach
b. Increase in strength
c. Decrease in strength

II. Secondary concepts

A. Rhythm

1. Beat
2. Tempo
3. Meter

a. Simple
b. Cwpound

4. Note values

a. Upbeat
b. Downbeat
c. Syncopation

5. Rhythmic motives (patterns)
6. Larger rhythmic groups

a. Phrase
b. Petiod

B. Melody

1. Melodic contour

a. Definition. melodic movement
b. Contour patterns

(1) Rising
(2) Falling
(3) Remaining on a level
(4) Turning around one or two points
(5) Conjunct motion (connected)

(6) Disjunct motion (disconnected)
(7) Moving directly to a point.
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c. Charge in direction within a melody compensate for
one another.

d. Musical intervals

(1) Used to build melodic contour
(2) Different sizes of musical intervals contribute

to the impression of m3vement within a motive.
(3) Intervals are used to create ccnjunct and disjunct

motion.

e. MeloUic apex

(1) The peak of melodic contour
(2) Gives shape to a melody

f. Large-scale contour

(1) Directs musical movement
(2) Gives shape to passages

Melodic motives

a. Definition. the ccmbination of melodic contour and
rhythmic patterns or motives; phrases and periods
formed from melodic m,tives

b. Number of motives

(1) Varies from composition to composition
(2) May be many or few in ,:ne work

c. Variety of motives

(1) Varies from one work to another
(2) rhere may be a great variety of motives,

or they may be quit'2 similar.

d. Relationships between motives

(1) Repetition
(2) Variation
(3) Contrast
(4) These relationships contribute to form.

3. Treatment of melodic material

a. Definition. how a composer works with melody to
create a composition

b. Types of melodic material

(1) Tune
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(a) Complete
(b) SymmeEtical (contains balanced phrases and

pericds)
(c) Has a distinctive contour
(d) Has distinctive rhythmic motives
(e) Contains motives of similar style
(f) Has a small range; is easy to sing
(g) Most important: has a sense of completeness

of phrase relationships

(2) Subject (theme)

(a) Part of a larger composition
(b) Not complete (like a tune)
(c) It is a "topic for discussion."

(3) Figuration

(a) No strong character or profile
(b) Carries musical movement forward through

a pattern of short tones of equal value

c. Ways of handling melodic material

(1) Development

(a) The use of melodic motives to bind a piece
together

(b) Alteration of the original motive group
(make it shorter, longer, etc.)

(2) Sequence

(a) Restatement of a motive at a higher or
lower pitch to extend the phrase

(b) Uses melodic variation
(c) Used in the developmental process

(3) PictorialiFm

(a) Use of music to suggest literary ideas,
emotional states, action, locality

(b) Music, however, can have no exact meaning.

d Aspects of n'lodic movement and arrival

(1' Definition. the relationship of melody to
movement tend arrival

(2) Contour

(a) Relation to movement
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1) One point of arrival (the climax of a
melody) is the maximum of action.

2) It can be the peak of movement (the
upward or downward limit of the melody).

(b) Relation to arrival

1) Another point of arrival (the last tone
of the melody) is the completion of the
thought,

2) This tone is the work's final repose,
giving it a sense of completion.

(3) General interplay of movement and arrival in a
piece: relationship to melody

(a) The presentation of a melody is felt as a
stable point.

(b) The development of melodic motives represents
greater intensity of movement.

C. Texture

1. Definition. the total effect of many lines together; the
action of component Tarts or voices

2. Types of texture

a. Homophonic

(1) Consists of melody and accompaniment
(2) All voices have the same rhythmic pattern

(isometric).

b. Monophonic, one Line of music
c. Polyphonic

(1) Consists of several voices, with separate,
independent lines

(2) All voices are of equal importance (counterpoint).

(a) Imitation
(b) Round

(3) Phrase structure

(a) In homophonic texture, a break (caesura)
occurs at the end of a phrase.

(b) In polyphonic texture

1) Individual caesuras are covered by
movement in ocher parts.

2) There are no phrase endings.
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d. Give and take

(1) Basically a homophonic texture, with elements
of counterpoint

(2) Tone quality (instrumental color) aff lts the
homophonic and polyphonic aspects of compositions.

D. Harmony

1. Tonal center

a. Definition No. 1. a combination ^f tones, acting to
give the impression of a tonal center

b. Definition No. 2. the assertion of one tone over
others in a work

c. Tonic note. the central tone (tonal center) in a work
d. Means of assertion to establish a tonal center

(1) First impression. the tone occurs first in the
melody

(2) Frequency. the tone occurs often
(3) Length. the tone is longer than the others
(4) Final impression. the tone is last in the work

2. Stability and instability

a Stability and instability are created by toma
combinations.

b The qualities of these two terms are relative.

(1) Stability implies

(a) A feeling of rest; poise
(b) Consonancl
(c) Arrival in harmony

(2) Instability implies

(a) Motion; restlessness
(b) Dissonance
(c) Movement in harmony

c. The degree of stability differs for various intervals.

(1) The tritone, for instance, is very unstable.
(2) The position of intervals in the harmonic series

is linked with stability and instability.

d. Other concepts
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(1) Progression from the leading tone to tonic note
(2) Leading-tone harmonies
(3) Tension-resolution formula
(4) Interaction of harmony and rhythm to build

phrase structure

3. Key and scale

a. Definition. a series of relationships in which not
all notes are of equal importance

b. Tonic

(1) The central note of a group of tones; a point
of reference

(2) Function in a scale

(a) Lower tonic: point of departure
(b) Upper tonic: point of arrival

(3) Other notes depend on the tonic for their
relative positions.

(4) The tonic depends on other tones, however, for
clarification and support.

c. Major scale

(1) An rrrangement of whole and half steps
(2) Characterized by its strong ability to define

a tonic

d Minor scale

(I) Its ability to define a tonic is less strong
than ghat of the major scale.

(2) The minor third provides the characteristic
color of the minor key.

(3) Types of minor (differing according to their
arrangements of whole and half steps)

(a) Natural (diatonic)
(b) Harmonic
(c) Melodic

e Modes

f. Other systems of tones for mu,Acal composition

(1) Chromatic scale: consists of half steps, only
(2) Whole-tone scale: consists of whole steps, oil?),
(3) Atonality
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(a) All intervals are equal.
(b) There is no half/whole-step interaction.
(c) There is no tonal center.
(d) There is no tension-resolution.

4. Chords

a. Definition. the combination of three or more
different tones in a group

(1) Not a natural system
(2) Rather, an amplification of a single line of

music

b. Qualities of sound. Chords are certain combinations
in Western music, which became standardized because
the sounds of slme combinations were felt to be more
satisfactory than sounds of other combinations,

c. Movement

(1) Compo,s.ers could create harmonic progressions
(movements) with certain chords.

(2) This led to the system of key definition.

d. Harmonic point of arrival

(1) Construction of chords. Chords are built from
three tones--a root, a third, and a fifth,

(2) Chords contain consonant sounds frequently.
(3) Chords usually contain a perfect fifth.
(4) Chords can represent the tonic note if approached

by the tritone.

e. Types of chords

(1) Major triad

(a) Contains three notes

1) The middle note is a major third above
the lowest.

2) Tha outer notes form a perfect fifth.

(b) How it sounds: compact; well blended;
sonorous; sweet: "the most perfect
embodiment of harmonic balance, coherence,
and fullness"

(2) Minor triad
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(a) Contains a minor third above the lowest
note in the triad

(b) How is sounds: "not as bold and bright as...
the major triad...somewhat darker and rather
clouded in effect...lends itself to tragic
qualities of expression"

(3) Diminished triad

(a) Definition. a triad in which the fifth is
smaller than the perfect fifth

(b) How it sounds. "a hard, compact kind of
dissonant quality"

(c) Movement. used to carry movement forward

1) Reason: it contains the tritone.
2) It is not a point of arrival.

(4) Augmented triad

(a) Definition. a triad in which the fifth is
larger than the perfect fifth

(b) How it sounds. "rich, perhaps a bit
oversweet, suggesting nostalgia or a
poignant turn of feeling...unstable, but not
strongly dissonant"

(5) Seventh chord

(a) Definition. a four-note chord, with the
interval of a seventh between its two
outer tones

(b) Movement

1) It is dissonant in sound.
2) Thus, it serves for purposes of musical

movement.

g. Importance of chord types. They give different aspects
to music,

(1) A piece with many major chords gives a stable
effect.

(2) A piece with seventh chord;, ninth chords, and
tcitones gives the impression of restlessness
and motion.

5. Cadences

a. Definition. chord progressions used to create harmonic
effects of arrival, consisting primarily of a
relationship between tonic and dominant chords
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(1) Tonic chord. a chord built from the first degree
of the scale

(2) Dominant chord. a chord built from the fifth
degree of the scale

b. Types of cadences

(1) Authentic cadence

(a) Definition. a progression from the dominant
to the tonic chord (V-I), 14.Lh both chords
in root position

(b) This cadence has the effect of completion,
like the end of a sentence.

1) It is found at the ends of musical
periods.

2) It occurs at the conclusion of most
compositions.

(2) Half cadence

(a) Definition. a pause on the dominant chord
(V)

(b) This cadence is a partial ending.

1) It is a point of rest in a musical
period.

2) It is like a comma or a semicolon in
a sentence.

3) It is an incomplete harmonic statement.

(3) Deceptive cadence

(a) Definition. a progression from the
dominant to a chord other than the tonic;
typically, motion from the dominant to the
submediant (V-Vi)

(b) This cadence appears at the end of a period
in place of an authentic cadence.

(c) Effect on the listener

1) By substituting an unanticipated
chord in place of the tonic, the
listener is deceived.

2) The listener hears the surprise of an
unexpected sound.

3) By avoiding arrival, the composer
maintains and increases musical momentum.

4) The use of haruonic suspense through the
deceptive cadence gives greater point to
a later authentic cadence.
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(4) Plagal cadence

(a) Definition. a progression from the
subdominant to the tonic chord (IV-I)
in root position

(b) This cadence represents an afterthought.

1) It helps provide a transition from
artistic experience to the realities
of life.

2) It being:; movement to a scate of quiet.

(c) Effect on the listener. It has a settling,
calming effect,

c. Relationship of cadences to phrase structure

(1) Question-and-answer relationship. half cadence
to authentic cadence

(2) Complimentary and balancing. a series of
cadential formulas, which keep the action going
in an orderly way (especially in 18th century
music)

6. Distribution of tonal centers; modulation

a. Modulations. shifts of tonal center (1-ey) during a
piece to keep up interest

(1) Types: gradual; abrupt
(2) Function: to give large-scale contour to long

works

b. Methods of modulation

(1) Make a new tone so prominent that it takes on the
aspect of a tonal center.

(2) Make cadences in the new key; begin and end in
the "home" key.

(3) Gradual modulation

(a) Introduce a foreign tone (one that does not
belong in the principal key).

(b) This leads to the new key.
(c) More and more tones point toward this new

key.

(d) Then, make a strong cadence to the new key.

(4) Sudden modulation. The effect is striking and
bold, often with brilliant color contrasts,

E. Form

1. Definition. a plan, pattern, or formula which organizes
the effects of movement and arrival on a large scale
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a. The general blueprint of a piece

(1) The appearance of themes
(2) The order of themes
(3) The order of keys, sections, and movements

b. Continuity; climax; balance
c. Statement answered by counterstatement
d. Detail functions in relation to this pattern

(1) "The function of each gesture in the overall
scheme will make itself felt."

(2) The type of detail is not fixed, but is
individual to each composer and to each piece;
it includes:

(a) The amount of variation and contrast
(b) Repetitions

(1) Where they occur
(2) How maay there are

(c) Digressions (and nondigressions)
(d) How to begin and end

2. Possible relationships between statement and
counterstatement

Statement Possible counterstatements

1. Motive a. Repetition of the motive
b. Variation of the motive
c. Contrast

2. Melody a. Repetition of the melody
b. Use of a contrasting melody

3. Half cadence a. Authentic cadence

4. Tonal center
or key

5. Phrase

49u

a. Contrasting key
b. Retuln to the home key, as

a counterstatement to the
contrasting key

a Answering phrase of
comparable length, giving
rise to symmetrical
construction

b. Answering phrase (or
phrases) of markedly
different length, giving
rise to nonsymmetrical
construction
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3. Types of form (ways in which music extends itself in time)

a. Sectional structure

(1)

(2)

(3)

Definition. the addition of well-defined phrases
and periods to the original statement
Characteristics

(a) Clearly marked phrases and periods
(b) Well-defined points of arrival
(c) Phases of movement of approximately the

same length
(d) A sense of balance and clear-cut outlines
(e) The principal musical interest lies within

fixed limits.
(f) The melodic material used is valuable for

itself, not for what will happen to it.
(g) The work is neatly organized in distinct

sections.

Typical works with sectional structure

(a) Dances
(b) Marches
(c) Songs
(d) Theme and variations

(4) Specific forms

(a) Two-part structure (AB)

1) Statement and counterstatement
2) Perfect symmetry and balance
3) One phrase answered by another phrase
4) A half cadence answered by an authentic

cadence

5) Sonata form

(b) Three-part structure (ABA)

1) Brings back the first part of the piece
at the end

2) Rounds off the form more completely
3) Accompanied by a return of the original

melody (binding effect of melodic
repetition)

4) May be on sw'l or broad scale
5) Uniformity; many strong points of

arrival; evenly spaced

b. Continuous structure!
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(1) Definition. to spin out movement continuously,
without clearly marked articulations (breaks)

(2) Characteristics

(3)

(a)
(b)

(c)

Little uniformity
Few strong points of arrival
Points of arrival are not evenly spaced.

Modes of organization

(a) The rise and fall of Jynamic intensity
(b) The interweaving of m)tives or of statement

and counterstatement
(c) The maintenance of a ateady, unbroken flow

of time

The foregoing outliso based ca Ratner contains an excessive atten-
tion to details of harmony, reflecting what is probably an excessive
emphasis in the book itself. (In an introductory course, a discussion
of world tonal systems and other general topics would seem more
appropriate.) In the course of doing the exemplar analyses, harmony
was, of course, discussed in great detail. Howe/er, inclusion of all
the detailed definitions of chords and cadences (see D-4-e and D-5-b)
in the outline itself appeared, in retrospect, to have been unnecessary.
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Elements Approach: Basic Concepts (pp. 16-30)

Initial experimentation with the use of exemplar units in the
classroom revealed that students were not adequately prepared to deal
with this approach. Basic knowledge was lacking, and when attempts were
made to _each these basics within the exemplar unit, the results ware
frustration and discouinenent for both teacher and students. Prelim-
inary units were, therefore, constructed whose purposes were to intro-
duce students to rudimentary concepts and terminology, and to help
establish good habits of listening. These units were built around
part I--Primary Concepts--of the outline Conceptual Elements of Music
followed in the exemplar units. Teaching materials were selected for
helping students undersLand quality of soune: level, amount, and
color. Teaching units were created around qualities of movement and
arrival. Since ability to follow a musical score gave the students a
great advantage, teaching units on notation were developed. A listening
chart was created and used in class.

Suggested Preliminary Units for Music

1. Students should be as familiar as possible with the typical sound
and capabilities of all the orchestral instruments.

2. The teacher should attempt to differentiate briefly between noise
and music, without excluding the possibility of some very inter-
esting sounds being included in the realm of music.

a. Play some screaming sounds from popular records.
b. Play train whistle noises and other types, available from

stereo demonstration records.
c. Play some unusual sounds from nonwestern pieces.

3. Do some experimentation with a single musical line: play the same
line many different ways, each time changing one quality of sound.

a. Simple. Change one factor. Ex: single tones, played very
high, very low.

b. Complex. Change two or more factors. Ex: (Underlined factor
is the changed one.)

(1) High and staccato; low and staccato
(2) High and legato; low and legato
(3) High, staccato, loud; low, staccato, loud
(4) High, legato, Loud; low, legato, loud
(5) High staccato, soft; low, staccato, soft
(6) Hiel, legato, soft; low, legato, soft Etc., etc....

1. Long-range objectives, perhaps on eight-year plan. Order of
teaching musical principles:

a. Qualities of sound (basic)
b. Movement3

(Idea
c. Arrival l

of movement through time with a beginning,mioae, e.)
d. Consonance and dissonance
e, Phrase structure
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f. Texture

g. Rhythm
h. Harmonic action

Form

2 Justification for order of teaching musical principles: Ratner,

Leonard G. Music--The Listener's Art (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1957), p.v.

"We start with the listener's reaction to music. First, we listen.
What art the immo.diatP imprecsinnc? 'ital. mine] Sound itself,
its strength (sensory), its color, then the movement of sound, how
it is set in motion, its pace, its regularity, ho/4 it reaches a
point of arrival (formal). These effects carry expressive values
(expressive); they become our first criteria. Thus, at the very
outset, the listener can interpret his impressions in nontechnical
terms."

3. Qualities of so1.40. Justification for h,eginning with this:

a. Will catch students' attention
b. Fairly easy to hear
c. Great variety of sounds: insures enough teaching material,

without having to get technical
d. Many examples available
e. Abundant short examples, removable from context
f. Great differences in sound between various periods of music,

if approach is a historical one or a stylistic one

4. Qualities of sound. Principal - ategories:

a. Registration (high, medium, low)
b. Articulation (staccato, legato)
c. Timbre (color of instruments; of voices)
d. Amount (-hip:, full)
e. Dynamics (loud, soft)
f. Type of orchestration
g. Quality (brilliant, dull)
h. Range (pitch range; dynamic range)
i. Contrast of many factors. (Types: Sequential, following ore

upon the other; simultaneous, together.)
j. Homogeneous (blend)

5. Qualities of sound. Four principal types used here:

a. Registration (includes range); level of sound
b. Amount of sound (includes articulation)
c. Dynamics (strength of sound)
d. TI bre (color or quality of sound)

Registration

1. High. Mendelsohn-Bartholly, Felix, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Scherzo, op. 61, No. 1.
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a, Center of gravity very high
b. Bass line unimportant
c. Use of instruments in high ranges:

(1) Flute prominent throughout
(2) mm. 258-273: repeated high tones in violin I against main

melody in flute and clarinet
(3) mm. 296-323: viola and cello high in unison, with violin

I and II in rapid sixteenth-note figure.

2. Low. Liszt, Franz, Les Preludes. Score, p. 25-26; record, one
inch in from band 2.

a. nm. 109-118: low cello, supported by low clarinet.

3. Low. Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 3 in E
b
major, Op. 55

("Eroica"). Second movement, mm. 1-b.

a. Pitch low for all instruments (strings only, here):

(1) Violin I. Melody on G and D strings (lowest strings)
(2) Violin II. Mostly on G string (lowest string)
(3) Viola. Plays entirely on C string (lowest string)
(4) Cello. Fairly low
(5) Bass. Independent part (different from cellos); growling

sound of appogiaturas (very noticeable in Walter record
recommended).

4. Middle to high. Bartr5k, BAa, "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Book 6,
No. 140.

a. General level is middle to high.
b. Occasional contrasts. Low sections:

(1) mm. 5-7 (3) mm. 77-80
(2) mm. 17-19 (4) mm. 92-95

c. Some abrupt shifts:

(1) High to low (m. 92, m. 116)
(2) Low to high (m. 104, m. 126, m. 137)
(3) These cross over a steady "middle-level" flow (mm. 51-60)

d. General des:ent, high to low, at end (mm. 151-167)

5. Contrast between low and high (gradual). Liszt, Franz, Les Preludes,
mm. 3-9.

e. mm. 3-4: low strings (cello and bass in octaves)
b. mm. 5-6: higher strings (viola and violin I and II) in middle

range,

c. mm. 6-9: high winds (three flutes, two clarinets, two
bassoons).
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6. Wide range. Brahms, Johannes, Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68.
First novement, mm. 1-9.

a. Includes low, middle, high playing simultaneously:

(1) Low. Bass line on pedal point

(a) Double bass
(b) Timpani
(c) Contrabassoon
(d) Two horns on sustained tone

(2) Middle

(a) Viola

(b) Cgllo (though in high cello range)
(c) E horn (check this--not sure)

(3) High

(a) Violin I
(b) Woodwinds

7. Wide range. Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op.
67. Second movement.

a. Wide range through entire movement
b. Beginning. Low level:

(1) mm. 1-8
(2) Low strings

(a) Viola, cello (melody)
(b) Double bass (pizz. accompaniment)

c. Each section is on one level:

(1) mm. 1-8: low register
(2) mm. 8-10: medium register

(a) Repeats mm. 6.8
(b) Now in violin I and II, instead of lower strings

(viola and cello)

(3) mm. 10-15: high register

(a) Repetition, with extension
(b) In winds, with flute predominant

d. Sharp contrasts within sections. mm. 123-147 (second variation;
transition between its A and B sections):
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(1) mm. 123-132: string accompaniment in low register, with
"A" part of the theme appearing successively in different
registers.

(a) Medium register (mm. 127-129; clarinet solo)
(b) Low register (mm. 129-131; bassoon solo)
(c) High register (mm. 131 ff.; flute solo)

(2) mm. 133-146: High register

a. Winds only; flute predominant
b. Bottom drops out (i.e., no bass support)

(3) mm. 146-147: brief medium register section

(e) Transition to major section of full orchestra, with
brass (trumpets) predominant.

(h) Drops down an octave to a pair of horns, alone in
octaves.

(4) Other similar examples:

(a) mm. 158-166
(b) mm. 176-184

e. Outline of second movement form. For teacher use, only theme
and variations:

Theme 1-49

Variation 1 mm. 50-98
Variation 2 mm. 98-170
Variation 3 (minor) mm. 170-185
Variation 4 (canon) mm. 185-204
Coda L4rn. 205-247

Amount of Sound

1 Thin. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Scherzo, Op. 61, No 1.

a, mm. 1 -b

(1) Scoring very spare
(2) Extensive use of winds (paired woodwinds: flute,

clarinet, bassoon)
(3) Seldom is full orchestra employed.

b. Use of solo instrument, comkietely unsupported by accompani-
ment (mm. 93-98: violin 1 alce); or solo instrument lightly
accompanied (mm. 339-371: long flute solo, with very sketchy
orchestral accompaniment.)
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c. Rapid passage of material between solo instruments (mm. 151-159:
sixteenth note figure; clarinet to flute to violin I to viola).

d. Staccato articulation

(1) mm. 1-16: woodwinds; rapid staccato tonguing, typ!.cal
of whole piece.

(2) mm. 129-132: strings pizz. to support wind staccato.
(3) passim.: bass line is often pizz., to give lightness- -

but this is not especially audible in the record.
(4) m. 338-end: flute solo staccato in various registers.

2. Full. Brahms, Johannes, Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68. First
movement, mm. 1-9.

a. Whole orchestra
b. Much doubling

(1) Woodwind unisons
(2) String multiple octaves (violin I and II, cello)

c. Legato articulation

(1) Two simultaneous legato lines (ascending and descending)
(2) Note: "Legato" is marked in the score, to emphasize the

smooth quality of the lines

3. Variation: thin to full. Barta, Bela, "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos,
Book 6, No. 140.

a. Thin at beginning (mm. 1-7: ostinato figure)
b. Gradual increase and decrease several times:

(1) mm. 8-16
(2) mm. 20-28
(3) mm. 32-59, etc.

c. Full at end

(1) mm. 137-150 is climax
(2) Then decrease

4. Wide variation. Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 5 in C minor,
Op. 67. Second movement

a. Alternates between full and thin
b. Often, on)y a few instruments:

(1) mm. 131-143

(a) Winds only
(b) Total of only four instruments:
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1) Flute I
2) Oboe I
3) Clarinet I
4) Clarinet II

c. Occasionally, full orchestra for long period:

(1) mm. 114-123
(2) mm. 147-156

(a) Full orchestra
(b) Total of 13 woodwind, brass, timpani
(c) Large :string orchestra, including triple stops

Dynamics

1. Soft. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Scherzo, Op. 61, No. 1

a. Soft throughout, with only a few crescendo and forte passages.

2. Loud. Brahms, Johannes, Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68, First
movement, mm. 1-9

a. Marked forte
b. Instruments scored in their sonorous ranges to sound loud
c. Massed orchestral forces accent desired quality of loudness

3. Vary. Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67.
Second movement

a. Different dynamics identified with amount:

(1) Few instruments: soft (mm. 123-147)
(2) Many instruments: loud (mm. 147-156)

4. Vary. Bart8k, BLa. "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140.

a. Contrasts between forte and piano:

(1) Some are sharp and sudden

(a) m. 1 (forte to piano)
(b) m. 10 (piano to forte)

(2) Some are gradual

(a) mm. 32-60 (crescendo, then desc'escendo)

b. Contrasts between:

(1) Soft, f1,11 sounding (mm. 62-73)

(2) Loud, thin (mm. 81-91)
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5. Gradual increase (large-scale crescendo by adding instruments).
Ravel, Maurice, Bolero. (Page and measure numbers refer to the
Durand score.)

Page Measure Instruments added Dynamic level
1 1 Snare drum, viola, cello (ostinato

rhythmic figure) pp

1 5 Solo FLUTE (melody) pp

3 1 Flute II (ostinato) pp

3 3 Solo CLARINET (melody) p

4 7 Harp (ostinato) p

5 1 Solo BASSOON (melody) mp
7 2 Eb CLARINET p

(Note. No real increase in number of
instruments, yet, because each soloist
has dropped out after his solo.)

9 3 Bassoon I and II alternate (replace flute
on ostinato) mp

Also. Violin II (divisi 1 4, pizz.) P
Double Bass p

9 5 OBOE D'AMORE (melody) IT_______
11 5 Horn, ,violin I (ostinato) p

11 7 High FLUTE and muted TRUMPET in octaves
(melody) PP; ml

13 7 Muted trumpet, low flute mp; p
14 1 TENOR SAXOPHONE (melody) mp

16 1 Oboe and English horn p

16 3 SOPRANINO SAX (later to SOPRANO SAX) on
melody mp

18 3 Rhythm: Flute, horn, bass, clarinet,
bassoon mp; mf

19 1 Melody: PICCOLO I and II, HORN CELESTE pp

23 1 Rhythm: All strings, three muted trumpets,
horn, bassoon mf

23 3 Melody: OBOE, OBOE D'AMORE, ENGLISH HORN,
CLARINET I and II (octaves) mf

27 3 Rhythm: Various instruments mf

28 1 Melody: TROMBONE mf
32 1 Tatte: Various instruments f

32 3 Melody.: TENOR St'X, CLARINET I and II
(octaves), ENGLISH HORN, OBOE I and Ii
(thirds), PICCOL% FLUTE I and II (,-hirds) f

ETC., ETC., ETC....

6. Gradual decrease (large-scale decrescendo by subtracting
instruments). Tschaikowsky, P., Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74
("Path6tique"). Last movement, m. 126 ff.

a. mm. 104-126: short crescendo; rapidly approaches the peak,
which Tschaikowsky will then decrescendo to the end.

b. Methods of approach:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Dynamic markings: crest. to fff (m. 115)
to a

of

Raise pitch: rising line (especially in violin I)
very high range
Expand total orchestral range (see: m. 116: polarity
violin I and double basses)
Add instruments

(a) Start with high strings, only
(b) Add:

1) m. 106: horn I, III
2) m. 108: Elute I, oboe I, II, clarinet I,

horn II, IV
II,

3) m. 109: flute II
4) m. 110: flute III
5) m. 111: bassoon I, II, trumpet I
6) m. 112: trumpet II
7)' m. 114: trombone III
8) m. 115: tuba, timpani, trombone II
9) m. 120: trombone I

(5) Marcato e pesante playing style (marked in score)
(6) Faster notes at peak

c. Total instrumentation at peak. Approximately 75:

(1) Flutes-3 (9) Timpani-1
(2) Oboes-2 (10) Tam-tam-1
(3) Clarinets-2 (11) Violin 1-12-16
(4) Bassoons-2 (12) Violin 11-12-16
(5) Horns-4 (13) Violas-8-10
(6) Trumpets-2 (14) Cellos-10-12
(7) Trombones-3 (15) Double Eass-8
(8) Tuba-1

d. Methods of gradual decrease

(I\ Gradually drop instruments
(2) Reduce speed of notes and tempo
(3) Reduce dynmic level from fff to pppp
(4) Use mutes
(5) Many rests and pauses
(6) From high to low: use instruments in low ranges, as well

as low-pitched instruments.
(7) Employ dark timbres
(8) Reduce total orchestral range from distantly spaced to

close spacing.

e. Detailing

(1) mm. 126-137
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(a) Double bass less active (sustained tone, only)
(b) Trombone: reduce their numbers, and drop out
(c) Horn: reduce their numbers
(d) Trumpet: drop altogether
(e) Oboe; flute: retain for 4 mm., then drop

(2) mm. 137-146

(a) Trombone and tuba choir, only (reduce dynamics from
a to ppoPP)

(3) mm. 147-end

(a) Begin with medium-sized group of instruments, but
not in their characteristic ranges:

1) 2 flutes: low range

2) 2 oboes: low range

3) 2 clarinets: low range
4) 2 bassoons: neutral middle range
5) 2 horns: low rang.

6) 2 trombones: middle range
7) Violin I and II: middle range; alternate with:
8) Viola and cello: middle range
9) Double bass: middle range

(b) Effect is weaker than before (less brilliant)
(c) Decrescendo by dropping instruments:

1) m. 151: drop; 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 trombones
Use lower ranges: 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons

2) m. 153: drop; 1 horn
3) m. 154: drop; violin I and II
4) m. 155: drop; 2 clarinets, 1 horn

5) m. 159: drop,; violas

6) m. 163: drop,; 2 bassoons

only cello and double bass remain

(d) Other methods of decrescendo, after most instruments
have dropped out

1) m. 152 (clarinet): lower pitch right before
dropping out

2) m. 156 (cello): weaken sound by divisi and by
alternating small groups

3) m. 165 (double bass): weaken strength of sound
with pizz. and rests

Timbre

1. Brilliant. Bach, J. S., Brandenburg Concerto No. 2. Third move-
ment, mm. 1-57. (Short movement; whole movement may be played,
if desired.)
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a. Instrumentation: use of Baroque high trumpet as soloist in high
range.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Trills
Rapid figuration
Repeated notes

Piercing tone quality
Articulation: sharp staccato tonguing

b. Contrast between sections with trumpet and those without
trumpet increase sense of brilliance.

(1) rnm. 1-26: with trumpet
(2) mm. 27-40: without trumpet

(3) mm. 41-57: with trumpet

2. Brilliant. Beethoven, Ludwig van, Leonore Overture No. 3, Allegro,
p. 8, measure 12 (letter A) to p. 14, measure 8 (letter B).

a. Full orchestra, playing ff
b. Brilliance achieved by:

(1) Fast tempo
(2) High registration, particularly in violin I and II, flute

I and II.

c. Also. Melody figure (ascending triad) played by bright sound-
ing high brass: two horns and two trumpets in fairly high range.

3. Muffled. Weber, C. M. von, Oberon Overture, Adagio sostenuto,
mm. 1-21 (especially mm. 1-9).

a. Small orchestra

(1)

(2)

(3)

Soloists
Soft dynamics
Medium instrumental ranges

b. Muffled quality results specifically from:

(1) Use of horn: piano, dolce, legato
(2) Mutes on violin I and II

4. Dark. Liszt, Franz, Les Preludes, mm. 109-130

a. Masses orchestral crescendo: from low range to high
b. Feeling of tension (ominous; something about to happen)

implemented by string tremolos

5. Heavy, lean. Britten, Benjamin, The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra, pp. 40-43 ("Variation L").

a. Brass quartet, trombone I and II, bass trombone, tuba
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b. Timbre accentuated by accompanimelt: high staccato contrasting
woodwinds.

6. Wide range. ,zarttlY, Bela, "Ostinato,1 Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No.

140

a. Wide range

(1) Dark (mm. 1-7)

(2) Brilliant (mm. 104-115; mm. 138-150)

b. Sharp contrasts (m. 81)
c. Many special effects

(1) Pianistic; virtuoso
(2) Closely spaced chord clusters in the bass (mm. 1-7),

(m. 81)

(3) Percussive quality: hammen.rg of repeated notes and
chords (m. 104)

(4) Piano's wide range employed (six octaves, here)
(5) Speed and dexterity: crossing of hands, usa of complex

accidentals, etc. (not audi,:e: need score and/or live
performance for this)

7. Wide range. Beethoven, Ludwig van, SEmphony No. 5 in C minor, Or.
67, second movement

a. Mellow: mm. 1-8 (cello predomirant)
b. Brilliant: mm. 147-156 (trumpet fanfares, reinforced by high

flutes)

c. Dark: mm. 123-131 (low strings: clarinet and bassoon solos)
d. Light: mm. 166-176 (third variation, in minor)
e. Many different instrumental colors used
f. Sharp ,...ontrast of trumpet fanfares against the rest of the

orchestra: mm. 31-38, mm. 80-8', mm. 147-156

8. Shifts (between brilliant and subdu.!c). Mozart, W. A., Symphony
No. 38 in D major, K. 504 ("Prague"). First movement, Allegro,
mm. 37-97 (third beat).

a. Characteristics of brilliant passages:

(1) Use of many instruments
(2) Woodwinds very prominent
(3) High ranges in woodwinds ( especially flute)

(4) Staccato articulation (particularly woodwinds)
(5) Loud dynamic level
(6) Accent off-beats (see: mu. 55 ff.: second and fourth

heats receive accent)
(7) Sustained tones are outstanding (especially in flute)

because of registration
(8) Wide spacing between insttuments
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b. Characteristics of subdued passages:

(1) Few instrurnento

(2) Strings predominate; or strings with a woodwind soloist
(3) Low ranges
(4) Soft dynamics
(5) Fairly legato articulation
(6) Some sustained tones
(7) Close spacing

c. Examples of 'hilts between brilliant and subdued:

(1) mm. 37-42: subdued

(2) mm. 43-45: brilliant

(3) mm. 45-54: subdued

(4) mm. 55-71: brilliant
(5) mm. 71-80: subdued
(6) mm. 81-95: grows to brilliant through a crescendo
(7) mm. 95-97: subdued

Materials

Books

Ratner, Leonard G., Music--The Listener's Art (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1957).

Scores

Bcch, J. S., Brandenburg Concerto No. 2, Philharmonia Miniature No.
94. Third movement, p. 25.

Barta, 141a, "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140. Winthrop
Rogers Edition, Boosey and Hawkes, Limited, Vol. VI, pp. 26-31.

Beethoven, Ludwig van, Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72a, M. Baron, Inc.,
miniature.

Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 3 in E
b

major, Op. 55 ("Eroicau).
Second movement, p. 36, M. Baron, Inc., miniature.

Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67. Kalmus
Miniature Orchestra Score No 5. Second movement, p. 31.

Brahms, Johannes, Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68. Eulenburg
Miniature, No. 425. First movement, p. 1.

Britten, Benjamin, The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra, Op. 34
(Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Purcell). Hawkes Pocket Score
(Boosey and Hawkes) No 606.

Liszt, Franz, Les Preludes. Edition Eulenburg No. 449.
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Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Scherzo, Op.
61, No. 1. Kalmus Miniature Orchestra Score No. 81, pp. 1-33.

Mozart, W. A., Symphony No. 38 in D major, K. 504 ("Prague"). First
movement, Allegro. Philharmonia Miniature No. 61, p. 7.

Ravel, Maurice, Bolero, Durand and C1e, Paris.

Tschaikowsky, P., Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74 ("Pathe'tique").
Fourth movement, Eulenburg Miniature No. 479, p. 185.

Weber, C. M. von, Oberon Overture, Philharmonia Miniature No. 23.

Records

Bach, J. S., Brandenburg Concerto No. 2, third movement. London LS226,
Karl Mlinchinger and the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra. Side DRL 393,
band 3.

BartOk, 141a, "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140, Columbia SL-229.
Gyorgy Sandor, Piano (Vol. III), side 2 (ML 5084), band 4.

Beethoven, Ludwig van, Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72a, Angel 35258.
Otto Klemperer and the Philharmonia Orchestra. Side XAX 674, band 2.

Beethoven, Ludwig van, 2zmphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55, ("Eroica"),
second movement. Columbia ML 5320. Bruno Walter and the Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, side 1, band 2,

Beethoven, Ludwig van, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67, second move-
ment. Angel 35843, Otto Klemperer and the Philharmonia Orchestra,
side 1, band 2.

Brahms, Johannes, Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68, first movement.
Columbia ML 5789. Bruno Walter and the Columbia Symphony Orchestra,
side 1, band 1.

Britten, Benjamin, The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra, Op. 34

(Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Purcell). If available:
Columbia MI., 5783. Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Otherwise. London LL917. Eduard van Beinum and the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam. About one inch from label.

Liszt, Franz, Les Preludes, Columbia ML 5198. (Main title: "Dukas:
The Sorcerer's Apprentice"), Dmitri Mitropoulos and the New York
Philharmonic. Side marked x"Lp" 41495, band 2.

MeAelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix, A Midsummer Night's Dream. Scherzo, Op.
61, No. 1 RCA Victrola VIC-1023. Pierre Monteux and the Vienna
Philharmonic, side 1, band 2.

Mozart, W. A. Symphony No. 38 in D major, K. 504 ("Prague"), Allegro,
first movement. Angel Records 35408. Otto Klemperer and the
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Philharmonia Orchestra. Side XAX 993, about three-fourths inch in
from band 1.

Ravel, Maurice, Bole.co, RCA Victor LM 1984. Charles Munch and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra (Main title: "The Virtuoso Orchestra"),
side 2, band 1.

Tschaikowsky, P., Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74 ("Pathetique").
Columbia ML 4544. Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra,
side 2, band 2.

Weber, C. M. von, Oberon Overture, RCA Victor LM 6026 (Main title:
"A Toscanini Omnibus"). Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, side 2, band 1.
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Sample Lesson Plan (pp. 31-37)

Lesson plans based on various approaches were developed to
teach basic concepts, to begin to organize an eight-year plan, and
to prepare students for dealing with the exemplar approach. Only
a few of the lesson plans are given here which show the implementation
of the ideas of Ratner.

Other lesson materials in the rear of this appendix were developed
to fill perceived gaps in the adapted structure.

QUALITIES OF SOUND (TIMBRE-ORCHESTRAL COLOR IN MUSIC)

Unit No. 1, Lesson Plan No. 4

Instructional Unit: Timbre-Orchestral Color in Music

References; Ratner, Leonard G. Music =The Listener's Art. Second
edition. (New York: McGrawHill Co., Inc., 1966)

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

1. Bring out your immediate impressions and reactions
to music.

2. Establish guideposts for listening to music, based
on these impressions and reactions.

B. Reasons. Music is a very personal thing; it means some-
thing different to each individual person. Today, with
all the various pressures on us to conform--to fit into
a preconceived pattern--music provides a way out. Because
there are so many different kinds of music, because so many
possibilities for musical combination exist, because of
the diversity of human beings, no two people hear exactly
alike. About the only quality people have in common, perhaps,
is flat the more they listen to music, the more they hears

II. Explanation and demonstration

A. Timbre. One of the first qualities about a piece that strikes
people i3 how brilliant or how muffled a sc comes out.
What is it about a parade that thrills us? Generally, it
is not only what we see, but what we hear--the sound of a
barely audible band in the distance coming gradually closer,
finally blaring out in all its brilliance. ;r,-!n we hear

something that sounds dull or bright, we are listening to
its color--or timbre. Now, let's hear some extremes of timb:.e.

B. Brilliant timbre. First, let's listen to an extraordinarily
bright sound, made principally by A trumpet playing much
higher than any normally in use This kind of trumpet was in
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use several hundred years ago, and today, when practically
nobody plays it anymore, it requires a real virtuoso to play
it well.

Note. Play Bach's BrendenburQ Concerto No. 2, third movement, as
specified in the appendix attached to this lesson plan. Since this
is a very short movement, it may be played in its entirety, if
desired.

Teacher information. The instrumentation employs the Baroque high
trumpet'as a soloist in its high range. The part is a virtuoso
one, containing trills, rapid figuration, repeated notes, and
sharp staccato tonguing. The instrument used in this recording
(see appendix) has a piercing tone quality. Contrasts between
sections with the trumpet and ',hose without thet instrument serve
to increase the work's sense of brilliance. These passages are:

mm. 1-26: with trumpet
mm. 27-40: without trumpet
mm. 41-57: with trumpet

c. Brilliant timbre. Here is another example of a brilliant
sound.

Note. Play Beethoven's Leonore Overture No. 3, Allegro section,
from p. 8, m. 12 (letter A) to p.14, m. 8 (letter B), using the
record and score specified in the accompanying appendix.

Teacher information. This selection is for full orchestra, playing
fortissimo. Its brilliance is achieved by the combination of:
1) fast tempo, 2) high registration, particularly in the case
of violins I and II and flutes I and II, and 3) the use of two
horns and two trumpets in fairly high range on a melody figure (an
ascending triad).

D. Muffled timbre. Less frequently, composers use a muffled
sounding orchestra. The rather dulled effect might have
reminded someone at one time of an orchestra playing with
mufflers wrapped around their instruments; perhaps that is
why it is referred to as a "ruffled" sound. When you are
listening to this next piece, try to figure out why it sounds
so different from the two works you just heard.

Note, Play Weber's Oberon Overture, Adagio sostenuto (mm. 1-21)--
concentrating particularly on the first nine measures.

Teacher information. This work employs a small orchestra, consisting
primarily of Instruments employed as soloists. It is notable for
its soft dynamics and use of medium-level instrument ranges,
deliberately steering away from brilliance or virtuosity.
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The muffled quality results specifically from the use of
horns playing piano, dolce, and legato, as well as from muted
first and second violins.

E. Dark timbre. Another kind of timbre gives a feeling of great
tension--an ominous feeling that something is about to happen.
We might call this a dark timbre.

Note. Flay an excerpt from Liszt's Les Preludes, mm. 109-130,
only.

Teacher information. This section consists of a gassed orchestral
crescendo, going from low to high range. The feeling of great
tension is implemented by string tremolos.

F. Heavy, lean timbre. Now let's listen to the heavy, but spare,
sound of a brass quartet: two trombones, bass trombone, and
tuba.

Note. Play an excerpt ("Variation L") from Britten's The Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra, using the preferred recording of
the two listed in the appendix, if available.

Teacher information. The timbre of this section is accentuated
by its contrasting accompaniment: high staccato woodwinds (this
is a contrast of registration, articulation, and orchestral
timbre).

G. Wide range of timbre. All of the pieces we have heard today
have had one type of timbre predominating. Let's hear some
familiar works of a more subtle nature: their timbre covers
a wide range, from dark to brilliant.

(1) In the first piece, listen to the special effects the
composer has used to take advantage of the possibilities
of the piano. Sometimes, the pianist plays many notes
simultaneously and close together--almost as thought he
had sat down on the piano, instead of the piano bench.
Other times, it sounds as though he were playing a drum,
instead of a piano, as he repeatedly hammers out notes.

Note. Play TartAls "Ostinato," from the Mikrokosmos, book 6,
No. 140.

Teacher Information. This is a piece of wide range in timbre, from
dark (mm. 1-7) to brilliant (mm. 104-115; mm. 138-150), as well as
one of sharp contrasts in timbre (see m. 81, for example).

Many special effects enliven this pianistic, virtuoso piece.
Among them are:
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(a) The closely spaced chord clusters in the bass (mm. 1-7;
m. 81).

(b) The peccussive quality of repeated, hammered notes and
chords (m. 104).

(c) The employment of the piano's extremely wide range (six
octaves are used, here).

(d) The speed and dexterit7 of execution required of the
performer: the crossing of hands, and the use of complex
accidentals. Of course, _his is not audible; one would
need a score and live performance to completely appreciate
the technical difficulties of performance.

(2) Now, listening to Beethoven's SuptFifttiorzi once again,

see if you can differentiate between mellow and brilliant,
between light and dark sounds in the orchestra. Many
different orchestral colors are used; you should have no
trouble hearing the trumpet fanfares against the rest of
the group, for instance.

Note. Play Beethoven's Symphony No. 5, second movement.

Teacher information. Different timbres appear as fo)lows:

(a) Mellow: mm. 1-8 (cello predominant).
(b) Brilliant: mm. 147-156 (trumpet fanfares, reinforced by

high flutes).
(c) mm. 123-131 (low st,4.ngs; clarinet and bassoon

solos).
(d) Light: mm. 166-176 (third variation, in mivlor).
(e) Sharp contrast of trumpet fanfares against the rest of

the orchestra: mm. 31-38; mm. 80-87; mm. 147-156.

H. Shifts between brilliant and subdued timbre. A very interesting
way that a composer can hold your attention is by constantly
shifting between brilliant and subdued timbres. Here is an
example of this technique.

Note. Play Mozart's Symphony No. 38, first movement, Allegro
section, mm. 37-97 (to the third beat of n. 97).

Teacher information. In this work, characteristics of brilliant
passages are:

(1) The use of many instruments.
(2) Woodwinds are very prominent.
(3) The woodwinds play in their high ranges--particularly the

flute.
(4) Staccato articulation--especially the woodwinds.
(5) The loud dynamic level.
(6) The off-beats are accented (see: mm. 55 ff., in which the

second and fourth beats receive the accent).
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(7) Because of their registration, the sustained tones are
outstanding--particularly in the flute.

(8) Wide spacing between instruments.

Characteristics of subdued sections are:

(1) Few instruments are used.
(2) Strings predominate; sometimes they are used with a woodwind

soloist.
(3) Instruments are employed in their low ranges.

(4) Soft dynamics are used.
(5) Articulations are generally legato.
(6) Some sustained tones appear.
(7) The spacing is close.

Examples of shifts between brilliant and subdued passages are:

mm. 37-42: Subdued
mm. 43-45: Brilliant
mm. 45-54: Subdued

mm. 55-71: Brilliant
mm. 7180: Subdued

mm. 81-95: Grows to brilliant through a crescendo

mm. 95-97: Subdued

III. Review

A. Student questions: Clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions. Emphasize the fact that
they are free to break in with questions at any time during the
lesson.

B. Summary of the lesson. Timbre (orchestral color) helps to keep
music vital and interesting to the listener. Sometimes a piece
which would sound very dull on the piano comes alive because of
its orchestration.

C. Closing statement. Now, in addition to registration, amount of
sound, and dynamics, you can try to listen to the timbre of a
composition. After a while, you'll be able to identify a
composer by the timbre of his orchestra, just as, if you knew
him today, y,11 coild probably recognize him on the phone by
the sound of his
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Ratner, Leonard G. Music-The Listener's Art. Second edition.
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1966).

Scores

BartOk, BAa. "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140.
Winthrop Rogers, Edition, Boosey and Hawkes, Ltd., Vol. VI,
pp. 26-31.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Leonore Overture No. 3, Op. 72a, Allegro,
M. Baron, Inc., miniature, p. 8, m. 12 (letter A) to p. 14, m. 8
(letter B),

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67. Kalmus
Miniature Orchestra Sore No. 5. Second movement, p. 31,

Britten, Benjamin. The Youngperson's Guide to the Orchestra.
Op. 34 (Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Purcell). Hawkes
Pocket Score (Boosey And Hawkes) No. 606. Variation L: pp.

40-43.

Liszt, Franz. Les Preludes. Edition Eulenburg No. 449, mm. 109-130
(pp. 25-26.)

Mozart, W. A. sxmatiqurra,j8 in D major, K. 504 ("Prague").
Philharmonia Miniature No. 61. First movement, Allegro,

mm. 37-97 (p. 7 ff.).

Weber, Carl Maria von. Oberon Overture, mm. 1-21 (Adagio
sostenuto). Philhamcnia Miniature No. 23.

Records

Bach, Johann Sebastian. Brandenburg Concerto No, 2. Third
movement. London LS226. Karl Munchinger and the Stuttgart
Chamber Orchestra. Side DRL 393, band 3.

Bartok, Be la. "Ostinato," Mikrokosmos, Bock 6, No. 140. Columbia
SL-229. Gyorgy Sardcr, Piano (Vol. Ill). Side 2 (ML 5084),
band 4.

Beethoven, Ludwig ran. Leonore Overtire No. 3, Op. 72a, Angel
35258. Otto Klemperer and the Philharmonia Orchestra. Side XAX,
band 2.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. arILLDnv No. 5. in C minor, Op. 67. Second
movement. Angel 35843. Otto Klemperer and the Philharmonia
Orchestra. Side 1, band 2.
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Britten, Benjamin. The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra,
Op. 34 (Variations and Fugue on a Theme of Purcell).

If available. Columbia ML 5183. Eugene Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra (Main title: Prokofiev: Pete:

the Wolf, Op. 67). Side x "Lp" 39643; otherwise London 1'1917.
Eduard van Beinum and the Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam. About one ir.ch from the label.

Liszt, Franz. Les Preludes. Columbia ML 5198. (Main title:
Dukas: The Sorcerer's Apprentice), Dimitri Mitropoulos and
the New York Philharmonic. Side x "Lp" 41495, band 2, one
inch in.

Mozart, W. A. Symphony No. 38 in D major, K. 504 ("Prague").
l!irst movement, Allegro. Angel Records 35408. Otto Klemperer
and the Philharmcnia Orchestra. Side XAX 993, about 3/4 inch
from band 1.

Weber, Carl Maria von. Oberon Overture. RCA Victor LM 6026
(Main title: A Toscanini Omnibus). Arturo Toslanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 2, band 1.
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Sample Lesson Plan (pp. 38-50)

QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT (UNIT NO. 2)(EXAMPLES FOR TEACHING)

I. Suggested order of teaching musical principles. Long-range
objectives for ar eight-year plan.

1. Qualities of sound
2. Qualities of movement
3. Arrival
4. Consonance and dissonance
5. Phrase structure

6. Texture
7. Rhythm
8. Molody
9. Harmonic action

10. Form

II. Definition cf movement. The progression of sound in time. (Source:

Leonard G. Ra"-er, Music--The Listener's Art /New York: McGraw-Hill
Co., Inc., 19571, p. 6).

III. Justification for plaNg MOVEMENT second

1. Includes some fundamentals of music

a. Speed
b. Continuity

2. These concepts ate teachable on a rudimentary level,
3. The unit reqdres very little previous knowledge in order to

be comprehensible,
4. "Sound is the raw material of music...the point of departure

in the musical experience....Yet sound alone is not music. Some-
thing has to happen to, the sound. It must move forward in time.
Everything that takes place musically involves the movement of
sound...." (Ratner, pp. 1-2).

5, Close liuk between. MOVEMENT and human experience (Ratner, p. 6)

a. Similarity between musica movement and physical movement

(1) Music to accompany the dance
(2) Music tr) accompany ceremonies
(3) Music to accompany the drama

b. Relation of misical movement to em-)tional experience

(1) Suggestion. of moods, emctio..,1 states

(2) Fast: aFscoiated wit*, vigorous physical action,
excitement; Ilttle reflection

(3) SL,w: gives impression of concentration, reflection,
deep .rd deliberate stirring of feelings; conveys
relaxed quality

IV. Qualities of m:vement. Principal categories

1. Pace: fast, m:cicrate, Flow
2. Regularity: regular, irregular
3. Flow: vigorous, gentle; tense, relaxed; other?
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V. Qualities of movement. Generalizations about various stylistic
periods

1. Pace

a. Slow: Romantic
b. Moderate: Renaissance (sacred, vocal)
c. Vigorous, active, rapid:

(1) Renaissance (secular, instrumental)
(2) Late Baroque
(3) Classic
(4) Modern

2. Regularity

a. Differs from style to style: Renaissance
b. Steady:

(1) Renaissance
(2) Late Baroque ("mororic")
(3) Classic (influence of song and dance)

c. Sharp contrasts: Early Baroque
d. Uncertain flew; shifting; unsteady:

(1) Baroque
(2) Romantic

e. Wide range:

(1) Barccu2
(2) Classic
(3) Romantic
(4) Modern

f. Imbalanced:

(1) Rotrantic

(2) Modern

g. Cross - rhythms: Modern

3. Flow

a. Gentle: Renaissance
b. Growing vigor: Baroque
c. Strong: Classic
d. Less vigorous: 11-_,mantic

e. PercusE:ivt: Modern
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Examples of Slow Pieces: Varying Degrees of Regularity and Flow

1. Ravel, Maurice. 'Ondine,' Gaskaalde la Nuit (beginning).

a, Pace. Slow
b. Regularity. Steady, moderate level; no strong drive

(Impressionism)
c. Flow. No sharp breaks

2. Mozart, W. A. R.e.%ii,ea. F. 626. Beginning (orchestral introduction),
mm. 1-8.

a. Pace. Vety slow (Adagio)
b. Regularity:

(1) Carefolly measur...d opening

(2) Rigid pointing cut of beats in strings
(3) Wtodwind ,SOCE freec

c, Flow. No marked breaks in sound

3. Beethoven, Licuig vat.. am21.7,onv N,L,3 in Eb major, Op. 55
("Eroita'). 2nd m:Aement, mm.. 1-16.

a. Foie, Slow (Adagi assai)
b. Regularity. Yes
c. Flow. St -p at t:re end of each phrase

4. Beethoven, Ludwig ,S _nv N2, 5 in C minor, Op. 67.
2nd movement_.

a. Pace

(1)

(2) But wi tt swi-g',r,g sense mov.ement (mm. 1-8: dotted
rhythms.)

b. Regularity

(1) Regtiar.

(2) Except. t ,k.:,toril r..ments of pause (secticnalization
by pau.,-,:s):

(a) m. 8
(b) m. 10
(c) m. 7 5

(d) m. 1.9

(e) 7 22

c. Flo4

1. Con t r !.,w,rg: Lrlt, evtn (in. 1-8)
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2. Deviations in sections of contn.at

a. Sense of the suspension of movement

(1) mm. 10-15
(2) mm, 19-20 (repeated cadences)

b. Bold, driving trumpet fanfares (mm. 32-38)

3. Occasionally broadening into grand manner, especially when
fullness of sound is involved

a. trap. 32-38

b. mm. 78-87

5. Hindemith, Paul. Symphony No. 3, Op. 22. 1st movement, m. 5ff.

a. Pace: Slow
b. Regularity:

1. Faster in drive to points of arrival ( p. 2: "Ein wenig
drgngen")

2. Slower after arrival (p. 2: "GehaltenTfitenuto")

c. Flow:

1. This piece is an example of Neoclassicism.
2. Inclined to be steady, purposeful, with indications of

a drive to rhythmic and harmonic points of arrival
3. Sense of phrase and period structure quite clear
4. Often--strongly maintained relationship of statement and

counter statement

Examples of Moderately Paced Pieces
Varying Degrees of Regularity and'Flow

1. Anon. Laus Deo Patri ("Praise Be to God, the Father")
Gregorian Chant Antiphon.

a. Face. Moderate
b. Regularity

1. Very regular
2. Smoothness is a feature of the style

c. Flow

1. Continuous flow
2. Caesuras for breathing, only
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2. Mozart, W. A. Overture to Don Giovanni, K. 527. Andante
section, only.

a. Pace. Moderately F:'.C,W and moving (Andante)
b. Regularity. Samo tempo throughout
c. Flow

(1) Speed of .r.ctes c=-,anges; gives flux to tempo

(2) exx.

(a) Paio-e on c.hods (rm. 18, 20)
(b) Followed by rapid sixteenth notes to build

momentm (m. 23fi)

3. Mozart, W. A. "Mensiecto,' from Cassation No 2 in Bb, K. 99
(63a).

a. Pace. Mcerate
b. Regularity

(1) Steady; be danced tc,

(2) Strctz of t'ne. dance (minuet)

(3) Tempo siightiy slower at Trio

c. Flow

(1) Stuady seitiors

(2 Change a': it (ma,. 2 and 3, third beat of each)

Byra, A.maire," from rr.,Irss Morley's "First
Bos,ls of Consort Less s,' ArthAogy first published in 1599.

a. Pace. Mode.aue to vigorois
b. Regularity. Yes
c. Flow

ll

(1) Ba:d rhytrsmir. patterns J ) ; Jr) ) 01o )

(2) Varied by differ,t fiszuration and rhythmic values
(3) Ritard in perf,:,s-:may..e at the end

(Note.: 're pecf,:rmers play sccre through twice).

5. Strauss, Johann, Jr. Or the Beautifiulyue Danube (Waltz), Op.
314. Piano s,s;te: D. 3, first: four lines, only.

a. Pace. Moderate Avaltz
b. Regularity. d lo:t faAer in the recording
c. Flew. Ree,lar, welt - defined Freaks 1.1 the flow of sound

Examples of Fa&n FiuLes
Vayyi-e Direes if Ree,.larity and Flow

1. Bach, J. S. 13ta:.dtrbi-Ig_Concetto_11.5. First movement.

a. Pace. Fast. (Ail?r,:i
b. Regularity. Crnsistent tempo
c. Flow. Constant f rward drive

2. Bach, J. S. "Baisne-re,' Of.hesrtii_S,qe No._2 in B
minor (S. 1067).

a. Pate. Vig:r
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b. Regularity. Steady ("motoric") throughout piece (slight ritard
in performance at end of piece)

c. Flow. Forward drive

3. Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55
("Eroica"). First movement to m. 45.

a. Pace. Quick; vivacious in spirit (Allegro con brio)
b. Regularity. Yes
c. Flow. Recurrent

4. Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 7 in A major, Cp 92.
Third movement.

a. Pace. Very quick (Presto)
b. Regularity. Yes

c. Flow. Steady; no breaks except for one

5. Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 7 in A major, Op. 92. First

movement.

a. Pace. Lively (Vivace)
b. Regularity. Yes

c. Flow. Continuous, except for one fermata (m. 88)

6. Rameau, Jean Philippe. La Poule ("The Hen"), from Pices de
clavecin, Book

a. Pace. Fast
b. Regularity. Very steady; regulated by opening ..cpeated

eighth note ("clucking") motif
c. Flow. Continuous figuration

7. Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55. Fourth
movement.

a. Pace. Very fast (Allegro molto)
b. Regularity. Yes
c. Flow

(1) Change manner of movement from one passage to another
(contrast movement on a large scale): mm. 1-11: headlong
rush, brought up short at fermata

(2) Deliberate manner at times

(a) Strict beat marking with pauses
(b) Sec mm. 12-43

(3) At other times, flowing style (see variation 1, mm. 42-59)

8. Stravinsky, Igor. Le Sacre du Printemps: "Dance of the Adolescents"
(Score: pp. 11-16, m. 2).
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a. Pace. Fast

b. Regularity, Motoric
c. flow

(1) Percussive
(2) Underlying regular beat grouped into varying measures

by changing accent (imbalance. in quality of movement)

(a) Accer.t created by emphasis
(b) Accent o'feated by instrumental color (eight horns)

9. Bartok, Bela. "Ostiricc.11 from Mikrokosms, Book, 6, No. 140.

a, Pace

(1) Quick

(2) One middle section somewhat slower

b. Regularity

(1) Strict regui,.rit,y within. seomns
(2) Except f,:L one pla.:;es that seem to be held

back mcmentatily

c. Flow

(1) Basically

(a) Driving, energetic manner

(b) Erphatic articulation
(c) 0,ca6L2.nal contrasting lyrical manner

(2) Sometimes. Sene of easy, regular, somewhat relaxed
movement

(3) Other tines

(a) M,re intense, :trained effect:
(b) Generally, when color is moat brilliant and sound

s',r'ngest

10. Stravinsky, Tgcr. 1.41 d1iire u Soldat ('Story of a Soldier"):
"The Royal March."

a. Pace. Rapid

b. Regularity

(1) Wide range'
(2) Rhythric imbalan,E

(3) Cross-rhAftia

(3) W.N0r,li
(b) N3Intained as pedals
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c. Flow

(1) Shifting
(2) Changing meter
(3) Unusual groupings predominant
(4) Use of instrumen,J in percussive sense
(5) Characteristic brief silences

11. Stravinsky, Igor. Le Sacre du Printemas: "Games of Rival
Cities" (Score: pp. 46-58).

a. Pace. Fast

b. Regularity. Changes; starts and stors
c. Flora. Alternate percussive and motoric with sing -song lyric

style

(1) Exx. of percussive, motoric style

(a) p. 46, m. 1-p. 49, m. 4
(b) p. 50, mm. 2-4

(c) p. 51, m. 5-p. 56, m. 13

(2) Exx. of sing-song, lyric style

(a) p. 49, m. 4-p. 50, m. 1
(b) p. 50, m. 4-p. 51, m. 4
(c) p. 56, m. 3-p. 58, m. 2 (mixed, here)

Examples of Pieces with Varying Pace
as 1,ell as Different Degrees of Regularity and Flow

1. Chopin, Freueric. Waltz No. 11 in Gb major, Pcsth. Op. 70, Nn. 1.

a. Face. Varies
b. Regularity. Large-scale contrasts

(1) Starts fast and brilliant
(2) Slow and singing trio section (Score: p. 65 "Meno

mosso")

(3) Return to Tempo I (Score: p. 67)

c. Flow. Continual flow; no marked breaks

2. Wagner, Richard, Tristan and Isolde: Prelude

a. Pace. Varies
b. Regularity. Continuously intensifying movement

(1) Begins extremely slowly, with long pauses and long,
drawn-out tones
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(2) Ends same way (m. 85ff; p. 18 in score)
(3) m. 18: increase movement; no more stops
(4) m. 40: inorease tempo to animate
(S) m. 63: faster note values give impression of

increasing speed

c. Flow. No sharp breaks

3. Beethoven, Ludwig van. StrinL2tuartet in Bb major, Op. 163
("Grosse fuge").

a. Pace. Varies
b. Regularity. Consta:nt starts and stops, and changes of tempo;

extremely irregular
c. Flow. Angular; ei,p1csive, highly tense. movement

4. Liszt, Franz. Pian..:_S9nata in B minor. Beginning, only.

a. Pace. Varies

(1) mm. 1-7: slGw, -ncertain pace
(2) m. 8ff: fast, strenuous, energetic; fast change in

quality and level. of sound

b. Regularity. Irrew_ilar, contrasting sections
c. Flow. SnLwball, c--7;lative effect of speed

(1) Halts in. pace very noticeable in slow section;
grad.Jally bec,)me shorter to build tension

(2) Exx. (slow section): mm. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7

(3) Exx. (fast section)

(a) Fairly lLrig pauses: ram. 8, 11, 13, 15, 17

(b) Less spacing: mm. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

Appendix

Books

Ratner, Leonard G. ^I.:sit...I:Me Listener's Art (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Cc., Inc., 1957).

Scores

Anon. Laos Deo ("Praise Be tr' God, the Father"). In:

Parrish, Carl and Ohl, John F. Masterpieces of Music Before 1750
(New York: Norton, 1951), p. 5, lines 1-3.

/

Battck, Bela. "Ostlnat.c," Mikrok'smos, Book 6, No. 140. Winthrop
Rogers Edition, Fr,-,,e- liwkes Ltd., Vol VI, pp. 26-31.
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Bach, J, S. Brandenburg Concerto No. 5. First movement.
Philharmonia Miniature No. 97.

Bach, J. S. "Badinerie," from Orchestral Suite No. 2 in B minor.
Lea Pocket Score No. 55, p. 38.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Stsillzluartet in Bb major, Op. 133
("Grosse fuge"). Heuget et Cie, Paris; beginning ro m. 49.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. SImaialy/3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
"The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven in Score," ed. Albert Wier.
Harcourt, Brace, and Co. First movement (to m. 45): p. 56;

Second movement (to m. 16): p. 71; Fourth movement (beginning):
p. 127.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67, "The Nine
Symphonies of Beethoven in Score," ed. Albert Wier. Harcourt,
Brace and Co. Second movement (to m. 38): p. 140.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 7 in A major, Op. 92, First
movement. M. Baron, Inc., No. 7: p. 8 (m. 63) to p. 12 (m. 129).
Third movement: p.

Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine" CriOnal Source: Thomas Morley's
"First Book of Consort Lessons," Anthology first published in
1599. Modern Source: ed. Sydney Beck for the New York Public
Library (C. 2. Peters Corp., 1959), p. 137.

Chopin, Freueric, Waltz No. 11 in Gb major, Posth. Op. 70, No. 1.
Chopin Waltzes, ed. Herrmann Scholtz. (New York: C. F. Peters
Corp., n.d.), p. 64.

Hindemith, Paul. 912A/Let No. 3, Op. 22, First movement (London:

Edition Schott 3435, 1951).

Liszt, Franz. Piano Sonata in B minor (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc.,
1938), pp. 2 and 3.

Mozart, W. A. "Meruetto," from Cassation No. 2 in Bb, K. 99 (63a).
Mozart Complete Works Edition (Leipzig: Breitkpf und Haertel,
1877-1905), Vol. 23, p. 21.

Mozart, W. A. Overture to Don Giovanni, K. 527: Andante. (VieAna:
Philharmonia Miniature No. 14), pp. 1-4 (to meas. 31).

Mozart, W. A. Requiem, K. 626. Philharmonia Miniature No. 59, mm. 1-8.

,\
Rameau, Jean Philippe. La Poule ('"The Hen"), from Pieces de clavecin,

Book II. (Paris: Durand et Cie), pp. 86-87: omit repetition and
section B,
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Ravel, Maurice. 'Ondine," from Gaspard de la Nuit (Paris: Durand
et Cie), p. 3 to p. 4, m. 4.

Strauss, JohannJr. On the Beautiful Blue Danube (Waltz's, Op. 314.
(New York: Jcs. W. Stern and Co.). Piano score: p. 3: first
four lines, only.

Stravinsky, Igor. L'Histoire du Soldat ("Story of a Soldier"): "The

Royal March." J. and W. Chester, Ltd. Miniature (1924), p. 19ff.

Stravinsky, Igor. Le Sacre du Printemps. Edition Russe de Musique.
"Dance of the Adolescents"--pp. 11-16 (m. 2). "Games of Rival

Cities"--pp. 46 58.

Wagner, Richard. Prelude to Fristen and Isolde. Philharmonia
Miniature No. 40, passim.

Records

Anon. Laus Deo Patri (Praise Be to God, the Father). Haydn Society
HSL 2071-2073. Side 1, band 1 (beginning, only).

Bach, J. S. Brandenburg C?noertoNoWirst movement. Harmonia mundi
HMS 30801, with the C:llegium aureum. Side A,..beginning.

Bach, I. S. "Badinerie," ftom Orchestral Suite No. 2 in B minor

10('7). Capitol GBR 7252 ("Bach: The Four Suites for
Orchestra"). Y, Menvhin and the Bath Festival Orchestra.
Side 2, band 7.

/
Bartok, Bela. 'Ostinato,",from Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140. Columbia

SL-129 ("Complete Bartok: Mikrokosmos"). Gyorgy Sandor, Piano.
Vol. III, side 2 (ML 5084), band 4.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Strinajtartet in Bb major, Op. 133 ("Grosse
fuge"). M-G-M Records 2-E3 ('Bach; The Art of the Fugue"). .

Arthur Winograd conducting the Arthur Winograd String Orchestra.
Side 4, beginning.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. SylTp1',o, Nu. 3, in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"),
First movement. RCA VL:tc,r LH 6901-3. Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 3, band 1.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"),
Second movement. RCA Victor LM 6901-3. Arturc Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 3, band 2.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symph:sny_No.....3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"),

Fourth movement. RCA Victor 1.14 6901-4. Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 4, bard 2.
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Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67, Second
movement. Angel 35231. Herbert von Karajan and the Philharmonia
Orchestra. Side 1, bard 2.

Beethoven, Didwig van. Symphony in A major, Cp. 92, First
movement, beginning with the vivace. Richmond (London) B19054.
Erich Kleiber and The Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam. Side 1,
band 1, about 1 inch in (high flute solo on repeated dotted
rhythmic figure).

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony2241 in A major, Op. 92, Third
movement. Richmond B19054. Erich Kleiber and the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam. Side 2, band 1.

Byrd, William. "Mounsiers Almaine." RCA Victor Soria LD-2656 ("An
Evening of Elizabethan Misic"). The Julian Bream Consort. Side 1,

band 1.

Chopin, Frederic. Waltz No.11 in Gb major, Posth. Op. 70, No. 1.
Columbia ML 4522. Diun Lipatti, Piano. Side 1, 1 inch from the
end.

Hindemith, Paul, QuartetNe. 3, Op. 22, First movement. Capitol
P8151. The Hollywood String Quartet. Side 1, band 1.

Liszt, Franz. Piano Sonata in B minor. Epic LC 3675. Leon Fleisher,
piano. Side 1, beginning.

Mozart, W. A. rIgenuetto," from Cassation No. 2 in Bb, K. 99 (63a).
M-G-M Rocc,rds E3540 ("The Orchestral Serenades, Divertimenti,
and Cassations of Mozart). Side 2, band 6.

Mozart, W. A. Overture to D)n Giovanni, K. 527. RCA Victor LM6410
(the complete opera). Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Erich
Leinsdorf, conductor. Side 1, beginning.

Mozart, W. A. Respiem, K. 626. Westminister XWN 2230. Vienna
State Opera Orchestra, 12imann Scherchen, conductor. Side 1,
beginning.

Rameau, Jean Philippe. La Pyle ("The Hen") from Places de clavecin,
Book Vanguard BG 614 ("Ihe Virtuoso Harpsichord"), Volume One.
Anton Renee'', Harpsichord. Side 1, band 4.

Ravel/ Maurice. "Ondine,' fr,m Gaspard de la Nuit. Angel 35273
( Ravel Complete V1rks fir Solo Piano, Album 2). Walter Gieseking,
piano. Side XAX 728, beginning.
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Strauss, Johann,jr. On the Beautiful Blue Danube (Waltz), Op. 314.
Richmond B19089. The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Clemens
Krauss, conductor. Side 1, bandl, 1/4 inch in (omit introduction
and "tempo di valse"--p. 2 of score).

Stravinsky, Igor. L'Histoiredu Soidat ("Story of a Soldier"): "The

Royal March." Cotimoia ML 4964 ("L'ilistoire du Soldat Suite"). Igor
Stravinsky conducting. Side 1, hand 4.

Stravinsky, Igor. Leficse du Printemas: 'Dance of the Adolescents."
Columbia Records MS6319. Igor Stravinsky conducts. Columbia
Symphony Orchestra. Side 1. Almost cne inch in from the
beginninR.

Stravinsky, Igor. Le Sacre du Printrmps: "Games of Rival Cities."
Columbia Records MS 6319. Igor Stravinsky and the Columbia
Symphony Orchesrra. Side 1. About 2 inches in from the beginning.

Wagner, Richard. Prelude tx, Tristan and Isolde. Angel Records 35482.
Herbert von Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic. Side XAX-K-217,
beginning.
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Sample Lesson Plan (pp. 51-56)

QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT (SLOW PACE)

Unit No. 2 Lesson Plan No. 5

Instructional unit: Movement in Music--Slow Pace.

Reference: Ratner, Leonard G. MusicThe Listener's Art. Second

edition. (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., 1966.)

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

1. Bring cut your immediate impressions and reactions to
music.

2. Establish guideposts for listening to music, basec on
these impressions and reactions.

B. Reasons. Although sound is an important element of music,
sound by itself does not constitute music. Something has to

happen to the sound. It must move forward in time.

II. Explanation and demcnstration

A. Link between movement and human experience. There is a great
similarity between musical movement and physical movement.
Thus, we can all recall times when we heard music which accom-
panied the dance, figured in ceremonies, or played a part in
the theatre.

Then, musical movement is related to emotional experience:
music suggests moods or emotional states. Fast speeds in music
are generally associated with vigorous physical action, with
excitement, and with a lack of deep thought. Slow music, on
the other hand, usually gives the impression of concentration,
of reflection, of deep and deliberate stirring of feelings; it

tends to cori'ey a relaxed quality to you.

Today. let's listen to some examples of slow pieces.

Teacher information. 11-:e definition of movement is the

progression of scund in time.

This unit is a gocd follow-up for Unit I (Qualities of Sound)
because it includes some fundamentals of music (speed and con-
tinuity). These concepts are teachable on a rudimentary level,
and require very little previous knowledge in order to be com-
p:eLonsible.

Principal categories included under Qualities of Movement are:

Pace. (ls the ccmposition fast. moderate, or sl)w?)
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Regularity. (Is the piece regular or irregular?)
Flow. (Is the work vigorous, gentle, tense, relaxed,

other ?)

Generalizations about various qualities of movement exhibited
by different stylistic periods may be made--bearing in mind
that a work will frequently not fit the mold.

1. Pace

a. Slow. Romantic period
b. Moderate. Renaissance (primarily in sacred, vocal

music)

c. Vigorous, active rapid

(1) Renaissance (primarily in secular, instrumental
music)

(2) Late Baroq..e period

(3) Classic period
(4) Modern period

2. Regularity

a. Degree of regdlarity differs from style to style,
Renaissance

b. Steady

(1) Renaissance
(2) Late Baroque period ("motoric")
(3) Classic period (under the influence of song and

dance)

c. Sharp contrasts. Early Baroque period
d. Uncertaii flow; shifting; unsteady

(1) Baroque period
(2) Romantic period

e. Wide range

(1) Baroque period
(2) Classic period
(3) Romantic period
(4) Modern period

f. lmb. lanced

(1) Roaiitic period
(2) Modern period

g. Cross rhythms Modern period

JO I ,
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3. Flow

a, Gentle. Renaissance
b. Growing vigor. Baroque period
c. Strong. Classic period
<1, Less vigorous. Romantic period
e. Percussive. Modern period

B. Example one. First, let's hear a very slow piece with no
particularly strong driving quality, and with no sharp breaks.

Note. Play Ravel's piano piece "Ondine," from Gaspard de la Nuit
(beginning only), using the recording specified in the Appendix
attached to this lesson plan, This is an impressionist work.

C. Example two. Next, an example of a piece whose tempo is very
slow for a special reason. This is a Requiemor piece for
the dead--in which the composer attempts to establish a mood
of mourning and sorrow by a slow speed, and a smooth flow of
sound without any breaks,

Note. Play the orchestral introduction (mm. 1-8) of the Mozart
Requiem, as specified in the appendix. Teacher information. The
three categories of movement are as follows:

1. Pace, Very slow (Adagio)
2. Regularity

a. The openins is carefully measured
b. There is a rigid pointing out of beats in the strings.
c, By contrast tc the strings, the woodwind solos are

much freer

3. Flow, There are no marked breaks in sound

D. 7xample three. Now, let's listen to another slow piece which
differs from the others you just heard in that it does not
continue to flow along without any breaks. Instead, you will
probably notice that the composer tends to break the sound up
into groups, with a stop at the end of each group, or phrase.

Note. Play the second movement (mm. 1-16, only) of Beethoven's
Eroica Symphony, using the reccrding specified in the Appendix.

Teacher information The three categories of movement are

1. Pace. Slow (Adagio assail
2. Regularity Quite regular
3. Flow. The music lauses at the end of each phrasc;

there is no elisicn of phrases.

E. Example four Here is r3eethoven's Fifth_Symphgay, which you
have heard several tIrres We will listen to the second
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section, or movement. As you can see, motion is so vital to
music that composers even called large portions of their works
movements. Sometimes, they referred to parts of their work as
the first movement, the second movement, and so on.

In this piece, you will hear that, like the others, it is fairly
slow. Now it has a swinging sort of movement.

Note. Demonstrate this movement by playing mm. 1-4 of the second
movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony on the piano.

You will notice that the music flows along fairly continuously,
except for some contrasting sections. Here, the motion almost
seems to hang still in the air for a moment, while the composer
repeats only material instead of moving forward.

Note. Play the repeated cadences of mm. 19-20 on the piano.
Other times, Beethcven stops for a while for bold, driving
trumpet fanfares.

Note. Play mm. 32-38 on the piano.

Note, Play the second movement of Beethoven's Symphony No. 5.

Teacher information, The three categories of movement are:

1. Pace. Slow, but with a swinging sense of movement (see
the dotted rhythms of mm. 1-8).

2. Regularity. The piece is quite regular, except for
occasional moments of pause. These pauses tend to
sectionalize the movement somewhat. They occur at the
following points. m. 8; m. 10; m. 15; m. 19; and m. 22.

3. Flow. The movement is continuously flowing--lyric even
(see mm. 1.8, for example).

Deviations from this flow occur in sections of contrast,
where one has a sense that movement has been temporarily
suspended. These passages occur at mm. 10-15; and at mm.
19-20 (repeated cadences). At other times, bold, driving
trumpet fanfares (mm. 32.38, for instance) call a
momentary halt to forward motion.

Occasionally, the overall lyric ck.ality of the movement
broadens inL: the grand manner--especially when fullness
of sound is involved (see mm. 32-38; mm. 78-87).

F. Example five. Finally, let's listen to a slow section from
a string quartet in which the pace is not steady and regular,
but changes as the players drive toward a point in the music
and then leave that point.

Note. Play the first movc7ont (m, 5 ff ) of Hindemith's Quartet

No. 3 (Op. 22), as specified in the Appendix.
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Teacher information. The three categories of movement are:

1. Pace. Slow
2. Regularity

a. The piece becomes faster in a drive to points of
arrival (the point on page 2, marked "Ein wenig drrigen"
in the score, is one such place).

b. After arrival at these points, the piece becomes
slower again (points on page 2, marked "Gehalten" and
"ritenuto," respectively, are examples of such places).

3. Flow

a, This piece is an example of Neoclassicism.
b. As such it is inclined to be steady, purposeful, and

with indications of a drive to rhythmic and harmonic
points of arrival.

c. The sense of phrase and period structure is quite
clear.

d. Often, one hears the strongly maintained relationship
of statement and counter-statement.

III. Review

A. Student questions. Clarification of points of difficulty.
Ask students if they have any questions. Once again emphasize
that they are free to break in with questions at any time in
the lesson.

B. Summary of the lesson. The pace, or speed, of a piece is
another element of music that is easy to hear.

C. Closing statement. Confidence in your ability to hear music
is very important, Not everyone has the same listening equip-
ment--the same eats, the same phonograph, the same way of
hearing musicso don't worry if w,iat you hear is somewhat
different from what some of your friends pick out in a piece.

AREendix

Books

Ratner, Leonard G. MusicThe Listener's Art. Second edition.
(New York; McGrawHill Scok Co., Inc., 1966.)

Scores

Beethoven, Ludwig van. S}_mEhora_No. 3 in 0 major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
Second movement (mm. 1-16), "The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven in
Score," editor Albert Wier, Harcourt, Brace, and Co., p. 71.

Beethoven, Ludwig var. SvmEho-y No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67. Second
movement (mm, 1.38). "The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven in Score,"
editor Albert Wiei Harcourt, Brace, and Co., p 140.
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Hindemith, Paul. quartet No. 3, Op. 22. First movement. London:
Edition Schott 3435, 1951.

Mozart, W. A. Requiem, K. 626. Mm. 1-8. Philharmonia Miniature No. 59.

Ravel
'

Maurice. "Ondine," from Gaspard de la Nuit. raris: Durand et
Cle, n.d., p. 3-4, m. 4.

Records

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
Second movement. RCA Victor LM 6901-3. Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 3, band 2.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67. Second
movement. Angel 35231. Herbert vcr, Karajan and the Philharmonia
Orchestra. Side 1, band 2.

Hindemith, Paul. Quartet No. 3, Op. 22. First movement. Capitol
P8151. The Hollywood String Quartet. Side 1, band 1.

Mozart, W. A. Requiem, K, 626. Beginning (mm. 1-8). Westminster
XWN 2230. Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen, conductor.
Side 1, beginning.

Ravel, Maurice. "Ondine," from Gaspard de la Nuit. Angel 35273
("Ravel Complete Works for Solo Piano, Album 2"). Walter Gieseking,
piano. Side XAX 728, beginning.
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Sample Lesson Plan (pp, 57-63)

QUALITIES OF MOVEMENT (FAST PACE)

Unit No. 2, Lesson Plan No. 6

Instructional unit: Movement in Music--Fast Pace.

References: Ratner, Leonard C. Music--The Listener's Art. Second
edition. (New York: McCraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1966).

I. Introduction

A. Objectives. Be able to

1. Bring out your immediate impressions and reactions to
music.

2. Establish guideposts for listening to music, based on
these impressions and reactions.

B. Reasons. Sound is a vital element in music; it is as important
an element of music as the cell is to the human body. However,
as the single cell does not make the human, in similar fashion,
sound alone does not constitute music. To become music, sound
must undergo the process of motion in time.

II. Ex ation and demonstration

A. In the last class session, we established one cont:pt of motion
for ourselves by hearing a series of very slow pieces. Today,

let's go to the other extreme; let's sink another guidepost by
hearing a group of fast compositions. As you will hear, the
fact that they are fast is the only factor these works have in
common, since they tend to vary in their degrees of regularity
and flow. That is, their speed is not always consistent all
the way through, aid some seem to be constantly driving
forward--flowing in stream fashion--while others seem to
catch on snags which impede their flow.

B Example one. Let's hear a piece which has the same fast,
forward-driving pace throughout.

Note. Play the first movement of Bach's Brandenburg Concerto
No. 5, using the recording specified in the appendix attached
to thi lesson plan. Thf tempo mark.'ng is allegro.

C. Example two. As you heard, a steady forward drive throughout
the piece is characteristic of many works by the composer
J.S. Bach. Here is another one of these "motoric," or motor-
like pieces. This playful composition features the flute,
and differs from the piece you just listened to in one
important respect -- toward the end, the performer slows down
so you can tell the piece is nearly finished, There is a
good reason for this change of tempo: the piece is so
vigorous and good natured that you cannot help being caught
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up in it. If the performer were to end suddenly--just stop
playing when there is no more music--the mood would be
abruptly snapped, and you might feel disappointed. This way,
slowing down at the end eases you down gently, and you return
to reality satisfied.

Note. Play the "Badinerie" from Bach's Orchestral Suite No. 2

in B minor, as specified in the appendix.

D. Example three. The tempo, or speed, of a piece is important
because it can help put the listener in a particular mood
more than any other quality the piece might possess. In

this next example--an excerpt from a Beethoven symphony- -
the composer grabs your attention right at the beginning of
the first movement with a pair of loud full chords. The

vivacious tempo, completely without pauses of any kind,
allows you no spare time to wander or wool gather.

Note. Play the first 45 measures of Beethoven's Third Symphony
(Allegro con brio), using the recording specified in the appendix.

E. Example four. Not all fast pieces are the same speed--some are
much faster than others. The tempo of a piece is of concern
to composers: they almost always write at the beginning of a
composition how fast they want it to go. The performer,
naturally, is anxious to follow the composer's directions
about tempo to the best of his ability. And tempo--how fast
a piece is played--is of great concern to you, the listener,
because a fast piece played too slowly can ruin your enjoyment.
Remember that petformers and listeners tend to disagree on
"proper" tempos; this is only natural, since every individual
is different. There is no one "right" speed for a piece;
you may prefer one interpretation, while your neighbor favors
another. Lt's listen, now, to another Beethoven symphony.
In this excerpt, the composer has indicated an extremely fast
tempo, and the ramous conductor, Toscanini, has taker.
Beethoven at his word.

Note. Play the first 24 measures of Beethoven's Third Symphony,
third movement. The pace is very quick (Presto), regular, and
fl_wing steadily with no breaks.

F. Example five. Sometimes, the composer needs to do something
to hold your attention in a very long movement of a piece.
If the work is fast all the way through, one way he can add
a touch of variety is by a refreshing pause. In this next
excerpt--also from a Beethoven symphony--the piece does not
stop completely. That would result in complete silence.
Rather, Beethoven stops briefly on a held note; then he, you,
and the performer feel renewed and ready to go on.

54d
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Note. Play the first movement of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony,
mm. 63 (Vivace) to 96. The pause (a fermata) ,,ccurs on the

first beat of measure 88. Immediately afterward, the piece is
rewound by a rapid ascending thrust in strings, and continues
with renewed vigor.

G. Example six. Sometimes, in addition to creating a mood, the
speed of a piece, in conjunction with other factors, can
present a specific image. In this next example, titled
"The Hen" by the composer, listen to hear how a fast, steady
tempo, regulated by an opening "clucking" sound reminds
you of a chicken. All of this is deliberate on the part of
the composer, and the characteristic timbre of the harpsichord
helps to reinforce the title.

Note. Play "Section A" only (pp. 86-87 in the score cited in the
attached appendix) of Rameau's La Poule ("The Hen") from Pices
de clavecin, Book II, omitting the repetition.

H. Example seven. So far, we have heard fast pieces which con-
tinued at the same speed continuously. However, to sustain
your interest, composers sometimes change their manner of
movement from one passage of a piece to another. For

instance, in this next excerpt, the composer starts with a
headlong rush, but brings this motion up short on a held
tone. As you will notice, sometimes the music moves--but
with pauses interspersed; at other times, the style is quite
flowing.

Note. Play the fourth movement, mm. 1-60, of !Beethoven's Third
Syrulloa, as specified in the appendix.

Teacher information

The manner of movement cha.iges from one passage to another,
i.e., movement is contrasted here on a large scale.

From mm. 1-11, we hear a headlong rush, brought up short at
a fermata. At times, the manner is deliberate, incorporating
a strict marking of the beat, with intermediary pauses (see
mm. 12-43). At other times (such as the first variation,
ram, 45-76), we hear a flowing style, with no marked pauses or
breaks.

I. Example eight. Another composers have devised for
holding your attention is 10 change the music's flow. In

this next excerpt by the very famous composer Stravinsky,
the pace is fast with a "motolic" criality. However,
Stravinsky creates an imbalance in the quality of movement
by constant shirts in rrIplidsis when you least expect them- -

these changes are wholly unpredictable.

5 4
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Note. Play the "Dance of the Adolescents," from Stravinsky's
Le Sacre du Printemps ("The Rite of Spring"), pp. 11-16, m. 2,
in the score listed in the appendix, and using the record
specified therein.

Teacher information

This piece, which caused riots at its 1913 premiere, might have
great appeal for today's youth. It has a percussive quality to it --
although no percussion instruments are used In the section
specified. It is particularly interesting for its imbalance in
the quality of movement; its underlying regular duple beat is
grouped into varying measures by a changing accent. This accent
is created by two means: (1) by emphasis and (2) by instrumental
color. The latter method is particularly striking: eight horns
(six muted and two without mutes) interject sforzando staccato
chords at unexpected intervals of time, playing simultaneously to
reinforce accents made by string instruments.

J. Example nine. As we have heard, composers tend to maintain
interest by varying a factor in their composition--either its
pace, its regularity, or its flow. Let's hear a piece, now,
in which not one, but all, of these factors are subject to
change.

You have heard this piece before: it is a piano composition
by BartSk. One factor that is altered is the pace. Although
the speed is fairly quick in general, you will notice that
one middle section is somewhat slower.

Anotlier variable factor is the regularity of the speed. Does

the piece seem to go at the same tempo throughout, or does
the speed seem to change? I think you will hear that, here,
the composer has maintained strict regularity within sections,
but that one or two places seem to be held back momentarily.

Finally, listen for the third variable factor--the flow of
the work. Basically, the impression this piece gives is one
of driving energy. Sometimes, however, you will hear relaxed
sections or more tense passages. Listen for these now.

Note. Play the Bartok "Ostinato," from Nikrokosmos, Book 6,
No. 140, as specified in the score and record appendices.

Teacher information

The piece gives the impression of a driving, energetic manner,
primarily because of its emphatic articulation. Occasionally,
however, the composer inserts a contrasting lyrical section, to
create a sense of easy, regular, somewhat relaxed movement. At

other times, the effect is more intense and strained, generally
occurring when the color is the most biilliant and the sound
strongest.

5 4J
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K. Eyample ten. Let's get some practice, now, in hearing rapid
shifts in the regularity and flow of movement in music.
Stravinsky is always a fascinating composer for quick changes,
so we might practice on two short excerpts by him.

1 The first piece is called "The Royal Marcn." As you will
hear, it is full of kaleidoscopic changes. If you so
much as lightly tap a kaleidoscope, the whole pattern you
are looking at shifts into one entirely differentyet
still somewhat similar to the old one. Similarly, this
little piece is in a constant state of flux; no sooner
do you think you have caught on to it, when the composer
makes it sound unbalanced in some way. Just when you
have almost become used to this shift so it no longer
sounds unbalanced to you, Stravinsky shifts once again.
One little trick he has, which is nearly unique, is
that, every so often, he drops in a small silent moment- -
just to throw you off.

Note. Play The Royal March," from L'Ilistoire du Soldat ("The
Story of a Soldier"), as specified in the appendix.

Teacher information

The pace of this piece is rapid. As for regularity, it has
a wide, shifting range, notable for rhythmic imbalance and the
use of cross-rhythms. These cross-rhythms occur as rhythmic
counterpoint and are maintained as pedals, as well.

The flow of this work is marked by shifts, by changing meter, and
by the predominance of unusual groupings. Instruments are used
in a percussive sense, and characteristic brief silences are
quite noticeable.

2. This last pi?ce, a section from "The Rite of Spring,"
is full of starts and stops; if you hold up your hand
every time there is a change, eventually your arm will
get tired! Listen to see if you can hear two basic
shifts. One type of style in this piece sounds percussive
and motoric. The second, by comparison, is sing-song
and lyrical.

Note. Play "Ganes of Rival Cities," from Stravinsky's Le Sacre
du Printemps ("The Rite of Spring'), pp, 46-58 in the score
specified in the appendix

Teacher information

The pace of this section is fast. Its regularity is subject
to numerous changesthe piece constantly starts and stops. The

flow is not constant, either, alternating a percussive, motoric
style with a sing-song, lyric manner.

5 4 u
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Examples of the percussive, motoric style occur at the following
points:

a. From p. 46 (m. 1) to p. 49 (m. 4),
b. From p. 50 (m. 2) to p. 50 (m. 4).
c. From p. 51 (m. 5) to p. 56 (m. 13).

Examples of the contrasting sing-song, lyric style may be
found at these points:

a. From p. 49 (m. 4) to p. 50 (m. 1).

b. From p. 50 (m. 4) to p. 51 (m. 4).

c. From p. 56 (n. 3) to p. 58 (m. 2): mixed,here.

II. Review

A. Student questions: Clarification of points of difficulty. Ask
students if they have any questions. Emphasize, once more, that
they are free to interrupt with questions at any time during the
lesson.

B. Summary of the lesson. The pace of a piece--how fast or how
slow it is--may very well determine your attitude toward
that work.

C Closing statement. The more we listen, the more subtleties
we can begin to pick out in music. As you heard today, a
piece does not just start, go on for a while haphazardly,
and then screech to a halt. The composer plans everything
very carefully--particularly how to change the piece some-
where along the line so that you stay with him, As you
listen from now on, try to ask yourself: How did the piece
change at this point. and why did the composer do it this
particular way?

Appendix

Books

Ratner, Leonard G. Music--The Listener's Art. Second edition.
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1966).

Scores

Bach, J. S. Brandenburg_Concerto No. 5. First movement. Philharmonia

Miniature No. 97.

Bach, J. S. "Badinerie," from Orchestral Suite No. 2 in B minor.
Lea Pocket Score No. 55, p. 38,

Barto/ k, Bela, "Ostinato," from Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140. Winthrop
Rogers Edition, Boosey and Hawkes Ltd., Vol. VI, pp. 26-31.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. SEmplony__No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
"The Nine Symphonies of Beethowm in Score," ed. Albert Wier.
Harcourt, Brace and Company, First movement (to m. 45), p. 56.

Fourth movement, p. 127, beginning.
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Beeth.wen, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 7 in A major, Op. 92. M. Baron,
Inc., No. 7. First movement (mm. 63-129), pp. 8-12. Third move-
ment, p. 45.

Rameau, Jean Philippe. La Poule ("The Hen") from Pices de clavecin,
Book II. Paris: Durand et Cie, pp. 86-87; omit repetition aid
section B.

Stravinsky, Igor. L'Ilistoire du solda-. ("The Story of a Soldier"):
"The Royal March." J. & W. Chester, Ltd. Miniature (1924), p. 19if.

Stravinsky, Igor. LQ Sacre du Printem2s ("The Rite of Spring").
Edition Russe de Misique. "Dance of the Adolescents": pp. 11-16,

(m. 2). "Games of Rival Cities": pp. 46-58.

Records

Bach , J. S. 3randenburg Concerto No. 5. First movement. Harmonia
Nandi HMS 30801. Collegium Aureum. Side A, beginning.

Bach , J. S. "Badinerie," from Orchestral Suite No. 2 in B minor
(S. 1067). Capitol GBR 7252 (Bach: The Four Suites for Orchestra).
Yehudi Menuhin aid the Bath Festival Orchestra. Side 2, band 7.

Bartok, Bla. "Ostinato," from Mikrokosmos, Book 6, No. 140.
Columbia SL-229 (Complete Bartok: Mikrokosmos). Gyorgy Sandor,
Piano. Vol. III, Side 2 (ML 5084), band L.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
Firlit movement. RCA Vie:tor LM 6901-3. Atturo roscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 3, band 1.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 3 in Lb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
Fourth movement. RCA Victor LM 6901-4. Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra. Side 1., Land 2.

Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 7 in A major, Op. 92. Richmond
B19054. Erich Kleiber and the Cohcertgebouw Orchestra of
AmsLerdam. First movement (beginning with the vivace): Side 1,
band 1, about one inch in (high flute solo on repeated dotted
rhythmic figure). Third movement: Side 2, band 1.

Pameau, Jean Philippe. La Poule ("The Hen"), from Pieces de clavecin,
Book II. Va.lgt.ard BG 614 (The Virtuoso Harpsichord), Volume I.
Anton Heileer, harpsichord. Side 7, land 4.

Stravinsky, lgor. L'Histoire du Soldat ("The Story of a Soldier"):
"The Royal Marc." Columbia MI 4964 ("L'Histoire du Soldat Suite").
Igor Stravinsky conducting. Side 1, hand 4.

Stravinsky, Iger. LeSacre du Printemps ("The Rite of Spring").
Columbia Records 6319. Igor Stravinsky and the Columbia Symphony
Orchestra. "Dance of the Adolescents": Side 1, almost ent inch
from the beginning. "Games of Rival Cities": Side 1, ato..it 21/2

inches in from the beginning.
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Sample Lesson Plan (pE. 64-82)

ARRIVAL (UNIT NO. 3)

EXAMPLES FOR TEACHING

1 1nalilies of Sound
J. :rIlitios of Movement

Con!looanco and Diswnance
Structure

Hhytl.n

E. X(2Ior!y

q. Harmonic Acricri
0. Form

9olinitie-1. of Arrival: "Music is made up of sound moving in time
'e points of arrival..." The:,0 points of irrival are "certain
rtomentr or icl:ta,,ts in this m.rsic that.../give/ the impression
of rt:,stin!l, ctonvine or ceding." Sourcri 1.(inard G. Ratner,

Liiir.toners Art (New lor: MiGraw1ti11 ('o., Inc.,

1957), pp. 2, 8.

III. Justification for placing Arrival third.

I. Include sme fundami,rtals of . msic.

a. lenglli

h. ,oilialily

larity

d. l ontinui ty

strength
1. drIve

o!. 1hrsc concepts on a rudiNontaiy

lllc unit rciloir vtry prcv!ro:. Imio,!1..; in ,irdtir ;(1

be comerehrwiblo.

. :1-,o unit is dilc(ii_ly zulitc,1 to, and ot I !Is,

un't (movcwint), ma.1y of t1,1.1 sar.T

for examples ard ciTarisof.c.

. MOVVIIT TH".,, Yi I.:In I ,.0:n:

.movement twst Pie nit air:, a Lt s

tinnous; it i!. ,ii raced .,ff in h.4sc!-.

(Hatniir, v. 2).
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IV. ftct of At t Ivo I -A 1 .qw., ) 1 iy of f..0,13.1 am? oat [Iry of WOVQ-

MOIll 15, cnc of "t.1,L L'asic c,r,t:;tituent,s of Ll,e musical.

;:rf. t. c J i .00 "11J !,:n.:ot inns w.,ich nderl Ie 311

fans 1.c,.: of ; , n.

V. l pi'.,.) :r-i sco an:'. At t tval

A Nov( cr,r.r.:.ontc InF:tal)i.lily

I Cs c:f chard lc I 00f.

2 Tension
3 of i ton._

4 Pis:,on,.,oc,--

l"f;c of snle, 1 01,1

B, stability

1 . 1.? r.(

1'; t+1 1.1 rtl

it( tonic, or ccnal ccrn.c.r

C. ;lc:al.:al fclt.nrc.s 10 Ire considcied in studyiw!, Fhasos of

llovilenti and Points of Arrival:

short,

b. r.:11aLivciy equal or uncqual.

2. Arrival

c unt:

0AR, go I!
c. Cfr i v, of (,r

VI. Or Al I tvi-i 1 1, L

r , n. 56)

y I 1n ( , 1d,1 of race, 1,°v litily, anti manner in

nnslc, sine( flikv control, f,hr.eo, ;lost 01g,-.nleo the flow of sound.'

(;:'tart ;

VII. Uoir:F. 01 Acr n 1 ( ter f(c vat 5, iccordin 10

del 1-« (0 11,1(-1, of

1 1.1,01 i t,

( t

; i , 1 t
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VIII. Emphasis of Arrival: varies according to type of piece:

A. Less cmyhatic for calm, flowing piece, with gentle, steady
movement (this type of piece can't absorb c-ophatic points of
arrival).

B. More emphatic in piece with:

1, Intense qualities of movement,
2. Characteristics of vigor, agitatioalor heaviness (re-

quires more emphatic points)

IX. Clarity of Arrival: Importance

A. Indicates style cf piece.

B. helps understand structure of piece.

X. Finality of Arrival:

A. Need for arrival is very strong, especially if long phases
of movement are involved.

B. False endings: music begins again after a total pause of a
grand, final-sounding flourish.

C. Piece may end without a strong effect of arrival Cup in the
air").

D. Few points of arrival are necessary to give an absolute sense
of finality or completeness:

1. Though a sentence ends with a period, the train of
thought centimes.

2. Other sentences riniH1 th-2 train of thought: tl.ey give n
feeling of finality (that the subject has been covered).

3. So, In mor,ic:

a. Only the Iasi point of arrival is final.
b. Tl'e last roint of arrival is deliberately arranged.

c. Met continuing roints of arrival give only a partial
effect of an ending.

d. The posit.on points of arrival within the total
schcm- of tle piece gives an idea of their degree of
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Musical Examples
(simple to complex)

Finality of Arrival:

1. Anon., Driokyo pe,Orly

a. This song has four clear points of arrival:

The first, nccond, aria fourth points of arrival are the
F;rple.

ticm it arcePtable for a final arrival: only
!7,o p' :.cd -oil( dotamln ,70ntinunti.na.

1!,'dovor, only 0 n 1.;r;L ooila of arrival sons flatifactory.

b. :l v? the fir,A and c.cond points of arrival wound

Cinal, come [00 ':0101 i u tin Piecn for tp; to aecen, them
ao

2 ;. ,;oln-linctholOy. 'c'e 1 i :F i lr , cp. tl J.

oP cxpectat iow; of an end.

b. ilefu',cr, to fulfill expectations.

1. "resents no intermediate cadences.
2. N., contro:,ting sections.

3. Same rhy:imi (sixteentliA in right hand) throughout.

c. nets without strong effect of arrival ("up in the air").

1. Summary cadence, seems lacked on.
2. Final cadence is not led up to, has pothIng to do with the

rcpt of tl!e

Clarity of Arrival: little variation in Em2lasis

I. `:trao.-1 lohann On ]lyantifpl Nits uaylhe 0111-0, 0,. 31'-
crin.'pal tr; (

t 1 ear voiilis or ,

1. A -.tained tone.

2. !;tring articillatien(04140
1. Yet, varies little in degree of emphar.11.

o. !;ame rhythm threnglout.
h. tictle harivolic variation.
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Clarity of Arrival: great variation in Emphasis

1. Beethovea, Ludwig van. :;yrIployy No. 3 in Eh na or, Op. 55 ("Erotea").
1st movement, mm. 1-45.

o. ilure highly developed type of music than the Blue Danube Waltz.

b. Tends to disguise some points of arrival.

c. Others arc more emphatic and clear to compensate.

d. Here:

I. The music flows with little marhed articulation.
2. Yet it progresses to a grandiose and important point of

arrival (m. 37).
3. This point of arrival appears only after a long time

06 measures).

0. Analysis of n clear roint of arrival (n, 37).

1. Characterized by tho aprearance of the main theme.
2. Pre:;ents the same thematic material as previous spots

(mm. 3ff.; mm. 15ff.).
3. Yet, this spot is felt as a point of arrival, while the

others were not.
1115.?

a. Harmonic

I. Presents in linear outline (melody outlines
tonic chord).

2. No different Cron initial presentation.
3. Therefore, hernony is not a factor in determining

this particular point of arrival.

h. relodic

1. Presents same melody as initially.
2. Therefore, melody not a factor in determining this

point of arrival.

c. Ehyftmie

1. na,Ticallv ao some as before.
2, Therefore, rhythn is not a factor in determining

this point of arrival.
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d. Factors which are involved directly at lie pniut of
arrival,

1. Dynamic level.

a. The first two entries of the theme are not
emphasized because of their piano dynamic
morljngs,

I,. by colwarion, the rolnt of arrival is marled

1) (; r,t ; 01; (.; ; t;,0

a. First entry: cellos, only.
h. Second entry: solo horn, clarinet, flute.
c. Third entry: nearly full orchea:ra,

3. Range (registration).

a. First entry: middle range of cellos, fairly
low for orchestra.

b. Second entry: three-octave spread, some
doubling,

c. lird entry: great spread in range; four
octove;; from double ban:; to high flute.

factor; leading up to the point: of arrival.

First entry: conciits of main neledy, nreceded
by two monoires, consist iru,, only of two foril.:;simo

cbord;

2. 1;econd entry: grows out oC nrcvions entry.

a. nynamic.;

I 1 froci

2. 11;,t return,. to piano level.

b. orcho-Jration: add wocdoind!,

3. third entry:

a. melodic: a,roar,ince of theme 11-ter long abrence,

h. rlivthmic: .'tear voter follows rreviow;

syncopation.
c. Cull orchestral crescendo .

d. orchetration: add instroments.

5 5
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f. Suspense factor in enyhasizing third entry.

1. Greater number of measures lead to point of
arrival than to previous presentations of theme:

a. Number of measures preceding first entry: 2

h. Number of measures preceding second entry: 12
c. Number of measures preceding third entry: 22

Clarity of Arrival: great.

1. Beetbdven, Ludwig van. Svanhonyyo, 3 in Eb major, Op. 55 ("Eroica").
4th movement, beginning.

a. Fmohatic effect of arrival (m. 11).

b. How is this emphasis achieved?

1. Headlong downw.rd rush, unison strings (mm. 1-7).

Z. Then, slows down to a comelet..! stop (mm. 7-11)

a. "puts on its brakes" .

b. Series of full orchestral (triple stops) chords to
counteract previous linearity.

2. Nendelsollo-Bartholdy, Felix. A Mids.ummel NVht'spream, Scherzo,
Op, 61, No. 1 (beginning).

a. Hear clearly when each phase of movement ends.

b. Yet, flow of music continues without interruntion.

c. Reason

1. Clear articulation between sections.

2. But little emnhal.is on arrival effect: points of arrival
are "little more than touching points and turns in an easy,
capricious flight." (Ratner, p. V).

3, Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphny No.__A in C mino,, Op. 67.
2nd movement.

a. Almost all points of arrival are quite cicar,whether gentle
or emphatic.

i, Separation betucco phrases (silence).

2. This is empllasized by dynamics: contrast between forte and

55')
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b. ,:eat passages of arrival to add emphasis and ciarity to the
arrival effect.

C. rjeCe includes many eopHtic !stint: of arrival.

d. The final section is concerned with giving a very strong
impression of final arrival.

Analyis

1. Points of arrival. 1-22: 6 lo;ut-

mn, , -1 cadenci: in strings.
b. oil. repetition of ow. 7i, octave higler.
c. om. 1G-15: extension and elaboration of cadence.

winds, octave higher.
d. mn. 15-19: repetition of mm. 9-1f; change registration

and orche.7tration.

e. mss. 19-20: extract end of nrov!ous phrase: winds.
C. Mn. 20-22: repeat: double winds wit'; ,in and

change dnamic to forte. ,;realer finality (end of
'Addition clieds 21).

2. i4.2nsc of final arrival (m. 22(-245)

Haronoic stability
i. peda.
2. Motion within the I chord

h. Lack of relody: no new r/accrial.
c. Rhythoic precision: strict marl:ing of C.e heats.
d. Cumulative effect to end (or m. 242).

1. Dynamic increase: gradual crescendo.
2. Orchestration: add instruments (m. 24C)
3. Range and registration

a. Catcl, ottention with 1 i01t wit!e cf.

regi,;tratioo.

h. Iv. 241: cepeated clarinet Ob (Ab concert
pitcb) gradually impinges, en consciounnvss of

C. !cnse of oomcntun LO
1. Increase Feed DV reducing note valver,
2. is drawn up short. (n. 242),

a. V111
b. Followed by dead silence ol" co;t.

f. R'Inotitfto of radcres (mm. 242-end)
'ased on m-1. (-1 and !'tli:7e, 'Tut relct

3 ;II ( +;;Initicd
.

Viol in I and IT.

J J O
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4. weight to ending by repetition (mm. 245-247).
5. Finality of last cadence is reinforced by contrast

with preceding abbre,Tiated cadence (kiano.i. staccato.).
Performance (Klemperer): gives added weinkt to idea of
finality.

1. Aight e%aggeration of last cadence, differentiates
it from any ,?revious cadences.

2. Method
a. Sustain m. 246 (V chord) longer ti.an actually

written.
h. Slight pause between V and i.
c. Then accent last chord,

"0!ti,InLo," , 3ooh 6, No, 14,r),

a. Feeling of arrival ,,trong l'ecause of separation

of pasngc:..

b. ` :care intermediate point!, are very

c. Final ,:oints of arrival are very :itrong.

d. Meet of the cad is vor) errkatic 1,12cause of repetition of
pa sages of arrival.

e. Clarity: tied up will)

f. Difforent type of arrival in 13art(1.

L. Tonsion (,:ration) is caused by the melody "going somewhere."

g.

: :very so often, the ear is arrested by iln.oted, loud
(oftQn Liiitc low) percussive tones,

a. These have the effect of "putting on the brahes.'
b. Clue is in the last tone: look for this effect through-

out tiro piece.

c, not all of these tones arc indication: of
olutf7 arrival: rely those noo-syncepatna tones
thal give A feeling, of .Lability and weight aro.

d. Endlcotioa of arrival: usually points of arrival are
followed by a melody.

Analysis: 0,(Imul.:s of airival.

1. riri. 5-7: catch listcneria attention with low I) (forte

syncopated).

2. 16-19:

a. Similav to rra. 5-7.

h. 1)esccrit (11. 15) FOrVW, blSi for trial.

builden.
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3. nil. 2f,31:

a Dirhasis on :ow A
b. Ascent (n. 21) similar to that of final arrival.

6 111. 5i -59: "double. stop" (fifths) to catch attention after
long nyncepated passage.

5. m, 73e0: end of first large section.

a. Lmphacis on fiftbs.
h. Low register.

re!,eat for emnhasis.

6. ma. U9-.1C'3: different type of arrival (inteimcdia,
c,:ntrast).

7. ml. 152-170: Final Arrival.

a atolEivc ..ep,:.titlen catches attention, rrepaIs end.
h Gradual decrease in force.

1. Decrescendc.
2. Descent.
3. Chords conWn fewer notes.

c Lail two measures suddenly open up to conclude the
piece:
1. Dynamil:s: forte, crescendo to sforzando on last

chem.
2. Contrasting high registration.
3. Use of onposite motion.
4. Linear motion contracts with chordal.

5. Back, Johann Sebastian. "Badinelie," fron Orchestral Suite
in B mico (S. 1057).

a. Clear points of arrival.

1. Too svetions.

2. FAcb has:

a$ :;uccession of rapid, clear points of arrival.
b. ;allowed by a more extern s,ction with delayed

arrival.

h. Islatur,) of arrival.

1. It. is a resting point.
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2. Croio- i ere;

a. Present longer Lone after rapid descent.

b. This tone is usually the root of the chord involved.

c. It is usually the end of a short phrase.

3. Delays.

a. Resting point is discouraged by "motoric" pace (use
of sixteenth notes, exclusively),

b. and lack of pause.

c. Final arrival.

1. Heralded by change in rhythm (m. 34ff.): introduce new
thirty-second note figure.

2. Performance: inserts ritard with repetition of last section.

6. Byrd, William. Mounsiers Almnine.

a. This piece is a series of variations on one basic, easy-to
hear eight-measure phrabe.

b. Lute figuration is the principal source of vari:'tion.

c. The entire score is repeated in the recording.

d. Final arrival.

1. No sense of finality.

2. Could end with any one of the variations.

e. Clear point:1 of arrival within the phrase.

1. At half-way point (third is in melody).

2. At end: more final because of use of toot in melody.

3. Rhythmic emphasis.

a. Repetition of tones.

1. doid at half cadence.
2. del at full cadence.

b. m. 11 4s emphasized by n. 3 (change of rhythm from

d).
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two ;.nli stop Flow of varying note values
ul .1;4;ecnt .1bidaiHons values.

. Chopin, Frederia 14tliz 11 in Gb mOor, Posth. op. 70, No, 1,

a. ?lane small points of arrivni within the phrae.

b. These are marked by:

1. Pause in flow of notes on quarter note.

2. Leap to a high note by interval of a tenth (see mm. 2-3).

3. Half-cadence marked by largezt lear--interval of a
twelfth (see m. 4)

c. lecl of phrase is a resting point (see m.

1. Marked by long tore (dotted quarter).

2, Sudden descent from high note.

:4. Cadence.

d. Added clarity by repetition of phrases,

C. Ends of large rJectitr: mnrhed by change in tempo.

1. No great sense of finality.

2. End is no different Flom previous similar sections.

3. Performance rakes ritard.

::ozart, 4. A. ";lenuetto," from CassationNo, 2 in fib, K. 99 (63a).
(Omit trio).

a. Many clear points of arrival ('41. 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20).

1. Melody ause!. Oh long tone.

2. Similar rhyanic groupings (phrases) encoorage emphasis
on arrival.

b. Final arrival.

1. No special effort at a tense of finality.

2. Standard cadence brings work to a close.

3. Performance: slight ricard.
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c. Contrast with trio: fewer Points of

9, Ramoi,u, Jean 2hilippe. Li Poule ("The Hen"), from Paces de
clavecig, Book II.

a, Clarity of arrival (mm. 1-16).

Well-defined arrivals.

2. Fairly frequent.

3. Sectionedization.

b. Varying intervals between arrivals: contrast between sections
with fast arrivals (two-measure phrases) and those of extended
movement.

c. Methods.

1. Conjunction of voices (m. 7).

a. Same note in all voices
b. Pause on quarter note following eighths.

2. Sequential rhythmic and melodic movement with pause in
upper voice (mm. 8-11).

3. End of large section (m. 16):

a. Pause on held tone, with trill.
b. Emphasized by left-hand chordal flourish.
c. Followed by rause (quarter rest).

Clarity of Arrival: little.

1. Lassus, Orlandus. Motet: Tristis est anima mea ("Sad Is My Soul").

a. Po clear arrival, except at end (cadence, mm. 62-63).

b. Difficult to identify clear points of arrival within the piece.

1. Where music stops.

2. Where music rests for an instant.

3. Where music seems to reach a goal.

4. Reasons:

a. Overlapping of voices.
b. Few cadences.
c. No distinct sectioning.
d. Few contrasts of any tyro.
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c. Analysis: points of arriva,..

1. m. 14.

a. Motion stops on sustained chord (I).

b. Previous pause (m. 9) had been averted by a new entry.

2. m. 29.

a. Pause, similar to that of m. 14.

b. Had been averted in m. 27 by introduction of foreign
tones.

c. Homophonic end of section.

3. m. 33: similar to m. 14.

4. M. 50: homophonic end of section.

a. m. 42: overlapping, moving voice (soprano) obliter-
ates cadence.

5. m. 58.

a. Again, homophonic ending.

b. Previous pauses (mm. 52, 56) obliterated by prominent
sustained bass tone.

d. Final arrival.

1. Standard cadence.

2. Indication of arrival in bass pedal tone (mm. 60-62).

2. Mozart, W. A. Don Giovanni: Overture, K. 527. Andante, pp. 1-4.

a. Few points of arrival.

b. :lain purpose: to create tension and suspense at the beginning
of a dramatic opera.

c. Vethods:

1. Many contrasting sections, with regard to: dynamics,
timbre, range (registration), texture, rhythm, etc.

2. No melodic material.

3. Use of rests to separate sections.
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L'Iute Itol)ility: no atiol11 to orltablish clear

d. Analysis: points of arriva?..

1. n. 11:

a. SliAla pause in violin I.
b. WA_ other lines continue.
c. Violin starts syncopation inne.'.intely.
d. Therefore, point of arrival is extremely weak.

2. rn. 15:

a. Again, a slight pause.
h. But violin II cool hare, with sixteenth-note figura-

tion.

3, n. 23:

a. Cadence
h. 0!)scorca by introduction of sixteenft-note er;uootinl

runs (violin I, flute I and II).

4. n. 31:

a. Final arrival (end of Ancani_p
h. Cadence to motto allegro !;ection.

1. Liim, r:nr/.. Piano ::;onain in 13 minor.

a. Litt.le emphasis on arrival.

b. Long, one-novyment eiece.

1. Lack of arrival keeps piece going.

2. Lack of arrival is resuonsible for lengtl of piece.

c. Analysis: consists of a intxber of serminply unrelated r.ecti,nr,
(introdectory material for later dovelopHont).

1. nn. t-7: slow, do,;cendin1;, linear, unison pas ae.

? nn. E-I3: fast, enerwtic eip7,1ge, with otJ.wcs in both
bands.

3. rm. 13.17: left: hand int.rocbices new rhythilic figure.

4. rn. 17ff.: virtuoso, rlit_atp section.
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4. Hindemith, Oupyt4.14), 3. (or 4), u;). 22. 1st movemen::.

(Note: For an e::nlanation of the numbering, see: the composer's
catalogue of work:;, listed in the article "Chamber ilnsic," in
Grove's niclioyayv. and_usicians, 5th edition.)

a. Clarity of arrival (litC1c).

1. Few noints of arrival.

2. But heavy emphasis on these.

h. Analysis: points of arrival.

1. 11. 17:

a. Heigl.t of generally rising line (violin I).
h. Sudden slower tempo.
c. Increase in dNnamic

1. Crescendo to forte.
2, Use of double stops.

d. 'did,: range: over four octaves.
c. !tilt in motion.

1. preceded by sequential rhythmic figures
2. Simplify rhythm.
3, Repeal a measure for emphasis.

f. This is an isolated spot; thereafter:
1. Line drops down suddenly.
2. Return to original tempo.
3. Decrease in dynamic level and range.
4. Return to linearity and contrasting rhythms

between voices.

2, m.

a. Similar means of em,hasis, as in m. 17.

U. Difference: this is the climax of the movement.
c. 'therefore, it it e:Jended.

c. Finality.

1. Little reeling (,f finality at end of move.,ra (second
movement fol!ou3 immediately, without a pause).

2. No cadence.

3. Little interaction heorecn voices.

a. S,,,stained violin 1.

b. Other strings are much loser, have inter.;.ecled chords,
unrelated to violin 1 mateial.

nd i- hard to !,var: fader; out with dynamics.
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I. Books
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Ratner, Leonard G. Music7--The Listener's...Art (Neu York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957).

II. Scores

Bach, Johann Sebastian (1685-1750). "Badinerie," from
Orchestral Suite No. 2 in B minor. Lea Pocket Score No. 55,
p. 38.

Barth, 7':f1a (1881-1945). "Ostinato," from Mikrokosmos, Boot 6,

No. 14'. Winthrop Rogers Edition, nowcy and Haekes, Ltd.,
Vol. VI, pp. 23-31.

Beethoven, Ludwig van (1770-1827). Syylpiloqy No. .._3 in Eb major,

On. 55 ("Eroica"). "The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven in
'!.core, ed. Albert Wier. Harcourt, Brace, and C').

1st movement (beginning), p. 56

4th movement (beginning), n. 127.

leethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67.
Ka1mus Ninature Orchestra core No. 5. 2nd movement, p. 31.

Byrd, William (1543-1623). "Nounsiers Almaine." Original

Source: Thomas Norley's "First Booke of Consort Lessons."
Anthology first published in 1599. lic.dern Source: ed.

Sydney Beck for the New York Poblic Library (C. F. Peter;
Corp., 1959), p. 137.

Chopin, 11ot:uric (1810-1849). Waltz No....11 in Gb major, Fosth.

O. 70, No. 1. Chopin Waltzes, ed. Hermann Scholtz (Nea York:
C. F. Peters Corp., n.d.), p. 64.

Hindemith, Paul (1F95-1963). 2uartet_No. 3 (or 4), Op. 22, 1st

movement. (London, Edition Schott 3435, 1951).

Lassug, Orlandus (1532-1594). Tristis. est anima 'ilea ("Sad Is My
Soul"). Motet. In: Masterpieces of Music. Before 1750. Ed.

Carl Parrish and John F. Ohl. (New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, Inc., 1951), p. 7F.

Lis7t. Franz (18111PP(.1 Pinno_Snnaia in 5 minor. (New York:

G. Schirmer, Inc., 1938),.pp. 2-3.

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix (1809-1847). A Midsummer's Night
Dream Scherzo, Op. 61, No. 1 (beginning). Kolmns Miniature
Orchestra Score No. 81, pp. 1-33. (Note: this score vas
unavailable for inspection).
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Mendelnqan-Bartholdy, e1 ix poryettin 11q, In:

Mendels.,,ohn Piano rAlioui: piano :;ere.:, 'clwin F.

Publisber, New Yor, N. Y., r.

Mozart, W. A. (1756-1791). Don Ciovcinni: Overture K. 527.
Andante. Vienna: Philharmonic Miniature No. 16, pn. 1-4.

Vozart, W. A. "Menuetto," from Carisalion Ho, 2 In Bb, P. 99

(63a). Omit trio. In: Mozart Copptele 1.4.)r1.m; Put ion

(Leipzig: Breiv1;oof and Haertel, lE77-19C5), Vol. 23, p. 27.

R:wein, Jean rbiliw'n (1063-1766). Lal'oule ("The Hen"), from
Ptcc'' de elavec in, Bonk IT. (Paris: Durand et C1C), pp. 86-
l7 (beginning).

Jr, (I25-1 PP). (p hip i1PIet The
(o?altz), 3i4 (vrinciral (Noo York: Jo!,. I.

1.11 in (;o.) Pinuo 3.

III. llocord.:

J'111111 1111diucie," from
in (:+.1.(6;). Capitol CBI; 7252 ("31ch: TLe I'ohr Suite';

lor Orche:Jra"). Yehudi i'iurit)htn and the Bath ::e!7tival Orche;tra.

Side 2, bind 7.

Birt6k, "0!;tinrito," iron 11iLrok.; hook 6, No. r:(5.

Col!wlbin ("Cor.wleic Gyorgy

Sandor, Nino. Vol. Ill, aidc 2 (Ni. 5('lA), bard

Bectloven, van. Sy:.obony pc'. 3 in Eb no. 55
("%rolca"). move!.on: (lainii') iii, movrment (be-

Mcothovn-n: [I;e Nine Sym0,11e:i").

Gr,'r'', zo I and Orc-letra. ';ide 1, band 1;

ide bind 2

Pr, ovon, v:?1, v'''' n- C 1),,. 67,

2nd Otto Klonrcrer and lip,

1 ill ii ii UrcLtro. Side 1, band 2.

3yrd, rcA Victor !;orii

(''Ati :11.; "). 1'he 'Ilion

4dc , !.

ChoHn, 1 . 11:1I ty No. 11 in (11, Po,,L, .10. I.

v,110:1 :11, t!`).21.. 1,: nn ..;1(10 I, I

end.
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Hindemith, Paul. quartet No. 3 (or 4), Op. 22. 1st movement.
Capitol P8I51. The Hollywood String Quartet. Side 1, hand 1.

Lassus, Orlandus. Tristisest anima mea ("Sad Is My Soul").
Motet. Haydn Society HS 9039 ("Masterpieces of Music
Before 1750," Vol. 2). Niels Moller, conductor; the
Copenhagen Boys' and Men's Choir. Side 1, band 1. (Note:
acoustically poor).

Liszt, Franz. Piano Sonata in B minor. Epic LC 3675. Leon
Fleisher, pianist. Side 1, beginning.

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Felix. A IidpurnerNight's Dream, Scherzo,
Op. 61, No. 1 (beginning). RCA Victrola VIC-1023. Pierre
Monteux and the Vienna Philharmonic. Side 1, band 2.

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Perpetuum Mobile, Op. 119. Vox

Box 413 ("Mendelssohn Piano Music, Complete, Vol. III). Rena

Kyriakou, Piano. Side 2, band 3.

Mozart, W. A. Don Giovanni: Overture, K. 527. Andante. RCA
Victor LM 6410 (Complete opera). Vicnna Philharmonic. Erich

Leinsdorf, conductor. Side 1, beginning.

Mozart, W. A. "Menuetto," from Cassatio No. 2 in Bb, K. 99
(63a). M-G-M Records #3540 ("The Orchestral serenades, Diverti-
menti, and Cassations of Mozart").

Rameau, Jean Philippe. La Poule ("The Hen"), from PiCces de
clavecin Book II. Vanguard BIG 614 ("The Virtuoso Harpsichord"),
Volume One. Anton Heileer,harpsk+ord. Side 1, band 4.

Strauss, Johann Jr. On the Beautiful Blue Danube (Waltz),
O'. 314 (Principal :train). Richmond B19089. The Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Clemens Krauss, conductor. Side 1,

band is k inch in (omit introduction and "tempo di valse"--
p. 2 of score).
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Sample Exemplar List (pp. 83-85)

One concarn throughout the pro,iect was Cie need to select and use
exemplani thereby reducing somewhat the quantity of music that has
been traditional in music classes. The number of lists compiled could
comprise the entire final report.

A sample of some of the exemplar 14.sts developed follows.

'Ihe following exemplars may serve for in-cllFs analysis in the
or seventh grade general music course. They have been chosen for

c::cellence, brevity, relative simplicity, and an ability to capture
the interest of young, unsophisticated listeners.

They should be supplemented by an extensive nutside listening
program.

1. Anonymous--LamentojiTristano (medieval estampie).

2. Anonymous--Perambulating (Pomo tribe, Ouessa, in the former
French Equatorial Africa) (partial transcription in Rose Brandel,
T1 e Music of Central Africa, The Hague: Martirus Nijhoff, 1961,
pr. 1"-175; recording--FolNays 1'402, ride 2, Band 3).

3. Aii),):,r1..)us- l';erc._...Cha Pritam (song fro,.1 India) (recording--
sir l,.0i.-t-"Iyadi) ional and Folkways FE4422, Side 2,

Anonyous--Kalus..a y Nightingate (;tolfttnnimi r0.0, dunce) (rnrorc!od
; :10 ':(".',.

5. rd, (1543-l623)--a-lunsiersAlmaine (Renaissance instru-
wental piece) (tleme and variations) (reprinted in Fitzwilliam
Virginal Book, Vol. 1, ed. J. A. Maitland and W. Barclay Squire,
N.Y.: i)o...er, 1W3) (tecordcd by Julian Brest,:) (pr. 234-237).

ce,,c (1685-1759)--Concerto inAl minor_for Oboe,
and Coulinuo cl,ird movement (c. 1703) (ed. Friedrich

Cl rysander; reprinted '1 New York: Lea Pocket Score No. 54, 1954,

7. 3acb, Johann ebar.tian (i665-1750)--dentlet_fromLittleNotebopLfor
Anna Nagdalcna Bach (1725) (ed. Arnold Fc:Icring and 'olerner Breckoff
in Johann F,ehastinn Bach: 1:utenhilchlQin fVr AIna Magdalena Bach,
Frankfort/Main: Friedrich Hofmeister, 1960, n. 44).

U. Pergolesi, Giovanni i.attista (1711'-1736)--Cujusanimamgcnentem from
Stahat Mater. for soprano, alto, and orchestra (soprano arty No. 1)

(ed. Eulenberg core No. 973).
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9. :luzart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791)--Concerto in A major No. 23 for
Piano and_Orchestra,:488, second movellent (1786) (ed. Eulenberg
score).

10. Schiber,t, Franz Feter (1797-1828)--Erlknig, 02._ 1 (song) (ed.
Friedlander, New York: C. F. Peters, Score No. 20a,
pp. 170-175).

1 1 Chopin, Frederic (1810-11149)--Mazurka inkb major:J.0y, 7 No,.1
(piano) (ed. Paderewski, Vol. 10 of Complete Edition, published
by Warsaw: Frydezyk Chopin Institute, 1949, pp. 24 -75).

12. Mendenisohn, Felix (1809-1847)--Duet,0ji,_38L No, 6 from Songs
Without Words (sNo......181 (ed. Constantin von Sternberg, New York:

G. Schirmer, 1915, pp. 55-59) (piano).

13. ScImmann, Robert (181C-1E56)--11-.ePoorgryhAn from Album for the
Your 14(2,29,y11, 68 (18a) (ed. Harold Bauer, New York: C.
Schirmer, 1946, p. 12) (piano).

14. Gustav (l860-1911)--Die zwei3lauenAug,en from Songs of a
viavfarer (No 41 (ed. London: Josef Weinberger, 1946, pp. 55-GE)
(song IJith orchestral accompaniment).

Iv-s, Charles (1874-1954)--General William_Booth Enters Into
Mekven from 114 Songs (1884-1921).

16. Proklfiev, Sergei (1891-1953)--Classical Symphooy_in o major, Op. 25,
third movement (Gavotte) (1916-1917) (ed. Kalmus Score No. 164).

17. Stravinsky, Igor (1882- ) - -The Soldier's March from L'Histoire
du Soldst (opening movement) (1918) (ed London: J. rind W. Chester,

1924, pp. 1-5) (chamber music).

18. Hindemith, Paul (1895-19(3)--Kleine Kammermusik ae. 24, No. 2

(1922) (five movements) (ed. Mainz: Srbott, 1922, Score No. 3437)
(woodwind quintet).

19. Wehern, Anton (1883-1945)--Three Son&s for Voice, Clarinet, awl
Guitar, Op. 18 (1925).

20. Gershwin, George (1898-1937)--Preludes for Piano (1926) (three pre-
ludes).

21. Bartok, Bela (1881- 1945) -- Stringer quartet No, 4, _fifth runemcot

(1928) (ed. London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1939, Pocket Score No. 77,
pp. 45-64).

22. Bernstein, Leonard (1918- )--Fancy Free (opening section)
(ballet) (1944).
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23. Parker, Charlie (1920-1955)--Scrapple from the Apple (instrimental
jazz combo).

24. IroUiticnal -Benny Goodman--St. James Infirmari (instrumental jazz
c)mbo).

25. Penderecki, Krzysztof (1933- )--Threnody for the Victims of
Hiroshima (1960) (string orchestra).
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Brief Exemplar Analyses Cu. 86-95)

Brief analyses of exemplars by period were done early in the
project. A modified Ratner outline was followed.

RENAISSANCE PERIOD

General Source: (all periods)
Ratner, Leonard G. Music--The Listener's Art (New York: McGraw-Hill

Book Co., Inc., 1957).

Specialized Source: (Renaissance Consort Music)

Beck, Sydney. "Notes on the Music," (London: RCA Victor Soria
LD-2656, 1963 ?) Booklet accompanying record: "The Julian Bream
Consort."

PIECE:

Byrd, William (1543-1623). "Mounsiers Almoine," from Thomas Morley's
"First Booke of Consort Lessons" (anthology first published in
1599) .

RECORD:
"The Julian Bream Consort," RCA-Victor Soria Lb-2656; side 1,

bang 1.

SCORE:
Thomas Morley's "First Booke of Consort Lessons," ed. Sydney Beck

for the Nei: York Public Library (C. F. Peters Corp., 1959),
p, 137.

Background on Piece:
Byrd's "Mounsiers Almaine"

1) A popular theater tune, late 16th century.
2) Named for the Duke of Alencon (a suitor of Queen Elizabeth I).
3) Almaine--a heavy dance, with no unusual motions.

INSTRUMENTATION: a "broken consort"
Definition: A group of mixed instruments used to play music of the

Elizabethan period. Consisted of different families of instruments
("broken").

Use: At court, in theatre, during the play (Shakespeare, fnc
instance), or between its acts.

INSTRUMENTS of a Consort:
1. LUTE (leader of the group)
2. Other plucked instruments:

a. Pandora
b. Cittern
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3. Melody instruments:
a, Violin (or treble viol)
b. Flute (or recorder)
c. Bass Viol

LUTE (plucked instrument of consort)
Description:
1. turned-back peg-box
2. wide finger-board
3. round belly
4. eleven strings

a. made of gut
b. 5 paired strings, tuned in unisons
c. 1 string for highest pitch

Uses:
1. In Consort

a. for harmony
b. supplies embellishment
c. to link plucked and melody instruments

2. As a soloist

CITTERN (plucked member of consort)
Description:
1. rear saped
2. Flat-backed
3. Smallest member of guitar family
4. Four sets of wire strings
5. Tuning similar to that of modern ukelele.

PANDORA (plucked member of consort)
Description:
1. Bass cittern (or guitar)
2. Wire strings
3. Six pairs of unison-tuned string.
4. Wide instrument
5. Scalloped outline
Use:

1. To enrich the harmony
2. To support rhythm
3. To aed resonance to the ensemble (sympathetic vibration against

lute and viols)

FLUTE (member if consort)
Description.
1. Bass instrument in G
2. Close to bass or alto flute ni today
3. But--made of wood, and nearly cylindrical in bore
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STYLI:;TIC FEATURES of Byrd's "Mounsiers Almaine"
(using criteria established by Ratner)

DANCE Mn1C: Characteristics
1. Balanced periods and phrases
2. ;,,v111 In ;:hurt 0,mfvf.

Stolv
4, Tupoful*ess
5. 'i.11c-1art relationships

6. Allemande ("Gorman": equivalent term for Byrd's "Mounsiers
Almaine")
a. moderate pace
b. duple time

filIALITIES OF SOUND
1. Medium registers
2. Continual juxtaposition of zontranting articulations

a. legato: bowed string instruments (violin and bass viol), flute
b. staccato: pizzicato effect of plucked instruments flute,

Pandora, cittern'

chordal (homophonic) texture
2. Connection of chords by figuration (motion in eighths and

especially, sixteenths)
3. Six parts

ARRIVAL
L. t:ell-define' caences
2. Well- marked caesuras

MOVENJ
L. Pace (tempo): vigorous
2. Accentuation:

a. organized into groups of four
b. recurrent stress on the heginniag of each grouping (a modern

"measure")
c. motion achieved by contrasting rhythmic patterns

1) See measure 3
2) Here, sequenti.al rot,on is followed by Caster motion in

smaller values.
3) The effect is a shift of recent to the third beat.

PARMONIC ACM ON
1. Definite key feeing 0 major, with alternations;
2. Simple )armonic structure

a. Phrase
1) prevalence of I and V

2) caesura oo I
3) itr,r. tonic third in treble to maintain motion

b. Phrase 2--add V of V
Strong cadence at phrlse endings
a. Same cadence for .:ectfons A and 13
b. tharrxteristic alternation of lead tone (FO with lowered

sevonth (F natural)

5 ';
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CONSONANCE
I. High degree of consonance
2. Triad sounds
3. Use of consonant intervals: thirds, sixths, fifths, octaves

hililAsINC (structure)

I. Cnsists of nine phrases of eqval length (record repeats)
2. Short: 8 measures each
3. Symmetrical: 4 plus 4

F0:1/1

1. Binary form (two-part)

2. A: phrase 1
B: phrase 2

3. Structure: AA BB (AA BB A)
4. Note:

a, score shows: AA NB
b. record repeats whole piece through, then returns once again

with phrase I

VAN
1. ur.o (lute)

2. imaginative instrumentation on repeats

1ANCY.: (Breakdown hy phriF,ei.)

I. As written: melody in treble viol
2. Add: Ivic figuration
3. :;clody in viol

4, Lute figuration ("twanging" sound; sixtcenths)
5. liolody passed between viol and lute; use of lute ornaments for

t%ccentuatton.

G. Helody in viol; lute figuring
7. Add: Sacs viol., with rhythm: 44 al
1. :;oft dynamics; delicate high "mandolin" ourid

9. flute melody; lute ornamentation
3econd lute oizzicato to mark beats

1:-:A2ING SNILLS TO

I, Listen for rectilion of ;-'1.rise
2. Listen for perlorrance variations

a. lute figuration
b. different Cmbres (phrase V: flute oglody)
c. addition of new rhytIm: (phrase 7: 4447 in bass viol)

d. contrasting dynamics foi.ano, phrase 0
e. develcpre.nt of different articulations (phrase 9: lute

olz7icato)
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OM!OQUI: 1,IOD

lilt C'il, JAarn "qndinerie," frol3 Orchestral
Suite N". 2 in )1

"Dad,: Me Four Snite'; for Orc!e!;lra," Yehud; :lenuliin and the Sill

festival Chaohor Orcho,.trn, Canitol 13151t 7252. Ide 2, hand 7,

Eulenburg Ninature, No. 821 (last Noverlant)

siyiprqc yrivry;;F:s

QUALITIES OF SOUND:
1. Contrasting tinbres: solo flute, strings, harnnichord
2. Contrasts between thin (beginring) and full (emulative toward

the end of section one)
3. Contrasting dynamics

a. "terraced" dynanics: sudden changes From forte to piano
b. na,e: Ihi audible in record

!. /,elody in so!lrano

2. Polarity between outer voices: bast; also irirortant as a ;,!ovin;,,

line (ult.!: not audible in record)
3. Iliddie voices add fulInesq

Sore chordal texture

CODSONANC
1. Fairly stable
2. Thirds, sixths, fifths, unisons predominant

DISSONANCE
1. Occasional tension of tritone dissonance (see measure 31)

DARMlIC ACTION
1. Strong l<ey sense
2. Strong feeling of drive
3. Strong establishment of tonality by melodic outlining of I

10VLENT
1. Vigorous, steady, "motoric" pace throughout the piece
2. Recurrent strong accent
3, Deceptive beginning, on accented second beat (duple meter)
4. Maintain mid-measure accent tinuulp,hoot use of higi. tone :;

ARRIVAL
1. Strong points of cadence

_J
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PHRASE STRUCTURE
1. Symmetrical phrase structure
2. Contrast between short, compact phrases and long, additive phrases
3. Begin with short, two-measure phrases
4. Gain momentum by the extension of phrase lengths toward the ends

of sections

CLASSIC PERIOD

PIECE:
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791), "Menuetto," from Cassation No. 2

in B flat, K. 99 (63a) (1769)

RECORD
"The Orchestral Serenades, Divertimenti and Cassntions of Mozart,"

M-0-;t Records, A540, side 2, hand 6.

SCORF'.:

i:ozart Complete ;Works Edition (Leipzig: Breitkopf and Haertel, 1877-
1905), vol. 23, p. 27.

STYLISTIC 17MATURES

QUALITITES OF SOUND
1. Instrumentation: string orchestra (Violin I and II, viola, bass),

2 oboes, 2 horns
2. Brilliant, transparent sound
3. Contrast between full orchestra and string section alone
4. Wide dynamic range
5. Wide intervallic range (see Violin I)

TEXTURE
1. 3 parts

2. Emphasis on principal melody (Violin I)
3. Some polyphony; "give-and-take"

a. see: imitation between Violins I and II (Trio: measure 12ff)
b. see: dialogue between Violins I and II (measure 9ff)

CONSONANCE
1. Sixths and thirds prevail
2. Little dissonance (early period)

11,111110NICACIION

i. Very strong harmonic drive
2. Melody
3. Unusual I-V relationship substitutes for more common I-V relation

a. within the phrase: see measure 3
h. between large sections: see the Trio (in IV)

MOVEMENT
1. Strong dance influence (minuet)
2. Steady pace: could be danced to
3. Strong accentuation; repeated first -beat pattern
4. Triple meter
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ARRIVAL
1. Frequent, clear, strong points of arrival

PNRASE STRUCTURE
I. Well-defined period structure
2. Very short (two-measure) Plirases
3. Formation of phrases by sequential rcpetition of opening

rhythm (1711%4 ).

4. Symmetrical construction: 8 t.nd 12 measure periods

FORM (Minuet and Trio)
1. Ternary (3-part): ABA:

A: Minuet
B: Trio
A: Minuet (repeated D.C.)
Rounded binary with in each lnrge section (i:444:A444:4 )

3. note: repeat of "c" in Trio is variant: D.C.

a. "melody" .(d in bass

b. counterpoint in high stringn
4. Similarities in phrase structure between Minuet and Trio: boti,

com,or;ed of plus 4 plus 8 measure!;;

5. ContraAs between Nin,xt and Trio
a. reduced orches:ra (trio)
h, dynanicf:

c. articulation (staccato in trio)
d. texture (homophonic vs. polyphonic)
e. l;ey; I to IV
f. sonority: full vs. thin; continuous vs. interrupted

ROXANIIC PERIOD

PIECE:

Chopin, :,rederic (1813-1869) Waltz No. 11 in C flat ma'or, Posth.
Op. 70, No. 1.

RECORD:

"Chopin Waltzes ", RCA-Victor 1N-2726 (Rubenstein). Side 2, baud 5.

SCORE:

Chopin Waltze4. Ed. Ewald Zimmermarn. (Munich: C. dente Verlag,
1963).

QUALI1T;S OF SOUND
1. Careful gradation of dynanics within relatively small range

(p to f)
2. Idiomatic use of piano, p.rticular!y in employment of top of

leyboard,
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TMURE
1. Homophonic
2. Chordal left hand
3. Right hand arpeggiated and melodic
4. Rich and delicate ornamentation

DISSMANCE
1. Richer sound than classic style because of dissonance
2. Dissonance employed as appogiaturas, In passing, on "weak" beats
3. Great use of sevenths, altered intervals

HARMONIC ACTION
1. Retain cl.assic cadence feeling
2. Harmonic color (Chromaticism, altered chords) an objective
3. lealcened harmonic drive

4. Tendency to delay strong V-I cadence until ends of phrase
5. Tendency to write in 1<eys with multiple flats and sharps.

1. Accent nattern gives impression of forward motion in static
structure

2. Accer, (h' uuration and height) on third beat of measure
3. Ocening ornamcntation on upbeat obscures "strong" beat accent
4. Accent "astern chances at Trio

At:RIVAL

1. Obscured c.adencea because of cotItLdst in range between V and
2. Disguised points of arrival are frequent

PHRASE STRUCTURE
1. Periodization
2. Symmetrical structure

FO ,:M: Large-scale
1. Ternary (3-unrt): ABA

A: :Ialt

3: Trio
A: Waltz

FOR:1: (Small scale, within ABA),
I. Breakdown of "A" (Ialtz)://c.a...

2. Breakdown of "II" (Trio):tC Mq/CdfdiC,
3. Return to beginning.

Ft.):C: (Snail scale)

1. Note:

a. Much ,1rase reoctitOn at beginning of Waltz and Trio section-
to fix melody clearly.

b, Balance by:
1) omitting all s.Jsequent repetition after first "c" of Trio
2) emitting "b" section in rocapitulation
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FORM: (Waltz and Trio)
1. Similarities: symmetrical phrase structure and groupings
2. Contrasts:

a. mood: from brilliant to introspective
b. dynamics: "f brillante" to "2 cantabile"
c, tempo: slower for Trio
d. range: narrower in Trio
e. type of motien: disjunct to conjunct
f. rhythmic shift: equal 8ths to dotted

MODERN PERIOD

PIECE:

Stravinsky, Igor (1881- ), "The Royal March," from L'Histoire du
Soldat ("Story of n Soldier") (1918).

RECORD:

"L'Histoire du Soldat" Suite. (Igor Stravinsky conducting). Columbia
ML 4964. Side 1, band 4.

SCORE:

and W. Chester, Ltd, minature (1924), p. 19 ff.

STYLISTIC FEATURES

QUALITIES OF SOUND
1. Tends toward transparency
2, Extensive use of brass in solo capacity
3, Unusual combination of instruments from different families; experi-

ment with new sonority effects: septet

a. high and low woodwinds (clarinet, bassoon)
b. high and low brass (cornet, trombone)
c. high and low strings (violin, bass)
d. percussion battery

4- Great dynamic range
5. Development of dynamics, rather than of harmony
6. Sharp contrasts of sound
7. Widc range of sound -- separation in pitches of instruments

TEXTURE
1. Strong impression of contrapuntal activity, even when a melody with

accompaniment is used, because of
a. extreme independence of the voices
b. lack of instrumental blend

2. "Give-and-take" between instruments

DISSONANCE
1. Considerable saturation of dissonance
2. Dissonance frequent at points of arrival

57 z.)
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HARMONIC ACTION
1. Partial abandonment of older chord types
2. Substitutes for older cadmces
3. Use of polytonality
4. Little harmonic drive (static)
5. Extensive use of harmonic pedals

MOVEMEV
1. Rapid tempo predominant
2. Wide range of pace
3. Cross rhythms maintained as pedals
4. Rhythmic imbalance
5. Shifting pace and accents

a. unusual groupings predominant
h. changing meter
c. use cf instruments in a percussive manner
d. characteristic brief silences

ARRIVAL
1. Uncertain sense of arrival

o. changing meter, either at cadence, or directly preceding
h. sudden change of rhythm at cadence
c. placement (timing) of cadence unknown; indeterminate number of

repetitions of rhythmic figure before cadence sets un continual
expectation (tension)

1. Asymmetrical phrase structure
2. Highly sectionalized
3. Iliro,lue concept of centinvons cxpanlion
4. i:;:lcidosconic shifts of meter
5. Use of rer,etition and fc,(:1nr(4, svalI co,Ann.; to hoild

rulodv

FOCI

I. "rondo" MCBIal;.:W)
2. Criinirll rettnu of sccead (",1") ,oroct

1. :'.ol.nded by repetition of orcning troclor,.
111,:re,f1,:ing ilq,ortanre of episodes ("C","o-,"",'',")

5. Create trnsion towrrd return of "V Fy 0-;.,"
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Special Lesson Plan (pp. 96-109)

SINGING STYLE UNIT: TEACHING MATERIALS

The human voice is a remarkable instrument which is able to produce a
wide variety of sounds. Adjectives usually applied to vocal sound; include
such terms as raspy, throaty, nasal, strangulated, and relaxed. It is not
possible to use the terms with scientific precision, but we can speak of a
strangulated vocai quality or vocal timbre and convey a fairly precise idea.
The singers of the world employ many vocal techniques such as yodeling
(singing into a very high range), vibrato (allowing the voice to quiver),
r.ad glottal stopp-1.ng (cutting off the tone deep in the throat.) When we
speak of singing style, we are referring to the combination of vocal
quality and vocal technives employed. All of the singing styles presented
in this unit can be discussed without technical terms or a knowledge of the
vocal meclanism.

are:

Two major sources which may serve as an introduction to singing styles

1, Lomax, Alan. "Folk Song Style," American Anthropologist, Vol. 61
(1959), pr. 927-954.

2. Cowell, Henry (rd.). The World's Vocal Arts. A recording pub-
lished by the Ethnic Folkways Library--FE 451G. It contains 19
examples of wori,' singing style.

Unfortunately, neither the Lomax article nor the record jacket notes
on the Cowell discuss the same features for each type of singing -tyle.
Vibrato, for example, may 1)e discussed in one instance and not in another.
There are many unsolved problems in examining the .1u ling styles of the

world. Hard and fast classification schemes are difi;(!ull to set up because
many mixtures are present. The most significant work in this area is
Lomax's FolkSong_Style and Cul_ture:... A SZiffHe.nortonCantometyics,
Uashington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1968.

Knowledge about singing style is important to the musician, not only
for its own sake, but because it may serve as a basis for determining musical
stylistic areas. Anthropologists may find such knowledge useful in detet-
mining the movement of peoples from one place to another. i'or example, if
lwo noncontiguous areas in tl:e world illustrate the same singing style, it
may be concluded (other factors also being present) that the two peoples
were one group at one time.

Ma :.o,: concepts to emphasize:

1. The male voice is not alwys easily distinguished from the female
voice 1)y listening.

2. The age of a singer is difficult to determine by listening to the
voice.

3. Singers engage in vocal play, that is, tley employ a variety of
vocal techniques.
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4. Five major vo,7.al qualities can be recognized within the world's
musical cultures.

5. Styles migrate: from one part of the world to another.

6. There are seven major vocal ranges in Western singing.

Each concept may lie introduced in a separate lesson, the mater'als for
which are given here. V'here possible, thesame musical examples are u.",ed for
more than one concept, lo give opportunity for repeated hearings. Siejelts
will engage in the process of identifying and describing what they hoEx.

1. Difficulty of deternining the sex of the singer

Sometimes it is difficult to tell whether a singer is male or frsnale
from the sound produced, For example, is the following singer a mai. or a
woman?

Example 1.: Where the Blue of the Night Meets the Gold of the Day
(Bing Crosby)

From: The World's Vocal Arts
Folkways FE 4510
Side 1, Bard 3

The singer is a man, without question. What distinguishes a nale 'oice
from E. female voice? Wcnen sing higher, softer, and lighter. Mer sing
lower. louder, acid heavier. Men have longer, thicker vocal chord:. But
isn't it possible that a man can sound like a woman by singing hit)), and
that a woman can sound like a man by singing low? Is the followi'ig 7'iger
a min or a woman?

Example 2: Rajastai Folk Song

From: Ausic of India--Traditional and Classics:.
:olkways FE 4422
:lido 2, Band 3

Most students will prob guess the singer to be female. Jowever,
Example 2 is a man from India. If you had to describe his kind of sound
in one word, what would you say? Choked, pinched, strangled? Lew would you
describe Bing Crosby in comparison? Bing Crosby sings with a more relaxed,
open sound. He sings in normal, speaking-voice range. He also E;ings
through his nose and has what we call a nasal sound.

The Indian singer's sound may be described as tense, pinched, or
choked. His throat is taghter and his facial expression more tense. Indians
like this kind of male vocal sound, and singers spend years learning to pro-
duce it. Indian singers can, of course, produce other kinds o sound if
the: want to.
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The kind of sound which a singer produces is called vocal quality or
vocal timbre. It is described by adjectives such as raspy, throaty, nasal,
strangulated, relaxed, tense, open, and clear. We used the term "pinched"
:o describe the Indian singer.

A similar, but more strangulated, singing style is widespread in the
Far East. This example (three successive songs performed without pause)
is from Japan. The singer is a woman. Note that her vccal sound is similar
to that of the Indian man.

Example 3: Kappore

From: Japar, the Ryukus, Formosa, and Korea
Colunbia Jorld Library - KI-210
Side 1, No. 12 (a,b,c)

Here is a Japanese man rcndering n folksong in a strangulated style.

;-:xample 4: Yagi

From. Japar, the Ryukyus, Formosa, and Korea
Columbia World Library - KL-210
Side 1, No. 6

aTare the man's voice ou lust hoard with that of this Japanese
woman, an elderly lady from a firm near Tokyo. Tote that she, too, sings
in a strangulated wey but that her ,,o;cc. is 1i3htor than the man's.

INample 5: Th-lle-Uta

From: Japan, the Ryukyos, Formosa, and Korea
Columbia World Library - KL-210
Side 1, No. 8

In Europe and America, female srmranos produce the kind of tone you
will hear in the next example when they pe:forn in opera or sing songs at
concerts. The to is clear, and the sound is not very relaxed.

Example 6: 'sic Forelle - Schubert

From: Rita Stretch Sings Schubert
Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft DGM 12030
Side 2. Rand 9

The singer is a woman with a highly trained voice. ,oe travels in
America and Europe singing in operas and giving song recitals.

The following example sounds similar to the preceding female soprano,
and most people would think that they are hearing a woman singer. The
singer is, however, a countertenor - -a rather extraordinary male voice.
Listen carefully, and note that his low lanes are noticeably thicker than
Ole low tones of a real soprano. His voice is less piercing and morc
powerful.

`38
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;sample 7: A Belli an's r,ong--Thomas P,avew-:ccoft

From: The Cries of London
Vanguard 11G563 (!;act; ,u: id)

Side 1, No. 4

Are you thoroughly confused? If so, you ar! lucky. Most people never
imagine that distinguishing male from female singers is a musical problem.
You uoJ know that it is a problem and that it Ls important in determining
vocal style. Io fact, a great deal of experience in listening to vocal
music of all hinds is necessary before you can be sure you know just what
you are hearing. llowestern vocal styles present the main problem to us
in the United States. Sometimes it is imnossible to tell whether tHe singer
is a man or a womao just by listening to a record. In order to find out,
you might have to read the note!; en the record jacket or even write to the
record company and ;1S1 :.

Difficultyof deterriining the age of tie sinker

'40 Lave .:iscovered reel, variation in the vocal quality produced in
different c-itures and considered desirahle. 1;eau,ie of tlis wide varia-
ilea in onlities, the age of n singer is !7(.1,,,etje!: difficult to determine
.1:runt Listoui,17,. %0 think tint c;Aldren have cuff, voices
and Oat. elderly have voices alit crack and cniver. of thr

true- but not always. flow old is the following singer?

Example 1: Chant de fillette a laver un bole

Antholrgie de la Vie Arriciine
ed. Herbert Pepner
Oncrotet-Thonrc--Nos. 120 C 126--320 C 123
!:ide 1, Uo.

lie singer is a six-year-old African girl. Notice tic soft, livhl
voice. This voun(:, untrained ringer tens wit: of breath easily.

1!, a grout, or yeuilt African boys;, ringing ill age From treo to
five. Ti,eir voices round sitlila to that of tle African girl.

2: Orcl.esirc d'-orant

de la Vie Africninc
.1, 'r.1-''CI L

DvcrLccl-'n(' ; 12(,--32C

iidc I, Eo. 7

t.c 11U;:( rt pis, you. dot7 old arc tl)ese singers:
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Example 3: Initiation Song (Pygmy)

Fro.n: Music of the Ituri Forest
Folkways FE 4483
Side 2, Band 2

Example 4: Bamhuti Soag (Pygmy)

From: Africa South of the Sahara
Folkways FE 4503
Sidc 2, No. 20

The voices in both examples ore light and sound like those of children.
But:, though the first of these two songs is sung by young Pygmy boys, 10-12
years of age, the second group of singers is adult Pygmies. All singers in
the Pygmy tribe tend to sing w1Lh a child-like voice, no matter how old
they are.

For example, here is a group of adult women singers from a Pygmy tribe.
Notice Olar they sound very much like the young boys in Example 3. Their

voices are a bit. fuller and stronger but are still basically soft and child-
like.

Exanple 5: Mgongo Utul: (Pygmy)

From: Nus!,-. of tho Ituri Forest

Folkway.: L41,3

Side 1, Band 5

The singer in Examill 6 was about 70 years old when this recording was
made. She is Irish and is singing Irish folk songs. Notice that like the
children we heard in Examiles 1 and 2, she too runs out of breath rather
quickly. Her voice is not soft and light, however, but rather hard and
somvi.imes quivering. And yet it is very pleasing in its on way.

Example 6: 6. Dance to Your Daddy
b. Cucanandy

From: Ireland (Irish Folk Songs)
Columbia drrid Library--KL-204
Side 1, Nos. 6 and 7

The following singer is from a quite different culture than our oiler
examples. He sounds like a very old man with a heavy, breaking voice. Yet

he is only 40 years old. Pe is an i:skimo.

Example 7: Piherk for Punting

From: Canada
Coluribia 1;urld 1.1brary--NL-211

Side 2, Nu. 36
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ltou should be a bit confused again! If you hE.Pe always thought thrt
it was easy to tall children's singing apart from adults and elderly people,
you should see now that it is not so easy after all.

3. Y!-Ica121-AX

Most animals in the world produce sounds. Men have tried to imitate
f-liese sounds with their voices for a variety of reasons. Sometimes they
wish to show their skill, and sometimes ,hey wish to attract the animals in
hunting. They try to imitate the vocal quality of the animals.

The Eskimo is imitating a Canadian goo:;e, a snow goose, and a swan.
In between the imitations. he announces the type of animal which he will call.

E::ample 1: Bird Imitations

From: The Zskimos of Hudson Bay and Alaska
Folkways F%
Side 2, Band 2

lie' is also rather good at imitating the walrus. Eskimos hunt
watres, and they utter these calls in order to bring the animals out of
hiding.

':ample 2: Imitations of Walrus

From: 'tie 'dskimos of Hudson Bay and Alaska
Folkways FE 6Wi
Side 2, Band

Iho uext example is (,f hunting cries from Africa, nrodiLced by Pygmies.
lhey spread out long nets in a lac,.0. circle in the inngle and then make

those. sounds to aid in driving the animals into the nets.

;xariple 3: lire Hunting Cries of tht Babinga Pygmies

From: Frevc:, africa

14orld Library - r1.-205

Side 2, No. 34

:ech crie as we :t.r.l uard are alro;t lihe yodels. Yedeling moan!:

!:illging in a iriglr, fake range. 7:11.s high ran;,,c is called the falsetto
range. 1,aletto dif:crcnc. for cach deocodiug his ;atticolor
voice. T1 C niccc is .1) of }will lily: dom.! by wa.en e a

Pigmy tribe. This song is perfor,ed before tho mrm set oot on an ole.,,halt
hunt. :lot ice ho,, several different and exciting parts are heing sung to-
gether.

Gong

Fro-1: French Africa
1.:brary--1:1, -2r5

id,. 2,
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Lerhans You can guess whore the next e::amrle of vocal rlay cores from.

5: Mss yodelling style

Fr c' The 'aorld's Vocal Avis

Folhways
.Side 1:omher 17

01 all the ,Coyle in Lie world, the Aa.ican Negro SOOS to ea:oy vocal
1,11y tie African Negroes are incrcdihly shillful at using their
/o'ce:, to 1.112 a wide variety of sounds. ;Astee to an Arricaa r.cdicine
8;1;n5.

1::,a7lpie 6: .11ant C cf,rapHtifole

Fr(v]: Ant'ullogio dc la Vie Africaino
pd. l!rbert Pcti" 01

1.)oretet-o7-.)5!on C 126--320 C 12Y,

:1-cor 2, 1.de 2, I''ivh

fin text soni; is ser!; ran from the 3echuana grw_in, an african
triho. the different effects 1;l4ch 1c procl,ces with his voice. Ac

o: ;C "otul hf: vcry awl s,..i.c:(1!: file oonald ;ruck.

n 7: }:vci:an.i. ong

ro.: Africa ;:uoth 01 the Thhara

Follw.vs ,'60)

S4.de I, .land

Alter: the nativen of C c lelvi l Te and 7s1:2TIds :ust north of

Australia ',lid graves for their (load, they perforn ti,e follm7ing ca:l.

1.narinle The :!ourning Call of 1;olville and 3aturst

From: Austra:ia and Nov Cilnea
Co:onbia 4orld hihrar:--A-2C./
ide Iliad 13

cAiYrcn Hay h; i r rp'es. In COO palw, zhcy
,.I n, a 1,,,ttlo C,r. .10,1 into ii. to !!!inte

! io0H iy 101 )t-cathiog. tlen tart to lnu;!..

Frorl; 1.-Nos of -.3iy and Alaska

j7;

;:i ,10 1. Sanfl

w :iat eloctroilic in,tun.?olt.; os rccoYder-, ;':17e Leon in-

,,ontod, e cao record a voire, it down, it Ur,. A Freml:,an
erre lliJury eccord( ;1 a voice (1 0 1.11,1c one

roco.l. Coen mad^ r..ori!ing!; of ant one r.ouli at vario.'s
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Actor c tuft theill !outlier ono After a!,other to make this piece of
that every :;,,nd ti at you hear comes frcril the original "a1,1.

1_(: Vocalise,'

From: ParoraTa of ::usi,!ve ConcOqc, Number 2
Oucr,Aci:-Thonson bTL 931 21
Side 1, band

sinninp tvle areas of the Irorld

In 1959 an ethno7msicologist hy the nane of Alan I ,wax wrote an artie1e
for a ;clui-nal in which he tried to divide Cho world into s;nging style areas.
'c decided, for e>:anple, tint most Nero Africans living south of the f;nhara

sin:, in a relaxed manner. Peode in the Far l:ast. on the
oLer ;and, te:Id to sin: in a very ;:i..1-1':!

Lomax thinks tl.at there arc about ton mac.r ::tylcq of sirmim; in the
Powever, a fcw of the ten are sinilar to one another, and it would

be difficult for the amateur to distinguish between some of tie styles.
A major problem in deciding on the number of singing styles is the pre-
sence oi riNtures. In New Gu'nea, for example, people sing with a :tiality

tl.at is a bit like Africans and a bit like Far ;:asterners, Sometimes groups
of ow-0c wru'o iron one part of the world to another and influence iingers

it new hcleland. Ar you now, 0.0 AAcrican Negro came from ALrica to
the United States. Now, sone white American folk singers sing in a more
relaxed fashion, partly because they have heard Negroes singing this way.
The Negroes, in turn, have sometimes adopted the more harsh, rigid sound of
the white folk singers.

There are five distinct style: that you should he able to distin;,,nisl,:
urainn, Acrican Indian, African, Australian, and Vccanic.

:-urasian. Eurasia refers to :.prope and A,a. This singing style is
found in various parts or !Inope and 1n the Near East. but the hest examples
of it arc fton CI Ina and Japan. Pow i ou dcl you describe this exanole from a

C' inenc orera't

t: YtIC is o flaan

Chirwse Orera/:,oags And ;;usic
Follways 8FX
idr_ 2, 11,7 a 2 (towird end)

::urasia; ir; characterized by a tenso voice tlat so,,nds as if
oac- is 11211;', 'ii: voice is harsh and The throat is
ti;;1.telled to ,odure this .7elinr:. In C is clse, the sirgerr are men. H.720.0

are two w

Yuc n

inure 0- ova t;,engr. and ;:u'sic

r,lad 3
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Do you remember this woman from Japan? Her voice is also choked and
pinched.

K.appore

From: Jal,an, the ilynbyus, Formosa, and Korea
Columbia orld LibraryU-21C
Side 1, No. 12 (a,b,c) (3 songs)

American Indian. The second singing style is that of the American
Indians. Whether they live in Canada, the United States, Mexico, or South
A.erica, they tird to sing in the lame manner. Bow would you describe
the singing style of this Iroquois rain dance song?

Example 4: a. The Kalil Dance, Part 1.

b. The 131nce, Part 2

From: Canada
Columbia World Library--YL-211
Side 1, Nos. I and 2.

This s:yle is typified 1 .- singir,!, at Cull volume with a rather clear,

toi!e. They sound .as if they are yelling, yet their throats arc mock
7cre rea!,:ed than singers of the Eurasian style.

In this next exarple, from the Winnebago tribe in Wisconsin, 13t(e that
lithoogh the singers in the cl.orw; do not sing at full volume, Ole lead
singer does.

Eya.11ple 5: Flag Song

From: War 1.4:crops and Medicine Songs

Folkways 43f,1

Side 1, Band 4

Africa. The third singing style is found in Africa, south of the Sahara
d2sert. 'lire clarnelerisLics are nL ile normal speahing voice. Although he
Liles to cry and she it now and t! em, Lie singer usually doer-Alit yell at
full volume lihe the American "Indian. Site singing t;tyle is relaxe4 and rot
nearly no tense as !hat of Inc .rosian. ..am,,le is Oat of a !sle
tnsi, ;, 1:o nc,:,,pipooTo!: hirHr.o1;' on

r::: roe : Acol I

Froy: Africa :outh ol !Au. ;;;I: al

Follays F% 5(3
Side r,. 31

Sevcral hund.'cd years ago, !Wined ca .c to toe Mlericas, particularly
to the Uriited States. Their sp;rituals and wrrl- songs influenced white fe:h
singers, and choir music has had a noticeable effect on American popular :usic
and jazz. T1 ev have also nreserved tie relaxed vocal singinA style, a: c.:1
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be seen from the following. A family om Mississippi sings.

Example 7: My Name Has Been Written Down

From: Negro Folkmusic of Africa and America
Folkways P 500
Side 2, No. 23

This song from the Zulu tribe in southeast Africa shows vocal quality
that is relatively relaxed even though the singing is fairly loud in volume.

Example E: Zulu Song

Front: Africa Stith of the Sahara
Folkways FE 503
Side 1, Band 1

Ati:Avalian. Australian singing style is not confined to that continent.
it may be heard nn the many islands off the coast and in New Guinea, tote
very large island to the North.

We will be concerned with the natives of these areas, not the Euror.ean
settlers. The natives (somettres called aborigines) have been living in
these areas for centuries, just as the American Indians have lived for so

it the North and South American continents. :40sl of the Australian
aborigines live in the Nortlast in an area referred to as Arnhem Land.

Here arc some men from Arnhem Land accomp.:nied by a low-sounding instru-
ment called the did:eridu. How would you describe their sound?

':ample Mc Men's Tjarnd:,

From: Australia and New Guinea
Columbia World Library, SL-208
Side 1, Band 4

The voices arc harsh and strident. Ti cy are loss riAgulated than
C.cr.;e from ;:vrasia and descend lower in pitch. H ,Iwever, they are not as

reli.;ed is toe Acrican singers.

l;:tam:lc W3dimiri

From: Tribll of

Foll:ways e A39

;:ide 1, Bud 5 (mart)

Care is no old rrin F,inging 3 Faired song while other :,en sit quietly
listening.

EYiro-le II. A Sacred Sol(,

Fro.-1: Australia and New Guinea
World Libriry, L4.-20,77.

:fide I, Bind F.
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,11,1 /o, co.

.Exr. ri,la 12; Tie

From: Australia and New Guinea
Colombia 1/orld Library, M,-2CF,
Side 1, Band 3

Oceanic. het us now examine a final singing stale. It is found on
many islands in the Pacific Ocean, and so we may call it Oceanic. The
groups of islands include Polynesia, Melanesia, and Micronesia. The style
is also found in New Zealand. Here is a lament in merlory of a slain chief-
tain of the Tuhoe tribe. These tribesmen are members of a larger group
called the Maori people. How would you describe their singing style?

Example 13; La;:ent by Te Parnona

From: Maori Songs of New Zealand
Folkways P 433
Side 1, Sand

The voices arc lower In pitch than all of our previos examples. Now
and t1 ca the Africans and some American Indian tribes sing ais low, but
arm C0.171011. The vocal ,:nil;ty is open, fairly relaxed.

;errs nrodrce cheire tones 1-.-om decn tii-oat and front their

ehe;:rs,

here man standing guard in a village and giving an alarm er
an an'. roar infr;

-10 I': ;r 1;.earaara

of New 4ealay,c1

Vc,11.yn P '131!

Sidc 2, fla,'d

30 L.a ;):(1.11:- o1 C;L, 0,1;3 tie 7,1]-.1tinn .

f:0- up of ler),Alo 5.in;!ers 7retiuces (MI 1'1 .C11 L lar to t:,oso of
n rr,nn.

,.:a :10 i.n ri , n on

,f veoplo!;, vol, I

Colys
i it 3, :0. 12

he..o 1:; a -..flr,- of ftir, fT%e s'iv;ing rtle,. ie nost

a c t t 4 S t , r 1 l i n t .
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Arcrice Indian: throaty
muscular
full-bodied
clear
high in hach of throat
normal speahing pitch

African: relaxed

open
resonant

often soft
vocal play
deeper in throat and into chest
normal socahing pitch

Australian: twangy
strident
harsh
low nafAl
low-ritcled

Oceanic: chest-resoaanted
fairly relaxed
open
very low-pitched

Noyenent_ofAtylcs

.;Len people rove from one area of the world to anecher, they take
their singing style with then. The singing of a particular group of !.torte
in one cart of the world often rr!scrbles that in anoav part of Ge
world, leading the experts to 6,:lieve that the groups nay he originnfly
one. Here are some examples of our major vocal qualities found in parts
of the world with which they ace not normally associated.

H7,ample 1: idar Song from Tami. TAand

From: Australia and Kew Guinea
Side 2, No. 20

This .r.s the African style of singing found in the Australian area.

1 :-.apple 2: Great lionga Sanyo of !Igorr

From: %.0)ct II (UNESCO)
3idc 1, Band 3 (bcginni)g)

Low-votcee singing is rarticularly irpressiye in Tibet. This small

country, west of China art north of India, is certainly not in the Pacific

Ocean. But the dean, resonant singing of Tihean monks is llosely :elated
to out Oceanic str7ing style.
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6. Sevin) vocol ranges

in the following e::u one should list,m for ral.ge, The term range
refers to tie distance from lowest note to highest note in any singer's
voice. Sore voices are limited to a very high range, others to a meditm or
low range. The range is easiest to distinguish when the singer has a trained
voice, so our examples are all of con.:ert and opera singers. lte quality
varies with the rangehigher voices being lighter, Lower voices heavier.

the highest voice is the female coloratura _sonrano, The coloratura
soprano usually sings higher than the regular soprano. This voice is rare
and most women cannot sing this high. The singer sometimes imitates the
flute.

EY.ample 1: "Queen of the Night" from The Magic Flute--7!ozart

From: The World's Vocal Arc
ed. Henry Cowell
Singer: Maria Ivoguen
Follvnys FE 4510
Side 4, No. 19

Most women are sqprz,nos and their best notes are a bit lower than toe
of the coloratura. Listen to this Eg.ample.

Example 2: Die ForelleSchubert

From: Rita Ntreich Sings Schnhetc
Deutsche Grammophou deselsCaft 00:1 12.030
Side 2, Band 9

The lowest female: voice is the contralto or "alto" for short. Al-

Chougl: contraltos can sing some of the soprano's higli notes, tley usually
sing in the lowest women's range.

1.xn,Irle 3: Ten SongS from the Ilebn.lw-Wolpe
columbin MI; S179

11.c rnlc vocal rrngr i.t four cote ones ry 1.Lis Coe hif;llei

rare is 11:..ed. The Anper in n ',Ile alto or ce-i.Lorl.row. Ile range ir tie
ra!II:e of the female alto, l,!11 0:0 'rnlity ire ,1!Ir

;.:)n:,le 4: A B1,11Han'n

From: The Cries of Lo..10,
Singer: Alfrcd oc,ler
Vangriard ;4:",i3 Cinch (1u;/d)
;:i(1, 1,
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The countertenor voice is very unusual, much more rare than the high,
coloratura feonle voice. The mmt common high nnle voice is the tenor.

3joerlirg, a Swedish singer, is considered one of the great tenors
of all time.

:allute 5: "Questa o quella" iron Rigoletto--Verdi

From: Orent. Recordings of the Century--Jussi 11:41erling,
Vol. 1

Angel COLH 148
Side 2

The next lowest voice is the baritone. Although a baritone can
sing most of the high notes that the tenor sings, be usually stays in
a lower range.

C: Der JagerSchubert

Frcwl: Die Schone Mullerin
Dietrich Fischer-Diesl'au
Odeen--Electrola J;90 038/39
Side 3, No. 1',

The loest ale voice is the bass. It is Leavy and full. Few nen
low.

i:a,l'I)10 7: Corab--;:ousorgstl

Prom: Houssorgsl:y :boledies
Boris Oristoff
Angel 35602-35605
Side 3, hand 5 (Song I.n. 19)

.very ,.,ersin in the .!orld a diStinctiVe mice. Wo are mite
;:evertLele, it io elnssif tium into a few groups

ha,ed r..aux,c we Lave done todn,
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Special Lesson Plan (pp. 11u-125)

INSTRUMENTS UNIT: TEACHING MATERIALS

It is very difficult to define "musical instrument." Almost any
sound-making object caa be used in a piece of music. Whips, riveting
machines, automobile horns, and other objets have been used for
special effects and may be considered musical instruments. Indeed, any
object which prcduces a sound may be a musical instrument.

Clapping, stamping th.2 ground, and slapping the body are all used
frequently in music and dance.

Acoustics studies the nature of sound and ics production. Organ-

ology is the science of musical instruments.

Objectives

1. To think about the various ways in which the musical
instruments of the world might be classified.

2. To learn the basic outline of the Sachs-von Hornbostel
method of classification.

Teacher

Imagine that you are in a very large room. All of the musical
instruments in the world, past and present, are brought to you and
you are asked to classify them. How would you do this?

Student

Classify by:

1. Shape. 7. Geography.
2. Length 8. History.
3. Weight. 9. Use in culture.
4. Range. 10. Al'iabetical.
5. Material. 11. Arbitrarily assigned
6. Method of performance. number.

Teacher Objections to the above are listed as follow,:

1 Shape. There is an enormous variety of shapes. Some are
very odd. If all vlinders were placed together, fo.:
example, clarinets and drums would be in the same category.

2. Length. Some instruments are long in amount of material
used but short in appearance, for example, the 7rench horn.

3. Weight. Some instruments are large and bulky--but are
hollow and light. Should they be classified as "less
weighty"? Some instruments have removable parts. Would
they be weighed with the parts on or off?

4 Range. Mai./ instruments have a wide range of pitch. Would
the piano be considered high or low in pitch? Even if agree-
ment could be reached on this matter, fl.utes, violins, and
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trumpets would be in the same category. This is rather
unwieldy.

5. Material, Once again, many diverse instruments would be
placed in the same category: wooden flutes, wooden violins,
wooden clarinets. Metal flutes and clarinets would be
separated from their wooden counterparts. Some instruments
are made out of several materials. The ancient Chinese did
use this method of classification istone, metal, wood, gourd,
bamboo, hide, silk) but were dealing with a limited number
of instruments.

6. Method of performance. Some instruments are played in a
variety of ways--plucked, bowed, end struck, for example.

7. Geography. Some instruments are found all :er the world.
It would be nearly im:Jossible to decide where they are most
numerous, although a census-like count could be taken. Yet,

players continually move about.
S. History. Some instrunants developed independently in several

areas. Often, the place with which an instrument is primarily
associated is not the place of origin.

9. Use in culture. Most instr ments are used for a variety of
social functions.

10. Alphabetical. Alphabetical ordering would prevent a person
from seeing similar instruments together.

11. Arbitrarily assigned number. Simply assigning a number would
also prevent a person from seeing a meaningful pattern of
category s.

The most useful method is that developed by Curt Sachs z.nd Erich
von Hornbostcl in the early twentieth century. For them, the principle
of classification is the nature of the vibrating body. They distinguish
four categories:

1. Idiophones--the body vibrates.
2. Membranophones--a stretched skin vibrates.
3. Chordophones--a string vibrates.
4. Aerophones--a column of air vibrates.

In each instance, the vibrating element is the primary vibrating
element. In all cases, for example, a column 2f alt is set in moLion.
Only in category number 4 (aerophones) is it of primary importance.

We would have to add a fifth category to the scheme of Sachs-von
Hornbostel. Recent years have witnessed the development of electrical
instruments.

5. Electrophones--electricity is generated.

ldiophones. The boo)/ of the instrument vibrates.

Some idiophones are struck against each other.

Exarplc 1. icipptnr,

1-roll. !ad.!.

R,, lid 59t,
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F.::ample 2: BooNelongs (Australia)

From: Australia and New Guinea
:,ide and 2

Lxamplc 3: Tuacd tapping, sticks

From: Sacs
;',1,1 5

Cloves are tined t,pIng

.--ample 4: Finger cyldhals (Indio)

From: Sachs

Band G

Also, castanets various binds of large cymbals.

An idiop:ione may be scraped Tathet than struck.

Example 5: Scrapers (i :exico)

From: Sachs
Bard IC.

Also, guiro (corru gated surface) and ratchet (placl,adized).

1:::ample 6: Slit Dr,T1 ( Congo)

Frm: achy
1}a r,1

Slit rums are hoilot d log

An idiophone ray la struck against tie ground.

F.xample rounding banboos (Nato CrOsso)

From: Sachs
Land 7

Some idiophones ore pluched.

E :apple L: Harp

From: '.ach5,

Band 26

Hoyer plucl(s a laclla uldle bolding it inside bis uhicll there-

Uy 5ervcs as n rcsonatini;

R: Sauna or rbira (Congo)

Fro: act s or British L:ist Africa

Band 25 tilde 1, Band No, 1i, (middle)
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Some idi:Thones are strucl: indirectly, i.e., i:he performer does not

Couch the sound-producing object. (Seeds or !A:,nes are contained inside
a sonorous gourd, tbe, or basl:et.)

F.:!.aplc 10: Rattles (Hato Crosse`.

From: Sachs

Band 9

Also, maracas, sleigh hells, and sistrum (particles of bone or
wood strung together on a cord, li.ve a nechlLe, and attached to a small
wishbone-shaped frame).

An idiophone may be ru1;bed.

Example 11: Glass Ilarcionicd.

From: Nuzart, Adagio_in (.1 Najor_for Glass llarmonica,

E. 617a

Some idiophones arc struck directly.

Examl:le 12: Bells (Japan)

From: Sachs
Band 22

Bells beaten on rim.

Exmple 13: Bells (India)

From: Sachs
Band 23

Bells turned upside down.

ET:ample 14: ("longs (Philippines)

From: Sachs

Sand 21

Beaten in the center.

Fnamp/c lc: Chcin of gongs (gong frame) (gong chine main) (Burma)

From: 3urmese Fo'l: and Traditional Music
Folbays P 436. Side 1, Bard 4
,and

Sachs
rani n

A collis.tioo flicponcc , c chlmc.
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;ells and gongs cone siw;/y or in sets.

16: Xylophone (Equatorial Arrica)

Yrom: Sachs

Baud 24

Example 17: Xylophone (Uganda)

From: British East Africa. Columbia World Library KL-213
Side 1, Band 2, No. 6 (middle third of Band 2)

Example 18: Pende Xylophone (Western Belgian Congo)

From: Africa South of the Sahara
Folkways FE 4503
Side 1, Band 21

Wooden mallets tiped with balls of gum.

Example 19: Chop timbila orchestra (Mozambicide)

From: British East Africa
Columbia World Library KL-213
Side 1, Band 2, No. 7 (end of Band 2)

Also, tuned stone slabs (stone chimes or lithophones) and various
Western orchestral instruments (wood block, temple block, triangle. cow-
bells or bells from other animals, glockenspiel, marimba, and vibraphone
(vibraharp).

Cr.0111)s of

gaH!clin.

From! Sachs

Band 64
er

Bali
Side 1, No. 1

Ganclans (lamelan orclestras), like Western symphony orcestras, vary
in size from a few to 75 or mol-c players.

The following are the instrunerts of the gamclan.

Saran! bronze xylophone, pox resonator, wooden mallet. Three

sizes: pancrus (smallest); harking (middle): dewing (largest).

Gender: 1,ronzc xylnrhono.

barung (middle) s7nten (lari;cst).

Gaii:ang xy opholle

harems (smallest);

Bonano. sr,t of gorTs; bronze knobbed go,-Ss in a wooden franc;

lwo padded ric'-s. Three sizes.
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Lrl: gong,

Y.C[1011: gong.

1:empHl: gong.

Gong agerp: gong.

Other instruments may be added to tha gamelArt orchestra, for
example, rebab, suling flute, and chelempung zither,

Membranuhones. The sound is produced by tigltly stretched membranes.

Host membranophones are drums, and most drums are struck directly
by the plaver. There are some examples of drums (see slit drum under
idiophones; friction drums) with holes in the drumhead through which
a stick is inserted and made to move up and down. The me-Abrane is

thereby rubbed rather than struck directly. A cup of soda with a top
and an opening for the straw is a rubbed membranophone, There are
alto a few examples of drumheads which receive the vibrations of a
plucked string and of drums which arc rattled (pellets inside). The

kazoo is stF11 another tyre of memhranophone which modifies the
voice and is made to vibrate by speaking or singing into it.

Dr,:ms may have one or two heads and come in a wide variety of
shapeshourglass, goblet: (slender stem), cylinder, cone, or barrel.
Some are struck with the hands; others with sticks or mallets.

Some drums produce indefinite pitches.

Example 1: frame drum Whino)

From: Sachs
Side 1, nand 14

A frame arm is one in which the depth of the body does not exceed
the radius of tFe membrane, i.e., the drum is shallow, This particular
example produces a low s'Llnd of indefinite pitc1-.

;:x1,1rp1e 2: Bass drur

From The In,..truments of the Orchestra, Vanguard
US-1017/1C

Side 4, :and I (part)

1--,:am9le 3: 1;1-,15 )

a, 1

nrr

r1:1.

j`.? 12

GOO
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Some Indefinitely pitched drums have additional apparatus to change the
sound.

Example J;; Snare drum

From: The Instruments of the Orchestra; Vanguard
URS-1017/18

Side 4, Eand I (part)

The snare drum has taus strings stretched across the bottom head;
they vibrate against the head.

Example 6: Tambourine

From: The Instruments of the Orchestra; Vanguard
URS-1017/18

Side 4, Band 1(104m;)

The tambourine is a shallow, frame drAm with jingles. It is usually
sfiafien, but it may be struck by the hand or fingers,

The following drums are tuned.

Example 7: Drums (Uganda)

Frcm: British East Africa
Side 1, Band 1, No. 3 (middle)

There are 15 drums here,

Example L: Drums (Tanganyika)

From: British rest Africa
Side 1, Band 1, No. 4

Rattles are also heard.

Examples 5 and 6 sound very much like xylophones and the sansd
which see encountered under idiophones. For example, listen to British
East Africa, Side 1, Band 2, No. 6 (xylophone) and Lcitish East Africa,
Side 1, Band J, No. 10 (sansa). It is difficult to distinguish African
drums, xylophones, and sansa, even after many hearings.

Another type of drum set that sounds like xylophones is the follow-
ing from Burma.

Ex,imple 9: Tuned drum chain (Burma)

From: Sachs
Band 19
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There are 21 drums, played with hare hands, plus an oboe.

Example 10: Timpani (kettle drums)

From: The Instruments of the Orchestra; Vanguard
URS 1017/18

Side 4, Band 1 (beginhing)

India is also a drumming center. The most importr-t drums are the
dholak, tabla, khol, mridanga, mirdam, an baya.

The following is a dholak solo. The dholak is a double-ended drum.

Example 11: Dholak (India)

From: India, Columbia World Library KL-215
Side 2, Band 8, No. 18

The drum is ever present in Indian music.

Example 12: Khol (India)

From: Music of IndiaTraditional and Classical
Side 1, Band 3 (part)

The kazoo is a "singing membrane." The membrane is made to vibrate
by speaking or singing into it. The membrane does not yield a note of its
own but merely modifies the voice. The comb and paper is a type of kazoo.
The kazoo 1.s a nondrum mombranophone.

Example 13: Kazoos (singing gourds) (Nyasaland)

Fruir British East Africa
Side 2, no. 17

Groq?s of membraliclphonos

We have heard groups of drums.

Groups of idiophcnes and membrarophones (mixed)

A mixing of idiophones and membranophones is, of course, very common.

Example 1: Ahir Dance (India)

From: India

Side 1, Sand 2, No. 4

Large drum (nagarn), small dram (dukkar), and gong (knsavar)

Example 2: Drum and cymbal or:hestra (India)

Fcem: India

Side 2, ri,d 6, No. 1t
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Exc,mple 3: Three Brothers (percussion ensenble)--Michael Colgrass

From: Americn Percussion Society
Side 2, Band 6

Chordophones. Oae or more strings are stretched between fixed points.

There are three main varieties of chordopl!ones:

1, Zithers.
2. Lutes.
3. Harps.

1. A zither contains only a string bearer. If a resonator is
present, it is not integral and can be detached. A string stretched
across a hole in the ground would constitute a ground zither. The
ground serves as a resonating chamber.

Example 1: Musical iv (Africa)

From: British East Africa
Side 1, No. 15 (just before Band 5)

The string is resonated by either the mouth or with an attached gourd.

Example 2: Vina (India)

From: Sachs

Band 45
or

India, Side 2, No. 10

Example 3: Langleik (Norway)

From: Sachs
Band 48

Example 4: Koto (Japan)

From: Kimio Eto
Side 2, Ho. 2

Also, piano, harpsichord, clavichord, chin.

2. Lute: are chordophoncs in which a string bearer and a resonator
are organically united and cannot he separated without destroying the
instrument. The plane of the strings runs parallel with the sound
table, and the instrument has a neck.

Example 5: Cusle (Yugoslavia)

6:

From: Sachs

Band 57

Banjo (Tennessee)

From: Sachs
Band 53
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Lxampl c tat (ail)).

Ftom: Sachs
51, 54, arcl 55

SLamisen (70c4n).

From: Ss( hs

Lac. 6/

Fxample 11J chin (Chinn).

SachS
Band 59

ExaPplc 107 Sarfnda (FaH.stao).

From! Sachs

Fiand 55

Also, sitar.
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11,t. ALl cnodop; or.es in whi6, tNi piano of be sCrings lies aL
ciOr ag to die sonna table.

..,,,)11p1c 11: (-round 1,arp ({a it i).

From: Sacl.s

Balnl 41

Fxamflle 12; liarp (Bqr,4).

acs
i!and 3

çii 13. narp (ix 'co).

The estern strirg co:c,t is a pa :or exanple of a group of chord°.
phones. inc. string orchestra is :also fairly co.-Ixon Tlo folloAng is a
piece for 52 separate string ts

,pc: ;or ti c r 01110A- K1

c'A 1.0(.3 '.231

is y v.14 ntoi .

AC1 6:`;: , II f it
,114 i r. I e

ror! coos- I ave a dcvice
r t y C ')r t ,1;) 0 nr_011:ii.e.1) and 0 cl-c

it! C+;1 .,f
6 0 ti
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1. In Ihe type, the vibratio H conc:ned by c.c, tr1,-

neat. There is no enclosed colnEon of air. TIT oitor air 1-9 acted upon
directly,

lamole 1. l:eed organ

1:xatIp1 e 2, Ac,:ordion

:nmple 3. lull-roarer (The inns turnout in swung in C:e air, 1,e

whirling Hovewent Pales eddies directly in 1.,?e ,;urroundio

air.)

2. The second type of aeronhone is referred to as "wind inslruq.ents
rroper." The vibrating air is confjued with the iustruinot ilnelf,
is by far the larger subdivision of nerop ones.

'There are three latw! Fluhcategortes--flutes, reedpioen, and trumpets.

A. Flutes: a narrow SEVelml of air L.; directed ciaiw,t nu edge.

mple Vertical flute (Yugos1avia). From: ,

i:xf1:1,,,le 5, Transvor,;,1 flute (Yugoslavia). Fro

F,%culple 6. Flute

,:xamote 7. Piccolo
Alto Elute

7:aulle 9. Double wl,isile fluter; (Nato Groo). From:

:;(1mrle Pecorder (Flathead Indians). From; :iachs, Band

17. Panties (Peri:). !.:achs, Diad
Ccom: Ran,( 7

.'.ecdpi,,)es: the air :.trurl bas i.rlc,liLLtentil accesq to tle

of air is made to vibrate.

Examp/e 11, Oboe (Italy). Irer: `iachs, Band

14. Shaw:1 (Tibet). Tibet II, Side B, No. 6

xr..1ple 15. Clarinet (Greece). From: Sachs, Band 30
Example 16, Double clarinet (herds). Fro!): Sachs, Band 31

Also, (-,nterit oboe, IligtiS!1 ;:,ern, hasroon, clarinet, and

!;axo;l'onc.

Tri,Hueta: tile air strea.a pasnes tirou0 the player's
yibratin lion, thw gainin; acccs-i to the air call ;,n

is 1-ade to vibrate., .11('' Levu (r,Twet is tY:cd here in a ',T.,1(1

!,cnse, incildtng those instrowcrnts we Loll ,ct!,
plos

ica.1,1e 1. Did'erid C:0 !,ochs, Band 21;

;;NnrvIle 1t . 1101W; ().(1!'ntrriPI A1-171). VYCO: S '0 B1111 1.;

1:a3or exa7.111cs in the $c!,tevn wovld arc flute Tiavtet.;-

fLite choirs: clorHot snNo:' .,111.0-
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woodwind trios, quartets, and quintets; woodwind choirs; brass
quintets; and brass choirs.

Other combinations,

A drim and ')ugle corps is an example of membranophones and
aerophones combiled. Concert bands and wind ensembles usually uFe
all but chordophnes. The symphony orchestra uses instruments from
all four categores.

Outline of Sachs-von Hornbostel Classification

I. Idiophones

A. Struck iarophones

1. Idiophones struck directly

a. Concussion idiophones or clappers
b. Percussion idiophones

2. Indirectly struck idiophones

a. Shaken idiophones or rattles
b. Scraped idiophones
c. Split iciophones

B. Plucked idiophones

1. In the form, of a frame

a. Clack idiophones
b. Giimbardes

2. In board- or comb-form

a. With laced-on lamellae
b. With cut-out lamellae

C. Friction idiophones

1. Friction sticks

a. (Individual) friction sticks
b. Sets of friction sticks

2. Friction plaques

a. ('ndividual) friction plaques
b. Sots of friction plaques
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3. Friction vessels

a. (Individual) friction vessels
b. Sets friction vessels

D. Blown idiophones

1. Blown sticks

a. (Individual) blown sticks
b. Sets of blown sticks

2. Blown plaques

a. (Individual) blown plaques
b. Sets of blown plaques

II, Nembranophones

A. Struck drums

1. Drums struck directly

a. Kettle drums
b. Tubular drums
c. Frame drums

2. Rattle drums

B. Plucked drums
C. Friction drums

1. Friction drums with stick

a. With inserted stick
b. With tied stick

.. Friction drum with cord

a. Stationary friction drum with cord
b. Friction drum with whirling stick

3. Hand friction drums

D. Singing membranes

1. Free kazoos
2. Tube- or vessel - kazoos

601



III. Chordophones

A. Simple chordophones or zithers

1. Bar zithers

a. Musical bows
b. Stick zithers

2. Tube zithers

a. Whole-tube zithers
b. Half-tube zithers

3. Raft zithers

a. Idiochord raft zithers
b. Heterochord raft zithers

4. Board zithers

a. True board zithers
b. Board zither variations

5. Trough zithers

a. Without resonator
b. With resonator

6. Frame zithers

a. Without resonator
b. With resonator

B. Composite chordophones

1. Lutes

a. Bow lutes
b. Yoke lutes or lyres
c. Handle lutes

2. Harps

a. Open harps
b. Frame harps

3. Harp lutes

60o
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A. Free acrni, hone!:

1. 1)i!;p1leen!ctit Cree nerophoo:Nt

2. 1:uterruptive free aeropLo[leF.

a. Id ..opl.ro.h. inlet rnpt noropl.one; or
U0Oidi ophonic interrnrt ive iw,tcltments

). acrol.; arles

B. tr.rxnt s

1.. 7,dge s or Ilmft s

a. Flutes without duct
b. Flutes with duct or duct flute,;

2. ;1occh.i-,1..;

t;k1r.
ico(11):..,c: on LI.: Crop rocds

els

::ceded

.1X Col il1',J;11; .11C 11-(1,:r` 1 rir.5..r; !y fro..1 Cot t i io ll,c ;";.,1;

Litrary, Cle C .1uld I and er ,FALivc
the scric;

sacl;
icJj1, 1[16

Art c 11'
;11-,; ra 1 aL..1

'froot

it il. I 1.41!!.

ie
'SL1(..' C ,

,..t,) 47 . r..:4
,.f

Ar, 01

ro'.1 "41 .,1;

-)1

111,;.; o17 :o-t'Ai
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CaTolnith tle

Airic

Husic of the Ituri ;...)ru!,t

Ilusic of

s;lusic of Soutleac Asia

Japan, tlie Ryul(yos, Formosa, r1,10 Korea

Sof!: Hnsic of Japan

Cliinlse Opt:1-c, 611,1 Nusic

Afganistan
Tunisia
Iran
Instrutoents and 1;usic of 1"(olivia

the i.skilos of Ulidson hay and Alasl.a

Venezuela
Canada
Jar Whoops (Intl Wicin
]:evo Rots of A Hrici Ja,i1 Arctic:a

Yui,,ofl a,

flouNanian :old

11.A16aria

;cotland
Ireland

ntsic of Fr6lIte
.!v.sc of the World's :copies (5 volumes)
Lullabies of the World
2,OCC Yetts of :;,sic
1:e Vocal Art::
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Special Lesson Plan (pp. 126 -138)

2. . it .c, I (I; i t. .

I 'Ji I 4`' I;. I 111-
oil ill tv,t I

1 ,4;

C. .1; 1 I '.;:.r.;14 ;;
1;.;,

,c4.' 1;14 1. ;1

ft

.l ll(11,tjt ;, I

, n 1, r I , ,!, 0.1 CI i)11..1.

1. Ihe t

I Cd, lit irt, 4:1 141r, t nI1414 4I n.11, I.

1 4 11. 1 1 h 1 I.' I. 1 I I

1
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b. On this staff, put diamond-shoped notes, square notes,
and rectangular notes. Then nave the diamond notes
represent one beat, square notes two beats, and
rectangular notes four beats. The staff will represent
the first line middle C, the space D, and the second
line E.

c. This becomes a notational system that we have
developed. long as the teacher defines his terms,
this system will be und.,,rstandable.

3. Is all music written down? Much of the music of the world
has never bec-, 1.7ritten down, the music being passed on
from generation to generation orally (by word of mouth).
Most folk music is passed on in this manner.

4. Wly do we need a notational system? With a notational
system, music can be saved for posterity. P-ople can then
duplicate the music of others.

5. What are the two classifications of notation by purpose?

a. Descriptive notation--music is translated into written
symbols so that it can be studied. This music was
originally in the oral tradition.

1. Prescriptive notation--music is translated into written
symbols so that it can be performed and transmitted.
Th'., music is composed music.

6. What ciassification would African tribal music be?

7. What cll.ssification would the Grand Canyon Suite be?

B. PROCEDURE. Play first example: "Angi."

1. Read the translation of the words.

2. Would this be difficult to write down in musical notation?
The many voice inflections would make notation difficult.
A wavering line could probably be used to symbolize this
type of vocc;e inflection.

3. This would require descriptive notation, ii one tished to
study it.

C. Play second exatrple: "Ghost Dance Song."

1. Does this song sound like a ceremonial song? One can
imagine the Indians dancing round in a circle. This, too,
would require descriptive notation.
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2. Some of these songs were recorded in the field and the
instruments used to record these songs were new in the
early 1900's. Therefore, there is much surface noise
on the recordings.

D. Play third example: "Song of the Rowers on the Dragon Boat"- -
Chinese.

1. Hand out score. Discussion should center round the
following:

a. Solo and chorus alternating measures (marked in score)
b. Fermata
c. + over notes and wavering line to indicate voice

inflection
d. Five lines of music
e. Slur indications

2. Descriptive notation - -written down after it was sung fpr
many years.

3. Work song--famous classificatio-i in history for work songs.

4. Song of the trackers, who both tow and row their awkward
junks through the rapids of the Yangtse River.

E. Play fourth example: "Thai-oi-Kamen" (The Sad Departure).

Cambodian song--Siamese tells a Cambodian goodbye.

2. Before playing, discuss the following from the score:

a. Six lines of music
b. Three lines rhythm instruments (percussion) on a single

line

c. Instrumentation
(1) Two beak flutes
(2) Two sets of gongs
(3) Two xylophones
(4) Two drums

d. Bass and treble clefs
e. Trill indications
f. Accent and slur symbols

F. Play tifth example: "Sum4 is icumen in."

1. Before playing, discuss Ulf? following from the score:

a. Discussion from 13th century score:

(1) Square notes
(2) Seven-line staff, six-line staves
(3) C- indicates middle "C" on the staff
(4) Very difficult to read, scholars disagree about

interpretation
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b. Discussion of scores, two excerpts (Numbers 1 and 2)

(1) Number 1, a round

(a) Use of diamond-shaped notes
(b) C- indicates middle "C" on the staff
(c) Use of square notes
(d) rive-line staff- - written so that we can read

it better

(2) Number 2, four parts

(a) Put into our notatio..-Ial system
(b) Slur symbols
(c) Four lines sung together, still like around

1) Bass line 2 is same as third measure of
bass line 1.

2) Treble line 2 is same as first measure
of treble line 1.

(d) Two parts on each of the treble lines
(e) One part on each of the bass lines

3. Play recording which starts with all together.

G. Play sixth example: "Studie II" by Karlheinz Stockhausen.

1. Discuss score

a. Durationlength of note by size of rectangle (hori-
zontal)

b. Pitch--determined by height of rectangle on chart
(vertical)

c. Duration also indicated by middle line (in red); 76.2
cm, equals one second

d. Volume--indicated by bottom section of staff. Rather
difficult to hear

e. Based on mathematical formulae
f. Type of grapl is used
g. Shades of blackness indicate volume, intensity of sound
h. Simply symbols to indicate musical sound

2. Play example and have the students follow the score. It

would be helpful if they can place the score on their desks
with the first two sheets high and the second two sheets
low. They can then follow more readily. The music is fast
and the students will probably want to hear it at least
twice.
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TRANSLATIONS

"Angi," Truk Island, Pacific Ocean island

"Do not speak of me;
I send you a short look
from the boat, Lenota.
But don't take it up,
the word which I spoke to you,
my eyes look at you
from a beautiful canopy."

"Sumer is icumen in," 1240 English rota

"Summer is a-comin' in, loudly sing cuckoo.
Now the seed is growing, the meadow is flowering
and the wood is springing to life. Sing cuckoo.

The ewe bleats after the lamb,
the cow lows after the calf,
the bullock leaps, the buck breaks wind,
Merrily sing cuckoo.
Cuckoo, cuckoo, well dost thou sing cucl-1
Never cease now."

LISTENING EXAMPLES

1. "Algi," Ttuk Island, Pacific Ocean island, Ethnic Folc,ays
Library, FE 4175.

2. "Ghost Dance Song," Pawnee Indian, North American, Ethnic
Folkways Library, FE 4175.

3. "Song of the Rower; on the Dragon Foal," Ya4,tse River So.ig,
Chinese, Ethnic Folkways Library, FE 4175.

4. "Thai-oi-Kamen" (The Sad Departure), Combcdian Song, Ethnic
Folkways Library, FE 4175.

5. "Sumer is icumen in," English rota (infinite canon), the History
of Music in Sound, Vol. II, "Early Medieval Music up to 13001"
Oxford University Press, RCA Victor, 1/1 6015.

f. "Studie II" Karlheinz Stockhausen, Deutsche Grammophone
Gesellschafv, LP 16133.
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SCORES

1. "Song of the Rowers. on the Bra2on Boat" and "Thai-oi-Kamen," Ethnic
Library, /H75, rriuted material fll(!luded with recording.

2. "Sumer is icumen .;.n," Carl Parrish, 11e. Notation of Ncdieval Mosic,
New Yorh: W. W. :carton, 1959, Plate :;Lill.

3. "Sumer is icumen in," ('art i'arrish, The Notation of Medieval Music,
New YOTT: W. (d. Norton, 1959, Is. lay.

4. "Studie 11," Kaclhcinz Stoclhauseu, London: Universal Edition (American
agent! leodore Presser Co. , Bry, Mawr, Pennsylvania), 195G, -n. 1-4.
Used will rermission. (Aen lLis score was used in class, the geometri-
cal shaies on the graih were colored in. A colored version was tie
basis for the rates reroduced here; tLus, the geometrical shares appear
a hit clarcr than in the original.)
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Song of the Rowers on the Deegan boat (cninesel

Thai-Oi-Kamen (Cambodian)

From: Recording: The Demonstration Collection of E.H. von Uornbostel," Ethnic
Folkways Library FE4175, pp. 24 and 22 of the notes accompanying the
recording. (Folkways Fecords and Service Corpmration, 117 West 46th Street,
New York, New York.)
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS: ADORATION OF THE MOT

Leonardo DaVinci (1452-1519) Louvre, Paris

Rationale for selection of this painting:

Begun in 1481 and abandoned in 1482 prior to Leonardo's thirtieth
birthday, this work exists today as an underpainting. It predates the
LasSuater in Milan by approximately fifteen years and the Mona Lisa
by more than twenty years. It is contemporary with DaVinci's almost
equally famous Virpan of the Rocks. Innovations in medium, form,and
content in this picture point toward the later masterpieces such as
the Mona Lisa and the Last Suaper, and toward other artists in the
centuries to follow.

Rationale for the selection of this artist:

Leonardo DaVierti is generally acclaimed as one of the great
innovative minds of all time. He stands as the culminating artist
of the quattrocento (fifteenth century) or early renaissance, shares
the place of honor during the high renaissance with Michelangelo and
Raphael, and is one of the great forces who helped shape the arts of
the following centuries. Completing the experiments undertaken by
artists of the early renaissance in defining three- dimensional space
on the two-dimensiona. picture plane, he created an atmospheric per-
snective based on his observations as a naturalist of the effects of
atmosphere that exists between the object and the viewer. Observing
the diminution of detail in atmospheric conditions, he invented the
process known as sfumato, wherein linear detail is diffused in a smo?-v

of light or shadow. Be instituted the use of dramatic light and
shadow effects known as chiaroscuro which evokes a sense of distance,
movement, or mystery. lie formulated a geometric composition utilizing
a pyramidal construction that was rigorously followed in the succeed-
ing period. He introduced in his work the use of counterpoint ftat
produces various tensions to wlich the viewer must react visually and
emotionally: darks against lights, stable geometric solidity countered
by swirling and spiraling motif in line and tone, human bodies twisted
and contorted by controposto. Many of these innovations of Leonardo
arc most pronounced in the art of the high renaissance and the
mannerist and baroque expressions of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Caravaggio, Bernini, Rubens, and Rembrandt carried on the
experiments begun by DaVinci in his early and abortive Adoration of
the Magi.

Sfumato

Vocabulary

The losing of linear detail in a ,smoky na.40 of

act light or dark, i.e. the eyes and tAtiile of
Mona Lisa, or the background drawing in the Adorn-

.

tion.
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Chiaroscuro

Controposto

One-point pe-spec-
tive,Linear per-
spective

Aerial perspec-
tive, Atmospheric
perspective

F-2

The dramatic use of light and dark, chiaro meaning
light and oscuro meaning dark.

A twisting pose of the body wherein extremities as
head, hands, and feet may be contrary to the general
direction of the other parts.

Objects diminish and recede in space in conformance
to lines that converge at a vanishing point on the
horizon line.

The use of sfumato to indicate the atmosphere that
intercedes between the viewer and the object
viewed.

ANALYSIS

I. Medium - Technical Considerations.

A. Oil on Panel (Unfinished) Painting

II

1. Technically, an underpainting in various stages of
completion with basic sketching visible.

a. Linear detail-skeletal framework exposed
b. Tonal areas with lights and darks freely brushed on.

Chiaroscuro.
c. Color almost monochromatic at this point, with faint

indications of final painting.

B. Drawing

1. Mechanical drawing of one point perspective in architec-
tural detail in background left. Illustrate and explain.

2. Use of sfumato in loose free drawing of aerial perspective
in background right.

3. Interplay of linear and tonal rendering.
4. Silhouetting of lights and darks.

Form - Elements and principles that design picture plane. Formal

considerations.

A. Composition of subject on picture plane. how the eyes are

led over the picture plane by use of the elements of design.

1. Line - Repeated, alternated, varied, and graduated.

a. Straight line.

(I) Vertical and horizontal lines in architectural
detail, trees and upright figures add strength
and dignity to the painting.
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(2) Diagonal lines, stated and filplied,rencit as cell
as define the central grouping of Madonna, Child,
and Magi.

(a) 'If the picture is bisected with diagonals from
the corners, these diagonals cross at ti point
in the area of Cle Madonna's right temple and
establish the central axis of the picture on
which the Madonna sits. This point of junction
is also the apax of the central pyramid group-

, ing.

(b) Diagonals down the stairs in the background
as well as diagonals established in the one-
point perspective lead the eye toward the
trees near the central axis and back to the
central grouping.

(c) A diagonal leading from the right lower corner
travels up the back of the kneeling Magi,
through the arc of the Christ Child and to
the shoulder of the Madonna. An apex of a
pyramid is formed when a second diagonal
from the lower left corner through the feet
of thn kneeling Magi and the ri3kt shoulder
of the Madonna is drawn. A rearing horse in
the upper right parallels this second diagonal
as the stairs in the upper left parallel the
first.

b. Curved lines offer dramatic and dynamic counterpoint
to the stabilizing factors in the straight lines.

(I.) Curved lines animate the surface with swirls
that envelop.: ika stolid calm of the central group.

(2) Curved lines/in the trees, rocks, and folds of
garments keep the eye moving toward the center.

(3) Curves in the arches of architectural detail
break the movement of the eye along the verticals
and return the focus to the center. These curves
are echoed in the trees to the right.

(4) The monumental calm of the central group is
enhanced by the movcmcnt which swirls through the
curves in the ricarb!, landscape planes and the
encircling figure groupings.

2. Shape - Repeated, alternated, varied,and graduated

a. The basic shapes in the picture arc formed by the
interaction of the various kinds of lines.

(I) The pyramid is the compositional unit used
primarily in this picture.
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(2) This basic shape which dominates the central
foreground and encloses the main grouping of
Madonna, Child,and Magi is repeated and varied
throughout the painting.

(a) in upsidedown pyramid may be found in the
background where diagonals down the stairs
and from the upper right hand corner through
the dark rearing horse converge.

(b) $nother is described in the space between
the tic, rearing horses in the upper right,
and again suggested in the converging horsemen
in the lower left.

(3) Swelling ovoid shapes counter the geometric
shapes and appear in the draperies, dark landscape
areas, and distant trees.

3. Tone - Repeated, alternated, varied,and gradated

a. Light and dark appear dramatically intensified in this
picture. The liLitts and darks are deployed in a
manner to create a chaotic sweep of expressive tur-
moil into the scene in which the focal center is ci
serene. This dramatic use of light and dark is called
chiarcscury (Chiaro-light, oscuro-dark), and gives
the illusion of light from a source moving acrcss
space and flickering across detail.

(1) Note the way the light picks up the detail of the
swirl of people in the sec'md plane. (chiaroscuro)

(2) Silhouetting of light figures against dark planes,
of dark foreground planes against light background.

(3) Detail in the Virgin's face disappears in shadowed
arras, detail in the background is lost in a haze
of light. (sfumato)

4. Texture

One can only conjecture about the texture of an unfinished
painting, but in light of the vay Leonardo worked, one
could assume a smooth surface quality with pigment carY-
fully laid on it muted glazes, the detail delineated with
exquisite control while in other places it would be lost
in the 4011KW haze of shadow or brilliant lig }it. If

texture appears, it is a painted texture. Leonardo's

druwings are done with a zest and awareness of texture
as it exists in nature.
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He also had n Latent anal love for depicting atmospheric

effects which sum;ent n textural awareness perhaps not
to be fully probed until the late nineteenth century by
men like Turner and the impressionists.

The Maddona and*Child,with St.Anne, painting and the-Mona
Lisa should be shown to illustrate the quality of paint
and surface that DaVinci was working toward at this
time. The smooth uninterrupted flow of soft light
around the human form which was so important to his
style would become part of the high renaissance artist's
equipment. Between the fluid depiction of the human
figures in the foreground and the rugged background
scenery exists another of those counterpoints in
DaVinci'a technique. This time the dichotomy is of
textural value and it again sets up an ambience within
the viewer. The smooth texture of the figure allows
for a movement of light and shadow in contrast with a
rough and rugged landscape that interrupts the flow of
light but is also half obscured by atmospheric effects.

B. Composition of elements via repetition, alternation, variation,
and gradation to create balance, rhythm,and harmony within the
work of art.

1. Balance - Tension

a. Throughout the picture WaVinci creates many tensions.
Some involve the viewer and require him to resolve
them, while some are resolved in the painting.

(1) the balancing of intense lights and darks.
(2) the counte thrust of diagonal lines.
(3) the offsetting of the stable solid geometry in

central grouping and architectural detail usher
left by the agitated line and amorphous shapes
and planes.

(4) the reconciliation of the vital nnimal nurge and
the monumental calm of Virgin aad Child,

(5) the classic calm on the left nide and the swirling
action on the right seem counterbalanced by the
central pyramidal grouping, which acts like a
fulcrum.

b. Without these tensions this picture would be static.
DaVinci involves the viewer in a balancing act that
brings him to a fuller appreciation of the fundamental
serenity and calm within the central grouping. As
the eye plays back and forth across the panel, it rests
within the pyramidal group.
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2. Rhythm - Moverm2ut

a. By use of repetition, alternation, variation,and grada-
tion of the elements, DaVinci establishes a pattern of
movement over and through this picture.

(1) The eye follows the repeated verticalF; in the
architecture as they diminish toward the horizon
until the trees in the middle and near landscape
planes pick up the vertical emphasis and return
the vision to the lower central foreground.

(2) As the diminishing verticals in the architecture
move the eye right, the light of the chiaroscuro
which starts with the standing figure in right
lower corner leads the eye co the center and to
the left.

(3) The alternation of landscape plane and people,
of dark and light repeat the dominant dark and
light pattern of foreground and background.

(4) The light emanating from the central grouping
is carried through the swirl of humanity that
surrounds the Madonna and Child.

(5) The triangle which defines the central grout is
repeated throughout the composition.

(a) An inverted triangle formed by the stairs
and a line from the lower left corner through
the dark rearing horse hat its apex over the
head of the Christ Child.

(h) A small triangle is formed between the legs
of the two rearing horses in upper right.

(c) Other triangles will be found such as the one
formed between the outstretched arm and body
of the Christ Child.

(d) The eye moves across and along these shapes
and from shape to shape.

3. Harmony - Triterrelation of parts to whole and part to
part...interrelationship of medium, form,and content.

a. The diversity in active and calm passages seems to
contradict the stated subject. The counterpoints of
light vs. shade, linear played against tonal mass,
geometric solid vs. amorphous shape and plane, the
juxtaposition of classic calm and riotous baroque
action, further this sense of ambiance.

However, in recognizing inner harmonies of line, shape,
and tonal pattern, the viewer begins to realize that
what DaVinci was saying and the stated subject are
two different things. The various ambiguities become
new harmonies in the light of a new interpretation.
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C. The picture plane is reinforced again by the positioning of
various characters in the picture.

1.. The Madonna is linear and oriented to the frontal plane.

2. The kneeling Magi, front left, are related to the verti-
cal and horizontal of the picture plane, as are the two
standing figures far left and right.

D. The picture plane is violated by the creation of illusion of
a third*dimension via various perspective devices. Per-
spective devices:

1. One-point centrilinear perspective, the great breakthrough
in space for the 15th century artist, can be found in the
architectural detail in this painting. Some of the figures
and animals conform to this same linear perspective.
(There are many perspective studies for this painting which
should be used and which show how all the lines converge
at the horizon.) Compare with an Adoration by Botticelli
painted at this same time. Both Botticelli and DaVinci
apprenticed in the bottega of Verrocchio. Botticelli
rem4ined a 15th century artist while DaVinci innovated the
techniques which come into use in the 16th century and
later.

2. Silhouetting light against dark, dark against light. The
central main group is placed against a dark landscape
that is separated from an equally dark central plane by a
dramatically lightenet swirling group of gesticulating
figures. This dark near Landscape is silhouetted against
the light far landscape.

3. Diminishing of linear detail in light and atmosphere
(sfumato) in the background right.

4. Creatini, overlapping plahes such as the near foreground
which presses the main grouping toward the viewer, while
a background plane stretches out into infinite space and
atmosphere. This device is employed in the Mona Lisa and
the Madonna and Child with St. Anne.

5. The use of deep intense tone and color in foreground plane
and pale cool blending hues in background planes. Colora-
tion is minimal but the cool blue greens are visible in
deep space.

6. The tthe of a dynamic spiraling centrality in foreground
set off against an intentionally ambiguous background
This ambience in the treatment of space on either side of
the central v:is appears in many of DePnci's pictures
and forces the eye to halt at the central pyramidal
structure.
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7. The suggested volumes of all the bodies with their
indicated movement imply the space and distance required if
tillitewere actual people at the nativity scene.

III. Subject - Stated

A. Adoration of the Chirst Child by the Three Wisellaa.

1. The central group is painted in light against a dark
landscape plane out of which grows a tree that carries
the vertical emphasis in the figure of the seated Madonna
through to the top of the picture.

2. A secondary group of people curve around the beck of the
first backdrop of landscape dividing it from the second
dark background. A second tree springs from this plane
and repeats the verticals of the first and nearer plane.

This group is. considerably agitated; they twist in contro-
posto and gesture dramatically. They may include shep-
herds and angels.

3. This plane seems to be described by a group of men on
horseEack who swill in right to left, the same direction
in which the people in the second row gesture.

4. There are several groupings of horses placed throughout
the picture inappropriate to the traditional concept of
the Adoration of the Magi.

B. It is said that no matter whet the stated subject, the real
subject of an early renaissance painting is space, three
dimensional space depicted on a two-dimensional surface.

1. Note the overlapping of figures and planes, one of the
oldest devices for indicating depth.

2. Silhouetting of darks against lights and lights against
dark.

3 Placement of distant objects higher on picture plane.

4, Recession of architectural detail in conformance with
rules for one-point perspective in upper left.

5 Use of sfumato to create atmospheric perspective in upper
right.

6 Awbiihte created by different perspective devices en either
side of central axis suggests un undefitAed limitless space
and makes the foreground space more tangible and convincing
to the viewer.
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7. The creation of the space required by the crowded figures
and rea;!ing horses.

8. The viewer is again concerned about the ambiguity between
the calm monumental pyramidal central grouping structure
and the chaotic spatial considerations. What is Leonardo
saying about these two things?

IV. Subject - Latent Content (See Interpretation following)

INTERPRETATIO1

DaVinci's Adoration of the Magi is very different from those
created by other artists of this period. (Consider and show other
adoration scenes.) There is a turbulence set up by the dramatic light,
the gestures and expressions of the cast of characters, the controposto
in the central groups, the strident movement suggested by the horses,
the an',4ente in space that is far more of the 17th century than the

.ieeas the renaissance reiterated the classical calm and com-
posure of the ancient world, DaVinci introduced tensions which are
anticlassical, suggesting the later 16th century mannerist movement
that was a reaction against the stability of the art of the high
renaissance. (Show Adorations of Fra Angelico and Eotticelli from the
15th century, the Madonna and Child by Parmigianino of the mid 16th
century, and Adoration of the Shepherds by El Greco to illustrate the
above.)

On the other hand, all of this stress and strain of the rearing
horses, agitated horses, and spatiat ambience might imply the chaos
of the world into which the Christ Chi M; came. If this is so, then
the monumental sweetness and calm of mother and child is thereby en-
hanced. One might compare the expressive qualities of this painting
with his contemporary Botticelli's treatment of the same theme, where-
in the Adoration scene is used as a vehicle for a family portrait of
the Medici family.

Perh-.ps DaVinci is also making a statement on the universal theme
of mother and child; as such the work goes beyond the specified subject
to be a scene that is reenacted with every mother and child. There
is the quiet calm unity exemplified in the mother-child relationship,
the mother at peace with her child who already turns to reach out to
the world beyond the composed and secure relationship. That world is,
however, turbulent, full of forces which are in direct contrast to the
peace and tranquility of the religious center of the society--and the
painting.

Other Adoration scenes:

Correggio, 1494-1534, Adoration with Shepherds (known t1,1 Tilly Night)

Gossaert, 1478-1533, Adoration of Kings. London, Nat. Gallery
Raphael, 1483-1520, Adoration of Magi
Durer, 1471-1528, Adoration of Magi, Florence, Uffizi
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Centile de Fabriano, 1370-1427, Adoration of Magi, Florence, Uffizi
Giorgione, 1477-1510, Adoration of Shepherds

V017011090, 152r.-15ff, Adoration of the 11;12i, Vecenxn, St. Crown Church
W1-5-1510, Oativity, London, London. Gallery

Nativity, WaidlingLon, D.C., Nat. Gallery
Adoration of Magi, Florence, Uffizi

Greco, 151-1614, Adoration of Shepherds, New York, Metropolitan
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS: THE GOLDEN WALL

Hans Hofmann (1860- )

Chicago, The Chicago Art Institute

Rationale for selection of this painting:

Painted in 1961 after Hofmann had passed his eightieth birthday,
The Golden Wall represents the culmination of the innovative thought
and work of one of the great talents of our century. It marks the
interaction of intellect and emotion in the creation of a work that
expresses human feeling and involvement, but is free of the sentimental
entanglements posed by subject centered works. The Golden Wall lends
itself to both objective analysis and subjective interpretation in the
areas of medium and form. It represents a form of art in which the
action initiated by the artist is completed by the viewer--the viewer
participates creatively in the work. The student should readily per-
ceive and respond to the interaction of color, texture, shape, and plane
which creates dynamic evocative tensions and movements. The work is
in direct contrast to the controlled, structured stability of the
Mondrian used as Exemplar No. 1. However, like the Mondrian, this paint-
ing emphatically relates to the picture plani. Hofmann insists that
the 7.cture is the picture plane, that the picture plane is two dimen-
demi and that that two dimensionality must be maintained throughout.
The viewer is at all times aware that Hofmann's subject is paint on
a surface, never the illusion of something else. Unlike the Mondrian
wharein form (structure) is the essence, The Golden Wall emphatically
shows forth Hofmann's insight into the aesthetic possibilities of
medium, paint as color and texture on the surface.

Rationale for the selection of this artist:

Born in 1880, Hans Hofmann's years as n practicing artist span
those of the twentieth century. He brought with him from Europe in-
fluences from the great movement, and schools of Modern Art in which
he had been an active participant. Introduced to impressionism in
1896 while an art student in Munich, he moved on to Paris to study in
1904. There he knew Matisse, Delauney, Braque, and Picasso, the first
two Fauves (colorists), the others Cubists. The influence of these
artists is evident in the work under consideration. After World War I
he met the German expressionists such as Munch whose use of strong
pigment and texture to express emotion was not lost on Hofmann. 11(19-
ever, he continued to prefer the more riotous and less somber palette.
of the Fauves. Mondrian, characterized by purity of abstract structure,
and Kandinsky, whose fluid color and movement counter Mondrian's
structured calm, are other precursors of the genius who produced The
Golden Wall. The following quotes from a lecture by Hofmann can be
cited in reference to the foregoing:
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A work of art is a unified field of relationships akin to the
universe. The universe is a work of art and a model the artist
must follow.
The art object may be abstract but the content is deeply
human.... One responds fully as to rain or sun, or lighroing.
So one responds to the fury of the brush stroke, the warmth of
tha color, the coolness of the structure.
The greatest works of art are those approached through the
consciousness of experience.
The artist is an agent in whose mind nature is transformed
into A new creation.1

When Hofmann visited the University of California as a guest lecturer
in 1930, he brought to the American art scene direct experience from the
weli.springs of the modern movement. During the years that followed
he et.:110.i!Wed his own art school in New York, becoming known as one of
the greatest art teachers of all Lime. All of the early experiences of
',ie new movement are synthesized in his teachings and his art, in much
the same manner that the experiments of the artists of the quattroccnto
are synthesized in Leonardo DaVinci's writings and work. As Leonardo's
influence spread into the art work of the styles that followed, we can
see effect c)1 Hofmann in the art work since the second World War.
Hofmann's effect as a painter probably has influenced a greater audience
than his writings; his impact can be seen in the works of several genera-
tions of artists to date. Hofmann is recognized as the innovator of
abstract expressionism so prominent following the ond of World War II.
Action painters, such as Jackson Pollock, who have achieved much re-
nown for splashing, dripping and pouring paint on canvas, owe a debt
to Hofmann who first experimented with such techniques, wk) suggested
the importance of me is to carry messages,.

VOCABULARY

Picture Plane - Two dimensional flat surface
Primary Colors - Red, blue, yellow
Secondary Colors - Violet (blue and redl green (blue and yellow),

orange (yellow and red)
Medium - Material with which artist structures work of an
Form - Design or structure
Content What a work of art is all abnul

ANALYSIS

I. Medium - Oil Paint on Cinvas

"The basis of Hofmann's teaching (is) every technical concept must
have its equivalent in feeling, or it will result in mere decora-
tion,"2
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A. Technical Considerations

1. Picture plane or surface (canvas) "The picture is the
picture plane; the picture plane is two dimensional; two
dimensionality must be maintained."3 "The first law in
regard to medium.... The essence of the picture is the
picture plane. After the first stroke of pigment is
applied, the plane and pigment interact to react on the
way the artist will proceed."1

"The picture plane must be preserved in its two dimen-
sionality throughout the whole process of creation until
it reaches its final transformation in the completed
picture. The picture plane is never a hollowed out stage
or box in which painted objects can be placed. The two
verticals and two horizontals which describe the picture
plane must be preserved. The first line the artist places
on the plane is already the 5th."1

a. The basic qualities of the rectilinear picture plane
are restated in the smaller rectangles in the painting.

b. The small geometric shapes relate to each other and to
the picture plane, and are so manipulated through color
and texture as to produce tensions that seem to "push
and pull" against the surface and each other, creat-
ing actt'n or movement.

2. Paint. "After the first stoke of pigment is applied, the
plane and pigment iiiteract to react on the way the artist
will proceed."1

"There are 30,000 decisions in a painting, and each one by
intuition. The success of the painting develops from the
initial decision and with each decision thereafter."2

a. Color - Bright, autonomous (to be used and enjoyed for
its own sake) Note the "push and pull" between struc-
tured and freely expressive application of pigment.

(J) Intellectual structure of color in rectilinear
shapes.

(2) Emotional, intuitive fluid blending of color
over the rest of the picture plane.

b. Texture - Intentionally structured in full range from
smooth to heavily encrusted surface bearing the record
of urgent brushwork, and expressing the energy of the
creative act.
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(1) Controlled texture within the rectangular shapes.
(2) Emotional and physically active brushwork in

other areas.

R. Expressive considerations as voiced by Hofmann.

"With Hans Hofmann the truth of painting lay in the actiqn of
the spirit within acutely defined 'laws' of the medium."'

1, "Insight into reality is shared by all artists, Expression
(thereof) therefore must be translated into the artist's
own medium. He must understand his medium as he under-
stands his creation. The medium is part of the creation,

2. "They fight back," Hofmann said in reference to his ma-
terials, "The surface of the painting; must answer back.

3. "At the time of making a picture I want not to know what
I an doing; a picture should be made with feeling not with
knowing.

4. "Nature, life and art imply energy and movement before
anything else. Every medium of art, in consequence to
the impulse in nature may be made to vibrate and resound,
The intensity of enlivement of an expression medium
depends solely on the facility for emotional experiencing
in the artist, which determines the degree of spiritual
projection into the expression medium. The act of
creation animates the picture surface."1

II. Form. Elements and principles that design the picture plane,
anal ccosiderationv.

A. Conipw;ition flos, the eyes are led ovnr the picture plane by
use of the elements of design.

1. Line - Repeated, alternated, varied,and graduated.

a. Line occurs in this painting with relation to basic
geometric shape.

(1) Verticals and horizontals that define the edges
of the picture plane or surface are repeated,
varied in length as they occur in the small rec-
tangles of color.

(2) Brushstrokes of color and texture echo these ver-
ticals and horizontals.

b. Line is not exploited for its own quality but as an
adjunct to shape, plane, color,and texture.
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2. Shape - Repeated, alternated, varied, and graduated.

a. Shape and the interrelationships of shape is the
highly structured part of this painting. Note the
rectangles.

(1) The size and color of the various rectangles
create tensio and movement across the surface of
this picture.

(2) The variation in intensity of color contrast be-
tween these rectangles, and between the rectangles
and the background picture plane, creates a visual
impact of movement back and forth, into and out of,
the picture plane.

b. A secondary shape occurs with relation to the rectangles
in the freer more animated brushwork on the rest of
the surface outside of the smaller structured rec-
tangles. Note the"L" shapes.

(I) The textural qualities of these shapes heighten
the effect of the planar quality of the small
rectangles and heighten the illusion of spatial
ambience of the various planes.

(2) Me verticals and horizontals within the "L" shapes
again relate to the basic verticals and horizon-
tals of the picture plane.

c The free brushwork of unstructured areas creates
several amorphous and subtle shapes that offset the
rigid and strident shapes of the basic geometric
statement.

3. Tone - Hofmann as a pure painter obsessed with color and
light avoids the sullying of his color with tint and tone.
If tone occurs it is only in relation to pure color it-
self and that color's intrinsic place on a Lone value
chart, yellow being high on the value scale and violet
low. It is because of this value relationship that
yellows come forward while blues seen to recede.

4. Texture - Repeated, alternated, varied,and graduated.

a. Texture is created on the picture plane by interaction
of intellect and emotion. The texture results from
the artist's reaction to the medium and to the formal
structure, smooth textures in geometrically controlled
areas and rough textures elsewhere.
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(1) The surface quality within the rectangles is re-
tained as flat plane with pigment so smoothly
applied as to subordinate the element of texture
to that of shape and plane.
(a) The yellow rectangle in lower left.
(b) The blue rectangles.

(2) Texture grows more strident as the shapes become
more amorphous, assuming almost a sculptural
quality.
(a) The amorphous yellow area in upper right.
(b) The strong textural quality of the small

white and black shapes juxta:Jositioned in
the center above the large flat red rectangu-
lar area.

b. Textural contrasts animate the surface and pull the
eyes to various areas with an insistence similar to
that of the shapes and vibrant colors.

c. The viewer's tactile senses are titillated by the
textures to the point that he wishes to touch them
physically. The physical act of the artist it
creating these textural effects can be imagined by
the viewer.

5. Color - Repeated, alternated, varied, and graduated.

a. Color is used to move the eye over the picture plane
and to create the illusion of movement away from or
into the picture plane. Primary and secondary colors
dominate.

(1) Yellow because of its intensity of light has a
tendency to move toward the viewer.
(a) TI' large yellow rectangle dominates all

the smaller shapes of color on the canvas.
Because of its clear cut shape, repeating
that of the picture plane, its position with
two edges on those of the picture plane
catches the eye and establishes a tension be-
tween its plane and that of the picture.

(b) All other areas of yellow move away from the
strident geometry of this plane, toward the
amorphous and inderinite,
1. Amorphous shape in upper right.
2. The combination of yellow with red to make

oranges.
(c) The rectangles of other colors when placed over

the yellow b:eas seem to be pushed toward the
viewer instead of remaining on the surface.
Hofmann exploits color to create the "push
and pull" tensions which activate his work of
art.
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(2) Blue is a color much lower than yellow on the value
chart and has a tendency to recede.
(a) There are four definite rectangles of blue,

two oriented to the verticals and two to the
horizontals of the picture plane. The eye
follows the movement of these four shapes of
blue over tha picture surface and finds other
little tow...lies of blue which seem related

geometrically as well as colorwise.
(b) The juxtaposition of other colors leads to

these color shapes. A forward and backward
movement into the picture plane.
1. Inasmuch as the small blue horizontal

rectangle sits upon the dominant yellow
rectangle, sharing two edges with it,
it appears to be forward from the larger
vertical rectangle which in turn seems
to hover in a deeper space as it is
surrounded by red.

2. The blue vertical rectangle in the upper
right seems to push outward towaru the
viewer due to the large amorphous shape
of the dominant yellow rectangle on which
it appears. The small rectangular blue
area which rests on the bottom edge of
the picture plane, restates that basic
plane and so seems back from the other
blue rectangles.

(3) Fed, the third primary color used here by Hofmann
for the picture plane, is moderated by the .11-Ata-
positioning of yellow and blue rectangles and the
blending of the other primary colors.
(a) Only one defined rectilinear shave of pure red

occurs in the center of this painting. Had

not Hofmann m,dified this large shape with
freely brushed yellow orange, thc static
shape would have dominnted and destroyed the
delicate balancing of tensions throughout the
picture.

(b) The blending of yellow and red into all of the
orange areas balar.ces the use of secondary
colors in other geometric areas.
1. The green rectangles are a blend of the

blue and yellow while the vertical rec-
tangle next to the large yellow rectangle
is a blend of blue, red, rad white to

create a pink.
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B. Composition of elements via repetition, alternation, variation,
and gradation to create balance, rhythm,and harmony within the
work of art.

1. Balance - Tension

a. Tensions are created between the various elements
which build toward asymmetry allowing the viewer to
resolve the tensions between color, texture, shape,
and plane. V,.rious dichotomies within the elements
may be noted.

(1) The "push and null" of verticals and horizontals.
(2) The contradiction of smooth and rough textu.e.
(3) The interaction of geometric and free forms.

(4) The

cool
contrasts of light and intense color, warm and
color.

(5) The range from massive to minute shap,7-.

b. Balance of opposites rather than of likes, of the in-
tellectually stvctured and the intuitivety expressed
elements, actively involve the viewer in reconcilia-
tion.

(1) The main axis of the pictutc le is horizontal.
This is countered by the verticcl emphasis of the
predominant rectangular planes.

(2) The smooth texture in the strong rectangles is
balanced by the rough texture in the less strident
free form shapes.

(3) The strong geometric emplm:is to the far left is
balanced by the more open area of the rest of
the picture plane.

(4) The strong color contrast, light and deep, warm
and cool, within the strong geometry, balaaces the
larger area of more muted and closely allied colors.

2. Rhythm - Movement

a. A pattern of movement is established with relation to
the picture plane by repetition, alternation, varia-
tion,aud gradation of the elements of color, texture,
shamand plane.

(1) Repetition of the basic shapes (rectangles and "L "s).
(2) Variations of these basic shapes.
(3) Gradations that create accentuation and diminution

in shape, in color, in texture.
(4) Alternations of shapes, tones, texture.
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3. Harmony

a. The basic harmony or unity of this painting is tilt
reconciliation of creative forces operating emotional-
ly through ocdia and intellectually through form.

(1) The physical action is recorded in the brushwork
in relation tc the intellectual ordering of space
and color and the emotional involvement with the
medium.

(2) Formal, technical, and expressive considerations
1,-teract at all lcvels in this work of art.

C, Spatial considerations in the composition.

I. Tvo dimensional considerations

n. The picture plane is never violated by Hofmann.

b. The constructed shapes are placed so as to reinforce
the shape of the picture plane on Wnich they occur.

c. The linear quality of the brushwork' reaffirms the
horizontals and verticals of the picture plane.

d. The various rectangles lead the eye 3CrUSS and over
the picture plane. All the edges of these rectangles
are parallel to those of the picture plane.

e. The smoother texture on these rectangles restate the
flat surface of the basic picture plane surface.

f. The pigment is not blonded on these rectangles in a
nannet that suggests vclumes but is uniform in tone
and hue. (See large yellow and blue rectangles.)

2. Three dimensional considerations

a. Movement back and 'mirth from the picture plane is
retained in a manner dirt is planar. The small
rectengles,because of their plecement over nebulous
shapes of warm or cooler color, aprear at times to
hover in space, to come forward, or recede into the
picture plane.

b. The strongly textured brushwork in the paint in the
amorphous shapes creates a sense of depth on the
picture plane.

d. The "L" shaped textural areas, while accentuating the
two-dimensionality of the rectangles, estaalish a
movement bac'e away from the rectangles which seem to
suggest the* theplereqnot"omtbe same,plane.
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d. As well as the smaller planes se.,ming to come forward
or recede into the picture plane, the picture plane
itself implies the plane of the wall against which it
will be placed.

D. Expressive considerations in the composition.

Inasmuch as there is no stated subject to vie for attention
in a non-object painting such as this, any latent content
must exist in the media and the form.

Hofmann employed colors which are explosive with brightness,
the primaries and the secondaries which evoke a summertime
emotion. The viewer responds to the gaiety of the palette.

Hofmann applied his pigment in a range of texture, some of
which bears a vigorous strength that brings a sense of excite-
ment to the viewer.

Hofmann's rational counterplay of vertical to horizontal in
the placement of rectangles, the interplay of rigid geometric
shape with amorphous shape, suggests the juggler at work
balancing the emotional and rational qualities of the form and
melta.

As the viewer observes these qualities, he comes to feel that
the painter has invited him to play a tantalizing game of
picture plane and pigment.
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Art News, Feb. 1965, "The Mystery of Hans Hofmann."

Art News, Jan. 1967, "Homage to Hans Hofmann" by Harold Rosenberg.

California University, Worth Ryder Art Gallery, "Hans Hofmann and His
Work" by Erie Loran (Exhibit Catalog), 1964.
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS: THE FALL OF ICARUS

Peter Bruegel (c. 1528-1569)

Brussels, The Royal Museum of Fine Arts

Rationale for selecting this penting:
Painted about 1558 when Bruegel was about thirty years old, The

Fall of Icarus is representative of the artist's mature style as well
as his unique perception into the nature of man and of art. It has
been said that there is more thought than paint in the works of Bruegel,
Certainly at the time he worked he imbued his paintings with a univer-
sality that speaks to twentieth century man as well as to the sixteenth
century mannerist.

This work by Bruegel is used in this series of lessons to illus-
trate the third of the components of a work of art: 1. medium, 2. form,
and 3. content. The picture stancs as an example of a common theme of
art, that of man trying to transcend his position in the natural order
of things. It is bssed on the ancient Greek myth of Daedalus and
Icarus as written by Ovid in his Metamorphoses.

Among other considerations, our studies are concerned with light,
space, movement,and time within a work of art. Bruegel has a unique
way of treating such Things, when considered in the context of fif-
teenth, sixteenth,and seventeenth century developments. It also is
possile to contrast and compare his tretitment of light, space, move-
ment, and time with that of twentieth century artists.

Rationale for selecting this artist:

Following is an epitaph by Abraham Orelius, an eminent geographer
and friend of Bruegel, who wrote in 1573:

No one except through envy, jealousy or ignorance of that art will
ever deny that Peter Bruegel was the nost perfect painter of his
century. But whether his being snatched away from us in the flower
of his age was due to Death's mistake in thinking him older than
he was on account of his extraordinary skill in art or rather to
Nature's fear that his genius for imitation would bring her into
contempt, I cannot easily say....

Questioned as to who his master was among his predecessors, the
painter Eupompos, calling the crown of men to witness, declared
it to be nature herself that should be imitated, and not any
artist. This applies so well to our (friend) Bruegel that it is
pleasant for me to describe him not as the painter of painters but
the nature of painters. By this I mean that he is worth of being
imitated by all. As Pliny says of Apelles, Bruegel painted many
things which seemingly cannot be painted. In all hia works there
is more intelligence than painting. Punapius paid the same of
Timanchus, in Iamblicns. The painters who depict persons in the
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flower of age and seek to add thereto some grace drawn from
themselves totally alter the image represented, and in departing
from the model also depart from true beauty. Of this blemish
is our Bruegel free.'

Bruegel has been referred to as a northern realist, but hi; paint
ing is not so much the realiFm of nature as the reality that lies behind
appearances. He placeF man in a natural setting that reflects the
cosmos. He is a grand landscape painter, whose landscaper were re-
created from his memory of nature. Elements of the terrain of Switzer-
land, the towns and countryside of Italy are fused with the low lying
Flemish plain to create fanciful and fantastic landscapes which recede
into infinite space. In m ny of his paintings the point of vic7) is
from far above the scene depicted. One is reminded oC the aerial ply-
spectives and fantastic ambiguous landscapes of .eonardo cts well aS
those of the twentieth century surrealists.

In the above epitaph Orellue refers in his last statements to the
affectations of Brneget's mannerist contemporaries. Jruegel in con-
cerned with the truth common -to ail men rather than with individuality.
lhe Intent content in his art wors speaks through the indivitull sub-
jects. The stated subject is l'ut a clue to the entire meaning of his
painting.

Bruegel lures the viewer into the meaning as surely as he leads
the eye into the deep perspective of his uncanny three dimensional space.

M. Dufrenne stated that Bruegel's art "stands for expression at its
freest, breaking loose from the perceived object which it 'represents':
and thus becoming at once an affective structure and a sort of reclassi-
fication of the universe."2

ANALYSIS

I. Mcdium

A. Technical considerations.

1. Oil transferred from wood to canvas, Height 29",

2. The pigment is applied with an eye for linear detaiL that
suggests drawing rather than painting techniques.

3. Colors are graduated in terms or a traditional convention
for showing near space in warm browns diminishing to blue
greens in the riddle distance which fade to greys tinged
with pastels in the far distance.
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B. Expressive considerations

1. Contrary to some opinion which classifies Bruegel as a
primitive wherein his use of line and color is naive,
the artist used line and color in a studied manner to
lead the viewer through and into his picture, tc evoke
emotional as well as intellectual responses.

II. Form

A. The structuring of the content into the media by use of the
elements of design. Composition varies little from picture to
picture no matter what the subject of a Bruegel landscape.
The subject is so struct.,,red on the pict,:ze plane as to lead
the eye across its two dimensional space into its three-dimen-
sional space according to a pattern which can be noted in many
of Bruegel's paintings.

1. Line - repetition, alternation, variation,and gradation.

a. Look for vertical lines distributed across the
picture which create a pattern to follow.

(1) Verticals in trees, masts of sh:0, rocky cliffs,
uistance architec;.ure, the peasants.

(2) Be aware of the diminution as well as repetition
of this element to create distance.

h. Notice the use of diagonals which lead the viewer from
foreground to background.

(1) Be aware of the diagonal from lower right corner
to upper left which breaks the picture plane into
near and distant space.

(2) Find the diagonal which cuts through the trees
at left and into the sun at the horizon.

c. Note the repetition of curved lines which the eye can
follow into the composition.

(1) The furrows of the newly tilled soil are picked
up in the overlaoping ilanes.

(2) The eye is caught by the curves of the plow,:r's
furrows on the lower plane to the left and can
follow nese lines over toward the shepherd who
stanls gazing at the sky.

(3) The arc of this lower plane juts into the sea at
right to indicate a cove, the far side of which
arcs back to left at rd'IpC0a6 in the height of
the picture plane. This arc is caught in the
billowing sail and leads the eye directly to
Icarus who is hitting the water. Similar curves
occur to create bays and inlets and are reiterated
in the sinking sun.
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d. Note outlines as figures and planes overlap.

e. Look for minute linear detail.

2. Color - Repetition, gradation, variation,and alternation.

a. Look for repetition of foreground colors in distance -
does the red in the peasant's smock occur anywhere
else in the painting?

b. Notice the depth created by gradation and diminution
of color.

c. How does Bruegel handle the color convention for
distance? (Ram colors and browns in foreground,
blue greens in middle distance,and greyed blues in
deep space.)

d. Why would you suppose he used the yellow in the
farthest distance?

3. Tone (Light and dark) - Repetition, gradation, variation,
and alternation.

a. Note the gradation of light to dark in relation to
distance, in relation to the picture plane.

b. Is there any special patterning of light to dark?

4. Texture - 11,Thetir3.on, alternation.

a. IN texture an important consideration in this picture?

B. The establiShment of balance, rhythn and harmony through the
repetition, alternation, variation, and gradation of the ele-
ments of design.

1. Balance. Balance in the composition reflects the balance
in nature.

Bruegel does not employ the bi-lateral symmetry or balance
worked out by the renaissance masters, but works with
asymmetry, a counterweighting of tensions. In a high
renaissance picture the main action and character would
be placed on the central axis with all elements working
toward that center. Here the center axis is a void, and
the supposed protagonist of the drama is shown disappear-
ing into the picture plane in the lower right. Where is
the balance in such a picture?
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a. The two areas of highest color value, the peasant in
the bright blouse and the sun disappearing over the
horizon, pull together to contain all the action of
the picture. There is a like directional pull between
the galleon in full sail and the island toward which
it sails.

b. The light and dark areas of the picture are elually
divided by a diagonal cutting from the lower right to
upper left, dividing land from water. The medium
darks of the lower right are counterl)alanced, by the
medium lights of upper left; these two areas might
balance on a fulcrum established by the diagonal
between the peasant's bright blouse and the setting
sun.

c. The verticals of the trees that are on a diagonal
toward the sun are balanced by the masts of the ship
which travels at a ninety degree angle to that diagonal.

d. The linear detail of leaves and shrubs, almost tex-
tural, is balanced by tha rigging of the ship and
the surface texture of the water.

2. Rhythm - The repetition, alternation, variation, and grada-
tion found in line, tone, shape, and subject matter create
the illusion of movement which the eye follows.

a. Thl movement from large to small in Lhe arrangement
of the planes from the foremost dark plane in lower
left. The movement from light to dark throughout.

b. The repetition of the human form as well as the
diminution thereof.

3. Harmony - (Not only in the element but in the subject
matter: as the sun falls into the horizon, so Icarus
plunges into the sea.)

Everything has been done by Bruegel to create a feeling of
harmony between the pacts of this painting. By repeating
basic shapes and retaining a traditional color harmony,
Bruegel establishes a sense of harmony among the elements
and also among the form, media,and subject. Our aware-

ness of a harmony between man and nature heightens the
tension which results when man upsets that harmony (i.e.,
Icarus flying too close t the sun anti plunging, to his
destruction).
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a. Note harmony in curved shapes and lines which 'nter-
act, diminish,or recent each other.

b. Note the harmony of the light and shade patterning
with reference to the light source.

III. content - (The story of the myth should be read by tine student.)

The stated subject of the painting is The Fall of Icarus. However,
many people have given various interpretations f^ the picture. (See

the following.) Hints and questions to aid toe student in his own
interpretation.

1. Why is Icarus assigned a minor role in this interpretation
by Bruegel?

2. Why do the plowmLn, sbepherd,and fisherman seem to go about
their business untouched by what has occurred?

3. Why the serene and calm expression of everything in the
picture?

4. Is there a relationship between the sun disappearing at the
horiaon and Icarus disappearing in the foreground?

5. Where is Bruegel in relation to the scene? Who else would
have had this view?

INTERPRETATIONS

1. Pride and vanity goeth before the fall? Some people interpret
the story of Icarus so. They would say that had Icarus been moderate
in his aspirations and not tried to outsoar the eagle, he would not
have perisiled from culling too close to the sun.

Eliot interprets the picture in terms of the dangers and
delights of soaring imagination. He equates the story of Daedalus and
Icarus with the story of Bruegel and his sons and suggests that Bruegel
was warning them of the dangers.

2. John Canaday and W. H. Atden agree in another interpretation,
that personal tragedy is swallowed up in the larger patterns of life.

3. Robert I. Delevoy in the Skira monograph on Bruegel states
that much in Bruegel's work points out the limitations of man in nature
and names The Fall of Icarus as such a work.

4. Bruegel knew the strictures of tragedy on a personal and poli-
tical level, and well knew the position of man with relation to the
cosmic order. His treatment of this subject shows the universality of
man's aspirations as well as his human limitations.
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Argnn, Giulio Carlo, The Europe of_theCepitols, p. 170.

Bruegel Cie Eider, in The Fall of Icarus, had clearly expressed
his skeptical conception of nature. It is no longer, as in Bosch and
Patinir, a place of mysterious and demonical forces, but one of
prodigies, where myths come true and anything can happen; although the
peasant, with his cap pushed down over his eyes, is concerned only with
his plough and furrow, and sees nothing beyond. He, too, is no more
than another object among the many objects in nature which illuminated
by a ray of light, cast a shadow. Such is human obtuseness that the
prodigies, of which the world is full, appear to man as trivialities.
So it has always been, so it will always be. When we raise our eyes,
everything appears wonderful and crystal clear--but only for a second.

There is no difference of degree, even between things and the image
of things.

Canaday, John, Metropolitan Seminars in Art, Portfolio 7, p. 22.

To see how much a painter may say beyond the mere narrative of an
incident drawn from a literary source, we wiil look at The Fall of
Icarus by the sixteenth-century Flemish painter, Pieter Bruegel the
Elder. According to the Greek legend, the boy Icarus fell to his
death in the sea when he flew too close to the sun on a pair of wings
invented by his father, Daedalus. The wings were made of feathers and
wax; the heat of the sun melted the wax of the boy's wings and they
fell apart. Daedalus, at n more cautious height between the sea and
the sun, did not fall. The legend is given varicus meanings, most of
them having to do with the vanity of pride or ambition.

Bruegel, however, finds its meaning in another direction. The

composition of The Fall of Icarus carries this meaning by a kind of
reverse emphasis. Whereas other compositions Mild every element
toward a climax in the figure of the protagonist of the theme, at
first Icarus does not seem to he in the picture at all. The most
conspicuous figure is a plowman, his head bent toward the soil, who is
not even a pert of the legend. Beyond him, looking up with mild
curiosity toward an odd speck in the sky, a shepherd tends his flock.
Stretching around these figures is a land and seascape of intricate
beauty. Ships move across the water, and in the cove below the plow-
man a particularly elaborate one is setting sail. When we have dis-
covered this ship we have very nearly discovered Icarus at last. Our
subject is nearby, just disappearing into the water with a very small
splash, lost in the picture's detailed patterns.

Bruegel's comment, then, has to do with the insignificance of
personal tragedy in the great scheme of things. The death of this boy
and the anguish of his father mean nothing at all in terms cf a larger
pattern.
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But this idea is not in harmony with the look of Bruegel's picture.
The pattern is of such depth 11A serenity, such beauty, such grandeur,
that we may be consoled by the 'Knowledge that our individual troubles
are absorbed within a greater order.

Auden, W. H., Musee des Beaux Arts.

About suffering they were never wrong,
The Old Masters: ho' ell they understood
Its human position; iard it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a
window or just walking dully along;

How, when the aged are reverently, passionately
waiting

For the miraculous birth, there always must be
Children who did not specially want it to

happen, skating
On a pond at the edge of the wood:
They never forgot
That even the dreedful martyrdom must run

its course
Anyhow in a corner, some untidy spot
Where the dogs go on with their doggy life

and the torturer's horse
Scratches its innocent behind on a tree.

In Bruegel's Icarus, for instance: how
everything turns away

Quite leisurely from the disaster; the
ploughman may

Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,
But for him it was not an important failure;

the sun shone
As it had to en the white legs disappearing

into the green
Water; and the expensive delicate ship that

must have seen
Something amazing, a boy filling out of the

sky,

Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly
on.

Eliot, Alexander, Sight and Insight, pp. 110-111,

Sometimes imagination comes as a cloudburst. One can no wore

control it than bestride a cloud. Uncontrolled and ephemeral are one's
re-creative powers! One drops into mere daydreams, regrets, recrimi-
nations, black remorse. Tie past swings and crashes like ocean break-
ers. It is gone, all gone, and how little one has been aware! TOe

waste of life!
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Yet after much practice the waters of the years fall still a.ld
begin to clear a little. Soaring high ahave :hem, one sees one's own
shadow glide the ocean floor, miles down. One is flying over the past,
at liberty, the sun on ones shoulders.

In Bruegel's Icarus a setting sun dominates all else. One. gazes

straight across the airy distances to its throne at the center. Air
carries the colors of the sun, and also an approaching storm. Tiny
galleons are fleeing for shelter. The sea curves transparently away.
There is a man fishing from the cliff. Below him, plunging into the
sea, is a momentary flash of legs--Icarus. He must have been falling
since noontime, when the sun was high. Icarus flew too high towards
the sun, which melted the wax of his wings. Now he and the sun are
going down together. Icarus will never return.

Is this picture a pure puff of magic: idle, epheweral and innocent
of all philosophy? The same thing might be said of The Tempest, and as
soon denied. Icarus has the same wild yet crysalline mood as The
Tempest. Each holds in precarious suspension the same classic ele-
ments; air, water, earth, and fire. Shakespeore and Bruegel used to
bslance the very elements like a cloud of butterflies upon their finger-
tips.

On the crest of the headland a man is plowing, folding back the
earth as neatly as a counterpane. Someone sleeps in the bushes near-
by. A shepherd stands gazing up into the skywhether astonished by
the frill of Icarus or troubled by the approaching storm. Wilere can the

father be? Where is Daedalus? He warned his boy against flying too
high or too low. Daedalus himseli soared along the middle course,
borne on :ransparent air.

Icarus fell. Daedalus, lamenting, flew on and vanished into the
sunset.

Bruegel was, like Daedalus, a mighty artificer. He may well have
warned his own boy of the dangers in imaginative life. Whea imagina-
tion flies too high towards the terrible fire of the spirit, or too
low towards the stormy waters of sense, disaster threatens.

Yet, all in all, Bruegel's Icarus is even more of an invitation
than it is a warning. Earth, air and water bring life and afterwards
death, for they are of the turning world. But the life of this world
itself is fire, terrible and heavenly, poured from without. inside

Bruegel's picture men are gazing upon earth, air and water. From

outside, one stares straight through to fire, to the sun. One's
vision soars into the sunset. One becomes Daedalus, and shares in his
experience.

Finally tEe green shadow of one's imagining self dwindles away to
nothing As the ocean floor descends and vanishes. Now there ie no land
anyWiere, no memories. And the sun is setting. Yet imagination strong-
ly wings on into the sun.
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One creates: Purely one creates! Ah, this is no reshaping; this
is the unknown, the new the coming into life!
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EXEMPLAR ANALYSIS: THE LION HUNT

Sir Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640)

Bayerische Staatsgemalde,:amml uogen, Munich

Ratlonele for selection of this painting:

One of four hunting scenes commissioned by nximilian, Duke of
Bavaria, The Lton Hunt repfe::eutative of baroque style which Rubens
was instrumental in establishin3 as the dominant 17th century form of
expression. In a letter dated April 28, 1616, to Sir Dudley Carleton,
Rubens refers to a copy of this painting made by a student and com-
pleted h Rubens which he wishes included in a trade for some anti-
quities owned Ly Carleton. Because of this letter we know that the
painting was completed prior to that date, Another painting of this
series bears the date of 1615-I6r however, because of the hard edge
outline and sculptural rather Clan painterly quality of the figures it
seems stylistically to rank with Dnbens° earlier style. Hence, it is
reasonable to presume that The Lion Bunt under consideration is later
than 1616 and prior to 161h. It is a transitional work, done while
Rubens is moving from mannerist influences towards his full blown ma-
ture baroque style.

:Aploiting the: influences and e:periences of the 15th and 16th
century artists, north and south, Rubens synthesized them into a new
style, making innovations vhich concerned artists for thc next centuries.
Nothing that had gone before was lost on Rubens. The Caracci, Caravaggio,
Tintoretto, Veronese, Titian, Michelangelo, Leonardo, and Raphael are
but a few whose work is echoed in the art of Ruhens. On the other hand,
experiment, begun by Rubens were exploited through his century and on
Hilo nu rr; fly artists intrigued with the problems of Li,ht, space, move-

1,,,0 tint', and allt ttit1 tie glories and agonies inherent. to man's
i ( 10 I 1

When tic , as v:(empliried in (his paint-
ing, we find many hallroirt:: of l'arorlue style:

1. Dynamic movement across, inio.and mt of the picture plane.
2. Obliteration of the limits of the picture plane and illusion-

'.stic violation of tie viewer's space...spatial ambiguity.
3. Unresolved action of things in the nrocess of happening.
4. Violent, strongly naturalistic sub!ect matter portrayed larger

than life.
5. Conflict, physical and emotional, among various creatures,

human and otherwise.
6. Dynamic composition based on diagonal and spiral linear

patterns, asynaetric rather that, symmetric.
7. Dramatic light and dark patterning - chiaroscuro.
8. Detail and obliteration of detail in atmospheric effects -

sfumato.
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O. Warm,pulsating,vibrant color.
10. Fluid, loose brushwork that flickers ovc.r the picture plane

in relation to the physical and emotional content of the
painting.

Subject was a criteria in the seiction of this painting. It deals
w'th the subject of man in the animal world. Actually we see two kinds
of predators locked in mortal combat. Who in the hunter and who is the
hunted in this world? Who will win in this battle? Rubens does not
tell us the outcome of this engagement but rather brings the viewer
into the action before the outcome is settled.

Rationale for selection of this artist:

Rubens stands in art history as one of the great innovators and
yet one of the great eclectics. In him we see a confluence of all the
streams from the renaissance onward and a great outpouring of influence
which has ever since effected western art. We see Titian, Tintoretto,
and Veronese in his c)lors, Annibtle Carracci and Michelangelo in his
fully muscled titans, Caravaggic in his chiaroscuro, Leonardo in his
explosive groupings and his use of intermittent line. And we find
Rubens in a lion hunt by belacroix, a landscape by Throor and the
heautilul nudes by Renoir, as well as in the exuberant frivolous works
of Watteau, Fragonard.and Boucher.

Edward Lucie-Smith in his book Rubens makes some interesting
comments on Rubens and the viewer:

Rubens ignores both the ideal and the real because he is
fundamentally uninterested in etther. He is interested,
instead, in the expression of energy and appetite. We

enter into his pictures because he heightens our percep-
tions of gesture and movement; he makes us experience rhythm.
rather as musk does. He does not attempt to diminish our
attachment to purely physical sensations; instead,he makes us
experience them 'sore intensely, and in a new way.'

If we consider that baroque art was intended to make a direct
assault on the senses in an effort to evoke emotional response, Mr.

Lucie-Smith's evaluation of Rubens would suggest that we have .alected
the right painter to e:mmplify the baroque period.

Germain( Bazin, Curator of the Louvre, remarks as follows on the
work of Rubens:

Rubens' work is the greatest world of forms ever created by a
painter. The energy of life pervades every shape and gives
dynamic quality to gesture and expression: any picture by
Rubens is a series of interrelated movements, spiraling or
passing cb14quely through space, and the impetus seems to pass
beyond the limits of the frame; it is the archetype ofbarwitie,
of "fleeting," open composition which gives a brief glimpse
of the perpetual motion of the life of the universe. All his
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forms are bathed in a mellow fluid medium, thanks to the wonder-
ful means cit. expression he created in his transparent handling
of paint, which allows the laying of glaze upon glaze,
technique taken over from Van Eyck which was lost after Rubens.

Qualities of the baroque style to be observed:

T. Space - Amplified space which violates the limits of the picture
plane.

A. All the traditional devices to create spatial illusion are
synthesized in the baroque.

1. Foreshortening in relation to renaissance rules for linear
perspective. (Sight lines receding to a vanishing point
on horizon.? See dappled horse upper left and inanimate
recumbent figure in lower right. (Leonardo et al.)

2. Silhouetting of lights against darks. (Leonardo's
Adoration..' 0 See light rearing horse in foreground
against drrker mass of darker horses...dark riders and
horses against lighter sky.

Use of warm color in foreground, cool colors in distance.
See tawny yellows of lions and red clothing of men,
blues and greens in distant vista. (Raphael, Brueget s
Icarusi)

4. Use o: light and shadow in relation to volume and light
source...chiaroscuro (Leonardo's Adoratioed,

5. Obliteration of linear detail by atmospheric effects of
light and atmosphere which exist between qiewer and ob-
ject observed...sfumato. (Leonardo's Adoration

6. Pockets of trancil, cool colored, distant landscape
juxtapositioned with a crowed, highly colored fore- '

groend action. (Tintoretto, Titian, Leonardo.)

7. Pressure against the front plane, violation of the view-
er's space. The hunter falling feom his horse has his
lance end hand on the front margin of the picture. If he

continues his fall, he must land in the viewer's space
rather than on the picture plane. Also, the horse in
his effort to get sway from the lion, because of the
press of action back of him and to the side, will probably
dash into the viewer's apace.

8. The space is further amplified by the viewer's knowledge
of how much space would be required to contain the mass
and lorc:ful action involved in such a scene.
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Movement - Baroque art is said to be the art of J-JcomthA while
renaissaacc art is called the art of beih.g. Whereas the art of the
renaissance is marked by monumental calm based 'n
composition, the art of the 17th century is imbued with a sense
of movement based on diagonal and spiral 1.neur patterns and asym-
metric composition.

A. Composition leads the eye over and into the picture via the
elements of line, color, tone,and texture.

1. Diagonal lines in conflict with the horizontal and verti-
cal enframement are used. Diagonals imply movement in
nature, i.e., rain, lightning.

2. Curved -1.rtes which reflect the streamlines in nature are
used. The "S" shape curve and spiral are most often used.

3. Color contrasts and light and dark contrasts make the eye
move over the surface.

B. Subject matter depicting action is favored. sually the
action is ongoing, not completed, thus involving the viewer
in the process of resolving the action.

III. Time - The baroque artist exploits the moment of action. The con-
ventions by which he expresses movement serve to emphasize the
quality of time. He deals with the eternal as an ongoing thing
and catches the moment on his canvas for eternity. (The rider as
he falls from his horse.) His brush records the movement and
actier, and the changing quali4 of light from raiment to moment.

IV. Light - The movement of Eight over an object, the dramatic spot-
lighting of detail, the emanation of light from within, the re-
flection of light, are but a few of the baroque artist's concerns
in this area.

The following, quote from Goitio Carlo Argon's
:=1o1ies to consiation of the preceding!

lonnd s soleriw; 0110, tvur: to be fundamental to the whole
., :Ind in clemuots produced by h
Lrlintog Worttlu .x-c/tence tonvyrge with thi rnlulions oro-
1,';1A by b-ir,Ich ,?od Jr!ngulo at the bugiunini; l tic !;i:1*.

iCOnth cuuthry for the re.,lesunt.:tin of novemunt. Space, as
painted by Ruhens, cannot hu in turm 1,--rsrectLve,

but as a refusal to subordinate the lointing to any rystcln. The

fragments of movement which remain, and which e can recognize,
seem to be the prOdUCtS Of (!x"1W;ion: OVIrything is moving on
the surface as if summoned into movement by an irresistible
force. This ia the thml! :)( universol movement, tits_ cosmic

theme vi Leonardo. But tLis universal movement is ,seated atuJ
determ:ned by the movements and gustoles of au flg.iro, by
their heroic furor; and fiete we t,lt.c :ajo to d theme dear to
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Michelangelo. Seace with Rubens is nowhere empty; he fills it
with phenomena, each of which is swept up in a rhythm which im-
presses it forcefully on the spectator. No attempt is made to
cause surprise by dispensing with normal methods, and thus to
set the imagination working; the alqi is to provoke an emotion
and to prolong it, to make it last while all the facts and
- ".pccts of reality (whether they deal with history or not) are
passed in review. Broadly speaking, history is no more than
a continuous, increasing emotion, in which reality is regarded
as a tumultuous, inexorable movement.

ANALYSIS

I. Medium

A. Technical considerations

1. WI on canvas

a. Picture plane - 98" x 148 3/4".

Action and figures are scaled to the area of the
picture. Composing such a violent scene on a pic-
ture plane of this size, a little larger than 8' x
14', the e'st was working life size or a little
larger thi. life. Imagine the emotional and physi-
cal response, the movements of the artist as he
brushes on the layers of pigment, impasto, and glaze
in relation to the r4c.tion of the figures he creates,

h v- 1,:iiminary sketches and years of
study ,:,:. ltrhAangelo, Caravag&io, Titian, Tintoretto,
and the C4EUCCi.

6, Pathting.

The canvas has had an undercoat of white gesso (plast-
er of Paris) which has been streaked with a series of
brushstrokes of media mixed with charcoal.

In areas of high light Rubans woold paint with thick
impasto applkqionl, of pigment whereas the shadowed
areas would receiv: thin glares of color, allowing
the flickering through of the grey and white streaked
under layer. (Look for this quality on the upraised
atm of the central horseman.)

(1) (min range ..; Dilmatily in the rich warm eolorl acid
rolitcts th? p,1,-tte-, of ih. Venetian mIstLqs -

trel hrnwns with guidon light sil-
honetto_d 4gainsl turbulent blues. (Note how the
warm colors of the swirling mass of men and beasts
force the ar.tlon toward the viewer's spa e.)
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(2) Dark and light tone patterns further animate the
swirling mass. Rubens uses highlight and shadow
to create dynamic tensions as the contrasts force
the eye back and forth, in and out of the compo-
sition. Delineated detail is obliterated by high-
light and shadow areas. (Try to follow the outline
of various characters in the scene through areas
of intense light of -hada.)

(3) Texture is rendered realistically. (Note the
texture quality in the bristled face of the
lioness in contrast with the texture of the mane
of the dominant lion. Note the quality of the
human flesh in the man in lower left who struggles
with the lioness. Note the textural variation of
the skin on his face, his arms, and his side which
is being clawed by the lion.)

Following is the comment by Leo Van Puyvelde on Rubens' technique
taken from his monograph on the Battle of the Amazons.

Rubens frequently modifies the natural colors of his objects to
suit the needs of the picture. And though we speak of the rich-
ness of his coloring, this is by no means to say that he used a
great variety of different colors. His palette was comparatively
limited and contained mly the essential colors. The richness
of his coloring is entii.ely due to his extreme skill in mixing
his colors in such a way as to obtain a multiplicity of half-
tones, nuances of incredible variety and subtlety.

But the story does not end here. There is one element of Rubcil.
style which is loo often overlooked, but which is of the utmost.
importance. It is his treatment, by which we mean his manner of
applying the color to tie panel or to the canvas coated with chalk
or glue. This virtuoso supple, rapid, and assured handling of
the brash marks him as the possessor of three dominant qualities:

Me first is that to have wvIt.cd with that "furia pennello"
which Giovanni Bailor' early recognized in him, he must have
carried In his imagination an admirably clear plastic vision of
what he proposed to paint. Only the fashioning of the details was
left until the actual moment of execution.

the second is that to have been able to select unerringly from his
palette the exact tone he needed and transfer it with such light-
ning spend onto the panel or the canvas, Rubens must have had all
the resources of his craft at his finger tips; and It should be
added that he only acquired this extreme facility toward his
thirtieth year.
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third 1 thAt his cxf(utIcri to visibly eonditron:A by the
emotion which grips the artist as he, work tzli:e,s shape: It is

emotion which affects the nerves et the hand guiding the brush
and makes each touch play Its proper part both in the construction
of the forms and in suggesting their 4pfelrancc in space and in
the atmosphere. The touch may be a stroke, a finishing touch,
as impasto, a dot, or a comma; it can be a spot of shadow or a
trail at light revealing a beginning or an ending, but it is
always the direct expression of an inner enotion.

B. Expressive considerations

a. Picture plane.

Rubens intends an overwhelCng visual i,'.act in these
larger than life compositice.s. His every effort is
directed toward moving the action off the canvas and
into the consciousness of the viewer, and he uses every
device to obliterate the picture plane.

b. Painting.

Brushwork--not contained but controlled, the brush
flickers over the surface in response to the interaction
of the figures; the brushwork is animated with the very
feeling of the lash of the lion's tail, the horses'
manes, and the fluttering draperies.

Pigment - -warm color, largely tints and trues based on
traditional three color harmony, relates more to the
palette of the renaissance than to maneerist influences.

Warm colors are ussd to crowd the action toward the
viewer.

At this toint Fuhens is working toward a lighter palette
And away from the darkened caravaggesque and mannerist
use of high (oatrast in dark and light.

Follcwing are a few excerpts from Cui'to Carlo Argenta essay
on Technique.

If technique ha:, any creative possibilities, it becomes a Tirm
of,invprorte,n, he ertist doer, not invent the image and trans-
late it through technique; he invents a technique which pro-
duces the image. This explains why, in the ce"ent'enth
century every 4ttist worked out his own technique....

If we closely examine a painting by Rubens we may have the
impression that the technical execution is hasty and care-
less; this group of hands is evidently obtained with a few
rapid, fluid brushstrokes, In fact, Rubens wished to achieve
a light and tole! "valuer' in order to isolate it, he elimina-
ted all description of the objrct. Therein lay his prodigious
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technique. It is clear that this subordination of the paint-
ing to purely coloristic and luminous values could not have
been preconceived; it resulted from the t and inter-
nal coherence of the painter's brushwork.

II. Form

A. The structuring of subject and content into media by use of
the elements of design such as line, tone, texture,and color.

1. Line - Repetition, alternation, variation, and gradation

a. Straight line, not a dominant feature in the work of
Rubens, occurs primarily with a diagonal emphasis in
The Lion Hunt.

(Recall the use of verticals and horizontals in rela-
tion to the enframing verticals and horizontals of
the picture plane in the work of Mondrian, Hofmann,
Bruegel, and Leonardo and how they establish a sense
of equilibrium or calm within the composition. Look
for hk....izontals and verticals in this composition.
Picture plane appears restated in the horiion line.)

(1) Note the strong diagonals which occur in relation
to the weapons of the hunters.
(a) These diagonals lead the eye to the central

action of the painting. (Think of spokes of
a wheel.) (How are the diagonals repeated,
varied?)

(b) These diagonals operate on a plane that is
not parallel, but tilted on a diagonal, to
the plane of the picture.

(2) Note the organization of the action along diagonal
lines from the corners of the picture.
(a) Starting at the lower left corner, folic,/ the

line through the arm which props the semi -re-
clining man who raised his other arm to strike
the lioness mauling him. A diagonal from the
armpit to wrist where his fist grasps his
knife is parallel to the main diagonal
thrust proceeding upward to the right tcip,
where a rider with arms out,thrust along this
diagonal counters the movement with his gaze,
and by his lance aimed at the neck of the lion
dominating the central action.

(b) The diagonal from the other corners bisects
the first diagonal at a point between the eyes
of the main lion.
1. Note the position of the falling hunter's

lower leg in relation to this main diagonal.
2. Note the central axis of the fallen hunter,

lower right, in relation to this dispnal.
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(3) The diagonals are restated in the lines of vision
of the three horsemen and the horses.

b. Curved line is frequently used by Rubens to keep the
eye moving over and through the composition.

(I) Rubens uses the repeated "S" curve as an integrat-
ing feature. S.e the curve in the central lion's
tail.

(a) Each human figure is constructed on the basis
of the "S" curve.
I. Trace a line through the man in the lower

left, from his head through his foot, then
another line from the outstretched hand
which props him up, to his Fist clenching
the dagger.

2. The figure in red astride the dappled grey
horce follows a similar line.

3. This is true of the dappled grey horse.
(b) Look for "S" curves in various figure group-

ings.

I, A line runs through the head of the man
struggling with the lion in the lower left,
through his torso and legs, up the man
falling from his horse and through his
right leg.

2. A line runs from the face of the man fali-
ing from his horse, through his body and
that of his horse.

(c) Find the strong "S" curves that permeate the
entire composition of the picture plane.
I. Trace a line from the crouching figure

far left to the black horse far right.
2. Trace a line from the lower left corner to

.he upper right, also one from the lower
right to upper left corner.

(2) Rubens constructs action on the basis of spiraling
lines. Three such spiraling constructions are
found in this composition.
(a) Starting at the open mouth of the lit 1 that

attacks the recumbent hunter, follow Lbe out-
line of its head to the upraises arm and into
the man's body, from his legs into the shoulders
of the other lion, across the rump of the
dappled grey, through the man crouching at
far left in a forward motion and u, again
through the falling hunter into the body of
the dark clad hunter and down the back and
shiald of the hunter in red.

(b) Starting at the toe of the man falling fL a his

horse, let the eye travel up his leg and through
the horse's foreleg and hoof, doal-ward to the
arm and shoulder of the fallen hunter aJd 'p
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through the man falling, his horse's shoulders,
and along the underarm of the hunter upper
right.

(c) The whole composition spirals outward from the
point where the dominant attacking lion
crunches into the thigh of the hunter, All
of the diagonals counter the outward thrust
of the dynamic spiral. This is the focal
point for the spears and the intense atten-
tion of the hunters and the horses.

c. Line quality

(1) Lines created by the juncture of different color
or value areas; the silhouetting of light and dark.

(2) Line that is consciously created to delineate
detail as in the manes of the lions and horses.

(3) Intermittent line, partially defined, creating
the illusion of shifting mass, and enhancing the
illusion of animation,

2. Color - Repetition, alternation, variation,and grc.datien.

a. Rubens employs a wide variety of tone quality in using
the three primary colors; his is a warm palette and
his use of color in this painting is the traditional
Italian schwa of warm browns in the foreground with
the cooler Hits and greens in the receding space.

(1) Note tie distribution of red across the canvas,
the vibrant red tunic, the pastel red cape on the
central rider, the muted reds on the man in the
right, and the brilliant red accent in the bridle
of the horse whose rider is being attacked.

The use of this red coloration forces the action
of the animate group toward the viewer. It

counters the vista of sky and landscape and pulls
the eye back to the violent foreground.

(2) The distribution of the blues and greens along the
low horizon in makes the foreground action more
pronounced. Note the introduction of the green
tones toward the foreground in the inanimate and
fallen hunter at the right, in contrast to the
warm reds In the man who struggles for his life in
the left.

(3) Primary yellow exists In the tawny golds of the
lions and the skin tones of the hunters as well as
in the warm earth tones and the golden highlights,

3. Tone - Repetition, alternation, yariatien,and gradation.

a. Light and dark tone:; interplay in the aninatton of 0 e
picture.
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(1) Note the silhouetting of the white horse against
the darker horse, the dark horse against the light
sky: the dark clouds against the blun sky. Silhollet-

cingof volumes clarifies spatial relationships.
(2) Note the contrast between the light on the draperies

of falling hunter and the shadow he casks.
(i) H.)te the loss of line and pattern in the shadowed

areas: the shadow obliterates lower torso of man
at right.

(4) Note that the dark area. predominating in the
upper right, counterweight and control the build-
up of lighter tones from the lower left.

4. Texture - The emotional impact of this violent sccrw
enhanced by Rubens' ability to portray texture and the
movement of light over textures. Rubens was master of A
technique of brushwork that depended on the fluid, free
movement of the artist. He freely brushed on the layers
of glazes, creating the intermittent outline and brush
mark which communicated the emotional state of the artist.

a. Note the flow of the brush in the golden highlights
of the lions' manes, the manes and rails of the horses.

b. Compare the texture of the skin raked by the lion's
claws lower left with the texture of the skin on the
arms of the hunters.

c. Compare the bristling hair on the face of the lower
lion with that of the mane of the center lion.

d. Notice the shimmer of light on the texture of the red
tunic, on the metal dagger lower left, and the metal
helmet of the central horseman.

B. The establishment of balance, rhythm,and harmony in the compo-
sition through the repetition, alternation, variation,and
gradation of the elements of design.

I. Balance

Rubens works toward dynamic tension rather than obvious
balance, asymmetry rather than symmetry. Yet upon the

picture plane all the various activities that pull the
eyes and emotions of the viewer are contrived as counter-
weights. There is no fe,ling that the composition is
overweighted in any given part.

Note how the brilliant-hued sruggle in lower left center
is countered by the dark energetic mass of horses and
riders in upper right.
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a. Renaissance "ointine re(!uired bi-latern1 symmetry:
n balanced distribution of color, shape, peopleond
nnirlals on either side of a central hes. What would
a central axis drawn from top to bottom do with re-
ga-7' to balance in this picture?

Baroque art calls for asymmetry based on diagonals.
If diagonals were drawn corner to corner in the Lion
Hunt, one could find haiance or symmetry on either
side.

However, there is a centrality in the composition. The
action is distributed in the pattern of a large pin-
wheel diagonal to the picture plane. The'diagonals
of glance in the riders, even horses, their weapons,
the directional lines through the receding dappled
grey horse and the recumbent inanimate man, the lion
attacking the figure in the lower left, all converge
in the central area where the diagonals from the
corners cross. It is at this point that the dominant
lion, the rider being dehorsedond the horse converge.
Note that the rider's lance intersects this point.

b. The group in the lower left forms a radiating spiral
of light tone and vibrant color, while the group upper
left counterbalances it 4ith deep, dark tone.

c. These are not two en'ities on either side of a ful-
crum, but a continuous unified entir.y, dependent upon
the viewer as a cantilever.

d. Whereas in renaissance painting action is resolved on
the picture plane, the baroque artist intentionally
leaves such action to be resolved in the imagination
of the viewer.

(Example: Pc!:ugino's Crucifixion employs the tradi-
tional pyramidal construction; there are at least
three areas of attention. CentrIlinear composition
,end classic liMatetlit'symmetry requires Christ on
the cross front and center with the Virgin and St.
John on either side, Christ at top of pyramidal con-
struction and the other two on the base of the tri-
angle. The eye travels along glance lines of the
characters involved and into the deep perspective
over the rocks, picking up isolated dote'. All is
quiet calm and the crucified Christ soars on his
cross without the agony of rhysical torment rood
weight. The scene is devotional.
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tiR.1,:wnt of the subjr:et rejects thw
,lity the ero,s to b,:giti with 'rho action is

0ngoing. Agvy, rt,re and chpictcd.

1;
.b' Pr,,m oC the body

CheiArs foll(wrs cling to
cc-; .ri fire.-tOether eliihdiegrigUMWM41001,471i-

eit, t. th2 (xtcnt 01 FA,,cing himself into the
scct.t:.-001. cr (in the case of

R,cohtiLvit the erzR.ifieti Chrint) and expects his
vista. c to do the same, Th.. :0:.enc, is emotional.

ffw comosition its wtil as
sublett miAtce to Lf,lt- this imbalance. which

invAv.,-m:Ait to halAncc the
scal

Oolaktoix, I th century romantic painter whose work
fr Ir.tro.igly influenced by Rubctis, trade the following

nr ..(1 The Lion Hunt:

4rv,.cything combines to strike the admiration, and the
,n ir. .!dmirable, But the plant,: has something

.Lt it 'tot know whet's: to !,ton,

it git:i tic. CL.-..ling Ai a frightful disorder, and it
thlt ha not ,resid,:d sufficiently to increase,

by ,n:t.dont balance or6by omission, the effect of so many
inviAiticmi of genius

Ldw-ird ihcic.--Smith t.ike.., extortion LO this statement by

h.,leroix !---,ying tih,t the comlu(nt ",vems curioLsly win
headed," adding thr.. 1,Alowing:

It is lig,:: 1..11:1 1.1,c. i'llt tat: 1,. 114 glIb4;1; f 1.4,Si. V144(11illyI
h.,41 ayli :11,.(1.1' r, but how ,:.1.,ti t :biy Lc 1:445 organist :1 tit,.

i1D,Indii:-,..; (11,.114y of hi.,, L,o,..,ption, It is 1,aititulAtly
woith o ,:ing Iii chi:. :.trqght diagi-,n:..,1 lines 01 the
;-.r.r-,; s r,...- h, hind I i' i. 01,,I, ,i t ji 1'. ( To:. Ow i

t tr.dy p.2, 4.';:'` ikth %/I

y. ;ti lih 1,1 01,), It -:::11111,..!)

2. . t it i.e , , v.-1r 1;.,t And
of ut:, 4 le ,At .1 rm thlt lend', the eye

y tix liege( (

11'4 1 ih 37' "Zi" 4s that t,._rr+ ,1tL t1u c tion
Litt. ai1,t sma I , and c-stabl a feeling

tit,t to that ihkiSiC.
1:,1 rt ilIk II 4104"., ,*i \ I i ; ti' ,'t }. .1trrii
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Repetition of the "S" curve, strongly stated, threaded
through light and shadow as intermittent line, is
a part of the rhythmic quality in the picture.

Variation in the "S" curve changes the rhytIca as
the lines grow slowly tortuous or move at a faster
pare.

b. Gradation, repetition, variation, alternation of line,
tone, eoloi, and texture throughout this composition
Oro creole r:Iythm patterns. Find examples.

3. Harmony Agaio repetition, alternation, variation, and
gradation bring subject and content, medium,and form into
ha.monious union.

a. Consider the basic three color palette in relation to
the subject matter.

(1) Do you see the harmony between active subject
matter and warm coloi Do you find a relationship
between inhimate oblcct:, :unl coo, color any-
where in this picture?

(2) Do you see any harmony between the action in sub-
ject and linear patterns?

(3) Is there harmony between textures and subject?

[II. Content Content in a picture include the 'fated subject, plus
the artist's implications, as well a :; the viewer's interpretation.

A, Stated subject matter include:: all representation material
visible to the eye and is bases: on objects experienced in the
visual world of fact and fiction.

1 ion Mint.

1 1', L , I 1,11. :;111),ICC t. int!
., to (111:, rte. of

b. w41 1)(0. -, HI plha OIA
;Ind Ivey i .1( !:.'ect..1 the .71 , r, ' altitude

ro....,;n1 ,Lli t

c. Thin. i s rtob,bly 1 licLitio.! sere, tioui* there may
have been iuch hunting 73rtic st.aged on °tension.

d. Clo!-;e,,t to tho picture !root a man in fallin (tom

his Lorse la A lion crcruih rc down on him hic, and
haunch.
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e. Note that the man has not yet touched the ground except
for his left hand which cushions the end of his lance.

f. Note the look of shock, dismay, pain registered on
his face as be engages the viewer with his gaze.

g. How you are aware of the moment of happening.

h. On the ground to the right, you become aware of some-
thing that has already happened, a hunter lies dead
or immobilized. To the left another man struggles
with a lioness who rakes her claws across his flank.

i. To far left a man Lovers on the picture frame ready
to lean to the aid of his fallen companion, something
about to happen.

j. Are you aware of the sequential flow of lime as well
as line in this picture? Something is about to happen.

k. About to happen! The mac, falling from his horse is
about to fall int., your space, arc you ready to catch
him? Can you see that his left hand is on the lower
margin of the picture so that if he continues his
fall there is no place for him to land but in the
viodor#m jeolic14

What about his horse who rears In pain and fright at
being clawed by the lion, where will he bolt when
riderless?

What about li!e lion who .tams past the wotinded man
in the lower left. Only the man's uprafsed arm
holding the dagger keeps her from leaping out at the
viewer. What if he misses his aim, what if his com-
panion does nut strike in time?

1. Do you see what the baroque artist dues to involve his
viewer emotionally with the subject matter of his paint-
ing? His subject matter is not contained on his picture
plane but intrudes into the space of 'he viewer.

Perhaps this picture deserves to be enjoyed completely for the
aesthetic quAities of modium, form,and content. It need not be
interpreted and probably does not have im,r)lications beyond the
stnted subject, though, of course that is the perrogative of any
viewer. At this point interprezalion will be oAlted.
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Ideas to pursue in Interpretation.

Man in the natural order of things, Who is the huntee - who is the

hunted?

Conflict r.n nature.

Predators locked in mortal combat.

Who is king of the beasts?

What does man prove in pitting himself against the animal in
mortal combat?

What tie is there In hunting to the ritocil killing of the beast?

Are there implications that man Is enacting the ritual kIllin
of the beast within?

How is the aesthetic pleasure in viewing the picture related
to the experience of the hunt?

The dichotomy of pain-pleasure may be explored.

Why does Rubens choose a rm,ment when the contest Is not decid:cl?
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EXEMPLAR ANAIASIS: BOUQUET WITH FLYING LOVERS

Marc Chagall

Rationale for selection of this painting:

This painting is a frontal assault of medium, form, and content_ on
tie eye, mind, and imagine. Lon of the viewtr. In handling his medium to
titillate the visual and tactile senses via color and texture, struc-
turing formal elements to challenge the intellect, ano imbuing subject
matter with human feeling, Chagall has achieved an aesthetic coup in
his Bouquet with Flying Lovers.

Begun in 1933 at a point when Chagall was in love with life as well
as his first wife Bella, the painting was reworked four times, comple_ed
in 1947 after his beloved Bella ied.l At this time Chagall had ex-
perienced as a man the loss of his beloved wife, and as a Jew the bitter
fate of his people in Russia and Germany; however, he transcends these
events to celebrate the joys of living, loving. and remembering, perhaps
with nostalgic longing.

This painting is highly expressive of the artist's innermost
feelings. The subject matter is drawn from his own personal experi-
ence:, and is readily adapted to the viewer's personal experience. Andre
Lhote once said, "It is the glory and the misery of the artist's lot to
transmit a message of which he does not possess the translation."
Asked to explain his paintings Chagall would reply, "I don't understand
them at all. They are only pictorial arrangements of images that ob-
sess me....The theories which I would make up to explain myself and
those which others claborat-e in connection. wit) my work are nonsense

paintings are my reason for existence, my life and that's
All."

"Judge me by form cote.. by my rhilosoply, not by tic !:crarate
!;ymbols," says Chagall. This is a valid request which the viewer
must heed, even though intrigued by individual symbols and their latent
content. The painting is structured formally to be o fcc.,nating com-
position of line, tone, te%:ure, shape,and color, as intellectually
satisfying as it is emotionally provocative. The viewer revels in a
wonderland of nigment and texture, a marvelous treasure liunt over and
through the composition of the painting. The artist carries forward
into this painting his early experiences from the tationat and intellec-
tual school of cubism plus the more emotional influences of expression-
ism. Because his use of subject matter and space is fanciful, fe
often grouped with the surrealist painters of the 20th century; how-
ever, one writer suggests that Chagall is rather a super-realist
interested in reality beyond the natural and physical forms.

One of the most intriguing aspects of Chagall's won is hi- 1.and-
ling of space, time, movement, and light within his art. Composition-
wie, he controls the two dimensional space (1 the picture plane and
the movement of the viewer's eye over tbat grace. The organization or
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the picture plane is rational while the organization of the subject
matter is emotional, perhaps psychological. In a Chagall painting,
space relationships are ambiguous between objects; however the viewer
can always cling to the reality of the picture plane and relate objects
thereto. Further with regard to subject matter, the artist expresses
his own inner realities, allowing the viewer to find new meanings rele-
vant to his on realities.

ANALYSIS

I. Medium

A. Technical Considerations

1. Oil on canvas

a. Picture Plane

(1) Is re-echoed by the geometric planes that break up
the areas of pigment and cut across subject
matter diagonally,

(2', Is reinforced i.y the profiled sideviews of lovers,
the rooster silhouetted against the yellow sky,
and the wierd little violin which seems to have
been scratched through the deep blue pigment,
upper right, as well as the other scratched linear
detail which appears throughout the painting.

b. Paint

(1) Pigment is largely restricted to the primary
color blue from which Chagall works in both
directions toward the other primaries, red and
yellow. This allows him to range through the
secondary colors of violets and greens.

(2) Textures vary from a srnrso Hot application of
paint in the more geomecr!: fiat-pattern areas to
a heavy impasto in the wore free form areas.
There is considerable scratching back through the
heavier to the leaner layers of paint.

B. Expressive Considerations.

1. "My pictures are not literature. They ire pai.ced arrange-

ments of inner images that obsess s."3 Chagall's hand-

ling of media is an expression of lie inner images that
obsess him, just as are the depictions of such images.
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a. Pigment has strong emotional content in ChagaIl's
work. Whereas yellow is often a gay sunshine color
for other artists, for Chagall yellow often carries
the implication of death, while red, often consider-
ed a gay festive color, often indicates the presence
of violence. Nostalgia, tenderness, and calm strength
stem implicit in Chagall's use of blues, violets,and
glaens.

b. Texture has strong expressionistic implication, be-
coming stronger and more fluid in more emotionally
charged subject matter anc more stringently controlled
in the more intellectualized and formal passages.

c. Linear detail slashed through the pigment or incor-
porated into the pigment accentuates the evocative
painterly quality of the media.

II. Form

A. The structuring of subject and content into the meec.a by use
of the elements of design such as line, shape, color, tone,
and texture.

1. Like - Repetition, alternation. variation, and gradation.

a. Straight line.

(1) Diagonal lines suggest movement whereas horizontal
and vertical lines suggest stability.
(a) Note diagonal lines created on right by tonal

areas of blues in triangular shape. Be

aware of variation as well as repetition.
(b) Note diagonals ir. perspective view of "Wage

and river in lower right as well as in the
table, chair, and window framing at left.

(c) Note that these diagonals lead toward the
central bouquet which dominates the painting.

(d) Note that this bouquet also appears on a
diagonal which leads the eye to the lovers
hovering above the bouquet.

(e) Note the diminution of diagonals in jagged
window pane, and dark and light patterning on
the vases hclding the flowers, as well as in
the details in the landscape lower right.

(2) Vertical lines relating to the physical limits of
the two dimensional picture plane and tha viewer's
point of view appear in window framing, the chair
and bridge, and buildings in lower right.
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b. Cured line.

(1) Sweeping curved lines lead the eye over the picture
plane and make transitions through all the ambiguous
planes of near-far space.
(a) Note the outline around the head of the rooster

as it sweeps down his neck and back through
white flowers into vortex of bouquet.

(b) Note the delicate patterning of dots describ-
ing the flow of the fluttering curtain. These
lead into the jagged curvo of broken window
and continue through th. violet passage out-
lining the large bouquet, sweeping over the
top of the small bouquet of violets through
the front edge of the bowl holding them.

(c) Note the curved line that sweeps from the
fingers of the man through his shoulders and

continues in a violet passage into the large
arc of white flowers on the far left of the
bouquet.

(d) Starting at the lowest, most central sweep of
this arc of white flowers, the eye can con-
tinue upward to the left through the high-
light at the forehead of the bridal veil into
the white lilacs to the right, then into a
spiral leading through the white calla lilies.

(e) Another curve leads from the upper right corner
down the veil of the bride and into the
bouquet.

c. Line quality.

(1) Line is created by juncture of different color or
value areas.

(2) Line appears as outline or as drawn with pigment.
(3) Line is incised through layers of pigment.
(4) Intermittent line allows the viewer to complete

linear detail in his own imagination.

2. Shane - Repetition, alternation, variation,and gradation.

a. Formal geometric shapes based on linear elements are
repeated with variation and gradation.

(1) Triangles created by intersecting diagonals in
sky at right.

(2) Trapezoids in architectural and furniture detail.
(3) Semicircular shapes found in rooster's comb re-

peated wtth variation in moon, arches in bridge,
violin and flower bowl, as well as ccallops in
curtain.
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a. The vertical. [inns occurring in architectural detail,
upper left and lower right, counter the strong diagonals.
Both of the are with vertical emphasis seers to
balance symmetrically on either side of the diagonals
from the lower left to the upper right corners. Be

aware of line as related to subject.

h. The flat pattern triangular shapes reinforce the
picture plane and control the strong thrust of the
linear perspective, whTieleeping the subject matter
in the various areas balanced. Be aware of interplay
of silare and texture.

c. The red roses stabilize the bouquet. which Lilts at a
definite angle to the right. Were the roses more
central in the bouquet or to the right, the tension
would create the feeling that the vase was filling
Over. (What if the roses were not red?)

d. The color balances: the yellow detail in the upper
(oft, predomuahtly violet and blue, side of canvas;
the introduction of rink and violet in the blue and
yellow green sections. Be aware of interplay of sub-
ject and color.

e. Rough and smooth texture interplay, with unit:her
dominating. Subject and texture also interplay.
Human content and animal life are -lore compelling
subject matter than flower; in a vase: Chagall has
balanced this difference by giving stronger texture
to the bouquet of flowers.

2. Rhythm - The repetition, alternation, varialion.and grada-
tion of visual elements creates illusion of movement that
leads the eye over the picture plane.

a. The pull of the various areas of subject matter lends
the eye around the outer areas of ihe picture and
from there into the movement of color, tone.and tex-
ture toward the center.

b. The whole picture contrives to involve the viewer in
a quickening spiral which is finally stabilized in the
man and woman at the top center and the violets in
bowl below.

(1) Starting with the triangular planes to the right,
the lines of demarcation converge toward the
bridge. The line of the bridge and the rerspec-
tive lines in the architecture and the hank of
thn river all appear as radii. 'this type of

movement can be found within diagonals in the
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3. Tone (tight and din ) - Repetition, altutuation, variation,
and gradation.

a. Light and dark areas exist as patterning rather than
in relation to a specific light source and are used
to r,,ulde the eye over the picture plane.

b. Light areos are :;i1honetted dark areas aqd
darks against lights with intermittent light or dark
outline where tone might otherwise not carry.

4. Texture is a unifying force as well as an expressive ele-
ment: in the work of Chagall.

a. lire mark of the '.00l in the pigment implies the move-
ment and emotion of the artist at wort thus creating
a movement Lie viewer can follow as well as tactile
qualities he may touch.

b. The counterpoint of texture, smooth and rough, is as
visually stimulating as the pulsating color and varied
pictorial subjects.

5. Color - Repetition, alternation, variation, and gradation.

a. Cl,lgall's palette for this painting is more or loss
restricted to the blues, violets,and greens with small
amounts of the reds and yellows.

(1) Note the value range within a color such as blue:
the very pale blue in the small vase of flowers,
the various gradations in the sky from a high-

value to a deep midnight blue against which
the lovers are placed.

(2) Note the range of hue within the blue pigment
from the deep violet to green.

(3) Note the movement of these hues across the surface.
(A) Note how the artist has used red and yellow in

various parts of the picture.

B. The establishment of balance, rhythrl and harmony to tte con,,o-
sition through the repetition, alternation, variatiop,an1
gradation of the elements of design.

1. Balance.

Chagal1 has structured a carefully weighted comosition.
liany visual elements are played against each other, and the
tensions Is s,drjecl., fornI, and media arc so balanced

as to create a Unrmoniou
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van,ee,, the table too, 1.1:o O' air aod vtiodow

Any of tion.ne l i me; can mleep into tre to

c'100(r: tit 1.111 tic cn tr Lr,j.irci i 1

(2) "1.1!,merons a1 I reoptitionr, of these ha'; is lines

inte;Tate the movement of d e varion01 subject

nrea5 with that of tic main Hecre focuq.

3. harmony Thong"' the picti.re is hrohoo in, into -everal

sobject area;:, all are citified by the rf
altotuntino, varintion,and .;t.7adation of line, tone,
texture, shape, and color.

a. Note lire use of linear detail from area to area, the
internlav of colors acroFn ire canvas, the gradations
of lane fr,r,r light to darh, Cre gradaiion of tcw;ture,
:111 0,,otio.,ed in fi'r' :1n11.'r;1!",.

(:con tbo rniws, 01 color relation to tle
matter. t1hat would I a1';.011 Lo ['.in overall..

eaet '201.0 at! ''rtilaing iv oran;,,e, red7;,aod yellows

rather than h!,.!..;, rreene and violet :.;

C. 1ote vari000 inrmonioos 5+apes, where and how tiey
have been toed, rectilinear shnoes, cir
ular Mopes. Do you see m-adatlowl, variation
and renetitiou that are harvonloos?

d. Leoh for rad-it:ions of the Pain colors in different
area!, of the picture. llhat colors are ised as accent!- -

wbere do you find t.ler.r on the pictore n"71n2?

C. Content - Content in a picture include tin Hated sch'ecl
ntw: the artil!'s itiolicatiom and tie viewer's intorretaionn.

1. Tlte staled ;nillect !ncludes all reoreocntational
material vi ^iblc to Cc eye, bri,:efl on ob,jccl s experienced

in the visible world of fact aod Fiction.

a. A large floral arrnw;ellent or 1111111' calla lilies, rod

ro.e.. and w" it c floify (11 lacs) in a ',redcilli

oorple vae tbedd for a yl i i Fe

1,:_tLuLtug.

b. A (1111111 compact roonded mass or pole blue flowers

(violets?) with irtl and violet loorh-,i in a low dad:

blue bowl.

c. Tie above two floral piece'; seem to sit on a table bap
near an 1, " C I (11,;; irl a 1'11,111 oh:CVer Li C ;;r1c0 Set:
is (XI n111);;;1'1.0n. 'fin '.!1111 '00.71 v

'''e; 1.,01.cr, crmtly to fall int t 1,v ;1,10;11

river in 11'e lower r er'ro'r.
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d. A cityscoe with houses along the hank of a river
spanned .0y an areluni stone bridge. A dog and a man
cross the bridge and a man rows a boat across the
river.

e. Parallel to the picture plane, the had of a huge
rooster is silhouetted against a yellow tinged sky.

f. Above, in the flat patterned geometric sky, appears
the moon, the quarter moon enfolding the full moon
as they blend together.

g. From the urger right corner, the figure of the bride
!;weeps comelliV.,1 toward the large bouquet, trailing
a veil of white. She sweeps into the arc of the
young man whose face is seen in green profile against
the blue blach sky. Ris arm enfold-, the girl in such
the same arc as tic quarter moon enfolds the full
,,loon, fly seems to relate to the room with its man-
mace ni:leuts %)!Iile the girt relate; more to the :hy.

in the ler left corner is a linear figure in rod
and yell(m, the hippest, keyed colors of tic paint-
ing. This one of the famous Chagall man, bens!,
musical instrument combinations. Fe seems to stand
on the window mullions.

2. Chagall has oresented many visual subjects in the paint-
ing .Tru,uot with F!ying Lovers. These all hint toward
the real !Alb:Oct which obsesses Chagall and permeates
many of his paintings. What do the various items mean
to Chagall? Mat is the reality he expresses through
these vi,ual symbols? Do these symbols have any uni-
versal arrlicalions beyond Chagall's own use of them?

a. Flowers

(1) Flowers are the fulfillment of the seed, the
summertime, the promise of renewal. Flowers
imply the evanescent quality of youth or life as
well as fulfillment and promise. Flowers are
given both on joyous occasions and in sorrowful
situations. Flowers symboltze life and love not
only for Chagall but for most men.

b. The river has long been a symbol of the flow of time
and change, of natural forces beyond the control of
man. Chagall oamed one of his paintings Time is a
River without Banks. Another of his flower col Tosi-

tions, The Lovers in the Lilacs, incornorates the
subects of the river, levers, and moon With 3 Inge
bouquet which completely engulfs the young colTie.
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c. 'the rooster his many symbolic wenuings; as blatant
tyrant of tie farmyard he symhelizes lust for life,
as well as the passing of tine. The rooster crowing
at daybreak is symholic of the triumph of reality over
fantasy, but for Cbagall often signifies the triumph
ofbeastiality over humin*Ly.

d. The moon is a time-worn symbol for change and the
evanescent quality of life. It is also symbolic of
renewa: and sometimes stands for life after death.

e. The Chagall beast is formed with a double head, man and
beast (goat or horse) on a body that is a violin
playing itself. It nay symbolize the various natures
of nan or of Chagrin: animal lust, human reason and
the artist's creativity.

4

f. The window opens outward and inward and suggests the
flow of light and air through space (note the blowing
curtain). Perhaps the broken window pane is another
symbol.

g. Color can be symbolic too.

(1) for Chagall, yellow symbol!zes death. Notice the
rooster silhouetted against the yellow sky. Does

he herald morning (passage of time) or rather the
passing of life into death?

(2) Green is a color of life, growing things. The

man is painted green but the woman is not. Ouat

implications night this hold?
(3) 131ue is traditionally the color associated with

purity. Traditionally in the Christian iconography
the V "-y Nary wears riot. In the eeeryday world
we i-i1,1 cliches as 'true blue," "my blue
Leaven.''

h. Flight itself is symbolic. It defies the natural laws
of man's human condition. The creatures which appear
in Chagall paintings defy the laws of gravity and the
physical world, They suggest an existence beyond the
matter of fact world.

The I.ovors. Tic man and thman in tie picture repro..
sent Chagall and his first wife win at t)!,e

this painting was completed had already died. (See

Aprendix) This is obviously not a ,iimnle portrait of
man and wife. What do you think Chaffin is saying
through tie subject matter, through the :,odium, and
through the colTonition of (10 riclAire?
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In taking a close look at the content within analysis, we have
presented background for student's individual interpretations, to be
pursued in step No. 3.
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Alley, 'Jurlington Magaz.jre, May',

f\nolier surprising discovery concerns Teii(10t141t?1 Dyipy,Lovers
by C],agall (Fig. 32) which was purchased in 190; from his e;:hibitton at
the Tate Gallery, when it appeared in the catalogue as Bouc:uetof_Flyin&
Lovers (1947). A label of the Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, on the
stretcher shows, however, that it was in Chagall's exhibition there in
1938 under the title Les Amoureux, and was then dated 1936. Chagall
himself says that it was begun probably as early as 1933-4 at a time
when he was painting a number of stilt lifes of flowers; he worked on it
at intervals over a period of many years .f.nd the present composition
must he the third or fourth state. Through the courtesy of Or. Franz
Meyer and line Ida Meyer- Chagall, the artist's daughter, I have been able
to obtain a photograph of an earlier verhion, said to be the first
state, taken when the picture was in the hands of Mr. Pierre Matisse,
Cbagall's agent in America (Fig. 31). As will be seen, there are
important differences: though the bouquets of flowers are the same, the
surrounding areas were afterwards completely repainted. All the
features in the photograph can be seen very clearly in X-ray photographs
of the picture itself and there is no trace of any further composition-
hut for that matter the final composition does not register in the X-ray
photograph either, so that the possibility of intermediate stages cannot
he ruled out. Mr. Pierre Matisse writes that the picture was mode over
to the artist at the tine of his return to Evropel°--presumably on the
occasion of his first visit in 1946. It must have been reworkfJd soon
after.

The first version is typical of Cbagall's idyllic compositions of
lovers rejoicing in their happiness. When he came to repaint the can-
vas in 1947, however, hit first wife Bella had died and he was passing
through a period of mourning. As he stated in front of the picture in
January 1953, The BouquetwithFlying Lovers is one of a group of works
which express his feelings of loss and nostalgia; tie village on the
right is Vitebsk, his birthplace. There would appear to be a clear
allusion to the marriage, Bella in bridal dress sweeping into the pic-
ture like a comet, Chagall himself turning to embrace her as they move
towards the open windows of a house where a fiddle with a head half-
human, half- donkey, evokes an atmosuhere of happiness. But in the
background a crewing cock seems to indicate the passage of time and
recall to reality. The colours, mainly deep purples, blues, and greens,
are richly poetic and nostalgic. Motifs s.och as the angel flying through
the window are taken over in a changed form in the final picture, while
the spontaneous but loose rirst composition has given place to ore
which is more considered and compact, better integrated, and slightly
cubist in its stylizations.

9He told me this on 7th April 1956. I am very much obliged to hito
for his help and also to Dr. Franz Meyer, Mme Ida Meyer- Chagall, and Mr.

Pier u Matisse,
"Letter of 15th October 1956.
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Sweeney, pp. 33 nnd 37.

In 1915 he had painted the first of what was to become a long series
of paintings of lovers, each celebrating an anniversary of his marriage
with Bella, his (3 her birthday, or their daughter, Ida's. Throughout
his work this theme of marital affection and comradeship was to share
his sentimental attention with the recollections of his birthplace.

A few of the works that incorporate "Lovers" and Flowers:

The Lovers in the Lilacs, 1931
The Lovers, 1955-56
The Bride and Groom of the Eiffel Tower, 1938-39
The Three Candles, 1938-40
Woman with the Blue Face, 1960
Bella and the Bouquet, 1929-30
Under Flowers, 1937-38
Bridal Pair with Whit' Bouquet, 1944
Summer Evening, 1.946
The Flying Fish, 1948
Poppies, 1949
Lovers in a Garden, 1923
The Lovers in the Lilacs, 1931
Tie Lovers, 1955-56
'the Bride and Groom of the Eiffel Tower, 1938-39

Sweeney, p. 56.

It was in Toulon in 1924, Chagall recalls, that the charm of
French flowers first strAck him. He claims he had not known bouquets
of flowers in Russia, or at least they were not so common as in France.
The event undoubtedly had its important association in his world of
sentiment. He has said that when he painted a bouquet it was as if he
wure painting a landscape. It represented France to him. But the dis-
covery was also a logical one in the light of the change taking place
in his vision and pictorial interests. Flowers, especially mixed
bouquets of tiny blossoms, offer a variety of delicate color combina-
tions and a fund of texture contrasts which were beginning to hold
Chagall's attention more and more. To him they may have had a
sentimental origin, as the lovers in his "anniversary' pictures un-
doubtedly had. But very soon, like every other representational ele-
ment in his work, they became primarily form units, or means toward
the organization of forms.

Meyer, p. 424.

Tousicinn, two faced Orpheus, is the instrument he plays, and
the houses of Vttebsk....But the motif of the man playing on his own
body as if it were n cello is older still and stems from one of the
Berlin etchings....Erben rightly secs the musician as Orpheus and
quotes Rilke: 'is he one of us? No, his ample nature grew from out both
realms!...All the details are linked--nan and instrument, full face and
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profile, hair and sky. The tune is taken up not only by the little
animal headed musician, but by all the forms of the picture which thus
play it too.
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Picasso's portrait of Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, art dealer and
friend, painted in 1910, is representative of Picasso's fully developed
style of analytical cubism. The artist in analyzing his subject re-
duced it to its component facets which he rearranged and resynthesized
in relation to the facets and planes of other objects, in order to
present the idea of simultaneity on the motionless two-dimensional
pia tore plane. By showing different aspects of an object juxtaposed
and interlocking, Picasso created a new dynamic reality. What other-
wise would be a partial view of Kahnweiler's face becomes a total view
because the artist has presented all sides at once. Due to its
abstract crystalline construction of interlocking planes, which seem
suspended in front of and to recede behind the picture plane, the
painting becomes an organism in its own right, depending on form rather
than subject matter or content to maintetn its unity and interest as

visual image. This is a great step toward the "form as content"
paintings by Hans Hofmann and Piet Mondrian which we have already seen.

Most analytical cubist works rely on still life objects and/or
portraits for subject matter. Color, always subordinated to form. is
usually reduced to near monochrome based on greys and ochres, as it
is in our example, so that the tonal pattern of the planes and shapes
is more clearly articulated. The artist depends on a wide range of
tone and interlocking geometric shapes and planes to create an
autonomous, alive, pictorial space.

Rationale for the Selection of This Artist

Pablo Picasso, born October 25, 1881, in Spain, first came to
Paris in 1900. In 1904,after several trips back to his homelandlhe
permanently settled in Paris. His painting there was influenced by
styles current and pastoof his old and new homesias well as the life
he knew of both places. By 1906 he had achieved great popularity in
France with his paintings of the now world famous "Blue" and "Rose"
periods. However, his creative genius was not content to rest on
accomplished feats and between 1906 and 1907 Picasso worked on the
painting that was to firmly shake the western European art world- -
Les DeNoiselles d'Avignon (Museum of Modern Art, New York). In this
work he ignored traditional space-creating devices and destroyed the
natural organic proportions and continuity of human forms, presenting
instead a surface of faceted forms creating three-dimensional
illusionism by the combination of voids and solids.

This new style was dubbed "cubism" by its early critics. It
took several years (1907-c.g11) to develop analytical cubism to
its mature form, and then Picasso, Breque1and those who had j0.ned
the movement went on to further develop it into synthetic cubism,
orphism, etc. (Refer to list of supplemental slides).

"Cubtsm was a new way of representing the world. By way of natural
reaction against the fugitive elements employed by the Impressionists,
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painters felt the need to discover less unstable elements in the
objects to be represented."' This statement by the Cubist painter
Juan Gris refers to a philosophy basic to early cubism. The search
for more stable elements became a search for a new approach to form.
It had been form which the Impressionists had neglected in their
passion for studying how light revealed pheromenv to the senses.

It was Pablo Picasso who spearheaded this movement along with
Georges Braque. They received the impetus for their interest in
form from several popular contemporary sources.

In 1905 the Paris art world, having discovered African art,
became excited by the new vocabulary of form it introduced, i.e.,
the clear-cut geometric volumes, hollowed out shapes, and clean
smplified curves. 1-4casso himself was also being influenced by the
expressive art of El Greco and the pre-Roman archaic art of Iberia.
But most important were the paintings and ideas of Paul Cezanne
(1839-1906) whose first memorial exhibition was held in Paris in 1907.
The exhibit made a large impact on Picasso who was at n stage of
development where he was willing and able to assimilate into his own
work much of what he saw.

Cezanne had already felt the weaknesses of Impressionism and had
turned away from it. Where the Impressionists had been preoccupied
with presenting the phenomenal of nature, especially the impression
the senses received of light revealing color, Cezanne was concerned
with the mind logicclly revealing the order it could find in nature.
Fundamental to Cezanne's philosophy was that although the work of art
developed frc.m a direct study of nature, it was necessary for the
artist's mind to find and present the orderly structure behind nature's
haphazard scene. The work of art w.s to be an entity in its own
right, not merely an imitation of nature. His analysis of nature
revealed the subject primarily in geometric forms. Both the geometric
forms and the analytical method of deriving them became important
concepts for Picasso and Braque as they simultaneously developed
analytical cubism.

In the attempt to present the three - dimensional physical reality
of things, Braque and Picasso pushed the analysis of form even further.
By separating the facets of objects, spreading them out, blending them
with the forms of other objects and other views of the same object,
the original partial view of the object becomes a total mental view.
The artist collects data from the most important features of all views
and presents them reorganized simultaneously, so that the resulting for-
mal structure at the same time analytically represents the object and
has an aesthetic value of its own.

These juxtaposed simultaneous views of the object, introduced
towards 1910, brought to the static space of pictures the concept of
time. "In the realm of science, at roughly the same time, three-
dimensional space, which can tie visualized, gave way to the time-space
continuum, with time playing the part of a fourth dimension which
cannot be visualized but only expressed in mathematical formulas.
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The scientific development, which divorced our conception of nature
from the visible world and reduced it to concepts and mathematical,
formulas, greatly encouraged painters to move in the same direction
and to render this abstract conception by Vectorial forms which by
their very nature could only be abstract."

The impact of these trends definitely were expressed by the
analytical cubists, as Werner Haftman,further describes: The differences
between the forms of objects and the formal signs designating the
atmosphere, intermediate space, and the background are increasingly
blurred. The diverse data are pieced together into a structure governed
by an autonomous counterpoint of dissonances and harmonies....The
object serves merely as a stimulus to the arti:stls formal imagination;
he uses the pure forms abstracted from the object as elements with
which to organize his picture....The picture becomes flat:, a structure
of interlocking planes set off in relief against the background, into
which the suggestions of three-dimensionality are inscribed as into a
grid without resort to effects of illusionistic lighting. The
illusionistic element of lighting, formerly of capital importance for
the constitution of pictorial space, becomes inapplicable in the
autonomous painting. The consequence is...a delicately graded
succession of overlapping and partly transparent planes that represent
the third dimension. In short, everything in the picture is subordinated
to the aim of developing the structural elements in all their purity
ani independence.°

The aesthetics of analytical cubism attracted many followers in
1909-10, each of whom interpreted it according to his own temperament.
By 1912 the movement had reached maturity, but because of the alert
and diverse minds of the artists involved, analytical cubism did not
enjoy a peaceful middle age. Rather, it became the source for many
other movements which were to develop throughout Europe under the leader-
ship of many men.

I. MEDIUM

A. Technical considerations

1. Size
2. Material, oil on canvas

a. The hand of the artist is seen in the short horizontal
strokes clearly present across the surface.

b. The oil paint has been applied to the canvas in thick,
primarily horizontal, strokes on the entire surface that
allow some bits of canvas to appear. The strokes change
direction and blend more around the head arta, setting
off that part of the painting. The strokes become less
definite in the right torso area and this. coupled with
the dark tone,cause,the area to recede.

c. The rough applination of paint, often in various shades of
a color, allows for many dark dashes of contrast in light
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areas and light dashes in dark areas. This keeps
the eye flickering across the surface of the canvas.
It creates the sensation of a transitory image.

B. Expressive considerations

1. Color is kept cool and monochromatic to allow the artist
and viewer to focus attention upon the forms presented.

II. FORM

A. Form is the structure of content into media by the use of the
elements of design. By 1911 the media, form, and content of
Picasso and Braque had grown similar and at the same time more
abstract. The remarkable similarity was due to the artists'
intimate exchange of ideas and their close contact with each
other's work as they strove toward a common goal in the analysis
of form.

1. Line repetition, alternation, variation.and gradation

a. Most lines are seen as the edges of planes.

(1) The horizontal edges are the ones primarily
emphasized. Notice the staccato motion up and
down the picture plane that the horizontal lines
suggest.

(2) Throughout the image, short diagonal lines occur
adjacent to the horizontal ones creating the
illusion of a three-dimensional form receding
slightly into the picture space.

b. Other diagonal lines occuring particularly around the
face and where the shoulders would be are the edges
between light and dark areas. They serve to give a
dynamic quality to the composition that otherwise would
be dominated by more static horizontals.

(1) The repetition of these lines sets up a motion or
rhythm for the eye to follow.

(2) These lines help to create a focal point, a center
of attention with the aid of the other elements.

c. Curved lines exist in sparser rLimber as accents to draw
attention to certain features.

(1) Notice how they occur throughout the composition,
maintaining the unity of the whole.

(2) The curved lines appear to delineate other objects
besides forms in the man's head and hands.
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d. Vertical lines are less emphasized than horizontals.

(1) They form less distinct edges of the geometric
forms.

(2) They serve to counteract the horizontal and
diagonal motions mentioned.

e. All categories of lines: horizontals, verticals, curves,
and diagonals * pear in lighter and darker phases depend-
ing on their relation to the picture plane.

(1) The lighter lines appear to recede.
(2) The darker appear to come forward.

2. Tone--light and dark--repetition, gradation, variation,and
alternation. The handling of tone provides a major organiz-
ing principle for this work. It works as both a stablizing
and a dynamic element.

a. The range is medium-light through medium-dark, with no
strong light-dark contrasts as between white and black.

b. There is a constant flow of dark around and through the
light.

c. The major contrast is the lighter area of tce head set
off by dark around it.

(1) This light area is balanced by two other light
areas below it and to its sides.

(2) These spots and faint diagonal lines acting as
dashes between them form a subtle though definite
triangular shape slightly to the right of center
and including by implication one-third or more of
the picture area. The base of this triangle rests
at its center on a light area, the hands.

d. There is a push and pull between light and dark areas
as both appear to recede and come forward as the
eye scans and penetrates the surface.

(1) In some areas the dark planes appear transparent,
allowing lighter tones to shine through, seemingly
from behind.

(2) In other areas lights come forward because they
appear to be painted more opaquely and/or when
placed next to an appreciably darker area the eye
reads the light one first.

(3) Gradation of tone on planes makes them appear
tilted.

(e) Slight gradations of tone are found in overlapping or
juxtaposed shapes of a similar nature. This causes
the illusion of seeing an object or shape in motion.
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3. Color, repetition, gradation, variation and alternation

a. Color works in complete harmony with the tone. It is
tone and shape which dictate the manipulation of color.

b. Both warmer blue grays having some red or yellow in them
and cooler blue grays (with no warm color added) are
used in this monochromatic color scheme.

4. Texture. The rough texture of a surface painted with brush
and painting knife by a man's hand is found across the
'entire surface. Not meant to imitate any particular surface
found in nature, it is an expression of an artist handling
media.

a. The texture of the actual paint and its apparent applica-
tion with a brush or knife loaded with crudely blended
color creates a definite rough tactile sensation and a
flickering sense of light and movement where dashes of
light or dark color highlight the edge of a stroke.

b. The fairly even distribution of the same texture on the
entire surface and its horizontal application reinforces
the quiet of the color, creates a total uniform textural
aspect for both figure and ground, drawing the two closely
together in time, space and character, and, as has been
mentioned causes a flickering transitory feeling about
the wh,le work.

c. It appears more prominent in the lighter,warmer areas
(to right and above the head).

d. The few smoothly painted areas stand out in contrast to
the textured surfaces they juxtapose (nose shape).

5. Shape. The artist has taken the organic shapes he found in
the figure of a man and his surroundings and analyzed them
down to purer geometric shapes.

a. Although the shapes found in a familiar organism are
simplified, reordered, repeated, and blended with the
shapes of its background, there is enough left of objects
familiar to the viewer that he is able to reconstruct
the image.

b. The same rectangular, triangular, and cubic shapes
that predominate in the man's figure also predominate
in the background. This helps to force the figure into
the background and vice versa.

c. The eye can easily follow a pattern created by areas of
greater concentration of smaller shapes to areas of
lesser concentration of shapes, from busy areas to rest
areas.

d. The geometric shapes are often repeated close together to
give the appearance of one shape ac'aally moving through
space or being seen simultaneously i m several view
points.
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e. Planes and basic 3-D gecmetric forms appear closely
layered in the shallow space they creata,

B. The establishment of balance, rhythm.and harmony in the
composition through the repetition, alternation, variation.,
and gradation of the elements of design.

1. Balance, tension

a Horizontal and diagonal lines reinforced by tone
texture and color areas create a dominant ordering
structure for this painting.

(1) The horizontal lines stabilize the diagonal
thrusts.

(2) The diagonal thrusts add dynamism to the more
static horizontal structure.

(3) The vertical elements which also act to stabilize
both diagonals, and horizontals are less conspic-
uous in the total scheme than the other two
directionals.

b. There is an attempt at equalizing the importance of
figure and ground.

(1) The spatial structure is made quite flat, reduced
to the vibrations of its fragmented planes as
they overlap and shine through one another.

(2) Equal attention is paid to the development of
texture, tone, shape, line, and color across the
surface--on object and ground.

c. The predominant balance created by the dynamic tonal
pattern is an . one, although the placement
of the figure near the center and its suggested static
triangularity create a nearly symmetrical balance. The
stable form is thus seen with its parts in flux.

2. Rhythm. itmocr,cmC

a. The rhythm created is a rather than a smooth,
flowing one.

(1) This is due to the repetition of many smaller
colored shapes on a relatively larger surface.

(2) This is due to predominance of short straight lines
rather than long, flowing curves.

(3) There is also a rather spotted effect of light
against dark.

b. The same general rhythm occurs throughout although there
are rest spots for the eye where the activity is lessened.
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C. Spatial considerations in composition: Space is not created
through the usual illusionistic lighting systems or one point
linear perspective.

1. Twc-dimsrisional considerations

a. The short horizontal impasto strokes across the
surface reinforce the horizontal of the picture
plane as do the horizontal lines.

b. Motion across the surface is controlled by light/
dark pattern.

2. Three-dimensicnal considerations

a. Motion forward from the picture plane and back from it
r flight but present.

(1) The few perspective lines present extend slowly
into a very shallow space.

(2) The tone of overlapping planes is close.
(3) The same general texture pervades the entire

surf-see.

b. The space created often appears transparent.

(1) The tone of overlapping planes is close--a
succession of delicate gradations.

(2) Planes of light tone set over darker areas allow
the line of the area behind to show through, i.e.,
the large diagonally placed rectangle over the
man's left eye allows the lines of the eye to show
through.

CONTENT

A. The subject of a man with hands folded is only readable from
the few familar clues to humanity left after the form has been
analyzed by Picasso.

B. The formal structure cf line, cclor, texture, tone, and shape to
create balance, rhythm, and hartc:'. a cross and into the picture

space has achieved an autonomous representational significance.

1. The analytical cubists rade a great contribution in freeing
the content of the picture from its subject matter.

2. This trend is carried much further t; total elimination of
subject matter by other artists, for example, and

whom we. have already studie
C. The total expressive feeling presented by the painting through

its integration of media form and ct-otent is a result of the
:1 cool stability and fragrented forms in continuous

flickering motion and flat overall textural patterns, of man's
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stability and his state of continuc,usly becoming a part of
and apart from his environment. The artist has revealed a
changing nature whose internal and external being exists
totally in relationship to his changing environment.

Footnotes

1Grav Christopher, Cubist Aesthetic Theories. The

John Hopkins Press, 1953, p. 45.

2
Haftmann, Verner, Painting_in the Twentieth Century, Vol. I;
New York, Washington; Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, p. 100.

Vocabulary

Hue. "Color"

Monochromatic. "Having or consisting of one color or hue." A
monochromatic color scheme is based on one color often using
it along with its shades and tints.

Painting, or palette knife. Painters often apply paint with
a knife rather than a brush because of the different tentural,
surface effects they can achieve with this method.

Shade. "A color which, with respect to brilliance only, resembles
black more closely than median gray resembles black;" a
hue with black added to it.

Tint. "A color which, with respect to brilliance only, resembles
white more closely than median gray resembles white;" a hue
with white added to it.

Analytical. Separating of anything into parts or original
principles.

Representational. Put forward by way of exhibiting a
resemblance to something from nature.

Nonrepresentational. That which does not represent anything
from nature.
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Barr, Alfred H., Jr. Cubism and Abstract Art, New York: The Museum
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Supplementary Materials

After having analyzed Pablo Picasso's painting, D. H. Kahnweiler,
in class, it is suggested the following slides be shown and discussed
to help students see the place of this work in relationship to the
development of analytical cubism and the movemenus it inspired. The

specific works listed ate simply a guide for the teacher. Any examples
within these (or other) areas would do. Studeats should be called
upon to identify specific cubist and noncubist influences seen in
these supplementary works.

Enrichment Slides

I. Primitive influences on the development of cubism

1. Stone Images, 17th CentAry, Easter Island.
2. Guardian Figure from Bakota Area, Gabon-Equ:torial Africa.
3. Kneeling Woman, Baluba area, Congo, 19th-20th Century, wood.
4. Mask from Bemenda area, Cameroons, 19th-20th Century, wood.
5. Mask, Gazelle Peninsula, New Britain, 19th-20th Century,

bark cloth.
6. Iberian Sculpture, Osina, Spain.
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II. Paul Cezanne landscape and still life and portrait paintings

1. Mountains in Provence (1886-1890)
2. ax_with Red Vest (1890-1895)
3. Still Life with Apples and Oranges (1895-1900)
4. Mort Saiut Victoire (1904-1906)

111. Other.inalytJA:n1 cubist work

1. Picasso, Sculpture of a Woman's Head (1909)
2. Picasso, Dancer (1907)
3. Picasso, Les Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907)
4. Braque, Houses at L'Estaae (1908)
5. Picasso, Portrait of Fernande (1909)
6. Picasso, Still Life with Bread and Fruit (1908)
7. Picasso, Lady with Hat (1909)
8. Braque, Violin and Jug (1910)
9. Gris, Juan, Still Life (1920)

IV. Movements related to cubism

A. Orphism

1. Delaunay, The Eiffel Tower (1910 -11)
2. Chagall, I and the Village (1911)
3. Leger, Woman in Blue (1912)
4. Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase (1912)

B. Futurism

1. Boccioni, (1912)
2. Grosz, For Oskar Panizza (1917)
3. J. Marin, Lower Manhattan (1922)

C. Constructivlsm

1. El Lissitzky, Proun 99 (c,'19210

2. Malevich, Sarmatist Composition (1914)
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TEACHER NOTES

This lesson is primarily a discussion of a slide of Picasso's
Portrait of D. H. Kahnweiler. After supplying some basic information
about the artist, the period, and the style, the teacher might lead
the students in their discovery of the painting through questioning.
These questions should initiate discussion and help students define
more clearly their ideas.

Objectives

1. Discover how an illusionistic three-dimensional space is created
by the particular handling of the elements.

a. Overlapping shapes, tones, lines.
b. Diminishing in size and intensity of texture, color, shape, tone,

line.
c. Creating transparent effects by controlling the gradation of

tone.

d. The use of some traditional linear perspective devices,
especially in the use of line to indicate three-dimensional
objects.

2. Define analytical cubism.
3. Discover how the viewer's mind and eye are led across and through

the painting by the repetition and distribution of elements.
4. Discover how a predominantly symmetrical balance is achieved

through the use of elements which often form dynamic relationships
with each other.

5. Discover how the representicnal form takes its character and mean-
ing from the way the artist 1,as organized the various nonrepre-

Reasons

This r.ainting uses the eliments in many different ways to create
the illusion of a space that occasionally appears to imitate real
space, but in most instances seems to he dissolving and changing
before our eyes. How this ambiguous space is created and how it
affects ideas about the subject matter (representational form) is the
main task. (This is the first exemplar presented that deals with
representational form. Establish the interdependency of representa-
tional and presentational form.) This style of painting--analytical
cubism--uses basic geometric structure forms abstracted from nature
organized according to the artist's desire. The use of this procedure
(representing reality and the images it presents) has had wide
influence on 20th century art.

Review

1. A few methods for creating an illusion of three-dimensional spacc
have been seen in the Hans Hofi:,Inn painting, The Golden Wall.
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a. Overlap.
b. Variation in size, brightness (intensity) of color.

2. Element: of compositionthese were also found in The Golden Wall- -
line, color, ttxture, tone, shape.

a. Shape - -have dealt only with nonrepresentational shapes. This
painting deals with both representational and nonrepresenta-
tional shapes.

b. Monochromatic color schemes--this may or may not be a part of
the students' general knowledge. The concept should be intro-
duced before the exempldt is presented. Studio work with
monochromatic color schemes could be considered after the
exemplar has been discussed.

c. The concepts of cool and warm color schemes should also be a
part of the students' vocabulary.

3. Concepts developed through studio work.

a. Creating the illusion of a three - dimensional space on a two-
dimensional surface by tepeating shapes in varying sites,
overlapping them, and controlling the intervals between them.
The result is the illusion of motion into, out of and across
the picture space.

b. Creating the illusion of three - dimensional space through the
WIC of one-point linear perspective.

Procedure

Answers to questions must be more than y*s or no. Students
should attempt to explain, give reasons on the basis of what can be
seen.

Explanation.

1. Brief historical background of the development of analytical
cubism.

a. Analyi-ical cubism developed largely from the ideas and work of
the artist Paul Cezanne and the influences of the forms of
primitive and atchaic art. It tas primarily Pablo Picarso and
Georges ,Bragne.who worked with these ideas and forms to develop
analytical cubism.

b. Officially begun about 1906-07(when Picasso worked on Lea.
Demoiselles d'Avianortiand reached maturity about 1911-12.
Since then it has given impetus to several other stylistic
movements and its concepts nave had a general influence on
western art. The Kahnweiler portrait was painted in 1910.

c. Analytical cubism seeks to turn the natural object into an
artistic object. It analyzes (reducaa) objects to their basic
shapes. It separates, overlaps, repeats, juxtaposes those forms
found within the many views of the object to create a new object
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that tells about the original natural object and can also
stand as a complete new entity in its own right. Analytical
cubism is representational and abstract. However, its
analytical method tends to decrease the importance of descrip-
tive elements in favor of the relationship of formal elements.

d. Analytical cubists always worked from nature, abstracting what
they saw into its basic, often geometric components. The
artist eliminates from his subject those aspezts which confine
or detract. from the parts he wishes to emphasize. He then
reassembles the forms he has abstracted on the two-dimensional
canvas, creating his own reinterpretation of reality. The

analytical cubist presents multiviews of things as if one were
seeing the subject from different views simultaneously. He
uses transparencies, overlapping some traditional applications
of linear perspective, to create the illusion of a shallow
transitory picture space in which foreground and background
often become one.

e. D. H. Kahnweiler was an art dealer and friend of Picasso.

Note. The amount of historical information presented to the class
should be left to the discretion of the teacher. Perhaps c
detailed discussion using illustrative slides is more valuable if
presented after the students have discovered the characteristics
of analytical cubism through their analysis of the Kahnweiler
portrait. The ideas presented will be more meaningful as the
analysis of the painting progresses.

Portrait of Daniel-henry Kahnweiler, 1910,
Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois

Before class discussion of the Kahnweiler painting begins, ask
students to look at the painting and ask themselves questions such as:

1. What do I see here?
2. What feelings) does this work seem to present?
3. What are the natures of the various nonrepresentational elementsi

a. Line, color, texture, tone, presentational (nonrepresents
tional) shape.

(1) Is it a predominant element?
(2) Is it used in certain areas or through the work? Does

it serve to emphasize an are., and/or lead the viewers'
eye acrcss, around, into the picture space?

(3) Does its existence depend upon other elements?
(4) What are its physical characteristicsmoving-static,

rough-smooth, bright-dull, light-dark, straight-curved,
etc?

(5) What are its emotional (feeling) characteristics? Strong-

weak, warm-cool, soft-hard, etc.
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b. What is the nature of the representational shapes that are
made from the nonrepresentational (presentational) shapes?
Head, briefcase, etc.

(1) Are they realistic, abstract?
(2) Are they geometric., fragmented?

4. What is Lhe center of attention--is there one?

a. What nonrepresentational elements lead us to this point?
Contrast of light against dark; change of texture, change
direction of brush strokes; greater emphasis of edges of
shapes, etc.

b. Do the elements alto serve to unite the center(s) of attention
to the rest of the painting? By repeating, varying, graduat-
ing, alternating the various elements?

c. Does the creation of a certain center or centers of attention
influence the balance of the painting? How?

(1) Is it an asymmetrical or symmetrical balance?

5. What kind of space is the portrayd figure occupying?

a. Is it the illusion of a realistic space?

Note, A slide of a Renaissance or a Baroque portrait coul8 Le
shown here to emphasize the difference.

b. Is it a deep, shallow, flat space?
c. What makes the space ambiguous--confusing? Transparencies,

forms,and planes fading away, abruptly ending lines and shapes
in apparently empty space, juxtaposition of small forms and
planes at many seamingly arbitvary angles to eaLh other.

d. Is the space static or moving? Fluctuatiug?
e. Which elements build the space? How? All overlap; diminishing

size, intensity, strength; illusionistic one-point linear
perspective.

6. Are the specific kinds of elements used compatible with each
other? Do they reinforce each other? Direct attention in the
same direction?

7. Is e balaaced composition achieved? Is it asymmetrical or sym-
metrical? (Both?)

8. Is the artist's handling of the elements compatible with the
subject matter he chose?

a. How does it influence the subject matter? Limits what is
seen of the figure; fragments the figure; creates multiple
images of parts of the figure; suggests a figure in a state
of flux; colorless--cool figure; angular hard figure.

b. What relationship is suggested between foreground and back-
ground--figure and environment? Constant interaction--they
sometimes become one.
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9. What is (are) the predominant feeling(s) presented by the painting?

Review

1. Are there any inconsistencies which keep this painting from
appearing as a total harmonious visual statement?

2. Recap of main points (these can be drawn from the students or
delivered by the teacher).

a. Analytical cubism is:

(1) Analyzing--breaking down an object to it component forms
as interpreted by the artist.

(2) Juxtaposing essential aspects of different views of the
same and/or different objects into a new order which
gives the impression of simultaneous viewing.

(3) Emphasis on form rather than subject matter so that the
finished work is a new objcct not eependent on its signif-
icance on what it ...epresents.

(4) The creation of a shallow ambiguous space through over-
lapping, interlocking carefully graduated planes rather
than through illusionistic lighting and one-point linear
perspective.

b. illusion of three-dimensional space can be created by:

(1) Overlapping shapes, tones, lines.
(2) Diminishing in size and tntensior of texture, color.,

shape, tone, line.
(3) Creating transparent effects of controlling the use of

tone.

(4) One-point linear perspective devices.

c The way the artist handles nonrepresentational form in pre-
senting representational form determines the feeling presented
by the total form
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SCULPTURE EXEMPLAR f'-79

The following text and accompanying ra

approach to sculpture for the beginner.

=;e,plar

The plan was to use the film study of the wort: to perform, step by
step, the process of critical analysis of a work of art, Tie processes
involved were (1) visual description; (2) formal analysis; (3) interpre-
tation; and (4) evaluation or judgment.

Ay visual description, it meant an accurate and complete listing
of the various elements confronting the viewer on the first level of
vision. Formal analysis is also a type of description buC.goes deeper
into the visual aspects of the work. In formal analysts, the qualities
of line and shape, light and shadow, plane and eqIumc, el.:. are ex-
plained. Now they have been handled in order toiproduce the elements
is also diseused. Interpretation of a work Is always difficult, but
the aim in this presentation is to be a:le to arrive at a plausible
meaning in light of the facts of visual description and formal analysis.
Evaluation and judgment touch lightly on how successful the artist scea.
to have been in carrying out his goals and intentions. Grief mention
is made of the historic position of the work with regard to its point
in the stylistic evolution of western art.

Tape to Accoripativ Film

We begin our discussion of a work of art by choosing a piece of
sculpture by the Italian master of the 15th century, Donatello. Our

discussion will center around his bronze David which was completed
about 1435.

The purpose is to discuss this work in a critical manner using
the methods and procedures of a critic, in order to gain an under-
standing and an appreciation of the work itself.

Donatello, as was the custom in 15th century Italy, worked in a
studio or bottga and trained apprentices as he fulfilled comaissions
of wealthy patrons, the church, of the guilds, in this model of
Donatello's botiego we see him standing before a work in marble which
he has just finished as his apprentices watch, One of Donatello's
major works is that of the bronze David which we are going to
using a replica of the original piece.

The first plocedore in disrussing the work of art is that of
description. This is done in order to insure that those viewing the
art object are aware of the visual aspects of the welk which OW-
frontE them.

The David is a smooth and highly polished bronze casting about ivc
feet three inches high. The subject is that of the Biblikal hero, David,
who las just slain and cut off the bead of the great Philistine watrier
Col lath. David Is portrayed nude e;:cept fot a hat with laurel leaven

and ribbons on it. Ile also wears ornate, offn-teed military boota.
'the stance the figure takes 18 very relaxed and almost sensual in its
shape. David's left leg testa lightly en Goliath's head, while almost
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his entire weight is supported by his right leg. In his left hand, he
holds a stone;4in his right, a large sword,

Attached to the helmet of Goliath are very life-like representations
of feathered wings, one of which presses against the calf and thigh of
David. On the base of the statue are foliate, laure. designs in the
shape of a wreath.

The hat that David ;dears ir, a typc 'Alto in 15th century Italy for
hunting or traveling. Upon it are laurel branches. David's hair is
portrayed in loose, long,and somewhat wavy locks which fall about his
howl tiers.

lacial features of !)avid are those of a young and softly
sonsitivc; boy. the figure is of course, portrayed alone, that is
without any of the traditional environment or accompanying figures.

Mow that we have made_ a fairly complete visual description, we
move on to the second step in discussing a work of art, that of formal
analysis. In formal analysis we wish to go beyond the visual descrip-
tion that we have made to discover just how the things that we have
named are constituted. We are now interested in describing the
aoalities of line and shape, light and shadow, volume and plane which
are responsible for the things noted in the vassal description.

The head of David is slightly bowed, causing a shadow to be cast
by the brim of the hat. This effect along with the unfixed gaze of
the eyes and the sensitively modeled features of the face helps to set
the mood as one of quiet and contemplation rather than that of violence
which one might have expected in the presentation of such a Biblical
drama. As stated, the David portrayed is young and sensitive. The

artist has told us this by using a finish on the bronze that portrays
soft, young skin. Also tho %11,1(--; in the chest, arms, abdomen,and
bacl; are relaxed and not those of .1 fully developed wan. The long,
loosr. hair is ailLitlLer l vac i ic,clikal 4.iL ;Lif t Lio :!; , sensitivity,and
,'..n,na 1,1c,volFe,

iho herd of (..aliath Ifc.; with cyoi-, closed and still wear-
01111 91 Li ix L

the Lxaggerated ptopottions el thF SWV3 (in relation to the size
of David) stay he a suggestion that this is not a totally earthly event
and tEnt David may hive had help in wielding this Leavy sword - possibly

Divine help.

The laurel wreaths at the base and on the hat of David are symbols
of praise and honui. In using such symbols Donatello may be paying
tribute and giving praise to this great Biblical hero.

In summary, we scc that Donatello Its used a soft, quietly musing
boy to portray the violent Biblical story of the slaying of Goliath
by David. He has midc referctwe to the Divine intervention in the
event by the subtle method of exagg.Jrated proportion and has paid tribute
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1H t I , I ;!.aurin lolic la:Irul wreath, iioato 10 ha!;

C t ed H! orJUd 01: and hd 71 1 !lo nonnilr,

beauty by uncle fonc,t1 devices as the soft, flowing hair, the swooth

the rola:cd and scwnal pc.o of David's ody, tie finely
,vdeled fcaturc in the face and He nnfixed pas as the figure con-

:Almething beyond--.osihlv something of a spiritual nature.

Nuo wo ewe to the third step in dir>cuin:,, a work of art, nue
that is always difficult and subject to errw, that of interpreting the
work and finding the meaning in the art ohject, There has been much
discussion and disagreement about this work; however we must, on the
basis of visual evidence, attempt Lc draw at least some meaningfol con-
clusions which will correspond with our facts of visual description and
formal analysis.

Also in searching for the ime.'7.ning in this work we cannot ignore
the prevalent philosophy of the tires which pyoduced it, that of the
Humanism of 15th century Italy which basically extolled tie human
val,T,; and :rescd the belief that ran has the freedom, through his
rore:oo,lo dolo,:Ire values for hiviself. From certain facts
in our (10:;Cri!Alea rl Irn1 nl analy,:is, we draw conclusiea,;.-hili

certainly aot aboiutely rigid one--ah,na the weaning, of 11alelio'0

The langoage of forA can be very eloquent,and we are n,rJ aware of
tire facts of the nudity of the figure, its soft, smooth skin, and fleshy
muscles, the long, flwIng lochs, the sensitive facial features, and
the sensual stance of the uavid, along with the life-like feathers of
Goliath's helmet tensing against the soft flesh of David's inner thigh.
Such evidence along frith the indication of laurel wreaths on the base
and hat of tire statue lead its to a conclusion that Donatello wan not
merely portraying a Biblical event but was using this event as a vehicle
to extol physical beauty and to praise sensual pleasure, lie was not,

however, doing this in the traditions of antiquity, but rather was ex-
prossin;; his belief in Renaissance Humanism by using iris reason and
individuality to praise the sensual heauty and physical pleasure of his
own choosing.

Now that we have gone tLcmgh the processes of visual description,
tonal analysis, and interpretation, we should be familiar enough with
the work to perform the fourth and last step in the procedure, that of
evaluation or judgment. This, again, is n difficult matter and we
must he careful to Icel. in mind the facts of the first three steps.

We have noticed by now ant the work is convincingly real, it
in the handling of the human figure, its proportions, and in the details
and accessories. 'thus we could role the value judgment that the wort:
is a very successful and well executed naturalistic presentation.

4c arc also aware that the artist has taken great care to plan
various details Mc the smooth text roe to indicate soft stin: the
flcJing hair, anal the sensitive reatures of the face to suggest a quiet,
contemplative calm; the loose, fleshy muscles to suggest youth and
r,11,0111 nlei rn, and Ho In 'rep wrootl!; nu the 1 at and hose to show

honor and praise for what he has portrayed. Since these feelings,
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ideas, and meanings of the artist communicate to the informed viewer,
we can again say that the artist has been highly successful in in-
stilling the work with a great deal of content and providing subtle
clues to its meaning.

We have considered the David by the Italian master Donatello. We
have described the work in detail to become aware of what was actually
in the work. We formally analy:..ed the object to try to understand how
the qualities of the various forms had bee.1 established. We then inter-
aeted the facts obtained by visual description and formal analysis to
discover the meaning of the work and finally wn combined our interpre-
tive conclusions and facts from visual description and formal analysis
in order to evaluate or judge the work on a reasonable and logical
basis,
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